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Preface

THE present work is meant to satisfy the long-felt need for a modern scholarly
edition and translation of the late medieval Russian travel descriptions of

Constantinople, as well as to provide a full-scale analysis of their contents.
Although naive, if not simplistic, in their reporting, these ingenuous descriptions
of journeys to Constantinople between the years 1349 and 1422 are key docu-
ments for understanding the topography of the Byzantine capital, and occasion-
ally for solving other problems in Byzantine and Russian history. In the study of
a society for which most of the documentary evidence has perished, such minor
works as these are precious sources. Up to the present, scholars have been
completely dependent on old diplomatic editions of these works which simply
reproduced a single manuscript with an accompanying apparatus of chosen
variant readings; worse still was the fact that, since few Byzantinists were
competent to read the original Old Russian texts of these travel narratives, they
were forced to rely on a wholly inadequate French rendering which, in fact, only
mirrored popular Russian publications that had been heavily doctored by their

I

editor.
Unlike previous publications of the travel tales, or hozdenija, of the Russian

travelers to Constantinople, the texts presented below (except for the brief and
textually homogenous "Journey of Alexander the Clerk") are scholarly editions,
that is, they are attempts insofar as possible to reconstruct the original author's
text from the manuscripts preserved today. That not everyone will accept every
decision and emendation made by the present editor goes without saying; the
complete critical apparatus accompanying each text presents the reader with
material to verify or reconstrue the readings. Each text (again, except that of
Alexander) is based on all the preserved manuscripts of the work to which I have
been able to gain access; it is unlikely that publication of the few manuscripts
unavailable because they are in archival collections to which I could not gain
access would have changed very much.

New editions of these texts demanded a translation, not only to make their
material accessible to a wider range of scholars, but also because a translation is
in itself an interpretation which clarifies ambiguities in the text. The publication
of the five texts presented here, which together form a coherent body of infor-
mation reflecting a compact period of approximately seventy-five years,' called

'The sixth of the Russian descriptions of Constantinople is that of Anthony of Novgorod, who
visited the city shortly before the Latin conquest of the Byzantine capital in 1204; I am currently
preparing a study of that work, which will be similar to this volume.
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also for a commentary which would analyze the material in the texts in order to
present a coherent picture of their major subject, Constantinople. A unified
commentary seemed the most efficient way to present the material, since it
allowed the detail in each work to be compared and fitted with the facts in other
texts and with the results of scholarship on the individual subjects. The pivotal
role which the Russian travel descriptions play in any study of the physical
arrangement of late medieval Constantinople suggested strongly that the com-
mentary sections should also be presented in such a way as to serve as a summary
of the state of modern scholarship on the individual monuments and sites of the
Byzantine capital. The relevant commentary sections are noted in the footnotes
to the translations. In general, works published after 1977 have not been used.

Since I first began work on this subject, a number of institutions and in-
dividuals have aided in the project. Grateful acknowledgment is certainly due to
the libraries in the U.S.S.R. which allowed me to study manuscripts in their
possession or supplied me with microfilms of manuscripts used for the present
edition: the Saltykov-Scedrin State Public Library, the Library of the Academy
of Sciences of the U.S.S.R., and the Library of the Leningrad Section of the
Institute of History of the Academy of Sciences, all in Leningrad;ythe Lenin
Library and the State Historical Museum, both in Moscow; and the Lobacevskij
Scholarly Library of the Kazan State University in Kazan. Several institutions
have provided financial support at various stages of my research and their
generosity should not go unnoted: the Inter-University Committee on Travel
Grants enabled me to spend an academic year in the U.S.S.R. studying manu-
scripts; the Research Foundation of the State University of New York, the
Faculty of Social Sciences and the Department of History of the State University
of New York at Buffalo, and the General Research Board of the University
of Maryland all supported me during summers when much of the work on this
book was done. The Graduate School of the University of Maryland provided
a grant to cover some of the costs of typing the manuscript and a generous
subsidy to aid in publishing the present work. A grant from the American
Research Institute in Turkey allowed me to spend a month studying the
Byzantine monuments and excavations in Istanbul; a grant from the Penrose
Fund of the American Philosophical Society enabled me to visit the Byzantine
sites of Thessaloniki and Mount Athos and to investigate Slavic manuscript
holdings there. A travel grant from Dumbarton Oaks made possible three weeks
of manuscript work in the Soviet Union before the final editing of the texts
published here. Indeed, it is to the Center for Byzantine Studies of Dumbarton
Oaks (Trustees for Harvard University) that much of the credit for the present
work is due. It was there that I served my "apprenticeship" in Byzantine Studies
as a Junior Fellow writing a dissertation. Later, as a Visiting Fellow, I completed
the draft of the present work. During the intervening ten years, as since, I have
regularly been able not only to use Dumbarton Oaks' unparalleled library
resources, but also to benefit from conferring formally and informally with the
faculty, the staff, and visiting scholars.
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It would be impossible to single out all the individuals who have in various
ways contributed to my work. Glenn Wing of the University of Maryland
School of Architecture drew the maps. Robert Hafer of the University of
Maryland checked the index. Dr. Christine Y. Bethin of the University of
Virginia made useful suggestions on the language of the texts. Deepest thanks are
due to three scholars in the Soviet Union who have been most generous and
helpful: Drs. E. E. Granstrem, G. L. Kurbatov, and G. M. Prohorov. Professor
K.-D. Seemann of Berlin has been generous with materials and knowledge, as
has Dr. Krijnie Ciggaar of Leiden. Members of the scholarly community of
Dumbarton Oaks have regularly offered encouragement, advice, and informa-
tion, particularly Professor Ernst Kitzinger and Mr. Robert Van Nice; so, too,
have many of the visiting scholars at Dumbarton Oaks, especially the
Byzantinist-Slavists, Professors Dimitri Obolensky of Oxford and John
Meyendorff of St. Vladimir's Seminary. Over coffee, as over books, I have
learned much from all these people. Special gratitude must go to two scholars
who have also dealt with Russian travel tales and Constantinopolitan topog-
raphy and who offered both help and encouragement over the years, Professors
Cyril Mango of Oxford and Ihor Sevicenko of Harvard. The latter generously
acted as "first reader" of my doctoral dissertation and in so doing provided
a marvelous series of lessons on careful scholarship. Professor Nicolas
Oikonomides of the Universite de Montreal and Dr. Charles Halperin read most
of the present work and offered suggestions which have clearly improved it. The
Publications Department of Dumbarton Oaks has lavished time and attention
on this volume in the best Dumbarton Oaks tradition, for which I am most
grateful to Julia Warner, the head of the department, and to Dr. Peter Topping,
Advisor for Publications. Nancy Rogers Bowen prepared the manuscript for the
printer with a care and patience which matched her professional editorial talents;
I am happy to have worked with her. I owe, of course, special thanks to my
family. My daughters Kristin and Tanya have evinced marvelous patience with
their father's passion for old texts and a city which is no more; I appreciate their
tolerance for work which was too often done during time which was rightly
theirs. My wife Marilyn not only has offered encouragement in this project over a
long time, but also has been my most critical reader. To her literary skill, and
even more to her patience, the book is much indebted. Finally, I must ac-
knowledge my indebtedness to the late Professor George Soulis, who introduced
me to the study of Byzantine and medieval Slavic history at Indiana University.
It was he who first suggested to me the possibility of working on early Russian
travel tales. His suggestion led to the present volume, which I respectfully
dedicate to his memory.

The Cyrillic transliteration employed is the "continental system" as revised for
Dumbarton Oaks publications (i.e., Cyrillic "x" = Latin "h"). Greek is trans-
literated as either classical or modern Greek, depending on which has become
more current for a given word; thus "the palace at Blachernae," but "Vlanga
harbor." In general, names which have some currency in English are given in the
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common form (e.g., Dimitry, not Dmitrij, for the Russian name); for place-
names the conventions of the International Association of Geographers are
normally followed. In the present work the word "convent" is used to signify a
monastic foundation of nuns. As is customary, Old Russian texts are printed in
modern orthography, but with the letter "b" retained for its particular phonemic
value. Commentary numbers serve also as the key to the locations of
Constantinopolitan monuments on plate ii.

George P. Majeska
University of Maryland

August 1980
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Introduction

CHRISTIAN PILGRIMAGE

Pilgrimage, that is, journeying to venerate a sacred place or an object of cult, is
a very ancient tradition. It is found in the early religions of India and Babylonia,
as it is in the Jewish "going up to Jerusalem" and in the ancient Greeks' journeys
to special shrines of the gods. It is not surprising, then, to find a similar expression
of faith in Christianity, which grew from the soil of Judaism and Hellenism.
Christians who gathered to worship at the tombs of the martyrs were in a sense
making a journey to a sacred place to venerate a cult object. Once Christianity
had become a legal religion in the Roman Empire, pilgrimage, not only to the
tombs of the apostles and martyrs, but even to Palestine to pray "where Christ
Himself had trod," began on a serious scale. The fashion was set by the dowager
Empress Helen, mother of Constantine the Great, who traveled to the "holy
land" to worship at places consecrated by the presence of Christ in his earthly life
and to recover relics of Christ's sojourn in this world. Her son dutifully erected
shrines at the holy places, and the trickle of visitors to Palestine broadened into a
stream of pilgrims. The Holy Sepulchre, the hill of Golgotha, the grotto of
Bethlehem, and even the oak of Mamre, where Abraham was visited by a triad of
angels, became centers of pious tourism marked by impressive structures.

This "materialization" of the spiritual teachings of Christianity did not find
complete acceptance among the leaders of the Church. Gregory of Nyssa asked
rhetorically if there were "more Holy Spirit at Jerusalem than in pious
Cappadocia," a sentiment echoed by Augustine, who railed against those who
traveled to Palestine "as if God were in one place." Yet John Chrysostom, while
conscious of the pitfalls inherent in overemphasizing the value of pilgrimage,
himself wished his pastoral duties allowed him to travel to the Holy Land, and
occasionally recommended pilgrimage to others. Jerome reminded his friend
Paulinus that heaven was "equally distant from Jerusalem and Britain," and that
in all his travels around the Near East St. Anthony had never bothered to visit
Jerusalem. Blessed Hilarion, even though he lived his life in Palestine, had visited
Jerusalem only once, Jerome continued, and then only lest he be accused of
"slighting the holy places." Yet Jerome himself made the pilgrimage to Palestine
and retired there to translate the holy scriptures under the inspiration of their
milieu, and invited others to come and pray "where Christ walked."

If there was an ambivalence about the desirability of pilgrimage on the part of
the most respected spokesmen for the Church, there seems to have been little
ambivalence on the part of the laity and the monks. The pilgrim traffic to
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Palestine continued to swell into the fifth century, and devout laymen, from
emperors to landed magnates, contributed to the building of pilgrim hospices
(xenodochia) and monasteries, not only in the Holy Land, but also at the various
way stations along the route. By the time pilgrimage came to be a canonical
penance for sins, the Mediterranean world was served by a network of transpor-
tation lines and pilgrim inns connecting the ever growing number of Christian
shrines, not only in Palestine, but wherever apostles had trod and martyrs had
died. The fifth-century emphasis on the human nature of Christ had, it seems,
legitimized the veneration of Christ's mortal traces.I

Contemporaneously with the growth of pilgrimage to the Holy Land a new
pilgrimage center was growing up on the Bosporus. Constantinople, the "New
Rome," could boast no apostolic foundation or famous martyrs. But with the
same zeal with which the Emperor Constantine and his successors gathered
ancient columns and statues to decorate the new capital of the Empire, they set
about collecting there the holy relics which would make it also a pilgrimage
center. Helen sent a piece of the "true cross" from Jerusalem, and Constantine
sought the bodies of the twelve Apostles to grace his mortuary church, although
he succeeded only in obtaining relics of a few of the "seventy disciples." For
many emperors the gathering of holy relics for Constantinople's churches
became a sacred duty. The relics of Christ's Passion and the swaddling clothes of
the infant Jesus found their way to Byzantium, along with the head of John the
Baptist, the letter Christ had written to King Abgar of Edessa, and the portrait
He had sent the king, together with the brick on which the portrait had repro-
duced itself when it was hidden in a wall. When it was determined that the bodies
of the saints were by no means indivisible, not only were they appropriated to
sanctify the imperial city, but fragments as well came from all over the Empire
and beyond. As the cult of religious images took hold in the Eastern Church,
miraculous icons, too, came to be collected in Constantinople: those which bled
and spoke, those which had been painted by "unseen hands," and even "life
portraits" of the Mother of God painted by Luke the Evangelist. The zeal of the
emperors and inhabitants of Constantinople seems to have known no bounds; by
the eleventh century Constantinople had become the most important depository
of Christian relics in the medieval world, and a more popular goal of pilgrimage
than Palestine, which was now, in any case, in Moslem hands.

The sacking of Constantinople by the knights of the Fourth Crusade dis-
sipated many of the major relic hoards of the Byzantine capital and considerably
increased the stock of relics spread around Western Europe, but Byzantium's
mine of relics was apparently inexhaustible. Once the Greeks had regained

'On the pre-Christian background to Christian pilgrimage, see B. Kotting, Peregrinatio religiosa.
Wallfahrten in der Antike and das Pilgerwesen in der alien Kirche (Regensburg, 1950). The evolution
of Christian pilgrimage is discussed in H. Leclercq, "Pelerinages aux Lieux Saints," Dictionnaire
d'Archeologie Chretienne et de Liturgie, XIV,1, cols. 65-176. On the growth of pilgrimage to
Palestine, see S. Runciman, A History of the Crusades, I: The First Crusade and the Foundation of the
Kingdom of Jerusalem (Cambridge, 1951), 38-50. On the later history of Christian pilgrimage, see
R. Oursel, Les Pelerins du Moyen Age. Les Hommes, les chemins, les sanctuaires (Paris, 1963).
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possession of the city in 1261, new relics replaced those lost; the ethos of
Constantinople as a sacred city endowed with literally hundreds of these tokens
of God's special esteem and protection weakened but slightly. Even compara-
tively sophisticated Western visitors seem rarely to have noted the apparent
bilocation of esteemed Christian relics. Indeed, up until the very fall of the city to
the Turks in 1453 the image of Constantinople remained that of a sacred city
blessed with a unique treasury of relics of Christ, His mother, and the saints.'

PILGRIMAGE IN RUSSIA

The tradition of pilgrimage to Christian shrines was part of the Byzantine
Christian heritage taken over by Russia in the last years of the tenth century.
Thus it is not surprising to find the young Theodosius, future abbot of the Kiev
Caves Monastery, attempting in the early eleventh century to join a band of
pilgrims on their way to the land "where our Savior trod." The ascetic Anthony,
who had founded the Caves Monastery, had already made a pilgrimage to the
Holy Mountain of Athos. Before the end of the century other monks of this
monastery had also gone on pilgrimage, particularly to the Holy Land and
Constantinople. In the first years of the twelfth century Daniel, prior of another
Russian monastery, also journeyed to the Holy Land. Daniel lefta narrative of
his pilgrimage; nothing in it suggests that his long journey to worship at the
shrines of Palestine was extraordinary. Russian pilgrims cannot have been
unknown in the Holy Land, and, in fact, several attended the Easter vigil with
Daniel at the Holy Sepulchre. Later in the century we hear of Princess Evfrosinija
of Polotsk, a pious matron of princely blood and later a nun, whose lifelong wish
to venerate the relics of Constantinople and the holy places of Palestine was
finally fulfilled. She died in Jerusalem. While Evfrosinija's story might be legend-
ary in part, the audience for which it arose seems to have had no doubts about
the possibility of pilgrimage to "Tsargrad" and Jerusalem. In 1200 Dobrinja
Jadrejkovic, the future Archbishop Anthony of Novgorod, made a pilgrimage to
Constantinople, leaving us perhaps the most detailed single description of the
shrines and relics of that city in the Middle Ages.

There is serious reason to believe that the pilgrims known from sources to have
traveled to Palestine and Byzantium are but a tiny fraction of those who made
the journey. Pilgrims (kaleki) were, after all, a category of people large enough to
be listed as "church people" subject to ecclesiastical courts from the time of St.
Vladimir. Doubtless, the twelfth-century Bishop Nifont of Novgorod exag-
gerated, however, when he replied to a question from the priest Kirik by calling
pilgrimage "a curse which is ruining the land." He railed against those who leave
their families to wander about to "Jerusalem and other cities" in search of

'On the development of Constantinople as a center of Christian pilgrimage, see Ebersolt,
Sanctuaires deByzance; and Janin, La Geographie de CPZ, passim. Many of the written sources for the
relics of Constantinople at the time of the Fourth Crusade are gathered in Riant, Exuviae sacrae.
There is considerable literature on the "Christian mystique" of Constantinople; a useful general
treatment of this topic is P. Sherrard, Constantinople. Iconography of a Sacred City (London, 1965).
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salvation, all the time living off the generosity and hospitality of others, not only
on the road, but also after they return from the holy places to tell the story of their
adventures. Such "professional pilgrims," the so-called kaleki perehozniki, were,
in fact, often little more than undisciplined Christian minstrels, wandering about
the country singing their "spiritual songs" (cTHxH AyxoBHbie) in return for food,
hospitality, and, particularly, drink. It might be this aspect of the pilgrimage cult,
rather than the numbers involved, which distressed Bishop Nifont. That pil-
grimage was not a rare phenomenon, however, is suggested by the lively memory
of pilgrims in Russian folklore, which has its roots in the pre-Mongol period. Not
only do individual pilgrims appear in the byliny (folk epics), but pilgrim bands
have a tendency to appear when an epic hero needs a group with which to travel.
Indeed, the pilgrim cloak and broad-brimmed "hat of the Greek land" is a
favorite disguise for heroes in trouble. One wonders how many from the jolly
band of "Forty Pilgrims and yet Another" ("Copox xa.a n c xanuxolo") from
the widely circulated bylina cycle of that name are "heroes in trouble"; they form
the kind of pilgrim band Chaucer would have understood well. Even the bylina
cycle built around the favorite Novgorod folk hero Vasilij Buslaev depicts the
hero going on pilgrimage "to kiss Christ's tomb and bathe in river Jordan" after
he has killed his godfather (a pilgrim, or sometimes a monk) following a drinking
bout. If the Buslaev poem's statement, that "if you're a thief or a robber when
you're young, you've got to save your soul when you're old," reflects the normal
background of the pilgrims of early Russia, one can see how they can imperiously
demand food and drink of those they descend on, as they do with great success in
the poems; one can also understand good Bishop Nifont's consternation at
people going off on pilgrimage.

What Nifont could not control external circumstances did. The Latin conquest
of Constantinople in 1204 and the insecure conditions on the Russian steppe
around that time slowed considerably the flow of Russian pilgrims to the Near
East. The Mongol conquest of Russia stopped pilgrimage almost completely in
most of Russia. But while the Russian pilgrim traffic would not assume major
proportions again until the nineteenth century, some travel to Constantinople
and the Christian shrines of the East continued. Significant is a passing reference
in the Laurentian Chronicle under the year 1282 to a band of pilgrims happened
upon by Tatar raiders. By 1301, indeed, even with a smaller number of pilgrims
setting out for the holy places, the old complaints about pilgrims are heard again
when Bishop Theognostus of Sarai asks advice on pilgrimage from the Holy
Synod in Constantinople. The Synod's answer is both clear and reminiscent of
Nifont's judgment: Theognostus should forbid these pointless journeys by
people living on other men's substance, and all the more since they return home
to spread untrue stories about other lands.

It was only in Novgorod that the tradition of journeying to worship in the
Holy Land and Constantinople continued with any degree of regularity during
the years of the Mongol domination of Russia. Like Anthony a century before,
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Basil "Kaleka" ("the pilgrim") was raised to the episcopal throne of
Novgorod after his pilgrimage. The comparative freedom of the Novgorod land
under the "Tatar yoke," the merchant republic's commercial ties with
Byzantium, and the special relationship its autonomous church attempted to
keep with Constantinople help account for the continuing travel of Nov-
gorodians to the Levant. The fact that three of the five preserved pilgrim
descriptions of Constantinople published here are of Novgorodian provenance is
testimony to the perseverance of the pilgrim tradition in that northern city.

Certainly other parts of Russia saw pilgrims visit the holy places of the East in
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries as Tatar power waned, but not in the same
proportion in which they went from Novgorod. Some were genuine pilgrims,
such as Epiphanius the Wise, biographer of Sergius of Radonez, and the Deacon
Zosima whose account is published below, but many more went on church
business (like Ignatius of Smolensk) or as merchants (like Alexander the Clerk).
Some Russians even lived in Constantinople and on Athos on a more or less
permanent basis, but they were not then true pilgrims. One might judge from
Epiphanius' eulogy of St. Sergius, in fact, that journeying to the shrines of the
Near East was held in no high esteem in central Russia of the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries. Epiphanius praises Sergius for living a saintly life in his rustic
cell, rather than "flitting hither and yon, wandering from place to place" visiting
Constantinople, the Holy Mountain, and Jerusalem like someone "deprived of
reason."

The middle of the fifteenth century saw a serious break in the continuity of the
Russian pilgrim tradition. The Constantinopolitan Church's submission to
Rome at the Council of Florence made the Orthodox Russians wary of contact
with the uniate Greeks. Soon thereafter, in any case, Constantinople fell to the
Turks, and the relics which had drawn pilgrims to Constantinople were dispersed
and desecrated, while the traditional route to the Near East was blocked, or at
least was made considerably more difficult. For the next three hundred years
most Russian visitors to Constantinople and the eastern Mediterranean were
merchants, diplomats, or ecclesiastics on official business. Only in the nineteenth
century, under the influence of pietism, was a true pilgrim traffic reborn; and
nineteenth-century pilgrimage was a very modern version of the medieval pil-
grimage phenomenon, orchestrated by the imperial government and official
benevolent associations which created special steamship lines and hospices to
receive literally thousands of Russian pilgrims where Prior Daniel had once won
special permission to light a single lamp at the tomb of Christ in the name of the
"Russian land."'

'See F. Ternovskij, kl3yuenue eu3anmuucxou ucmopuu u ee mendenguo3noe npunoMenue e d peeneu
Pycu, II (Kiev, 1876), 2-19; and A. N. Pypin, HemopuR pyccxou numepamypbr, 4th ed. (St.
Petersburg, 1911), I, 360-409; II, 201-45, on pilgrimage in Russia. On the pilgrim in Russian
folklore, see I. Sreznevskij, "Pyccxne xanmcx gpeBxero BpeMeim," 3anucxu uMnepamopcxou
AxadeMuu Hayx, I, fasc. 2 (1862), 186-210.
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RUSSIAN PILGRIM TALES

The Old Russian pilgrim tale, or hozdenie, owed its popularity to the fact that it
was an adventure story acceptable to the Church. Like Lives of saints (which the
pilgrim tales often recall in their title, zitie, or "Life"), the theme of the ho2denie
was the quest for sanctity. The pilgrim tales chronicled the courage, if not the
"heroic virtue," displayed by those traveling to far-off lands to venerate the holy
places and the wonder-working remains of Christ, His mother, and the saints.
Shipwreck, piracy, and bandit raids made the attainment of the goal-wor-
shiping at shrines and partaking of their special holiness-a true climax. The
pilgrim tales were not as stereotyped and transparently pious as Lives of the
saints, and their religious outlook was more intrinsic than the often forced
moralism of medieval tales (skazanya and povesti) and secular biographies.

Judged to extoll Christian ideals and to instruct in Christian tradition, the
pilgrim tales originally were copied by monks into manuscript collections of
pious reading together with sermons and aphorisms of the Fathers of the
Church. It is only as Russia's Middle Ages wane that hozdenija find their place in
geographical tomes next to secular accounts of journeys abroad. Moreover, this
new view of the value of hozdenija was the judgment of only a few litei%ti. Well
into modern times the simpler folk continued to regard these works as tes-
timonies to God's grace. They were sometimes copied by hand even in the
nineteenth century, and the popular editions of the last century were purchased
in large numbers not so much for their antiquarian interest as for their pious
content.

The pilgrim tale is a literary genre which originated in Russia'. Unlike most
types of early Russian literature it is not derived from a well-known Byzantine
literary form. The prototype of Russian pilgrim tales is the Old Russian
"Pilgrimage of Prior Daniel" ("Xoxcexie HryMexa ,L axlriuia"), written in the first
years of the twelfth century. Daniel's work is also the most remarkable example
of the genre written in the Middle Ages. The "Pilgrimage of Prior Daniel" has as
its core the author's experiences in the Holy Land, but his description of Palestine
and its shrines is, as it were, framed by the narrative of his journey to the Holy
Land from Constantinople and back again to the Byzantine capital. He describes
the various ports of call on his voyages and notes things of interest about places
he visited: who rules them, exotic plants which grow there, products produced,
and, of course, famous shrines. Daniel has a keen sense for the salient detail and
the interesting fact which will keep the reader's attention. His narrative of his
peregrinations around Palestine is also enlivened by well-chosen anecdotes, not
only about what he saw, but also about what happened to him: he describes the
place where Mary died and the river Jordan, but he also describes his fear of
highwaymen and the necessity of traveling in armed caravans. The climax of
Daniel's work is his description of the coming of the "fire from heaven" to light
the candles at the Easter vigil in Jerusalem's Church of the Holy Sepulchre and
the emotions he experienced in the presence of this great wonder. Thereafter, the
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reader is subconsciously drawn into Daniel's pilgrimage as the author seeks
permission to place a special lamp at the "tomb of the Lord" in the name of all
the faithful of Rus'; the reader rejoices with him when he later returns to the
shrine and finds "the Russian lamp" still burning. Daniel's literary skill is again
demonstrated in his masterful prose style. His simple, straightforward colloquial
Russian flows marvelously in the narrative sections. The interspersed descrip-
tions of shrines, relics, and religious services, however, are in archaic Slavon-
icized Russian reminiscent of the Church Slavonic language used for formal
worship. Indeed, Daniel often quotes the scriptures and ritual in Church Slavonic.
This literary device raises such moments of religious feeling to a higher plane by
drawing on the connotations of the liturgical language of the Church in Russia.

The high level of literary skill displayed in the "Pilgrimage of Prior Daniel"
and its consequent popularity (it exists today in almost one hundred fifty manu-
script codices) made Daniel's work the standard by which all later pilgrim
descriptions would be judged. Writers, it would seem, were conscious of this
literary ideal and imitated the model, perhaps too scrupulously; whole sections
were sometimes reproduced under a later pilgrim's name. Judged by the stan-
dards of the "Pilgrimage of Prior Daniel," the later hozdenija are not particularly
successful literary works, perhaps with the exception of Anthony of Novgorod's
"Pilgrim Book" (KHHra IlanoMHHx) which describes Constantinople in the year
1200. There is no question, however, that the five texts published in the present
volume are, from a literary point of view, only plebeian imitations of the Daniel
prototype. They take from Daniel the concept of a topographically arranged
description of a visit to a series of shrines and the prescribed use of the two types
of language in specified circumstances, but little else. It would seem that the
rather free-form genre which Daniel created to express his own experiences
became a constricting mold for later pilgrims. They imitate the model, but only
formally and mechanically, and the results are "flat" and uninteresting. Instead
of Daniel's lively and varied language, seasoned with appropriate background,
one regularly finds the mechanical and repetitive: "We came to A and venerated
B, which reposes there. Nearby is C and the relics of D which cure many sick."
Missing almost completely is the excitement of the personal response and real
emotions; stereotypes take the place of the fresh experience. Indeed, the medieval
Russian reading public must have shared this opinion of the later pilgrim tales,
for the texts were copied in far fewer numbers than Daniel's work was.4

4Seemann, Die altrussische Wallfahrtsliteratur, is an exhaustive study of the Russian pilgrim tales
as literature. See also G. Lenhoff Vroon, "The Making of the Medieval Russian Journey" (Diss.
University of Michigan, 1978). Shorter treatments include Pypin, loc. cit.; N. S. Trubetzkoi,
Vorlesungen uber die altrussische Literatur (Florence, 1973), 77-98; Prokof'ev, "Pyccxne
xoxcceHna"; 'idem, "XoxcAeHHH xax xcanp B ApeBHepycexox nHTepaType," Yuenb!e 3anucxu
MocxoecKOZO Hedazozuuecxozo Jzfncmumyma Jlenuna, 288 (1968), 3-24; idem, " SI3bix H xcaHp. 06
oco6eHHocTslx si3buca ApeBnepyccxHx xoxcAeHHA," Pyccxan Peub, 1971, no. 2, pp. 16-25; V. V.
Danilov, "K xapaxTepxcTHxe `XoxcAeHHi' HryMeua AaHHH.na," Tp4pJ1um, 10 (1954),92-105; idem,
"0 acauposbsx oco6eHHOCTHx ApesnepyccxHx `xox ,r eHH9,"' ibid., 18 (1962),21-37; and the standard
treatment in A. S. Orlov, et al., Hcmopua pyccxou numepamypbl, I (Moscow, 1941), 365-74; 11, 1
(Moscow, 1945), 121-25, 225-30.
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The literary value of the five Russian pilgrim descriptions of Constantinople
published here, then, is frankly slight. Their value as historical sources, however,
should not be underestimated. While in other historical contexts such naively
charming works as these would evoke little interest except among antiquarians,
careful study of these texts can do much to illuminate areas of Russian and
Byzantine history practically untreated in more standard types of historical
source material. So basic a question as communications routes between Russia
and Constantinople cannot be studied without serious reference to the routes
outlined by the pilgrim-authors Ignatius of Smolensk and Deacon Zosima. Their
works contain the most careful delineations of Russia's arteries of communi-
cation with Byzantium preserved from the Middle Ages. Similarly, political and
chronological references in the pilgrim tales can fill in blanks in historical
scholarship, especially in Byzantine history, a field well supplied with tenden-
tious histories and monkish chronicles as primary sources but almost devoid of
basic documentary materials. The paucity of Byzantine historical sources is
suggested by the fact that Ignatius of Smolensk's brief description of the uprising
led by John VII in Constantinople in 1390 is the only extant account of this event,
and that the same text's description of the coronation of Emperor Manuel II in
1392 is the primary evidence for Manuel's being crowned in that year. Even
Deacon Zosima's list of Manuel's sons and their appanages is an important
document for understanding the governmental system under the later
Palaeologan emperors.

Of even greater historical value, however, is the information the later Russian
pilgrim tales include on the topography of the capital of the Eastern Empire in
the late Middle Ages. While Byzantine authors, for the most part, simply
assumed that their readers were acquainted with the arrangement of the various
public buildings in the city, the Russian visitors took great care to spell out the
relationship of the individual shrines and attractions to each other. Partly they
did this, no doubt, in imitation of Prior Daniel's careful geographical notes on
Palestine in the prototype, of Russian pilgrim tales; and partly they did so, of
course, because they realized their readers would be unfamiliar with the physiog-
nomy of the Byzantine capital. Careful study of the Russian pilgrim tales
significantly advances modern scholarship's knowledge of the physical city and
its various monuments and can be of particular help to archeologists concerned
with medieval Constantinople, especially in identifying sites.

The Russian pilgrim descriptions of Constantinople are not simply lists of
buildings and monuments, it should be noted. While certain Constantinopolitan
monuments, such as the great Cathedral of St. Sophia and the famed Justinian
Column, were worthy of note in and of themselves, it was the holy relics
preserved in the shrines of the Byzantine capital which, in large part, drew the
pilgrims to the metropolis on the Bosporus. Here were gathered in the "city
guarded by God" objects mentioned in the very scriptures, bodies of saints whose
Lives were read out in the churches, the robe of the Virgin which had called up
storms to destroy invaders of the imperial city, as described in a popular liturgical
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hymn, and miracle-working images from tales recounted in the ritual. Unlike
visitors from other cultures, where different rites and customs prevailed, the
Russians, who had been nurtured in the services of the Byzantine Church in
Russia, were familiar with all these things; they had heard of them from child-
hood. It is for this reason that the Russian pilgrims are such dependable reporters
of what shrines they visited and what relics they saw in Constantinople. They did
not discover hitherto unknown Christian treasures or, for the most part, hear
new stories of wonders, as did, for instance, Western visitors who rarely kept the
relics and stories straight. Rather, they recognized objects and stories long stored
in their memories. Medieval Russians and Byzantines belonged to the same
"cultural community"; the hozdenija are eloquent testimony of how deeply
Russia had drunk at the well of Byzantine civilization. In turn, the writings of the
Russian pilgrims served to enhance and strengthen Byzantine culture in Russia.
Readers of the hozdenija in Russia not only learned facts about Constantinople,
but also found their perceptions of the city as a sacred entity confirmed.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Constantinople long played an important role in Russian life. It was the lure of
the imperial city and the profits to be gained from trading with it which had
precipitated the foundation of the Rus' state along the Dnieper route "from the
Varangians to the Greeks" in the ninth century. With the adoption of Byzantine
Christianity in the last years of the following century a new dimension accrued to
the image of Constantinople in medieval Rus'. Not only was Byzantium the
wealthiest and most civilized city the Russians had encountered, but it was also
the fountainhead of their adopted national faith. There, in the capital of the
Christian Roman Empire, resided the "ecumenical" patriarch who guided
Russia's church life and guaranteed the purity of its faith. There it was, indeed,
that the content of Christianity had unfolded in Great Councils of the Church;
there could be seen the living testimony that God guided and guarded His people.
"Tsargrad," to the Russians, was a sacred city, an almost mythical place where it
was assumed that God wrought wonders. The concept of the "New Rome"
mingled with the vision of the "New Jerusalem."

Constantinople continued to be a source of Russia's Christian culture long
after the primary evangelization of this northern people. Many of the bishops,
and most of the ruling metropolitans of the Church, were Greeks sent from
Byzantium who preserved close ties with the patriarchate at Constantinople.
The bishops from Byzantium traveled back and forth between Russia and the
Byzantine capital, bringing to Russia not only ecclesiastical directives from the
patriarch and synod at Constantinople, but also books which would influence the
development of Russian culture and tastes. Byzantine artists likewise journeyed
to Russia to paint icons and decorate churches, for all agreed that Byzantine
artistic productions were not only the finest available, but, indeed, the standards
against which all other works would be judged. Trade, too, continued between
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the two states until the Turkish conquest, albeit with occasional periods of
reduced volume. It should not, then, be at all surprising that Constantinople was
the most common goal of Russian pilgrims, both the "true" pilgrims drawn
uniquely by the relics, shrines, and sacred aura of the city, and those pilgrims who
combined their devotions with business trips to the Byzantine capital as mer-
chants, ecclesiastics, or diplomats.'

The fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries were a period of revitalization of
ties between Russia and Byzantium. Part of the reason for the reinvigoration of
Russo-Byzantine contacts was political developments in Russia. The fourteenth
century saw the gradual waning of Mongol control over the Eastern Slavs. The
loosening of Mongol political control made foreign travel easier for Russians. It
also allowed the emergence of two strong centers of power, Lithuania and
Moscow, which vied for leadership of the patrimony of ancient Rus'. The grand
princes of Lithuania had spread their influence over much of the Ukraine and
White Russia attempting, it would seem, to reconstitute the old Kievan Russian
state in the areas where Tatar control had been least effectively enforced.
Claiming the venerable city of Kiev and generally allied with the princes of Tver,
a northeastern Russian principality and onetime holder of the grand princely
title, which now played the role of a spoiler, Lithuania created a viable state
which attracted many of the lesser princes of western Rus' because of its loose
confederation system of government and the promise of freedom from Tatar
exactions. The culture of the Lithuanian state was Russian. However, the
Orthodox faith of the majority of the population of Lithuania, which might more
aptly be called the "West Russian" state, was not necessarily shared by the ruling
Lithuanian grand princes; they were pagan into the 1370's, and Roman Catholic
after 1387.

Lithuania, however, had a worthy competitor for hegemony over the Russian
people: the growing principality of Moscow. Born in the raw northeast reaches of
the old Kievan Russian federation, Moscow owed to many factors its phenom-
enal growth from an undistinguished hunting lodge in the twelfth century to
the capital of a powerful centralizing state in the fourteenth century. These
factors need not be rehearsed here, for they are the common coin of historians of
Russia, but two bear special note: the role of the grand prince of Moscow as chief
Russian representative of the Mongol khan, and the influence of the Church.
Having gained over the years power, prestige, and money as deputy of the hated
Tatar overlord, the prince of Moscow changed into a champion of Russian
independence by successfully challenging Mongol military might at the famed
battle of Kulikovo Field in 1380. The battle also delivered a serious blow to the
Russian pretensions of the Lithuanians, who had allied themselves with the
Mongols.

s Russo-Byzantine contacts are chronicled in considerable detail in Ternovskij, H3yueuue. On
political, economic, and commercial relations, see M. V. Levicenko, Ouepxu no ucmopuu pyccxo-
eu3aumuucxux omuoweuuu (Moscow, 1956). For the larger context of Russia as part of the Byzantine
Kulturgemeinschaft, see D. Obolensky, The Byzantine Commonwealth: Eastern Europe, 500-1453
(New York, 1971), which also has an excellent bibliography.
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Perhaps even more telling in the long run than the psychological importance of
the challenge to the hated Tatars was the prestige which accrued to Moscow
when it became the religious capital of all the Russian lands. Ever since the holy
Metropolitan Peter had died in Moscow in 1326, all the rulers of the Russian
Church had made Moscow their residence, even though they often held jurisdic-
tion also over the Orthodox faithful in the Lithuanian state. Perhaps at first
wooed to move to Moscow in order to bring the prestige of the Church to a
principality with no long history, the "Metropolitans of Kiev and All Rus"'
resided in Moscow eventually because of deliberate policy of the patriarchate in
Constantinople. For reasons which are not completely clear, although they
probably derive from the Lithuanian grand princes' paganism and dalliances
with Roman Catholic Poland, the Byzantine religious authorities supported a
single unified church for all Orthodox Russians, with its center at Moscow.
Given the traditional role of the Church as legitimizer of political power,
ecclesiastical support gave Moscow a clear ideological superiority over its rivals.
Lack of such support, of course, seriously grated on the Lithuanians, a fact which
helps explain the extraordinary number of high ecclesiastics going back and forth
between Lithuania, Muscovy, and Byzantium in this period.

Sandwiched between Muscovy and Lithuania stood the proud, autonomous
Russian city-state, "Lord Novgorod the Great." Located far to the northwest,
Novgorod had never fitted easily into the political configuration of Rus'. In
Kievan times Novgorod had been an appendage to the grand princely throne; the
only Russian state to escape Tatar devastation, it gained autonomy and pros-
pered by maintaining commercial contacts beyond the lands of Rus'. An impor-
tant symbol of Novgorod's independent status was its elected archbishop. All the
more fiercely did the Novgorodians cling to this symbol of their special position
as the Muscovite princes infringed on their freedoms and pressed toward absorp-
tion of the merchant republic. The patriarchate at Constantinople was the major
guarantor of their free ecclesiastical status, and, just as the. Lithuanian grand
princes (and, indeed, also the Polish rulers of Galician Ukraine) pressed for
separate hierarchies as tokens of their separateness from Moscow, so did the
lords of Novgorod. Their close commercial ties doubtless facilitated their ec-
clesiastical diplomacy.6

The Constantinople to which the Russian pilgrims made their way in the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries was, if the truth be told, but a shell of its former
greatness. No longer the ruling city of the Mediterranean world or even the major
power of the eastern Mediterranean, as it had been into the twelfth century, the
New Rome on the Bosporus was, in fact, but the capital of one of several Balkan

'There are, of course, many works on Russia in the pivotal period 1300-1453; most accessible is
G. Vernadsky, A History of Russia. III: The Mongols and Russia (New Haven, 1953). More detailed
studies include J. L. I. Fennell, The Emergence of Moscow, 1304-1359 (Berkeley-Los Angeles, 1968);
A. E. Presnjakov, O6pa3oeanue eeAuxopyccuozo zocydapcmea (Petrograd, 1918), English trans.
(Chicago, 1970); and L. V. Cerepnin, O6pa3oeanue pyccxozo yenmpanusoeauuozo zocydapcmea 6
XIV-XV eexax (Moscow, 1960). The role of Byzantium and of the Church in Russian politics of this
period is the subject of John Meyendorff's study, Byzantium and the Rise of Russia (Cambridge,
1981), which the author graciously allowed me to read in typescript.
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states, its territory constantly shrinking. The agrarian base of its economy had
withered with loss of territory to foreign rule and to ungovernable magnates. The
trade which had once provided the margin of profit to endow the Empire with
unparalleled wealth was now in the hands of the maritime cities of Italy. The
poverty of the Byzantine state treasury in this period was such that an emperor
would have to pawn the crown jewels to hire mercenaries to substitute for the
once triumphant imperial army. The "Empire" had never really recovered from
the sacking and pillage of its capital by the Crusaders in 1204. The Greeks were
able to retake the city in 1261, but serious repair of the looted and burned
buildings was beyond their resources. Even the Great Palace, the "Palace of the
Emperor Constantine," as the Russian travelers call it, was finally abandoned;
the Palaeologan emperors could not afford to replace the bronze roof tiles melted
down by the Franks. What had once been the most populous city in Europe now
sprouted vineyards and vegetable patches within the city walls; unused buildings
fell to ruin, and even major churches were closed for repairs for years at a time as
the authorities sought the wherewithal to finance the work. Hierarchs solicited
contributions from abroad to repair churches just as emperors wandered over
Europe begging funds to provide soldiers to save the city from what seemed to be
its inevitable fall to the Turks.'

Financially bankrupt and forced into the role of pawn to the Genoese or
Venetians, the Empire never retreated from its conception of itself as the
Christian empire. As so often happens, mystique outlived reality. To the
Russians, the mystique of the divinely constituted empire and its sacred capital
seems to have dimmed but slightly. The emperor was vice-gerent of God, and
Constantinople, the imperial capital, continued to be for them the mythic city of
Christian shrines presided over by God's civil and ecclesiastical representatives in
this world. The patriarch and synod at Constantinople, like the books of ec-
clesiastical ritual, constantly promulgated this teaching. Coups d'e'tat and polit-
ical fragmentation did not change the Russian perception of the Empire and its
capital as the icon of the Kingdom of Heaven. God dwelt in a special way in the
shrines of Tsirgrad, and political plots and military defeats were assumed,
somehow, to be part of God's larger plan for His people. Such a conception of
Byzantium would reign in Russian minds until the submission of the Byzantine
Church to Rome in 1439. This event shattered Russia's vision of Byzantium as
preceptor of the divine order in this world, leaving open the way for a new myth
of God's chosen people in Russia.

'On Byzantium in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, see, most recently, D. M. Nicol, The Last
Centuries of Byzantium, 1261-1453 (London, 1972); on Constantinople toward the end of this
period, see A. M. Schneider, Die Bevolkerung Konstantinopels im XV. Jahrhundert, NachrGott, 1949,
no. 9, pp. 233-44.
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Chapter I

THE "WANDERER" OF STEPHEN OF NOVGOROD

INTRODUCTION

STEPHEN'S "WANDERER" AS A HISTORICAL AND LITERARY DOCUMENT

The work known as the "Wanderer of Stephen of Novgorod," the earliest
preserved Russian description of Constantinople from the period after the
Mongol conquest of Russia, is an important source for the topography of
Constantinople in the later Middle Ages. Careful and exact in cataloging visits to
points of interest in Constantinople, with only occasional subjective expressions
of wonder (in stereotyped fashion), Stephen's description of the imperial city
presents the reader with a geographically detailed recapitulation of what the
diligent tourist and pious pilgrim would see.

In spite of the way the work is labeled in the single old manuscript which
carries a title, "OT CTpaHHHxa CTeq)axosa Hosropo4Ua" ("From the `Wanderer
of Stephen of Novgorod"'),' what has come down. to us is almost assuredly a
complete text; it covers all of the major points of interest in the Byzantine
capital.' The title as we have it is probably the creation of a scribe, the "OT"
(from) being a literary conceit.' By the same token, there is little reason to
assume, as have some scholars, the existence of a now lost description of
Stephen's pilgrimage to the Holy Land which once followed upon the description
of Constantinople.4 Only in one premodern manuscript does the Constantinople
material end with the phrase "OTTone HoHAoxoM K I4epycanHMy" ("From there
we went to Jerusalem"), and the sentence here serves only as a literary transition
to a version of the twelfth-century description of the journey to Palestine by Prior
Daniel which follows. In the two other preserved premodern manuscripts which
include the final portion of Stephen's "Wanderer" this introductory phrase is
absent, and the succeeding Daniel material is introduced only by a title.

'See infra, pp. 20-21.
2 The only important point of interest in Constantinople which the text of Stephen's work does not

mention is the shrine of the Virgin at Pege, which was somewhat out of the way; it lay beyond the
central part of the land walls, and, moreover, was not in the first rank of pilgrim attractions; see infra,
Commentary § 42, on this shrine.

3 Speranskij, 31-32, comes to the same conclusion and points to the similar use of the preposition
om ("from") to introduce a liturgical reading from the Gospels, where it represents the Greek word
xa' t, "according to."

`See, for instance, E. Golubinskij, I'Icmopux pyccxou yepKeu, 11,2 (Moscow, 1911), 204-6; D. S.
Lihacev, in A. S. Orlov, et al., Hcmopun pyccxou numepamypbi, 11, 1 (Moscow, 1945), 122-23; cf.
Speranskij, 32.

15
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A careful reading of the text of the "Wanderer" makes clear that Stephen was
in Constantinople for a least seven days. The opening lines of the narrative
announce the pilgrim's visit to the Church of St. Sophia, where he was able to join
the throng of worshipers in venerating the relics of Christ's Passion. Since the
Passion relics were displayed in the Great Church only between Wednesday
evening and Friday noon of Holy Week,' it is clear that Stephen began his tour of
the city not later than midday Friday. Later in his narrative Stephen describes the
weekly procession of the Hodegetria icon of the Virgin which took place on
Tuesdays. After attending the ceremony at the Hodegetria Monastery, Stephen
visited a number of churches and monasteries before attending the special
ceremonies which were held at the tomb of St. Theodosia the Virgin on
Wednesdays and Fridays. Given the number of places Stephen notes having
visited between the Hodegetria shrine and the tomb of St. Theodosia, he must
have come to the latter church, at the earliest, on Friday of that week rather than
on Wednesday, the day following his visit to the Hodegetria ceremony. He would
thus have spent at least one week in the Byzantine capital.

It is probably not by accident, then, that Stephen's description of his visit to
Constantinople falls naturally into six or seven segments. The segments are daily
itineraries, although the apparently separate segments describing basically uni-
fied areas of the city are, like the descriptions of the individual monuments within
each area, joined to one another quite regularly by the conjunctive phrase "from
there" ("oTTone"). The first itinerary, quite naturally, centers around the Church
of St. Sophia, where during the latter part of Holy Week Stephen was able to
venerate the relics of Christ's Passion. The same day he visited the nearby
Columns of Justinian and of Constantine the Great. The second itinerary con-
centrates on the eastern end of Constantinople, beginning at the Church of St.
Eirene and continuing down the slopes of Constantinople's "first hill" to the St.
George Monastery at Mangana and the Hodegetria shrine of the Virgin, where
Stephen witnessed the special procession of the icon since, as he notes, it was a
Tuesday. The third tour follows the southern shore of the city from the Great
Palace west to the Studite Monastery near the southwest corner of the city. The
subsequent (fourth) itinerary probably begins at the Peribleptos Monastery
northeast of Studius; it covers a number of shrines at the western end of the city.
What would seem to be a fifth tour concentrates on the shrines in the center of the
city dominated by the Church of the Holy Apostles and included the Pantocrator
Monastery. The sixth series of visits concentrates on the northern and northwest-
ern sections of the city, that is, the littoral of the Golden Horn; it includes the
Monastery of St. John the Baptist at Petra, Blachernae, and Cosmidion. The
pilgrim then returned eastward to visit the shrine of St. Theodosia. There
Stephen viewed the ritual followed at the shrine on Wednesdays and Fridays. The
final tour recorded by Stephen was quite short, including but four shrines, all at
the northeast tip of the city. Possibly this tour was combined with the previous
itinerary, since Stephen notes carefully that these shrines were "farther than a

'See infra, p. 369.
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good mile" from the shrine of St. Theodosia, which he had visited last. The
distance is, in fact, at least three kilometers; but Stephen's comment suggests that
he did actually take the walk.6

Stephen's itinerary in Constantinople has been analyzed in detail because it
probably represents a standardized visit to the points of interest in medieval
Byzantium. The closing words of Stephen's text suggest just such an interpre-
tation; he speaks of the difficulty of finding one's way around the city and of
gaining access to relics without a good guide. It would seem from Stephen's
success in getting about efficiently and in venerating relics constantly that he had
a guide. Since, moreover, he opens his description of Constantinople by noting
that he went on pilgrimage with eight companions, and since he regularly uses the
plural form, "we went ... we venerated," one can suggest with some authority
that the nine Russian pilgrims hired "a good guide," not "stingily or cheaply,"
and that Stephen's narrative, with its carefully cataloged names and dutifully
reproduced stories, represents a more or less professionally guided, and certainly
well planned, group tour of the imperial city.

Stephen's visit to Constantinople can be dated to the years 1348 or 1349, the
only years when Patriarch Isidore, whose hand Stephen kissed in St. Sophia, held
office during Holy Week.' Sevicenko has suggested reasons which make 1349 the
more likely year for the visit. He notes that the Russian text does not mention the
damage in St. Sophia resulting from the collapse of the dome in 1346, damage
which would have been more fully repaired in 1349 than in 1348. Sevicenko also
points to the unusual interest which Stephen's text displays in the military port of
Contoscalion, a harbor which was most on Constantinopolitan minds in the
spring of 1349 when the bulk of the Byzantine navy sailed from there to near
annihilation by the Genoese.8

That a Novgorodian should arrive in Constantinople in the middle of the
fourteenth century is not surprising. As a merchant republic active in inter-
national trade, Novgorod would have had ties with the major emporium of the
eastern Mediterranean. Moreover, the comparatively high standard of living of
the Novgorod burghers and their openness to contact beyond the borders of
Russia would have made such a journey moderately easy for a citizen of "Lord
Novgorod the Great." Indeed, the city seems to have had special contacts with
Constantinople for many years while eastern Russia grew more parochial under
the Tatar yoke. During the previous century, for example, Constantinopolitan
artists had been hired to fresco Novgorod's churches, and Byzantine literary and
religious traditions had been absorbed into local lore. The "Tale of the White

6Speranskij, 33-35, sees no apparent order in Stephen's viewing of the monuments of the
Byzantine capital, although he suggests a set of five itineraries. Prokof'ev, "Pyccrcxe xoxcgenxx,"
122, sees in Stephen's text a careful list of things as he saw them; Seemann, Die altrussische
Wallfahrtsliteratur, 222-23, considers it unlikely that Stephen saw all the shrines he mentions in the
short time the text would lead one to believe he was in Constantinople; the word "onone" is as much
a stylistic as a topographical feature in this material.

'See Speranskij, 33 note 1; Sevicenko, "Notes on Stephen," 165-66 note 2. Holy Week was April
13-20 in 1348, and April 5-12 in 1349; see V. Grumel, La Chronologie (Paris, 1958), 261.

s gevicenko, "Notes on Stephen," 168-72.
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Cowl," one of the prime documents of the messianic pretensions of Muscovy,
had its roots in the Novgorodian tradition of the preeminence of its own church
and its close ties with "New Rome" on the Bosporus. According to tradition, the
white cowl, symbol of purity of the Orthodox faith and of leadership of the
faithful remnant, came to the Novgorodian Basil "Kaleka," the "Pilgrim."
Archbishop Basil had gained the name the "Pilgrim" by his journey to the Holy
Land, almost assuredly via Constantinople. It was this Basil who ruled the
Novgorodian Church (1331-52) when Stephen made his journey.'

Indeed, just as in general traffic between Russia and Constantinople increased
seriously in the mid-fourteenth century, so did travel between Novgorod and the
Byzantine capital. One reason for this increase was the diminished pressure of
Mongol rule in Russia, which made travel more feasible for Russians. The
multifarious problems of the Russian Church, which was dependent on Con-
stantinople, were another reason for journeys to Constantinople. The princes
of growing Moscow had managed to attract the ruling metropolitans of the
Russian Church not only to Moscow, but also to Moscow's side in the struggle
for hegemony over the people of Rus'. Moscow's increasing political domination
of the Russian principalities was mirrored by the spreading jurisdiction of the
metropolitans resident in Moscow. In 1328 the Muscovite metropolitan had
succeeded in having Constantinople close the West Russian metropolitan see in
Lithuania and in having its dioceses transferred to his jurisdiction. In the same
fashion as the Muscovite ruler began to threaten the autonomous status of the
Novgorodian republic, the metropolitan at Moscow attempted. to curtail the
independent activities of the Novgorodian archbishopric, long a symbol and a
focus of the merchant republic's special status and independence from
Moscow.' °

At approximately the same time as Stephen's visit to Constantinople
Novgorod was appealing to the patriarchate to preserve the ancient special
prerogatives of the Church of Novgorod against the encroachments of the
Muscovite metropolitan.' 1 Stephen's visit and Novgorod's appeal might not be
unrelated. Stephen was certainly not an ordinary pilgrim. He had money enough
to hire a competent guide to show him and his companions around the shrines
of Constantinople, and, moreover, while Stephen and his companions were
visiting St. Sophia they were recognized by a high imperial official and were pre-
sented to the patriarch. The "imperial official" who recognized the group of
Novgorodian pilgrims was probably the Protostrator Phakeolatos, who was
charged with supervising the massive repairs to St. Sophia after the collapse of

90n Novgorodian contacts with Constantinople, see F. Ternovskij, 143ynenue eu3anmuucxou
ucmopuu u ee mendenyUO3noe npunomenue a dpeeneu Pycu, II (Kiev, 1876), 13, 39 T; P. Sokolov,
Pyccxuu apxuepeu us Bu3anmuu u npaeo ezo na3nauenu.n do nagasa XV eexa (Kiev, 1913), 292-96;
Speranskij, 43-44; Prokof'ev, "Pyccxxe xoxcTwfflI%," 96-100; see also note 10 infra.

10 See Golubinskij, Hcmopuf pyccxou yepxeu, I1,1 (1900), 306-19; cf. also ibid., 185-87, 205-8;
Sokolov, op. cit., 319-33, 345-48; A. V. Kartasev, Ouepxu no ucmopuu pyccxou yepxeu, I (Paris,
1959), 314-16; Sevicenko, "Notes on Stephen," 165-66 note 2.

11 See note 10 supra.
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the eastern arch, semidome, and part of the central dome in 1346.12 Might one
surmise that Phakeolatos recognized the Novgorodian pilgrims because they had
brought a sizable contribution to the repair fund, as it is known Muscovite
envoys did at about the same time? Muscovite generosity in this case had
apparently been rewarded both by subordination of the metropolitanate of Halic
in Poland to the Church of Moscow and by recognition of the dubiously legal
third marriage of the Muscovite Grand Prince Symeon the Proud.13 It would be
naive to assume that the Novgorodians, known for their business acumen and
political astuteness, would not have attempted to press their case against
Muscovite encroachments on their special status by demonstrating their de-
votion to the patriarchate where they sought redress. A generous contribution to
the favorite patriarchal charity of the moment, the restoration of the patriarchal
Cathedral of St. Sophia, would, they must have realized, certainly assure them a
hearing.

The Stephen who emerges from the text of the "Wanderer," the only available
source of information on the author, is the type of person one would expect to be
a legate of the Novgorodian state. He seems to have been a man of at least some
means, given his concluding remarks on how difficult it would be to visit the
shrines of Constantinople "stingily or cheaply." He was doubtless a layman;
were he a cleric, his status would certainly have been mentioned in the text or at
least in the title. The writing style also suggests that a layman is the author of this
description. The language is straightforward, if not brusque, Northwest Russian
vernacular, comparatively free of the Church Slavonic elements which so often
infiltrate the prose of clerical writers. The ungainly grammar betrays a writer
used to simple businesslike prose rather than the more ornate ecclesiastical style.
Even when recounting legends, Stephen does not retreat into the archaic Church
Slavonic of the religious literature whence came the legends. He knows the stories
from having heard them, not from having intoned them in Church Slavonic as
part of the monastic ritual. The scriptural quotations which so often pepper
clerical literature are noticeably absent in the text.14 The number of scholars,
however, who have commented on what they see as an unusual preoccupation
with things secular in Stephen's description of Constantinople are perhaps
overstating the case for his worldly interests.) s His interests in Byzantium are
overwhelmingly its shrines and relics, the normal interests of a pious Orthodox
Christian of the time. The only secular point of interest which Stephen notes, and
which Russian pilgrims who are known to be members of the clergy do not men-
tion, is the military harbor of Contoscalion. But this interest is understandable,
given the destruction just a few weeks prior to Stephen's assumed arrival in

12 See Sevicenko, "Notes on Stephen," 165-68.
13 Ibid., 167-68 and note 10.
14 CL Speranskij, 35-48; Seemann, Die altrussische Wallfahrtsliteratur, 221-28; Prokof'ev,

"Pyccxxe xoxcAenna," 111-24; Lihacev, in Orlov, Hcmopun pyccxou numepamypb1, II,1, 121-24.
"Besides the material cited in the previous note, see D. S. Lihacev, Kynbmypa Pycu epemenu

Audpen Py6neea u Enus6anun HpeMydpozo (Moscow, 1962), 41-45, who suggests that Stephen's
comments betray the eye of someone who appreciates art, or even of a professional artisan.
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Constantinople of the Byzantine fleet which had been harbored there. Stephen
seems interested in the hippodrome, one of the most impressive collections of
secular wonders in the Byzantine capital, only as a point of reference in indicat-
ing the location of the Great Palace and the Monastery of SS. Sergius and
Bacchus. In summary, then, the author seems to have been a literate, moderately
pious Novgorodian layman of some financial means. He was thus probably a
member of the merchant class or aristocracy, exactly what one would expect of a

member of an important Novgorodian delegation to the Constantinopolitan
patriarchate.' 6

THE MANUSCRIPTS

Academy 16.8.13 is a medium-sized, bound quarto historical florilegium from
the second quarter of the sixteenth century. Written by two contemporary
semiuncial hands on 240 leaves, the manuscript displays several different water-
marks, all from the first half of the sixteenth century. This manuscript was
formerly known as Tolstoj 436" before it came into the possession of the
Russian Academy and finally the Library of the Academy of Sciences in
Leningrad, where it is today. It was rebound in the last century with the once lost
first eighty-one leaves. The manuscript includes, among other things, texts
dealing specifically with Novgorod, as well as a series of Russian works deal-
ing with the Council of Florence, Metropolitan Isidore of Kiev, and Bishop
Abraham of Suzdal. Folios 82-105" include the works of Ignatius of Smolensk:
the "Cxa3aH4e JATOM B xpaTItb" ("Abbreviated Chronicle"), the "Description
of Thessalonica and the Holy Mountain" (folios 82-90), and the "Journey to
Constantinople" (folios 90-105"), complete as in the present edition, from the
words "B Hegb mo toMHHy" (p. 79), under the title "IIyTb gOHOM peKoio go
Mopsi, a MopeM go I)(aparpa4a." Several late sixteenth-early seventeenth-
century corrections have been made to the text of Ignatius' "Journey" in this
manuscript. On folios 137"-147" is the full text of Stephen of Novgorod's
description of Constantinople as it has come down to us, here entitled "OT
cTpaHHHxxa CTecpaHOBa HoBropo1Ua" ("From the `Wanderer of Stephen of

' 6 Stephen's possible membership in a Novgorodian legation to the patriarchate in Constantinople
is suggested somewhat hesitantly in A. Jelacic, "Les Descriptions de voyages russes du Moyen-Age a
Constantinople," Aui del VCongresso internazionale di Studi bizantini = Studi bizantini a Neoellenici,
5 (1939), 478-79. Note, however, that pilgrims often traveled in groups without necessarily forming
an official delegation; see D. Ajnalov, " HpIIMe'faHwi x TexcTy xaffrff `HanoMfnfx' Afrromu!
Hosropoucfcoro," 3KMHH, 1906, no. 6, pp. 234-36.

Speranskij, 48-49, makes the interesting suggestion that, given the Pskovian linguistic features in
the text, it is possible that the author wrote in Pskov rather than in Novgorod. The sobriquet"of
Novgorod" would, of course, be more meaningful for an expatriate Novgorodian than for someone
living in Novgorod. The Pskovian features, however, could also point simply to the background of
the manuscript from which all the preserved texts ultimately derive (cf. ibid., 31).

"K. Kalajdovic and P. Stroev, O6cmoamensnoe onucanue cnaeJixo poccuucxux pyxonuceu ...
Toncmozo, Hepeoe npu6aeiienue (Moscow, 1825), 9-11. It was also known as Svinin No. 4, and was
described in V. M. Perevoscikov, Pocnucv xnuz U pyxonuceu Poccuuclcoa AxadeMuu (St. Petersburg,
1840), 154. For the strange history of the ownership of this manuscript in the early nineteenth
century, see Speranskij, 12 note 1.
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Novgorod"'). The text of Stephen's description is followed by the words
"OTTone IIOHZ[OXOM x HepycanHMy" and a version of the "Journey of Prior
Daniel" to the Holy Land (omitting the first lines of this work), with the title
"Cxa3aHHe o IIyTH OT Ijapxrpa)a x HepycairmHMy," as if this twelfth-century text
were the continuation of Stephen's narrative.18 The contents of this manuscript
would suggest an original Novgorodian source for the texts; the choice and
arrangement of the materials in the manuscript, in fact, is similar to that in MSS
Sophia 1464 and 1465 (see infra, pp. 57-58), which are clearly of Novgorodian
provenance. The codex itself, however, betrays enough traces of the dialect of
Pskov (e.g., using a masculine form, CBATbIH CocpeH, for the Church of St.
Sophia) that it should probably be credited to a Pskovian scribe.19 I have studied
this manuscript in Leningrad in 1968 and since then on microfilm.

Zabelin 416 (formerly 314) in the State Historical Museum in Moscow is a 539-
leaf octo manuscript written by several different semiuncial hands, all from the
mid-sixteenth century. Most of the manuscript is taken up with patristic writings
and lengthy Lives of saints translated from the Greek. Folios 409-445 however,
are devoted to a pastiche of thirteenth- and fourteenth-century descriptions of
Constantinople gathered under the title "Cxa3aHHe o CBATbIX MecTex, o
KocTAHTHHe rp'];Ae j!] H 0 CBATbIx Mowex cnacm cA BO HepycaJnHMh, a
co6paHblx KOCTMMTHHOM uapeMb B HapHuaeMbIH IjapbrpaA" (the "Tale of the
Holy Places of the City of Constantine, and of the Holy Relics Preserved in
Jerusalem and Collected by the Emperor Constantine in the Aforementioned
Imperial City" [Car' grad]). The title is in decorated red script, and a later hand has
added the marginal number "48th" (48-13), indicating that the work is the forty-
eighth chapter of the manuscript. There follows on folios 409-424° a text of the
work known as the "Tale of the Holy Places of Constantinople," or the "Russian
Anonymous Description of Constantinople in the Fourteenth Century," which
is published infra in Chapter III. The orthography of the text very strongly
reflects the South Slavic conventions fashionable in the late fourteenth and mid-
sixteenth centuries. The accentuation system is both very unusual and incon-
sistent, tending toward an overly regressive accent pattern which seems to absorb
prepositions into the words they follow for purposes of accentuation. Some
words, on the other hand, bear accents later in the word than is normal .2' This
text of the "Russian Anonymus" is the only one extant; it probably lacks a
concluding section. The text is followed, without any indication of the beginning
of a new work, by a short list of shrines and relics in Constantinople (folios
424°-425), which there is reason to believe is based on known travel accounts of

1 e The full text of this work is published in )Kumbe u xo.rcexbe ,I(anuna pycbcxb1R 3eMAU u2yAleua,
ed. M. A. Venevitinov, IIIIC, 9 (1885; repr. Munich, 1970).

190n the use of Coybuf as a masculine rather than a feminine noun here, see Speranskij, 17-18,
and the literature cited there. A full description of this manuscript can be found in ibid., 11-18; and in
A. I. Kopanev, et al., Onucanue pyxonucuozo omdena Uu6AuomeKu AxadeMuu Hayx CCCP, 111,2
(Moscow, 1965), 118-21.

2' The orthographic and accentual peculiarities of this text are summarized in Speranskij, 127-28.
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the Byzantine capital.21 Again without any indication of the beginning of a new
work, the manuscript presents a text of the "Wanderer of Stephen of Novgorod"
(folios 425-434"), which lacks the opening and closing sections. The text begins
with the words H iioMa3ania HbI MacnOM H BO,AO}O cBSITOIO" ("we
kissed and we were anointed with oil and holy water"; p. 31), the object of the
verb "to kiss" being in this case "relics of the Forty [Martyrs]" from the
preceding work, rather than the image of Christ from which holy water flowed,
as in the complete "Wanderer" text. The Stephen text in this manuscript ends
with the words "B-B3BpaTHXOMCSI [B-bcnMT] B rpa,g. H,goxoM K CBSITOH," to which
the text adds a short and unique conclusion (p. 45 and apparatus). An ab-
breviated text of the "Pilgrim Book of Anthony of Novgorod" (a description of
Constantinople dating from the year 1200) follows on folios 434"-445" under the
title "CKa3aHHe O CBSITbIX MkCTLX H)Ke CyT'b B IjapHrpaik Ha yBepeHHe H
Ha cnaceHHe BChMb genoBkxoM" ("Tale of the Holy Places which are in
Constantinople, for the Assurance and Salvation of All Men").22 The text does
not include the opening lines of the "Pilgrim Book" which give the author's
name. The manuscript also includes a text of the "Journey of Prior Daniel to the
Holy Land" (with additions) on folios 449-539" under the appropriate decora-
tive title. All of the material dealing with Constantinople in this Manuscript
displays clearly Pskovian dialectical features, suggesting that the immediate
prototype for this portion was a Pskovian codex.23 I have studied this manu-
script only on microfilm.

Hludov 249 is a seventeenth-century illustrated florilegium written in semi-
uncial script on 244 quarto pages. The manuscript, now preserved in the State
Historical Museum in Moscow, includes the "Wanderer of Stephen of
Novgorod" on folios 3-9, beginning with the words "H pa36HCSI HoraHbMH H Ty
lima DeoAocHio" (p. 29); there is evidence of loss of the first leaf of the text.
There follows the narrative of Stephen, "IIyTb ecTb HTTH OT IjapxrpaAa Ko
14epycaimmy," a phrase serving to introduce the subsequent text of the "Journey
of Prior Daniel," 24 here presented as a continuation of Stephen's description of
Constantinople. While there are several illustrations to the text of Prior Daniel,
none are included with Stephen's narrative. The manuscript also includes Elder
Isaiah's "Tale of the Holy Mountain" (Athos), as well as an allegorical piece on
the four ages of man. I have studied this manuscript only on microfilm.25

Academy 33.14.4, a seventeenth-eighteenth-century octo semiuncial/cursive
manuscript of thirty-seven leaves, includes on folios 1-4" a fragment of the

21 See infra, pp. 153-54, on this text.
22 See Anthony, 1-39, for a full text of the work abbreviated in this manuscript.
23 Speranskij, 21-22; a more complete description of the manuscript is available ibid., 18-22,

127-28. On the various works included in this manuscript, see also Seemann, Die altrussische
Wallfahrtsliteratur, 156.

24 See supra, note 18.
25 For more extensive descriptions of this manuscript, see A. N. Popov, Onucanue pyxonuceu u

xamanoz xuuz yepxoeuou neuamu 6u6nuomexu A. H. X.aydoea (Moscow, 1872), 498-99; and
Speranskij, 22.
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Stephen text from the words "a ApyrHH CTOJIH Ha HeM)Ke HeTp Hmxacsl ropKO"
(p. 43) to the end, but in a form with noticeable orthographic modernisms. The
text continues with a large segment of the description of Palestine by Prior Daniel
under the title "Cka3aHHe o H TH OT LjapArpa,a xo Epocaimmy." The Stephen
text was probably meant to serve as an introduction to Daniel's work on the Holy
Land. I have read the Stephen material in this manuscript only on microfilm
supplied by the Library of the Academy of Sciences in Leningrad, where the
manuscript is preserved.26

Museum 939: see infra, p. 58.
Archeographic Commission 244, preserved in the Leningrad Section of the

Institute of History of the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. (JIOFIhI), is a
313-folio, early sixteenth-century quarto miscellany written by several hands. It
once belonged to the St. Cyril Monastery and came to the Archeographic
Commission as part of the Novgorod Archiepiscopal Palace collection. The
manuscript contains a pastiche of phrases from Stephen's description of
Constantinople in no apparent order (folios 13"-14) which are meant to comple-
ment part of the description by Prior Daniel of Jerusalem and the miraculous
coming of the Easter light, to which it is attached. The manuscript also contains
assorted short religious and "geographic" works, and a chronicle of Russian
history from the reign of Ivan III which is based on the Nikon Chronicle. I
studied the Stephen material in this manuscript at the Institute of History, in
Leningrad in 1977.27

Rumjancev 419 consists of copies of material in the Sophia Cathedral Library
in Novgorod, as is noted in the margin on folio 1. It was made for Count N. P..
Rumjancev at the suggestion of Metropolitan Eugene Bolhovitinov sometime
around 182028 and includes the "Wanderer" of Stephen ("OT cTpaHHHxa
CTecpaHOBa HoBropola") on folios 1-9, followed by a text of the "Journey of
Prior Daniel" with the same transitional phrase and title as in Academy 16.8.13
(see supra, pp. 20-21), of which it is almost assuredly a copy, albeit showing
many modern linguistic features and misunderstandings of the original.29 I have
studied this manuscript on microfilm supplied by the Lenin Library in Moscow,
where the manuscript is preserved.30

Kiev-Sophia Cathedral 173/157 is a collection of twenty-four separate leaves
constituting a modern copy of the text of the "Wanderer" of Stephen of.
Novgorod as found in a manuscript of the Novgorod Sophia Cathedral. The
copy was probably made for Metropolitan Eugene Bolhovitinov, whose mar-

260n this manuscript, see Speranskij, 25; and Ceedenua o pyxonucnx, neuamnbzx u3danuxx u
dpyzux npedmemax, noemynueuzux e Pyuonucnoe'-omdenenue Axademuu Hayzc e 1904 z. (St.
Petersburg, 1907), 133 (I have not seen the latter work).

27 The manuscript is described in N. I. Sidorov, Pyzconucu Hmnepamopcuou ApxeozpaOuuecxou
Kommuccuu, Hepeoe npu6aeneuue (St. Petersburg, 1907) = Jlemonucb 3anxmuu Hmnepamopcxou
Apxeozpayuuecxou Kommuccuu, 17 (1907), 8-13.

28 See Speranskij, 7, 22.
29 Cf. ibid., 24-25.
300n this manuscript, see A. Vostokov, Onucanue pyccxux U cnoeencxux pyuonuceu

Pymxnyoecuozo My3eyma (St. Petersburg, 1842), 649-50; and Speranskij, 22-25.
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ginal notes are present in the manuscript;31 the text would thus seem to be
comparable to Rumjancev 419.32 This manuscript was unavailable to me.

MS 1305 (collection 834, inventory 2) in the Central State Historical Archive
(IjI'HA) in Leningrad is a late fifteenth-sixteenth-century bound quarto mis-
cellany written on 168 leaves displaying several different semiuncial hands.
Judging from the notation on the final leaf, it once belonged to the St. Cyril
Monastery. The bulk of the codex is devoted to short patristic pieces, Lives of
saints, Russian church ordinances, and short works on Novgorod. Folios
130-157" contain a text of Stephen of Novgorod's "Wanderer," which is fol-
lowed on folios 157"-160" by a portion of Prior Daniel's description of the Holy
Land and the short "0 ErHHHTe rpaat BeJIHIjtH." This manuscript was un-
available to me.33

EDITIONS AND TRANSLATIONS

Modem knowledge of the work called the "Wanderer of Stephen of
Novgorod" dates only to the year 1820, when Metropolitan Eugene Bolhovitinov
mentioned in a letter to Count N. P. Rumjancev his discovery of a text of the
work in the library of Novgorod's St. Sophia Cathedral. Copies of the Stephen
text in this manuscript were made for both Metropolitan Eugene and Count
Rumjancev, who planned to publish a volume of Russian travel accounts.34 Five
years later a manuscript including the text of Stephen's "Wanderer" (which is
quite likely the one Eugene knew of) was described in a catalog of the
manuscripts belonging to Count Tolstoj.35 The second edition of Metropolitan
Eugene's work, Cnoeapb ucmopuuecxuu 0 6blewux e Poccuu nucamenstx
dyxoeuoao uuna (St. Petersburg, 1829), unlike its predecessor of 1818, carried an
entry on "Stephen of Novgorod."

Rumjancev never published the promised collection of Russian travel tales,
but the copy of Stephen's work made for his library (MS Rumjancev 419 in the
Lenin Library) served as a source for the first publication of this text. The
erstwhile folklorist Ivan Saharov included a text of the "Wanderer" of Stephen
of Novgorod in his little booklet Ilymeutecmeu8 pyccxux nrodeu no Ceflmou
3eMne, II (St. Petersburg, 1839); it was also reprinted in book eight of the second
volume of his Cxa3auua pyccxozo napoda (St. Petersburg, 1849), 47-56. In his
introduction Saharov claimed that the basic text in his publication was an early
seventeenth-century manuscript in the possession of the merchant P. E.

3' See the description in N. I. Petrov, "Omrcanne pyxomicm ix co6pamdir, Haxomsmaxcsl B ropo,ge
KneBe, III: Bn6nnoTexa KHeBO-Co4nmcxoro Co6opa," YOH4P, 1904, bk. 1, pt. 2, p. 54.

"See supra, p. 23.
33This manuscript is described in A. I. Nikol'skij, Onucauue pyxonuceu xpahnu{uxcx a apxuee

Ceameuauezo 17paewnenbcmeywocuezo Cuuoda, II,1 (St. Petersburg, 1906), 77-81. On the dating, see
also Ja. N. S6apov, "Pemaxrmm ycraBa IHn39 RpocnaBa Bnag nposnva," 77po6neibi
ucmounuxoeedenuft, 11 (1963), 493; and G. M. Prohorov, "IIpem3e I'pnropnsi rlanaMar `c xnoHbI 11
Typxn' n npo6nera `xcnmoBcxax MympcTBy1oup3x,"' Tp,4pffum, 27 (1972), 348 and note 87. I am
indebted to G. M. Prohorov for my information on this manuscript.

34See Speranskij, 6-7, on the Eugene-Rumjancev correspondence.
3s Kalajdovic and Stroev, 06cmoRmenbuoe onucanue (note 17 supra), 9-11.
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Cernikov, and that the Rumjancev copy and a mid-seventeenth-century
manuscript belonging to a certain merchant N. V. Barsov had served as sources
of the few variant readings published.36 In point of fact, Saharov's edition
reproduces the Rumjancev copy in its orthographic peculiarities, modernisms,
and misreadings with but minor changes; added in his publication, however, are:
a number of words, phrases, and whole passages (usually italicized) which are
unknown from other sources. Saharov notes only that italics represent material
not present in the base manuscript text. Given the fact that not one of the known
manuscripts Saharov claimed to have used for any of his travel tale publications
includes passages italicized in his editions, these additions to the texts should be
disregarded as being "creations of the modern period," as A. I. Sobolevskij
suggested as early as 1903.37 Indeed, it should be noted that none of the
manuscripts belonging to "peasants" or "merchants" listed as sources by
Saharov for his editions of Russian travel accounts has ever come to light. It is
extremely doubtful that they ever existed.38

While some of Saharov's "emendations" are innocuous, others led to
considerable misinformation about medieval Constantinople and the author
Stephen. The misinformation unfortunately gained wide currency in Russian
scholarship. Thus the statue of the Emperor Justinian atop the colossal column
in the Augusteon showed him in "Saracen dress"; two Novgorodians, "Ivan and
Dobrila," were engaged in translating sacred books in the Studite monastery;
Stephen was an old monk when he made his pilgrimage to Constantinople (and
to Palestine, where he saw the "oak of Mature") and arrived in Constantinople
during the sixth year of Isidore's patriarchate (Isidore ruled less than three
years!). Saharov's version of the Stephen text, including added passages, was
cited and used by such eminent scholars as the philologist Sreznevskij, the church
historians Makarij and Golubinskij, the historians Ternovskij and Solov'ev, the
literary historian Pypin-and the specialist in the topography of medieval
Constantinople and editor of Old Russian descriptions of the city, Archi-
mandrite Leonid Kavelin. Bessonov even identified the author Stephen: he
was one of the translators of Byzantine books in Constantinople, the "Prior
(Igumen) Stephen" whose name appears on a fourteenth-century Russian
manuscript florilegium. Archbishop Filaret went further and decided Stephen
was the translator of the Pcela (Melissa, the "bee," a cento of patristic
aphorisms) contained in the manuscript.3 s

Non-Russian scholarship was no better served by B. de Khitrowo's
publication of a French translation of Stephen's "Wanderer" as "Le Pelerinage
d'Etienne de Novgorod," in Itineraires russes en Orient, I,1 (Geneva, 1889),
113-25. Ostensibly based on the Rumjancev manuscript, Khitrowo's publica-

36 Saharov, CKa3anuR pyccxozo napoda, II, bk. 8, pp. 49-50. -

37 Cited in Speranskij, 9.
"See ibid., 8-9, 26-28, on Saharov's treatment of texts such as this one.
39 See ibid., 9-11, on the use of Saharov's edition in prerevolutionary Russian scholarship. Even

today, it should be noted, the Saharov edition of Russian travel tales is sometimes cited in manuscript
catalogs to indicate an available text.
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tion was in fact a translation of the Saharov text, with Saharov's italicized
material within parentheses; the significance of the parentheses is never
explained. Khitrowo's French version of the "Wanderer of Stephen of
Novgorod" has been regularly used up to the present by Byzantinists who do not
read Old Russian.

In 1934 Academician M. N. Speranskij published the first scholarly edition of
the text of Stephen of Novgorod's description of Constantinople in 1113
cmapunnou noezopodcxou iumepamypbl (Leningrad, 1934), 50-59. The
published text was that of MS Academy 16.8.13; variants were drawn from MSS
Zabelin 416, Hludov 249, Rumjancev 419, Academy 33.14.4, and the Saharov
edition of 1849 to form a critical apparatus. The diplomatic text was
accompanied by an excellent introduction dealing with codicological and
historical problems, and a glossary to the text. The brief commentary appended
to the edition is of little value.40 Speranskij's publication has become, quite
rightly, the standard edition.

THE MANUSCRIPT TRADITION

The manuscript tradition of the "Wanderer of Stephen of Novgorod" is
comparatively simple. There is, for example, no question of the existence of
separate redactions. MS Rumjancev 419 is a modern copy of Academy 16.8.13 (or
of an almost identical text); the few variations between the two texts are moderni-
zations, simple emendations, or pure misreadings (particularly of abbrevia-
tions).41 The modern Kiev-Sophia copy of Stephen's text, also copied "from a
manuscript in the Novgorod Sophia Cathedral Library," is doubtless a doublet
of the Rumjancev codex dating from the correspondence between Metropolitan
Eugene and Count Rumjancev about the text of Stephen. The fragments of
Stephen's work included in MS Archeographic Commission 244 were adapted
from either Academy 16.8.13 or a very similar text; the fragmentary text, for
instance, speaks of the Church of St. Sophia in the masculine rather than the
feminine gender (p. 33) and preserves the reading "Taxoxc H npecTOnoB" (p. 33)
present in none of the other older manuscripts.

Zabelin 416, Hludov 249, and Academy 33.14.4 derive from one manuscript, or
at least from one branch of the textual tradition. Their prototype was probably a
sister manuscript to Academy 16.8.13. They tend to retain many of the same

40 Speranskij, 5-49, 76-82; the commentary is on pp. 60-76.
41 The only significant exception to this general statement is the Rumjancev manuscript reading

Uapbrpag for rpaq (p. 29), a reading also present in the Stephen fragments preserved in Museum 939.
While the presence of this particular reading might suggest that both the Rumjancev and Museum
manuscripts copy the prototype of MS Academy 16.8.13 rather than the manuscript itself, the
presence of the symbol for a marginal correction or addition before the word zpad in the Academy
manuscript, with no corresponding correction in the margin, which is, in any case, damaged, suggests
that the scribes of the two later codices made their copies before the correction disappeared. Indeed,
I)(apbrpaq for rpaq would be a simple mechanical emendation in any case. It should be noted here
that MS Museum 939 (in its once more complete form) could not have been the Novgorod Sophia
manuscript copied as Rumjancev 419; the latter text does not follow the Museum codex readings of
Cocpesi for Codex (p. 29) or TyTO for Ty (p. 29).
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words and phrases (e.g., rpo6, p. 41; A TOIDK MoxacThIpb, p. 43; Aaneae, p. 45),
reject peculiar readings of Academy 16.8.13 (e.g., He, p. 43; pyxa, p. 45; 6bula,
p. 45), and preserve the same variant readings not present in Academy 16.8.13
(Tpyrlex uepxoBmDIx for npe,zenex, p. 33; IIaH,avnacy for IIaH,AoxpaTop, p. 37;
o6pa3Ho for o6pa3oM, p. 43). None of these three manuscripts, however, can be
a source for another (e.g., x HaiwopalcnHm of Zabelin 416 is not preserved in
Hludov 249 [p. 43]; necTp of Zabelin 416 is not copied by Academy 33.14.4 [p. 43];
Me)KHT of Hludov 249 is present in neither Zabelin 416 nor Academy 33.14.4
[p. 43]; cTOnn of Academy 33.14.4 is not preserved in either Zabelin 416 or Hludov
249 [p. 43]).

MS Museum 939 does not preserve enough Stephen material to allow a
determination of its relationship to other manuscript texts of the work.

NOTE TO THE PRESENT EDITION

The text printed here is an attempt to reconstruct the source of all the preserved
manuscripts of this work. The oldest and only complete manuscript, Academy
16.8.13, is accepted as the basic text for this purpose; variants are drawn from all
of the preserved older manuscripts. The lines from Stephen's "Wanderer" in MS
Archeo graphic Commission 244 are cited only when this would serve some
textological purpose. Variant readings in the early nineteenth-century Rum-
jancev manuscript are noted solely as emendations. Variations in spelling and
word order are generally not noted in the apparatus. Explanatory footnotes
accompany the facing translation and note relevant sections of the Commentary
infra.

Manuscript Symbols used in the Apparatus

Ac Academy 16.8.13 H Hludov 249
Ac2 Academy 33.14.4 Z Zabelin 416

Subscript numbers refer to corrections, , by the original hand; 2 by a hand
contemporary with the original scribe; 3 by a premodern hand.

Abbreviations used in the Apparatus

add. added marg. marginal addition
des. end om. omit
inc. begin replaced by



FROM THE "WANDERER OF STEPHEN OF NOVGOROD"'

I, sinful Stephen of Novgorod the Great, came to Constantinople with my
eight companions to venerate the holy places and to kiss the bodies of the saints,
for God, St. Sophia2 the Divine Wisdom, took pity on us. I arrived in the city
during Holy Week,' and we went to St. Sophia where stands a column of
wondrous size, height, and beauty; it can be seen from far away at sea, and a
marvelous, lifelike Justinian the Great sits on a horse on the top, [dressed in his]
Saracen armor.4 It is frightening to see him. In [one] hand is a large golden apple,
with a cross on the apple, and his right hand stretches out bravely toward the
south, toward the Saracen land and Jerusalem. There are many other marble
stone columns standing around the city with many large inscriptions carved on
them from top to bottom.' There is much that amazes [one there, much] which
the human mind cannot express. [For example,] iron cannot [cut] this stone.'

From this Justinian Column you enter the doors of St. Sophia, the first doors.
Going a little farther, past the second, the third, the fourth, the fifth, the sixth
[doors], and thus it is that by the seventh doors you enter the Great Church of St.
Sophia.' Going a little farther, and turning toward the west, you will see an icon
of the holy Savior standing high up over' the doors there. The story of this icon is
recounted in books which we cannot quote, but, [briefly,] a pagan iconoclast put
up a ladder, hoping to rip the golden crown of [the icon]. St. Theodosia
overturned the ladder and killed the pagan, and the saint was killed there with a
goat horn.9 Going on a little farther we saw many people kissing the relics of the

'On the title, see supra, p. 15.
'Here and occasionally elsewhere the best manuscript gives the name of the church, St. Sophia, as

masculine in gender rather than the normal feminine; this is a Pskovian dialectical feature. See supra,
p. 21.

'The party probably arrived in Constantinople during Holy Week in 1349, that is, between April 5
and 12 of that year, though possibly in 1348, between April 13 and 20; see supra, p. 17. On the
identity of Stephen of Novgorod and the circumstances of his journey to Constantinople, see supra,
pp. 17-20.

'On Justinian's "Saracen armor" and on the Justinian Column in the Augusteon of Con-
stantinople in general, see infra, Commentary § 9.

'On the monumental columns of Constantinople, see the material cited in DO Bibliographies, 1,1,
273-74; see also Commentary §§ 9, 11, 15, 20. Many of these columns bore inscriptions. See
Speranskij, 62, on the meaning of this sentence.

6This is an overstatement, meant to emphasize the hardness of the marble.
'On the doors of St. Sophia, see Commentary §§ 2, 3.
'The unique extant medieval source for this line gives Ha aBepH ("on the door") which is here

emended to Hag j epH, "above the doors." This reflects the place where the image was in fact
displayed; see Commentary §4. The apparent scribal error was in hearing the d at the end of nad and
the d of the following word dveri as one.

'The image here is one of the Chalke Savior on the west wall of the nave of St. Sophia; see
Commentary § 4.
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OT CTPAHHHKA CTE IiAHOBA HOBFOPO LkJ1A

1A3 rp'bmHbI CTeq)aH 133 BenHKaro HOBaropo,ga C CBOHMH ) pyrbI OCMbIO

npHH,AOX B I4apbrpaA IOKJTOHHTHCA CBSITbIM M'3CTOM H IZ'bnOBaTH Teneca CBSI-

TbIX. ICI HOMHJTOBa HbI ]Or CBSITbI CO(eH HpeMyL poCTb B0)KHs. B He,A'bnlo
cTpaCTHyIO npHH,AOX B rpag,2 H HJLOXOM K CBJTUI Co(pe13. Ty3 CTOHTb4 CTOnn
LIIO,AeH BenbMH TOJCTOTOIO H BbICOTOIO H KpacoTOlo, 143 Aane=Ia C Mopsls BH,ALTH

ero. ICI Ha Bepx ero C}i,AHT HycTHHHaH BenHKbl Ha KOHt BenbMH LIIOgeH, AKH )KHB,

B ,toll bCk COPOIIHHCKOM; rpO3HO BHgtTH ero. AB pyAt A6JIOKO 311aTO BenHKO, a
Bb A6JIOIAh KpecT, a HpaBy}O PYKY OT ce6e npocTep 6ylHO Ha IIOJI'bAHH Ha
COPOU14HbCKyIO 3eMn}O K HepycanHMy. CyTb)Ke HHHH CTnT>IOBC MHO3H n0
rpa,Ay CTOSIT OT KaMemH MpaMOpa, MHOra Ha HHX nHcaHHa OT Bp-bXa H AO ,AOny

n1CaHO pbITHI0 BeJTHK0I0; MHOFO JUHBHTHCSI, H yM He MO)KeTb CKa3aTH; )Kejlt30
KaMeHH Toro He HmeTb.

A OT TOTo CTOJThna YCTHHHaHOBa BbHHTH B aBePH CBSITbISI CO(4HH B HepBbIA
,ABepH, 1OCTyI14B Ma]TO B 4pyrHA, H TpeTble, H LIeTBepTble, H IIATble H B lHeCTble,
TO)K B CegMble JLBepH BHHTH B CBSITyIO C04AIO, BenHKylo I[epKoBE. H no1He,A
Mano o6paTHTHCSI Ha 3anag6 H BT>3pbTH ropk Hag' ,ABepH: Ty CTOHT HKOHa
CBATbI Cnac; 0 TOH HKOHb pb'I B KHHraX RHHIeTCA, TOTo MbI He MO)KeM HCHHcaTH,

Ty 6o noraHbm HKOHo6ope1[ J tCTBHIWIO HPHCTaBH B-bCXOT'b Cb,ApaTI3 B'bHeIIb
3naTbl, H CBSITaSI (Deo,AocHa onpoBep)Ke n'LCTBHUIO H pa3c6H noraHHHa,8 H Ty
CBATy109 3aKnawa poroM KO3BHM. ICI OTTOne ManO HOHjeq, BHgbXOM MHO)KbC-
TBO Hapo,Aal° L['bnytoL[e CTpaCTH I'OCHOAHH H BIJ3pa4OBaXOMCA BenMH1' 3aHe 6o

'Inc. Museum 939 2I4apbrpa.r Museum 939, Rumjancev 419;* rpar Ac; vide supra, p. 26 3TyTO
Museum 939 Odes. Museum 939 sc Mopsi: CMOTpsr Archeographic Commission 244 6na delit. Ac;
Cf. 3ag Rumjancev 419 7Ha Ac 8H pa3c6H noraunna: inc. H: -1[y n pa36Hca noraHbrH 9srma
(Deo,Aocmo H H /Omo,AeH H "c nnaYeM H 126eb eneb-Ilocrno,gHHM: npaBOMy xpHCTHaHHH He
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Lord's Passion, and we rejoiced greatly because no one can approach the relics of
the Lord's Passion without tears.' ° A noble of the emperor whose name was
Protostrator'' saw us there, and for the sake of God escorted us to the Lord's
Passion relics which we sinful men kissed. As you go on a bit, the Savior is
depicted in mosaic on the wall of that side [of the church]; holy water runs from
the wounds of the nails in His feet. We kissed [the image], and we were anointed
with oil and the holy water.' Z Wonderfully decorated stone columns of beautiful
marble stand there with relics of the saints reposing within them. People who are
suffering some malady touch what ails them [to these columns] and receive
healing.' 3 The holy patriarch of Constantinople, whose name is Isidore, saw us
there, and we kissed his hand, for he is very fond of Rus'. The humility of the
saints is a great wonder-they do not keep our customs.' 4 From there we went to
St. Arsenius the Patriarch. We kissed his body and a monk anointed us with his
oil.' S And all this is in this church, as you go in the direction of the sun.' 6 From
there we went out of the church through the doors to walk with candles between
the walls, as if making a circle." A truly magnificent icon of the holy Savior
stands there. It is called the "Mount of Olives" because there is a similar one in
Jerusalem. 's As you go from there into the sanctuary there are very beautiful

"TheThe relics of Christ's Passion were available for veneration by the faithful in St. Sophia from
Wednesday evening of Holy Week until either Holy Thursday evening or noon on Good Friday (see
infra, p. 369). Stephen of Novgorod thus probably visited St. Sophia between April 8 and 10 in 1349
(if not between April 16 and 18 in 1348). On the display of the Passion relics in St. Sophia, see

Commentary § 5.
11 "Protostrator" is not a personal name, but rather the title of an imperial official; see R. Guilland,

"Etudes de titulature et de prosopographie byzantines. Le Protostrator," REB, 7 (1949-50), 156-79
(repr. idem, Recherches sur les institutions byzantines, I, Berliner Byzantinische Arbeiten, 35 [Berlin,
1967], 478-97). Sevicenko is doubtless correct in identifying the "noble of the emperor" here as the
Protostrator Phakeolatos who sometime before, between May 1346 and February 1347, had been
appointed to supervise the repairs in St. Sophia'necessitated by the collapse of the dome in 1346; see
Seveenko, "Notes on Stephen," 165-68; see also Commentary § 5.

12 On this image of the Savior, see Commentary § 5.
's These columns are discussed in Commentary § 5.
14Isidore was patriarch of Constantinople from 1347 to 1350 (V. Laurent, "La Chronologie des

patriarches de Constantinople de la premiere moitie du XIVe siecle," REB, 7 [1949-50],154-55),and
was, indeed, "fond of Rus'," whence came very generous contributions to cover the costs of repairing
St. Sophia; see Commentary § 6, and Seveenko, "Notes on Stephen," 165-68. The "humility" which
the patriarch displayed in allowing the Russian visitors to kiss his hand probably denotes his singling

them out from the mass of worshipers for individual blessings; cf. Speranskij, 63-64. Prokof'ev,
"Pyccxxe xoxcaeana," 117, suggests that Stephen's comment about such humility not being the
custom in Russia refers specifically to Metropolitan Theognostus of Moscow, whose attempts to
dominate the Novgorodian Church at this time were met with strong opposition in Novgorod; see
supra, pp. 18-19.

' S Arsenius was a thirteenth-century patriarch of Constantinople much revered for his anti-
Western religious stance; see Seveenko, "Notes on Stephen," 174-75. On his burial in St. Sophia, see

Commentary § 6.
16 "In the direction of the sun" (noconab) probably means "clockwise" here: see I. Sreznevskij,

Mamepuanbz dnR cnoeapf dpeexepyccxozo 93bzxa (Moscow, 1893-1912), s.v. noconnb. The variant
readings, "by the sun, by the Church" (no conoab, no uepKBR) and "according to the whole universal
Church" (no Bcen Bcenenx'kn uepKBu), suggest that this was an uncommon expression to medieval

scribes.
This is the "Passage of St. Nicholas" at the eastern end of the church; see Commentary § 6.

1 e No other sources speak of an icon of the Savior called the "Mount of Olives" in the Passage of St.
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6e3 Cne3 He MOWHO lPI4HTH K CTpaCTeM FOCHOAHHM.12 H Ty B1Ab13 Hac uapeB
6onsipHH, eMyxce HMSI IIpoTOCTpaTapb,19 H AonpoBa2H1S HbI AO cTpacTeH P0-
CIIOAHHX Bora pa4H,16 H JAMOBaXOM rpbHIHHH. HO TOH)K CTOpOHt HOCTyHHB-
me Mano, Ty Ha CTb}rb17 Cnac Myceeio yTBOpeH, H BOAa CBSITa$I OT 513B rB039HH-
HbIX OT HOry ero HAeT, H Ty18 JXLMOBax0M; H r o a3amia H'bI MaCJIOM H BOAOIO
CBSITOIO. 11119 Ty)Ke20 CTOSIT CTOnIOBe OT27 KaMeHH KpaCHOrO MpaMopa OKOBaHH

HIOAHO, B HHX)Ke22 ne)KaTb MOUTH CBATbIX; Ty JHOAH npHTHcxaIOTC3I23 HAkxce

Koro24 6onHTb; 3ApaBHe npxeMmoT. H Ty BHA'k Inc CBxTbiH naTpHapx Ijapsxrpa-
Aa, eMyxc HMSI I4cHAop, H ubJIOBaxoM25 pyxy ero, nonexce 6o BeJIMH26 nIO6HTb
PyCb. 0 BenHKoe'IIOAO cMHpeHHa CBSITbIX! He Ham27 O6bILIaH HM'bIOT. OTTOn'b
HAOXOM28 K CBSITOMy ApceHHro naTpHapXy H I4bfOBaXOM T'bno ero, H lOMa3a HbI

CTapeub MaCJIOM ero. 14 TO BCe29 HAeT IOCOJIHb B uepKBH TOH.30 1431 OTTOJTth
1OIIie432 B ABePH H3 J1epKBH33 HTTH34 npo exc CT'bH35 CO CB'hlrieIO,36 o6XOASI37 aKbI

KpyrOM; TaMO)K CTOHTb HKOHa CBSITbI CnaC38 BenMH 'HOAHa, H TO 30BeTC51
"EneOHA I'opa" no no,o6Hio SIKo)xe H B HepycnHM'b.39 OTTOne Home, K Onb-
Tapio40 CTOSIT CTOn'bIH41 BeJIMH42 KpaCHH, IOAo6HH acnHAy; TyxC43 eCTb B

yuepxcaTHCA OT nnaaa OT pa,gocTH H 13Ty BH,h: yBHabB H 14IIpoTocTaTapb H '5nonpasH
H 16AtnA H 17Ha cTtnt om. H 18inc. Z 19A Z; om. H 2OTy Ac 21om. Z 22HHx Z; HHX H
H 23npxxacaioTCA Ac 24Kgbxce Koro: Hxce KTO Z 25Ac add. B 260M. Z 27H add. y6o y6o (sic) y
m x 28Hgox H 29om. H 30rlocoJIHb-Ton: HO Cononb no IIepKBH Z; no BceH BceneHHbH no
uepKBl4 H 31A Z 32nomue,gmue Ac 33H add. H 34noHTH Z 35Z add. Bbicoxo 36cBtmaMH

Z 37o6HxonA Z 38Idoaaa Z 39H add. H 40TO 30BeTCA-OJIbTapIO om. Z; Z add.
Ty 47CTOnnOBe Z 42Z add. xpa (sic) 43Ty H 44B BCJIHKOM onrapt Act marg. 95om.
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columns, like jasper,' 9 and in the main sanctuary [itself] there is a fountain which
appeared from the holy Jordan [River].20 Church watchmen retrieved a cup from
the fountain which some Russian pilgrims recognized, but the Greeks did not
believe them. The Russians insisted, "This is our cup which we lost while bathing
in the Jordan and there is gold sealed in its bottom." They broke the vessel, and
found the gold, and were very surprised. This wonder was wrought by the divine
will; [now the fountain] is called the Jordan [Fountain]. As you leave the main
sanctuary in the direction of the sun,21 to the left [you will see] the place where a
great glass lamp filled with oil fell from high up; it was not broken, nor was the
flame extinguished, although even if it had been iron it would have broken unless
some unseen force had placed it on the stone [pavement gently]. Nearby is the
stone table of great St. Abraham to whom God appeared in Trinity under the oak
of Mamre.22 (This oak has green leaves winter and summer, and [will always
have them] until the end of the world. It is surrounded with high stones, and
Saracens guard it.23) The iron pallet on which holy martyrs were martyred by
placing it over a fire is also there, and many people come to this pallet, which we
kissed, and receive cures.24 Very beautiful purple stone columns which were
brought from Rome stand there. They are multi-colored like jasper, and a person
can see the image of his face in them as if in a mirror.25 St. Sophia'has many
fountains with sweet water in addition to those in the walls of the church and
between the walls. You would not know it, but they are at the level of the church
floor. There are iron rings driven into the marble.26 (Very beautiful smooth stone
is called marble.27) There is also a countless multitude of lamps in St. Sophia;
some are in the vaulted areas of the church and the recesses, and others on the
walls, and between the walls; and in the aisles of the church where the great icons
stand burn olive-oil lamps.28 We sinners walked around there with tears of
rejoicing, and offered candles according to our means, there and at the holy relics.
St. Sophia has three hundred sixty-five doors, exquisitely decorated,29 although

Nicholas. The image might have been a copy of a miraculous icon of Christ venerated in Jerusalem, or
possibly a depiction of the Betrayal of Christ on the Mount of Olives (cf. Matt. 26:30 ff.), or a
depiction of the Ascension of Christ into Heaven (cf. Acts 1: 12); see also infra, p. 225.

"These are probably the great porphyry columns of the southeast exedra.
20 The fountain here is probably the "Holy Well"; see Commentary § 6.
21 That is, "clockwise" (noco.nm); see supra, note 16. On the incident of the falling lamp described

here, see Commentary § 7.
22 See Commentary § 7, on Abraham's table.
23 The material within parentheses here reads like a marginal gloss integrated into the text by a

scribe; it has sometimes been used, however, as evidence that Stephen did, in fact, continue his
pilgrimage from Constantinople to the Holy Land (cf. Speranskij, 32 note 2). See also Commentary
§ 7.

24The "martyrs' gridiron" is discussed in Commentary § 7.
25 The columns of the southeast exedra again, or, possibly, a general observation like the sub-

sequent entries on St. Sophia.
26 See Commentary § 8, on the cisterns of the Great Church.
27 Probably an incorporated gloss; cf. Speranskij, 38.
28 The lamps in St. Sophia are discussed in Commentary § 8.
29 On St. Sophia's "three hundred sixty-five doors" (and the "similar number of altars" which two

manuscript texts of Stephen mention here), see Commentary § 8.
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BeAHKOM oJITap 'i44 KOJIOAA3,45 OT cBATaro 14epgaHa ABHCSI: cTpa)KH46 6o uepxo-

BHHH BbIHSIIHa47 133 KJISI4SI35148 HaXHpb,49 H n03Haina50 KaJIHKbI pyCKbISI. FpeIjIH)K

He mma B'ApbI, pycbxce ptula:51 HaHIb iiaxHpb;52 MbI KynaXOMCA53 If. H3pOHH-
XOM54 Ha 14epgairb; a55 BO ,H$ ero56 3JIaTO 3anegaTaHO. H pa36HBUIe CTaBeIjb57
1158 o6p'bToma 311aTO, H MHOFO g11BnLnacA. Ce 6o YI09059 CbTBOp11CA60 BO)KHHM

1OBen'AHHeM; TO CSI67 HapeLIe 14epgan. 14 BbILLIegiue62 H3 BeJIHKaro OJITapA Ha
n'AByIO pyKy 1000nHb,63 H Ty KaHgI3JIO64 BeJIHKO c MacnoM cTbKJIAHO64a nagecA

OT Bb1COTbI H He pa36HCH, HH orHb ne6S yrace; aloe 6bi )KeJtb3Ho 6brno, ga66 6bI
CA67 pa3611no, HO HtKaA CI3na68 HeBHAHMaA nOCTaB1169 Ha KaMeHH. 14 Ty 6nH3
Tpane3a KaMeHHa CBATOro ABpaaMa BeJIHKaro,70 eMyxc TOT B TpOHI[H ABHCSI
nog gy6OM MaMBpHHCKbIM.77 (TOH gy6 3eneHo n'ACTB11e HM'AeT H 311Mb H JItTA H
g0 CKOHLIaHHa B'AKy; oropo)KeH KaMeHeM BbICOKO, COpOL[HHa72 CTperyTb ero.)
Tyxce Ogp73 neXCHTb xcen'A3eH, Ha neMxce CBSITbIX My'IeHHK74 MyLIHLIIa,75 IIOCTa-

BHBLne Ha OTA; Y TOTO ogpa76 MHO)KeCTBO JIIO,H npHXQgHT H II HeMJIIOTb
Mil-hneHRe, H gtnOBaXOM ero. 14 Ty77 CTOAT78 CTJTEfOBe OT KaMeHH 6arpAHa,
KpacHH79 BenbmH, nponeCTpH, acrlHgy nogo6HH; BI3g'ATH B HEX iienoBbKy n11L[a

cBoero o6pa3, aK11 B 3epl[ano; OT BenHKaro PHMa npHBe3eHH CyTb.80
HMaTbxce8oa CBSn'bIH81 CO(JeH MHO)KbCTBO IcnagA3 c82 cnagKHMI3 BOgaM11,
Onpwi TAX, mice B CTAHaX IIepKOBHbIX H npo excy CAH, 13 He 1103HaTH HX paBHO
CO AHOM83 L[epKOBHbIM; CyT)Ke KOnia )KeJT 3HbI B6HBaHbI84 B MpaMOp. (MpaMop

60 30BeTCA KaMeHb rnagOK H KpaceH BenbMH.) TaKOxce 1385 KaHb4Hn86 MHO)KC-
TBO HeHcLIeTH087 B CBATOH CO4)HH; HHaA)Ke B TpyneX uepKOBHbIX88 H B KOMapaX, a

14HI314 B CTEHaX H npOMe)KH CTAH H BO yii ijax ilepKOBHbIX,89 Hg$xce HKOHbI
Ben11KbIA CTOAT, 1190 Ty KaHgIna97 c MaCJIOM gpeBAHbIM ropAT. 1492 Ty
rptmHHHH93 XOg11XOM94 C Cne3amH9S H pagoCTHio, n0 C11n'A CAMH nogaBaXOM,
TaKO)K H y MOIgeH96 CBATbIX. 1497 CBATbI Co4)eH IHMaT gBepeH 365,98 OKOBaHbI

H 46crpaxc H 47BbMma Z 48H3 XJI9AA3A om. H 49H add. gamy SOZ add. Io 57pxoma
Z S2Hamb naxnpb: Hauia gama H; Ac add. ecTb 53xynaacA H 54H3poHHnx H 5514Z 56clamH

H S7naxnp Z; uaury H 58om. H 59YFOAHo H 60cTBOpH Z 610M. Z 6214 Bbnueume: CBbnneA
Z 63uoconoHb Z 64xaAHno Z, H 64acTnsHo Ac 65-660M. Z 6714 TOH Z; Act marg. add. TO 68Z
add. Bennxa 69nocTasnna Ac 70om. Ac 71 MaBpxxcIHM H; AMaBpHHcxbml Ac 72BbICOKO,

CopouHHa: Aa He cTaHLMa oropoxcen, HO rIOMOH[eHO MpaMOpoM 6knbm4 H He Z 73oropoj
H 74om. H 75H add. MHOrO 76ropoAa H 7714 Ty: BJm3 Z 78om. H 79ACHH Z 80om.
Z 80aHMaTb Z 81Ac2 marg. 82om. Z 83Ac add. pexme noMOCTOM 84om. Z 85om. H 86xaMM
Z, H H 88Tpynex Aepxonabix: npeAknex m Ac; Z add. pexmH 89B xoMapax-
LlepxoBHbIx om. H 90om. H 91xaAnna H; Z add. CTOAT 92om. Z, H 93Z add. H
94npHHXOAHxom Ac; corr. in IIHXOAHxOM Ac3 95c cne3aMH om. Z; H add. c nnageM 96TkMH Z
97A H; om. Z 98Ac (et Archeographic Commission 244) add. Taxoxc H npeCTOnoB
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some of them are closed up because of lack of money.30 The human mind cannot
recount [the wonders of] St. Sophia, but what we have seen, that we have written
down.

If, in leaving St. Sophia, you go past the Justinian Column,31 past the little
plaza called the Milion,32 and past St. Theodore,33 you are climbing a hill by a
large street, the Imperial Road.34 Going no farther than a good archer can shoot
an arrow [you come to the place where] stands the column of the Orthodox
Emperor Constantine; it was brought from Rome, and is made of purple stone.
On top of it is a cross, and in the column are the twelve baskets of morsels of
bread; Noah's axe is there. There the patriarch ushers in the year.35

Nearby, going from there back toward St. Sophia, is the great Church of St.
Eirene'36 and not far from there is the Convent of the Holy Mother of God called
Iterapiotica,31 where St. Eudocia is buried. Going down from there toward the
sea is the [Monastery of ] St. George the Great Martyr, called Irjuni,38 meaning
"invincible strength." The Lord's Passion relics are there, locked and sealed with
the imperial seal. During Holy Week the emperor himself and the patriarch
unseal and kiss [them], and afterward it is impossible for anyone to see them. We

30 The Church of St. Sophia, like the city it served, never regained its wealth and magnificence after
the sacking of 1204. When the eastern arch, eastern semidome, and part of the central dome of St.
Sophia collapsed in 1346 the Byzantine authorities were forced to solicit funds to repair the church
from the Muscovite and Lithuanian princes, a circumstance which must have been in Stephen's mind
as he penned this sentence. See Sevicenko, "Notes on Stephen," 167-72. Indeed, the Novgorodian's
trip to Constantinople might have been in some way related to Russian contributions toward
repairing the Great Church; see supra, p. 19.

31 See Commentary § 9.
3 i The Milion was a magnificently decorated domed edifice, probably a tetrastyle, which stood at

the western end of the Augusteon, the square between St. Sophia and the Great Palace. It marked not
only the beginning of the Mese, the great ceremonial avenue of Constantinople (see infra, note 34),
but also the official center of the city and of the Eastern Roman Empire; all distances from
Constantinople were measured from this landmark. On the Milion, see R. Guilland, "Autour du
Livre des Ceremonies. IV. Le Milion. To Mikiov," `Ekkilvlxa, 16 (1958-59), 91-94 (repr. idem,
Etudes de Topographic, II, 28-31); Mango, The Brazen House, 47-48 if., fig. 1; and Muller-Wiener,
Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 216-18.

33 This is the little Church of St. Theodore "sv Tot; lycopaxiou," an early fifth-century foundation
on the Mese between St. Sophia and the Column of Constantine. On this church, see Janin, La
Geographic de CPZ, 152-53.

"'The "Imperial Road," the `Prlyia or Mese, was the major thoroughfare of Constantinople. It
stretched from the Milion to the Forum Amastrianum, where it divided into two branches, one
leading to the "Golden Gate" at the southwest corner of the land walls, and the other leading to the
Gate of Charisius and the Adrianople road. The segment of this street between the Augusteon and the
Column of Constantine was very grandly porticoed. On the Mese, see R. Guilland, "La Mese on
Regia. `H Meoq, l `Prl yia," Actes du VP Congres international d'Etudes byzantines, II (Paris, 1951),
171-82 (repr. idem, Etudes de Topographic, II, 69-79); R. Naumann, "Vorbericht caber die
Ausgrabungen zwischen Mese and Antiochus-Palast 1964 in Istanbul," IstMitt, 15 (1965), 146-48,
fig. 5. See also Commentary § 15.

3s See Commentary § 15, on the Column of Constantine.
"See Commentary § 57, on the Church of St. Eirene.
"Other manuscripts give the name of this convent as Gerapiotyca or Iteraopitica. See

Commentary § 58, on this foundation.
"The name is given as Rjuni and Jur'i in other manuscripts. The shrine in question is the

Monastery of St. George at Mangana; see Commentary § 60.
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XHTpO BeJTbMH; HHHH)Ke OT HHX 3arpaxceHH 3a ocKyatHIie. A O CBSITbH Co4)eH99
yM 'ieJIOBtgb He Mo)KeT100 HCHeCTH; HO 'JTO BH,WLXOM H Harn3CaXOM.101

Hgy*IHxc OT CBSITbIa COCpHH MHMO CTOJII HyCTHHHaHOB,102MHMO MaJIbI Tp'br

HapHuaeMbl MHJIHH, MHM0103 CBMTarO 'Deo,i opa, Ha ropy 1OHTH104 BeJIHKOIO
y.THueio IjapeBbIM705 IIyTeM. Ho4iueA He ,Aanielie Ro6poro cTptJlbua nepe-
CTpkJI, Ty CTOHT CTOJIU npaBOWbpHarO uapsl KOHCTSIHTHHa OT 6arpslHa KaMeHH,
OT PHMa npHBe3eH;106 Ha Bp'bX ero KpeCT. B TOM)Ke CTOJIntI07 12 Koma yKpyX,
Ty1°8 xce109 ceKHpa HoeBa Jie)ICHT; Ty riaTpnapx JTLTO npoBoxcaeTb.110

H OTTOJTe H,AoXOM Ha3a,g1- 1 K CBSIT I Co4)eH: Ty 6JIH3 uepKOBb112 BeJIHKa113
I4pHHa CBSITaSI, a OTTOJIe He Aaiieue CBSITa5I BoropORHua MOHaCTbIpb )KeHCKbI
3OBOM HTepanHOTHua;114 Ty115 JTe)KHT CBSITaM EBAOKHa. A116 OTTY4y Ha UO9OJI K

MOP-0 uayLIH,117 CBSITbIH BeJIHKOMyileHHK118 FeoprHH, HapHuaeM "HpioHH," 119
peKUTe "Hen06tAHMasi CHJIa"; Ty CTOSIT CTpaCTH FOCHOAHSI 3amtieHbI H
3ane11aTaHbI120 uapeBOIO negsiTHio.121 Ha CTpaCTHOH HeJjhnnH uapb cam122 C
naTpHapXOM oTnexIaTbIBaioT- 23 H LttJIyIOT, a HOTOM He BE3MO)KHO HX124 BH,L[LTH

99npeMyupocTH Boxmm Ac 100HMaTb Z; Ac add. Cxa3aTI4 H 101H add. TO

102YcTHHa Z, H J03Manbi TpE,r-MHMO om. H 104HTTH H 105uepxBH Z 106HpHBe3 Z
707om. Z 108T0 Z 109H Ac 170nposouHT Z 111Ha 3ana4 Z, H 11211epxBH Ac, H 113Benxxxa
Ac 114I'epanHOTbma Z; HTepaOnrTHua H 115TyTO Z 116H Ac 117HAYT Z 118Z add.
XpHCTOB 179PIOHH H; IOpbH Z; Z add. H 1203anegaTbIBaeT Z; 3auetmbI H 121uapeBolo
negsTHIO: cam uapb cBoelo pyxy Z, H; Z add. H 122uapb cam om. H 723Z add. Ty 124om. Z. 125Z
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sinful men kissed the body of St. Anne which reposes there. Beyond the wall
overlooking the sea there, Christ Himself appeared, and so the church there is
called "Christ Standeth." Many sick lie there, and they are also brought from
other cities to receive healing. St. Abercius lies there, and we kissed his body. This

place is like the pool of Solomon in Jerusalem.39 From there we went to the

Monastery of the Holy Mother of God which is called Perec;40 wevenerated and
kissed the head of John Chrysostom which reposes there. From there we went to
the Panachrantos Monastery where St. Basil's head is.41 Not far from there is the
Pantanasse42 Monastery where the Lord's Passion relics are; they are sealed just

as the Lord's Passion relics at St. George are. They are divided in two. Since it
was Tuesday we went from there to the procession of the icon of the holy Mother
of God.43 Luke the Evangelist painted this icon while looking at [Our] Lady the
Virgin Mother of God herself while she was still alive. They bring this icon out
every Tuesday. It is quite wonderful to see. All the people from the city con-
gregate. The icon is very large and highly ornamented, and they sing a very
beautiful chant in front of it, while all the people cry out with tears, "Kyrie
eleison." They place [the icon] on the shoulders of one man who is standing
upright, and he stretches out his arms as if [being] crucified, and then they bind up
his eyes. It is terrible to see how it pushes him this way and that around the
monastery enclosure, and how forcefully it turns him about, for he does not
understand where the icon is taking him. Then another takes over the same way,
and then a third and a fourth take over that way, and they sing a long chantwith
the canonarchs44 while the people cry with tears, "Lord have mercy." Two
deacons carry the flabella45 in front of the icon, and others the canopy. A
marvelous sight: [it takes] seven or eight people to lay [something] on the
shoulders of one man, and by God's will he walks as if unburdened.46

You go from there to the monastery Nea Ecclesia, called the Church of the
Nine [Ranks of Angels].47 In one of the chapels is a very large image of Christ, the

"This is the Church of the Savior " Dt v0pwno;"; see Commentary § 61.
"'One manuscript gives the name of this establishment as Perec'. On this convent, see

Commentary § 62.
41 See Commentary § 63.
42 The base manuscript actually reads "Pantocrator" here; see Commentary § 64, on this shrine,

the Convent of the Virgin tiflc Havravaougq.
43 Stephen here speaks of the Hodegetria icon and shrine and its special ceremonies; see

Commentary § 59.
44 The Zabelin manuscript seems to preserve a garbled version of an older reading, xoaapxx, here

restored to x[an]oHapxn, "canonarchs." Canonarchs were, in fact, the clerics normally charged with
leading church singing in Constantinople. The word is rare in Old Russian, however, and probably
for that reason was replaced by the word gnaxbi, "clerics," in MS Academy 16.8.13.

4s "Ripidia," liturgical fans.
46Seemann (Die altrussische Wallfahrtsliteratur, 225) translates aim npocT as "like a simpleton,"

wie ein Einfaltiger); but cf. Sreznevskij, Mamepuanbi diR cnoeapR apeexepyccxozo R3b1xa, s. v. npocT.
47 The "Nea Church" (ti Nea ticic%rlaia) of the Great Palace was dedicated to the "Nine Ranks of

Angels"; see Commentary § 12, on this church. The scribe of Academy 16.8.13 apparently realized the
ambiguity of his prototype (which must have read "9-ll rtepKBH," the "Church of Nine"; it was also
copied this way in the Zabelin manuscript), and added the clarifying word "gHHoM" in the margin.
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HFIKOMy)K. Ty125 ne)KHT T$'iJIO CBATbI AHHbI, H IKbJIOBaXOM rp'bIIIH1414. H Ty 3a

CAHOIO Hag MOpeM SIBHCH XplCTOC cam, 14126 Ty uepKOBb HapI4uaeMa5
"XP14CTOC CTOIIT";127 Ty JIe)KHT728 MHO)KCTBO 6oJISHuHX'29 H OT HHtX rpa,IZOB

rlpHB03AT, H H HHITM IOT Hcu'bJIeHI3a. 14 Ty130 nexC14T CBATbI ABepKHH, H731
u'knoBaXOM T'kno ero. To 60 M'kcTO no,Ao6HO732 ConOMOH14133 Kyn'knH 14xCe B
Hepycan14Mt. 14134 OTTOne HAOXOM B MOHaCTbIp CBATbIA BoropoA14ua Hwe
3OBeTCA Hepeu;'35 Ty ne)KHT136 rnasa HoaHHa 311aTOycTaro, H131

IOKJIOHI4XOMCA138 H139 u'knoBaxoM.740 H OTTOJI± HAOXOM141 B MOHaCTbIpb
HOHaxpaAHOB,142 Ty rnaBa CBATaro BacHnHa. 14 OTTOne He Aaneue MOHaCTbIpb
HaH lHacy,143 H Ty CyTb CTpaCTH FOCHOAHH, 3ane'TaTaHbl TaKo)Ke144 H145 y
CBATaro r'eoprHa CTpaCTH 6oI46 Fod1OAHH;147 Ha ABOe pa3,£[bneHbI'48 CyTb.749 H
OTTOne HAOXOM B BTOPH14K K CBRAH bOTOPO4HuH BbIXOAH'k14 14KOH'k, Ty 6o
HKOH) JIyKa eBaHrenHCT HanHca,750 no3Hpaa151 Ha CaMyIO roCHOxcy152

Boropo,AHulo H ewe xc14BeH cylu14. Ty HKOHy B BCAKO14/53 BTOPH14K BbIHOCAT.

tIIOAHO BeMMH 3pt TH:154 Ty155 CXOJWTCA756 Becb Hapog157143 rpaAa;1S814KOHaxce Ta

Ben14Ka BenMH, OKOBana ropa3Ao; rleH14e159 npeg Helo 1-10IOT Kpacxo,160 a161
HapoAH BCH 3OByT: KHpben-kcoH,'62 c rIJIaAeM. EAHHOMy 1ieJIOB'hKy B'bcTaBAT763

Ha nnelua B"bCTa14HO, a OH pyut pacrlpocTpe,'64 aKu paclli-r, TaxoXCe H o1TH eMy
3anpoBpTxceTb. BHAWkTH rpo3HO: no 6yeBHluy165 MblueT ero ctMO H OBaMO,
BenbM14 CHJIHO HOBepbTblBaeT'66 HM, a OH He 1OMHHT CA167 Kygbl ero HKOHa
HOCHT.168 HOTOM ApyrHH noxBaTHTb, H TOH169 TaKOxce, Taxcl70 TpeTH H `IeTBepTbI

noAXBaTbIBa}OT,171 a 0HH172 1101-OT C K[aH]oHapxn173 n'bHHe Ben14K0, a Hapog
3oBeT: FOCHOAH, noMHnyH! c nnageM.174 )Ba AHaKOHa AepxcaTb pHIIHAbI, a HHble
KHBOT npeA HKOHOIO.175 AHBHO176 BHA'bHHe: 7177 tienoB'lK 141,14178 8 B-bCTaBAT Ha

nneAa OAHHOMy =IeJIOBtKy, a on, aKH npOCT XOAWT H3BOneHHCM BBO)KHHM.

14119 OTTyAy K MOHaCTbIPIO 14 H'tA KJIecHa,180 peime K 9-14'8' uepKB14,
14182 B OAHHO1 uepKB14 Ty XpHCTOC BenMH ropa3Ao, ax14)CHB ueJTOB'kx,'83 o6pa3Ho

add. -xce 126om. Z 127cTOHT om. Z, H; H add. H 128H add. MHoroe '296onnblX Z 130TyTo
Z 131om. H 732Ac add. eCTb 133CenyAMnH Z 134AZ '35fepeMb Ac '36nx(e 30BeTCA-nex03T
corr. Ac, '37Ty Z 138noxnoHHBcA H 139om. Z, H 140-41om. Z '42IIonaxpaAH0xce
Z 143IIaHAoxpaTop Ac I44TaxowAxce H 1450M. H '46y6o H 7473aneAaTaHbi-rocnounH om.
Ac 1483anegaTarbl H 149om. Ac 150HanHcan Ac '51 n030pAA Z; om. H 752Ac add.
uf,Bnuy 153H add. BO 154-55Z add. H '56CXOAUTb Z 157Ac add. H 158rpauoB Ac '591, IItBUH
Ac '60om. Z 1611, Z 162H add. H 163nocTaBAT H '64pacnpocTpeT Ac 165 no 6yeBHHry:
nouo6He BHmy H 166nepeBepTbIBaeT H '67om. Z 168inc. lacuna H 169TOT Z 170Axoxce x
nepBbrn x Z 'nom. Z 172oHfk Ac '73unaxbi Ac 174Z add. A 175Z add. 0 '76Z add. ecrb
nouo 1775 Z 178nn16o Z 179om. Z 180n Hexaa xn kcga Z 18'Ac, marg. HHHOM 182om.
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size of a living man, and it is freestanding, not an icon.48 The residence called the
"Palace of the Orthodox Emperor Constantine" is there. It is as large as a town,
and it has very high walls, higher than the city walls. It stands below the
hippodrome, by the sea.49 The Monastery of Sergius and Bacchus where we
kissed their heads is nearby.50 All this is if you follow the direction of the sun,
keeping the city wall along the sea on the left hand.51 As you go along
Contoscalion52 from the hippodrome, there are very large city gates with iron
lattices. The sea is brought inside the city through these gates, and when there is
an attack by sea up to three hundred ships and galleys are kept there. Some
galleys have two hundred oars, others three hundred oars, and the army travels
by sea in these vessels. Others [ships] flee and attack only when there is a wind; a
ship has to stand waiting for the weather [but galleys do not].53 From there we
went to St. Demetrius where the body of the holy Emperor Laskariasaf (for such
was his name) reposes. Sinners though we be, we kissed his body. This is an
imperial monastery, and it stands by the sea.54 Many Jews live near this monas-
tery, along the city wall above the sea, and so the sea gates are called "Jewish." s s

There was a portent here: the Persian Emperor Chosroes attacked Constan-
tinople, and was about to take the city. There was great lamentation in Con-
stantinople, but then God appeared to a certain holy old man and said, "Take the
girdle of the holy Mother of God, and dip its end into the sea." This they did with
chanting and lamentation, and the sea was aroused and destroyed their [the
Persians'] boats at the city wall. Even now their bones shine white as snow, at the
city wall near the Jewish Gate .51

We went from there to St. John in the Studite Monastery.57 There are so many
sights there that it is impossible to describe it. We kissed the body of St. Sabas the
cook (for forty years he cooked for the brotherhood), and another body, that of
St. Solomonis.. Here there is a kneading trough on which the holy Mother of God
appeared with Christ. The baker of the communion bread sifted the flour onto a
board, and poured on water, and the child in the flour on the board cried out. The
communion bread baker was terrified and ran to the brothers. The prior and
brothers came, and saw the image of the holy Mother of God with the infant

48 See Commentary § 12.
49 See Commentary § 11. I do not know on what grounds Speranskij, 71, identifies the "Palace of

the Orthodox Emperor Constantine" as the "Triclinium of Justinian."
so On the Monastery of SS. Sergius and Bacchus, see Commentary § 16.
5 ` That is, walking clockwise around the city inside the sea walls.
52Contoscalion was a harbor on the Marmora coast of the city; see Commentary § 17, on the

harbor and on the probable reason for Stephen's particular interest in it, namely a recent Byzantine
naval encounter.

53 See Commentary § 17.
14 On the imperial Monastery of St. Demetrius and the "holy Emperor Laskariasaf" (John IV

Lascaris) buried there, see Commentary § 18.
55 On the "Jewish Gate" on the Propontis, see Commentary § 19.
Se The Zabelin and Hludov manuscripts add here what was probably a marginal gloss: "This sign is

also recorded in the Russian books"; see Commentary § 19. Speranskij, 29-30, sees much of this
entry as an interpolation.

57 See Commentary § 26, on the Studite Monastery and its relics.
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CTOHT, He Ha Incolrk, HO Co6OIO CTOHTb. Tyxc 4BOp HapHuaeTCA "IIonnaTa
npaBoBtpxaro uapA KOHbCT51HTHHa";784 CT'LHbI erO BbICOKH BeJIbMH, Bbnne
rOpO4HbIX185 CAH,186 BeJIHK,187 rpa,Ay188 nogo6eH, H n0,A189 no4pyMHeM CTOHT,
npH MopH. Ty 61IH3 MOHaCTblpb Ceprlla H Baxbxa, H IZ'LJloBaxoM rMIaBbI elo. To
Bce HOCOJIHb BOAHTCSI,190 noupE)KHBa5 110 JIbByIO pyxy FOpOAH3IO CTtHy B'b3JI±

Mope. OT HO4pyMII31 IOHTH MHMO KaHb4ocKannH:'91 Ty 60792 CyT BpaTa
ropo,gHasI xceJll3Ha pelne,UTMIaTa BeJIHKa BeJIMH; TbMH 60 BpaTbl MopeB'bBe,AeHO
BHyTpb193 ropo,Aa; H KOJIH 6MIBaeT paTb C194 MOpA,195 H Ty196 ,AepxcaT Kopa6JIH H
xaTaprH 9 0 TpeIO COT. 197 HM'keTxce198 KaTapra Becii 200, a HHaM 300 Beceni. B AX

cyuex no Mopio paTb XO4HTb, a owe199 6y4eT B'LTp, a HHH2O0 6bxcaT H rOHSIT, a
Kopa6JIb CTOHT, n0TO4HA )KaeTb. A OTTOJIe H4OXOM K CBATOMy AHMHTpHIO: Ty
JT )KHT T± I0 CBSITaro uapA JIacxapHacacra (Taxo 6o 6b207 HMSI eMy202), H
ItJIOBaxoM rptIHHHH T'LJio ero. ToH2O2a ecTb MOHaCTbIpb uapeB, CTOHT npH
MOpH. H Ty eCTb 6JII43 MOHaCTbIp$I Toro )CHBeT xCH4OB MHOTO npH MOpH B b3JIt
ropo4HyIo CTbHy, H BpaTa Ha mope 30BYTCA ")ICHJJOBCKaA." 14203 Ty 6bIJIo
3HaMeHHe: HpHXO,AHJI204 X03pOH, uapb nepcxbT,205 paTHlo206 K Uaplorpa4y H yxce
XOTAlne B3ATH rpaA,207 H 6bICTb B L[apnrpaut nnaI BeJIHK. Torga ripOABII Bor
CTapbuy IrbKOeMy H2O8 peue: B3eMIHe noAC CBSIThISI EoropogHua, H2O9 OMOBHTe

KOHeub erO B Mope. 14 CETBopHIna210 TaKO C ntHHeM H211 IInaMeM, H B13MYTHCA
Mope H pa36H xopa(5nH212 Hx o rpa,AHylo CAHy. Tyxc213 H214.IIbIHb ICOCTH HX
6tJIbIOTCA, aIH cH'kr, npH215 rpaulloH CTLHL 6JIH3 )KH4OBCICIAX BpaT.216

A OTTOJIe217 H,AOXOM KO CB51TOMy HoaHHy B CTy,AHCKbI MOHaCTblpb; MHOTO 6o
eCTb218 BH,A'bHHa Ty-He B'b3MO)KHO HHcaTH-H IthJIOBaXOM T"kJIO CBATarO219
CaBbI HOBapa;220 40 AT HOBapH221 Ha222 6paTHIO.223 A gpyroe Tb IO CBATbIA
ConoMaHH,AbI. ICI Ty224 CTOHT JIOTOK, Ha HeMxCe Boo6pa3HCA225 CBATaSJ

Boropo,AHua C XpHCTOM: npOCKypHHK BCbIna226 MyIC Ha 4OCKy227 H B-63JI14A Bogy,
H BbCKPHHa oTpoua B Myurk228 Ha 4OCKt.229 H IPOCKypHHK yxcaceCA, Teae
xo230 6paTHn. ICI npHHue HryMeH H 6paTHA H BH,Aknia Ha ,Aocub231 o6pa3CBATbIA

Z 183MeJIOB`kxo Z 184om. Z 185ropOgOBuIx Z 186Z add. a 187BCnnxoMy Z 188ropoJly Z 189H
noz om. Ac 190rOJJHTCA Z 191KaHJiocxaMHH Ac 192Ty 6o: TyTO Ac 19394B Z '95MOpH
Z 196Tyxce Z 197go TpeIO COT OM. Z 198HMaTXCe Z '99a Oxce: axce Z 200a HHH: H oHH Z 201 om.
Z 202Ac, marg. 202aTO Z 203om. Z 204npnHJle Z 205IIepbcnucxbm Z 206om. Z 207-9om.
Z 210des. lacuna H 211Z add. C 212xopa6nx Ac 213Tox Ac; Taw H 214Z add. go 215BO Z,
H 216Z, H add. TO 3HaMeHHe n B (H B: Ha Z) pycxbIx icmirax mlcano 217A oTTone: Taac Ac 218 cyT
Ac 2/9om. H 220Z add. H; H add. Hxc 221IIOBapIIH (sic) Z; Bapnn Ac 222y Z 223Ac add.
ACTH 224Tyxce Z 225Hpeo6pa3ncA Z, H 226ycxna'..7,Z; cxnau H 227JIOTOx Z 228B Myub om.H Z 230x HryMeny H Ac 231JIorogb Z 232CBATbISI boropopnua: HpelHCTHe
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Christ on the board. The church is very large and high, covered with a slanted
roof. The icons in it are highly decorated with gold and shine like the sun. The
floor of the church is quite amazing, as if set with pearls; no painter could paint
like that. The refectory where the brothers eat is more wonderful than that of
other monasteries. [The monastery] is at the edge of the city, near the Golden
Gate.58 Theodore the Studite, who lived there, sent many books to Rus'-the
Typicon, the Triodion, and other books.59

From there we went to the Monastery of Peribleptos (which means the
"Beautiful Mother of God"), and kissed the hand of St. John the Baptist, [and
relics] of Symeon the Receiver of God, and of Gregory the Theologian.60 From
there we went to Andrew of Crete; this is a very beautiful convent where we kissed
the body of St. Andrew.6' From there we went to St. Tarasius the Patriarch, and
kissed his relics,62 and from there we went to St. Euphemia and kissed her
relics.63 From there we went to the Monastery of the Holy Mother of God, and
kissed St. [Thomaida] (such was her name), and St.64 Elizabeth. From there we
went to the holy Prophet Daniel;65 when you come to the church, you go twenty-
five steps below ground, walking with a candle. The tomb of the holy Prophet
Daniel is on the right-hand side, and that of St. Nicetas the martyr on the left side,
and in the sanctuary is the tomb of St. Romanus.66 I kissed them, sinner [that I

se The Golden Gate (Yedikule, in Turkish) was the imperial ceremonial gateway to Constantinople
located at the western end of the southern branch of the Mese, that is, near the southern end of the
land walls; it included a fortress in this period, and was, in fact, quite near Studius. See Commentary
§ 83, and pl. n, 83.

"See Commentary § 26. The Zabelin and Hludov manuscripts here add what appears to be a
marginal gloss appropriated into the text: "But in Constantinople, at the Jordan, on the Holy
Mountain, and all over the Greek land it is the Typicon of St. Sabas [which is followed]." The
information here is correct, and doubtless reflects the recollection of the gradual appearance of the
"Typicon of St. Sabas," that is, the Jerusalem ordo, in Russia in the last years of the fourteenth and
the first years of the fifteenth century; on the Jerusalem ordo and its reception in Russia, see
Archbishop Sergij, Honnbiu Mecnuecnoe eocmoxa, 2nd ed. (Vladimir, 1901), I, 167-94.

61 See Commentary § 24, on the Peribleptos Monastery and its relics. The Zabelin and Hludov texts
of Stephen locate at this monastery the whole body of Gregory the Theologian rather than simply a
relic of this saint. The body of Gregory the Theologian was in the Church of the Holy Apostles, as the
text of Stephen's "Wanderer" later states explicitly; see also Commentary § 32.

6 ` This is the Monastery of St. Andrew in Crisi; see Commentary § 36.
"One manuscript gives the patriarch's name as "Anastasius." See Commentary § 39, on this

shrine.
63 See Commentary § 40.
"The textus receptus is clearly corrupt here, and is restored by the editor. The unfamiliar name

Thomaida ('VoManaa, or possibly ToMawAa = Owµatq) was omitted by the Hludov manuscript
scribe, giving a reading: "... and kissed St. (such was her name) and St. Elizabeth." The Zabelin text
read the unfamiliar name as TaMolo, "who was there," presenting a reading "... and kissed the saint
who was there (for such was her name) and St. Elizabeth." Both versions are nonsense, and MS
Academy 16.8.13 is missing this line (a haplography, cBSrryio - cBsTyio), denying us the testimony of
its prototype. According to the narrative of Deacon Zosima (see infra, p. 189) the other notable
buried in the convent where St. Elizabeth lay was St. Thomaida. It is on the basis of this fact that the
emendation is made. On this convent (that of the Mother of God -rd giicpd `Pmpaiou) and the saints
venerated there, see Commentary § 41.

66 See Commentary § 43, on the shrine of the Prophet Daniel and its tombs.
66The clause "and in the sanctuary is the tomb of St. Romanus" is here accepted, although it is

preserved in only one of the three ancient manuscripts which included this portion of Stephen's text,
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Toropo,11ua232 c Mna$enueM c233 Xp11CTOM. IjepxoBbxce Ta Benrxa BeJTbMH H

BhICOKa,234 nonaTOlo cBe$ena.235 CyTbxce236 HKOHM B HeH, aKH COnHue claloTb,
Be lMH yxpanleIbi237 3naTOM, a AHO uepxoBHoe MHOrO AHBIHTHC$I: aMH

xceHH1OrOM Hcbcaxcella,238 H rlHCity Taxo239 He MOLuHO HcIHcaTH.240 Taxoxc x
Tpane3a, H,WL)K 6paT1131 SIAMTb: BenMH tIIOAHO, naue H1[LX MOHaCTbipe11;24'
CTOHT242 Ha Kpa11 rpaaa243 6nH3 311aTbIx BpaT. Ty )KHn (beo4op CTyA11CKbI244 H B

Pyc l0Cnan MHOrbI KHHr11: YCTaB, TpI30AH H HHbI KH11rbi,245
H246 OTTojie HAOXOM B HepenneTy, pexuie, K247 npexpaCHe111Orop0A11u11, B248

MoHacTbipb, H u&nOBaxoM pyxy249 Hoarrla250 KpeCTHTeJISl,257 H CHMeona
BBoronpHHMbua H Fpwropla bOTOCJIOBa.252 14 253 OTTOJIe HAOxoM x AHb4pelo
KpHTCKOMy; TOI3254 eCTb MOHaCTblpb )KeHbCKbI BenM11 Kpacm, H u-LnOBaXOM
T kn0255 CBSITaro256 AHApba. 14257 OTTojie HAoxOM K CBSITOMy naTpi3apxy
Tapacrlo258 H utJI0BaXOM M0LuIi259 ero, H260 OTTOne HAOXOM K CBSITLH Ey4 HMH11

H utnOBaxoM MOIuH euu. OTTojie HAOXOM K CBMT M BoropOAnrjH B MOHaCTblpb H

urknOBaXOM CBSITyIO [(DOMaHAy]261 (TaKO 60262 6t 11MSI ell) H CB5ITyI-0 263
EnTCaBeTb. 14264 OTTojie HAOXOM K CBSITOMy npopOKy AaHHny:265 H 14lneA K
IJepKBH 1OHTH HC1OA266 3eMni3 CTeneHeH 25, C cBtiuelo 11TH: Ha upaBOH pyuk
rpo6 CBSITaro267 ripopoxa aaH11na, a Ha JABO11 pyut rpo6268 CBSITaro MyTieHnKa
HHKHTEI, a BO OnTap11 rpo6 CBSITaro PoMaua.269 H utnoBaxoM270 rptumHHH H

H 233om. H 234H add. not 235Atnana Z 236om. Ac 237yTBOpenbi Z, H 238caxcena
Z 239Toro H 240cnHcaTH Z 2412, H add. TO 3OBeTCA CTymHCKbIH M aiiaCTblpb 2420m. Z,
H 243om. Ac, H 244Deojop CTypHCxbi damnum Z; Z, H add. HryMen 245 B Pyc-Knnrbi: -xce
(om. H) Hanncan YcTaB H Tpeou KHHrbi (xanry H) H nociia B Pycb. A (H H) B uap±rpagt ycTaB
cBSrraro CaBbl, H (om. Z) Ha Hep4airk, H y (Bo H) CB51TOH Ibpe, H (om. H) no BceH Fpe-tecxoH 3eMnH
Z, H 246A Z 247B H 248om. Z 249H add. cBsrTaro 250Z add. BeiiHKaro 251Hpe,gTeHn Z,
H 252CaMorO B AA Z, H 253A Z, H 254TO Z; H Ty H 255Mouw Ac 2560m. Z 257A
Z 258AnacTacxio Z 259Trin0 Z, H 260om. Z 261edd.; TaMolo Z; om. H 262Taico 6o: TaICOBo
H 263[DOMaHgy]-cBSrrylo om. Ac 264A Z 265H add. H; Z, H add. Ty 266IIO,q Z; rlO,E H
H 267Benmcaro H - 268om. Ac 269a BO onTapH-PoMana om. Ac, H 270ubnoBax Ac; Ac add.
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am], and we received the seal of the holy Prophet Daniel.67 From there we went to
St. John the Merciful, to St. Mary Cleophas, and to the holy martyr Theodosia
whom they killed with a goat horn for the sake of an icon of Christ. These saints
repose in one church and you must climb up high on a stairway to enter the
church. We sinners kissed [the relics].68 You go up the hill from there to the
Apostles Church. There we kissed the body of St. Spiridon and another body,
that of St. Polyeuctus.69 When you get to the sanctuary, the tomb of St. Gregory
the Theologos is on the right, inside the sanctuary railing, and the tomb of John
Chrysostom is also there. In a baldachin nearby is the icon of the holy Savior
which the unbeliever struck with a knife; blood flowed from the icon, and we
sinners kissed the blood which is still visible. On the right side of the great doors
stand two columns: one to which our Lord Jesus Christ was bound, the other [the
one] at which Peter wept bitterly. They were brought from Jerusalem. Jesus'
[column] is thick and of green stone shot through with black. The other one,
Peter's, is thin as a small log, very beautiful, with black and white [mixed] like
clover. The sanctuary there is very large, and is in the middle of the church. Going
straight east through the church from the sanctuary, [ you come to where] stands
Emperor Constantine's tomb, large, [made] of purple stone like jasper. There are
many other imperial tombs there, and although [these emperors] are not saints,
we sinners kissed [them].70

From there we went to the great Savior Monastery, the Pantocrator, called
"the Almighty." Above the first doors, the doors by which you enter, the Savior
is done in mosaic, a large figure, and high. The same thing going in through the
other door, and also entering the monastery. This monastery is very beautiful,
for the exterior of the church is all decorated with mosaic so that it shines like the
sun. The slab of the Lord is there, and three heads are also there, [those] of
Florus, Laurus, and James the Persian. The headless body of Michael the Monk
is there, and there in the sanctuary stands a white stone vessel in which Jesus
made wine from water by a great miracle.71

From there we went to the Convent of St. Constantine where the body of St.
Clement the Archbishop reposes, as does the body of the Empress Theophano.72
From there we went to the Convent of St. John Damascene.73 From there we

the Zabelin codex. The clause, in essence, reflects the tradition of this shrine (see Commentary § 43),
yet it does not reproduce verbatim the other Russian sources for the fact, a situation which would
have suggested a direct borrowing from another source.

6' This seal seems to have been a sort of pilgrim token; see G. Majeska, "A Medallion of the
Prophet Daniel in the Dumbarton Oaks Collection," DOP, 28 (1974), 361-66 and pl.; cf.
Commentary § 43.

6' This is the convent called Kyra Martha; see Commentary § 33.
69 See Commentary § 32, on the Church of the Holy Apostles and its relics.
7O Most of the earlier Byzantine emperors were entombed at Holy Apostles; see Commentary § 32.
"The Pantocrator Monastery, with its relics, is discussed in Commentary § 28.
12 See G. Majeska, "The Body of St. Theophano the Empress and the Convent of St. Constantine,"

Byzantinoslavica, 38 (1977), 14-21; cf. Commentary § 30.
's This is actually the Cecharitomene Convent which boasted "the body" of St. John Damascene in

the Palaeologan period; see Commentary § 31.
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He'ISITb B3SXOM CBSITaro npopoxa gaHwia. 14211 OTTOJIe HAOXOM K CBSITOMy
HoaHbIIy272 MHJIOCTHBOMy H K CBSIT'kH Map14H KneolloBt273 H K CBSITTLH

My'IeHHuH (beo4ocHH, Io Ke 3axnama poraM K03HHM 3a HKOHy XpHCTOBy.274 TH
CBSITHH ne)KaTb B e4HHO14275 uepKBH; BbICOKO HTH 110 JIbCTBHut ropk, TOXC BHHTH

B uepKOBb, H UtJ OBaxoM rp'kHIbHHH. A276 OTTojie noHTH Ha ropy K
AnocTOnbcTbH uepKBH, H Ty UJIOBaXOM T'LJI0277 cBSITaro278 CII14pHAoxa a279
Apyroe T'bJI0,280 CBSITaro IIonHexbTa; 14287 rIpHIU 4 K oJITapio, Ha npaBOH pyuli
rpo6 CBSlTaro282 rpHropna teJIora B nperpagb onTapbAH, Tyxc rpo6 HoaHHa
3JIaTOycTaro, Tyx 6JIH3 HKOHa B KH0th283 CBSITbIH Cnac, B HIO)K HOxceM yLapH
HeBI'ipHbI, H 1OHAe OT HKOHbI KpOBb; TO)K H 90 HbIHI KpOBb Ta284 3HaTH, H285
uEJIOBaXOM rpttMHHH. A OT BeJIHKbIX ABepeH HO npaBOH pyIlt CT83IT ABa CTJI7>na:

eLIHH, HAIixc 6'h HpHB3I3aH FOCnOAb Hanlb I4cyC XpHCTOC,286 a287 Apyrbl,288 Ha
HCMb)Ke rleTp nJIaKaCSI ropKO;289 npHBe3eHbI OT HepycoJl14Ma. EAHH290 TOJThCT,
Hxce 6li291 I4cycoB, OT 3eneHa KaMeHH, npo'iepHb,292 a ApyrH,293 rleTpoB, TOHOK,

aKH 6peBeHile, BenMH KpaceH, upoHepHb294 H npo6tnb295 aKH ASITJICH. A onTapb
Ty296 cpe,H uepKBH BeJIMH BeJIHK. 142961, noineA OT 0JITap3l rIp5LM0 Ha BECTOK 110

uepKBH, Ty CTOHT rpo6297 Ijapsl KoHCTaHTHHa, BeJIHK,298 OT KaMeHH 6arpsIHa,
aKH ac1HAy no4o6Ha. MAX xce MHOro rpo60B uapbcKHx, HO He299 CBATH; Ty299a
IthJIOBaXOM rpbfHHH.

A OTTOJIC HAoXOM300 K CHaCy301 BCJIHKOMy MOHaCTbIpIO, K HaHTOKpaTapio,302

peKme303 Bce4pbxdHTeJIIO: BHHTH B BpaTa304 rip-bBasI, 14305 CCTb Ha4306 BpaTbI Cnac
Myceelo yTBopeH,307 BCJIHKO308 o6pa3HO,309 H310 BbICOKO, TaKOxc 14311 B ApyraB
BpaTa BHHTH, TO)K B MOHaCTblpb BHHTH.312 A313 TOH)KC MOHaCTbIpb314 BCJIMH

KpaceH, a IjCpKOBb Myceelo yAHBJIeHa, H30BHy315 aKH coJIHue316 CHaeT.317 Ty
AOCKa FOCnOAHSI JIe)KHTb, Ty)K 3 rJlaBbl JiexcaTb:'bpona,318 H JlaBpa, H SIKOBa
IlepbcKaro; Ty AJI0 MHXaHJIa'iepHOpH3IIa 6e3 rnIaBbI;319 Ty)K CTOHT320 B OJITapH
COCyj321 OT &LJIa KaMeHH, B HCM)KC I4CyC322 OT BOAbI BHHO CLTBOpH BCJIMH
L110AHO.

A323 OTTOJle 14AOXOM K CBSITOMy KOHCTAHTHHy B MOHaCTbIpb324 )KeHbCKiI; Ty325

JIe)KHT T'LJIO CBsrraro326 KJIHMeHTa apxHellcxona, Ty)K327 T'bJI0328 H329 (Deo(paHbI

IIapHIubI.330 14331 OTTOJIe332 HAOXOM K CBSITOMy HoaHHy333 aamaCKbIHy B

MOHaCTbIpb )KeJmcKbI.334 A335 OTTOJIe HAOXOM K CBSITOMy HBaHy336 Hpe4_

Hx 271A Z 272HBaHy H 273Ac, corr. KneonoBk in KneormHt 2743a Hxony XpncToBy om.
Z 2750AHOH Z 27614 Ac 277MOU. Ac 278om. Z 27911 Ac 280Apyroe Tkno om. Ac 281a
Z 282om. Z 283xb1BOTe Z 284-85om. Z 286AC3 marg. 6k 287inc. Ac2 288AC2 add.
cronn 289om. H; Ac2 add. cTOnnoBH)xe Te 290H add. 6k 291om. Ac, H 292nponeH1 H;
npo3epenb Ac2 293ApyH Ac 2941TpoHepjieH Z; npowpaneH Ac2 295Z add. necrp 296Ac2 add.
no 294aA H 297H add. cBBTaro 298AC3 299om. Z, H, Ac2 299aom. Z 300HAoM Ac corr. in
HAoXOM Ac2 marg. 301CBsTOMy Z 302K HaHToxpaTapio om. Ac, H 303Z, H add. xO 304apa Ac;
Ac3 add. -Ta; H add. B 305om. H 306na Ac2 307coTBOpeH Ac2 308Bennx Ac, H 309o6pa3oM
Ac 310a Ac; om. H, Ac2 311 om. Z, Ac2 312 om. Z, Ac2 3130M. H 314A TOHDxe MonaCTblpb om.
Ac 315a3BOny Z, Ac2 316om. Ac, H 317c11a1OT Ac2 318bnopa H, Ac2 319Z add. H 320CT0nT
H 321cocywbi H 322om. Z 32314 Ac; om. Z 324Ac2 add. TOH 325TyT Ac2 326om. H 327Ty Z;
TyTbxce Ac2 328H add. nexcHT 329om. Z, Ac2 330uapn[a Ac 331A H, Ac2 332oTTyAb1
Z 33314Bany Ac 334Z add. H uknoaaxoM rkno ero 335 om. Z 33614oan11y H, Ac2 337flpeATe4H
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went to St. John the Forerunner, called Prodromos, which is known as "John,
Rich by God." 74 This church is quite magnificent, and there we kissed the hand
of St. John Ktitor' 5 who built the church. It is covered with gold, precious jewels,
and pearls. (This is not the Forerunner's hand. As we have written before, the
Forerunner's hand is at the Beautiful Mother of God, near the Studite
Monastery. This is the right hand of St. John; the-left one is at the Jordan.76)

From there we went to the Blachernae Church of the Holy Mother of God
where [her] robe and girdle, and the cap that was on her head, repose." They lie
on the altar in the sanctuary, sealed in a case, just like the Lord's Passion relics,
but even more securely covered with iron. The casket is very artfully made of
stone; we sinners kissed it.78 St. Patapius and St. Anastasia repose there, as do
the relics of St. Panteleimon;79 we sinners kissed [all of them]. From there we
went to the Church of St. Nicholas where the head[s] of St. Gregory and of St.
Leontius are.80 From there we went farther outside the city to a field near the sea.
The large monastery [there] is in honor of Cosmas and Damian. There we kissed
their heads very artfully covered in gold.81 Then we returned from there to the
city and went to the convent near the sea named after St. Theodosia the Virgin
where we kissed her [body]. It is quite wonderful; every Wednesday and Friday is
like a holiday [there]. Many men and women contribute candles, oil, and alms,
and many sick people suffering from various diseases lie [there] on beds, receive
cures, and enter the church. Others are carried in and are laid before her one at a
time. She intercedes, and those who are ill receive healing. Singers chant from
morning to the ninth hour, and so they perform the liturgy late.82

From there we went farther than a good mile through the city to go to St.
Cyprian where we kissed his body.83 The convent where St. Panteleimon's head
and his blood are is nearby,84 and from there we went to St. Stephen's Monastery
where his head is.85 From there we went to St. Barbara's where her head is.86

Entering Constantinople is like [entering] a great forest; it is impossible to get
around without a good guide, and if you attempt to get around stingily or

74This is the Monastery of St. John the Baptist in Petra; see Commentary § 49.
7 s "founder."
"While the material within parentheses is obviously an excursus, it is very likely part of the

original text. From other sources it is clear that there was considerable confusion about this relic; see
infra, Commentary § 49. The excursus, moreover, is preserved by all the extant manuscripts.

See Commentary § 46, on the Blachernae shrine and its relics.
78 Cf. Commentary §§ 60 and 49, on the treatment accorded the Passion relics in Constantinople.
79 See Commentary § 46.
so See Commentary § 47.
e' This is the suburban Monastery of SS. Cosmas and Damian at Cosmidion (modern Eyiip); see

Commentary § 45.
82 See Commentary § 51, on the shrine of St. Theodosia, its relics, and rituals.
e s MS Academy 16.8.13 adds: "He was large in stature"; a marginal gloss? See Commentary § 66,

on this foundation, the Monastery of St. Cyprian the Sorcerer.
84 See Commentary § 68.
85 See Commentary § 70.
86 See Commentary § 71.
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TeueBH,337 H HapruaeTCA IlpoApoMA;338 T0339 3OB Tb " HBana340 BoroM 6oraTbl."
Taxce uepKOBb341 BeJIM14 yAIIBJIeHa, H342 Ty u'knoBaxoM pyxy CBATaro343 goaxbHa
KT14Topa,344 H)K yCTpOH uepKOBb,345 OKOBaHa 3JIaTOM H346 c AparHM KaMeHHeM
H347 )KeHbgmmroM (a He IIpe,rTeueBa pyxa: a IIpeATeHeBa,348 Hwe BHpeAH349
HHCaXOM,350 y HpeKpaCHOH Boropo,HI1H351 6nH3 CTymHCKaro MOHaCTbIpA; Ty
pyxa cBATaro352 J4oauna353 npaBaA, a sr1?BaA Ha HepaaHh).

14354 OTTOne355 14AOXOM B Jlaxepay B uepKOBb CB5TbIA356 Eoropognua, HA'bxe
ne)KHTb p143a 14 110AC H Cxy(j)H5, 14xce 6k Ha rnaBb eA,357 JIe)KHT B 0JITapH Ha
HpeCTOJ±L B xOBile3't 3ane*IATaHO TaKOAC, SKO)K358 H CTpaCTH Focno,HH,359 H
TBepXCH Toro HpHKOBaHO )xeA30M, KoBUerxce CbTBOpeH OT KaMeH14 XHTpo
BeJIMH; H360 utknoBaxoM rphmHHH.361 Ty JIe)K1T CBSITbI IIoTarHH362 H CBSITax
AHaCTaCHA H CBAT FO IIaHTen'kHMOHa MOlu14,363 utkn0BaXOM rptHIHHH.364 14365

OTTOne HAoxoM K uepKBH CBATaro H14KOJILI: Ty nexc14T rslasa cBATaro EpHropHa
H CBATaro JIeoHTHSI. 14366 OTTOne HAoxoM Aane ie367 BH'k rpaAa; Ha none 6n143368

MOp5I eCTb369 MOHaCTbIpb370 Ben14K37/ B IIMA312 K03MbI H ,aMHaHa; Ty373
JXknOBaXOM FnaBbl eio,374 OKOBaHbI X14TpO BenbMH 311aTOM. 14375 OTTOne
B"b3BpaTHXOMCA376 B rpa4.377 14AOXOM K CB5T014378 (Deo,OCHH A'LBHUt H
utnOBaxoM 1-0.379 Ty380 eCTb MOHaCTblpb )KeHCKbI B HMA CA HpH MOp1;381 eCTb)Ke

LI10AHO Be.IMH: B BCAK3IO cpe2y 14 UATOK aKH382 Hpa3AHHK: MHO)KbCTBO383 My)K384 H

)KeH HOAaBa1-OT385 CBiilua H MaCJIO H MHJIOCTbIHIO. Ty)Ke386 MHO)KeCTBO nTOAe1

ne)KHTb 60JIHbIX Ha OAptX387 pa3nHtlHbIM14 HeayrH OApb)KHMH388 npHHMaIOT
HCu'LneITHa H BXOAATb B uepKOBb, a HHbIX389 BHOCAT H390 n0)KaTCA npej HeH) no

e4HHOMy391 LIeJIOB'krcy,392 a OHa BbCTynaeT, HAt)Ke KOFO 6OJIHT, H393 3ApaB14e

npHHMaIOT; a 1--I BI[H HOIOT OT yTpa 14394 AO 9-r0 Haca, Ta)K395 JIHTOprHcalOTb396
1103AHO.397

ICI OTTOne HAOXOM398 CKBO3'L rpa.g Aaneae IlonpHnae399 BenHKO, HTT14 K CBATOMy

KHHpeaHy, H uknOBaXOM Tkno ero.400 Ty 6n143 MoxaCTblpb XceHcKH, H Ty rnaBa
CBATaro IIaHTen'hHMOHa, Ty)K401 H KpOBb ero. A OTTOne HAoxoM B MoxaCTblpb
CBATaro CTe4 axa, Ty JIe)KHT rnaBa ero. 4402 0TTOJIe HAoxoM K CBATtH BapBapk,
H403 rnaBa CA Ty.

A404 B IjapbrpaA405 anH B gy6paBy406 Ben14Ky BH14TH: 6e3 Ao6pa Boxca He
B03MO)KHO XOAHTH, 14 H)Ke407 Ha'1Hemb408 XOAHTIH409 CK3AHO 14n14 y6oro He

Z, H 338HpogpoM Ac 339om. Ac 340HoaHHa H, Ac2 341H add. H 342-43om. H 344KpHTopa
Z 345Ben ni yjriBnena-uepxosb om. Ac2 346om. Ac2 347H add. C 348Ac add. pyxa 349npeju
Z; npeg H; Bce Ac2 350cnlicaxoM Ac2 351 uepxnu Z 352 om. H 35314 add. HpeATe'II 354 om. Z;
A Ac2 3550TTygy Ac2 356npeCBslTbIsi Ac2 357Ac add. 6bIna; a 358om. Z 359Ac add.
clue 360om. Ac2 361om. AC 362HaTaneH Ac 3632 add. H 364om. AC 365A Z, Ac2 366A

Ac2 367om. Ac 368Ac2 add. rpaAa n 369om. Ac; B Ac2 370Ac2 add. CB$Tbni 3712 add.
uepxosb 372Ac add. CBsTbIx 37314 Z; H Ty Ac2 374 en Z, H; Hx Ac2 375A Z, Ac2 376Ac add. n; Z
add. Bbcnsrrb 377Ac add. H 378Z add. mice eCTb. A KonII 6bvl IIapbrpag npH KOCTMHTHHt i apH He
TOJIbKO B HeM 6bIno y3op09eH; des. Z 37911tJIOBax0M 1-O: IltsOBa T'hJIo e5i Ac2 380'014 Ac2 381Ac2
add. cTOHT 382Ac2 add. B 383Ac2 add. nloaeH 384My7KeH AC 385om. Ac2; H add. H 386Ty

H 387o4$ Ac2 388Ac2 add. H 389HHmI Ac; Ac2 add. BHO 390om. H 391o4HOMy Ac2 392Ac2
add. YCJIOB'LKy 393B0 Ac2 394om. Ac 395Ty)Ke Ac2 396JIHTyprHIO HOIOT Ac; Ac2 add.
epeH 397npa3AHo H 398HAoM Ac2; H add. B 399Ac2 add. c 400Ac add. BeJIHK 6bin
Tt,JIOM 401 Tyncb Ac2 402A Ac2; om. H 403 om. Ac2 404Ac, Archeographic Commission 244; om.
H, Ac2 405uaperpaue Ac2 406npaBy (sic) H 4Q7exce Ac2 408imIeul Ac2 40914xxce-xo9HTH
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cheaply you will not be able to see or kiss a single saint unless it happens to be the

holiday of that saint when [you can] see and kiss [the relics].87

87 These closing lines suggest that Stephen himself was not forced to tour Constantinople "stingily
or cheaply"; see supra, p. 19.
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MOxCemH BHA'bTH41011H I41 OBaTH 1111 e,HHaro cBsTaro,411 pa3Bb Ha 11pa3AHHIH412
xOToporo CBBTOro 6yAeTb, Toxce47 BHAITH414 H LIkJTOBaTH.415

om. Ac 410Ac2 add. H 411om. Ac2; Act add. 14 412npaa.nnx H 413H add. MoxceT 414Sngt
Ac2 415Ac add. OTTone noHAOXOM K HepycaniMy.



Chapter II

THE "JOURNEY TO CONSTANTINOPLE" OF
IGNATIUS OF SMOLENSK

INTRODUCTION

IGNATIUS' "JOURNEY" AS A HISTORICAL DOCUMENT

The "Journey to Constantinople" of Ignatius of Smolensk is an important
historical document, dealing as it does with numerous aspects of late fourteenth-
century history in both Russia and Byzantium. A document which grew out of
the "Time of Troubles" in the Russian Church,' Ignatius' travel journal sheds
light on certain unclear aspects of late fourteenth-century Russian Church
history, clarifying, for example, Metropolitan Pimen's close relations with the
Genoese and the Turks. An analysis of the textual tradition of Ignatius'
"Journey" also questions Grand Prince Dimitry Donskoj's commonly accepted
anger at Pimen's departure for Constantinople in the spring of 1389.2 Ignatius'
"Journey" further suggests that at the death of Metropolitan Pimen and Grand
Prince Dimitry, the hierarchy of Russia, including even those clergy who had
accompanied Pimen to Constantinople, was quite willing to accept the
"Lithuanian" Cyprian as metropolitan of All Russia. Ignatius shows no bitter-
ness toward his patron's enemy Cyprian when the latter assumes the metropol-
itan throne of Moscow. Likewise, the clergy of Pimen's retinue, having buried
the late metropolitan, probably in Genoese Galata, join the train of his successor,
Metropolitan Cyprian, against whose candidacy they had come to Constan-
tinople to lobby. Prince Dimitry's enmity toward Cyprian was obviously per-
sonal, and not a reflection of the feelings of the East Russian Church.

Ignatius' description of the journey from Ryazan down the river Don to Azov
is unique. His is the first Russian account of the Don River route to the Black Sea
and the Mediterranean. The fact that many of Ignatius' notes on the geography
of the Don valley are readily verifiable suggests that those of his references which
are not corroborated by other sources should be accepted. Indeed, Ignatius'
"Journey" gives evidence of being a painstakingly careful diary of his trip.
Ignatius' clear cataloging of landmarks along the Don has suggested to scholars
that his voyage down that river cannot have been a unique occurrence. Obviously
there were people on the boats with Ignatius and the metropolitan who knew the
names of the Don landmarks and repeated them to Ignatius. The fact that people

'See infra, Commentary § 72.
2lbid.

48
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were familiar with the various landmarks suggests that they traveled the river
with some regularity. This, in turn, suggests that commerce between the Moscow
region and Azov, or even Constantinople, was much more common in the late
fourteenth century than was generally supposed.' Certainly the tenor of Ignatius'
description of the party's difficulties with the Genoese at Azov suggests that
Russians were far from strangers at this important international port.

The description of the buildings and relics of Constantinople which comprises
part two of the "Journey" is little more than a diary of Ignatius' visits to those
objects which would interest a Russian visitor to Byzantium in the Middle Ages.
The very general nature of Ignatius' few topographical references renders his
description inadequate as a source for the location of monuments in the
city. When his notations are compared with the information on the topog-
raphy of Constantinople available from other sources, however, Ignatius' text
becomes extremely useful in substantiating knowledge gained from other texts.
A similar evaluation applies to Ignatius' information on relics preserved in
Constantinople.

Ignatius' section on Constantinople, for all its pedestrian quality as a historical
source, does contain several entries especially valuable to historians. Among the
most important of these is the mention of Russians resident in Byzantium. No
other sources refer so clearly to the Russian colony in Constantinople. Ignatius
speaks twice of Russians resident in the city; unfortunately, he does not tell us
under what auspices the Russians were there. Were the Russians who came to
visit Ignatius and his company on the ship merchants, or Russian monks from
the Studite Monastery whom Ignatius visited later, or clerics from one of the
other religious houses of Constantinople? Ignatius does not say; he notes only
that his visitors were Russians living in the city.

Ignatius' climb to the interior drum of the great dome of St. Sophia, where he
measured the windows and buttresses, is likewise of some importance, since it
tells us that visitors were allowed occasionally on the catwalk of the interior of
the drum. Ignatius is the first foreign visitor to record the number and size of the
windows below the dome; his figures are surprisingly accurate. Also of interest is
Ignatius' record of the performance in St. Sophia of the "liturgical drama" of the
three children in the fiery furnace, an event mentioned by few other sources.

Ignatius' account of the struggles between John V and John VII for possession
of the Byzantine throne, the third part of his "Journey," is the basic source for
the dynastic controversies in Constantinople during the years 1390 and 1391.
Were it not for Ignatius, our knowledge of these struggles would be reduced to
the few laconic lines preserved in two Late Byzantine chronological compilations
and a few random notes in Venetian archival material. That these fragmentary
sources corroborate the more extensive account written by Ignatius suggests that

'On Muscovite commercial relations with the Black Sea ports in this period, see M. N. Tihomirov,
"Poccnsi x BH3aHTHA B XIV-XV cToneTxssx," ZVI, 7 (1961), 23-38; idem, "IIyrn 113 Poccm4 B
BH3aHTr3HOB XIV-XV BB.," Bu3aumuucxue ouepxu (Moscow, 1961), 3-33; both are reprinted in
idem, Hcmopuuecxue C6R3U Poccuu co cnaexUCxuMU cmpauaMu u Bu3aumueu (Moscow, 1969), 27-77.
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Ignatius' description should be accepted as accurate.
Part four of Ignatius' journal, which describes the coronation of Manuel II in

1392, is the only known eyewitness account of a Byzantine coronation in the
Palaeologan period; the three extant Byzantine descriptions of fourteenth-
century coronations are based on a common literary source. Moreover, Ignatius
is the only source to date Manuel's second coronation, and until lately, Ignatius'
description seemed to be the only mention of such a coronation. The recent
publication of a Greek description of this ceremony, which, however, is based on
literary sources, confirms Ignatius' version of the rite.

IGNATIUS' "JOURNEY" AS LITERATURE

While the "Journey" of Ignatius of Smolensk is an important historical docu-

ment, it was conceived as a literary work. Ignatius traveled to Constantinople on
Church business, but once there his interests as displayed in his "Journey" were
largely those of the typical Russian pilgrim to the Byzantine capital. Although it

was unique for the Middle Ages in its careful, day-by-day dating, Ignatius'
catalog and description of the shrines and relics of Constantinople place his work
squarely in the genre of the pilgrim tale, the hozenie or hozdenie of medieval
Russian literature. However, compared to Daniel's description of Palestine, the
model par excellence for medieval Russian travel literature, and, indeed, even
compared to several of the later pilgrim tales, Ignatius' section on Constan-
tinople is a bland and monotonous ledger of shrines visited and relics kissed.

Any enthusiasm engendered by Ignatius' notes on the things of interest in
Constantinople comes from the intrinsic interest of the objects themselves, not
from Ignatius' writing.

Ignatius' "Journey," however, is distinguished from the other late medieval
hozdenija by the attention the work shows to things secular. The long and careful
description of the journey from Moscow, down the river Don and across the
Black Sea, bears comparison with Prior Daniel's description of the landscape
and difficulties of travel in Palestine. Ignatius' description of the uprising in

Constantinople in 1390 and the coronation of the Byzantine Emperor Manuel II
in 1392 has no counterpart in Russian pilgrim literature since Daniel described
being waylaid by Saracen bandits and receiving the sacred fire of Easter in the
Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem.

The fresh and lively style which distinguishes the first and the last two sections
of Ignatius' "Journey" from the second section, that is, from the section on the
shrines and relics of Constantinople, suggests that in his description of
Constantinople Ignatius was weighed down with the requirements of a specific
genre. Once freed from these formalistic bonds his writing takes on a real vitality.
The reader shares in Ignatius' concern over roving robber bands in the Ryazan
principality, and in his fears as the party enters the "land of the Ishmaelite."
Along with Ignatius, the reader is startled by the sudden "tramping of feet on the
ship's deck" as "Franks" take over the ship anchored at the port of Azov. The
unexpected interjection of a spoken dialogue at this point makes the scene come
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alive. In his simple style Ignatius occasionally approaches the lyrical, especially
when describing the deserted country along the middle Don where "there was
nothing to see, no villages or people, only beasts: elk, bears, and similar animals,"
or the mountains of Asia Minor whose high peaks were "bathed in clouds." The
reader, like Ignatius, worries about the ship's capsizing in the Black Sea in a
storm so severe that even the sailors could not keep their footing "but kept falling
down like drunkards," and he shares in Ignatius' "unspeakable joy" as the
caique passes the lighthouse and enters the Bosporus just a few miles from
Constantinople.

Similarly, the clear and fast-moving style of part three of Ignatius' narrative,
that dealing with the struggles of Manuel and the two Johns for control of
Constantinople, has little in common with the author's description of
Constantinople. The realism of the writing in the third section is almost unique
for Old Russian literature. Ignatius' picture of John VII's soldiers racing around
the city at night with lanterns and drawn swords, seeking among the startled
citizens roused from bed those who would not submit to their master, is a
masterpiece of medieval realism. In turn, like an able military historian, Ignatius
painstakingly sets the scene for the retaking of the city by the "old emperor" and
his son Manuel several months later, and then, in a few deft sentences which show
how carefully the scene was set, describes Manuel's surprise raid on the usurper's
camp.

The fourth part of Ignatius' "Journey," his description of the coronation of
Manuel II, is literarily less successful than the third chapter, although more
successful than the second. In general, it would seem that the task of describing a
liturgical service called forth a more dignified, less colloquial style of writing from
Ignatius. The language in this section is strikingly archaic, the style highly
formulaic. Medieval Russians would have a description of a divine service no
other way. Yet even in this very formalistic type of writing Ignatius' eye for detail
is evident. His mention of translucent drapes hung in the galleries to hide the
women from the glances of the male congregation and his description of the
costumes of the choir, the foreign guests at the ceremony, and the imperial
thrones and processions add much to the reader's mental image of the service.
Ignatius keeps from boring the reader of this section, which was by far the most
popular part of Ignatius' "Journey," according to the large number of manu-
scripts which have been preserved, by describing only those portions of a coro-
nation liturgy which differ from the normal service. These variations he describes
in minute detail while barely indicating the simultaneous, but generally known,
progress of the basic worship service.

The number of preserved manuscripts of Ignatius' "Journey" suggests that,
with the exception of the coronation section, Ignatius' travel journal was not
among the most popular literary works in Old Russia. The coronation of Manuel
II, however, obviously caught the attention of the Russian reading public, no
doubt because it gave them a picture of the almost mythic court ceremonial on
the Bosporus about which they were intensely curious. While its historical import
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assured the whole of Ignatius' "Journey" a place in the Nikon Chronicle, com-
piled under the patronage of Metropolitan Macarius of Moscow in the sixteenth
century, it is significant that the coronation section of Ignatius' work was the only
part of the "Journey" included in the Great Lection Menology compiled under
the same auspices. It might be suggested in this context that Metropolitan
Macarius considered the coronation section to have value above and beyond its
narrow historical import. The nature of this autonomous value is suggested by
the fact that it was the same Metropolitan Macarius who arranged and compiled
the ritual for the first imperial coronation in Muscovy.

That Ignatius' description of the coronation of a Byzantine emperor is known
to have been in the hands of Metropolitan Macarius and his circle, the same
group which formulated the first Russian ceremony of coronation for a tsar,
suggests the serious possibility that Ignatius' work served as a model for the
service. Indeed, the custom of showering the newly crowned tsar with coins in the
Russian coronation rite might have had its genesis in Ignatius' note that as
Manuel II left the church after being crowned "he was showered with staurata."
Ignatius describes the regular throwing of largesse to the populace after the
coronation as "showering" the emperor with coins. His description may well
have been accepted as an accurate report of the prescribed imperial ritual of
Byzantium and imitated in Muscovy. No such "showering" of an emperor is
recorded in any Byzantine source, yet the rite composed by Macarius was
otherwise modeled completely on the Byzantine ceremonial. It is likely, then,
that this otherwise unexplained element of the ritual was adopted from Ignatius'
readily available testimony of what a Byzantine coronation entailed."

THE AUTHOR IGNATIUS

Nothing is known about the author of the "Journey to Constantinople" of
1389 except what is found in the works ascribed to him. These include, besides
the "Journey to Constantinople" published here, the "Abbreviated Chronicle"
and the "Description of Thessalonica and the Holy Mountain." s Nonetheless,

various people have attempted to identify the author more specifically. As early
as the eighteenth century, an anonymous hand noted on the last page of a codex
of the Nikon Chronicle: "CHH KHHra HHcaua hlrHaTbleM MIepHh1OM MI3xaHna
Apxnepesl cMoneucxoro. CMOTpH cTpaH. 556. B JTbTO 6897/1389 H Ilocirb yxce
[1]384 roA," i.e., "This book was written by Ignatius, the monk of the hierarch

4 Substantial literary analyses of the "Journey" of Ignatius of Smolensk can be found in Seemann,
Die altrussische Wallfahrtsliteratur, 236-42; in G. Lenhoff Vroon, "The Making of the Medieval
Russian Journey" (Diss. University of Michigan, 1978), 146-97; and in Prokof'ev, "Pyccxxe
xoxcAeimg," 150-52, 156, 162-67. Prokof'ev, however, assumes that the conflated chronicle redac-
tion of the text represents a version closer to the original composition. See also the more general
works cited supra, p. 7 note 4. Seemann, op. cit., 433-34, lists a number of studies dealing with
Ignatius' "Journey."

5 See the texts published in Xodredenue Henamun CMonnnnuna, ed. S. V. Arsen'ev, IIIIC,12 (1887),
1-18, 25-33.
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Michael of Smolensk. See p. 556. In the year 6897/1389 and also after the year
[1]384." 6 Doubtless, the eighteenth-century savant concluded that Ignatius of
Smolensk had composed the Nikon Chronicle, or at least had copied that partic-
ular manuscript of the Nikon Chronicle, from the fact that the text of Ignatius'
"Journey" included in the chronicle is the only entry written in the first person
without explanation. In the nineteenth century Archbishop Filaret of Kharkov
identified Ignatius of Smolensk with the abbot of the Novospasskij Monastery in
Moscow, who was also an Ignatius, apparently because the two were con-
temporaries.' More recently someone has argued that Ignatius of Smolensk was,
in fact, "Ignatius the Greek" and also the somewhat better known "Ignatius the
Painter" (14xorHHx), who was active about the same time as Ignatius of
Smolensk.' The argument from simple contemporaneity is not convincing.

The texts do, however, tell us something about the author. In the "Journey to
Constantinople," for instance, the author refers to himself as Ignatius. Since he
traveled in the suite of Bishop Michael of Smolensk, who was escorting
Metropolitan Pimen to the patriarchate, Ignatius must have been a fairly impor-
tant cleric, probably a monk,' and almost assuredly can be identified with the
Ignatius of Smolensk mentioned in the third person in the "Description of
Thessalonica and the Holy Mountain." The few West Russian dialectical fea-
tures preserved in the autonomous redaction of the "Journey to Constantinople"
(e.g., ro,A BeuepHH for vesper time) also suggest that the author was from
Smolensk, or at least from western Russia.

Ignatius served as keeper of the log on the journey, and probably as secretary
to his patron, Bishop Michael. From his preserved work it is clear that Ignatius
had some acquaintance with the secular as well as the religious literature of the
period. Ignatius might well have known Greek or, less likely, Italian, since at least
in the. chronicle redaction of the "Journey" he refers to himself and Bishop
Michael as questioning the Frankish leader at Azov without any mention of an
interpreter. Should Ignatius have known Greek, his knowledge would have been
another reason for his joining the group going to Constantinople. Ignatius'
description of the journey, the city of Constantinople, the revolts of 1390-91,
and the coronation of Manuel II place him in Constantinople for more than two
and one-half years, from late June 1389 to mid-February 1392.

The second work normally associated with Ignatius is the "Abbreviated
Chronicle" ("Cxa3aHHHe neTOM B xpaTue"), a summary of traditional chronicle
entries up to the year 1340, supplemented by more extensive material dealing

6IICPJI, 11 (1897), v.
'Archbishop Filaret, 06sop pyccttou d yxoeuou numepamypsi 862-1720 (Kharkov, 1859), I, 121;

cf. Prokof'ev, "Pyccxxe xoxcAennk." 168.
8 A. I. Antonova, "HexsBecTm,ni xyAOxcanx MocxoBCxoia Pycn 14rnaTuIi rpex no nxcbMennbiM

ncTogmixaM," Tp,Z(pHum, 14 (1958),.569-72. '
9I. P. Saharov, CKa3anuR pyccxozo uapoda (St. Petersburg, 1849), II, bk. 8, p. 96, calls Ignatius a

deacon, but quotes no evidence. While this may well have been his rank, no supporting evidence has
been uncovered.
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with the period from 1340 to 1404.1 0 The first entry for the more detailed period
mentions Tolubej's attack on Smolensk in 1340. This notation is followed by a
long description of the attack on Moscow led by Grand Prince Olgerd of
Lithuania and Svjatoslav of Smolensk in 1370.11 Both of these events, referring
as they do either to events taking place in Smolensk or to a prince of that area,
further suggest that the author be identified with "Ignatius of Smolensk."

Entries follow in rapid succession, including a brief notice of Grand Prince
Dimitry's defeat of the Tatar forces in 1380. An entry to the effect that
Metropolitan Pimen went to Constantinople in 1389 suggests the author's close
relationship to Pimen, since no other news about metropolitans of Russia is given
in the work.

The "Abbreviated Chronicle" is helpful in establishing a chronology for
Ignatius. Certain entries, however, also raise problems. Troublesome are the two
entries concerning Russia which deal with the period 1389-92, when Ignatius
was in Constantinople. Mentioned is the fact that Grand Prince Dimitry died in
1389, and that Novgorod was flooded in 1390. However, since these events were
of general interest to Russians, mention of them does not necessarily mean that
the chronicler himself was in Russia at the time. The same is true for the entry for
1393, which notes that Vitovt mounted the throne of Lithuania. The notations
dealing with Russia under the years 1396 ("Grand Prince Vitovt took the city of
Smolensk and captured the princes, but Prince Jurij Svjatoslavic fled") and 1397
("Grand Prince Vitovt captured the land of Ryazan and there was much woe")
might well have been written in Russia. The following entry is out of order. It
notes that in the year 1395 (in the oldest manuscript another hand has changed
the date to 1396 [i.e., 6904]) the Turks killed Tsar Sisman (of Bulgaria). In reality,
Sisman was killed in 1393.12 The incorrect date for an event of such importance
in the history of the Balkans would certainly suggest that the author did not write
it down when it happened or that he was not in the Balkans at that time. The most
acceptable solution to this problem, but by no means the only one, seems to be
that Ignatius remained in the Balkans, but decided to integrate events from
Balkan history into his short chronicle only after 1396; and that he went back to
Sisman's death to begin his Balkan chronology which, it should be noted, is all
gathered together here out of the general sequence of the work.13 Following the
1396 entry on earthquakes on Mount Athos comes an entry, under the year 1402,
which relates that Bishop Michael of Smolensk died and was buried in the

1°K. D. Seemann, "Zur Textuberlieferung der dem Ignatij von Smolensk zugeschriebenen
Werke," Byzantinische Forschungen, 2 (1967) = Polychordia. Festschrift Franz Dolger, 345-69, esp.
352-55, sees the "Abbreviated Chronicle" as the core of Ignatius' literary work from which the other
works eventually became separated.

11 From the rather detailed nature of this description Arsen'ev suggests that Ignatius must have
been a military man and must have taken part in the battle before he took holy orders (Xomdeuue
HznamuR CMOIIHRHUHa, ed. Arsen'ev, i-ii). In reality, such details would have been general knowl-
edge among the people of Smolensk.

`V. Grumel, La Chronologie (Paris, 1958), 388; G. Ostrogorsky, History of the Byzantine State,
rev. ed. (New Brunswick, N. J., 1969), 582.

13 See infra, p. 57.
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Trinity-St. Sergius Monastery. This entry does not necessarily indicate the
author's presence in Russia. Given Ignatius' close relationship with Bishop
Michael, he would certainly have been informed of Michael's death and place of
burial.' 4 Supporting the hypothesis that Ignatius did not return to Russia but
remained in the Balkans is the double entry under the year 1404. This entry,
which states that the infirmary of the "Laura" burned down, killing three monks,
and that "Kalojan's empress" visited the "Holy Laura," refers to the Great
Laura of Mount Athos, not to the Russian "Holy Laura," the Trinity-St. Sergius
Monastery near Moscow.' S

Following the entry concerning the laura of Mount Athos in the manuscripts
containing the "Abbreviated Chronicle" is the "Description of Thessalonica and
the Holy Mountain," which normally is treated as a separate work. Unlike the
"Journey to Constantinople," this text is but a meager list of churches, and is
written in the third person ("In the year 6913 [1405] Ignatius of Smolensk was in
Thessalonica"). There seems to be no internal evidence for rejecting the year
1405 as the date of Ignatius' visit, or for rejecting the authorship of Ignatius on
chronological grounds, since this journey would have taken place only thirteen
years after Ignatius' visit to Constantinople. The "Abbreviated Chronicle" was
probably meant to serve as an introduction to the description of Thessalonica
and Athos, inasmuch as it leads into the description chronologically and the two
are copied as one work in the manuscripts.' 6 The section on the Holy Mountain,
Mount Athos, is a list of churches, often with mention of their locations. It is the
first known Russian description of Mount Athos. While the dimensions cited by
this work for the main church of the Great Laura (120 sazhens by 40 sazhens)
bear no relationship to reality (30 sazhens by 26 sazhens), the text's enumeration
of the other churches is fairly accurate." Ignatius is most concerned with the

'' Bishop Michael of Smolensk did indeed die in that year, and was buried in the Trinity-St. Sergius
Laura. See Archimandrite Leonid, in A. V. Gorskij, Hcmopu'ecxoe onucanue Cenmo-Tpoumcxun-
Cepzueebl Jlaepbe, pt. 2 (Moscow, 1879), 109.

' S Archimandrite Leonid, "3aMeTxa no H0BO) `Xoxc,geH1IA I'IraaTnA CMonaaaxaa,"' Coo6u{enun
Hpaeocnaenozo Ilanecmuucrcozo O6tyecmea, 12 (1887), 211-14, identifies the laura in question with
the Trinity-St. Sergius Monastery, and uses this reference in his attempt to establish a chronology of
Ignatius' life. He suggests that on hearing of Vitovt's destruction of Smolensk and Bishop Michael's
flight to Moscow, Ignatius returned to Russia from Athos (probably in 1397) to join the bishop in the
Trinity-St. Sergius Monastery. His suggestion, however, is much less acceptable when the Laura in the
succeeding chronicle entries is identified, not with Trinity-St. Sergius, but with the Great Laura on
Mount Athos. Such identification is verified by the fact that the Great Laura was indeed visited by
"Emperor Kalojan's" wife in 1404, as is stated in the "Abbreviated Chronicle." See P. Uspenskij,
Bocmox xpucmuancxuu: A Iiion (St. Petersburg, 1892), 161, where the author refers to a document
concerning a grant of land made to the Great Laura by Emperor John Palaeologus [John VII,
"Emperor of All Thrace," Manuel II's nephew and vassal] in 1404 in honor of his wife's visit to the
monastery.

160n Ignatius' description of the churches of Salonika, see M. Th. Laskaris, Naoi xai µovai
Ocou& ovixrlc 'rd 1405 sic to `OSotnoptxov tiou Ex EµoXEV6x 'I-yvavriou, in 'Errtctnlµovtxfl
'Etratrl pic of c ExoX.rlc voptxcnv xai oixovoµtxwv shttairlµcuv tiou Havstriatirlpiou OsoaaXov%xtlc, 6
(1952) = Toµoc Kcov6Tavcivou Apµsvonou? ou, pp. 315-31.

11 Cf. Hymeeod umenb no Ce. Aooncxou Tope u yxa3amenb ee cenmbinb u npouux d ocmonam gmnoc-
meu (Moscow, 1903), 177-83.
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churches and chapels of the Great Laura. His detailed knowledge, together with
his several references to this monastery in the "Abbreviated Chronicle," suggests
that Ignatius' contact with the Great Laura was rather close; possibly he lived
there for some length of time. His few notes on churches not immediately
connected with this monastery, however, are quite sketchy.

The fourth work traditionally assigned to Ignatius of Smolensk is the
"Journey to Jerusalem."' 8 This work is ascribed to Ignatius only because of its
placement immediately after his "Journey to Constantinople" in the manuscripts
of the Nikon Chronicle, the only context in which this text seems to exist. It is
neither a simple list of churches, as is the "Description of Thessalonica and the
Holy Mountain," nor a work in the chronicle tradition, nor even less a visitor's
first-person description of a city and his activities while staying there. Rather, it is
a simple guide to the shrines of the Holy Land, with none of the explicit
chronology normally associated with Ignatius. Misnikov' 9 has dated this work
as post-1475, by noting that the author describes Golgotha as being completely
in the hands of Georgian clerics. Until 1468 (or possibly 1475 at the latest) the
Armenians maintained a large community there. Given the amount of space he
devotes to a description of Golgotha's churches and his clear interest in what
religious group administered each shrine, the author could hardly have failed to
mention the Armenian presence on Golgotha if Armenians were there when he
visited. The post-1475 dating of the account precludes Ignatius' authorship on
chronological grounds. Linguistic peculiarities also make suspect the traditional
assignment of authorship. Upon analyzing these linguistic peculiarities,
Misnikov suggests quite plausibly a Muscovite author contemporary with the
merchant Basil (1465-66).20

The preceding discussion suggests the following possible chronology of
Ignatius' life: after his voyage to Constantinople in 1389 Ignatius remained in
that city, judging from the text of his "Journey," until sometime after Manuel II's
coronation in 1392. From Constantinople he traveled to the Balkans, probably
to Mount Athos, but exactly when is impossible to determine. In any case, he
seems to have been in the Balkans during the years 1396-1402, for the entries on
the Balkans for 1396 and 1397 seem more like first-hand reports than do the
entries dealing with Russia during those years. A judicious conjecture, then,
would be that Ignatius stayed on Mount Athos until' 1405, when he wrote his
description of Thessalonica and of the part of Mount Athos which he knew best,
the Great Laura; soon after writing this description he returned to Russia.21

"TextText published in Xorcdeuue Iylzuamun CMoAHRnuna, ed. Arsen'ev, 18-25; and HCPJI, 11
(1897), 104-8.

19N. Misnikov, "0 np11n1cb1BaeMOM 14raaTHIO CMO.nbHAanny onncanxn IfepycannMa,"
VOH4P, 1901, bk. 2, Appendix, pp. 7-14. Cf, also Prokof'ev, "Pyccxne xoxcAenxa," 146-52;
Seemann, Die altrussische Wallfahrtsliteratur, 276-77.

21 Misnikov, op. cit., 14. A. A. Sahmatov, O6o3peuue pyccxux nemonucubax ceodoe XIV-XVI ee.
(Moscow, 1938), 323, dismisses Misnikov's evidence because it is "very likely" that Ignatius went to
the Holy Land, and this text then could be his description of what he saw there.

21Archimandrite Leonid ("3aMeTxa no nosouy," 213) and Arsen'ev (Xoicdeuue Hzuamux
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Once he had returned to Russia, Ignatius added to his "Abbreviated Chronicle"
events which had taken place during his absence. This hypothesis would explain
why the Russian events for the period 1393-96 are grouped together rather than
placed in a single chronological series with the Balkan events, as is the case in the
rest of the chronicle.22

THE MANUSCRIPTS

Sophia 1464, in the State Public Library in Leningrad, is a bound quarto
miscellany on 502 paper leaves, 20.8 x 14.5 cm., showing watermarks of the
early and mid-sixteenth century.23 There are regularly twenty lines to the page;
the manuscript was written by three contemporary semiuncial hands, the first to
folio 200°, the second from folio 201 r to folio 502`, and the third on folio 502x- all
are typical of the last half of the sixteenth century. This manuscript was brought
from the library of the Cathedral of St. Sophia in Novgorod to the St. Petersburg
Theological Academy (formerly no. 617). It came into the possession of the State
Public Library after the revolution. The manuscript contains excerpts drawn
from various sources: biblical exegesis and history, geographic works,
apocrypha, several anti-Latin tracts, writings on Cardinal Isidore of Kiev,
Isidore's "Journey," and the description of Jerusalem by Arsenius of
Thessalonica. It contains all of the preserved works which can be attributed to
Ignatius of Smolensk, including the "Abbreviated Chronicle" on folios
445r-451x, with an original title in red, "Cxa3anHe nkTOM B xpaTlz'b," and the
"Description of Thessalonica and the Holy Mountain," which follows without
being set off by a break or original title and concludes on folio 453x. To the text of
the "Journey to Constantinople," which follows, a nineteenth-century hand has
added a title in the upper margin of folio 451x: "hlrHaTHSI CMOIIHSIHHHa
XoxcgeHRe B ConyH, 110 CBSITymm I'opy H B IIapbrpa, B 1405 roAy" (the
"Journey of Ignatius of Smolensk to Thessalonica, on the Holy Mountain, and
to Constantinople in the Year 1405"). The autonomous text of the "Journey"
follows, again without a break, on folios 453r-469x, beginning with the words "B
He,A$.rmo toMHHy" (" On St. Thomas Sunday"). The manuscript includes all four
sections as published here, with the exception of the opening lines of section one,
which are not present in this manuscript. A red title, "IIyTb 1oH0M pkxolo Ao
Mops, a MopeM go IJapxrpa4a" ("Trip by the River Don to the Sea, and by Sea
to Constantinople"), has been added in the lower margin of folio 453r by a
sixteenth-century hand. The manuscript betrays no linguistic peculiarities not

CMonnanuna, ii) suggest rather that Ignatius died on Mount Athos sometime after 1405. This
hypothesis raises the problem of transmission of the manuscript exclusively in Russia.

z2 Xo.RCdenue Hznamun CMORHRHUHa, ed. Arsen'ev, 30-32. Sahmatov, O6o3penue pyccxux nemo-
nucubtx ceodoe, 322-28, suggests that the "Abbreviated Chronicle" as we have it today is the work of
a late fifteenth- or early sixteenth-century scribe from Smolensk who combined Ignatius' notes with
entries from Sahmatov's posited 1448 compilation of chronicle material. Ignatius, of course, could
well have had one of the sources for this proposed compilation at hand for his own chronicle editing, a
possibility which makes Sahmatov's dating of the work to the period after 1448 questionable.

2 3 Briquet, no. 1143 (pre-1547); Lihacev, no. 1725 (ca. 1547).
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common to sixteenth-century Great Russia. This manuscript, which I studied in
Leningrad in 1964 and also on microfilm, serves as the basic text of the present
edition from the beginning of the second paragraph of the first section to the end
of part four .21

Sophia 1465 is a 246-leaf quarto florilegium written by several semiuncial
hands from the sixteenth century. Once belonging to the St. Cyril Monastery and
then to the Novgorod Cathedral, the manuscript is now in the collection of the
State Public Library in Leningrad. In all but the two final entries the manuscript
is a direct copy of Sophia 1464, described just previously. The works of Ignatius
copied from the manuscript are on folios 213"-228. I was able to study the
manuscript in Leningrad in 1964.2 5

Rumjancev 35, in the Lenin Library in Moscow, a small, bound nineteenth-
century miscellany in modern cursive on sixty paper leaves, contains extracts
copied from various manuscript books in the library of the Cathedral of St.
Sophia in Novgorod. These extracts include anti-Latin polemics, part of the
"Journey" of Cardinal Isidore of Kiev, and some letters and writings of special
interest to Novgorod, as well as the same works attributed to Ignatius in Sophia
1464, from which this section (folios 20"-31r), along with several others, was
copied. This manuscript displays many modern linguistic features. I studied the
original in Moscow in 1965.26

Academy 16.8.13: see supra, pp. 20-21.
Museum 939, in the Lenin Library in Moscow, is a bound quarto collection of

literary works dealing with events surrounding the Council of Florence. It is
written in cursive on 58 paper pages with watermarks from the mid-seventeenth
century. The MS includes the Ignatian text of the "Cxa3aIHe .IeTOM B xpaTue"
and the "Description of Thessalonica and the Holy Mountain" (folios 29"-33"),
as well as the "Journey to Constantinople" (folios 33"-42) as in Sophia 1464,
under the same title as in the latter manuscript: "flyTb AOHOM pexoio go Mopx, a
MopeM go I>(apsirpa)a." The manuscript also contains on its last page (folio 58"),
without a title, the opening lines of the "Wanderer of Stephen of Novgorod" to
the words "x CBMT ll Co4)ei1. Ty cTOIITb" (p. 29), at which point the text ends; the
succeeding pages have been lost. I have studied the texts attributed to Ignatius in
this manuscript in photographs kindly supplied by Professor Seemann of Berlin.
For the fragment from the "Wanderer of Stephen of Novgorod" I have used only
the complete transcription included in the modern catalog.21

Trinity 765, in the Lenin Library in Moscow, is a quarto sbornik on 325 paper

2'A more complete description may be found in D. 1. Abramovic, Onucauue pyxonuceu C.-
Hemep6ypzcxou ,l(yxoeuou AxadeMuu. Cog5uucxaR Tiu6nuomexa, fasc. 3 (St. Petersburg, 1910),
268-73.

"A full description is included ibid., 273-76.
2'A more complete description of this manuscript, which, however, makes no suggestion as to its

date, may be found in A. Vostokov, Onucanue pyccxux u cnoeeucxux pyxonuceu PyMauyoecuozo
My3eyMa (St. Petersburg, 1842), 39-43.

27 See the description in I. M. Kudrjavicev, My3euuoe co6pauue pyxonuceu, I (Moscow, 1961),
150-52; the Stephen fragment is published on p. 152.
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leaves made up of various fifteenth- and sixteenth-century quires and leaves
bound together showing various watermarks, none of them identifiable. It came
into the possession of the Trinity-St. Sergius Monastery in the early seventeenth
century from the Hot'kov Monastery (Moscow region), and passed to the Lenin
Library after the revolution (formerly no. 1654). It contains various pieces of
didactic and historical literature, and, untitled, the Ignatian description of the
coronation of Emperor Manuel II on folios 317"-319" in an early sixteenth-
century hand. I have studied this manuscript in Moscow in 1965 and 1977 and
also on microfilm .28

Kirillo-Belozersk 9/1086, in the State Public Library in Leningrad, is a small,
bound fifteenth-century irregular octo sbornik on 572 paper leaves showing
many different fifteenth-century watermarks. This manuscript came into the
possession of the State Public Library after the revolution along with the other
manuscripts of the St. Petersburg Theological Academy, where it had been
housed. It contains patristic writings, excerpts from the Melissa (Pcela), canons,
sections on liturgical practice, the "Journey of Prior Daniel to the Holy Land,"
the "Zadonscina," and on folios 232r-234" the Ignatian coronation of Emperor
Manuel II without a title. The manuscript was written by the monk Euphrosynus
of the St. Cyril-Belozersk Monastery no later than 1479.29 I studied the original
of this manuscript in Leningrad in 1964, and I have also used a microfilm copy.3o

Museum 3271, in the Lenin Library in Moscow, was donated to the
Rumjancev Museum by its director, M. A. Venevitinov, in 1898. The
manuscript, which was recently restored and rebound, consists of three parts
totaling 291 quarto paper folios. The first part (folios 1-65), which includes the
Ignatian description of the coronation of Manuel II on folios 37-38", shows
seven watermarks; the six which are identifiable all date from the last quarter of
the fifteenth century, the same period as the several hands detectable in this part
of the manuscript. The first section contains a large number of short excerpts
dealing with historical events and Church practice, as well as miscellaneous items
such as a short chronicle and the text of Afanasij Nikitin's "XoxceHHe 3a TpH
Mopx." The manuscript is particularly noteworthy in that it includes several
works dealing with the Judaizer heresy of the late fifteenth century. Of some
interest because of its relationship to Ignatian material is the presence in this part
of the manuscript of a text of the "Cxa3aHHe o MHTsie ApxHMaH,ApHTe," and the
testament of Metropolitan Cyprian. Like Academy 4.3.1 5 (see infra, p. 60), this
section of the Museum manuscript includes short pieces on the Hodegetria icon
of the Virgin and the Virgin's robe at Blachernae, an entry "On the Balkan
States," and excerpts from the "XoAceHHe Fped)eHHH," a description of the Holy

28 A more complete description of this manuscript may be found in Ieromonah Arsenij, Onucanue
csaenncxux pyxonuceu b'u6suomexu Ceamo-Tpoumcxou Cepzueeou Tlaepbl, III (Moscow, 1879),
175-80.

29Ja. S. Lur'e, "JIr3TepaTypaaa H KynbTypHO-npocaeTHTenbnaa ,geMTeJrbHocTb EBCppocxaa B
xoruie XV B.," Tp,L4Ql m, 17 (1961), 130ff.

30 A complete description has been published by Archimandrite Varlaam. Onucanue c6opnuxa XV
cmosemua Kupusso-Eeso3epcxozo MonacmbipR (St. Petersburg, 1858).
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Land. The latter two sections of the manuscript include a chronicle very close to
the "Sophia I Chronicle," and significant portions of Josephus' De bellojudaico.
There is good reason to assign the copying of the first section of this manuscript
to Vologda or Perm in the years 1492-94. I studied this manuscript in Moscow in
1977.31

Academy 4.3.15, in the Library of the Academy of Sciences in Leningrad, is an
early sixteenth-century quarto miscellany rebound in modern times. It consists of
390 folios written by one scribe possibly in Vologda, as was Museum 3271 to
which it bears some resemblance in choice of materials (i.e., short pieces on the
Hodegetria icon of the Virgin and on the relic of the Virgin's robe, both in
Constantinople, on the Turkish conquest of the Balkans, and excerpts from
Grefenij's description of the Holy Land; see supra, p. 59). The manuscript
contains a number of episcopal and princely lists, selections of pious aphorisms,
and several Lives of saints, both Greek and Russian. On folios 77°-80° the
manuscript includes the Ignatian coronation chapter, here entitled, "0 Bexuau11r3
MaHyHna uapsi rpeuecxaro H c uapHI11410 Ha uapcTBO mice B IkapHrpad3." I have
examined this manuscript in Leningrad in 1977 and on microfilm.32

Pogodin 1563, in the State Public Library in Leningrad, is a bound collection of
twenty sixteenth- and seventeenth-century quarto fragments in semiuncial and
cursive script on 134 paper leaves which belonged to P. M. Stroev and then to
M. P. Pogodin. It includes, on folios 86-87, which have no watermarks, the first
part of the "Journey to Constantinople" up to the words "OT Hesrxce H3bJAe rnac
MapHH ErHneTbcxoH" (p. 93), in sixteenth-century cursive. This manuscript is
the basic text for the first paragraph of the present edition. I have studied this
codex in Leningrad in 1964 and also on microfilm.33

Trinity 224, in the Lenin Library in Moscow, is a small, bound fifteenth-
century quarto missal and euchologion, with additions, on 361 paper leaves, the
first of which are now missing. There are no identifiable watermarks. The
manuscript contains a colophon stating that it was completed in 1474 by the
monk Elisej of the Trinity-St. Sergius Monastery during the reign of Ivan
Vasil'evic (i.e., Ivan III of Moscow), while Gerontij was metropolitan of All
Russia and Abraham was abbot of the monastery. The information contained in
the colophon is all chronologically correct. This manuscript (formerly no. 1072)
was incorporated into the collection of the Lenin Library with the other
manuscripts of the Trinity-St. Sergius Monastery after the revolution. It contains
Ignatius' description of the coronation of Emperor Manuel II on folios 174-175,
without a title. I have studied this manuscript in Moscow in 1965 and on

31 More complete descriptions can be found in A. D. Sedel'nikov, " Paccxa3 1490 r. o6
nlncBinm ," Tpydvi KOMUCCUU no dpeenepyccxou numepamypbl, I (Leningrad, 1932), 33-57; and in
I. M. Kudrjavicev, "C6oplmc nocnejHeA YeTBepTu XV-Hagana XVI B. H3 My3eAnoro co6panx31,"
3anucKu omdena pyxonuceu Tocydapcmeennou Ku6nuomexu Jlenuna, 25 (1962), 220-88.

32 A description of this manuscript can be found in A. I. Kopanev, et al., Onucanue pyxonucuozo
omdena Bu6nuomexu AXadeMUU Hayx CCCP, II1,2 (Moscow, 1965), 115-18.

"A more complete description of this manuscript may be found in A. F. Byckov, Onucauue
yepxoeno-cnaesncxux u pyccxux pyxonucnbex c6opnux0e Hnanepamopcxou Hy6nunno27 Eu6nuomexu,
pt. I (St. Petersburg, 1882), 95-106.
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microfilm. 3 a

Archangel (Apxaxrenbcuif) D-193 is actually a collection of five sixteenth-
century quarto manuscripts. One of these, a semiuncial manuscript dating from
the 1530's, to judge from the watermarks, contains the coronation description of
Ignatius of Smolensk on folios 413-415. This work was copied without a title and
follows without a break material on the mythical genealogy of the Muscovite
grand prince stemming from Caesar Augustus. Other material in this section of
the manuscript includes, besides several short pieces reflecting sixteenth-century
Muscovite political ideology, Nestor Iskander's "Tale of the Taking of
Constantinople by the Turks." I have studied this manuscript at the Library of
the Academy of Sciences in Leningrad in 1977 and on microfilm.3s

The so-called "Dormition codex" (YcneHCKHIi CIIHCOx) of Metropolitan
Macarius' Great Lection Menology (BeJIHIHe ueTHH MHHeH) includes the text of
Ignatius' description of the coronation of Emperor Manuel in its twelfth volume,
under the date August 31; the text is on folio 1524. This richly decorated, twelve-
volume super-folio-format manuscript is written in two columns by various
hands and dates from approximately 1552, when it was written under the
direction of Metropolitan Macarius of Moscow for presentation to the
Dormition Cathedral of the Moscow Kremlin. It is preserved today in Moscow's
State Historical Museum, as is the "imperial codex" (Ijapciul3 CHHCOx) of the
same work which copies it, although with additional material occasionally
added. The latter manuscript dates from just slightly later. I know these
manuscripts only from their published descriptions. 36

Tolstoj 341, now Q. XVII. 50 in the State Public Library in Leningrad, is a
bound sixteenth-century quarto manuscript on 377 paper leaves written by
several hands, both semiuncial and cursive, one of which is identified with Prior
Euthymius of the Monastery of St. Joseph at Volokolamsk (1575-87), who also
collected the other quires for inclusion in this codex. The manuscript includes the
description of the coronation of Manuel II on folios 212`-213 with the title "0
HocTaBJIeHHH H BeH'IaHHH Uapsi Maxyruia Ha uapbcTBO H co uapHuelo." I have
studied this manuscript in Leningrad in 1964 and on microfilm.37

Pogodin 1952, in the State Public Library in Leningrad, is a bound collection of
eight separate quarto manuscripts from various periods, but mainly from the
seventeenth century, on 152 paper leaves written in semiuncial and cursive.
Folios 24 and 25 contain a fragment of the description of the coronation of
Manuel II from the words "cTOSIxy 3a m14, HbIMH 3auoHaMH" (p. 105) to the words

34More complete descriptions may be found in Ieromonah Arsenij, Onucanue csaexncxux pyKO-
nuceu, II (1878), 6-9.

11 This manuscript previously belonged to the Antonievo-Sijskij Monastery (no. 222), and then to
the Diocesan Museum at Archangel. For a description, see Kopanev, op. cit., 126-33.

36 See Archimandrite Iosif, Hodpo6noe oznaenenue Besuxux uembux Muneu (Moscow, 1892), col.
488; A. V. Gorkskij, K. I. Novostruev, and E. V. Barsov, Onucanue Benuxux slembux Muneu
Maxapua, Mumpononuma Bcepoccuucxozo (Moscow, 1884) = LIOHJ4'P, 1884, bk. 1, pp. v-xiii.

3' A more complete description may be found in K. Kalajdovic and P. Stroev, O6cmoRmenbnoe
onucanue cnaenno poccuucxux pyxonuceu ... Toncmozo (Moscow, 1825), 472-87.
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"rnpe,A onbTapeM Ha o[6k cTpaxb]" (p. 109). This manuscript is from the collec-
tion of M. P. Pogodin. I studied the manuscript in Leningrad in 1964 and also on
microfilm. 38

Cudov 276 is a quarto florilegium on 318 paper leaves dating from the
sixteenth century; it is written in semiuncial. Besides the Ignatian text on the
coronation of Manuel II on folio 314 the manuscript includes a number of other
works, including the "Questionings of Kirik." The manuscript, which once
belonged to the Cudov Monastery in the Moscow Kremlin, is now in the State
Historical Museum in Moscow. I have studied this text only on microfilm.39

Tolstoj 11112, now Q. I. 214 in the State Public Library in Leningrad, is a
sixteenth-century bound miscellany on 586 paper leaves written by many dif-
ferent hands, all cursive, showing the watermark Briquet, no. 2857 (Bruges,
1531-32). This manuscript, contains many short patristic excerpts, selections
from the paterica, and a section on the provenance of Russian coronations (folios
367`-405`), as well as Ignatius' description of the crowning of Emperor Manuel
II on folio 413 under the title "0 nocTaBneHHH Ijapx MaHyxna Ha uapcTBO H co
uapHuemm." I have studied this manuscript in Leningrad in 1964 and on
microfilm.40 1

Kazan 4555, formerly 21367/96, now preserved in the Library of the University
of Kazan in the Tatar Autonomous Republic of the U.S.S.R., is a semifolio-size
book of 684 separate pages bound together with five later sheets. The text of this
much damaged late seventeenth-century manuscript, written by various careless
cursive hands on poor quality paper, is a Siberian chronograph called in the
manuscript, "BIpeMStnHHK cHpilb nh ouuceu pyccKHH." The text is made up of
various excerpts from known Russian chronicles; often entries dealing with
Byzantine events are abbreviated. To the basic skeleton of general chronicle
narrative from the creation of the world to the later seventeenth century an editor
has added a good deal of material dealing with Siberia, particularly with
Tobolsk, which is probably where the manuscript was composed. Several travel
tales find a place in this work, including the "Journey of Trifon Korobejnikov"
and a section entitled, "0 HxbIX HoxgAdx H AMMepHKe," which describes the
explorations of Americus Vespucci. There is also Ignatian material. According to
S. V. Arsen'ev, the manuscript includes, on folios 548"-549", a text of Ignatius'
narrative of the journey to Constantinople, a version of his description of the
city, and his description of Manuel II's coronation.41 These folio numbers are,
however, incorrect. Folio 548` begins "[ueno-]BaxoMb MoH4eH cBSITbIx MHoro"
(see infra, p. 97) and folio 549v ends with the words "npe,r uHMH [Be.nHKHMH]

38A more complete description may be found in Byckov, Onucanue yepxoeno-cnaenncxux u
pyccxux pyxonucnb1X c6opuuxoe, 328-34.

"There is a description of this manuscript in P. N. Petrov, "Ku14roxpaxmnx1ue 4yAOBa
MoHacralpsl," 17aurtmnuxu ,l(peeneu HucbMennocmu, 1879, no. 4, p. 181.

4'A more complete description may be found in Kalajdovic and Stroev, op. cit., 215-19.
41 XorcdenueHznamun CMonnnnuua, ed. Arsen'ev, ix if. See also the description of this manuscript

in A. Artem'ev, Onucanue pyxonuceu, xpannu.{uxcn e 6u6nuomexe uMn. Kasancxozo ynueepcumema
(St. Petersburg, 1882) = Jlemonucb 3anRmuu Apxeozpa95ukecuou KOMUCCUU 3a 1876-1877 ee., fasc. 7
(St. Petersburg, 1884), 229-53.
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ABepMH" (infra, p. 107). I have been able to study only these two folios of the
Ignatian text in this manuscript and therefore cannot determine how complete
the text of this work is in this codex. The manuscript division of the Kazan
University Library graciously made photocopies of these folios available to me.

Yaroslavl 108/255, in the Yaroslavl Regional Museum (SlpocnaBo-
PocTOBCKHH HCT0pHxo-xy4o)KecTBeHHb1i3 My3efi-3anOBeAH11x), formerly no. 813
in the collection of the Yaroslavl Savior Monastery, is a late eighteenth- or early
nineteenth-century collection of ritual texts on 164 quarto folios. The manu-
script, which is made up of various texts pertaining to coronations, carries the
title "LIHHOBHHx xopoHaium HMHepaTOpoB." It includes, on folios 128-137, the
Ignatian description of the coronation of 1392 in a version close to that found in
chronicle texts. The Ignatian coronation section of this manuscript was pub-
lished by E. V. Barsov.42 The text carries the title "O AhcTSb xaxo B-bHHaH 6bIcTb
uapb MaHyxn rpeHeclHu Ha uapCTBO H c uapHueio ero OTueM Hx H 6oroMonueM
CB5TeHHIHM HaTpHapxoM AHTOHHeM." This manuscript was not available to me
and is reported here following the Barsov transcription. 43

The Russkij Vremennik (or "Kostroma Chronicle") represents a now lost
manuscript (late seventeenth- or early eighteenth-century?) once belonging to
Musin-Puskin. The manuscript contained the "Journey to Constantinople of
Ignatius of Smolensk" under the year 1389, entitled, "B n1;TO 6897e XoaceHHe
IIHMHHa MHTpOnonHTa B TpeTHe Bo ljapbrpa4." The text includes the narrative
of the journey, beginning in Moscow, and the description of Constantinople, but
without the last paragraph of that section, which begins "MtCxua)Iexa6px 17"
(p. 101). The coronation section follows with the title "0 BTbHHaHHH MaxyHna
uapx Ha uapcTBO," in a version which incorporates a section of the Life of St.
John the Almoner, Archbishop of Alexandria.44

The so-called "Lihacev Chronicle," which is now lost, was a folio-size,
eighteenth-century cursive manuscript on 416 folios, which included on folios
254-261" the "Journey to Constantinople" of Ignatius of Smolensk, under the
title "B.LTO [6]897 XoxceHHe IIHMHHa MHTpononHTa." The present location of
this manuscript is unknown.`

There are at least eleven manuscripts of the Nikon Chronicle (also called the
"Patriarchal Chronicle") extant today. They are located in the Library of the
Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. (32.14.8, 31.7.30, 17.2.25), in the State

42 E. V. Barsov, 4peene pyccxue nafRmnuxu ceRuyennozo eenuanuR gapeu na yapcmeo (Moscow,
1883) = VOH,IJP, 1883, bk. 1. pt. 1, pp. 19-24.

"See also P. M. Stroev, Eu6nuonozu'ecxuu ciioeapb u uepnoebie x neAuy mamepuanba (St.
Petersburg, 1882), 444-45; and V. V. Luk'janov, Kpamxoe onucanue xonnexzyuu pyxonuceu
Hpocnaecxozo xpaeeeduecxozo My3ea (Yaroslavl, 1958), 36. (I have not seen the latter work.)

44 See infra, p.70. The lost manuscript was published anonymously as Pyccxuu BpeMRnnux, cupeub
nemonucey codepicauyuu poccuucxyio ucmopuio (Moscow, 1790); the second edition in two parts
(Moscow, 1820), pt. 1, 293-316, is the source of the Russkij Vremennik variants published here.

41 The manuscript is described by L. T. Beleckij, in V. N. Perec, "OTUeT o6 3xexypcHH CeMHHapir
pyccxoA [BHIIOnorHH B CaHKT-fleTep6ypr 23 c4espa.n3i-3 mapTa 1913 r.," [Kueecxue]
Ynueepcumemcxue H3eecmua, 53,12 (1913) (also published separately, Kiev, 1913), 54-58; see
Seemann, "Zur Textiiberlieferung" (note 10 supra), 349, from which this information comes.
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Public Library in Leningrad (F.IV.237, F.IV.225 + F.IV.233), in the Lenin
Library in Moscow (Trinity-St. Sergius Monastery 97), in the Central State
Archive of Ancient Acts in Moscow (Obolenskij 163), in the Main Archive of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Moscow (7/20, 15/pt. IV, 351), and in the State
Historical Museum in Moscow (Certkov 115 a + b).46 All date from the seven-
teenth century except the first two (Academy 32.14.8 and 31.7.30), which date
from the second half of the sixteenth century, and Ministry of Foreign Affairs
15/pt. IV and 351, which are eighteenth-century manuscripts.47 All include the
text of the "Journey to Constantinople" of Ignatius of Smolensk as in the Russk
Vremennik,48 but insert a part of the "Life of Stefan Lazarevic" (p. 91), and add
after the coronation description a description of a journey to the Holy Land
which the manuscripts seem to attribute to Ignatius of Smolensk.49 The eleven
manuscripts display extremely few divergences from each other; they were
obviously copied from an archetype of the Nikon Chronicle or from other
codices with great care. My reading of the first three manuscripts (at the Library
of the Academy of Sciences in Leningrad) and comparison of them with the
Nikon Chronicle text of the "Journey" of Ignatius published by the
Archeographic Commission suggest that it would satisfy the purposes of the
present edition to draw variant readings from the carefully printed edition"
rather than from the original manuscripts. It is this procedure which I followed
here. Two manuscripts include fragments of the "Journey" of Ignatius which
were obviously copied from the Nikon Chronicle: Library of the Academy of
Sciences 31.6.27.11 and Mazurin 294 in the Central State Archive of Ancient
Acts.52 As derivative texts they have not been incorporated into the apparatus
criticus of the present edition of the "Journey" of Ignatius.

Four other manuscripts which have been described as containing the works of
Ignatius cannot be located today. One, in the Patriarchal Library in Moscow (the
Library of the Most Holy Governing Synod), according to A. F. Malinovskij
contained the Ignatian "Journey to Constantinople";53 although this collection
was integrated into the holdings of the State Historical Museum in Moscow, I
have not been able to identify the manuscript in question. Before the revolution
the Volokolamsk Monastery possessed a sixteenth-century quarto manuscript
written in cursive which included on folios 44-47 Ignatius' description of the
coronation of Manuel II, but its present location is unknown. 54 Saharov claimed

46A brief perusal of Certkov 115 suggests that at least the Ignatian material in that manuscript
follows the Nikon Chronicle version rather than that preserved in the Russkij Vremennik as suggested
by A. N. Nasonov; see Seemann, Die altrussische Wal fahrtsliteratur, 237 note 91.

4' See IICPJI, 9 (1862), v-xi; 11 (1897), v-vi; Seemann, Die altrussische Wallfahrtsliteratur, 450;
idem, "Zur Textuberlieferung," 347-50,355-58; and Prokof'ev, "Pyccrme xoxc,gern3sl," 145 note 210.

4s See supra, p. 63.
49 See supra, p. 56.
60HCPJI, 11, pp. 95-104.
51 V. F. Pokrovskaja, et al., Onucauue pyxonucnozo omdena 6u6nuomexu Axademuu Hayx CCCP,

III,1 (Moscow, 1959), 115-33.
62Prokof'ev, loc. cit.
63 Xorcdeuue HenamuR CMonuanuna, ed. Arsen'ev, x-xi.
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to have used two seventeenth-century florilegia for his edition of the works of
Ignatius, but they resemble none of the preserved manuscripts, and probably
never existed. s s

EDITIONS AND TRANSLATIONS

The "Journey to Constantinople" of Ignatius of Smolensk has been published
several times as a constituent of the Nikon Chronicle: in K. von Schloezer's eight-
volume edition of Academy 17.2.25, Pyccxas nemonucb no Huxonoey cnucxy (St.
Petersburg, 1767-92); in Prince Mihail Scerbatov's publication of the Golicyn
manuscript, State Public Library F.IV.225 + F.IV.233, as Ijapcmaennou
.aemonucey codepaacauyeu poccuucacyio ucmopuio (St. Petersburg, 1772); in a two-
volume publication of Academy 31.7.30, published by the Academy of Sciences
as jpeensa2o iaemonucya uacmb nepean ... 'aacmb emopasa (St. Petersburg,
1774-75). Most recently it was published in the Archeographic Commission's
Hampuaptuasa u au HuKonoecxaR .aemonucb, IICPJI, 11 (1897; repr. Moscow,
1965), an edition which used all of the above manuscripts, as well as the
"Codex patriarchalis" (Academy 32.14.8), which served as the basic text of the
edition; variants were also drawn from Obolenskij 163 and Ministry of Foreign
Affairs 20, the Lenin Library's Trinity 97, and State Public Library F.IV.237.56
Tatiscev included substantial sections of the "Journey" of Ignatius from the
Sylvester codex of the Nikon Chronicle (Academy 17.2.5) in the fourth volume of
his Hcmopus poccuucuasa (Moscow, 1768-84), 57 but with the text heavily revised
to coincide with his personal "enlightened" mentality and his views on
autocracy.58 Nikolaj Karamzin adapted significant excerpts of Ignatian material
from an unidentified copy of the Nikon Chronicle for note 133 in the fifth volume
of his Hcmopusa aocydapcmea poccuucxoao (St. Petersburg, 1818-29; various
later editions and translations). I. P. Saharov published a free rendering of a
Nikon Chronicle text of the "Journey to Constantinople" in book eight of the
second volume of his Cua3anusa pyccxo2o napoda (St. Petersburg, 1849).59 As
noted above, the Pyccxuu epemsnnux (Moscow, 1790; 2nd ed. Moscow, 1820)
included a chronicle text of Ignatius' works from a source other than the Nikon
Chronicle, as did the text of Ignatius' description of the coronation of Manuel II
included in E. V. Barsov, jpeene pyccxue naMRmnuKU cesauyenno2o eennanusa

54See P. Stroev, Onucaxue pyxonuceu Monacmblpeu BosoxonaMcxozo ... (St. Petersburg, 1891),
182; cf. Seemann, "Zur Textuberlieferung," 349.

55 See infra.
"The Archeographic Commission edition is occasionally excerpted in anthologies, such as A. F.

Korsunav, XpscmaMambzn na cmaparcbtmnau 6enapycxau nimapamypbl (Minsk, 1959), 144-56.
See the modern edition, IlcmopuR poccuucxaR a ceMu moMax, V (Moscow, 1965), 164-72.

58 See, for instance, the relevant remarks ibid., 9-10, 31, 44, 47, 168-69. Cf. S. L. Pestic, PyccxaR
ucmopuozpa0uR XVIII e. (Leningrad, 1961), 222-62, on Tatiscev's "tendentious history."

59 Saharov claimed that the texts of the "Journey" and of the coronation sections were from
seventeenth-century manuscript miscellanies, but there is little reason to accept this statement at face
value. The texts he published were more likely from the eighteenth-century edition of Schloetzer. See
Seemann, "Zur Textiiberlieferung," 347-48. Prokof'ev, "Pyccxne xoxc,gexxx," 144, sees Ministry of
Foreign Affairs 15, a Nikon Chronicle MS (see supra, p. 64), as Saharov's model.
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yapeu na zyapcmeo, (Moscow, 1883) = LIONJIP, 1883, bk. 1, pt. 1. The later
publication drew on the published edition of the Pyccxuu 6'peMnnnux for its
variant readings in the apparatus to the text.

The only previous publication of a nonchronicle text of the "Journey to
Constantinople" of Ignatius of Smolensk is that edited by S. V. Arsen'ev,
Xo.ncdenue Hznamua CMoauRnuna, IIIIC, 12 (1887). This was a diplomatic
edition based, like the present edition, on MSS Sophia 1464 and, for the first few
lines, Pogodin 1563. The apparatus criticus of this edition included selected
variants drawn from MSS Rumjancev 35, Trinity 765, Trinity 224, Tolstoj 341,
Tolstoj 11112, Kazan 4555, and from the Saharov publication.

The first translation of Ignatius' "Journey to Constantinople" was made
under the auspices of the Societe de l'Orient Latin by Mme. B. de Khitrowo:
Itineraires russes en orient, I,1 (Geneva, 1889).60 Although this. translation
claimed to be based on MSS Sophia 1464, Rumjancev 35, Pogodin 1563, and
Trinity 765, as well as on the Saharov edition, it seems to be rather an uncritical
and haphazard rendering of material in the Arsen'ev and Saharov publications.
Several sections of the Ignatian text were translated into German from the
Arsen'ev edition by R. Salomon: "Zu Ignatij von Smolensk," Beitrage zur
russischen Geschichte Theodor Schiemann dargebracht, ed. O. Hoetzsch (Berlin,
1907), 241-70. Archimandrite Kallistos Meliaras translated the bulk of the
Ignatian description of Constantinople in the Arsen'ev edition into Modern
Greek: `O6otTcoptxov tiou Pdxrnou 'Iyvatiiou Eµoktavty (1389-1405), in NEa
Etcbv, 32 (1937), 99-105. M. N. Tihomirov published a translation of Ignatius'
"Journey" into Modern Russian for inclusion in his no ucmopuu
CCCP c dpeeneuulux peen do xonya XV eexa (Moscow, 1960). This translation
is based on the Nikon Chronicle publication in IICPJI, 11. P. Schreiner translated
the coronation section of Ignatius' "Journey" into German in "Hochzeit and
Kronung Kaiser Manuels II. im Jahre 1392," BZ, 60 (1967), 79-85. A complete
English translation of Ignatius' "Journey" was the core of G. Majeska, "The
Journey to Constantinople of Ignatius of Smolensk (1389-1392)," an
unpublished doctoral dissertation in history from Indiana University (1968).
This translation is based on MSS Sophia 1464, Rumjancev 35, Academy 16.8.13,
Trinity 765, Kirillo-Belozersk 9/1086, Pogodin 1563, Trinity 224, Tolstoj 341,
Pogodin 1952, Tolstoj 11112, as well as on Nikon Chronicle MSS Academy
32.14.8, 31.7.30,17.2.25, and 31.6.27, and at some points on the Saharov edition.
The text includes a critical apparatus, explanatory notes, and extensive
commentary.

61 On the shortcomings of this edition according to modern scholarly standards, see Seemann,
"Zur Textiiberlieferung," 346-51; cf. Prokof'ev, "Pyccxxe xoxcnemcx," 145; and supra, pp. 25-26.
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THE MANUSCRIPT TRADITION

The manuscript tradition of the "Journey to Constantinople" of Ignatius of
Smolensk is exceedingly complex.61 The stemma published here, while by no
means completely satisfying, does, at least, reflect the basic relationships which
the preserved manuscripts (together with printed editions representing lost
manuscripts) have to one another. The basic branches of the manuscript tradi-
tion of Ignatius' "Journey" are the autonomous and chronicle redactions and the
independent coronation section. The first, as the name implies, represents the
family of manuscripts where the Ignatian work stands basically alone, or better,
in a close relationship with minor works attributed to the same author, specifi-
cally, the "Cxa3aHHe .neTOM B xpaTue" (the "Abbreviated Chronicle"), and a
short description of a visit to Thessalonica, and a report on Mount Athos.62
Examples of this redaction are found only in manuscript miscellanies. All five
extant manuscripts belonging to this redaction derive from one manuscript,
Sophia 1464 (16th cent.), not only with regard to the works of Ignatius, but
occasionally also with regard to other travel narratives in the manuscripts.
Thus, Sophia 1465 is a careful contemporary copy of Sophia 1464; Rumjancev
35 is a nineteenth-century copy of the same original manuscript, distinguished
only by its massive orthographic modernization. Academy 16.8.13 is a close,
but by no means perfect, sixteenth-century copy of Sophia 1464; it leaves
out several phrases that were in the prototype of both redactions (H 'nogeca
MHora, p. 93; cBSITmIx, p. 95; cBMTaro, p. 97). In the two cases where words
have been omitted in the section of the text describing the coronation of
Manuel II, they have been supplied in the margin by an apparently later hand
(3eHoBIIuI3, p. 107; 6apxaTa, p. 107), most likely on the basis of Tolstoj 341, the
probable source for the marginal emendation of B'hHeu for xpecTb in the same
manuscript.63 Museum 939 is, in turn, a seventeenth-century copy of Academy
16.8.13, which integrates all of the corrections present in its model, and, indeed,
corrects a simple mistake made by the scribe of its model in copying from Sophia
1464; pyxy MOIIX is changed to the original dual form pyxy Moelo (p. 103), a
correction anyone conversant with Church Slavonic would make automatically.
The copying in this case, however, involved significantly modernizing both
phonology and spelling; for example, interconsonantal b is vocalized; the ad-
jectival ending -Ha is spelled -HA; AMopaTa becomes AMypaTa. The scribe also
added the word uexb after ordinals for dates and Bo before names of days of the
week denoting the day on which an event occurred. Museum 939 also dis-
tinguished itself by revising the date of August 8 to August 9 in the description of

61 A very interesting analysis of the textual tradition (as opposed to the manuscript tradition) of the
works of Ignatius of Smolensk is Seemann, "Zur Textiiberlieferung," 345-69. Cf. also Lenhoff
Vroon's dissertation (note 4 supra), 152-82.

61 Seemann, Die altrussische Wallfahrtsliteratur, 236-42, and idem, "Zur Textiiberlieferung,"
352-55, sees all of the Ignatian works as integrally related parts of a chronographic work. On the
other works attributed to Ignatius, see supra, pp. 53-56.

63 See infra, p. 108 note 181, on this probably correct emendation.
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Ignatius' visit to the treasury of the Pantocrator Monastery, doubtless because
another excursion had already been listed under the former date. The same
emendation was made in the chronicle redaction.64

The manuscripts of this redaction all begin with the title "IIyTb AoxoM ptxoio
Ao Mopsi, a MopeM Ao Ijapslrpa.a" ("Trip by the River Don to the Sea, and by
Sea to Constantinople"), with the text proper beginning, "B HeAbnio (DoMHHy"
("On St. Thomas Sunday"), a phrase which actually fits better with the preceding
sentence than with the following one with which it is of necessity joined in this
branch of the manuscript tradition.

Of considerable interest in the manuscript tradition of Ignatius' "Journey to
Constantinople" is the two-leaf, sixteenth-century fragment bound into MS
Pogodin 1563. This fragment is the only known nonchronicle manuscript which
includes the opening section of Ignatius' "Journey to Constantinople," that
detailing Ignatius' trip from Moscow to the river Don below Pereyaslav. The
value of this fragment lies in its preservation of this part of the text, albeit with
seventeenth-century linguistic peculiarities, without the conflationary accretions
which are the hallmark of the Ignatian text preserved in the chronicle redac-
tion.65 That Pogodin 1563 shares a prototype with the manuscripts of the
chronicle redaction is demonstrated by the fact that both it and the manuscripts
of the chronicle family have HaM5iTb before CBMTaro HHxonbi, not after it (p. 81);
have Bo3HeceuHeBa AHH for Bb3HeceHHe XpxcToBa (p. 85) and A30BOM for
OBaxoM (p. 85); omit 6o pajn (p. 85); insert B cy66oTy after mecTHH- Aemb (p. 87);
and tend to omit and insert the particle -xce in many of the same places. That a
more complete version of Pogodin 1563 is not the direct source of the chronicle
manuscripts is shown by those not following the Pogodin 1563 variant 6b1cTpymo
(p. 79), or copying a number of the -ice's present in the Pogodin text.

The chronicle redaction of Ignatius' "Journey to Constantinople," which
regularly entitles Ignatius' work the "Journey [XowceHHe] of Pimen," represents,
in general, a linguistically more modern version of the Ignatian text than does the
autonomous redaction. Thus the manuscripts of the chronicle tradition vocalize
jers in interconsonantal position, tend to record dual forms incorrectly or to
substitute plurals, and in general substitute more modern morphological forms
and lexical elements. Thus Hbi becomes Hac, Ty becomes TaMo, OTTOne becomes
oTTyAy, and 30BoMa ecTb has even become rnarojneTCSi in one place. At least one
West Russian dialectical usage has been regularized: uac has replaced rog,
meaning hour. The chronicle version is also differentiated from the autonomous
redaction manuscripts by conflation, as well as by the fact that the manuscripts of
this tradition lack the final section of the Ignatian description of the monuments
of Constantinople, the section beginning with the words "Mhcsnja Aexa6p5i 17,"
which is present in the autonomous manuscripts (p. 101). The chronicle redaction
manuscripts also lack the subsequent description of the 1390 uprising of John VII

"See infra, p. 97.
65 See infra, pp. 76-79.
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preserved in the autonomous redaction.66 As compared to the prototype re-
flected by Pogodin 1563, the chronicle redaction added to the Ignatian narrative
much detailed information on the facts of the politics surrounding the voyage of
Metropolitan Pimen to Constantinople.67 Thus, for instance, reflecting the
official ecclesiastical interpretation of the events surrounding Pimen's tenure on
the metropolitan throne of Moscow, Pimen is accorded the title "Metropolitan"
(Nikon Chronicle), or "Metropolitan of Moscow" (Russkij Vremennik), but not
"Metropolitan of All Russia," as in Pogodin 1563.68 Similarly, the names of the
bishops who greeted Metropolitan Pimen at Pereyaslav are changed, and the list
is expanded with the names of other bishops known to be alive at that time.69 The
type of conflation typical of a corrupted text marks the chronicle redaction in
general: glosses are inserted into the body of the text; phrases and clauses are
repeated from nearby context; unnecessary explanatory words, stock phrases,
and epithets are added; and enumerations are expanded. Much legendary ma-
terial is also added to the comparatively laconic text which the autonomous
redaction suggests as an archetype. Most notable in this regard is the integration
of a large section from the Life of St. John the Almoner into the Ignatian
description of the coronation of Manuel II.7o 11

Two preserved manuscripts represent the pure chronicle redaction of Ignatius'
report of his visit to Constantinople. One of these manuscripts, Kazan 4555, is a
very free rendering of the prototype of the chronicle redaction, at least judging
from the last part of the Ignatian description of Constantinople and the opening
section of the chronicle redaction text of the coronation of Manuel II which were
available to me. The other manuscript which preserves a section of the pure
chronicle redaction is an eighteenth- or early nineteenth-century manuscript,
apparently now in the Yaroslavl Museum, which contains the Ignatian descrip-
tion of the coronation of Manuel II in the chronicle redaction. Both of these
fragmentary texts, like the two (or possibly three) full versions of the chronicle

"Not enough of Pogodin 1563 is preserved to know if its model included these sections.
67 Seemann, "Zur Textiiberlieferung," 363-64, suggests that this information came from the "All-

Russian Chronicle Compilation of 1408," made during the lifetime of Cyprian, Pimen's competitor
for the metropolitan throne. The existence of such a compilation was posited by Priselkov. Salomon,
"Zu Ignatij von Smolensk" (supra, p. 66), 246-51, suggested that both versions were written by
Ignatius: a proto-autonomous version, which was a diary written during the journey and is now
preserved only in a corrupted state (our autonomous redaction); and a later edition, the chronicle
version, which displays a lack of clarity suggesting a lapse of time since the events described and is
given to moralizing (e.g., on Pimen's death). Two facts make such a hypothesis unlikely: the evidence
of philology on the respective ages of the autonomous and chronicle redactions, and the existence of
the chronicle version only in chronicles where evidence of editing is to be expected. On Salomon's
interpretation of the two versions of Ignatius' "Journey," see also Seemann, "Zur Textuber-
lieferung," 361-65; cf. also infra, p. 396.

68 See infra, p. 77; cf. also p. 99. On the role Pimen played in the dispute over the metropolitan
throne of Moscow, see Commentary § 72.

69 See infra, p. 71.
"See infra, pp. 110-13. Seemann, "Zur Textiiberlieferung," 355-58, sees this version of the

"Journey" of Ignatius which I have called the chronicle redaction as a constituent part of Sahmatov's
posited "Chronograph in the Second Redaction," dating from the second half of the fifteenth
century.
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redaction of Ignatius' work, reflect similar but separate models within the
chronicle redaction, as a glance at the variants published below will show. The
two full versions of the chronicle redaction text of the "Journey to
Constantinople" of Ignatius of Smolensk which are known to exist today are the
Russkij Vremennik and the Nikon Chronicle. The Russkij Vremennik is a pub-
lished transcription of a lost manuscript chronicle which contained a chronicle
redaction version of Ignatius' "Journey to Constantinople." The lost "Lihacev
Chronicle" manuscript seems to have been either the model for the published
edition of the Russkij Vremennik, or another copy of the same text.' 1 The eleven
preserved manuscripts of the Nikon Chronicle constitute yet another version of
the chronicle redaction, homogeneous enough to be described as a close-knit
family of manuscripts. All the manuscripts of this family include the lengthy
South Slavic text of the "Tale of Tsar Murad," inserted in the "Journey" of
Ignatius at the point in the text which describes the arrival of the party at
Astrabike, where the central event of the tale, the battle between the Serbian
Prince Lazar and the Ottoman ruler Murad, is mentioned.12 The Nikon
Chronicle manuscripts also include the fifteenth-century Pseudo-Ignatian
"Journey to Jerusalem" at the end of the description of the coronation of 1392.73

The final group of preserved manuscripts of Ignatius' work is made up of texts
of the description of the coronation of Manuel II in 1392. All of these are in
manuscript miscellanies. One of these independent coronation texts, Trinity 765,
derives from the archetype of the autonomous redaction, for it begins with the
chroniclelike entry about an earthquake which concludes the autonomous redac-
tion section on the uprising of John VII (p. 105). Trinity 765 also reproduces
peculiar readings present in Sophia 1464 and its progeny, such as cTonna for
CTOna (p. 107). Trinity 765 could not, however, be a copy of a manuscript of the
Sophia 1464 family, for it includes words and phrases not included in those
manuscripts, but present in others, and thus in their prototype: exce ecTb
cxa3aeMo IIpeMy,r pocTH Fo)$HA (p. 105), ocTpbi (p. 107), Myxc (p. 107); nor does
this manuscript copy the title of this section in the Sophia manuscript, "0
uapbcxoM BhHaaHHH." The readings unique to this manuscript, nopTbr/nopT for

" On the problem of the "Lihacev Chronicle" and its relationship to the Russkij Vremennik, see
ibid., 349-50, 355-56; see also ibid., 360, on the peculiarities of the Russkij Vremennik text.

' z Ignatius' entry on the battle between the Turkish forces of Murad and the Serbian warriors of
Prince Lazar, that is, the famous battle of Kosovo on June 15, 1389, was too meager for the compiler
of the Nikon Chronicle, who had before him a more complete work on this subject: a chapter from the
South Slavic "Life of Stephen Lazarevic" by Constantine the Philosopher. The editor therefore
replaced Ignatius' short report of what the metropolitan's party had heard from the people of
Astrabike with a short summary of Constantine the Philosopher's account; the chronicler included
the complete text of this account in the Nikon Chronicle under the year 1391. On the insertion of this
piece, the "Tale of Tsar Murad," into the text of Ignatius' "Journey," see A. Popov, O63op
xponozpaOoe pyccxou pedaxyuu, pt. 2 (Moscow, 1869), 50-51. On the "Life of Stephen Lazarevic,"
see V. Jagic, "KoxcTauTxn'tu.noco4) H n,eroB AQ{BOT CTepana JIa3apesxha )I ecnoTa Cpncxor,"
Tnacnux Cpncxoz Yueuoz jpyu2mea, 42 (1875), 223-328; and S. Stanojevic, "Die Biographie Stefan
Lazarevib's von Konstantin dem Philosophen als Geschichtsquelle," Archiv fur slavische Philologie,
18 (1896), 409-72.

73 On this work, Bo HepycanuMm xoxceuue, see supra, p. 56.
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px3M/pH3 (p. 105), 3HaMSr/3HamAmi4 for CTsnKKa/CTSMCKI4 (pp. 107, 109), and the
insertion of xpecT (p. 107), etc., prove that Trinity 765 is the source of no known
manuscripts of this text. Similarly, Yaroslavl 108/255 reproduces a chronicle
version of the coronation section. The remaining independent coronation texts
probably all derive from a lost prototype independent coronation text, for they
show no trace of the large work from which this section comes. Such a prototype
might well have gained currency in Muscovy after the marriage of Ivan III to the
Byzantine Princess Zoe Palaeologus in 1472.

Three manuscripts which have no known progeny seem to copy the in-
dependent coronation archetype directly. Kirillo-Belozersk 9/1086 is the most
archaic of these in syntax and phonics; its special distinguishing readings are few,
e.g., npxuanieime for HpxaacTHe (p. 111). Museum 3271 is somewhat less archaic
than the preceding manuscript in its transcription of the language of its ar-
chetype. It is the only preserved independent coronation text that has the plural
form npi4HgoxoM for the singular npHHgox (p. 105); the copyist of this manuscript
took it upon himself to correct the archetype in its description of the patriarch's
imposing a cross on Emperor Manuel: he crossed out cross (xpecT), which he
had already copied, and inserted crown (BhHeu) after the crossing out'(p. 109).
Academy 4.3.15 is a slightly later text dependent on the same archetype, dis-
tinguished from the other manuscript texts by its reading of uapb for uapHua
(p. 109). Some notion of the nature of the archetype for these manuscripts can be
gained by noting that the last two manuscripts discussed have other works in
common: two short notices on sacred treasures of Constantinople (the
Hodegetria icon of the Virgin, and the Virgin's robe preserved at Blachernae), a
short work on the states of the Balkans, and excerpts from Grefenij's description
of his journey to the Holy Land.

A number of the preserved texts of Ignatius' description of the coronation of
Manuel II derive from a now lost sister manuscript to the three just discussed.
This manuscript was rendered twice: it was very carelessly copied as Archangel D-
193, a text clearly distinguished by its regular replacement of the word CTSDKKH by
xopforBbi (pp. 107, 109), and carefully copied into Trinity 224, a largely liturgical
manuscript from which directly or indirectly six other manuscript texts of the
Ignatius coronation description derive. Apparently a copy of the Trinity 224 text
was made with the title "0 1IocTaB.IIeHI4H uapsi MaHyi4na Ha uapbCTBO H co
uapHueio." This manuscript was copied in the sixteenth century as an entry in the
Great Lection Menology of Metropolitan Macarius. The Menology manuscripts
(two are extant) preserved the peculiarities of Trinity 224, but added B'bH4aHHH
before uapst in the title.74 One of these two manuscripts served as the model for
Tolstoj 341, which even included the number assigned to the work of Ignatius in

"The St. Petersburg Theological Academy codex of Macarius' Menology (now in the State Public
Library, Leningrad) is missing the August volume where the Moscow edition manuscripts noted
above include the Ignatian material. It is thus impossible to know if the coronation section of
Ignatius' "Journey" was included in the earlier Novgorodian redaction of Macarius' work rep-
resented by the fragmentary St. Petersburg codex.
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the Menology (no. 85), although that number was meaningless in the context of
the Tolstoj manuscript.75 Tolstoj 341 (or possibly its Menology prototype)
corrected xpecT to BtHeI[ in the section of the text where the patriarch in fact was
crowning the emperor (p. 109). This emendation was probably made on the basis
of common sense, as was the case with a similar emendation in Museum 3271.
The Tolstoj manuscript was, in turn, quite likely the basis for the fragmentary
text preserved in Pogodin 1952, which shows a number of the same minor
variants, although it could conceivably have been copied from Trinity 224 itself
or the Menology manuscript. "0 rlocTaBneHHH" was copied a second time, but
the scribe was guilty of a haplography: he left out the phrase "Ha rnaBax Hx
OCxpIJIUH ocTpbi," which falls between the two uses of the phrase "c xpyxCHBOM"
(p. 105). This manuscript was copied twice, as Tolstoj 11112 and, without the title,
as Cudov 276. Tolstoj 11112 cannot have been the source of the Cudov manuscript
since, unlike the latter, it has modernized (DeBpyapHSi to'eBpansl (p. 105), re-
placed c4enoxeu with 4SenOII (p. 109), and omitted the word tHH (p. 107), Cudov
276 cannot be the prototype of the Tolstoj manuscript since it does not copy
either its readings of ABa between Benxxa and AHaxoxa (p. 111), or its omission of
uapm (p. 111).

NOTE TO THE PRESENT EDITION

The text printed here attempts to reconstruct the archetype of the preserved
manuscripts of the "Journey to Constantinople" of Ignatius of Smolensk, rather
than simply to publish one basic manuscript with variants drawn from other
chosen manuscripts. Variants from texts which are demonstrably copies of
preserved manuscripts (see stemma, supra, p. 68) are recorded only when they are
in the nature of emendations of the textus receptus. Variations in spelling and
word order are in general not recorded in the apparatus criticus. Explanatory
material is included in the footnotes to the facing translation or, for larger
questions, in the Commentary, with notice of this fact in the notes accompanying
the translation. In general, the spelling of the oldest preserved manuscript is
accepted; punctuation, paragraphing, and sentence division are the editor's.

75 See the title and incipit published in Archimandrite losif, Hodpo6uoe oaAaeneuue eenuxux
uembux Muueu (note 36 supra), col. 488.
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Manuscript Symbols used in the Apparatus

Ac Academy 4.3.15 M Museum 3271
Ar Archangel D-193 NChron Nikon Chronicle
Chron NChron and RV P Pogodin 1563
J Yaroslavl108/255 RV Russkij Vremennik
Ka Kazan 4555 S Sophia 1464
Ki Kirillo-Belozersk T Trinity 765

9/1086 T2 Trinity 224

Subscript numbers refer to corrections, , by the original hand, 2 by a hand
contemporary with the original scribe.

Abbreviations used in the Apparatus

add. added

exc. except

des. end
inc. begin

marg. marginal addition
om. omit
var. variant reading

replaced by

4





THE JOURNEY OF IGNATIUS OF SMOLENSK

In the year 6897 [1389], Pimen, Metropolitan of All Russia, went to
Constantinople for the third time,' and with him [went] Bishop Michael of
Smolensk and Abbot Sergius of the Savior Monastery.' The trip began from the
city of Moscow on the thirteenth of April, Holy Tuesday of Passion Week.' On
Holy Saturday4 we arrived at Kolomna,5 and on the holy Sunday of Easter6 we

set out for the Ryazan [principality] by the river Oka and reached the city of
Perevick.' There the Bishop of Ryazan, Theognostus,8 met us. As we neared the
city of Pereyaslav,9 Grand Prince Oleg Ivanovic greeted us with affection and
joyfully received us, and together with his bishop entertained us well.' ° He sent

'On Pimen's three journeys to Byzantium, see infra, Commentary § 72.
2 On those in Pimen's train, see Commentary § 73.
'All the chronological information given by the text agrees with the ecclesiastical calbndar for the

appropriate year; see V. Grumel, La Chronologie (Paris, 1958), 262, 312-13.
The chronicle version adds here "Grand Prince Dimitry Ivanovic was indignant with the metropol-

itan because the latter had left without his consent, and consequently there was some slight discord
between them. Thus it was that the voyage was undertaken. Metropolitan Pimen ordered Bishop
Michael of Smolensk and Abbot Sergius of the Savior Monastery, and whoever else might so desire,
to record this whole journey-how they traveled, what happened where, who returned, and who did
not return. All of this we have written." On Grand Prince Dimitry's anger, see Commentary § 72. The
chronicle variant explanation of how this work came to be written is a common type of copiest's or
editor's emendation.

'April 17.
5 Kolomna, approximately 115 km. southeast of Moscow, was the last Muscovite town on the

Moscow River along which the party traveled and was located near the confluence of that river with
the Oka, which the party followed into the Ryazan principality.

On Ignatius' route to Constantinople and the landmarks mentioned, see frontispiece.
'April 18.
7 Perevick, located approximately 43 km. down the Oka from Kolomna, was the first river city in

the Ryazan principality.
'The Nikon Chronicle and Russkij Vremennik call the bishop "Jeremiah the Greek"; on the two

bishops of Ryazan, see Commentary § 73.
9Pereyaslav-Ryazanski (Ilepeacnasnb PA3aHmmA, modern Ryazan) became the capital of the

Ryazan principality and the seat of its bishopric after the Tatar destruction of Old Ryazan in 1237. It
is located approximately 53 km. down the Oka from Perevick.

"TheThe Nikon Chronicle here reads (as does the Russkij Vremennik, with slight variations): "As we
neared the city of Pereyaslav the sons of Grand Prince Oleg Ivanovic of Ryazan met us. When they
had left and we had gone a short distance from where we were, Grand Prince Oleg Ivanovic himself,
together with his vassals and boyars, met us with great affection. As we approached the city of
Pereyaslav we were met by [the clergy carrying] crosses. The metropolitan entered the cathedral and
celebrated a Te Deum, and afterward was rendered great honor as he feasted with the grand prince,
who constantly honored us [during our stay], as did his bishop, Jeremiah the Greek. Likewise, when
we were leaving there, Grand Prince Oleg Ivanovic of Ryazan himself and his vassals and boyars
escorted us with much honor and affection. When we had exchanged kisses, we parted; he returned to
the city, and we proceeded on."

Grand Prince Oleg Ivanovic ruled the Ryazan principality from 1350 to 1402; see A. V.
Ekzempljarskij, Benuxue u ydenbnbze xtR3R ceeepuou Pycu e mamapcxuu nepuod (St. Petersburg,
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XO)K,IEHHE HI'HATHSI CMOJIHAHHHA1

2B J ETO 68973IIIIMnH, M14TpOIIOJIHT Bcea PydH,4 noire B TpeTHH Ko Ijapio-
rpa,Ay,5 a c HEM BsiagbIKa Mnxansi CMosieIrcxnn, Aa ApxrrnlaHApHT Cnacbxon
Ceprtn.6 BibICTbW HaHaJIO nyTH TOMy OT rpaga MocKBBI7 Anpknx B 13,8 B
BeJInKOH BTOpHHK CTpaCTHwa HegtrIn.9 H 11 HI AOXOM Ha KOJIOMHy B Cy60Ty
BeJInKyIo, a B CBHTyIO He,I kr HO HacxbI lOHaoxoM K PSI3aHn 110 peak HO OKk, H
npuCntXOM K rpa,gy10 K IIepeBHTbCKy, H Ty Cp'bTe Hac I eorHOCT,11 BJIa,LU IKa12
PSI3aHCKbIn.73 H npI36JIn)KIIHMCSI HaM KO rpa,gy IlepesICJIaBJIIO,14 H CpkTe HbI15
c16 siH)6osn1o77 KHx3b BeJlnxnn Osier 14BaIIOBFH, H IIpn5T c pajocTnro n
yrOCTH 4O6pt C CBOHM elHCKOHOM.78 14 OTI)CTH C HaMH 6oapHHa CBOero

'Titulus: edd.; XoxceHne IIHMHHOBO B L[apbrpamm NChron; B ATo 6897e XoxceHHe HHMHHa
MHTpononHTa B TpeTHe BO Uapbrpail RV Zinc. P 3B JrLTo 6897: ToAxce BeCHhI [6897] NChron;
om. RV 4Bcea Pycu: MOCKOBCKHI3 RV; om. NChron 5Chron add. K HaTpilapxy 6Chron add. Aa
cTapixu (NChron var.: cTapeu) erO H CnyrbI, H npOTOHOn, H npOTQgbRKOH, H HHbIa CBAIgeHHHxH H
JZbgKOHbi 7Chron add. M'kcAua 8Chron add. Jleab 9Chron add. KHa3b BennxrH>xe AMHTpeu
14BaHOBHH nOHerOJ;OBame (NChron var.: 1303HerOgOBame) Ha MHTpOHOAHTa o CeM AKO 6e3 C"bB$Ta
IIoHJIe, 6k 6o H pacnpsl H'bKaa npOMCZb Hx. H ciige COTBOpHCSI ulecTBne. Id HoBenrk MHTpO1IOJIHT
IIHMHH MHxailny Bna4jbiuk CMOJIeHbcxoMy, JIa CeprHio apxHMaHJIpHTy CnacxoMy (CHacxoMy
om. RV), H BCSIKO)KliO, awe KTO XOn(eT, iiHCaTH cero nyTH nieCTBOBaHHe Bce, KaKO noni(Oma, H
rJJb qTO Cny`iHCSI, H1H XTO B03BpaTHTCSI, HJ11 He BO3BpaTHTCA BCIATb; MbI K CHa BCSI IIHCaXOM
(HaHHcaxom RV); NChron add. H CHue noHJ 0XOM OT MOCicBbI, AKoxce HanpejwH niicaxoM 'OK

rpagy om. NChron IIP2 marg.; EpeM'ki-i Chron 12enHexorl Chron 73Chron add. rpe'nrH
14Chron add. H cp"bTorna Hac CbIHOBe BeiiHKoro KHA3A Onra I4BaHOBHYA PA3aHbcKaro; H AM
OTHIe,IJHIHM H HaM Mano OT CBoero MtcTa npemej;uiiIM 15Hac Chron 16Chron add. BeJIHKOHs
17Chron add. cam 18H npHSIT-C CBOHM ennCKOHOM: H 3 JZtTbMH CBOHMH, H 3 605IpbI. H npinueJJ-
un3M Ham x0 rpa,ny rlepecnaBino, H cptTOUia Hac CO xpecTbI; npHniegwe MHTPOIIOJI14T B co6opHy10
uepKOBb, H Mone6Haa COBpEUJHB, H IiHpOBa y BemHKOro KH5I35I, H 'IecTb MHOry npHSIT; H CHI[e
6e31-fpecTaHH McCTBOBaIIIe Hac C CBOHM enuCKOnoM EpeM'keM rpe9HHOM (H CHIZe-rpeiIHHOM OM.
RV). Taxce HCX09AIIU!M Ham OTTysy, IIPOBOAH Hac cam KHA3b BeJIHKbi Oner HBaHOBH`i PA3aHbCKHi1
(HBaHOBHq PA3aHbCKH33 om. RV), H 3,UtTMH CBOHMH, H 3 6oapbI, C MHOrOIO YeCTHIO H C AIo60BHIO.
Taxce (Ta)xe: H RV), I1knOBaBIneCA, pa3ny'iHXOMC51; OH BO3BpaTHC5l KO rpa)ly, MbIxce nOHJJOXOM
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with us his boyar Stanislav11 and an ample military retinue, and ordered [them]
to escort us to the river Don because of the great danger from robber activity [in
that area].1 2 Bishops Daniel of Smolensk and Sabas of Sarai also escorted us
[from Pereyaslav].13

We left from there on St. Thomas Sunday.14 Three boats and a flatboat on
wheels were brought with us.15 On Thursday16 we launched the boats into the
river Don, 1 7 and on the second day we came to Cjur-Mihajlovyj, as the place is
called where there had once been a town.18 Here it was that, taking comfort in
embracing in the Lord, those who had escorted us with zeal and affection
returned home. r 9

On the Sunday of the Holy Myrrhbearing Women20 we all boarded the boats
with the metropolitan and set out from there on the river Don, despondent and
dejected about the journey, for [the countryside] was completely deserted. There
was nothing to see, no villages or people, only beasts: elk, bears, and similar
animals.21 On the second day of sailing down the river we passed two rivers, the

1889-91), II, 582-92. Prokof'ev's suggestion ("Pyccxxe xoxcAeHHs," 129) that the warm reception
tendered Metropolitan Pimen on his arrival in the Ryazan principality betokens Oleg of Ryazan's
machinations against Grand Prince Dimitry of Moscow is not very convincing. The anti-Muscovite
activities which Prokof'ev cites date from seven years earlier, when Oleg was seeking`8upport from
Lithuania against Muscovite encroachments on his territory. Since that time he seems to have worked
out a modus vivendi with his powerful neighbor to the north; among other facts testifying to Ryazan's
Muscovite orientation at this time is Oleg's acceptance of Theognostus as bishop of Ryazan, rather
than the possibly pro-Lithuanian Greek Jeremiah. Theognostus, it should be noted, was Pimen's
appointment (see Commentary § 73), and Pimen himself was most actively pro-Muscovite; see
Commentary § 72.

" Stanislav, the name of Oleg's boyar, is, of course, a West Slavic name, and should remind us how
close Ryazan was to Lithuanian territory.

"The robber activity mentioned here probably refers to marauding attacks by small bands of
semi-independent Tatar chieftains on parts of the Ryazan principality. A military escort was quite
necessary for travelers in outlying parts of this region in the late fourteenth century. See A. E.
Presnjakov, O6pa3oeanue eenuxopyccuozo zocydapcm6a (Petrograd, 1918), 227.

"This sentence is replaced in the chronicle redaction with "We were then escorted by many
bishops: Theodore of Rostov, Euphrosynus of Suzdal, Bishop Jeremiah of Ryazan, a Greek, Bishop
Isaac of Chernigov, Bishop Daniel of Zvenigorod, as well as by abbots, priors, and monks." On the
clergy mentioned here, see Commentary § 73.

Up to this point the text has been based on MS Pogodin 1563; Sophia 1464 begins at this point and
is used as the basic text for the remainder of the work.

"St. Thomas Sunday is the first Sunday after Easter. In 1389 it fell on April 25.
's The "flat boat on wheels" is discussed in Commentry § 74.
"AprilApril 29.
"On the route which the party took to the river Don, see Commentary § 74.
"On On Cjur-Mihajlovyj, see Commentary § 75.
"TheThe escort returned because they were not prepared to travel by boat. Bishop Daniel of

Smolensk [or of Zvenigorod] and Bishop Sabas of Sarai must have returned directly to Moscow from
Cjur-Mihajlovyj, since on May 20 they assisted in Moscow at the burial of Grand Prince Dimitry; see
IICPJI, 11 (1897), 116.

"The third Sunday after Easter, May 2 in 1389.
21 For "no villages ... similar animals" the chronicle version has: "It was just a wilderness, with

nothing there, no towns, no villages. If once there had been famous and beautiful towns to see, now
the place was completely empty and uninhabited; nowhere was there a human being to be seen, only
wilderness and many animals: goats, elks, wolves, foxes, otters, bears, beaver, and birds: eagles, geese,
swans, cranes, and others. It was all a great wilderness." Unlike the upper reaches of the Don, which
the travelers had just left, the area along this section of the river had not yet been repopulated after the
Mongol invasions.
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CTaHHCJIaBa C AOBOJIHOIO JZpy)KHHOfO H BOIIHCTBOM, H19 HOBeill Hac UPOBOJ;;HTH
j[o peKH 90 joHa C BenIIKHM onaceHueM pa36osi JZtJISI. rlpOBOAIIIna)K Hac H2O
eliHcKOlH 4aHHJI CMOJIeHCKbiJf H CaBa CapbcKHH.21

IIOHgoxom)Ke H OTTy,ry22 B IIe,r tJIIo (DOMHHy. IlpoBa.rwma)Ke23 C HaMH24 TPH
CTPyrbl Aa25 HacaJi Ha KOJIecex; B LIeTBepToioKe26 CnyCTHIHa27 Cywil Ha pt.Ky Ha
,aOH, H B BTOpbIH AeHb lP11HAOXOM AO LIfop MHXaHJIOBbIX.28 TaKo29 HapHI[ae-
MO30 MbCTO, HbKorjja 6031 H rpa,g 6sime 6bin. ICI Ty32 yTtnleHHe B3eMIne H o
I,ocno,L[II I[eJIOBaHIHe CbTBOpmiie, H C)KaAOCTHIO33H CO yMlIneHHeM HPOBOaIIn a
HIM, 34 H OT Toro MtCTa35 B7,3BpaTIIHIaCSI BO CBOSICH.36

B HeAbrlloxc CBSITLIX MHPOHOCHIlb )KeH37 OTTy,gy38 C39 MHTPOHOJIHTOM BC1440
BJlt3IHe B CygbI. IIOH,gOXOM41 ptKOno 4OHOM,42 Tywanje H CKop6Anje 0 HyTHOM43
HIeCTBH11.44 Esiine 6o nyCTbIHSI 3'LJIO,45 He 6li46 6o BHAtTH HII CeJ1a, HH LIeJIOB'kca,
TOKMO 3BbpH, JIOCH)Ke 13 MTb4BC,gH H npo asi 3BIipSI.47 B BTOpbIH)Ke jeHb PtTlHaro
IJIaBaHHa MHHyXOM AB'L ptue, Me'Ifo H CoCHy,48 a49 B TpeTbHj50 AeHb HpoRgo-

Hanpej( (OH B03BpaTHC51-Hanpe4 om. RV) Chron 79H BOHHCTBOM, H om. NChron; BOHHCTBOM, Hom. RV 20Torga Chron 274aHHJI-CapbCKHH: MHO3H, beOAOp POCTOBLCKHH, Cy3-
AanbCrCHIi, EpeM'kI rpe'IHH eIIHCKOn (rpeHHH en ucori om. RV) Psr3aHbcKHIi, Hcaxni enncxon
(enncxon om. RV) IIepHHrOBbcrgii, 4aHrulo enncxon (enncxon om. RV) 3BeimropoAUjiIi, H apxH-
MaHi pHTH, H HryMeHH, H HHOIH Chron 22H OTTyAY P2 marg.: OT IlepeciiaBnsl PSI3aHbcxaro Chron;
inc. S; S2 marg. add. titulus: IIyTb J4OHOM p'kxoioAo Mopx, a MopeM Ao I4apsrpaua 23npoBapHiua
S 24RV add. H 2540 S 26Chron. add. IIpHHAOXOM x pti t x QoHy 11 27CnyCTHXOM Chron
28Chron add. ciie 6o TaMo 29om. RV 30HapHuaeTCs RV; NChron add. ecTb 37Chron add:
TaMO 32TyTo RV 33paAoc'rHIo NChron 34Hac NChron; NChron add. enncxonH H apxHMaH-
APHTH H HryMeHH H CBHrueHHHAH H HHOubM H 6oxpe BenHKOro KH5I35I Onra 14BaHOBnga PSI3aHbCKaro
u'bJIOBaBmeCA BCH gkJIOBanneM CBHTbMM 35c )KanocTHIO-Toro M'IiCTa: BCH npOBoxcai'mul k Hac
OTTYAy eIniCKOnH H apxHManupHTbi RV 36Chron add. MbIHCe 37om. Chron 38S add. -ace
39Chron add. IIHMHHOM 90Chron add. MHxaiino enncxon CHOJIeHbcxHii, H Ceprnii apxHMalurpHT
CnaCKHri, H npOTOnonH H npOTOALAKOHH, H CBSIIUCHHHLH H BHOUbI, H CnyrH 47I4I nonnbixoM
Chron 42Chron add. Ha HH3 431IyCTOM P 44TyaKarue-niecTBHH: 6bicTbxce CHe nyTHOe HIecTBHe
negaJIHo H yHMJIHHBO Chron 45NChron add. BCIOAy 466snue RV 47HH cena-3B'Iipsl: Ta.MO
HHHTOxce (om. RV) HH rpaua, im cena; arue 60 H 6buura Apen ie (npexce RV) rpa4bi Kpacnbi H
HapoHHTI,I 3tJl0 BHAbHHeM MbCTa, TOHHIO nyCTO)ICe Bee H He Haceneno; Hnrj k (He 6'h RV) 60 BH,A'IT14
HenoB'TKa, TOHH}O IIYCTbIHH BeJIHa, H 3B'kpeii MHO)ICeCTBO: KOMI, nOCH, BOJIUhI, JIHCHubI, BbIApbI,
Me4Bb4H, 6o6pbi, (RV add. H) rrTHubl-opJIbI, rycH, ne6eAH, )ICapaBH H npoHasi. H 6smre Bee
nyCTbIHH Be.nalcHa (ICI 6=e-BenrKI3a om. RV) Chron 48P add. EbICTpyno 49om. Chron
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Mecja and the Sosna;22 on the third day23 we went by Ostraja Luka;24 and on
the fourth day, Krivyj Bor.25 On the sixth day26 we reached the mouth of the
Voronezh [River].21 On the morning of the Sunday in memory of St. Nicholas28
Prince Jurij of Elec [Yelets]29 made us very happy by coming out to [meet] us with
boyars and many people. From there we came to the Tihaja Sosna30 and saw the
white stone pillars; they are beautiful, standing in a row like little [hay] stacks
above the Sosna River.31 We also passed Cerlenyj Jar,32 the Bitjug,33 and the

22 The rivers Mecja (modern Krasivaja Meca) and Sosna (modern Bystraja Sosna) are right-bank
tributaries of the Don, 43 and 152 km. respectively from Cjur-Mihajlovyj, where the party first
boarded the boats. All distances along the river Don are given in river kilometers between the points
in question. These figures are based on distances between mouths of the tributaries of the Don
furnished by the Don-Kuban River Transport Commission for inclusion in the official handbook of
water resources of the U.S.S.R. and reprinted in K. V. Kudrjasov, 17onoeemcKax cmenb (Moscow,
1948), 160.

23 That is, the third day of sailing, May 4.
24 The name Ostraja Luka actually means "sharp bend," and here doubtless refers to the great

oxbow in the river Don which begins below the modern city of Zadonsk, that is, approximately 56
km. below the Sosna River. Here the river Don flows west, south, and east, before returning again to
its generally southern course. Cf. the illustration to this part of Ignatius' "Journey" in the Nikon
Chronicle MS Academy 31.7.30, where the river enters the miniature at the top left of the panel and
leaves at the bottom left, after making a great loop.

25Krivyj Bor ("crooked pine") was doubtless located at the spot where the Negocovka River
enters the Don, approximately 138 km. below the Sosna, for here, on the site of the modern village of
Negocovskoe, seventeenth-century cadastral surveys of the Voronezh region mention a village called
"Krivobor'e," "crooked pine place." This location, midway between Ostraja Luka and the mouth of
the Voronezh River, corresponds with the projected speed of Pimen's party during this part of the
journey. See Commentary § 77.

26 The sixth day of the week, Saturday, May 8, or possibly the sixth day of sailing, Friday, May 7.
See Commentary § 77, on the party's travel speeds.

27 The Voronezh enters the Don 379 km. below Cjur-Mihajlovyj, and 1,474 km. above Azov, the
port at the mouth of the Don.

28 The "Sunday in memory of St. Nicholas" is actually the feast of the Transferral of the Relics of
St. Nicholas celebrated on May 9, which in 1389 fell on the fourth Sunday after Easter.

29Jurij Ivanovic, Prince of Elec, a small, semi-independent principality bordering the Ryazan
principality on the southwest, seems to have been a vassal ("younger brother") of the grand prince of
Ryazan; see Ekzempljarskij, Benuxue u ydenbnbze KHR3R (note 10 supra), II, 592, 595. Thus the
chronicle variant explanation of his coming to meet Pimen-"For Grand Prince Oleg Ivanovic of
Ryazan had sent a messenger to him [announcing our arrival]; he fulfilled the command and rendered
us honor, bringing us great joy and consolation"-could well be true. From the information
contained in Ignatius' "Journey," the party must have waited for the prince at the mouth of the
Voronezh River, because they arrived there on Friday and the prince's arrival is not mentioned until
Sunday.

"The Tihaja ("Gentle") Sosna enters the Don approximately 1,367 km. above Azov.
31 The white stone pillars (cronrn i) here are the white chalk deposits called the "Chalk"

(MenoBbre) or "Wondrous" (gHBimre) Mountains. These outcroppings are located on the slopes
overlooking the Don and Tihaja Sosna Rivers, and give the appearance of a series of towers 7-12 m.
tall standing against a very lush green background of vegetation high above the river banks; see V. P.
Semenov [Tjan-Sanskij], ed., PoccuR. 17onnoe zeozpaOukecxoe onucanue nawezo omeuecmea, II (St.
Petersburg, 1902), 26, 627-28; N. A. Baklanova, "Onncanna pyccxoK npnpoAu B Xoxc,Reann
MHTponoJIHTa IliMena B "apbrpa,q B 1389 r. H oT06paxcenne 3Toro onncaHH$1 B MnnnaTlopax
JlnueBoro neTonncaoro csoga XVI B.," Tp4pllum, 24 (1969), 123. The historian N. Karamzin
(14cmopuR zocydapcmea poccuucuozo [St. Petersburg, 1818-29, and later editions], V, note 132)
confused this landmark with an unusual stone formation called the ) oncxasi Beceua (Don
Settlement?), but this curiosity was located 334 km. upriver, at the mouth of the Bystraja Sosna River.
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XOM57 OCTpy}O .llyKy, a52 B qeTBepTbII353 KpHBbIR Bop. B HIeCTbIII54 AeHb
IIpIHCHtXOM to yCT BOpOHa)Ka.55 Ha yTpHaxce B He4'bJIIO Ha HaMSITb CBSITaF056
HHKOJIbI HpHrbje K HaM KHSI3b IOpbH eJIeIjbKHH C 60SIpbI57 H CO MHOI'IIMH
nno HS8 H CTBOpIH pa,OCTb Ben14I0.59 OTTy.yxce IIpHtxaxoM60 K THxoH CocHt 14
BH,iZtXOM CTOJIHbI KaMeHbl 6'}iiIbI;61 KpaCHO)ICe62 CTOATb PSIAOMb, SIKO CT03H
MaiII363 Hag ptdcoiO Hag COCHOIO. 1164 MIIHyXOM LIepJIeHbIH SIp,65 ki BeTIOK66 14

50Chron add. -we 51om. S 52om. Chron 53Chron add. -we Aeab 54Chron add. -we 55Chron
add. pkiH 56Chron add. gfo,goTBopua 57Chron add. CBOHMH 58Chron add. IIocna 6o K HeMy
BtcTHHxa KHa3b BenncH Oner HBanoBH'i Pn3aabcKni3; oaxce CTBOpH noBeJrbHnoe 59CTBOpH

paAOCTb Ben-o: H B03AaAe HaM 'iecTb, H pauoCTb, H yT'kiueHHe Benne (H yTkmenne BenHe om.
RV) Chron 60rrpxnnblxoM Chron 6fChron add. AHBnoACe H 62xpaCHO Chron 63Chron add.
61nbcxce H cs$TnH A R0 64Taxce Chron 65-66Chron add. p'kxy 67Xonep RV; IIoxop S, P,
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Hoper,34 [and] on the Sunday of the Samaritan Woman35 we passed the
Medveditsa River,36 some high mountains,37 and Belyj Jar.38 On Monday [we
passed] the red stone mountains;39 on Tuesday,40 Terkli, a ruin and a ford.41 It
was there that we first noticed Tatars.42 On Wednesday we passed Velikaja
Luka43 and the districts of Sary Hoza,44 and from there [on] fear began to take

32 Cerlenyj or Cervlenyj Jar was the name applied to the steppe area east of the Don between the
rivers Voronezh and Hoper. The name, which means "red banks," or "red ravine" (or, possibly,
"southern" ravine or banks), probably derives from the name of a now dry river which emptied into
the Don between the Tihaja Sosna and the Bitjug, a suggestion that is strengthened by the chronicle
variants to Ignatius' text which call Cerlenyj Jar a river; the river might still have been flowing in the
lifetime of the chronicle editor.

Kudrjasov, Honoeemcxan cmenb, 22, suggests that Cerlenyj Jar is an ancient unattested name of
the Ikorec, the only river which now flows into the Don in this region; the sole basis for this statement,
however, is that the Ikorec is the only tributary to the Don in the region today. On Cerlenyj Jar as a
region, see D. Ilovajskij, Plcmopua pxsaucxozo xnsmecmea (Moscow, 1858), 141-44 and note 142;
Presnjakov, O6pasoeanue eenuxopyccxozo -ocyoapcm6a (note 12 supra), 226-27 and note 2. In 1400
Grand Prince Oleg of Ryazan led a successful attack on Tatar forces "in the vicinity of Cerlenyj Jar
and along the Hoper near the Don" (IICPJI, 11, pp. 156, 184). M. A. Venevitinov, "IIo IIOBOA
nsTuCTOneTHs nepsoro pyccxoro HyTeiuecTBxa no Aoay,",I4peenocmu. Tpydbi HMnepamopcxozo
Mocxoecxozo Apxeonozu4ecxozo O6ulecmea, 14 (1890), 324-25, feels that the copyist of the ar-
chetype of Ignatius' work misplaced Ignatius' reference to Cerlenyj Jar, and that Cerlenyj Jar should
be located farther down the Don. He further suggests that Cerlenyj Jar, like Belyj Jar, would then
represent an outpost of Slavic settlement on high protected places (apbl) which evolved into a Don
Cossack settlement in the sixteenth century. The attested use of the name Cerlenyj Jar for the region
suggested by Ignatius' text, however, renders Venevitinov's theory unconvincing.

33 The Bitjug enters the Don 1,263 km. above Azov.
34 "Roper," the reading of the Russkij Vremennik, is accepted here. Both the Sophia manuscript

and Pogodin 1563 read "Pohor," as does the Nikon Chronicle (var. Pohor'); no river of this name is
known in the region, however. The reading is doubtless an orthographic error. The Hoper River
empties into the Don 888 km. above Azov.

3s The fifth Sunday after Easter, May 16 in 1389.
36The Medveditsa River empties into the Don 854 km. above Azov.
3' The "high mountains" are probably the hills surrounding Pyramid Mountain (IIHpaMHAHaa

ropa), on the west bank of the Don just below the mouth of the Medveditsa. Some of these peaks
reach a height of more than 200 m., unusually high for this region, and quite noteworthy for a traveler
accustomed to the slight relief of most Russian landscape. See Kudrjasov,Honoeemcxan cmenb, 22.

38 Belyj Jar ("white ravine") is probably to be identified with the modern Belaja River, a short but
very deep-cut river with high banks, which enters the Don approximately 32 km. below the
Medveditsa (ibid., 22 and note 57).

39The red stone mountains seem to be the highlands of the Don-Medveditsa anticline along the
right bank of the Don, inside a huge bend in the river between the villages of Perekopskaja and
Novo Grigor'evskaja. The exposed upper strata of these highlands are composed of Devonian red
sandstone and its resultant marl, thus meriting Ignatius' descriptive title. The location of these
highlands, which begin approximately 70 km. below the Medveditsa, coincides with the conjectured
speed during this part of the trip; see Commentary § 77.

40 May 18.

4i On Terkli, see Commentary § 76.
"While the "wild steppe" along the Don began at the confluence of that river with the Voronezh,

the region between the Voronezh and the Ilovlja Rivers was not permanently settled by the Tatars.
They used this area primarily for grazing, while inhabiting instead the area below the Ilovlja along
both the Don and the Volga, that is, near the capital of the Horde at Sarai and the Volga-Don portage
at Trehostrovjansk.

43 Velikaja Luka (the "great bend") may be identified with the sharp westward and then southward
bend in the Don which begins at the village of Lucinskoj 625 km. above Azov. The modem name of
this village is derived from luka, bend (Kudrjas"ov, 17onoeemcxaa cmenb, 24).

44 Sary Hoza (Sary Hoza) was an important official (beg) of the Golden Horde. In 1371 he was
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XOHep.67 B HerbJIloxce68 CaMapslHbIHu MIIHyXOM69 phKy MtabBegHIZI0 H rOpbI
BbICOKxa, H IitjibIH Ap;70 B HOHegtJIbHHK)Ke71 rOpbl KaMeHbl KpaCHbI, B072 BTOp-

HHK)Ke73 -TepKJiH74 x75 ropo,AHHje76 H xepeBO3, H Ty77 06phTOxOM riepBble
TaTap. 78 B Cpe,Ay79 MHHyxOM BeJixKylo JIyKy H80 CapmX03HH81 ynyC82 x83 OTTOJIe84

NChron; IIoxopb NChron var.; Chron add. pkxy 68Chron add. nsTylo o 69NChron add.
rulosyaue 70NChron add. p'bicy 71IIOHCAknTHHK S; Chron add. HnosyIAe MHHyxOM 72om. S
73BTOPHHIC S 74TepxnHlo Chron 75 om. Chron; NChron add. rpaA MHHyxOM nnoBynze, He rpaAxce
y6o, HO TOgMO 76NChron add. Taxce MHHyxOM 77TaMo Chron 78Chron add. MHOro 3kno,
sncoxce JIHCT H (mm RV) slcoxce necoic 79Chron add. xce nnosyll;e 80Chron add. AapeB
81CapLrxgo3HH S 82BnyC S 83NChron add. Taxo 84oTTyAy Chron 85Ha`IaT RV 86Hac Chron;
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hold of us as we entered the land of the Ishmaelite.45 On Thursday46 we passed
the districts of Bek Bulat,47 on Friday the Cerlenyj Mountains," and on the
Sunday of the Blind Man49 we passed the districts of Ak-Bug.50 On Monday we
came to the Buzuk River,51 and on the eve of the Ascension of Christ52 we
reached the sea.53

On the Sunday of the Holy Fathers54 we embarked on a ships 5 at the mouth of
the Don, beyond Azov,56 and put out to sea. About midnight, while we were
riding at anchor, the following happened: because certain people in the city had
slandered us, some Franks overtook us in small boats, and captured the ship.
There was a great tramping of feet on the ship's deck, and I did not know what
was happening. When we went out onto the deck we saw a great commotion, and
the bishop57 said to me, "Ignatius,58 how can you stand there so unconcerned?"

empowered by Mamai, the ruler of the Golden Horde, to enthrone Michael of Tver as grand prince of
Vladimir (HCPJI, 11, p. 15). He was not, however, a "tsar," as the chronicle variants add; the "tsars"
(i.e., khans) of the Golden Horde in 1389 were Tohtamysh and his putative suzerain Timur
(Tamerlane). Like most of the feudal holdings in the Golden Horde proper, the location of Sary
Hoza's districts (ulus) is unknown. However, the location suggested by Ignatius' narrative, an area
near the portage between the Don and the Mongol capital at Sarai (which was on the Volga), seems
reasonable. As an important official of the Horde, Sary Hoza would very likely have hadjiis holdings
near the capital.

45I.e., the Tatar land proper.
"May 20.
47 Bek Bulat is probably to be identified with the Jingiside Prince Pulad (Bolod, Bulat-Saltan),

possibly a son of Khan Shadibeg, who became khan of the Golden Horde in 1407. From Ignatius'
description, his holdings were located along the Don, south of Velikaja Luka and north of the
Cerlenyj Mountains.

41 The Cerlenyj or Cervlenyj (i.e., "red") Mountains are probably the highlands on the right bank
of the Don, opposite the mouth of the Karpovka River, part of which is often called the " Cervlenyj
River" (Kudrjasov, 17onoeemcxan cmenb, 26). This river empties into the Don approximately 545
km. above Azov.

49The sixth Sunday after Easter, May 23 in 1389.
50Ak-Bug may perhaps be identified with the confidential advisor of Tohtamysh, Akh-Bugha

Behrin. Possibly it is on the basis of oral tradition that the chronicle version adds here: "where there
was a great multitude of Tatars and innumerable herds of all kinds of animals. None of the Tatars
harmed us, however. They just asked us questions all along the way, and when they had heard our
answers, they did us no harm and gave us milk [doubtless kumis is meant]. So it was that we sailed on
in peace and quiet." Cf. also supra, note 42.

51 The Buzuk River is probably to be identified with the Manych River which enters the Don
approximately 50 km. above Azov. The ancient name of this river, Buzuk (probably from the Turko-
Tatar bozuk, spoiled or foul, an appellation which fits the brackish and salty Manych quite well), is
preserved in the name of one of its tributaries, the Ganza-Busuk (modern Volocajka; see Kudrjasov,
17onoeemcxan cmenb, 26-27).

"That is, on Wednesday, May 26.
53 The sea, i.e., the Sea of Azov which opens onto the Black Sea through the Straits of Kerch. At the

city of Azov (Azak, Tana, Tanais) at the mouth of the Don it was necessary that the group change to a
larger boat for the remainder of the trip to Constantinople.

54The Sunday of the Holy Fathers of Nicaea, the seventh Sunday after Easter, fell on May 30 in
1389. The party thus spent three days in Azov arranging passage.

55 On the types of ships plying the Black Sea in this period, see A. Bryer, "Shipping in the Empire of
Trebizond," Mariner's Mirror, 52 (1966), 5-12.

56 The Sophia manuscript gives the name of the city as "Ovah." The chronicle version adds: "for at
that time Franks and Germans lived in Azov and controlled it" (which is correct); see infra, note 60.

57 Probably Bishop Michael of Smolensk, Ignatius' patron.
ss The first mention of the author'sname in the text; on the author, see supra, pp. 52-57.
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HaLra85 Hb186 cTpax O ep)KaTH,87 5IK0 BHIHJJOXOMb B 3eMn}0 SI3bIKa IICManbTcxa-

ro.88 B LIeTBepTOKxce89 MHHyXOM BeKb6ynaT0B ynyC,90 B HSITOK91 MHHyXOM Llep-

jIeHbIH ropbl, B Hegtjixmxce92 Cnrkrlaro93 MHHyxOM AK6yrHH ynyc.94 B
11OHe,rrbJIbHHK)Ke95 HpOHAOXOM By3yK p'bKy; KaHyH96 Bb3HeceHHeBa AHH97
HpHCIItXOM98 AO MopSI.99

B He,knxnxcef°° CBsTMx OTeub Bbxnaaiuecx B Kopa6JJb Ha yCTbx )i0Hy'O'
nog'02 A30BOM.103 H OTCTylHXOMb B Mope H 6bICTb B104 HOJIHOWH, Kopa6nlo
CTOSIMy Ha SIKOpH,'05 H HIKOTOpIIH106 OKneBeTama HbI107 B rpagt, H gorHaHla
HbJ108 (pparOBe B caHganuex H Hacxaxamma B'09 Icopa6JIB."o ICI 6bICTb TOHOT
BenHK111 Ha MOCTy Kopa6nsl, H 6bIBaIOLuHX HeBt,iZywyMH.112 pj3HIe,r me73 Ha
11OMOCT H BHA-LXOM MSITe)Kb BeJIHK;114 H pee MH115 Bna,£Zblxo116 MHxann:17
BpaTe118 I4rHaTHe119 '1TO120 Mile CTOHLHb, HHLITO)Ke Heuanx He HMbIH?127

RV add. 6onulln3 87o6AepxcaTH Chron 885I3brxa HcManbTcxaro: TaTapbcxylo; Hxxce MHOxCecTBO
(RV add. 3hno) o6auoir 4oaa phxH, aim necox (aiH necox om. RV) Chron 89iremBepTOx S; Chron
add. nnoByrue 90Bnyc S; Chron add. cTa4axce TaTapcxna BHA'LXOM TOJIHKO MHOxceCTBO, srxoxce
(-xce: n RV) yM npeBocxoJsimb: oBubl, K03bl, BOnbI (om. RV) Bep6111ogbi, KOHH. Taxce 91P add.
-xce 92Hegknlo S; Chron add. IueCTyIO 93om. RV; Chron add. IInosylue 94Bnyc S; Chron add. H
Ty MHOFOe MHOHCeCTBO TaTap, H BC$IKHX CKOT CTaJbI 6e3 YHCna MHOro (6e3 YHCna MHoro: 6e3`rncnena
RV). OT TaTapxce HHKTOxce Hac HOO6H9'h, T04HI0 B03 I 0CHrrra Hbr Be3A'k; Mbrxce OTB'hngaxoM, H oHH
cnbinraBlHe, H lToxce HaM U ICOCTH TBOpslxy, (RV add. Ho) H MneKO HaM Aaxxy. ICI cnue c MHpoM
B THUJHH"k IUIaBaxoM 95uone4'knbHHK S 96B xanyH'k P; B xaHOHxce RV 97B'b3HeCCHHeBa AHH:
B'b3HeceHHa XpHCTOBa S 98NChron add. Hnosyrue 99NChron add. rpaua A30Ba; RV add. xo
rpajy A30By 100Heghnlo S; Chron add. ceAMyro f01Chron add. pkxH 102Chron add. rpauoM
1°3OBaxoM S; Chron add. TorAaxce 6'h Bo A30Bt xCHByIue (pps130Be HeMubr BnaAyrue T'kM M'kcTOM
104o S 105sncopex Chron '06jThuna Chron 107Hac Chron; Chron add. 41px3OM /08Hac Chron
109om. S; Ha RV 110rra RV; NChron add. Hamb; Chron add. 6op30CTHIO J11BenHA Chron
112HeB'kAyIuyMH: BCH He B'aaaxoM H Chron 113H3HIemxce S; H3blAoxoM RV 14BenHr3 Chron
115NChron add. hIJHaTHIO 116EIHCKOn NChron 117om. S, NChron 118P2 marg.; om. S 119om.

NChron 120S add. 6o pajH 121He HMbIH: HMksl Chron 122rocuOAHHe MOFI Chron; NChron add.
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I said, "What is happening, Your Grace?" and he told me, "These Franks have
come from the city to take our hierarch. They have already cast the metropolitan
in irons, as well as his deacon and Herman.59 He was in debt to them, but
although we are innocent we will also perish with him." Then he [the bishop]
asked their leader what they were going to do to them, and he answered, "Do not
worry; you will be allowed to take whatever is really yours." Eventually they
came to an agreement with the metropolitan, and after taking a sufficient sum of
money they released us.60 One day passed, and on the second day61 we left there.
At first there was a good favorable wind, but on the third day there was such a
strong headwind that we became very worried about the ship's swamping; even
the sailors could not stay on their feet, but kept falling down like drunkards, and
getting hurt. But still we cleared the mouth of the Sea of Azov62 and put out on
the open sea. On the sixth day, Saturday '61 we passed the Bay of Kaffa, and
Suro2164 and then four days passed until on Thursday, the fifth day,65 a contrary
wind arose and carried us to port, toward Sinope.66 We drifted into a bay near

590n Pimen's retainers, see Commentary § 73.
6' The Ignatian description of Metropolitan Pimen's arrest for nonpayment of his debts to the

Genoese merchants and bankers of Azov (the "Franks" of the text) coincides quite well with what is
known of Pimen's relations with the Genoese. His indebtedness to them must have begun in 1379
when the party conducting Mitjaj to Constantinople for his consecration as metropolitan of Moscow
used the blanks signed by Grand Prince Dimitry to borrow money from the Genoese bankers in
Constantinople. It would seem unlikely that Grand Prince Dimitry honored these drafts, since they
had not been used for the purpose intended. Rather than serving to pay expenses incurred by Mitjaj
and his suite, they had been used to arrange for Pimen's consecration. In capturing the party's ship,
the Genoese no doubt hoped to recover these debts from the man who had actually incurred them,
Pimen. Doubtless, the Genoese assumed that since Pimen had finally been accepted as metropolitan
of Moscow, he must have had financial means. Pimen obviously did have such means, since he
reached a settlement with the Genoese creditors who had boarded the ship in Azov. Debts to Genoese
bankers either in Azov, Constantinople, or Galata might well have been augmented during Pimen's
previous trip to Constantinople in 1387. See also Commentary §§ 72, 78, 79.

Although the sources for Azov in this period are few, Tihomirov's suggestion that Ignatius'
"Franks" might be Venetians rather than Genoese has little in its favor: M. N. Tihomirov, "IIyTH H3
PoccHH B B113aHTHIO B XIV-XV BB.," Bu3anmuucxue ouepxu (Moscow, 1961), 24; repr. idem,
Hcmopuuecxue ceR3u Poccuu co cnaenncxumu cmpanaAm u Bu3aumueu (Moscow, 1969), 68-69. On
the Italian colonies at Azov in this period, see M. Kovalevskij, "K paxxer3 HcTOpHH A30Ba," Tpydbl
12-o2o Apxeonozuuecxozo Cae3da e Xapbxoee, II (Moscow, 1905), 109-74; and E. C. Skrzinskaja,
"Storia della Tana," Studi Veneziani, 10 (1968), 1-33. While there was also a Venetian post at Azov
at this time, it is unlikely that the "Franks" of Ignatius' text were Venetians; the metropolitan is not
known to have had any dealings with Venetians previously.

61 Tuesday, June 1.
62I.e., passed through the Straits of Kerch. A storm in the Sea of Azov in June would be very

unusual.
631.e., June 5.
64The Bay of Kaffa in southeast Crimea includes the port of the Genoese colony of Kaffa

(Theodosia, Feodosiya). It is located approximately 63 miles from the Straits of Kerch. Suroz
(Sudak, Sugdaea, Solai) was a Genoese colony in the Crimea approximately 69 sailing miles
southwest of Kaffa.

All distances traveled by sea are given in international nautical miles and are based on Her
Majesty's Admiralty, The Black Sea Pilot (London, 1855).

65I.e., June 10, the fifth day after passing Suro2 and striking out across the Black Sea.
66 Originally a Greek city, Sinope (modern Sinop), an excellent protected harbor, belonged to the

Turks in the fourteenth century, as did all the cities in Asia Minor mentioned by Ignatius. Sinope is
located on a promontory of the north coast of Asia Minor approximately 297 sailing miles east-
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MH we peKLny: LITO ecTb, BnagbIKo?122 H pee MH: CHH y6o (ppA3H OT rpaAa/23
npume,H3e,124 Hamero cBATHTeSIAl25 MHTpolOJIHTa HMine'26 u127 CKOBaHIa/28 H

F'epbMaHa H AHaKOHa ero;129 AOnxceH130 60 HM eCTb.731 MbIxce'32 C HIlM133 6e3
BHHbI HOTH6aeMb. 14134 Bbdlpoc}nIa73S CTaphHLHHHy 13X136 WO 13M137 XOTATb
CTBOpIITH. OHxce OTBeIaa:138 He 60HTeCb;139 LITOxcel40 BaHIero ecTb, H BbI CBOA
BCA141 B03MtTe.142 FIOMant)Ke143 yTOneHH 6bIIHa144 MHTpOHOJIHTOM H, AOBOJIHy
M39y B3eMH3e, BCA HbI145 OTHyCTHILIa.146 H AHI0147 MuMomegmy 11148 B BTOpEIH

AeHb 1OHAOXOM149 oTTone.750 B'bTpyxce151 Ao6py H II0006Hy 6bMBLUy,152 H B Tpe-
THH153 AeHb TA)KCK BtTp Bb1IpeKH 6ALHe, H HpHaxoMb154 HCTOMy BenHKy755 HOTO-
nneHHa pages Kopa6neHaro. H0156 H caMH Kopa6neHlluu CTOATH He MoryLue, HO
nailel57 BanAXyCA, AKOxce HHaHH H H36HBaXyCA1S8 H npOHAOXOM yCTHe O3aLIbCKa-

r0159 MOpA. 14 B3HAOXOM160 Ha BenHKOe Mope; B IIIeCTbIHxce'61 AeHb, B cy66oTy,162
MHHyxoM Kaq)HHbCKHH n1MeHb H CypOxc. H npoHAomUal63 geTbipe AHH.164 B
HATbIH165 AeHb, B HeTBepTOK, Bb3B'kA BrkTp CbrlpoTHBeH166 H Hosege Hb1167 B
JTLByIO CTpaHy K CHHOny,'68 H Bna4OXOM B nHMeH 6nH3 rpaga CHHOHa,169 H T.y170

cBATbrFr 123Chron add. A30Ba '24RV add. H 125rocnoJHna IIHMnHa Chron 726eMHre Chron
127om. Chron 128Chron add. H UBaHa npoTOnona, H FpHropbA np0T0Abax0aa 129H AHalcoaa
ero: apxHAnaxona, H MlrxaHna Abaxa Chron 130AnbxcHH Chron 131CyTb Chron 132Mb11Ixce S
1330 HHM: C HHMH NChron; om. RV 134Taxce Chron 135BOCnpocllxoM Chron T'kX Chron
137om. Chron '38Chron add. rnaronA 139Chron add. Bb! 140gro y6o NChron; YTo RV '41om.
S 142Chron add. Taxce 143noMant Chron 144Chron add. IIHMHHOM 145BCA HbI: Bckx Hac
Chron 146Chron add. HeBpeAHMbIx 147AHH RV; NChron add. Tamo; RV add. TOM), '48NChron
add. cm e 149nonnbrxoM RV 150oTTyAy Chron; NChron add. Torga y6o 151BtTpy Chron
152Chron add. (H RV) UMEIXOM no MOPIO B PauoCTH H B BecennH (H B BecenHH om. RV) BenHA4;
Taxce 153P add. we /54npnHAoxoM RV; RV add. BO 155HCTOMy Benxlcy: HCTOMneHHe BenHe
Chron J56IIonexce Chron 157H0 Ha=le om. Chron 15836HBaxycz Chron; Chron add. 31slo OT
BtTpa 159A3OBCKaro Chron /60H3bImoxoM RV 161IHeCTbIH S 162B cy66oTy om. S 163MHMO

mecTByrorrle (mecTByrouzrrM NChron var.), nnanaxoM Ao6pt Chron 164Chron add. Hezknlo,
noneAknnHK, BTOpHHK, cpejy. Taxce; P add. H 165P add. -xce 166Chron add. 3kno 767Hac Chron;
Chron add. no Moplo 168Chron add. rpajy 169Chron add. H IrkrIHH H3 rpaAa CHnona H3JTk3me
(H3111emHe RV) IIOCtTI11HA Hac H nnrrlero H BHHOM yrOCTHrua Ao6pk 170TaMO NChron 171Taxce
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the city of Sinope where we remained two days until a good favorable wind arose.
Then we set off sailing along near the shore where the mountains were [so] high
that the top half of the mountains was bathed in clouds.67 Opposite the city of
Amastris68 we began the fast for St. Peter's Day.69 On Tuesday70 we passed
Pontic Heraclea,71 but on Wednesday a contrary wind arose and we returned to
Pontic Heraclea where we remained for nine days.72 The Church of St. Theodore
Tyro is there. His tomb is inside [the church], since this is the place of his
martyrdom.73 We left there for Constantinople in caiques74 on the Nativity of
St. John the Baptist '71 on Friday morning76 we passed the city of Diospolis,77
and on Saturday we lunched at the mouth of the river Sangarius.78 On Sunday
we passed the city of Daphnousias,79 Karphia,80 and arrived at the city of

northeast of the mouth of the Bosporus and approximately 220 miles from Suro2. Ignatius' notation
that the wind carried the ship off course toward the port side, that is, toward Sinope, suggests that the
ship had tried to steer a straight course to the Bosporus and Constantinople, but had been driven of
course by the prevailing northwest wind which dominates the Black Sea (cf. Clavijo, 68; trans., 102).
The geographic notes to this part of Ignatius' text are based on Turkiye Atlasi (Istanbul, 1961); W. M.
Ramsay, The Historical Geography of Asia Minor (London, 1890); W. M. Calder and G. E. Bean, A
Classical Map of Asia Minor (London, 1958); and A. Delatte, Les Portulans grecs, II: Complements
(Brussels, 1958); as well as The Black Sea Pilot. See also frontispiece.

1#

61Ignatius doubtless refers to the Pontic (or Anti-) Taurus (Anadolu) Mountains which stretch
along the Black Sea coast of Asia Minor between Sinope and Amastris. Some peaks in this chain of
mountains reach 1,800 m.

68Amastris (Samastro, modern Amasra) is a city on the Black Sea coast of Asia Minor ap-
proximately 154 miles east of the mouth of the Bosporus.

69 The fast for St. Peter's Day, that is, the period of fasting preceding the feast of SS. Peter and Paul,
begins on the Monday after the Sunday of All Saints. In 1389 this fast began on June 14.

"June 15.
71 Pontic Heraclea (Heraclea Pontica, Bender-Eregli, modern Eregli; Ignatius gives the name of the

city both as "Pandoraklija" and as "Pantoraklija"; cf. the Late Byzantine form of the city's name,
"Ilovtor)pai keta" or "Hov r7lpaxXta") is a city on the Black Sea coast of Asia Minor approximately
103 miles east of the mouth of the Bosporus. On the history and archeology of Pontic Heraclea, see
W. Hoepfner, Herakleia Pontike-Eregli. Eine baugeschichtliche Untersuchung (Vienna, 1966).

72 That is, from Wednesday, June 16, to Thursday, June 24, the feast of the Nativity of St. John the
Baptist. Once more the prevailing northwest wind was responsible for a delay.

"St. Theodore Tyro ("the recruit") was martyred at Pontic Heraclea early in the fourth century.
According to tradition, however, his body was later returned to his birthplace, Euchaita (modern
Avhat) in Asia Minor; on the Life of this saint, see BHG', II, 277-79, 281-86; and H. Delehaye, Les
Legendes grecques des Saints militaires (Paris, 1909), 11-43. Unless the saint's body was later
returned to Heraclea, it is likely that Ignatius saw only his empty tomb. On possible ruins of a shrine
of St. Theodore Tyro at Heraclea, see Hoepfner, Herakleia Pontike, 93-97.

'qA calque (*caHga.n,), the round-bottomed, single-masted ferluga still in use today on the Black
Sea, the late medieval barca, the icapa[3ia; cf. Bryer, "Shipping in the Empire of Trebizond" (note 55
supra), 7-8, and figs.

75The Nativity of St. John the Baptist is celebrated on June 24.
76 June 25, the day after leaving Heraclea.
77 Diospolis (Dia, modern Aksakoca; Ignatius gives the name of the city as "Diopol"') is a city on

the Black Sea coast of Asia Minor approximately 87 miles from the mouth of the Bosporus. While the
Late Byzantine name of this city is not preserved in the published Greek navigation guide to the Black
Sea, it is probably because of a lacuna in the manuscript at the point where Diospolis would be
discussed (Delatte, Les Portulans grecs [note 66 supra], 27).

78 The river Sangarius (modern Sakarya; Ignatius gives the name of the river as "Sahar") enters the
Black Sea approximately 60 miles east of the mouth of the Bosporus.

79 Daphnousias (Fenosia, modern Kefken) is a city located on an island in the Black Sea off the
coast of Asia Minor approximately 52 miles east of the mouth of the Bosporus.
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npe61h,IxoMb ABa AHH. H'7' Bb3B'h5I AO6p H IIOKOCeH'72 B'bTp, m IIOIInbIXOM 6nH3'73

6pera. EsXyxce Ty' 74 FOpbI BbICOKbI H BHOn175 TbX rop176 CTHpaXyCSI o6naI4I3,'77 H178

HpOTHBY rpaaa AMaCTpa 3aroB'bxoMb K IIeTpOBy AHH.179 BTOpHHK'80 MHHyXOM
fIoHTopaxnHlo, B cpejyxce18' B-b3BL5I B'hTp CbupoTHBeH, H'82 Bb3BpaTHXOMCA B
IIaHAopaKnHlo, H Hpe6blxoM783 AeBxTb AHH.184 Ty eCTb ilepxOBb CBHTaro DeoAo-
pa THpoxa, Ty185 H MyHeHHe ero 6bICTb,'86 B HeHxce H rpo6 ero. ICI oTTOne187
HoHAOXOM B cawwasi ax K Ijapiorpajy188 Ha PoxcecTBO'89 I4oaxa790 HpeATe'rH.
ICI Ha yTpHa B H3ITOK191 MHHyXOM,HOHOnb rpaA. B cy66OTyxce792 o&bJ axoM Ha
yCTb'93 phKbI Caxapa. B HeA-bnloxce194 MHHyXOM rpaA )Ja4 HyCHIO H Kapq)HIO195

Chron /72noHoceH RV '73om. RV '74TaMo Chron 175H Bno.: AfO a nonoBHHy y6o Chron
'76ropoA P 777Chron add. npexoAAUIe no B'b3Ayxy. TaAce OTTyuy Mano rrpHinejme, cHAe (Cnue: H
RV) 1109 TbMHXCe ropaMH 778om. Chron 179Chron add. B '80Chron add. n cnize nnosyiue
181cpeuy S J823tn0, n naicn Chron '83NChron add. TaMo; Chron add. B 14aHAopaxnnn 784 Chron
add. ICI 185Chron add. we 18651; 6buio RV 18714 OTTOne: Taxce OTTyAy Chron 188RV add.
Ha YeTBepTOI( 189NChron add. cBATarO J90HBana P 191Chron add. nnoByuge 192cy66oTy S
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Astrabike81 where the metropolitan stopped to get news of Murad, since Murad
had attacked the Serbian Prince Lazar.82 There was news too: both Murad and
Lazar had been killed in the encounter.83 Fearing a disturbance, since we were in
the Turkish state, the metropolitan dismissed the monk Michael; Bishop Michael
[dismissed] me, Ignatius; and Sergius Azakov [did the same] with his monk.84 We
left Astrabike on the Sunday before St. Peter's Day;85 the next morning we left
Chile,86 passed Rheba,87 and arrived at the mouth [of the Bosporus]. We passed
the lighthouse,88 and with a very good wind, to our unspeakable joy we reached
Constantinople.89

On Monday, the eve of St. Peter's Day,90 the Russians living there [in
Constantinople]9' came to [visit] us at vesper time, and there was great joy both

8OIgnatius' "Karphia" (Karfija) is apparently a phonemic variant of Kaplucrl, the Late Byzantine
name for the settlement called Calpe in ancient times and Kerpe in Turkish. The Late Byzantine name
is preserved in Delatte, loc. cit., where the town is located nine Levantine sea miles (approximately
seven sea miles) southwest of Daphnousias, that is, at the site of Calpe/Kerpe.

e' While Ignatius gives the name of this city as "Astravija," it is doubtless the Late Byzantine city of
AvipaT c , the ruins of which a Late Byzantine navigation guide locates five Levantine miles (three
nautical miles) "south" of Calpe/Karmpe, and 38 Levantine miles (28 nautical miles) "north" of
Chile (Delatte, op. cit., 26-27; on Chile, see infra, note 86). Astrabike was thus near the mouth of the
Ana River. No settlements large enough to merit inclusion on official maps exist today in this area. E.
Golubinskij, Ifcmopux pyccxou yepKeu, II,1 (Moscow, 1900), 260 note 1, sees in Ignatius' "Astravija"
the Byzantine "Astrabites" (Astrabike?) which stood on the site of the modern Turkish village of
"Istrawros" (sic) which was "near the mouth of the Bosporus." I have been unable to find any record
of these place-names in Asia Minor.

82 At this point the Nikon Chronicle inserts the "Tale of Tsar Murad" (IICPJI, 11, pp. 97-98), a
chapter from the South Slavic "Life of Stephen Lazarevic" by Constantine the Philosopher; see
supra, p. 71.

as Both the Ottoman Sultan Murad I and Prince Lazar of Serbia, in fact, were killed at the battle
between their respective forces at Kosovo Polje in Serbia on June 15, 1389. The battle marked the end
of Serbian independence. The twelve days between the battle and the recorded date of Metropolitan
Pimen's reception of the news of its outcome in Astrabike would have been sufficient time for reports
to reach that city.

"'See Commentary § 78.
"That is, Sunday, June 27.
96 Chile or Kili (Ignatius gives the name of the town as "Fili") is the Late Byzantine name for the

ancient Artane, the modern Turkish town of $ile (Delatte, Les Portulans grecs, 26), which lies about
22 miles east of the mouth of the Bosporus.

87 Rheba (modern Kumdere), a city at the mouth of the Rhebas River, lies approximately three
miles east of the Bosporus.

88 From it least late antiquity the Bosporus was served by a lighthouse which guided ships into the
narrow channel connecting the Black Sea with the Propontis and the Mediterranean. The first
lighthouse stood atop a high hill on the European shore of the Bosporus at Mauromolitissa (modern
Rumeli Kavagi) approximately four and one-half miles south of the north end of the Bosporus. In the
mid-fourteenth century the lighthouse was replaced or augmented by a light built on one of the small
islands off the European shore just at the mouth of the Bosporus, at Rumeli Feneri, where a modern
Turkish lighthouse now stands. On the lighthouses of the Bosporus, see E. Allard, Les Phares.
Histoire-construction-eclairage (Paris, 1889), 15-18, 38.

89 On Ignatius' travel speed, see Commentary § 77.
90 That is, on June 28, 1389.
9' Constantinople had harbored a small Russian colony probably from the ninth century on. While

the early Russian settlement in the Byzantine capital had been composed almost exclusively of
merchants and military personnel, the fourteenth-century Russian colony was made up largely of
ecclesiastics. On the Russians resident in Constantinople in the late fourteenth century, see
Commentary § 26.
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13196 HPHHAOXOM B rpag ACTpaBHIO. H Ty HOCTOSI MHTpOIIOJIHT, HbITaA197
B'bCTH198 O AMapaTt.'99 Bsuue 6o AMapaT200 HOLHeJI paTHI0 Ha Cep6bCKOro
KHA3A201 JJa3apA,202 H 6bICTb BtCTb:203 y6HHIa 60204 Ha cyHMe o60I0, H AMopaTa H
.11a3ap5.20514 y60ABbiiiecb MATe)Ka, 3aH>Ke 6tAXOM B TypbCKOH JIep)xaBt20614207

OTIIyCTH208 MHTPOI10JIHT uepHbua MHxaHJ1a KO Ijaplorpa,gy,209 a Bnaab1Ka210
MHXaHJI Mene UrnaTHa, a CeprHH21' A3aKOB cBoero'IpEHua. H HoHAOXOM OT212
ACTpaBHH B He,tjno IIpe, IleTpoBbIM AHeM. Ha yTpHa213 HOHAoxoM OT (DHJIH H
MHHyXOM PHBy H HpHHAOXOM K yCTb10 H MHHyXOMb VoHapb. BtTpy)Ke A06py
CyHgy BenMH, H HpHCITbXOM B Uapbrpag c paLOCTHIO HeH3peLIeHHOI0.

B HOHeAbJIbHHK,214 KaHOH HeTpOBy AHH, B rOA215 Be1IepHH HpHHAOHIa K HaM

PyCH, )KHBYHUHH Ty,216 H 6bICTb o60HMb pa,OCTb BeJIHa. H Ty HOHUb Hpe6bIXOM B

193yCTbH S 194Heuknlo S '95Chron add. rpaA 196Taxce nnosylue Chron 197Ty nocTOA-nbTTasl:
TaMo npe6blxoM, rlbiTaloume Chron 198BtcTeH NChron 199Chron add. uap'k; RV add. B TypcxoH
uepxcaB'k, H MaTexC 6I,ICTb BenrH H cMyluemie MHOFO. IIpexce nac 2000hron add. uapb AMypaT
TypCICHH 20'uaps1 Chron 202NChron add. "[Cxa3aHHe] o AMypaTe 11ape"; vide IICPJT, 11 (1897),
97-98 203cnbImano RV 204saco RV 205u AMopaTa H JIa3apsl: IIpexce AMypaTa uapa y6Hn
JIecTHIO B'kpHbIH cnyra Jla3apeB, HMeneM MHuOm, H B TON BaC TypxH noCTaBuIna uapeM ba03HTa,
CbIHa AMypaTa uapn, H naxH TypxH npeBo3Moroma, H sIIIIa cep6bcxaro uapA Jla3apsl pyxaMu, H
IcHA3eH ero, H BoeBOA ero, H 6OMp ero H cnyr, H BCe BOHHCTBO ero; OBM H36HIIIa oBIxxce pyxaMH snua.
IIOBenrkxc Tao3HT uapb TypcxHH cep6bcxaro uapsl Jla3apn Me4eM nocelpl. BbICTB *Ce 6nTBa B nbTo
6897 Ha M CA 3OBOMOe KOCOBo RV; H 6bICTb BtCTb-H AMopaTa H Jla3apsi: CHue y60 HaM
noBl uama rpaxcaHe, Sane 6txoM B TypcxoH .r p'bxcaBb; H M5JTe)KL 6blcTb BenHH, H cMyweHHe MHoro
B TON CTpaHt NChron 2063amxe 615IxoM B TypbCKOH AepxcaBb om. Chron 207om. NChron
208nycTH RV; Chron add. IIHMHH 2O9xo uaplorpapy om. S, RV 210enncxon cMOJL HCKHH Chron
21Chron add. apxll'axupHT 212Chron add. rpaua 213-14Chron add. we 215E rou: BO BpeMH
Chron 216TaMo Chron 217Chron add. MtcsH;sI HIOHSI B 29 uenb 218om. RV 219Chron add.
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[for them and for us]. That night we remained on the ship, but the next morning,
on the very feast of the Holy Apostles,92 we entered the city rendering thanks to
God. The next day93 we went to [the Church of] St. Sophia, that is [to say to the
Church] of the Divine Wisdom.94 When we came to the great doors,95 we
venerated the miraculous icon of the All-pure Mother of God from which the
voice went out to [St.] Mary of Egypt forbidding her entrance into the Holy
Church in Jerusalem.96 We also venerated the image of the Lord inside the holy
church and the [other] venerable holy icons.9' We kissed the table on which the
holy relics of the Passion of Christ are placed,98 and then [the body of]
St. Arsenius the Patriarch" and the table at which Abraham welcomed Christ
manifest in Trinity,' 00 as well as the iron pallet on which Christ's martyrs were
burned.' 0' We spent the entire morning in the church worshiping and wondering
at the miracles of the saints and at the size and beauty of the church.

When we had finished attending the holy liturgy,102 we went to Constantine's
palace where we saw the imperial building.' 0 3 There, in the imperial playing field
called the "hippodrome," stands a bronze column apparently [made of ] three
twisted strands; there is a serpent head on each end of the divided top. Serpent
venom is enclosed in the column. There were many other stone columns here, as
well as [other] marvelous things.' O4 On the first of the month of July we went to
the Monastery of St. John Prodromos'05 to worship. The Russians living there
entertained us well. The next day' 06 we went to Blachernae and kissed the casket
in which the robe and girdle of the All-pure Mother of God lie. From there we
went to the Apostles Church where we worshiped and kissed the holy pillar at
which our Lord Jesus Christ was scourged. The stone at which Peter wept bitterly

92 Tuesday, June 29.
"Wednesday, June 30.
94 See Commentary § 1.
9s See Commentary § 3.
96 See Commentary § 3. The chronicle version of this text adds details drawn from the "Life of St.

Mary of Egypt": "... to venerate the honorable cross. And after she had comprehended her
transgressions, she was greatly moved and made the All-pure Mother of God the guarantor of her
[resolves]. As soon as she had spoken these words, she suddenly heard a voice from afar, saying, `If
you cross the Jordan you will find a propitious refuge."'

97 See Commentary § 4; cf. also Commentary §§ 5-7.
9s See Commentary § 5.
99 See Commentary § 6.
"See Commentary § 7.

'0' See Commentary § 7.
"'While the liturgy was not celebrated every day in St. Sophia in this period, it was celebrated on

religious holidays, among which was counted the commemoration of the Twelve Apostles, June 30.
103 Constantine's palace is the Great Palace, which was adjacent to St. Sophia as well as to the

hippodrome; see Commentary § 11.
'°4 On the hippodrome and its monuments, see Commentary § 13.
°s The chronicle version text adds: "which means `the Forerunner' in Russian." On this monas-

tery (Studius), see Commentary § 26.
"'The chronicle version specifies: "the [feast of the] Deposition of the Robe of the All-pure

Mother of God" (which is July 2). On the Blachernae Shrine, see Commentary § 46.
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Kopa6n14, Ha yTpHa)Ke21 B caMb114218 IIpa3AHHK CBMTLIX AnOCTOn,219 6naroAapsl-
Iue22° Bora, BHHAOXOM B rpa,.221 B yTp1414222 llOHAOXOM K223 CBAT l4 Coq)HH, exce

eCTb rlpeMy,ApoCTH224 Eo)Kna. H ,Aome,AHie BenI4KbIX BpaT, HOKnoHHXOMCA
HloAoTBOpH-hH HKOHt IIpewacTbia Eoropo,AHua, OT He5DKe H3bIAe rnac Maprnx
ErnneTbCKOH,225 BT>36paHAA eH BxoAa226 B CBSITy}O IuepKOBb227 B IHepycanHMt.228

Taxce229 IIOKnOIIHXOMCSI o6pa3y Focno4HM230 BHyTpb CBSITbia uepKB14231 14HeCT-

HbIMb232 CBATbIMb HKOHaM233 H uenOBaXOM Tpane3y, Ha HeH)Ke 14oKnaaa10Tb234

CBATbIa CTpaCTH XpHCTOBbI, H 1IOTOM235 CBSITOro ApceHHa naTpHapxa 14236 'rpa-
He3y ABpaaMnlo, Ha He14)Ke yroCTH XpnCTa237 B TpoHI(H ABnbnIacA, 14238 o,Ap
)Ken'h3HbrH, Ha HeM)K XpHCTOBH My'IeHHI[H )Kb)IceHH239 6blHia. ICI Hpe6brxoM Bee

yTpo B IlepxbBH, nOKnaHAIOIueCA 14 AHBSIlueca LIIOAeceM CBSITEIX, H BeJIWthCTBy 11

KpacoTV40 uepK0BIrbn.
Fl OTCnyinaBffe CBATyl0247 nHTyprHio, H242 HJOXOM243 Ha ABOp KOCTSIHTHHOB,

H BFWLXOM TaMO 3AaHHe uapCKO. Ty eCTb Hrpnwe uapcxo, exce 144exyeTbcb244
IIpoApoMHO, H CTOHT TaMO CTOJIII MIiAAH, aKH B TpH Hp5ITH CBHT, B245 BepXy
pa3Be,eHbI,246 a Ha KoeM)KAo KOHIjH247 110 3MHeB'h rnaB .248 B ToM)Ke CT0111A
3aKnenaH AA 3M14eB; 6SIXy)Ke249 Ty H HHHH CTOnIIH MHO3H KaMeHM,250 14 TFoAeca

MHora.251 Mtcxua l4ynna252 B nepBbIH253 10HAOXOM254 B MaHaCTblpb CBSITar0
HoaHa rlpo,poMy255 H Ty HoxnoHIXOMCA,256 H ylOKOHHia Hb1257 Ao6p'h Ty )KHBy-
HU1414 Pycb.258 B yTp14IH259 me,me26° B ilaxepl3y H uenoBaxoM267 paKy, B HeH)Ice
neXCHT p143a H now npeiIHCTbia Boropo,rnua,262 H oTTone263 HAOXOM K
AnOCTOnbCTkH uepKBH, 14, noKJIOHIneCA,264 uenoBaxoM265 CBATblH CTOHH, Ha
HeM)Ke266 6HeH 6bICTb267 FOCHOAb HaIHb Ilcyc XpHCTOC.268 Ty269 eCTb 14 rleTpOB27°

IIeTpa H FlaBna 220Chron add. FocnoAa 221 Chron add. KOHCT$HTHHHH 222B yTPHIi om. RV;
Chron add. Toroxce MtCausi B 30 ueHb 223Chron add. uepxBH 224IIpeMyJpocTb Chron 225des.
P 226Bb36paHMsl eH BxoLa: erAa Bo36paHame ell FoxcecmBenaa cHJIa BHHTH Chron 227Chron add.
mice 228Chron add. Ha noicnonemie *ieCTHaro xpeCTa; NChron add. ICI ypa3yM$Bmy ex corpkmeHHa
CBOH, H yMHJHBmyca 0 ceM, m nopyYHHuy o ce6k npeaHCTyIO EoropoAHuy ,galollie, H cHuesas eI3
CIIOBeca rnarornouul, H a6He BHe3aany ycnbima rnac, rnaronloiub elk H3Aane-le: Awe hlepjaH
npeH,uemH, Ao6p r1oxol3 o6palueml. 22914 cHue Chron; NChron add. Mbl 230o6pa3y I'ocnoAHlo:
TOIl CBBTLI3 H geCTHtH HKOH'k Chron; NChron add. upenHCTbin ToropoAnubl; Chron add. mice
CTOHT 231Chron add. CB$ITbISI COq)HH 232npo*iHM Chron 233Chron add. H CB$TbJM MolueM
u'kne6HbIM (RV add. MHornx) CBSITbIX, H CBATLISI paKH 'IIOAOTBOPHbISI (paKH 'IIOAOTBOpHMISI: Yy,ijoT-
BOPHbIM paicaM Hx RV) 234nonoraloT Chron 235Chron add. u$noBaxoM 236Chron add. MHornx
CBSITbIx. Taxce UtJIOBaxoM 237I'ocno)Ia RV; NChron add. Lora 2385IBnbHIaCSi, H: SIBnbmarocsi;
Ta)xe u'knoBaxoM Chron 239Cb>cHraeMH Chron 2406e3M'kpH'bI3 Chron 241-42om. RV 243Chron
add. H31CPICBH 244rnaroneTC5l Chron 245 om. S 246Bepxy pa3BeJeHbbI: Bepxyxce pa3Atjienbl 6bnua
Tbhu npsrrH Chron 247Chron add. TEX npsiTei3 248Chron add. c xaMeHHeM H 6Hcepor yTBOpeHbl
2496sixyTbxce S 250Chron add. H MEAsinbl 25/Chron add. H MHora CHa cMOTpnxoM, AHBuwecx;
NChron add. Taxce 252Mkcslua I4ynna: I410nsixce RV 253Chron add. Aeab; NChron add. Ha
naMeTb CBSITbIX YlOAOTBOpeub KO3MbI H )aMSIHa 254HAoxom RV 255om. NChron; MaHacTblpb-
FlpoupoMy: uepKOBb npoupoM RV; NChron add. Hxce rnaroneTCs rpeqecxHM a3bIKOM Flpo4poM;
Chron add. pyccxHMxce (pycicmice RV) rnaroneTesi UpeATeaa 256Chron add. H AtIOBaxoM
257Hac Chron 258Ty X(HByuu3H Pycb: TaMO xcHByrr as Pycb Chron 259BT0pblIixce AeHb l4ionsi RV;
TpeTHl3xce Aem,, Toroxce Mtcslua B BTopbli3 NChron; Chron add. Ha FlonoxceHHe pH3bI npe'HCTbISi
FEOropOAHubi 260HAOXOM Chron 261 Chron add. TaMo CBSITyH) 262om. RV 263H oTTone: Taxce
OTTyAy Chron 264II0KnoHHxoMC3I Chron; Chron add. H 265Chron add. co MHOrHM cTpaxoM;
NChron add. H TpeneTOM 266Ha HeMxce: K HeMyxce npHBSi3aii Chron; NChron add. H 267om.

NChron 268Chron add. BO cnaceHHkii n WRITER (cnaceHHkli H BOJH'EI3: BpeMSI Bonbnblu RV). Ero
CTpaCTH, H HeTbipe,L[ecsiT cbBp'bmeHHE npHeM paH, CMepTHbII3 SIBnSIa OTBET cnaceHHa pajH
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over his denial [of Christ] is also there. We also venerated the image of the All-
holy Mother of God which appeared to the holy hermit in the desert. The
imperial tombs of Constantine the Great107 and of Theodosius the Younger, as
well as many others, are there. [Preserved] in a little church in that same area is a
large image of the Savior from which the voice of forgiveness went out to a man
who had truly repented of his transgressions while lying on his bed. In a chapel
there are the bodies of SS. Spiridon and Polyeuctus, as well as the relics of St.
John Chrysostom and the relics of St. Gregory the Theologian sealed in stone
caskets.

On the third day108 we went to [make our obeisance to] the holy Patriarch
Anthony' 09 and to receive his blessing. On the fourth day we venerated the image
of the great Archangel Michael who appeared to the child who was guarding the
tools for building the church." 0 On the sixth day we went to [the Church of ] the
All-holy Mother of God Hodegetria,' 1' where we venerated and kissed [the
Hodegetria icon]. We received anointing with chrism, and gladly were we
anointed.' 12 We also went to the great and venerable Pantocrator Monastery
and kissed the holy slab on which they laid the body of Christ the Lord when they
had taken it down from the cross; the all-pure tears [of the Mother of God] are
imprinted on it. A natural stone water pot in which Christ changed water into
wine is there; the water [blessed on the holiday] of the holy Epiphany is kept in it.
The heads of SS. Sergius and Bacchus and of [St.] James the Persian repose there
too."3 Then on the eighth day we venerated the holy image of Christ which
performed the miracle of Theodore the merchant,''4 and on the sixteenth [day]
Bishop Michael' 1 s came to Constantinople. On the twenty-fourth we went to the
Monastery of St. John Prodromos and kissed the hand of St. John the Faster.'' e
On the thirtieth Bishop Michael received a blessing from the patriarch,117 and

"'The chronicle text adds: "and of the Emperor Theodosius the Great." On the Church of the
Holy Apostles, its relics, and its tombs, see Commentary § 32.

" ' The third day of July, 1389.
... Anthony IV was patriarch of Constantinople from January 1389 to August 1390, and from

March 1391 to May 1397. See also Commentary § 78.
1 ° For "the tools for building the church" the chronicle version reads, "cattle when he found a

large amount of gold at this pillar. He was thrown into the sea by these monks." See Commentary § 2,
on the image of the Archangel Michael at St. Sophia and the traditions connected with the image.

"' The chronicle text adds the gloss: "which means `guide' in the Russian language." On the
Hodegetria Monastery and icon, see Commentary § 59.

... The precise meaning of this sentence is unclear.
113 On the Pantocrator Monastery and its relics, see Commentary § 28.
"'The image in question is that of the so-called "Guarantor Savior"; see Commentary § 56.
1' The chronicle version of Ignatius' "Journey" adds that this was Bishop Michael of Smolensk,

and that he came "from Metropolitan Pimen." Michael had, of course, remained in Astrabike with
Pimen (see supra). As the chronicle variant suggests, it is quite likely that Pimen had sent the bishop,
probably with the task of upholding Pimen's interests before the patriarchate while Pimen remained
safely in Chalcedon, a Turkish-held city across the Bosporus. Under these conditions, Pimen could
refuse to accept an unfavorable patriarchal verdict on his right to the Moscow metropolitan throne
on the grounds that he was not present at the hearings. See Commentary § 78.

16 The monastery referred to here is that of St. John the Baptist (Prodromos) in Petra; see
Commentary § 49.

"'This was probably Bishop Michael's official audience with the patriarch, his opportunity to
plead the case of Metropolitan Pimen.
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KaMeHb Ha HeM)Ke nJlaKac5 ropxo 0 0TMeTaHI3H.271 14272 noxnoHHXOMCSI o6pa3y

HpecB5Tbla273 Eoropownua, HXCe 5IBHCS CBMTOMy274 cTapbily B nycTbmHH. H 6M-
me275 Ty276 rpo60Be277 uapCTHH278 BeJInKarO279 KOHbCTSIHTHHa28° x281 (DeogoCna

MaAaro H nHHn MH03H.282 B TOH)Ke CTpaHt eCTb283IIepKOBb Mafia, B Hen)KC o6pa3
CHacoB BeJIHKHH, OT Heroxce H3bIAe Lilac npoweHHa Ha oTpi? JlewaweMy
1IeJIOB-LKy H BbpOH) Kaloxryc51284 CBOHX corptiiieHHH.285 Ty ecTb286 B npHAtJIt
CBMTBIH CnnpH,goH H rlOJIHeKT,287 o6a B TLJTb CyTb,288 H MOIAH CBMTaro Hoana
311aTOyCTaro, H MOII[H CBMTaro Fpnropna IiorocnoBa289 B KaMeHHbIX KoBLIe3tx
3aneHaTaxbl.

B TpeTHH290 AeHb297 HAOXOM K CBMTOMy AHTOHHIO naTpnapXy292 H 61IarocJio-

BeHHe OT Hero npHMXOMb. B qeTBepTbIH293 AeHb294 IOKJIOHHXOMCM o6pa3y BeJIH-

Karo apxanrena MHxaHna, H)Ke MBHCM oTpolcy, cTperymeiv y CHaCTb 3AaTeJlHyiO
uepKOBHyI0.295 B HlecTblx296 HOHAOXOM297 K npecBMT'kH298 BoropoAHI1H OAHrH-

TpHa299 H IOKJIOHHIeCM300 ueJIOBaxoM,307 H B3MXOM HOMHpH3MO H HOMa3aXOMCM

pa,q03CTbHO.302 H I49OXOM B BeJIHKHH q CTHbII4 MOHaCTblpb rIaHAOKpaTOp H
IIeJIOBaXOMb CBMTy}O abcKy FOCHOAHIO, Ha HeH)xe, CO KpeCTa CHeMHIe, T'LJIO
XpHCTOBO lOJIOxHIHa. ICI Hpe'IHCTble CJIe3bI Ha TOM B-bo6pa3HIHMCb, H Ty303 eCTb

KopHara B CaMOpOAHOMb KaMeHH CAtJIaHa, B HeHxce XpHCTOC BOAy B BHHO
npeTBOpl, H Aep)KaTb B HeI4304 Bogy CBMTbIX 6OrOMBJIeHHH. Ty ne)ICaTb305 rnaBbl
CBMTb1X306 Ceprea H BaICxa H AKOBa rlepcbcxaro.307 B OCMbIH AeHb308 IIOKJIOHH-

XOMCM CBMTOMy309 o6pa3y XpICTOBy CTBOp1JJ My LIIOAo 0 Kynl[H tbeo,gop'b.310 B
16311 npHHAe MHxaHJI BJIa,iZbIKa312 B Ijapbrpa,,313 B 24314 HAOXOM B MaHaCTbIpb

CBMTaro 14oaxa rlpoApoMa H uenosaxoM pyKy CBMTaro HoaHa rHOCTHHKa. B 30
xpHaT 6JiaroCJiOBeHHe OT naTpHapxa BJIa,bIKa MHxaHJI, H HAoxoMb B MOHa-

Haiuero 269Chron add. we 270IIeTpa BC XOBHOFo Chron 271OTBepxceHHH Bo BpeMs Bonuaro
cTpa4aHHSI XpuCTOBa Chron 272Taxce Chron 273npe'ixcTbrx Chron 274CB31Ty S 27511 6snue:
Taxce BHAkxoM Chron 276TaMo Chron 277rpo6ar Chron 278Chron add. casTOro; NChron add. H
279NChron add. H paBHoanocTOnHaro 280om. RV; NChron add. uapx 281 om. RV; Chron add.
Bennxoro 'DeOAOCHa Aapx H 282Chron add. Taxce BHAkXOM 283om. Chron 284Chron add. o
285rpkckx Chron 286Ty ecrb: Taxce BHA'kxoM TaMoxce Chron 287cBsTbrH-rlonneiT: esxTOro
CrmpHAOna eimcKona H rlOnHeIcTa Chron 288Chron add. MHOraa *iroAeca HcTo aIOIAa (TBopsln a
RV) 289Chron add. naTpnapxa 290Chron add. -xce 291NChron add. Toroxce MtC$LA1; Chron add.
14ionx 292RV add. H; Chron add. nolcnoHHHxoMcsi 293NChron add. xce 294Chron add. HAOxoM
H 295cnacTb-IjeprcoBHyro: CKOTbI H HanIeJiHoMy y cTOnna onoro 311aTa MHOFO, H BBepxceny eMy
6bisury OT HHOxoB oH'kx B Mope. Taxce Chron 296Chron add. AeHb 297HAoxoM Chron
298npeuHCTtn Chron 299Chron add. exce pyccKHM.rnaroneTCSI a3U1c0M HacTaBHHAa 300nOIUIOHHB-

Iuec5i NChron; IIOKJIOHnxoMCSI RV; RV add. H 301NChron add. io; Chron add. C CTpax0M H
TpeneTOM 302paAocTbM0io S; pa4oCTOrMOro RV 303TaMO Chron 304Chron add. HbAHk H Bcerja
305Ty nexcaTb: Taxce BHA'kxOM TaMO nexcalaa Chron 306Chron add. My'iemnc 307NChron add.
Taxce 308Chron add. HAOXOM H 309om. Chron 31OChron add. HoceMxce 311Chron add. AeHb
Hions; NChron add. Mtexusl 312Chron add. CMOneHCKHI3 OT HHMHHa MHTpononHTa 313Chron
add. rlocer ice 314Chron add. aelrb Toroxce M'kcsIAx 315Hoana-cB5rraro om. Chron
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then we went to the Monastery of 11 e St. Athanasius, the patriarch to whom the
holy Mother of God gave the patriarchal staff, and kissed the relics of his
body.' 19

From there we went to Peribleptos and kissed many relics, including the body
of St. Gregory the priest-martyr. The hand of St. John the Forerunner who
baptized the Lord is also there. 120 On the thirty-first we climbed to the top of the
Church of St. Sophia where I saw the forty cupola windows. I measured each
window with [its] pillar as two sazhens less two pjadi.121 On August first we went
to the church which is called the "Nine Ranks [of Angels]" at the palace of
Constantine.122 In it are wonderful columns; it is possible to see people standing
in front of them as if in a mirror. From there we went to the edge of the sea where
the Holy Savior Church stands on the healing sand.123 Inside is a miraculous
image of the Lord and the body of St. Abercius. On the second [of August] we
kissed the relics of St. Stephen the Protomartyr in his monastery.124 On the fifth
we went to Pege, where we worshiped the holy Mother of God, drank the holy
healing water, and washed ourselves with it.125 On the eighth we went to
Peribleptos and kissed the hand of [St. John] the Forerunner, the head of
Gregory the Theologian, the skull of Stephen the Younger, and the icon of the
Lord from which the voice went out to the Emperor Maurice. Encased in it are
many holy relics. Also there is a chalice made of topaz, a very precious stone, and
many other holy relics.126 On the eighth121 we [also] went to the Pantocrator
Church; in the treasury we saw the holy Gospel all written in gold by the hand of
Emperor Theodosius the Younger. There we also kissed the blood which flowed
from the side of the Lord on the cross.128

16 "St. John Prodromos ... Monastery of" is omitted in the chronicle version, doubtless the result
of a scribal haplography.

1I On the Monastery of St. Athanasius the Patriarch, see Commentary § 21.
120 On the Peribleptos Monastery, see Commentary § 24.
12 'For "two sazhens less two pjadi" the chronicle text reads, "two sazhens including the pillar." On

the dome of St. Sophia and Ignatius' measurements for the windows, see Commentary § 8.
122 This is the "Nea" Church of the Palace; see Commentary § 12.
12 'This is the Church of the Savior "cbtXavOpcunoq" at Mangana; see Commentary § 61.
124 On this shrine of St. Stephen, see Commentary § 52.
'25On the Monastery of the Virgin at Pege, see Commentary § 42.
126 On the Peribleptos Monastery of the Virgin and its treasures, see Commentary § 24.
12 'The chronicle text gives the date as August 9.
121 On the Pantocrator Monastery and its treasures, see Commentary § 28.
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CTblpb CBsTaro375 ACpoHacHa naT pHapxa, eMyxce BAaJIa rIOCOX Ha naTpaplHbCTBo
cBRTaa316 Boropor HIJa, H ueSJOBaxoM MoWH ero B TtJrk.317

14 OTTOJIe318 HAOXOM B rlepHBJIenT0319 H ueJIOBaxoMb320 MOIueH CBSFrbIX321 MHO-
FO H CBSITaro CBAHjeHHOMyqeHHKa322 IIpuFOpHa B TkJrb,323 H pyica eCTb Ty324
CBATaro325 HoaHa326 rlpeATe'IH; KpeCTHBHIHa327 FOCHOAa.328 B 31329 XO9IIXOMb330

Bepxy uepKBH331 CBSITbla CO(JHa, H BgrttX332 40 OKOH HIeHHbIX333 H MI'ipHX334
OKHO335 C CTOJIHOM HO336 ABt Ca)KeHH 6e3 ABy usweH.337 ABryCTa338 HepBbIH339

XOJ HXOM340 B uepKOBb npH KOCTAHTHHOB'b ABOpt, H)Ke 30BOMa eCTb AeBATb

LIHHOB,341 B HCHAC CyTb CTOJIHH LIIOAHH;342 3p'bTH 60343 eCTb CyIuHX HpH HHX,344

aKH B 3epuasrb.345 A346 OTTyAy XOAHXOM347 B1CKpaH Mops, HAe)Ke eCTb ueJIe6HbIH

n'bCOK,348 H HaA HHM uepKOBb CBATEIH349 Cnac, B HeHwe eCTb350 glOAOTBOpHbIH

o6pa3 IIOC110AeHb351 H CBATbIH ABepK'bH352 B TtJI-b.353 B BTOpbIH354 ueJIOBaxoM

MOIWH CBATaro CTe(JaHa nepBomytieHHKa B MOHaCTbIpH ero.355 B HATHH356 x09H-
XOMb357 B358 IIHrHH; IOKJIOHIHCC31359 CBSITt,4360 EOFOpOAHuH361 H IIHXOMb CBATy}O

BOAy ueJle6Hylo H MbIXOMC31362 em0.363 OCMbIH364 XogHXOM365 B rlepHBJIeIIT0366 H

ueJOBaxoM pyKy IIpeATezIeBy H rJIaBy367 FpHropHa EoFOCJIOBa,368 H j10 6369 CTe-

(paHa HoBaro, H370 HKOHy FOCHOAH10, OT He$DKe H3b1Ae rime uaplo MaBprKHIO, B
HeH)Ke BKOBaHO CBATbIX MOIueH MHOFO; H Ty371 CCTb 1IOTHpb TOHa3HOH, KaMeHH

MHOFOutHHa372 H HHtX CBATbIX MOHzeH MHOFO.373 B OCMbIH374 XOAHXOM375 B

rlaHAOKpaTOpCKylo uepKOBb H B CyJOXpaHHJrS376 BHA'bXOM CBATOe eBaHreJIHe,

nlCaHO Bee 3JIaTOM pyKOIO (beOAOCHa uapA MasIaro; H Ty377 ueJIOBaXOMb K17OBb
Focrlo,Hlo, HcTeIHlylo OT pe6p Ero378 Ha KpeCTL.

316npeuncTaa NChron 317Chron add. MHoro HcutHeHHa nouasalolue (noAalolua RV) npxxoA-
RnIIIM C Bkpolo 31814 oTTone: Taxce OTTyAy Chron 319Chron add. MaH CTbIpb 320inc. Ka;
Chron, Ka add. TaMO 321om. S 322CBATOro corr. in CB siwexnoMy'Iennxa S, 323Ka add. Hcue-
nemie HHOr0 HOAaBaIowe; Chron add. Mnoro HcggnIeHHa H3nHBaIOUIe BChM C BtpoIO HpHXO4HIuIIM!
Chron, Ka add. TaMOJKe 324om. Ka, Chron 325om. Ka 326HBaHa Ka 327om. Ka; KpeCTHTen2
Chron 328om. Ka; FocnoAHR Chron; NChron add. Taxce hIlons; RV, Ka add. Toroxce M$csua
329Chron, Ka add. )Ierlb 330HgoxoM Ka; RV, Ka add. B 331AepxBe S; uepxosb Ka 33213H9-kxoM
Chron 333mHHHbix S; Chron add. Hxce Ha Bepxy uepKBH 334M'kpHxOM Chron 335Chron add.
e)wHo 336om. S 3376e3 ABy HAAeH: H cHx 40 OKOH B UIHpHHy HM'kaxy C CTOnnOM no AB'k caxeHH
NChron; Chron add. B met uepx0BHbH; H ceMy MHOro HIOAHXOMCH (AHBHxoMca RV) RICO npeunsHO
H H3paAHO y906peHO. Taxce MkcsHla 338RV add. -xc; Chron add. B 339Chron add. AeHb
340HJlOXOM Chron 3413OBOMa-UHHOB: rnaroneTCs )eBsTOHHHHaa uepxosb Chron; CBHTbIa
Cocpna-RHHOB om. Ka 342Chron, Ka add. 3'kno H HeaoMblcneHH 343om. Ka; Chron, Ka add. y6o
344Chron, Ka add. MIenoB$ICOB (uenoB'kx Ka) BCkx npxxoQMWHX 345Chron, Ka add. 'IHCTt BHARIIIHX
CBOH O6pa3bl; H ceMy MHOrO JXHBHXOMCS 346Ta)Ke T, RV 347HgoxoM Chron, Ka 348nepcT Ka
349om. Ka 350Chron add. CBHTBIH H 351 CnacoB Ka 352ABepxxe S; Chron, Ka add. paBHoanoc-
TonbHblli 353Chron, Ka add. 3HaMeHHa H'no aeca MHora TBOp2 (coTBopaeT Ka); Chron add. Taxe;
NChron add. M'kc$ua ABrycTa 354Chron add. AeHb 3551leJioBaxoM-ero: HAOXOM B ManacTblpb
CBSITaro CTe(paHa np'bBOMy'Iemnca H HOICJIOHHXOMCH (H IIOKJIOHHXOMCA om. Ka) H u'knoBaxoM
(uenoBaxy Ka) CBSrrbIR MOIWI ero Chron, Ka; NChron add. Taxce 356Chron, Ka add. AeHb;
NChron add. Toroxce M'kcsuA; RV, Ka add. ABrycTa 357nAOXOM Chron, Ka 358K Chron
3591IOKJIOHHXOMC$ Chron, Ka 360npeHHCT'bH Chron, Ka 361AeBHuen Ka 362yMbIXOMCH NChron
363NChron add. Taxe; Chron, Ka add. B 364Chron, Ka add. AeHb Toroxce M'kCRu2 365HAOXOM

Chron, Ka 366Chron, Ka. add. ManacTblpb 367Chron, Ka. add. cBsTaro 368Chron add. naTpH-
apxa 369Chron, Ka add. CBRTaro 370om. Ka 371TaMo Chron, Ka 372MHoroubHHaro Chron,
Ka 373MHoroe MHOIKeCTBO BHALxoM NChron, Ka; NChron add. Twice 374AeBsTblf AeHb Mtcsua
(om. RV, Ka) ABrycTa Chron, Ka 375HAOXOM Chron, Ka 376cocy,oxpaHl4Tenxxut Chron, Ka
377TaMo Chron, Ka 378Chron, Ka add. B pacH$THH; RV, Ka add. ero 379M'kcsua-XanIcHAoHt:
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On the tenth day of the month of September 1 29 Metropolitan Pimen passed
away in Chalcedon. His body was brought [from there] and laid [to rest] in the
Church of [St. John] the Forerunner, on the seashore outside Constantinople,
opposite, in Galata.' 30 In his stead Metropolitan Cyprian was despatched to
Russia.131 On the first of the month of October132 he left there [Constantinople]
with Bishop Michael, Bishop John133 of Volyn, two Greek metropolitans, and
[Abbot] Theodore of the [St.] Simon Monastery. 114 Shortly after their departure,
however, news came saying that only the ship with the metropolitans had been
spared [from destruction], and that there was no report on the one carrying the
bishops. Some said they were drowned, others said they were anchored in Kaffa,
while still others said they were in Amastris, or spoke [of them] as in
Daphnousias.' 35 A few days later, however, a letter arrived from the metropol-
itan recounting the extent of the unspeakable, dreadful misfortunes which befell
them at sea, the din and the roar from the smashing of the waves. Again and
again they were scattered so that they could not even see each other. But the
storm [finally] abated and they were all saved, sailed to Belgorod,' 36 and all in
good health left for Russia.' 37 We were very happy to hear this [news].' 3 s

'29The chronicle version gives the date of Pimen's death as September 11, 1389, the date also
preserved in the Nikon Chronicle (IICPJI, 11, p. 121) and the Resurrection-New Jerusalem Chronicle
(Bocxpecencxax nemonucb: rICPJI, 8 [1859], 60.) The chronicle redaction of Ignatius' text, however,
might have simply accepted the date preserved in Russian chronicle tradition. The Russian chronicles
also attest to Pimen's burial in the Levant (Nikon Chronicle and Resurrection-New Jerusalem
Chronicle, loc. cit.).

"0 The textus receptus (all manuscripts) reads rather: "in the Church of [St. John] the Forerunner,
on the seashore outside Constantinople, opposite Galata." See Commentary § 79, on the emendation
offered here.

' 3' For "In his stead ... to Russia" the chronicle version reads: "Metropolitan Cyprian of Kiev was
also in Constantinople at this time to settle [the problem of] the Russian [metropolitan] throne.
Similarly, while still alive, Metropolitan Pimen had come to Constantinople to [see] Patriarch
Anthony about settling [the question of] the Russian [metropolitan] throne. But God's fate had
arranged it thus; Metropolitan Pimen passed away, as we have written above, and so the Most
Reverend Patriarch Anthony appointed Cyprian metropolitan of Kiev and All Russia, and
dispatched him with honors." On Cyprian's appointment to Moscow and journey there, see
Commentary § 80.

"'The Kazan manuscript reads "December" here.
... The chronicle version, with the Kazan manuscript, gives this name as "Jonah."
'340n Cyprian's entourage, see Commentary § 80.
' 3' Kaffa was a Genoese colony in the Crimea; Amastris and Daphnousias were Turkish cities on

the Black Sea. All three are mentioned earlier in the text; see supra, pp. 86-88.
' 36 Belgorod (Mancastro, Akkerman, Cetatea Alba, the modern Belgorod Dnestrovski in the

Ukrainian S.S.R.) was a Genoese trading colony on the northwest coast of the Black Sea, at the
mouth of the Dniester River. Travel between Russia and Constantinople often went through
Belgorod; see infra, p. 180.

... See Commentary § 80.
3e For "We were very happy to hear this [news]" the chronicle and Kazan texts read: "Once we

had read and heard these words written to us in the letters from Metropolitan Cyprian of All Russia
we were very happy. Then on the fortieth day after the death of Metropolitan Pimen we gave [alms] in
the churches and monasteries, viewed holy places, and venerated many healing tombs and miracu-
lous relics," followed by a long hiatus. These texts resume at the imperial coronation; see infra, p. 104.

Seemann, Die altrussische Wallfahrtsliteratur, 240 note 98, suggests that the chronological jump
from August to December at this point in Ignatius' diarylike record of shrines he visited represents a
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M'bcn is CeuTeBpHa aeCATbIH AeHb npeCTaBHCB rIHMHH M14TpOIIOJIHT B

XaJTKH4OH,h379 H, npHBe3HIe T'hJ1O ero, nono)KHIIia BH1 Lgapslrpa.r a,380 Ha KpaH
MOpA IIpOTHB, [B] Fanath,381 B I[epKBH rlpe4TeLIeBi. B ero MtCTO OTnycTHBLne B
PycHlo MHTponIOJIHTa KHrrpllaxa.382 ICI noH,ge oTTyAy Mbc5ma383 OKT3i6pA384
nepBbIH,385 a c HHM BnaabIKa386 MHxaHn,387 HoaH,388 BnaJblKa BOJTbIHbCKbI,389
H390 C HHM391 ,gBa MHTpOHOJTHTa rpeueCKbIX H (Deogop392 CHMaHOBbCK14H.393 IIo
OTIIieCTBHH)Ke394 HX395 npHHaC B'kCTb,396 0 HHX CHI4eBa, AK0397 HCTOne Pycb Ha

MOp'b, TOM410398 e4HH KOpa6nb peKoma399 C MHTpOHOJHTbI400 CnaceH 6biCTb, a
i4we C BnaabIKaMH, T"bH401 6e3BtCTeH402 eCTb.403 HtKOTopHH404 rnarOnaaxy 0 HHX,

5K0405 HcTononTa, a HHHH406 peKoma,407 B Kaq)y npHCTalna; apy3HHxce pbma, B
AMaCTpHH cyTb, a IIHHH408 B ,L aq)HycHH CKa3y}OTb.409 14410 He HO KOJIHKHX AHeX

npHHAe rpaMOTa OT MHTpononHTe CKa3y}On4H, KOJTHKa 6t,a HMb Ha MopH
6bICTb CTpaHlHa H HeFCnoBtgilma, H KaKOB 6bICTb rpOMb H Tp'kCK OT CTpa)KeHHa
BOHH5 H naKH OT Toro pa3B'bsHH 6B1ma, gpyr ,gpyra He BHAbIna. 14 6ypH npe-
CTaBHTH, H BCH cnaceHH 6bima411 H K ri,bnyrpajy 1JpHnnbiBHie,412 H413 BCH 3) paBH4'4

B PycblO OTHgofa.475 Mbiwe cHa CnbILnaBme476 pagOCTHH 3'kn0417 6bixoM.418

Taxce HOTOM pa36oJrkcsr npecBAIUCHHbn3 (om. Ka) rhlMHH MHTp0n0n}T n npeCTaBHCA M'kcAAA (om.
Ka) CeHTA6pA B 11 AeHb (om. RV, Ka) B XanKHgoHt Chron, Ka; RV, Ka add. B n$TO 6898 Ha
naMATb npenogo6HbIx MaTepH Halues (Deo)lopbl Anexca$gp'MIicxasl 380rpa,ga Ka 381B ranaTt
edd.; ranaTbl MSS (****TM Ka) 382B ero M'kcTO-KllnpaaHa: Tor,gaxce cyn y B I4apfrpagk H
KHnpaaHy MHTp0IIOJIHTy KHeBCKOMy 0 HCIIpaBneHHH (o HcnpasneHHH: 0 IIHMHHe MHTpononHTe
titulus Ka) npecTona pyccicaro npe6blBaloury (Ka add. naTpaapxy)Ke). Cauexce H nHMHu MHTpo-
nonHT, erga xcHB cbiIi (erAa )XHB cbix om. RV, Ka), o HcupasneHHHH npecTojra pyccicaro npHH,ge
(npHraen 6k RV, Ka) x AHTOHHIO naTpHapxy B J4apbrpa.r. Borxce CBOIIMH cyr6aMH crrue yCTpOM
(COTBOpH RV): upeCTaBHCA IIHMHH MHTpOHOJIHT, AKO)KC npexce nHcaxoM, H TaxO (npeCTaBHCA-
TaKo om. RV) npecBAruennblx (RV add. xc) AHTOHex (Borxce-AHTOHex om. Ka) rrarpaapx,
611arOCJIOBH KHnpHAHa MHTpononHTOM (MHTpononHTe RV, Ka) Ha KHeB H Ha BCIO Pycb H OTnycTH
ero c 'IecTHIo Chron, Ka 383om. Ka 384 j[exa6pa Ka; Chron, Ka add. B 385 Chron, Ka add.
AeHbb 386om. Chron, Ka 387Chron, Ka add. enncxon cMonencIHi3 38814ona Chron, Ka
389cMonencKHH Ka 390erue Chron, Ka; Chron add. xe 391Chron add. H 392Chron, Ka add.
apxHmaHApHT 393Chron add. AyxoBHbII3 oTeub BenHKoro KnA3A; RV, Ka add. AMHTpeA; NChron
add. OTme4mnrxce HM; Chron add. H MaJIO; Ka add. H Taxo 3940TlHecTBHI3 Chron, Ka 395ero
Ka 396B'kcTHHK NChron 397o HHx-AKO: cnue, rnaronA NChron 398TOJIKo Ka; o HHx-TOYHIo
om. S 399om. Chron, Ka 400MHTponoJrHToM RV, Ka, NChron var. 401xopa6nb Chron,
Ka 4026e3B'kcTH Chron, Ka 4036bICTb Chron 404H H'hI[HH Chron, Ka 405o HHx, AKO om. S 406a

HHHH: 4py3HHxce Chron 407rnaronaxy Chron, Ka 408B Ka4i y-HHHH: AHO OT pa36oriHHK H36HeHH
cyTb; Hnaaxce riiaronaaxy, OT BeJIHKHX BtTp (B'kTpoB RV, Ka), 3'knH'k (om. Ka) BOJIHyeMH H BO
AMaCTprlnO oTHeceiH cyTb; HHHHxce rnaronaxy Chron 409cyTb Chron, Ka 470Taxce NChron; om.
RV, Ka 4J3cxa3yloatH-cnaceml 6bnaa: KHIlpaaHa Bcea PycHH, noBk,galorlie (noasnalome Ka)
MHOraa 6'kgbr Hx (Ka add. H) Mopcicaro rrnananaa, crpamnaro nyTH (om. Ka) cny'roBUrarocA
HM (Ham Ka), H xaxOBbl 6brma HM rpoMbl (H K ICOBbl-rpOMbl om. Ka), H (om. RV; Ka add.
BenHiibIH) TpecKH, H MJII HHa; H (om. Ka) OT cTpaxceHHH BOHH Mopcxnx 6brcTb Ayma Hx npH cMepTH;
H OT Benaxax B'bTpOB H BHXpOB (H BHxpOB om. Ka) pa3Bt3lHH (pa3ckAHbl RV, Ka) 6bHH31 Kopa6JIH Hx
HO Moplo, H (om. Ka) He BbAAxy Apyr mpyra, rAk no 6brcTb (ecTb Ka); Taxce (H Ka) Boxcoem
611arogaTHIO (MHJIOCTHIO Ka) 6ypA npecTa H 6brcTb THIHHHa BenHa, H no Man'k (6brcTb-no Man'k
om. Ka) co6paxoMCA BCH H cnacenH 6blxoM Chron 412npHHnbIxoM Ka 4130m. Chron 414RV
add. H; NChron add. Boxcoelo ManOCTHIO H npe9HCTbI3i Ero MaTepH 415oTHAoxoM Chron,
Ka 416caa cJH,IrnaBrue: npoAeTme cna cnoBeca Chron, Ka; NChron add. nncanaa B rpaMOTax x
HaM OT KHnpHAHa MHTpononHTe Bcea PyCHH, cnbimanme 417om. RV, Ka 418Chron, Ka add.
14 Ha copoxoycTbl HO 1IHMHH-L MHTpOHOHHT'b HO uepKBaM H HO MaaacTbIpeM (HO IUepKBaM-
ManacTblpeM om. Ka) AaBaxOM (AaBaxy Ka), H CBATaa M'kcTa CMOTpnxoM, H MHorouhne6HbIM
(Mnoro Ka) rpo6OM H (om. Ka) YIOAOTBOpnbIM MoII;eM (om. Ka) HOKJIOHAXOMCA. 419Mtcn a
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On the seventeenth of the month of December' 39 I saw the tomb of the great
Prophet Daniel which we reverenced and kissed.' 4° There is also a Church of the
Holy Mother of God where she performs a wonderful and extraordinary miracle
on Fridays; inside is an icon of the holy Mother of God [which is] the work
of Luke the Evangelist. 141 On the Sunday before Christmas I saw how the
"Furnace of the Three Holy Children" is performed142 in St. Sophia. It was
[done] after the patriarch had reverently celebrated the holy liturgy in all [his]
hierarchical dignity. On the twenty-second 141 I kissed the holy relics of
Anastasia144 and the head of St. Ignatius the Godbearer.'45

In the year 6898 [1390] Kalojan,146 the son of Andronicus, began to seek the
rule of Constantinople with Turkish aid. 141 He took the towns and fortresses as
he approached Constantinople, and began the siege there around Holy Easter.
On Holy Thursday Manuel, the son of the old Emperor Kalojan, came from
Lemnos with galleys to relieve Constantinople. On Holy Saturday almost fifty
conspirators were unmasked; some of them were blinded, and others had their
noses Slit. 148 Then all the land gates of the city except the gate near the
Prodromos [Monastery] were walled up and orders went out that stores [enough]
for two years be maintained. 149 But in the middle of the night on Wednesday of
the second week after Easter the common people opened the city gates to
Kalojan, the son of Andronicus, and to the Greeks [with him], but not to the
Turks. They [Kalojan's men] did no harm, but as for Manuel, he fled in galleys
with his possessions to the island of Lemnos. (Since it is three hundred miles from
Constantinople to the island of Lemnos, and sixty miles from Lemnos to the
Holy Mountain, it [Lemnos] is near the Holy Mountain.)lso

major lacuna in the preserved text of the work. It would seem more likely that the Russian visitor
either stopped his ecclesiastical visitations or, like so many travelers, interrupted keeping his diary.

139 Assumedly 1389.
1.. On the tomb of the Prophet Daniel, see Commentary § 43.
141 On this shrine, the Church of the Virgin T& Kupou, see Commentary § 44.
' 42 The primary meanings of the verb rjaditi are to arrange or to set up. Since Ignatius specifically

notes that the action he describes took place after the liturgy on the Sunday before Christmas,
rjadjat here seems to mean perform, for this liturgical drama was presented exactly at the moment
Ignatius notes. The furnace itself, the chief prop used in the play, would have been prepared and "set
up" beforehand. See Commentary § 8, on the Play of the Three Children.

143 December 22, 1389, it would seem.
'44See Commentary § 27.
'as See Commentary § 50.
'46Kalojan (KaXotiwavvrlc) is but a colloquial Byzantine form of the name John; note that very

shortly the text also applies it to Emperor John V (the "old Emperor Kalojan"). The contemporary
text of the Russian Anonymus calls the Golden Gate fortress which John V had strengthened
"Kalojan's Castle"; see infra, pp. 144-47.

147 See Commentary § 81, on the background of the insurrection.
148 Slitting the nostrils was a common Byzantine punishment.
149 See Commentary § 82, on these events.
`0 Ignatius' measurements of the distance from Lemnos to Constantinople and to the Holy

Mountain (i.e., Mount Athos) are correct if one disregards the unit of measurement (milja, or mile);
that is to say, the two figures which Ignatius cites bear the same relationship to each other as do the
true distances. Ignatius' mile is .617 of an English mile, a length which does not agree with either the
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Mtcslua4l9 AeKa6pM 17 BHAkx rpo6 Benxxaro npopoxa )laHHHna I3 rioKJloH-
IHecb uenoBaxoM. Ty eCTb uepKOBb CBA'rbla Boropo,Hua; Taxce aloAo A'bHCTByeT
B ISITOK CTpafHHO H npecnaBHO. ECTb 6o B HeH HKoHa CBSITMia Boropo,Hua,
nHcaHne JIyKH EBanreJIHCTa. B HeAtnlo riepe, PWKeCTBOMb XpHCTOBbIM BHA'kx
B CBSITOH Co(nHH, Kaxo pSIAAT HCIub CBSITblX TpOIO OTpOK. ICI Cny)KHBHIy
naTpHapxy CBATyIO JIHTyprHlo uecTHO BO BceM caxy CBSITHTen CICOM. B 22
uenoBax MOIuH cBATbia AHacTacHa H riiaBy CBSITaro 14rnaTHa Boronocllaro.

B nTbTo 6898420 AHApoHHKOB CbiH KanoaH Haua HcxaTH B L4apHrpaAt i apcTBa
c Typclcolo noMoiuHlo. 14 HpHa rpaAbi H nHprH, m npHHAe K LjapiorpaAy; 6n143
CBATbia Ilacxbl H B BeJIHKHH LIeTBepr IIpHHAe MaHyHJl cTaporo
uapsi CbIH KanoaHOB OT JIHMHOCa, B KaTaprax, Ha noMOlub I4apiorpa4y. B
BenHKylo Cy6oTy o6nHa4IHa KOpOMOnHHKOB AO IIATHAec5TH, OBbIx ocJTbrIHHIa,
a OBtM riocbl cpt3ama, H 3a3Aama BCA BpaTa rpaAy OT IIOJIA, a OCTaBHLna eAHHbI
BpaTa 6JIH3 IIpogpoMa, H IloBeJThma 6nIOCTH 3anac Ha ABa ro,a. Bo BTOpo}o
HeAl No nacxbi B cpejy 0 IWAYHOIIH AonHkfHiaa JIIOAH OTBOpHIHa BpaTa
rpa,Haa KanoaHy AHApoHHKOBHqy H IIyCTHfa ero c rpeuH, a 6e3 TypKOB, H
HHUbTOxce 3JIa He cbTBopHHIa. ManyHJ ce B KaTaprax y61?xce H c HMTbHHeM B
OCTPOB JIHMHOC. (OT LJapsn'pa,a AO JIHMHOCa OCTpOBa TpHCTa MHJIb, a OT
JIHMHOca Ao CBATbISI FOpbl HIeCTHAeCATb MHnb; 6JIH3 CBSITbie FopbI.)

etc. om. Chron, Ka; vide infra, no. 425. 4206988 Academy 16.8.13; 6908 Museum 939 42131pOCTH
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The old Emperor Kalojan locked himself in his castle, while his nobles fled to
the Church of St. Sophia.151 There was a din all over the city, and soldiers lit the
whole city with lanterns as they raced around the city on foot and on horseback
among the crowds [of people] in their nightclothes. 152 They [the soldiers] carried
weapons in their hands and had arrows ready in their bows as they cried, "HoXXa
is Eir] AvBpovixou" ["Long live Andronicus!"]. All the people, men, women,
and even little children, answered, with all the citizens shouting, "Hokk& is Eir]
`AvBpovixou" ["Long live Andronicus!"], inasmuch as [the soldiers] turned their
arms violently on those who did not cry out this way immediately.153 The
turmoil of the city was wondrous to see and hear: some people were trembling
with fright, others rejoicing. There were no slain to be seen anywhere, such was
the fear inspired by the brandished weapons. There were still skirmishes at
daybreak and they continued until midmorning, so that a few people were
wounded. By evening everyone had paid homage to the young son of Andronicus
as emperor; the city grew calm and sadness changed to joy. 154 Twice during that
year Emperor Manuel brought Frankish forces to Constantinople in galleys [to
take the city], but he was completely unsuccessful. Meanwhile, Kalojan went to
great pains to build military engines and hire troops. All summer long he, shelled
the castle of the old emperor with firearms, but he was unable to vanquish him.
Then Manuel came to Constantinople for the third time, [this time] with Romans
whose emblem was a white cross sewn of their chests; they contended bravely
with their enemies. He penetrated the limen, that is to say, the harbor, and
entered the castle where his father was. (A stone wall with high towers extended
to the water's edge so that the enemy was unable to reach him [the old emperor]
either by sea or by land.) Andronicus' son, however, remained in the field
besieging the old emperor.155 It was at dinnertime on the seventeenth day of the
month of September that Manuel left the fortress with all of his men and
unexpectedly fell on Andronicus' son while he was dining unarmed. Unable to
resist, he fled. His relative Gattilusi, however, fought on; but when he could no
longer [fight] he also took to flight.l5e

Then Manuel took Constantinople, while Andronicus' son took many pris-
oners around Constantinople. Manuel then went to pay homage to the Turkish
emperor; the Turk kept him [a prisoner] and sent to Manuel's father, saying,
"Manuel will not leave my hands until you destroy your castle." And so,

traditional Roman mile of antiquity or the Levantine sea mile used in Late Byzantine nautical
manuals. The sentence in the text noting the distances between Constantinople, Lemnos, and
probably a scribal interpolation into the text in any case, as its linguistic peculiarities suggest. Cf.
K. D. Seemann, "Zur Textiiberlieferung der dem Ignatij von Smolensk zugeschriebenen Werke,"
Byzantinische Forschungen, 2 (1967) = Polychordia. Festschrift Franz Dolger, 359..

' 51 These events are discussed in Commentary § 83.
152 The crowds [of people] in their nightclothes; the literal translation would be "the naked

crowds" (moAnaMu zoat).
"'This sentence is textually corrupt, but the sense given here is ascertainable.
' 54 See Commentary § 84, on these events.
151 See Commentary § 85.
116 On Manuel's defeat of young Kalojan, see Commentary § 86.
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CTapHH)Ke ixapb KanoaH 3aTBOpHCSI B CBOHX noslaTax, a 6osipe HX yCKO HUia B
IjepKOBb CBSITbie Coq)HH. 3BOH)Ke 6bICTb HO BCeMy rpagy, paTHHH)Ke OCB'hTHIIia
BeCb rpaj{ (4OHapMH, raHSIIOiije HO BCeMy rpa4y, H Ha KOHeX H n'bHIH TOJInaMH
FOJIbi, Opy)ICb$I gepxcanje B pyxax CBOHX, H CTptJIbI rOTOBbI B J1 KH noJioxcellbi,
KJIHUalonje: Ilona Ta HTe AHgpoHHKy, m BeCb Hapo.j, MyxcH H xcexbi, H MaJlbla
jthTH. 14 0TB'knjeBaioTb BCH rpaxcane, BorHIOII[e: Hona Ta HTe AHgpOHHKy.
I44exce CHiJe He B'b3'brJlar0JR0Tb Bcxopt, Ty HaBepTbisamOTb Slpo C421 opyxKHH.422
14 6k iIIOgHO BHjj'LTH H cJIbinIaTH KldlrLHHe rpaJjy. OBHH Co CTpaXOM TpeneTaxy,
a OBHH pagoBaxycsl, H He 6'k423 BH4'LTH y6HeHaro HHrge)Ke, TOJIHK CTpax no gaBa-

xy, opyxcHa Bl3Hoesnlje; jjHloxce rlpnen'Bnry, 1OJI yrpa Maslo naMSITOIIISICb H
maim H'kxonx ypaHHHIa. Jjo H0KJIOHHHIacsl BCH iiapio MnaJjoMy
AHJjpoHHKOBHLiy, H yTHLIIHCSI rpag, H npeJ 0)KHCb neHanb Ha pajoCTb. Ijapb
MaHynn Toro JTkTa IIpHB0AHJI gBOXCAM (ppsI3CKyi0 paTb KO Ljaplorpajry B
KaTaprax, H He yens HHLITOxce, a KaJlBaH noA'bx HCTOMy BeJlnxy, HapA icasl
nopoKH H paTH HaHMySI; 6HSICSI y nonaTb Bce JltTO IIyHIKaMH C CTapbIM IjapeMb H
He Moxce eMy o9oJ113TH. 14 ripHHleJj MaHyHJl TpeTbee K Ljapiorpagy c pHMJISIHbi,
THH)Ke Kptnxo Ha IIpoTHBHbIx, 3HaMSDKe HX Ha riepceX KpeCT 6tsi
HanIHT. ICI BHHge B JIHMenb, CHp$iIb IIpHCTaHHMC H BOHge B noJlaTbI K OTljio.
bsixy 6o c Kpaa MopiI CTTkHa KaMena H nHprOBe BbICOgH, He MOnjHO 6o eCTb
HHKaKO)Ke 1PHHTH K HeMy HH HO M0 B) CynoCTaTHbIM, HH no CyXy.
AHJjpOHHKOBHLDKe CTOSIIIie Ha 1OJIH, 6HSICSI C CTapblMb IjapeMb. bbICTb)K
MbCaua CeHTS16psi 17 JjeHb BO BpeMSI o6i a, IJapb MaIyHJI BbIlneq nC KaCTeJISI
CO BCtMH CBOHMH H yjjapH HeBtCTHO Ha AHjjpOHHKOBHtHI, o6tgalomy 6o eMy
HeB-bOpy)KeHy, H HeBb3MOr CTaTH, Ho6-h)Ke, CpQ HHK)Ke ero KaTaJIy3 6HSICSI, H He

BIE3MOr, TaKOxce 6kry SITCSI.

ICI npna MaHyHJI Ijapbrpajj, H n01JTSHH AHgpOHHKOBHH MHO)KeCTBO OKOJIO
Ijapsirpaaa. H noH,rke MaHyHn C H0KJl0H0M K TY CKOMy I4apio, H ygepxca ero
TypMHH IT npHCna K 0Tijy MaHyHJioBy, pene: JoHJgewe He pa30pHMb nojiaT
CBOHX, MaHyHJI OT pyKy MOe}O He H3bIjjeTb. ICI noBeJTk HCBOJIe}O noJlaTbI pa3OpH-

Museum 939; om. Academy 16.8.13; apo c: apocTb Rumjancev 35 422opyxcxeM Museum 939
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unwillingly, he [the old emperor] ordered the castle to be dismantled and he
himself returned to the old imperial palace where he died of grief.157 The Turks

freed Manuel, and he is emperor up to now.158
In the year 6899 [1391], on August fifteenth, the earth trembled.'59

On the Imperial Coronation160

In the year 6900 [1392], 161 on the eleventh' 62 [day] of the month of February,
on the Sunday of the Prodigal Son, Manuel was crowned emperor over the
Empire with his wife the empress by the holy Patriarch Anthony, and his
coronation was wondrous to see.163 That night an All-night Vigil Service' 64 was

held in St. Sophia. I went at daybreak, so that I was there [for the coronation] .161

A multitude of people were there, the men inside the holy church, the women in
the galleries. [The arrangement] was very artful; all who were of the female sex
stood behind silken drapes so that none of the [male] congregation could see the
adornment of their faces, while they could see everything that was to be seen.166

The singers stood [robed] in marvelous vestments; they had long, wide robes, like
sticharia, but all belted, and the sleeves of the robes were also long and wide.
Some [robes] were of brocade, others of silk, with gold and braid on the
shoulders. On their heads [the singers wore] pointed hats with braid. A multitude

57 See Commentary § 87, on the death of John V and the succession of Manuel.
Ss The notation that Manuel was still ruling dates Ignatius' written account to the period before

1425, the date of Manuel II's death.
"'There seems to be no other record of this earthquake, at least in Constantinople; see

G. Downey, "Earthquakes at Constantinople and Vicinity, A.D. 342-1454," Speculum, 30 (1955),
600. The sentence is either a scribal interpolation or, as suggested in Seemann, "Zur
Textuberlieferung," 352-55, possibly a remnant of an early chronicle redaction of the Ignatian
material.

"'The Sophia manuscript includes this title; several other manuscripts give it in expanded forms.
The chronicle version texts (and also the Kazan manuscript) resume at this point.

' 61 MS Trinity 765 and the Nikon Chronicle give the year as 6899 [1391].
"'The Kazan manuscript has "twentieth."
' 63 On the coronation of Manuel II, see Commentary § 88.
'64 The "All-night Vigil Service" (navvuxic), a combination of vespers and other offices, is the

normal Byzantine service for the evening before a feast or a Sunday. On this service as performed in
St. Sophia, see J. Mateos, Le Typicon de la Grande Eglise, I, OCA, 165 (Rome, 1962), xxii-xxiii;
II, OCA, 166 (1963), 311.

161 See Commentary § 89, on the hour of the service.
161 See Commentary § 89, on the place assigned to women in the church.
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TH, a ca m H3b1Ae B BeTXHH uapbCKblH ABOp H OT CKop6H IIpeCTaBHCA. ICI TypuH
MaIlyHna oTHycTHHIa, H 6bICTb uapb H AOHbIHt.

424B JTbTO 6899 ABryCTa 15 3eMJIA TpxcHynacA.

0 LjapbcxoM BbHTIaHHH425

426B JtLTO 6900427 M&Aua428 VeBpyapH5I429 I1 430 B HeJ[LJIIo o 6nyAHtM431
B'IiHliaH 6bICTb LJapb MaHyHJT432 Ha uapCTBO H CO uapHue}0433 CBSITLIM434 AHTO-

HHeM HaTpHapxoM. 14 6bICTb B'tHTiaHHe ero HIOAHO BHatTH.435 TOH436 HOIuH437
6bICTb438 BCe 6A'bHHe439 HOIuHOe440 B441 CBAT'bH CO(4HH.442 BOCHaBHIy443 AHH,444

HpHHAOX445 H a3446 TaMo.447 14448 6'hauie449 HapoJa450 MHO)KeCTBO,451 My)ICbCKbI

HOJI452 BHyTpb453 CBSITbia454 iiepKBH,455 a )KeHbCKb1456 Ha HOJIaTaX. 14 TOJIHKO
XHTp0 eCTb:457 BCH,458 H)Ke 6AXy459 )KeHCKa460110ny 461 CTOAXy462 3a HIHAHbIMH463

3aHOHaMH,464 a465 JIHub466 HX461 yKpameHHa468 HHKOMy)Ke OT HapoAa He469
BH9-ETH,410 HM)ICe BCA 3pHMa5i BHAeTH eCTb.471 rItBuH)ICe472 CTOAXy yKpa1IeHH

TIIOAHO, pH3bI473 H4bAXy,474 aKH475 CTHXapH HIHPOUH H AOJI3H, a BCH OHOACaHH,

pyKaBaxce pH3476 HX HIHpO11H, a477 AOJI3H,478 OBHH KBMTIaTH, OBHH479 HIHAHbI480

Ha1JIe'3HIH481 C 3JIaTOM482 H C Kpy)ICHBOM;483 Ha rJIaBaX HX484 OCKpHJIUH485 C Kpy)KH-

423S1 4241nc. T 4250 J4apbcxoM B'kHYamHH titulus S; om. T; inc. Ac: O BeHMaunH Maxyxna uapa
rpevecxoro H c uapHunro Ha uapCTBO Hxce B IjapxrpaAt titulus; inc. RV: 0 BbHHaHHH Maxyxna
uapa xa uapCTBO titulus; inc. Ka: 0 BemlaxxH uapa Maxoxna titulus; inc. J: 0 AhfCTSb xaxo
B'kH*IaH 6blcTb uapb Maxyxn rpeHecxHH Ha uapcTBO H c uapHuexs ero oTueM HX H 6oroMonueM
CBHT'MHUHM naTpxapxoM AHTOHHeM titulus 426inc. Ki, M, T2, AT, NChron; Chron, Ka add.
BHAtxoMxce 4276899 T, NChron; B nhTO 6900 om. RV, Ka 428om. Ka 429cpeapans1 Chron, Ka;
T2, Chron, Ka add. B 43020 Ka; Chron, Ka add. ReHb 43'RV, Ka, J add. Cbrxy 432Ar add.
14BaHOBMI; Chron, Ka add. uaperpaucxbfH 433NChron add. ero, 611aroCOBeH H noCTasneH;
Chron add. oTueM Hx 4341TpeCBAwel4HblM Chron; om. Ka 435B JTbTO-BHAeTH: bbICTb y6o
AtHCTBa Toro xa'lano cHue J; ICI 6bICTb-BHAeTH om. Ka; 6brcTb-BHAeTH: B RV; BeHHaHHe-
BHArkTH: nocTaBneHHe ero Ha uapCTBO CHueBO NChron 436J add. y6o 437J add. exce ecTb HeAenlo 0
6nymHOM CbIHh 438TOH HOIAII 6bICTb: ICI 6bInIa Ka 4396A±HHH) Ka 440HOIuHOMy Ka 441 Chron,
Ka, J add. BenHUeH uepKBH; NChron, J add. naTpxapuleCT ti; NChron add. B; J add. To ecTb BO
442T, Ki, M, T2, AT, Ac, NChron, J add. exce ecTb cxa3aeMo IlpeMyApoCTb Boxcxa; RV add.
npeMyApocTH Boxcxa 443HaCTaBuIyxce Chron, Ka, J 444AxIO J 445rrpHHAoxoM S, M, Chron, Ka, J
446H a3 om. Chron, Ka, J 447Chron, J add. H Aama HaM; Chron, Ka, J add. CMOTpHTH caxa Toro H
YHHa Ha (om. Ka) nocTaBnexxe (noCTasneHHB Ka) 4480M. j 449cHHAecn Chron, Ka, J; J add. race
450Chron, J add. MHoroe 451MHOro Ka 452Myxcbexbl non: MyxceH H XCeH R.V, Ka; J add. y6o
453RV, Ka add. BeJIHKHM 454om. RV, Ka, J 455RV, J add. cBSITbIH; Chron, J, Ka add. Co4HH
456RV, Ka, J add. y6o; Chron, Ka, J add. non; J add. we 457TOnrxo-ecTb: cxue AHBHO H
mo6oMyr po 6brcTb NChron, J 458om. J 459H)Ke 6axy: y6o NChron, J 460xcexcxaro NChron, J;14
TonHxo-xcexcxa om. RV, Ka 461 non RV, Ka 462CTOA T, Ki, M, T2; cToAme Ac 463HIHAaHLIMH
Chron, J; I IHAaxbl Ka 464NChron, J add. xa nonaTax 465om. NChron; H RV, Ka, J 466JIHua

Ka 467om. Ka; RV, J add. H 468Chron, Ka, J add. npenecTHaro; Chron add. H MepTBexarO
469om. RV 470HHxoMyxce-BHAeTH om Ka 471HM)Ke-BHAeTH ecTb: H (om. RV) camHxce THH
My)KHe H (om. RV) BCH Myxcexaro Holly (Myxcexaro pony om. RV) CTapHCCKHM'UHOM oAexcraMH
)IparHMH oieaHH, KpOMh BcaKOrO wanneHHa; xcexxce HHxaxo BHAeTH Myra(eM (BHAeTH My)lceM: race
BHAHO 6h OT Myxceii J) B uepxBH TOR (om. J), xcexblxce, cTO$Iwe Ha nonaTax (xcexxce HHKaxo-Ha
nonaTax: xceHbnx RV) BIIAaxy BCa Chron, J; HMxce-BHAeTH eczb: 14 caMHxce MyracH o$eracJaMH
AparHMH 0913U M BHAAXY Bca. Taxce H Ka; RV add. Taxoxc H 4721IeBUH Ka 473nopTbl T; Ac add.
Hxce 474HMesi J 4755IKO J; Chron, J add. CBSIHieHHbIM 476HOpT T; a BcH-pH3: CHuexce (om. J) II
pyxosa NChron, J 477H T, Ar, Ac, NChron, J 478a BcH-AOn3H om. RV 479a HHHH Ar; Apy3HH
NChron, J; Chron, J add. race; J add. 3narbi 4801irgisnlbl Chron, J 481Haruleuxbl Ar, Ac, NChron;
oruTk'IHSI RV, J; Chron, J add. xce; pH3bI HMbsixy-HanneumH om. Ka 482C 3naTOM: 3naTbl,
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of them had gathered; their leader was a handsome man [with robes] white as
snow.161 Present were Franks from Galata,' 68 and others from Constantinople,
Genoese and Venetians.169 Their arrangement was wondrous to see, for they
stood in two groups, [some] wearing purple velvet robes, others cerise velvet. One
group wore [its] emblems on the chest in pearls, and the other had its own
emblems, which all matched.17 ° Under the galleries on the right-hand side was a
chamber [and] twelve steps two sazhens wide all covered with red stuff. On this
were two gold thrones." '

That night [i.e., the previous night] the emperor had been in the galleries,172
but when the first hour of the day began, the emperor descended from the
galleries and entered the holy church through the great main doors which are
called "imperial," 173 while the singers chanted indescribable, unusual music.
The imperial procession was very slow-paced, so that three hours [were con-
sumed going] from the main doors to the chamber. Twelve men-at-arms [walked]
on either side of the emperor, all in mail from head to foot, and in front of them
walked two black-haired standard-bearers with red staffs, clothing, and hats.

1 67 On the choristers and their robes, see Commentary § 89.
'I I Galata (Pera, the modern Beyoklu), across the Golden Horn from Constantinople proper, was

the Genoese concession in the Byzantine capital. "Franks" is a general term for people from the Latin
countries of Europe.

169 The chronicle version adds to the list of foreigners present at the coronation, "Romans from
Rome, foreigners from Spain, and Hungarians."

170 For "One group ... all matched" the chronicle texts read, with minor variations: "They all had
emblems, and each group had its own device which was worn on the chest. For some it was of pearl,
for others a gold bangle around the neck, or a gold chain on the neck and breast. Some had one
emblem, others another, still others a different emblem, so that all in all, each group had its own
device." This section is textually corrupt in both versions; the meanings given here are ascertainable,
but the syntax of both redactions is patently incorrect.

On the foreigners present at Manuel's coronation, see Commentary § 90.
... MSS Sophia 1464 and 1465 and Trinity 765 read "columns" (cronna) for "thrones" (cToila).

On the coronation thrones in St. Sophia, see Commentary § 90.
"I This phrase can also be translated "in the palace"; see Commentary § 91.
' 73 The imperial doors are the central doors leading from the inner narthex to the nave of the

church; they were reserved for use on ceremonial occasions; see Commentary § 3.
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BOM.486 H481 MHO)KeCTBO HX Co6paHH.488 CTapt11IIIHH489 HX 6t My)Kb490 KpaCeH,49'

aKH cHtr, 6'IiJI.492 flaxy)Ke493 Ty494 H495 4)p5I30Be496 OT FaiiaTbI, a HHHH491 uape-

rpaAUH, a HHHH498 3eHOBHIjII,499 a500 HHHH50' BeHeAHKH,502 H TLX 65HIIe LIHH B11J LTI4

xnogeH.50314 CTO$xy Ha ABa JIIIKa,504 HMbMXy505 Ha ce&b graTb,506 6arpslHa 6apxa-
Ta 507 a Apy314H508 BHHIHero 6apxaTa,509 H510 eAHH511 JIHK HMksaueS72 311 MSI xa
rlepcex5'3 xceHM11o)KeH,514 a Apy3HH cBoe 3HaMSI515 HM1;HIa576 Ha BCbX517 paBHo.5'8
14519 6sime520 11O 521 11oJIaTaMH 110522 rlpaBOll pyu1;523 uepTor524 12 cTe11eHH,525
IIIHpuHOIO526 AB'b caxceHH, a o611eaeH527 Becb528 uepneHbbIM529 IepbBueM, Ha530
HeMxce537 Am cTona532 3JIaTbl.

533HOIUH Tos1534 uapb535 Ha IIOJIaTax536 6b1CTb537 H erja IlpHCllt. rlepBbfH Mac
AHH, H538 CHHAe uapb539 c 11o31aT540 11541 BHHAe542 B CB51TyIO uePKOBb 11pe,HHMH

BeJIHKHMH543 ABepMH,544 H)Ke 30ByTbCb545 uapCKaa.546 A547 lItBubI548 HOSIXy
H'bHHa549 CTpaHHa550 H HeCKa3aHHa.551 14 6bICTb meCTBHe I.apeB0552 TOJIHK0553
THX0554 TpH ggac555 OT HpeAHHX BpaT556 go LIepTora.557 O6allon558 uapsl 12
opy)KHHKa,559 OT rJIaB HX H AO HOry560 Bee )KeJTh3HO,567 a Hpe, HHMb HAyT562 ABa

CT51WKa563 BJIaCbI =IepHbl, a pea HX H pH3bI564 H IIIalbKbl uepJIeHbI.565 A566

cpe6peH i J; Chron, Ka add. H 3 (om. RV, Ka) 6HcepoM 483J4 c xpyXCHBOM om. RV 484NChron
add. we 485T, M, Ar, Ac, NChron add. ocTpbl; NChron add. C 3naTOM H 3 6HCepoM H 486Ha

rnaBax-KpyxcuBOM om. J 487NChron, J add. MHOroe 488NChron, J add. H TOJIHKo 6bicTb MHHHO,
no (J add. al(H) HarmcaHbr 3pMXyCR 489NChron, J add. we 490om. S, T; NChron, J add. AHBeH
H 49'Ar add. 61; NChron, J add. 3knO, H CbAHRaMH 4926'knksicsl NChron, J; aiH CHkr, 6kn om. T;
H c xpy)xxsoM-6kn om. RV, Ka 493Bbimaxce T; 4isixyxce Chron, Ka; btxyxce J 494Chron, Ka, J
add. H pHMnsme (om. J) OT PHMa (oT PHMa om. RV, Ka) H OTO (He Ka; om. RV) Hdcnainia
(Hcnaimsme H RV) HbMAbI 495om. Ar 496cpR3H J 497-980m. J 4990T FanaTbI-3eH0BHwI: H
3HHOBHSIIre RV, Ka 500om. J; H RV, Ka 501om. BY, Ka, J 502BeHeunubl T, Ar, Ka; BeHHujH
Chron; BttHerbl J; Chron, Ka, J add. a (H RV, Ka; om. J) HHHH (om. RV, Ka; RHk J) yrpH 50311 T4;x-
MroueH om. RV, Ka; Fssmuexce BCkx pk3HLIA MHH, H BHAaHHeM MyjHbi J 50414 CTORXy-mHica om. RV,
Ka; Chron, J add. H Koxcuo cBoea 3eMn$ 3HaMS (3HaMeHHe RV); Ka add. xoxio 505nMyn e RV, Ka
506sraTbr: H ogkaHHa Chron, Ka, J; NChron, J add. oBHH; Ka add. CAT 5076arps1Ha 6apxaTa:
6arpsrHbi 6apxaTbi NChron, J 508a Apy3HH: OBHH J 509BHmHero 6apxaTa: BHHIHCBbI 6apxaTbi
NChron; BHmhIeBbl J 510om. Ar, NChron, J 511 om. NChron, J; NChron, J add. a HHHH TeMHocH-
HH 6apxaTbr (om. J), a xmrH (J add. )Ke) uepHbi 6apxaTbl, Bcslxce cTaptecxHM MHHOM, HeManniiBa;
cHuexce (om. J) H 3HaM5IHa HMkaxy xotxczo 512J add. 3HaKH pa3HbIs; NChron, J add. cane 513T

add. KpecT; NChron, J add. Homaxy: OBHH 514xcemuor xceH S; xceHMior Ar; NChron, J add. OBHH
(HHHH)Ke J) o6py4b 311aT Ha ruTH, OBHH (J add. we) MbHb 311aTy Ha m1IIr (BbIH J) H Ha nepcex
515NChron, J add. a HHHH cnoe 3HaMR, a cHH CBoe 3HaMS (a HHHH-3HaMa OM. J) KOi3x<AO nxx;
NChron add. cBoe 3HaMs 516HMksnna T; HMkaxy NChron; HM'ksime J 517Ha BCkx: BCH NChron;
om. J 518om. J 519om. NChron, J 52061ame M, Ar, Ac, NChron; NChron, J add. )Ice 521ri0 J
522Ha T2, Ac, NChron, J 523cTpaHt T, Ar, NChron; cToponk J 5244epToroB NChron, J
525NChron, J add. xe 526J add. no 527o6oneBeH Ar; o6om'eHH NChron, J 528Bca NChron, J
529MepsneHbIM NChron, J; Repubnvi Ar 530B Ar 531 HHxxce NChron, J; NChron, J add. HOCTasneHHH
532CTonna S, T 533Chron, J add. Toruaxce 534TOI3 Ar, NChron, J 535NChron, J add. Maxyxn
536nomax T2 5376bui S, M 538-39om. NChron, J 540uonaTbI Ar, Ac 5416arpsrua 6apxaTa (vide
supra, no. 507)-H om. RV, Ka 542RV, Ka add. xce uapb 543om. RV, Ka 544BpaTbI RV; des.
Ka? 545rJIaroJrroTcg NChron, J 546uapexi4a ABepH NChron; ilapcKH3i ABepMH J 547om. J 548Ar
add. HpeA imrvi; J add. xce 549NChron, J add. npeMior;HO H 550cTpamua T 551J add. AKo; NChron,
J add. yM ripeB-bexoA5uua; Hxce 3OByTbCB-Hecxa3aHHa om. RV 552ero RV; uapcxo J 553om. RV
554T add. SIKo; NChron add. H KpOTKO; RV add. KpOTKO 3'kn0 555TpH Mac: He eAHH Mac, Macbl HAe J
556npe4HHx BpaT: npeA ABepeH Ar 557TpH Mac-MepTora om. RV; Chron, J add. A 558oxono
J 559opyxcHHKoB Chron, J; NChron add. H; RV add. a 560Hor Hx NChron; HOr J 561xce k30H
RV; xceJrb3Hbi J 562rpa4sxy NChron, J 5633HaMR T; xoplorBH Ar 564npbTbi T 565MepBneua J
566I 4J 567NChron, J add. T'kMH 568om. T, Ar; Btma Ac; ABa NChron 5693HaM$IMH T; xopl0FBMH
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Heralds with silver-covered staffs walked before the two standard-bearers.174
When the emperor had entered the chamber he donned the purple and the
diadem, and [placed] on his brow the Caesar's crown with crenellations. 1 15 Then,

leaving the chamber, he went up to escort the empress [to the throne] .16 After
they had sat down on the thrones the liturgy began, with both the emperor and
the empress seated. -

When the procession was about to begin,177 the two chief deacons approached
the emperor and bowed to the waist. The emperor rose and went to the sanc-
tuary, with the standard-bearers [going] before him and the men-at-arms on
either side of him. The emperor entered the sanctuary, while the standard-bearers
and men-at-arms stood in front of the sanctuary, on either side of the holy
doors.178 The emperor was vested in a short little purple phelonion reaching to
the waist, and [so vested] the emperor walked in the procession carrying a candle
in his hand.179 As the patriarch completed the procession, he went onto the
ambo180 with the emperor, and the crown of the emperor was brought on a
covered tray, as was that of the empress. After the two chief deacons had gone to
the empress and bowed, the empress also went to the ambo. The patriarch placed
the crown181 on the emperor, and put a cross into his hand. The emperor then
stepped down and placed a crown on the empress. They returned to their places

14On the entrance of the emperor and his entourage, see Commentary § 91.
"'The imperial regalia is discussed in Commentary § 92.
16 The empress' entry is discussed in Commentary § 92.
1"This is the first procession in the liturgy, the so-called "little entrance" (11 µlxpd &Y9060S),

during which the Gospel Book is carried around the church with great ceremony and then returned to
the high altar.

"'The "holy doors" are the central doors of the inconostasis or sanctuary screen in a Byzantine
church. Only clergy and emperors are allowed to enter the sanctuary through these doors, and then
only at specified moments during divine services.

19 On the emperor's participation in the liturgy, see Commentary § 92.
"'The ambo was a large pulpit in the center of the nave of the church from which the scripture

lessons were read and where imperial coronations took place. On the location of the ambo in St.
Sophia, see G. Majeska, "Notes on the Archeology of St. Sophia at Constantinople: The Green
Marble Bands on the Floor," DOP, 32 (1978), 299-308.

' 81 Only MSS Tolstoj 341 and Museum 939 have "crown" here as the original reading. The original
scribe of Museum 3271 crossed out "cross" and wrote the word "crown." Academy 16.8.13 has
"cross" corrected to "crown" in the margin by a contemporary hand. "Crown" is clearly the
preferred reading here, although "cross" is the reading of the best manuscripts (see supra, pp. 67-73).
The Urhandschrift quite likely carried "crown" (B'bHeu) here, but in an abbreviation which was
misread as "cross" (xpecr) by the copyist of the archetype of the preserved textual tradition.

The editor of the chronicle version of Ignatius' "Journey" apparently noted this anomaly and
attempted to rectify it by replacing the succeeding sentence of the basic text ("The emperor then
stepped down and placed a crown on the empress") with his reconstruction of what must have taken
place: "Then taking the Caesar's crown, the patriarch blessed the emperor and laid the Caesar's
crown on his head. He then placed the other crown in his hand, and bade him step down and place it
on his empress. He then stepped down, and standing below, he lifted his hand and the crown to the
patriarch on the ambo, and the patriarch, standing on the ambo, blessed the emperor and empress
from afar with his hand." This emendation is preserved, with but minor variations, in the Nikon
Chronicle, the Russkij Vremennik, and the Yaroslavl Rituale.

On the actual rite of coronation, see Commentary § 93.
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npeA567 gBtMa568 CTSDICKb1569 HAyTbS70 11oABO11CKHI1;571 nocoxbi Hx cpe6poM572

3axoBanbl.573Ilapbxce, BineT B'IepTor,574 o611euecA B575 6arpAHIM10 H A11aAHMy576
H BI3Heub xecapbcxbin577 Ox0110 rnaBb1578 C CTOnn'bgIHKH.579 143Ine,L[580 H3 nep-
Tora,581 B3bIAe Ha Bepx582 H r1pHBeLoLHa583 uapnulo, H ctroma584 Ha CTO51-Lx;585
H 586 HaMama587 JIHTyprHlo. A uapb c iJHTb H uapHua.588

14 erga xoTSnue 6bIT14 BbIxoA, H npHme,1He589 ABa Ben11Kaa590 AHMKOHa591 K

uapb, H CTBOpHIna IOKSIOH Man go nepcen.592 14 B'bcTa593 uapb,594 nOHAe K
onTaplo, a CTSUKKH595 npe, 1HMb596 H opy)ICHHIIH o6anon ero.597 14598 BMeALUy599
uapio60° B601 0nTapb,602 cTama CTSI)xxn603 H opy)KHHuH npeA604 onbTapeM Ha o61i
cTpan"b605 CBSITbIx ABepeub,606 H o61eKOma uapM607 B608 CpenoHeub609 Man, go 11oM-

ca,610 6arpsiH,611 H HAe uapb Ha Bb1xo4, cB'bnga612 B pyu.h Aepxca.613 14 cTBapsa614,
naTpnapx Bxo,,615 B3bIAe616 Ha617 OM60H, H uapb C HHMb. 1/1 npnnecoma618
uapc1HH B±Heub Ha 6nIojk,619 noxpoBen, TaKO K H uapHr uH.620 II1e,H1a ABa
BenHKaa AnaKOHa 11621 CTBOpHH1a 1OKJIOH Man uapIuH;62214 npHnwe uapHua623 AO

am60Ha. 14 no51o)KH624 naTpHapx B'bHeub625 Ha caps H gage eMy xpecT B pyxy. 14
cmeL uapb Aojrb626 11 110510)x11 B'hHeub Ha uapHu10,627 H nOHAOHia Ha CBOe628

Ar 570rpaAaxy NChron, J 571IOABOACKHC T, Ar, NChron; no ABOi xoxex J; NChron, J add. a
572NChron, J add. H 3naTOM 573oxoBaHbl NChron, J; NChron, J add. a Ha KoHgax Hx xceMgloroM
()KeMVlora J) oca iceHO (noca)KeHbl J); Bee )KeJ'k3HO-3axoBanbl om. RV 5741japb)xe-HepTOr:
Aomegnlyxce (Ilomegulyxce J) uapb Ao (om. RV) gepTOra, x BHHge B npecBtTnblli Tou (om. J.)
HepTOr, H Chron, J 575Chron, J add. Kecapcxylo 576AHamngy S, M 577uapbcxbrn Ar; Ka add.
BO3JO)KH 5780KOn0 rnasbl: rIOJO)In3 Ha rJaBy Ar 5790KOJO-CTOnnbgHKH om. RV; c CTOJnb'IHKH:
CBolo Ar; c cToJnbgHKH: Co HCTO'IHHKH J; C CTOnnb'IHKH: CHOg CTOJ16HHICH Pogodin 1952; Chron, J
add. Bo3noxcH; Ar, NChron, J add. H 580H3bue Chron, J 581 Chron, J add. R 582MtCTO RV,
Ka S83RV add. x HeMy 584Chron add. o6a 585CTOnTk Ki; Ar, Chron, Ka, J add. 3naTbrx
586Torga Chron, J; NChron, J add. y6o 587Ar, Chron, J add. 6oxcecTBeaylo 588CtbAaTb H uapHlIa:
CkgHT Ha 311aTAM cToJ'h, CHuexce (Taxowge J) a uapuua CkgHT Ha 3naTOM cTOn'k NChron, J; om.
RV 589npHHAOIna T, Ar 590om. RV 591apxngaaKOHa Chron, J 592go nepceH: TOgH10 rnasbl
CBOs K nepceM CBOHM MaJO npeKJIOHH 1a 611arm IHHHO 3tno H (om. J) ycTaBHO NChron, J; ycTaBHO
RV 593BOCTaB Ar 594NChron, J add. H 5953HaMM T; xoplorsH Ar 596NChron, J add. rpsulaxy
597a CTSlxcIH-CrO om. RV; n opyxcHHxH-ero om. J; NChron add. rpsiislxy 598om. NChron,
J 599npnnleAbuly J; NChron, J add. we 600eMy RV 601NChron, J add. CBBTbu1 602T add. H
6033naM31 T; XOp1orBH Ar 604NChron, J add. CBSITbIM 605CTpanbl Ar, J 606ABepeI3 uapCKHX
NChron, J; CTama-gBepeub om. RV 607ero RV 608Chron, J add. CB$UUeHHbMI3
6094enon Ar 610go noslca om. RV 611Chron, J add. exce ecTb PH3HubI Manb1 6arpslubl,
To4H1o (Manbl-TO'Imo om. RV) go HOSICa 612CB'kuy Chron, J 613Chron, J add. AHTOHeII
we naTpnapx CTOSUUe (cbAsnne J) Ha CBoeM M'kcTb (RV add. no) cpegH uePKBH
614COTBopb RV 615BbIXOII T, Ac, Chron; J add. H 616om. RV 617Chron add. CBMWeH-
Hbni; J add. cBSnuenocHbri 618Chron, J add. K naTpnapxy 619Ar add. 3naTt 620Chron,
J add. BtHeub npnaecoma x naTpnapxy (HeMy RV); NChron, J add. Ha 6nlogk
HOK OBeH 621IIIeAnia-H: 14 611arocnoBHIHACA (6JaroCJ0BHBnrecb RV) y naTpnapxa ABa BeJIHKaa
(om. RV) apxMgnaKOHa, H HAou1a (nongoma RV) no uapHIIHRy u Chron, J; NChron, J add.
npnulejrue x Hell 622CTBOpHma-uapnuy om. RV; uapHUH om. NChron, J; NChron, J add.TMIH1o
rnasbl CBOSI 1[O nepcel3 CBOHX HpeKJOHHIII51 611aro'IHHHO H ycTasxo 3kJ0 623uapb Ac 624NChron
add. npecBSUueHHbIFI; J add. CBSIT flHM 3 625BkHeub Tolstoj 341, Museum 939; xpecT corr. in BkHeu
M Academy 16.8.132 marg.; xpecT alii MSS 626c aMBOHa Ar 62714culeg-gapuulo: 14 B3eM
xtkcapCKHF1 BbHeub naTpHapx (h1 B3eM-riaTpHapx om. RV) H 61larocJOBH uapsl, H B03J0)KH Ha
rllaBy ero (eMy RV) KecapcKHR (om. RV, J) BtHeub, a gpyrHI B-bHeub (om. J) gage eMy (om. J) B pyxy
ero, H nonen'k eMy BO3JIOXCHTII (RV add. ero) Ha uapnuy ero (om. RV, J), cbmeg goat (cbluei gontk
om. RV). OHxce (Ljapb)Ke RV) CHHge goJrk (co aM6ona RV) H noMasLB, Aont (om. RV, J) CTOSI,
naTpnapxy Ha aH6oH pyxolo H BhHueM (H B'kaueM om. RV), j4 naTpnapx, CTOSI Ha aM6o1k, H3ganege
6JarocnoBH pyxolo cnoeio uapsr H uapnuy. Oimxe o6a Kynxo paBHO (o6a-paBHo om. RV)
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and sat on the thrones, while the patriarch completed the procession and what
follows it.

When it was time for the Cherubimic Hymn,' 8 z the two chief deacons went
and bowed to the emperor as [they had done] previously.18 ' The emperor rose
and went into the sanctuary where he was vested in a little phelonion. Carrying a
lighted candle in his hand, he preceded the holy oblations during [their] trans-
ferral. Who can express the beauty of this [moment]? The [singing of] the
Cherubimic Hymn continued as long as the procession of the holy oblations
lasted. Then, standing at the altar, the emperor censed while the holy oblations
were brought into the sanctuary. He remained in the sanctuary until [the time for]
holy communion.' 84

When it was time for holy communion, the two chief deacons went and bowed
to the empress. When she had descended from her throne, the people standing
there tore apart all the drapes on the chamber, each wanting as large a piece as
possible for himself. The empress entered a wing of the sanctuary by the south
doors, and was given holy communion there. The emperor, however, received
communion from the patriarch at the altar of Christ together with the priests.' 85

4

"'The singing of this hymn accompanies the offertory procession (r`l µsyakrl ctao6oS).
"'That is, before the first procession of the liturgy.
184 See Commentary § 94, on the emperor's participation in the "Great Entrance."
185 On the communion of the imperial couple at their coronation, see Commentary § 95.
At this point the chronicle version of the text adds: "After he [the emperor] had left the sanctuary,

the patriarch also left the sanctuary, and sat on his episcopal throne. The emperor then went up to
him in the purple robe of the Caesars and the diadem, and the patriarch blessed him and his empress
and charged him to preserve his imperial Orthodox teachings steadfastly and neither to change the
ancient canons in any way, nor to seize what was not his. [The patriarch also enjoined him] to preserve
above all else the fear of God and [to keep] the thought of death [always before him], `for dust thou art
and unto dust shalt thou return' [Gen. 3:15], and similar things such as are included in their rubrics.

"No one could come up to the emperor to wish him health after the patriarchal discourse-not
even the princes, boyars, or warriors dared-until the marble workers and tomb builders had
approached him, bringing [samples of] marble and stone of various types to show him. They went up
to him and said, `What sort of tomb will your majesty order for himself?', symbolically reminding
him [of death]. `You are a mortal man, and subject to corruption,' they said, `but passing through this
vain and transient grievous life which will soon perish. Look after your soul, establish a righteous
empire. The greater you are the more you must humble yourself, lest you be held even more strictly
accountable as a powerful man. For just as the blasphemous sin before God, so do the haughty sin
before God in [their] pride. Most especially, however, be possessed always of the fear of God,
humility, love, and mercy, and may you be kept and preserved by the Lord's heavenly love and
mercy.'

"So they declaimed just as it is written in the rubrics. Afterward, the princes, generals, consuls, and
warriors, and all the nobles, spoke to him as is customary. Then has the emperor been crowned for the
Empire and been blessed by the patriarch with great solemnity, humility, and fear of God." (There
are minor variations among the various texts of the chronicle redaction in this section.)

On the patriarchal charge and the "Momento mori," see Commentary § 96.
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M1CT0629 11 ctgoma Ha630 CTOJTtX. A naTpHapx Bxo4631 CTBOpH H npo'Iee.632
14 erma XepyBHMcxaa n'bCHb goCnt,633 H L11e,r iua BeJi11Ka634 ,LwaKOHa635 H636

CTBOpHLna uapio nOKJIOH, SIKO)Ke H npexce.637 14638 B-bCTBB uapb,639 H,L[e B OJI-

Tapb.640 14 og.bmma 11641 B642 (peJLOHeub, H npe) meCTBOBa643 npe)J; CBSITbIMH644
,gapMH645 B npeHOC,646 CBtMy B03)KeHy B pyut gepxca. KOMy ecTb MOMHO
HCHOBt,aaTH KpacOTbI TOM! EJIHKO ,L 0JIFO 61 L11eCTBHe CBSITbIM ,L[apoM,647 KOJIHKO

XepyBHMCKoe neCHH eCTb,648 14 110 BX091i CBSITbIX649 Aap0B Ka,LUITb uapb650
OKOJIO651 npecTOJIa. 14 11pe6bICTb652 B OJITapH 90 CBATaFO npH'3aijeHHa.

14653 er,L[a654 6bICTb 4aC655 CBATOMy656 HpHLIaCTHI0,657 H658 meALIIa BeJIHKaA659
gHaKOHa660 CTBOpIILna 110KJI0H661 uapHuH 662 14663 era a664 CH4,L[e665 0T666 npeCTOJia

)JOJTt, H Ty CTOALIMH HapOgH pa3,L panla667 BCI0668 0110Hy LIepTOWHyI0,6691(01111x0

KTO B'bCXHTH ce6t.670 14 BHHge ilapHua671 IO)KHJIMH BpaTbI B Kp11JI0 oJITapA, H
Aama eH CBATOC672 npF1 acTHe;673 uapb)Ke OT naTpnapxa674 C675 cBALueHHHKH676

npHHIaCTHCA y npeCTOJIa XpHCTOBa. 143Lnegmmy)Ke eMy 143 uepxBe,677 ocbInama

COTBOpnmA 110Kn0H (RV add. K) naTpnapxy Chron, J 628CBOU Chron, J 629M'hcTa Chron, J
630Chron, J add. 3naTbIx 631BbIXO) Chron 63211poHee: BHHjje BO CBSITbIH OJITapb uapcxHMH
ABepMH (uapcIcHMH ABepMH om. RV) Chron, J 633npxcnrk Chron, J 634BennKHSl J
635apxHAnaxoxa Chron; apxngnaKOHbI J 636om. Ar 63731KOxce n upexce: Man, TO-11HO rnaBbl
CBOSI (om. RV) ic nepceM cBOHM (om. J) npeKJIOHHma 6naro'iilHH0 n yCTa3HO 3'hno. TorAa y6o (n
ycTaBHo-y6o om. RV) Chron, J 638om. Chron, J 639uapbxce RV; NChron, J add. C crpaxom H
TpeneTOM, H C BenxnHM BHHMaHHeM 611aroHHHHO 3'Lno; J add. TorAa 640HAe B onTapb: Co TIuaHHeM,
H BHIIge-co crpaxom BO cBnThri onTapb RV 641ero Chron, J 642om. M, Ar, Ac; Chron,
J add. CBslu eHHbiA 643npexce BChX uieCTBOBa Chron, J; Chron, J add. uapb 644CB5ITbISI

RV 645uapcIHMH ABepMH NChron, J; uapcxnsl ABepH RV 646nepeaock Chron; nepcoHh (sic)
J 647KoIvly ecTb-gapoM: CHUG H30 OJITap5I H3bige H BO OJITapb BHW,Ije, npexce BCtX OH rp3lAHuIe, H

no Hem 6naro9HHH0 (J add.'IeCTHO) H yCT BHO 3'kJlo (H yCTaBHO skno om. RV) CB$UneHHbIH BennKbn3
(om. RV) cb6op Chron, J; RV add. 611aroyxpameHHO stjio; NChron, J add. c Bennxoio xpaCOTOI0, H
'ieCTHIO, H CnaBOIO CBSInjeHHOIO H 6oxceCTBeHOI0. JAI TOnHICO 6biCTb 611aroHHHHO, H 'IeCTBOBaHHO (H
'ieCTBOBanno: HeCTHO J), H npeyxpameno, SIKO yM YenoB"k'IecxbfH npeB03XOASI; MHOro)ICe 6Snue
IIIeCTBHe HX C CBSIThIMH (J add. xce) gapbi 648KOnnxo-ecTb om. RV; NChron, J add. OT HaHS1JIa H Ao
xoHua, Cnue HIeCTBHe Hx; HkHHexce 6Sluie AOnrO 3'hno, H (Aonro 3'kno, n: Aonron'kno J) Kppacno,
(J add. npe4IIBHO) H yMHJIHO. 64914 no BXOgt cBsTbIx: Ho npeHeceHuH (RV, J add. xce) BO CBSITbI4
onTapb (Bo-onTapb om. RV) csnnjeHHbbix H 6oxcecTBeHbix (n 6o 1ceCTBeH,IX om. RV) Chron,
J 650om. J 651NChron, J add. cnaiuerlHaro; RV add. CBSlTaro 652NChron, J add. uapb 653om.
J 654J add. xce 655Bpemsl Chron, J 656CBATaro RV, J 657npH9aiueHHlo NChron; npuYaMeHHSI
RV, J 658om. J 659npegpe9Haa T; ABa RV; BeJIHxna J 660apxngnaxoua NChron; apXngnaxoH
RV; apxiignaxoxbi J 66'NChron, J add. man 662NChron, J add. T0'4HIO rnasbi CBOSI K nepceM
CBOHM npexnoHHma 611aro9HHHO H yCTaBHO rbsio; RV add. TOYHIO go nepceii CBOHX 663om.
J 664om. RV 665Chron, J add. uapnua 666co RV 667pa3pama Ar; pa3ogpama Chron; pa3gama
J 668om. Ac 669NChron, J add. IrkcapCKyio 670MOxceT J 671 Chron, J add. c BenHKHM CTpaxoM;
NChron, J add. H (om. J) TpeueTOM, H (om. J) yMHneHHeM, H CMHpemeM 672om.
Ar 673npH'Ianjenne Ki, J 674pnapxa (sic) AC 675om. AC 676C CBSInjeHHHKH om. RV 677onTapsi
Chron, J; RV add. Taxoxc; Chron, J add. naTpnapxyxce (naTpnapxy n RV) chWiuy Ha cBoeM
CBSITHTencIOM M±CT'k, H30 OnTap2 H3meguly, (RV add. H) npHHge K HeMy uapb B K'hcapcxOH
6arpsnmu'k H AHagHM'h, H 611arOCJIOBH ero naTpnapx H uapnuy ero. H gape emy 3aBtT npasocnasxa
co6111ogaTH Henoxone6neMo (Henoxonc6HMo J; RV, J add. H) CBOSI (H BCSI RV) uapcxaa (J add.
ycraBbl), H HHI(aKOxce npeTBOp5ITH ycTaBbI (o6bIYaf J) upeBHna, HHxce BOCxbIHjaTH He ('ITO Ha J) CBOSI
(He CBOSI: 'nO)Kasi RV) H CTSIxcaT1 npexce Bcero CTpax BOxdHH H cMepTHymm naMeTb (J add. HM'kTH),
SHOO 3eMn; ecH H naKbi (om. J) B 3eMJH0 nOHAemIH, H npo'iaa, sncoxce TaMo B yCTaBtX (yCTaB'k RV) Hx
HMaTb. Jd no naTpnapxoBtx rnaroirhX HnxTOXce Moxcaiue (om. RV) H (HH J; om. RV) cM'halne Hpexce
HpncTynHTH ico uapio n (exce J) rnaronaTH emy o 3gpaBHH, HR ICHSI3H, HH 60npe, HH BOH, HO (mi
KHH3H-HO om. RV) TO'iHIO 11pHCTy1SIT K HeMy MpaMOPHHubI H rpo603gaTeJIHC, (J add. H)
npnaeciue, HOKa3y1OT eMy MpaMOpbi H KaMCHHe OT pa3JIH'HEIX (J add. pa3HbIX) nHub, H BHHgyT
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As [the emperor] left the church he was showered with staurata,186 which all the
people tried to grab with their hands.18'

196 The 6TaupaTov (plural (yTaupaTa) was a small silver coin stamped with a cross (6Taup6s,
whence its name); it was current in the late fourteenth and early fifteenth century. See A. Cutler, "The
Stavraton: Evidence for an Elusive Byzantine Type," The American Numismatic Society, Museum
Notes, 11 (1964), 237-44.

On the imperial recessional, see Commentary § 97.
' 97 The Nikon Chronicle closes Ignatius' description: "This is the ancient tradition for installing an

emperor over the Empire. Thus it is that they are installed, and so it was when Emperor Manuel was
installed by Patriarch Anthony and the assembled clergy according to the canon of ancient tradi-
tion." The Russkij Vremennik and Yaroslavl Rituale texts vary only slightly from the Nikon Chronicle
here, except that the Yaroslavl text adds: "And we were very much amazed seeing all the rites and
actions, and we thanked God for accounting us worthy to see such grace."
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eF0678 cTaBpaTaMH,679 Hapog)ICe680 noXBaTamUa687 KOH>KJ o pyKaMH CBO1IM14.682

(npncTyrisnne J) K HCMy n (om. J) rnaro ioT: KoTOpbIM JHueM BennT 6biTH ApbxcaBa TBOSI rpo6y
TBOeMy?, npHTHe}O BO311oMHHaioiue eMy n rnaroinomue: (RV add. suKO) ilenOBhK ecn cMepTen n
TJ'knen, MHMOXOAB (Mano XOAsr J) B cyeTIAM ceM H (ceM u om. J) H3Ye3aeMoM (in e3aeT J) H (Om. J;
H3Be3aeMOM H om. RV) cxoponorH6aeMoM (cxoponorH6aioiueM J; RV add. H) 6tAahM (J add. ceM)
xcHTHH; neubica cnoeso Aylueio H 611arogeCTHh (6naronecrao RV, J) uapeTBo cTpOH; (RV add. H)
eiiHKo y6o Bemuc ecn, TonnxO cMHpaii ce6e, nonexce CHJIHHH cnnHhe HCTSI3aHH 6yAyT, H sncoxce y6o
6oroxyJuHH (xynHHH J) corphmamOTb x Bory, n (om. J) cnuexce (om. J) H ropAeJHBxn B ropAOCTH
cBOex corphaiamOTb x Bory; (J add. H) Hannaw (J add. ewe AM) HMhii y6o BcerJa cTpax rocnojeH,

(BoxHii J), H CMnpeHne, H (B cepAUbi J) nio60Bb (J add. we), H MHJIOCTb, H (om. J) Aa
coxpaaeH 6yueiuH H co6nio.eH He6ecao1o n1o6oBnco rocnojnexo H MHROCTHIO. 14 cHue cHM (om. J)
H3rnaronaBmHM (H3rnaronaura eMy H riponan J), sncoxce TaMO B ycTaBb (ycTaB x Hx J) nncano ecTb
(H sncoxce y6o-nncano ecTb om. RV) H HOTOM nAOnia KHS13H H (om. J) cTpaTnnaTbI, HnaTbI H Bon, H
BCH BeJIMOSKH, rnarOJloiue eMy (rnaronioIue eMy: 3ApaBcTByimT RV) no o6bnaio ux (om. RV).
B'kirlslBHlycsi eMy (om. RV; BhH*IBBHryca eMy: H o3ApaBJremne, 0 B'HnaHHH ero J) Ha uapcTBO, H
(om. J) noceM (J add. xce) 611arocnoi3Hcq uapb y JaTpHapxa C BenfKOIO TnxocTIUO H cMHpeHHeM H co
cTpaxoM BozimMb (c Ben ucoio-BO)KHRMb om. RV), H (om. J) H3bire n3 uepKBH 6naro'3nnno 3hJo,
sacoxce nhKHFI BeiiHKHIi CBSrrueHHOHairanHHK (3kno-cBsnueHHona'IanHHK om. RV); H 678H T;
J add. 311aTOM 679cToBpaTaMH S, T, M; cToBpaMaTH Ar 680HapoAx>xe M, Ar, Ac, Chron,
J 681noxBaTHmasicsl J 682pyxaMH cBOHMH: pyicaMa cBonMa NChron, J; ce6h RV; Chron, J add.
CHue ApeBHee upeAaHne uapeMb 6bicTb Ha nocTaBneHHax (nOCTaBneHHH J; npeAaHHe-
nocTasneHII ax: nocTaBneHne RV) HX Ha uapCTBO, m cnue nocTaBnsixycsr (H cHue IIOCTaBJ2XyCSI om.
RV), Cnuexce (Ha uapcTBO-Cnue)Ke: Taico y6o J) H MaHynn uapb nocTaBneH 6bicTb AHTOHHeM
naTpnapxoM H CBSHueIHbIM (OCBAiueHabuv J) cb6opoM 110 ycTaBy ApeBnenpeAaHOMy (npe)KaeMy
RV; ApeBne npe,aano J); J add. Mbixce BCH AhiicTBa, 'IHHbi 3psnue AHBHXOMCB 3kno, H
611aroAapHxoM Bora, snco ciio o6HXOMCSI TaKOBaro Aapa BHAhTH.



Chapter III

THE "ANONYMOUS DESCRIPTION OF CONSTANTINOPLE"

INTRODUCTION

THE "ANONYMOUS DESCRIPTION" AS A HISTORICAL AND LITERARY DOCUMENT

The "Anonymous Description of Constantinople" is not only the most exten-
sive of the post-Crusader descriptions of Constantinople in Russian, but also the
most enigmatic. The identity of the author is unknown, and even the nature of
the original work is unclear, for the texts available to us are derivative andalmost
assuredly reworked and incomplete. The "Anonymous Description" is known
today uniquely from its having served as the basis of two literary Works on
Constantinople, one called the "Tale of the Holy Places, of the City of
Constantine, and of the Holy Relics Preserved in Jerusalem and Collected by the
Emperor Constantine in the Aforementioned Imperial City" ("CKa3aHHe o
cBSITbIx MecTex, o KocTBHTHHerpage H 0 CBSITbIX Moniex CHaCIUHXCSJ BO
HepycanHM'k, a co6paxbix KOCTBHTHHOM uapeMb B HapHuaeMbIH IjapbrpaC"),
the other called the "Dialogue on the Shrines and Other Points of Interest
of Constantinople" ("BeceAa 0 cBSITbrHSIx H ApyrHx AocTolaMSITHOCTxx
Ijaperpaaa").

The "Tale" constitutes the opening section of a pastiche of material on
Constantinople drawn from various descriptions of the city (including that of
Stephen of Novgorod) strung together mechanically with but minor editorial
transitions. In fact, the accepted title for the work under discussion, the "Tale of
the Holy Places ... ," is rather the name applied to the whole compilatory work in
the unique manuscript which preserves the "Tale" today.' In the single text now
extant, the "Tale" begins with a one-paragraph introduction, the only part of the
piece written in the first person as is customary in pilgrim tales.' This paragraph
might, in fact, be a preface to the composite work rather than an integral part of
the "Tale." The remainder of the "Tale" is written in the impersonal form one
associates with a guide book, e.g., "OTTOnt IIOHTH Ha BOCTOK K CB$ITOH ..."
("From there you go east to Saint ..."). Appended to the "Tale" is a list of relics
and shrines in the Byzantine capital (published below as variant no. 480) of
uncertain date and provenance which, in fact, repeats some information pre-

r See supra, pp. 21-22, on this manuscript.
2 The introductory section is published below as the opening paragraph of the present edition; see

p. 129.
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served in the "Tale." One should assume that the text of the "Tale," like the text
of Stephen of Novgorod's "Wanderer" included in the same composite work,
lacks its original conclusion. Preservation of the original conclusion would have
broken the continuity desired in the new work. Indeed, the Stephen and Anthony
of Novgorod "Journeys" also lack opening lines which in other manuscripts give
the authors' names;' such introductions would have called attention to the
compilatory nature of the work. It is quite likely that, similarly, the original
introduction to the "Tale" has been suppressed for literary reasons and replaced
with the first-person opening lines published below. What further liberties, if any,
the compiler took with the main part of the "Anonymous Description" is best
judged by comparing the text in the "Tale" with thatpreserved in the other work
based on the "Anonymous Description," the "Dialogue on the Shrines and
Other Points of Interest of Constantinople." 4

Like the "Tale," the "Dialogue" is a compilation. The topographical infor-
mation in the original text was fitted into a dialogue between an unnamed emperor
and a bishop who claims to have been a monk in Constantinople's Monastery of
St. Andrew Salus-and to have been accosted in the parvis of St. Sophia by St.
Michael the Archangel. The incident is all too reminiscent of the well-known
story of the appearance of St. Michael to a boy guarding the Church of St. Sophia
while it was under construction.' The conversation between the emperor and the
bishop is a dialogue only in the most formal sense. The emperor contributes little
to the discussion except an occasional request that the bishop continue recount-
ing the wonders of Constantinople. As the work progresses, the emperor's high
opinion of the value of visiting the seat of Eastern Christendom is strengthened
by the bishop's description. In a coda which probably belongs to a second
redaction of the work,6 the emperor quietly lays aside his purple and crown to
make his way as a pilgrim, via the Holy Land and Alexandria, to Constantinople,
where he once more meets the bishop who had described to him the shrines of
Constantinople.' Loparev has noted the resemblance between the dialogue
elements and events in the Life of St. Theodore of Edessa, which the dialogue
parallels, and has suggested this Vita as the inspiration for the dialogue part of
the work.8 The "Dialogue" frame story clearly belongsto an editorial adaptation

3 See supra, pp. 21-22.
"The title was bestowed on the work by Majkov, its first editor. The full text of the work is

published infra, in the apparatus.
'See infra, p. 131, var. no. 2, and Commentary § 2. On the Monastery of St. Andrew Salus, see

Commentary § 37.
'Only the coda (see infra, var. no. 481, and p. 152 note 102) identifies the bishop of the dialogue as

"em3cxon BexeAHHCxHH/peneAHxcKHn," "the bishop of Venedin/Renedi" (depending on the manu-
script consulted). Venice and Macedonian Rendina are two possible referents for these unusual
adjectives; see L. Majkov, "MaTepnanbi H Hccne4osaHnB no cTapxaxoi3 pyccxox nHTepaType 1:
beceAa o cBSITmmsix H Apyrxx AocTonaMSITHOCTsrx L[aperpaja," C6opuuK Omdeneuun Pyccxozo
H3btxa u Cnoeecxocmu AxadeMuu HayK, 51,4 (1890), 30.

'See infra, p. 153, var. no. 481.
'H. M. Loparev, "Pyccxoe aaoHBMHOe ouncaxne KOHCTaHTHHOHOJIH (oxoJro 1321 r.),"

kI3eecmuR Omdenenux Pyccxozo Sl3buca u Cnoeecxocmu AxadeMuu Hayx, 3 (1898), bk. 2, pp. 344-
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of the "Anonymous Description." The molding of the Constantinopolitan ma-
terial into a "dialogue" should be dated no earlier than the last years of the
fifteenth century, when the dialogue first appears as a genre, although a rare one,
in Russian literature. The adaptation came probably, in fact, much later; the
earliest preserved manuscript of the "Dialogue" dates from the last years of the
sixteenth century at the earliest.'

It is clear that in most cases the "Tale" preserved the original text of the
"Anonymous Description" better than the "Dialogue"; a significant proportion
of the variations between the two texts are of the sort normally found in a
conflated text, that is, stock epithets and marginal glosses integrated into the text
of the "Dialogue" by later scribes. Thus, "CHac" ("Tale") is "cBATbIH Cnac" in
the "Dialogue" (p. 131); " Foclo4a" in the "Tale" becomes " ocnoja Hamiero
Hcyca XpncTa" in the "Dialogue" (p. 131); on p. 133, the mention of Latin rule in
Constantinople calls forth an excursus on that subject in the "Dialogue" (variant
no. 74). Most significantly, the more rational ordering of the description of sights
in Constantinople presented by the "Tale" suggests a more credible original than
does the "Dialogue's" ordering. Indeed, Kobeko's suggestion that the creator of
the "Dialogue" had at his disposal only a copy of the original "Anonymous
Description" with pages out of order' ° was proven correct when the "Tale" was
published in 1934. However, while the grammatical discontinuities and the
results of nineteenth-century scholarship on the topography of medieval
Constantinople could lead scholars to conclude that the original "Dialogue"
compiler used a text of the "Anonymous Description of Constantinople" with
incorrectly ordered leaves, these same scholars seem never to have considered
that the compiler's copy of the description of Constantinople was also missing at
least one page, the page on which the source discussed, among other things, the
Church of the Holy Apostles. The missing leaf was not noted, in spite of the fact

47 and passim. He also suggests (ibid., 352-54), wildly of the mark, that the text represents an
amalgam of two separate descriptions of Constantinople.

'See infra, p. 122. The best general discussion of the "Dialogue" is that by the original editor,
Majkov, "MaTepnann n uccneAOSaana," 28-50. Majkov calls attention to the attempt by the
creator of the "Dialogue" to make his work a general, and thus "timeless," paean to the usefulness of
pilgrimage to Constantinople. Thus it is, Majkov suggests, that all clear chronological allusions are
excised from the text. Majkov sees the work more as a simple didactic piece than as a true dialogue,
and thus feels free to date it significantly earlier than the appearance of the genre of the dialogue in
Russia, specifically to the period before 1439, the year the Byzantine Church adhered to the Council
of Florence. He feels that such a significant event would have found echoes in a Russian work on
Constantinople as a sacred city (ibid., 28-33, 44-49). Majkov also points to probable influence on the
text from the Slavonic translation of the "Life of St. Andrew Salus" (ibid., 33).

"D. Kobeko, "OnbIT ncnpaBJIenmi TexcTa Bece4br o cBSITbInax Ijaparpama," HYeecmuR
Omdenenun Pyccxozo H3bnca u Cnoeecnocmu AKadeMuu Hayx, 2 (1897), 621-25; the general order of
the entries posited by Kobeko was correct. Loparev, "Pyccxoe anoHRMHoe onncanne," 350-52,
offered some slight emendations to Kobeko's hypothetical recreation of the prototype of the extant
manuscript texts of the "Dialogue" which improved on Kobeko's work in specifics, but posited the
wrong order for the sections he correctly delineated. G. Laskin, in BusBpesi, 5 (1898), 738 ff., also
suggested some specific changes in Kobeko's thesis. Majkov, op. cit., 34-36, had attempted earlier to
isolate individual itineraries, but on the basis of the order preserved in the textus receptus of the
"Dialogue."
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that the "Dialogue" has a section (misplaced) which begins, "And from the
Apostles [Church]...." 11 The extant copies of the "Dialogue," it should be
mentioned, also lack a title and the opening lines of the piece; as now preserved,
the "Dialogue" begins in mid-sentence, "... H CBSITbIST Co4AA, H uHH esI, H
oxpecTHasi MtcTa Hx." 12 The missing opening lines must have introduced the
two participants in the "dialogue" and ended with the emperor's request that the
bishop describe Constantinople, the beauty of its churches "... and of St. Sophia,
its ritual, and their surroundings." The bishop of the "Dialogue" then begins his
discussion of the imperial city much as in the "Tale," although in a slightly
different order (due to the defective manuscript employed), and with occasional
personal references and interjections to reinforce the fiction that the piece is
repeating a real conversation.

The itinerary in Constantinople which the text of the "Tale" suggests quite
likely represents the order of the original "Anonymous Description" of the city.
As is traditional, the tour outlined in the "Tale" begins with St. Sophia and its
environs, here including the Justinian Column and the Church of the Chalke
Savior. The eastern end of the city was the next goal of the pilgrim; this segment
began with the Hodegetria Monastery, continued to the Savior Philanthropos
Church, and ended at the body of St. Andrew of Crete. The next tour of the city
began, the "Tale" specifies, once more at St. Sophia, and included the Great
Palace and Baths of Constantine, the hippodrome, and the Column of
Constantine. From the Column of Constantine the pilgrim made his way along
the Mese ("Great Street") to Studius and then followed the land walls north to
the Shrine of the Prophet Daniel and Pege. From Pege, outside the land walls, the
text mentions the pilgrim's going to the central part of the city (the Church of the
Holy Apostles), and then northwest, visiting shrines on the way to Blachernae
and Cosmidion, and returning to the older part of the city along the shores of the
Golden Horn, with short side excursions toward the interior of the city to visit
shrines such as the Pantocrator and Pammacaristos foundations. It is probable
that the last tour represents two separate itineraries joined together; the tour is
both unusually long and inefficient, inasmuch as it returns to the central part of
the city only to go west once more back to the land walls. HolyApostles probably
served as either the last shrine visited in one tour, or the beginning of the
subsequent tour. A short tour (visiting two convents in the Lycus valley) from a
starting point once again of Holy Apostles completes the description at the base
of the "Tale." The general lines of these itineraries are similar to those suggested
in other pilgrim narratives and probably reflect the rather standard tour of the

'' D. Kobeko, "4ononHITenbna31 3aMeTxa x cTaTe `OnbrT xcnpasneaxn TexcTa BeceAbl o
CB$ITEIISIX Uapsirparxa,` H3eecmun OmdeneuuR Pyccxozo H3bixa u Cnoeecnocmu AxadeMUU Hayx,
2 (1897), 1037-42, actually attempted to use the absence of a description of the Church of the Holy
Apostles to date the text to the period 1296-1328, when the church was under repair. Holy Apostles
being under repair, he noted, would also account for the "Dialogue's" locating at St. Sophia relics
normally associated with Holy Apostles: they must have been transferred there for safekeeping
during the repairs.

12 See infra, p. 131, var. no. 2.
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city's Christian and secular sights regularly accorded visitors.13

The original work drawn on for the "Tale" and the "Dialogue" has now been

firmly dated by Mango to the period between late 1389 and early 1391.14 The

basis of Mango's dating is the mention of "Kalojan's Castle" (Ka]IyAHOB ro-

pogox) in the texts. Judging from the location accorded "Kalojan's Castle" in the,

"Anonymous Description" appropriated into the two works at hand, the land-

mark can be none other than the fortress of the Golden Gate rebuilt by John V

("Kalojan") in 1389 and razed by him in 1391 at the demand of the Turks who

held his son prisoner. This identification is inescapable, particularly given the

anomalous use of the word gorodok (literally, "little town") in the Russian texts;

the word is a calque of the word inoXixvtov used for this fortress in the Greek
sources.' s Indeed, Mango's dating renders more intelligible the Russian text's

explanation of Leo the Wise's prophetic picture of the emperors who would rule

after him: the text (p. 141) notes that the last emperor will be `Kalojan's son." 16 In

the years 1389-91 John V ("Kalojan") still ruled, but his son Manuel (named in

the "Tale" version), although already proclaimed coemperor and heir apparent,
had yet to assume full rule." Earlier attempts at dating the "Anonymous
Description" represented by the "Tale" and "Dialogue" had upheld a late
thirteenth- or early fourteenth-century date, in large part because of the text's
reflected "fresh recollection" of Latin rule and Latin depredations in the
Byzantine capital. Since the mid-fourteenth-century visitor Stephen of Novgo-

rod displayed no such consciousness of Latin rule, the "Anonymous Descrip-
tion" was assumed to be closer to the time of the Latin occupation of the city. 's

13 Cf. the itinerary of Stephen of Novgorod outlined supra, pp. 16-17. Cf. also the tours chronicled
by Alexander the Clerk (infra, pp. 157-58), and by Deacon Zosima (infra, pp. 167-68).

14 C. Mango, "The Date of the Anonymous Russian Description of Constantinople," BZ, 45
(1952), 380-85.

"Ibid., 382-84. On the Golden Gate Fortress and its brief history, see Commentary §§ 83, 87.

16 See Commentary § 60.
" See Commentary § 88.
"This dating (and reasoning) was first enunciated by the original editor of the "Dialogue"; see

Majkov, "MaTepxanbr x uccne,uoBaaMA" (note 6 supra), 28-33. G. Destunis, in 3KMHH,1890, no. 9,

p. 268, suggested dating the "Anonymous Description" to the period between 1332 (when the Lips
Monastery became an imperial monastery by dint of Emperor Andronicus II being buried there) and
1417 (when the Russian Princess Anna was buried in the monastery, a fact he felt the author would
surely have noted; cf. Commentary § 34, on the Lips Monastery and the burial of the Russian princess
there). L. Majkov, "Korea noceTxn KoxcTanTxnononb pyccxrru nanoMHHB, paccrca3bl xoTOporo

Bxnrogeabr B `Teceuy o cBHTbrxax I!<aperpaua,"' Bu3BpeM, 1 (1894), 167-72, espoused the argu-
ment of I. E. Troickij, who dated the description to the years 1284-1307, the only years Troickij
thought the body of Patriarch Arsenius reposed in St. Sophia; the body, however, was reported there

by all the later Russian pilgrims (see Commentary § 6). Kobeko, "OnbrT ncnpaBneHxa TeKcTa,"
612-14, pointed this out and suggested dating the original text to 1285-1356, that is, between the
deposition of Arsenius' body in St. Sophia the second time and the appearance of the Ottoman Turks,
whom the text fails to mention. He later narrowed the period to the time when he thought Holy
Apostles was closed for repairs (1296-1328; see supra, note 11), and most probably to the years
1321-23 when the patriarchal throne was vacant, for, he noted, the textdoes not mention the name of

the reigning patriarch, as is customary in hozdenija. Without explaining why, B. de Khitrowo,
Itineraires russes en Orient, -I,1 (Geneva, 1889), 223, assigned the "Dialogue" to the period 1424-53.
See also Mango, "The Date of the Anonymous Russian Description," 381-82, on earlier attempts to
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While lively memories of the sad effects of the time of the Latin Empire of
Constantinople would certainly be more expected in the early fourteenth century
than in the last decade of that century, it would not be at all surprising to find the
general anti-Western feeling so common among many Byzantines in this latter
period focusing on barbarous Latin behavior in the previous century. The
anonymous pilgrim's guide simply reflects the feeling of the many fanatically
anti-Western circles active in Constantinople in this period.

While scholars have regularly assumed that the original work which served as
the basis for the "Tale" and the "Dialogue" was a Russian pilgrim's description
of Constantinople, a hozdenie, this may not be the case. It is quite possible,
rather, that the original source for these works was a late fourteenth-century
Greek guidebook to Constantinople translated into Russian.19 Several things
suggest such a hypothesis. The careful notes which the text gives on going from
one monument to the next, and on the precise location of each relic in a specified
church, read more like the notes in a guidebook than those in a traditional
pilgrim tale. The peculiar impersonal verb form, the infinitive as the principal
verb in a sentence, which prevails in both the "Tale" and, to a lesser degree in the
"Dialogue," bespeaks directions addressed to a reader rather than a cataloging
of the experiences of a writer. In addition, would a Russian pilgrim to
Constantinople have attributed the sending of architects to the Kiev Caves
Monastery to an icon of the Virgin in St. Sophia, when according to Russian
tradition the renowned Virgin icon of Blachernae despatched the "masters" to
Kiev? 20 Assuming that the original material was a Greek guide to the sights of

date this material. The late thirteenth-early forteenth-century dating of this text seems to prevail in
Soviet scholarship; see Speranskij, 104-12; D. S. Lihacev, in A. S. Orlov, et al., Hcmopux pyccxou
numepamypbt, 11,1 (Moscow, 1945), 123-25; and Lihacev, Kynbmypa Pycu epemeuu Andpen
Py6neea u EnuOanux HpeMydpozo (Moscow, 1962), 41-45; Prokof'ev, "PyccxHe xoxcreHHA,"
100-11.

With the text dated to the late thirteenth or early fourteenth century, several scholars attempted to
attribute its authorship to Basil (Gregory) "Kaleka," the archbishop of Novgorod known to have
visited Constantinople (whence his sobriquet, Kaleka, "the Pilgrim") before his election to the throne
of Novgorod in 1329; see Kobeko, "OHbTT HcnpasneHH$ TexcTa," 617-19; Loparev, "Pyccxoe
aHOHHMHOe ormcaHne," 239-57. Lihacev accepted the authorship of Kaleka at one point (Hemopux
pyccxou numepamypbi, be. cit.), but later seems to have discarded this opinion (Kynbmypa Pycu, loc.
cit.). Prokof'ev, op. cit., 109-11, is tempted to dismiss Kaleka's authorship on stylistic ground.

Having established the date of the original text as 1389-91, Mango, op. cit., 385, suggests as a
possible author a member of the Russian delegation known to be in Constantinople at that time
arguing the merits of rival claimants to the metropolitan throne of Moscow (cf. supra, Chapter II).
This thesis is untenable if the original "Anonymous Description" is indeed a translated Greek work,
as is suggested below.

19 Seemann, Die altrussische Wallfahrtsliteratur, 233-36, makes this suggestion. As far as I can tell,
all previous scholars who have dealt with this work have assumed that it was a Russian "pilgrim tale";
see the material cited in the preceding notes, supra. The textual problems involved in that supposition
have been addressed most creatively by Speranskij, who suggested that the standard pilgrim tale
phrases such as "we came," "we venerated," etc., were replaced by the infinitive form of the verb in
the editing process which resulted in the "guide book" the composite text in MS Zabelin 416 was
meant to be (although the other material in that "guide book" was not reedited in this fashion). The
creator of the "Dialogue," he continued, recast the verbs because the "pilgrim" phrases would have
belied the residence of the narrator-bishop in Constantinople. See Speranskij, 103-4, 112.

11 Seemann, loc. cit., also notes the absence of the stock phrase "axu )xHB" ("lifelike") to describe
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Constantinople also provides a plausible explanation for the constant minor
variations in vocabulary between the texts of the two literary works. Such regular
textual variations as "TyToxce" (in the "Tale") and "Ty" (in the "Dialogue");
"Hcu,kneHHe OT nee 6bIBaeT" ("Tale") and "XpICTHaHe npHeMnFOT Hcue-
neHHe," or a variant thereof ("Dialogue"); "Ha npaBoH/neBol cTOpoH'k",
("Tale") and "HanpaBe/HaneBe" ("Dialogue"), etc., more likely represent two
separate translations of the same document than scribal carelessness or purpose-
ful varying of words by a scribe intent on disguising his dependence on a source;
medieval scribes rarely distort their sources in this fashion.

Judging from the two works which adapted it, the "Anonymous Description"
was a straightforward, businesslike, and extensive guide to Byzantium. The
nature of individual relics and marvels and their exact locations are spelled out
without rhetorical flourishes, except for the almost automatic phrase, "3HaMe-
HaFOTCSF xpeCTbaHe, HcutneHHe OT Hex 6bIBaeT" ("Christians worship at this, for
healing comes from it": "Tale"), or "6bIBaeT uen6bI MHOrHM" ("cures come to
many") or a variation thereof ("Dialogue"). The individual descriptions of
monuments are connected with the simple phrase "OTTOnt noHTH" ("From
there you go"). The numerous stories which the text recounts to point up the
significance of objects, too, are stated simply, at least in the "Tale"; the
"Dialogue" version, however, often embellishes these stories with considerable
detail drawn from other works, much as one would expect in a conflated text. The
"Anonymous Description of Constantinople" is distinguished from other late
medieval descriptions of Constantinople in Old Russian not only by careful
attention to the geographical relationships of the shrines to each other and to the
location of relics within churches, but also by its extraordinary interest in
marvelous objects attributed to the Byzantine Emperor Leo the Wise.21 This text
is also the only description of Constantinople current in Russia which recognizes
the imminence of the destruction of the "city guarded by God"; the prophetic
paintings of emperors and patriarchs by Leo the Wise in the Mangana St. George
Monastery, which are described and explained by this text, signal an almost
resigned acceptance of the short life left the imperial city, which was slowly but
methodically being surrounded by Ottoman Turkish power. It should be noted in
passing that the final quarter of the text is noticeably more superficial than the
earlier section, and that the compass directions in this part of the text are also
awry; it is unclear what one should deduce from this.

statues in this text; the phrase is almost de rigueur in Russian descriptions of Byzantine statuary.
21 This is particularly true of the "Dialogue." On the folklore tradition of Leo the Wise, see

C. Mango, "The Legend of Leo the Wise," ZVI, 6 (1960), 59-93.
There is a useful literary analysis of the "Tale" in Seemann, op. cit., 228-36. Majkov's introduction

to his edition of the "Dialogue" ("MaTepuanbl x Hceneuoaaxxa," 28-49) was quite perceptive and is
still useful. Much important material is included in Speranskij, 83-126, while Prokof'ev discusses
literary problems in "Pyccxxe xoacuerma," 100-11; both of these treatments, however, assume that
the "Anonymous Description" is a Russian work of the early fourteenth century, and that, order
aside, the "Dialogue" is a closer approximation of the original source "because it is fuller in detail."
Lihacev, Kynbmypa Pycu, 41-45, like Prokof'ev, loc. cit., emphasizes the secular interests of the
author of the piece, and particularly his interest in statuary and carvings.
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The text of the "Anonymous Description of Constantinople" comes, as we
have it, from the Novgorod area. Both versions display numerous and regular
northwest Russian features, more than can be attributed simply to a scribe from
that area.22 The manuscripts that include the texts contain a significant number
of Novgorodian works, thus also suggesting a Novgorodian background for
the translation.23 Possibly a Novgorodian traveler brought back from Con-
stantinople a Greek handbook of the wonders of the Byzantine capital, or
possibly a Greek resident in Novgorod penned the guide to Constantinople. The
manuscript probably lay in a church or monastery library in Novgorod until it
was discovered, at two different times, by someone conversant in Greek who
translated it, possibly to use in a work on Constantinople. The first translation
was used in the "Tale of the Holy Places"; the second became the basis of the
"Dialogue on the Shrines."

In the final analysis, even if we have the "Anonymous Description" only in an
edited and possibly bowdlerized form, we have a very precious document. It is
the most extensive description of the shrines and wonders of Constantinople
which we have from the later Palaeologan period of Byzantine history. It
discusses more monuments than any of the other post-Crusader travel descrip-
tions of the city, be they Russian or European. Its information is, moreover,
made all the more useful by the text's constant topographical references; the
"Anonymous Description" hence serves as a very important source for the
layout of the fourteenth-century city.24 Also of considerable interest to his-
torians of late medieval Constantinople is the work's treasury of stories relating
to many of the buildings, statues, and religious treasures of Byzantium, for the
text serves as a unique source for wonder tales from Constantinopolitan folklore.
In it we are exposed to the stories which nourished the common people of the
Byzantine capital, stories which looked back to a better time, a "golden age"
when emperors wrought wonders. By the early 1390's, it would seem, the mythic
past must have looked considerably more pleasant than the harsh future in store
for Byzantium as a state vassal to the Ottoman Turks.

THE MANUSCRIPTS

Zabelin 416; see supra, pp. 21-22.
Q.XVII.184, in the State Public Library in Leningrad, is a quarto manuscript

written completely by one cursive hand. It dates from the middle or late seven-
teenth century, to judge from the script. As preserved today the codex has 167
leaves, but it is clear that once there were more. The manuscript contains one of

22Thus, there is constant confusion between c and c, e and i, a and o; note also the use of the
Novgorodian word kun' for money (var. no. 331). The Zabelin manuscript seems to have been copied
by a Pskovian scribe; see supra, p. 22.

23 See infra.
24The importance of this text for the study of Constantinopolitan topography has long been

recognized; see, besides the material cited in note 21 supra, Destunis, in 3KMHH, 1890, no. 9,
pp. 233-69; and D. Kobeko, "Tonorpacp i ecxxe yxa3a msi `Bece,gbr 0 csaTbiaAx L[aparpaua,"'
Bu3Bpem, 8 (1901), 106-14.
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the later abbreviated redactions of the "Journey of Prior Daniel," a text of the
"KHHra HanoMHHK," Anthony of Novgorod's description of Constantinople in
the year 1200 (folios 55"-70"), a short piece on the inscriptions on "Solomon's
Chamber" in St. Sophia (folios 70"-71"), and, following immediately after,
the text of the "Dialogue on the Shrines and Other Points of Interest of
Constantinople," beginning "... H CBSITbffi Cocf hx H uHx ea" ("... and of St.
Sophia, its ritual"). This text, which begins in mid-sentence, carries no title
and is in no way separated from the previous work in the manuscript. The
"Dialogue" text concludes on folio 96", though a section of Anthony's "KHHra
ITanoMHHx" is inserted two thirds of the way down on folio 78" through most of
folio 84; there is also a missing quire here which doubtless once contained more
of the Anthony text. Besides a number of short pieces, the manuscript also
contains several works against the Judaizing heresy and a text of the "Tale of the
White Cowl," suggesting a Novgorodian background for the manuscript, a
suggestion made more cogent by the presence in the volume of clearly
Novgorodian dialectical features.25

Museum 1428 in the State Historical Museum in Moscow is a two-part quarto
manuscript of 223 folios. The first 198 leaves were written by the same
seventeenth-century scribe who wrote Q.XVII.184 (see supra); the later pages of
the manuscript could be from the eighteenth century. The original first and last
leaves of the manuscript are missing. This codex reproduces, in the same order
and in the same versions, many of the texts in Q.XVIL 184, including the material
on Constantinople and the Holy Land (Prior Daniel's "Journey," the "KHHra
HanoMHHx," the essay on "Solomon's Chamber") and, on folios 43"-65", the
text of the "Dialogue," again, without title or, apparently, opening lines, but
including the Anthony of Novgorod interpolation (see supra).26 I have used this
material only on microfilm.

Tihonravov 72 (formerly no. 223) in the Lenin Library in Moscow is a quarto
manuscript dated paleographically to the late sixteenth or early seventeenth
century. It is written by one scribe in a semiuncial hand tending toward cursive.
At present the codex has 202 leaves, but many more have been lost. Besides
patristic and apocryphal works, the manuscript contains a long section from
the final third of the "Dialogue on the Shrines of Constantinople" (folios
132-134) beginning with the words "H nyx MtaAH" (var. no. 278) and ending
"H Taxo pa3bIAocTac[x]" (var. no. 481; pp. 143-53). The pages which once must
have preceded this text are now missing; indeed, this is probably not the original
placement of these leaves in the manuscript. The text of the "Dialogue" is
followed immediately by the "Tale of the Babylonian City" ("Cxa3aHHe o
BaBHJIOHbcKom Fpa4e") under the appropriate title.27 I have studied this text
only on microfilm.

2STheie is a full description of the manuscript in Majkov, "MaTepxanbi H Hcener oeaxxa," 3-9.
26On this manuscript, see ibid., 9-10; and Speranskij, 85.
27 On this manuscript, see Majkov, "MaTepxanbc H xccne,gosaxxa," 2-3; and G. P. Georgievskij,

Co6pauue H. C. Tuxoxpaeoea, OT9er Mocxoecxoro Hy6nx-xoro x PyMRnuoscxoro My3eeB 3a
1912 (Moscow, 1913), 14-15.
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E. V. Barsov 1530 in the State Historical Museum in Moscow isa seventeenth-
century quarto manuscript written in several different hands. Folios 174"-176"
are devoted to excerpts from various works on Constantinople, among them the
"Tale of the Taking of Constantinople by the Turks" ("HosecTb o B3MTITII
Ijapbrpaga TypxaMH") and two fragments adapted from the "Dialogue" (on
folios 175 176").28 I studied this manuscript in Moscow in 1977.

EDITIONS AND TRANSLATIONS

The "Dialogue on the Shrines and Other Points of Interest of Constantinople"
was first published in the very careful edition prepared by Majkov, "MaTeplanbl
H Hccne,IjoBaHHSI" (note 6 supra). The edition attempted to recreate the prototype
of the three manuscripts available: Q.XVII.184, Museum 1428, and Tihonravov
72 [223]. The previous year Mme. de Khitrowo had published a loose French
translation of this text made from the (defective) MS Q.XVII.184, but omitting
the dialogue elements in the work as "passages strangers a' la description de
Constantinople";29 see de Khitrowo, Itineraires russes en Orient, I,1 (note 18
supra), 223-39. It is this French version of the "Anonymous Description of
Constantinople" which has been most often employed in Western scholarship on
the Byzantine capital.

Academician M. N. Speranskij published the newly discovered "Tale of the
Holy Places, of the City of Constantine, and of the Holy Relics Preserved in
Jerusalem and Collected by the Emperor Constantine in the Aforementioned
Imperial City" ("Cxa3aHHe o cBSlTblx MecTex o KocTxHTHHerpa,ge, H o CBSITbIx
MOwex crlaciuHxcx BO I,Iepycanwvi4 a co6pamIx KOCTSIHTHHOM LjapeMb B Ha-
puljaeMblH Ijapbrpag"), in Speranskij, 127-37. Speranskij's edition reproduced
the text of MS Zabelin 416 with brief editorial comments and suggested emenda-
tions. Significant variants drawn from the Majkov edition of the "Dialogue"
formed a critical apparatus to the text. Speranskij's work included a long
introduction, a commentary, and a glossary. More recently, Prokof'ev published
a "reconstructed text" of the prototype drawn on by the editors of the "Tale" and
the "Dialogue"; see Prokof'ev, "PyccxHe xoxcAeHHg," 235-52 (Appendix 1).
Disregarding minor variations in language and style, Prokof'ev accepted the
skeleton of the "Tale" text published by Speranskij, but replaced, or in some
cases added to, the more meager entries of that text with the more detailed and
fulsome versions found in Majkov's edition of the "Dialogue"; the dialogue
frame story is excised.30 The result of Prokof'ev's exercise is a much conflated
text which seriously distorts the "Tale's" topographical usefulness.

28 See the description in Speranskij, 125-26, where the two fragments of the text in question are
published.

29The omissions are indicated by lines of ellipses.
30This is the method Speranskij, 93, 103, recommends for reconstructing the prototype text.

Prokof'ev, in fact, accepts almost all of Speranskij's textual analyses in his edition; cf. ibid., 83-121
and apparatus to text.
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THE MANUSCRIPT TRADITION

The extant manuscript texts of the "Anonymous Description of Con-
stantinople" represent two distinct branches of the textual tradition, and prob-
ably two separate translations of a foreign work (see stemma). Quite likely
neither branch presents a complete and accurate picture of the original source,
for both versions seem to have been edited with different purposes in mind.

RELATIONSHIP OF MANUSCRIPTS

"ANONYMOUS DESCRIPTION"

dialogue elements

(translation A)

"TALE"

(translation B)

I-
"DIALOGUE"

Dimensions of St. Sophia
Hidden chalice story
Emperor's pilgrimage
Anthony of Novgorod

interpolation

Zabelin 416(f ?) Tihonravov 72f "DIALOGUE"
(second edition)

I

Q.XVII.184f i Museum 1428f
i

Barsov 1530f

f = fragmentary text
( manuscript lost

MS Zabelin 416, the unique manuscript text of the "Tale" redaction of the
"Anonymous Description," represents one branch of the textual tradition.
Judging from the more logical itineraries in Constantinople which it presents,
this codex is doubtless a closer approximation of the original work on which it
depends than any manuscripts of the other branch of the manuscript tradition.
The manuscript texts of the "Dialogue" represent the second branch of the
tradition of the original text. Of the three codices which contain significant
portions of the "Dialogue," Tihonravov 72 preserves a text which is not only
linguistically earlier than the other two, but is also unencumbered with material
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which appears to have been interpolated into the other two manuscript texts of
the "Dialogue," namely, the section on the dimensions of the Church of St.
Sophia and the chalice hidden in the church and the concluding section describ-
ing the emperor's pilgrimage to the Near East and to Constantinople, where he
meets once again the bishop of the "dialogue." Unfortunately, the older
Tihonravov manuscript includes only about thirty percent of the "Dialogue"
text present in the other two manuscripts. The same scribe copied the "Dialogue"
texts in codices Q.XVII.184 and Museum 1428 from the same now lost manu-
script, which included a segment of Anthony of Novgorod's Hoidenie in the
"Dialogue" text. The Museum codex is by far the more carefully made transcrip-
tion of the prototype; Q.XVII.184 has an extraordinary number of lacunae,
almost all simple haplographies. Since the "Dialogue" text in these two manu-
scripts begins in the middle of a sentence, one should assume that their source
was deficient in the same way.31 The two brief excerpts preserved in Barsov 1530
are based on a manuscript similar to the source of Q.XVII.184 and Museum 1428;
these excerpts do not follow the peculiar readings of these two manuscripts, but
the Barsov texts include a version of the section on the dimensions of St. Sophia
which is'not present in the Tihonravov branch of the "Dialogue" manuscript
tradition.

NOTE TO THE PRESENT EDITION

The text published here reproduces the text of the "Tale of the Holy Places"
from the only preserved manuscript of this work, Zabelin 416; this text is
assumed to be closer to the original "Anonymous Description of Constan-
tinople" than the version preserved in the "Dialogue on the Shrines." The rare
editorial emendations made to the text of the Zabelin codex are noted in the
apparatus. Unless otherwise noted, variants cited in the apparatus are from the
"Dialogue." Variations of any consequence among the manuscripts of the
"Dialogue" (but not obvious haplographies) are noted.32 Neither orthographic
variations nor slight differences in word order are recorded here. "Dialogue"
variants which Speranskij suggests (either in the introduction or the footnotes
to his edition of this text) represent the prototype text of the "Anonymous
Description" are marked with an asterisk in the apparatus unless they are
accepted by the present editor; in the latter case, their acceptance is clearly noted.
None of Prokof'ev's emendations are noted or accepted.

The most significant "Dialogue" variants to the "Tale" text are translated in
the footnotes to the accompanying translation, which also include explanatory
notes and references to the Commentary section infra.

31 The Tihonravov manuscript includes only the closing section of the text.
32 The dependence of the two more complete "Dialogue" manuscripts on a single model allows for

this simplicity in reporting variants.
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Manuscript Symbols used in the Apparatus

D "Dialogue"
L (Library MS)

Q.XVII.184

M Museum 1428
MS Zabelin 416
T Tihonravov 72

Subscript number 1 notes a correction by the original scribe.

Abbreviations used in the Apparatus

add. added
edd. emendation by the

present editor
exc. except
des. end
inc. begin
marg. marginal addition

om. omit
S Speranskij
var. variant
* d f drea mg pre erre

by Speranskij
superfluous addition
replaced by





TALE OF THE HOLY PLACES, OF THE CITY OF CONSTANTINE,
AND OF THE HOLY RELICS PRESERVED IN JERUSALEM

AND COLLECTED BY THE EMPEROR CONSTANTINE
IN THE AFOREMENTIONED IMPERIAL CITY

Because I was in Constantinople, named by God the "Imperial City," sinful
and unworthy servant of God that I am, and saw awesome wonders-how an
icon of the most holy Mother of God works miracles, granting healing to the sick,
and how those saints whose bodies repose there perform miracles, healing the
sick, delivering from misfortune, and cleansing from sin-because I have seen
this, sinful servant of God, I have written it down for the attention of true-
believing Christians.'

If one goes2 to Constantinople, called the "Imperial City," to venerate the
Lord's holy Passion relics and St. Sophia, you go to St. Sophia on first entering
Constantinople. When you have reached St. Sophia you enter the narthex by the
south doors. There is an oratory there, a church of St. Michael, as you enter the
narthex. It was in this oratory that St. Michael appeared to a youth who was
watchman over the work. St. Michael spoke thus to the youth: "Where are the
master builders of this church, and what is the church's name?" The youth
responded, "The master builders have gone to the imperial palace to dine, and
the church has no name." St. Michael then said to the youth, "Go tell the master
builders that they should complete this church quickly in honor of St. Sophia." 3
The youth said to the saint, "My lord, the sight of you is awesome; the
brightness of your robe blinds me. What is your name, my lord?" The saint said,
"My name is Michael." The youth then said to the saint, "Lord Michael, I
cannot leave here until my masters come, lest I ruin their work." Then Michael
said to the youth, "What is your name?" And the youth told the saint, "My name
is Michael." St. Michael then said to the youth, "Michael, go to the emperor and
let him order the master builders to complete this church in honor of St. Sophia

'The opening paragraph, the only part of this text written in the first person, is probably not part of
the original text of the "Anonymous Description"; see supra, p. 114. The "Dialogue" text opens,
" `.. . and of St. Sophia, its ritual, and their surroundings.' Then he began to speak: `My lord
Emperor, such is Constantine's city! I will recount [it] in summary as best I can, but it is impossible to
recount all the glories of the city."'

'The second paragraph initiates the change in grammatical person with the phrase "If one goes."
The remainder of the text is written in an impersonal form, with the principle verbs of main clauses
being infinitive forms (e.g., noumu, "to go"). The infinitives are here translated as second person
simple present verbs (e.g., "you go"), a translation which carries a similar connotation of generalized
instruction to the reader.

' The "Tale" here uses a masculine form for St. Sophia, a feature of the dialect of Pskov. See supra,
pp. 21 and 28-29.
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CKA3AHHE 0 CBSITbIX MECTEX, 0 KOCTSIHTHHEFPAAEI
ICI 0 CBSITbIX MOMEX CI-IACf114XCSI BO HEPYCAJTHMt,

A COEPAHbIX KOCTSIHTHHOM LjAPEMb
B HAPHUAEMbII4 UAPbI'PAA

FiblBUly MHb rp'blHHOMy H HeJZOCTOHHOMy pa6y EO)KHIO B KOHbCTaHTHHe-
Hon'k, 6oroxapHuaeMeM Uap1rpaue, H BHJZeBHIH MH HpHCTpaluHaa Y}oL eca,
KaKO LIIoga TBOpHT HKOxa HpecBSITaa Boropo,rw a, Ho,gaBaeT HCgbneHHe
6OJISIWHM, TaKO H CHH CBATHH, JT±OKawe B TeJI±, LIIO,r a C-bTBOpMIOT, 6onbHblx

HCueJISIIOT, OT 6t,r H36aBJISIIOT, OT rp-bx OUHwamOT, H TO BHaeB, a3 rptJIHbIH pa6
FioxdHH HaHHcax HpaBOBtpHblM KpeCTbaHOM Ha HocnyluaHHe.

Awe KTO noHJ(eT B KOHCTMHTHHOROJIe, B HapHuaeMbIH I4apbrpaJ, Ha
HOKJIOHeHHe CBSITbIM CTpacTeMb FOCHOJUHHMb H CBMTOH Coo e1, HepBke BOHaq

B IUapbrpa4, HOHTH KO CBSITOH CO eH; HpHUIeg K HeH, HOHTH BO CBHTyIO Co4Ieio

B Rp1TBOp HOny4eHbHbIMH L BepbMH. BOH4A BO Rp1TBOp eCTb Ty HpHgeJI,
uepxoBb CBSITaro MHxaHna, a B TOM RpH4en'b SIBHC CBRTbIH MHxarn yHORIH,
cTpaxclo pyKO,aenHaro. Taxo peue CBSITbIH MHxaHJI K IOHOHIH: FAt MaCTepbl
uepKBH cesI, H KaKOBO HMA uepKBH? ICI oTBtlaa IOHOlua: MacTepbl oTHgoula Ha
uapeBb JIBOp o6t aTH, a uepKBH BO HMA HHKaxo)Ke He HapHuaeTbcsl. H pee
CBSITbIH MHxaHn K IOHOUIH: 144H, pb1H MacTepoM, ua CKOpO CBepbtua1OTb
JIepKOBb CHID BO HMA CBATaro Co4)eM. 14 pee IOHOLUa K CB51TOMy: Focllo,rw,
CTpaRIHO ce eCTb BHJZbHHe ce TBoe; CBI3T pR3bI TBOeM ocHaeT MA. FOCROJrH, xaxo

HMSI TBoe HapRuaeTCSI? H pee cBATbIH: HMA Moe MHxaHJI. H peue IOHOUla K
CBMTOMy: r ocno rH MHXallsrb, g a He oTH,Ay OTCIOuy, JJOKon'Ii rocygapHe MoH
HpHuayT, Jia He nory6nlo pyxo,)JjJ Ha. H pee MHxaHn CBATbIH K IOHOIIIH: KaKo
HMM TBoe? H pee IOHoula K CB51TOMy: HMM Moe Hap1uaeTbCM MHxaHn. H pee
CBRTbIH MHxaun K IOHORIII: MHxauJrb, 149H K I[apeBH, H 4a ROBeJIHT MacTepoM
Cxopo COB MIIHTR uepKOBb CHID BO HMA CBMTbIH CocfIeH, Jja a3 6yJry cTpaxc
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quickly, and I will be watchman over St. Sophia and the work in your place, and
as the power of Christ the Lord God is in me, I will not leave here until you
return." The saint dispatched the youth, and he went and told the emperor of the
apparition of St. Michael. The emperor meditated in his heart and sent the youth
to Rome so that he should not return back [to St. Sophia], and St. Michael would
be the guardian of the Temple of St. Sophia and of Constantinople until the
second coming.4

As you go a little farther, on the right is the entrance to the patriarch's palace.'
You enter St. Sophia from the narthex by the central west doors on the right. The
doors of Noah's ark6 and the iron chain which the Apostle Paul bore are near
these doors, on the left; here there is much healing for Christians.' Christians
worship at these doors, for healing comes from them.8 There is a miraculous icon
of the Savior high above the doors; this Savior heals many sick.' A candelabrum
with an iron chain hung before this Savior; attached to the chain was a little glass .
with oil. Beneath the little glass stands a stone pedestal with a cup and wood from
Noah's ark bound with iron from the ark' ° on the pedestal. Oil dripped into this
cup from the candelabrum; the little glass with the oil came loose and [fell],
breaking the cup in two and splitting the stone pedestal. The little glass did not
break, however, and the oil did not spill. This pedestal is bound with iron bands,
with the cup attached to it so that Christians may see it and the sick be cured."
From there you go straight to the sanctuary and the life-giving cross, since the
life-giving cross on which they crucified the Lord is there in the sanctuary.' 2 The
stone pedestal on which Christ sat as He conversed with the Samaritan woman at

"The story of St. Michael appearing to a boy at St. Sophia and becoming thereby the guardian of
the church is widely known, and is often connected with the Oratory of the Archangel Michael at the
west end of the church; see infra, Commentary § 2, which includes a translation of the bowdlerized
story which replaces this one in the "Dialogue" version of the anonymous text.

'See Commentary § 2, on the entrance to the Patriarchal Palace here.
'The "Imperial Doors" reputed to have been made from the wood of Noah's ark are discussed in

Commentary § 3.
' ".. . and the iron chain which the Apostle Paul bore are near these doors, on the left; here there is

much healing for Christians" is adopted from the "Dialogue" text; the "Tale" has simply "and
chains." See Commentary § 4, on the chains "of the Apostle Paul."

'This sentence represents a topos which appears regularly throughout the "Tale." The first part of
the sentence, "3naMeHaIOTC3I xpecTbaxe," is an unusual and slightly awkward phrase in Old Russian
(possiblya translation from Greek). The verb 3namenamucx means, among other things, to make the
sign of the cross on oneself. From this quite specific meaning seems to come a more general idea of "to
perform an act of worship," which is essentially the meaning of the stereotypical phrase at hand (see
S. G. Barhudarov, et al., Cnoeapb pyccKOZO A3blKa XI-X VII se. [Moscow, 1975- 1, s. v. 3aaMe-
aaTxca). Here and hereafter this phrase will be translated "Christians worship at." Note that the
translator whose work was appropriated in the "Dialogue" version of the "Anonymous Description"
(or the editor of the work) regularly omitted this phrase; possibly he, too, found its meaning unclear.

9 This is an image of the Chalke Savior displayed on the west wall of the nave of the Great Church;
see Commentary § 4.

"The phrase "bound with iron from the ark" is not present in the "Dialogue" text. Speranskij,
129, sees the phrase "and wood from Noah's ark" (present in both versions) as a superfluous
accidental accretion; this is quite likely correct.

The story is discussed in Commentary § 4.
`Z See Commentary § 6.
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CBATbla Co(4ei H pyKoaenHa B TBOC MLCTO. A Taxo MH cHna XpHCTa FocnoJa
Bra Moero, Aa He oTHAy OTCIO/ly, AOHent)K npHHAeHI. ITOCnallla IOHOIIIy
CBSITbIH, H OTHAe H nOB1 r a uapeBH ABneHHe CBATaro MHxaHJIa. Ijapb, HOMbICJTHB

Ha cepsuH cBoeM, nOCna IOHOIIIIO B PHM Toro pa)H, Aa He BO3BpaTHTCSI Bbc1SIT,
Aa 6yAeT CTpa)lc CBMTbIH MHxaHn AOMy CBSITbIa Coq)eH H Ijapxrpa4a2 go
BToporo3 HpHluecTBHa.

A3a OTTOJlt IOHAA Mano eCTb BXOAbl Ha npaBO Ha nonaTy K naTpHapxy.4 A He
npHTBOpa llOJlt3TH B CBATYIO Co4)emO Ha npaBO5 cepewbHHMH ,rwepbMH 3anaA-
HbIMH. A B03ne6 TbIX 4BepeH Ha JABe7 eCTb ABepH8 HoeBa KOBHera H qellb,
)KeJTb3HaA, Io)Ke Honianle IlaBen anocTOJI; Ty XP14CTHSIHOM MHOrO HCiltjieHHe.9
H TbIMH ,gBepbMH 3HaMeHaIOTCSI KpecTbaxe, HcueJt HHe OT HHX 6bIBaeT.70 A Haj
ABepbMH eCTb11 Cnac LIIOAOTBOpHbIH, HKOHa BbICOKO;72 TOT Cnac13 MHOro 60nb-

HbIX14 HCuthMeT.15 IIpeA TeM CnacoM BHcen076 1116Hl4KagHJIo,17 peTSl3 ACeJA3Ha;18

K TOH peTA3H npHBA3aH CTbKJTSIHHKb c MacJTOM, a RO,L CTbKJIAHHHOM CTOHT19
CTOnbneub KaMeH,20 a21 Ha CTOJIbn'bLH22 mama {H ApeB023 HOeBa24 KOBLIera OKOBa-

Ha weAt30M KOBHe)KHbIM. }25 B Ty}O HAiuy26 MaCJIO Kauano27 C IIOHHKOAIIna;28

YPBaBCA CTbKnAHHK C MacJIOM29 H pa36H LIanIIO Ha ABOH H C.TOnbneub KaMeHbIH

pa3pa3H, a CTOKJIAHHK He pa36HCA H MaCJIO CA He 1IpOJIHJIO.30 TOT CTOnneu
CKOBaH3-1 O6py4MH )ICeJTL3HbIMH, H LIama K HeMy HpHKOBaHa Ha BHA'bHHe KpeCTb-

allOM H Ha HCf'kneHHe 60nbHMIM. OTTOn-h IOHTH K OJTTapIO IIPAMO K )KHBOTBO-
pAlueMy KpecTy: Ty eCTb BO OJITapH )KHBOTBOPAI IHH KpecT, Ha 1(oTOpoM32 pacHA-

iua33 FocuoAa.34 TyTO)K35 eCTb Ha npaBli B npHAen'b CTOnneIlb KaMeH,36 Ha KoeM
ceAen XpHCTOC, c CaMapAHbIHemm 6ec'1'iAOBan37 y Knage351.38 RaneH noHAA Ha

IKocTAHTHHerptAe MS 2CKa3aHHe 0 CBATEJX MecTex-Ljaparpa4a:... H CBATbiA Co4AA, H
`IHH eA, H 0KpeCTHaA MtCTa Hx. OH)Ke Ha*iaT rnaronaTH: rocnoJrH iiapio! KOCTAHTHHy rpaA Tax eCTb.
BKparbue HOB'kM, A)Ke Bo3MOry; a BCA HpecnaBHaA rpaAa Toro He MOIuno noBeuaTH. Erja )ldHBAX
TaMO B MoxaCTblp'k cBATaro AHAp'hA YpoAuBaro, H B e4HH OT AHeH H3bi,Ijox Ha TOpr npomaATH
pyxoAkJi14A Moero, 3HACAaxyx(e ToroAa CAHy CBATblA Co4)e5, 61 6o nanacA OT Tpyca. H BHAkx
cToama ioxotIy Bcero ornena H Kp14JIaTa cyma, 3pax HMyiue AKo conmie; a3)Ke OT cTpaxa He Morox
3ptTH HaHb; 61x Go CTOprOBaJI 0 pyKOA'bJmu MOeM H OTTbHAe OT McHe, XOTA npHHCCTH u1Hy MOB).
A3)Ke )KAax ero. H pee KO MH; CTpaHlHbIH loHoma, HaptK MA HMeHCM: Te61 rnaroJIIO, IOHOHIe,
Topr4'blouHu4: HAH H pubI Ljapic PoMaHy, Aa IOBCJIHT MaCTepOM CKOpO CBepIIHTH uepKOB CHID
CBATYIO Co41IO, )la A3 6ysy CTpa)K eA H MtcTy CeMy. 14 peKOX K HeMy: FodnoAHHe, CTpamuoe
BHAeHHe TBOe H CB'bT pH3 TBOHX H OCHACT MA, H xaKO HMA TBoe? OCna6H MH, Aa AO)KAy T0pr0BaTeJIA
Moero. H pee KO MHti: MHxaun eCMb a3, CHnbI FOCHOAHA. H0Jl0)xb pyKOA1nb CBOIO, a3 CTpery ero.
A3)I(e HAOX H peKOX uaplo POMaHy BCA CJIOBeCa ero; OH)Ke BO3paAOBaCA CO BCbMH Cyn[HMH C IIHM. H
a3 HMKH B03BpaTHXCA CKOpO K HeMy H O6peTOX H CTOAIua Ha upe)KHeM M'kcTe, H pyKOA1nHA CBOerO
He o6peTOX, HO fOAaCT MH ueHy MOH). A3)Ke npHAX OT 0FHCHyIO pyxy er0 H noKJIOHHXCA eMy. 14 pee
MH: HAH B MOHaCTblpb CBATaro AHAptiA IOpOAIiBaro. H Cc p'bK HeBHAHM 6bICTb. A3)Ke gk- y MOlO
pa3AaBax HHIIUTM, a cam HOHAOX C03epuaTH AO6pOTy rpa,a H CBATbIH CO#H. BO HCTHHy, FOCHOAH
uapio, 6Ox(HH rpau eCTb, H CTpaAC eCTb eMy BeJIHKHH apXHCTpaTHr MHXaHSI H 3BTOparo D; ero MS
3a l4 4HOHAA Mano-naTpnapxy: HOTBHrCA, f0HAOX, ManO BCXOAA, K noJIaTe HaTpHapmeH 5A HC
npuTBopa-Ha npaBO: K npHTBOpy CBATbIA CO(rkA 6A B03ne: Y 7Ha JrbBe om. 8ABepb 9tienb
)KeJrk3Has-HcgkleHHe D; ileiiH MS 1014 TbIMH-6bIBaeT OM. lladd. CBATbIH 120m. 13TOT

Cnac: Ta HKOHa l4MHoro 60nbHbIX: MHOFH l5add. H 16BHCHT 17-18add. H 190m. 20B

MpaMOpy 270m. 22add. CTOHT 2314 ApeBO: OT ApeBa 24add. -)K 250K0BaHa-Kowie)KHbIM
om.; { } vanum S, ed. 26B Tyio YAniy: B Hioxce 27KanneT 18C ll0HHKow na om. 29c MacnoM om.
30pa3AHCA; add. 14 310KOBaH 32KOeM 33add. )KHAoBe 34add. Hauiero Hcyca XpllCTa
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the well is in an oratory on the right there.13 As you go farther, on the right-hand
side of the altar there is an icon of the Holy Trinity with Abraham's table in front
of the icon. Abraham placed bread before the Trinity at this table and dined with
the Trinity. Christian people worship at this table, for healing comes from it.14
As you go farther into the corner of the church on the right-hand side of the altar,
leaning against the rear wall is the iron pallet on which St. George and St. Nicetas
were roasted.15 There at the end of the pallet is a stone chest on a pedestal. The
relics of the forty martyrs and of the fourteen thousand infants are in this chest. l6

Christians worship at this pallet and chest, for healing comes from them. The
body of St. Arsenius the Patriarch reposes on the left-hand side of the altar;
healing comes to the sick from it."

You go on a bit from the doors of Noah's ark,18 and on the left side is a
baldachin [made] from the wood of Noah's ark, and stone pillars from
Jerusalem. 19 Christians worship at this baldachin, for healing comes from it. St.
Gregory the Theologian20 is immured in a column there on the left side, near the
wall. As you go on a little farther, on the left side is a canopy, and under this
canopy is an icon of the holy Mother of God. It was this icon which sent the
architects to Kiev to build the Caves [Monastery] churches in honor of the holy
Mother of God. This same icon wept when the Franks wanted to take it, and
churchmen gathered her tears in front of it. These tears have been set [in the icon]
like pearls.21 This icon heals many sick. As you go a little beyond that, there is a
slab of wood from Noah's ark, and on Holy Thursday the Lord's Passion relics
are placed on this slab: 22 the sponge, the reed, and the spear. Then a great crowd
of Christians comes from all around. People worship at the Lord's Passion relics,
for [from them] comes great healing to the sick as come forgiveness of sins and
deliverance from misfortune to those who approach [them].23 As you go farther
into the corner of the church, on the left the Savior is carved in expensive jasper
stone; Christians worship at this Savior, for healing comes from it.24 On the left

13lbid.

"See Commentary § 7.
15lbid.

16 The phrase "fourteen thousand infants" is adopted from the "Dialogue"; the "Tale" speaks of
"eleven infants." See Commentary § 7, on the "fourteen thousand infants" and this reliquary.

1' See Commentary § 6.
"That is, one returns to the "Imperial Doors" at the west end of the nave.
"For "baldachin [made] from the wood of Noah's ark, and stone pillars from Jerusalem" the

"Dialogue" has "a baldachin at which the Prophet Jeremiah bewailed the city of Jerusalem, and the
pillar beneath which the Apostle Peter wept." This line should probably read: "a baldachin [made]
from the wood of Noah's ark, and stone pillars from Jerusalem at which the Prophet Jeremiah
bewailed the city of Jerusalem." The "Dialogue" addition probably represents a scribal gloss
attempting to suggest religious significance for the pillars. The pillar at which Peter wept was
preserved not at St. Sophia, but at the Church of the Holy Apostles; see Commentary § 32; cf. also
Commentary § 5. On this baldachin and the columns "from Jerusalem," see Commentary § 5.

20 The "Dialogue" version here reads, "St. George and the holy Theologian"; see Commentary § 5.
21 On this image of the Virgin, see Commentary § 5, which includes a translation of the excursus on

Latin rule in Constantinople inserted in the "Dialogue" at this point.
22 The "Dialogue" text adds, "until Holy Saturday."
23 See Commentary § 5, on the table where the Passion relics were displayed in St. Sophia.
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npaByio pyxy onTaps39 eCTb Tponua CBATaa nxoHa,40 npeg HKOHOIO TpAne3a
ABpaaMJIA, Ha TOH Tpaiie3e Hoxnajan ABpaaM xii1 6 Ilpe,r TpoHuelo H o6,kr asi
c41 TpOHuefo; TOIO Tp5Ine3OIO 3HaMeH IOTCA JIIOune KpeCTbaHe, HCutJIeHHe OT

Bee 6bIBaeT.42 jaJiel,93 1OHAA B KyT44 uepKBH 1I0 npaByl0 pyxy OJITapi eCTb OJIp
)KeJIt3Hbin, K 3auHeH45 CThHe npHCJIOHeHbl l:46 Ha HeMxce47 CBATbIH reoprHn H
CBATbIH HHKbITa neiieHbI.48 TyTO)K49 eCTb KOHeu oupa50 Jiapeu KaMeH Ha CTOJIH-
uH:51 B TOM siapubI MOIwH52 40 My'leHHK H 14,00053 MJIaleHeu;54 TbIM OupOM
3HaMeHaIOTCA KpeCTbaHe H JlapueM, ncueneHne OT HHX 6bIBaeT.55 A C JABylo
pyxy oJITapi56 JTbKHT57 naTpHapx CBATbIH ApceHeH58 B T'bJIe;59 6OJIbHMM OT
Hero60 HcuentHHe 6bIBaeT.61

OT JJBepeH62 HoeBa KOBLIera HOHTH63 MaJIO no JrkByrn CTpany eCTb 6eceJla
gpeBa HoeBa KOBLIera H CTOJlnubl KaMeHbIH HepycaiiHMbcxble; TOIO 6ece)orn
3HaMeHaIOTCA KpeCTbaHe, HcuejitHHe OT HeA 6bIBaeT.69 TyTO)K65 ecTb y JrbBOe
CTOpOHbI66 6JI13 CTeHbI B CTOJInt67 3aMypOBaH CBATbIH FpHropeH68 FBorocjloB.
AaJIeH n0Hu5I69 MaJIO 1-10 JItBOH CTOpOHe eCTb TepeMellb,70 a B TepeMUH71 HKOHa

CBATaa72 BOTOpOJInua; Taa HKOHa HocbIJiania MaCTepbl Ha KHeB CTaBHTH uepKBH

rleLIepbcxbla BO HMA CBATbIa BBoropo Hua.73 TaAxc HKOHa ii iaKasia KOJIH fppA3o-

Be XOTeJIH BTIH$lTH, H cJIe3bI ea HoHMaJIH npeg Hero uepbKOBHIIxbI;74 aKH75 )KeM-
'nor Tble CJIe3bl noJIOxceHbl.76 Taa77 HKOHa MHOTO 60JIbHbIX HCIIenseT.78 OTToiie
HOHJjA79 MaJIO eCTb JIOCKa upeBa80 HoeBa KOBHera; Ha TOH goCue81 noKJia2IarOT82
CTpaCTH Focllo,wHH B BeJIHKbIH LIeTBepTOx:83 ry6y H TpOCTb H Konne.84 TorJla
6bIBaeT CXOJZ BeJIHK KpeCTb5IH Co BCLX85 CTOpoH.86 3HaMeHarOTCA CTpaCTMH
r'ocrio,ABnMH, BeJiHKO Hcuenl;HHe 6bIBaeT 6oiibHbir, H npHxoJAWHM 6bIBaeT
npOHjeHne 0T rp'kx H OT 6tjI H36aBJleHHe.87,aaJlen HOFIWI B KyT uepKBH Ha JABOH
CTpaHt88 BbIpe3aH CHaC B KaMeHH89 B JIOp0roM aClHJIe;90 TbIM CnacoM 3HaMeHa-
IOTCA KpeCTbaHe, HCueJTkHHe OT Hero 6bIBaeT.91 A92 HoaHa 3JIaTOyCTaro93 HOCOX

35Ty 36om. 376eC']iAyA 38y xnaAe3A om.; add. 14 39Ha npaBym-OJITapA: xo OJITaplo Ha TOwIKe
pyxH 40add. a 4'Ha TOH Tpane3e-o6t,uan C: Ha Henxce ABpaaM o6k,q yCTpOH Ifepeu Told 42TO10

TpAne3olo-6bIBaeT: H npnxoAAme xpfCTHAHe npxeMJ IOT HCueneHHe 43add. -IKe 44B KyT:
BHyTpb 45om. 46npnxnoneH 47Ha HeMIKe D; Ha TtX oup"bX MS 48MyqeH 6bICTb 49om. 50-Ice
oupa Toro 5/Ha eTOnnuH: BeJIHK 52add. neacaT CBATbIX 5314,000 D; 11 MS 54add. n36HeHbHbIx
SSTbIM ommpoM-6bIBaeT: y Toro Oupa n napua 6uIBaIOT uen6bl MHOrnM 56om. 57add. rpo6, a Bo
rpo6'b 58add. Becb Uen 59add. nojxaBas 600T hero om. 61om. 62add. -xce 63H0HwA 64,upeBa
HoeBa-6bIBaeT: Ha Henxe nnaKan I4epeMns upopox Hepocasmra rpaga, H CToj16eil, nojj HHMIKe
rmaxan HeTp anoCTOJI, H Ty Taxolxe npoiua 6bIBaeT; vide infra, var. no. 416 65Tyxce 66y JrhBoe
CTOpOHbI: HO J ThBOH CTpaH'b - 676113-CTOJIlIt om. 68FeopbrlH H CBATbIH 69-ace noujejj 70add.
HIOAHO yCTpoeH 71a B TepeMun: B HeM 72npeilnCTaA uapnua 73uepxBn Henepbcxbla-
rioropoAHna: UepKOBb B HeYepe, KO CBATOMy AHTOHHI0 H 'IeogocHHI 74(ppM30Be xoTenH-
uepbKoBHHKbl: *4)pA3H B331JIH Ilapbrpa)l H Aepxcann 62 n'kTa, HO Btbpbl pan He MyaHJIH HHxoroxce,
H npH1 Ie4IIIH npeR HxoHy CHID, nMama cne3bl eA n 3anegaTauia B pa*inue mark Ha BbIACJIC CTeHHOM
TyIKe ripen Hxonomm, a caMbix 4)p513 MHOro xpecTHCA; H npHHle4j KannMOx H3o ApaBHA, n3rna
(]IpA3M, a rpaa ripeuacA HacTacy uapio 75axn D; B MS 76ccej olua; add. n uo cero j4HH 77add.
-)ice 78MHOrO-HcueJIAeT: MHOFHH ueJIHT 6onbHbIX; add. A 7911OHTH 800T 81 TOH Jjocne:
Hen 82add. -cn 83add. H u0 Cy60TbI BeJIHKHA 84ry6y-Konne om. 850m. 86add. H

87FOCH0,uHHMn, BeJIIKO-H36aBJIeHHe: CBATbIMH H MHOrO npHeMnlOT pa3J1HYHa5i HcueneHHA H
npOlueHHSI rp'kXOM 88nOn44A-CTpaH'k: -IKe nonleu JTbBbISI CTpaHbI uepKBH, eCTb 89B KaMeHI: Ha
KaMeHH RoporoM 90B JjoporoM acnn,ue: Ha acunjjy 91TbIM CnacoM-6bIBaeT OM.
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side the staff of John Chrysostom is attached to the wall.25 There is a fountain on
the right-hand side as you enter the church.26

As you leave the Church of St. Sophia by the south doors, on the right-hand
side is a tall stone column, and on the column is the Emperor Justinian on a
horse. The emperor is bronze and the horse is bronze. In his left hand he holds a
golden apple with a cross, and his right hand is stretched out toward the south.27

"'See Commentary § 5.
25 See Commentary § 5, on Chrysostom's staff. At this point the "Dialogue" inserts a description of

the tomb of John Chrysostom: "The tomb of St. John Chrysostom, however, is at the high altar in the
sanctuary of St. Sophia, and is covered with a slab worked in gold and precious stones. [His body] was
still whole, and reposes there as if [he were] alive. There is nothing dismal about his vestments or hair,
but to this day [the body] exudes a strong sweet fragrance. A large concourse gathers on his festival,
not only Christians, but Franks and Latins too, and much healing and forgiveness come."

The "Dialogue" description of the tomb of St. John Chrysostom in the sanctuary of St. Sophia is
clearly an editorial addition to the original text. The "Tale," like all the other fourteenth-century
sources, locates this tomb in its traditional place, the Church of the Holy Apostles (see infra, p. 149).
That part of the original text is missing in the "Dialogue" version, however, a fact which might have
led the editor of the later text to create the entry, as he did in the case of the "column at which Peter
wept" which was also at the Apostles Church (see supra, p. 133 and note 19). In both cases the editor
would have been repairing noticeable shortcomings in a description of Constantinople, lack of
reference to two important relics which were widely renowned. Speranskij, 89-90, sees the
"Dialogue" entry here as the original reading, but other sources make this unlikely; see Commentary
§ 32; cf. Commentary § 5.

Included later in the "Dialogue" (see infra, p. 143 and note 50) is an excursus on the dimensions of
St. Sophia and a miracle which occurred when the Latins were taking the city in 1204; see Commentary
§ 8. The awkward way in which this entry on St. Sophia is introduced ("My lord Emperor, I have
forgotten to tell you this wonderful miracle...") suggests that it is a scribal interpolation. Further
evidence for this section being an interpolation is the fact that the entry is not included in the oldest
manuscript of the "Dialogue" (the Tihonravov codex), while the two manuscripts which preserve this
section represent a single prototype text (see supra, pp. 124-25).

26 On this "fountain" (probably the baptistery), see Commentary § 2. The "Dialogue" text
continues, "and a six-sazhen marble cup in which the patriarch baptizes [cf. Commentary § 2]. And
my eyes saw many other things which I cannot recount in detail. From there I went out of the Church
of St. Sophia." There follows a segment of the "frame story" of the "Dialogue": "'Up to this point
the description [has been] of the Church of St. Sophia; let us move on to the description of the city.
This is the story of the city.'

"The emperor answered and said to him, `God bless you, my lord Bishop. You have cheered me
very much, my lord, but do not restrain yourself from telling me about this city of which I have heard
so much good.'

"The bishop said to him, `I have recounted to you as much as I could, my lord Emperor, and I will
tell you as much as I can, but I did not investigate everything. I would like to do more than end here,
however I did not remain there long, only one year, and I did not go anywhere [outside the city] except
when I went to Kalojan's Castle. You have received me [?] and have made me worthy of that of which
I was not worthy, for you accepted me as one who was healthy. God grant that you find mercy on the
day of judgment.'

"The emperor answered and said, `Holy father, God knows every man; and for many years I have
desired to see all those things of which you have spoken, and if I receive [my wish] I will thank God for
everything. I await the time when I shall be freed from this corrupt power and be deprived of this
present glory, and when the Lord shall account me worthy to end my life in wandering and poverty.
How does this corrupt purple aid me as compared to the crown of Christ's glory which He gives to His
servants? Continue as you promised me.'

"In answer the bishop said, `May God grant you all that is needful to fulfill the desire of your heart.
I shall not be slothful in hurrying prayerfully, as much as is possible. Earlier we weresaying......"The

"Dialogue" version of this sentence reads: "In his hand he holds a large bronze apple
extended toward the Saracen land and he holds a cross in his right hand."
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IIpIHKOBaH K CTeHt94 HpH JItBOH CTOpOHt.95 A BOHAA96 BO IZepKOBb 6097 npaBOH

pyue98 KJIaAe3b.99
BbIHIIA100 133 CBATbIa Co e1 HC101 uepKBH lOJIyJeHHMMH JLBepbMIH eCTb HpH102

npaBOH pyre CTOJIH KaMeH BbICOK, a103 Ha104 CTOJInt uapb YCTHaH Ha KOHH. I Japb

Mt4AH105 n KOHb MtReH, ApTbXCHT B J bBOH106 pyue A6JIOKo 3JlaT0107 CO KpeC-
TOMb,108 a IlpaByIO pyxy no9HAJI Ha IOJIAHH.109 A ll OTHBy eMy170 3 uapn

92H 93cBATaro 941(cTeirh D; B n'b6t MS 95np14n'LBOH cropolrk om.; add. H Ty 6bIBa1OT HCUene-
HI3A H nponaeHHA MHOra. *A B OJITapb CBATbIA Co$A y BenHKOro npecrona ecTb rpo6 cBATaro
14BaHHa 3naTaycTaro noxposeH Abexom, yTBOpeHHOlO 311aTOM H xaMeHHeM JrparHM, a cam ne)xHT
aKH )KHB. St 60 Becb uen H HHHTO)Ke yHbIJIO HMbIH HH OT pH3, HH OT BnaC, Ho 611aroyxaHHe BeJIHe
Hcnyi aaeT H mocene. B naMATba(e ero BeimKO 6bIBaeT cxo)xnemIe, He TOKMO xpxcTHAHe, HO H (ppA3H
H naTbIHA, H MHora HcueneHHA 6biBaIOT H npoiiaeHBA; cf. infra, var. 284. Infra add. (om. T): *Ho
rocno,RH MOB uapio, H ce AHBHOe 9IOUO 3a6bIx noB'h4aTH: 6blx 6o o 6narHx 3a6bITJIHB. Era BO XpaM
EoxmH XO4HX cBATbIA CO(A H BHJatX HHO 910)l0: ecTb 60 HJaymy BO CBATyIO Co$i0 OT BeJIHKaro
oxnaJaa OT nepBbix JaBepeH Ja0 BTOpbix 50 naKOT, CHH pt'm cax(eH, a OT BTOparo nopora J(o aM6ona 70
naxoT. Mano)Ke He uomeJa aM6oHa, ecTb Ty ropKa MpaMOpHa,Ha HeH CTOHT CBATaA *Iauia noTHp,
OKOJIO)Ke Hee orpa)I(ena xaMeaeM, a Bepxy CA xnoTb Mt4AH H0311aiueH. Erna 6o xOTAxy (bpA3H B3ATH
Ijaprpan, Torua naTpnapx Ha9a xpaHHHTH COCYJabl H B3eM'Iamy Ty H noHece H3 cBATaro onTapA. Era
MHMO H4A am60H, Tor4a 6bICTb emy riiaC rnarOHA: 4ocenk 40144CHIH H He npeuueiua. OH)I(e cimImaB
Ty ycTpamHcA H H3pyTH ilanly Ty H XOTb B3ATH H He Bo3Moxe, H orpamH to xaMeneM. A OT aM60Ha u0
onTapA 30 1iaiOT, a OJITapb ecTb 50 (var.: 80) naKOT B JaoJirOTy, a MH HHa 100. A HIHpHHa cBATbIA
Co(4tM 200 JIaxOT, a BbICOTa CA 108 (var.: 150). A BepxH CA YH)AHO yxpameHbi H yTBopeHbi. A an
npe)KHHMH,IaBepMH Ha BbICOTt CA HanncaH COnOMOH Mycnel0 aKH )KHB B Kpyry na3ypne CO 3JIaTom; 6

Cax(eH, Kax(yT, Mbpa eMy, a Bctx ilpecTOn BO CBATtH Co(H 84, a noepeH BCbx 72. A CTOMHOB BCtx
oxpyr CA H BHyTpb CA 300 H 62 (var.: 68). 3Jabx(e xoluy cocTaBHTH noBecTli MoeA I(oneu; vide infra,
var. no. 284 96Bxo4A 97Ha 98cTpaHt; add. eCTb 99 add. *H iiama MpaMOp'bHa 6 CaB(eHb, B HeH)Ke
naTpHapx I(penaaeT. H HHaA MHora BHuecTe 09H-MOH, Hx)Ke HLCTb HOTOHKy cxa3aTH. OTTOne)K
113bl)IOX OT CBATbIA Co4Aisi uepKBH. joceiie CKa3aHHe o uepi(BH CBATbIA Co(ptA; npeHneM Ha rpan-
ucxoe cxa3aHHe. Cex(e o rpane cica3; add. OTBeUIaB uapb H peLie eMy: I'ocno4H enHCKone, Sor Jaa
611arOCJIOB14T TA! MHoro 6o o6BecenH MA, roCHOAHHe! Ho He oGneHH MH CA HCHOBt4aTH o rpaue
TOM, MHora 6o 6nara cnblHiy 0 Hem. 14 rnaro is emy elIHCKOn: A3, roCHO4H uapio, ennxo Bo3MOrox,
noBt4aax Tn, H HCHOBtM, eJIHKO ewe Mory. He 60 BCA H3cJTb4oBax, HO AceiiaHHe HMtIO TaMO MH I(oneu
yJiy4HTH; He 6o MHOro npe6blx Tamo, HO TOKMO n'tTO e4HHO. Hex(e xOJ4HX KyRbl, HO TOI(MO 90
KauiysHOBa ropoga, H npHHJ(Ox ceMO)x. Tbi MA IIp1AT H CTBOpH MA emy)I(e He 6tx nOCTOnH; o6peTe
MA AKO 3npaBa, Jaa JaaCTb TH focnoJab MHJIOCTb o6pecTH B JaeHb cy,axbIH. H oTBema Iaapb H pew:
One CBATbni, SOr BtcTb BCAKOrO YenOB'bKa, H as x(enamie y6o HMtio OT MHOr AT BCA Ta BHJaeTH
rnaroneMaA To6o(O, Jaa aiue nony'Io, uaM 611arogapeHHe Sory BCkx. 14iiay 60 BpemeHH, ga 6bix
rOHb3HyJI BnaaTH ceA TJrtHHbIA, ga TaMOHrbHAA 6bI CJIaBbI He nHIIIeH 6bmI, HO 6bI ciiogo6HJI MA
FOCnOub KOH9aTH )I(HBOT MOH BO CTpaHHb lCCTB'b x y6o)KeCTBt. LITO MH nOMO)KeT TJrtHHaA CHA
6arpAHHua HpOTHBy BeHua CJIaBbI XpHCTOBbI, erox(e no4aCT yFOAHHKOM cBOHM? TMxce nOBbuaH MH
AA(e o6ema. OTBewa ennCKOn, peYe: SOr uaCT TH BCA 61IaraA H HCHOJIHHT H(enaHHe cepJaiaa TBoero.
A3)I(e TH He neHHB 6yuy nOCneuIaTH MOJIHTBOIO, eMBKO Mory. A upe)I(HaA Hama pt*i CHua eCTb:
100HCXOUA 101om. 102no 103om. 104add. TOM 105Ha KOHH-M'b4AH: Becb MtAAH Ha KOHk
1060m. 107Mt4MHO BeJlHe 108C0 KpeCTOMb Om. 709a IlpaBylo-uoJIJaHH: 1OJ4HAn 6o 6'k Ha 3eMf1O
Cpa'IHHCKy, a B npaBOH pyut emy KpeCT 170npOTHBy eMy: open HHM 111uapH nOraHbni-pyKOIO:
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There are three pagan emperors opposite him, also bronze and on columns,
kneeling before the Emperor Justinian and offering their cities into his hands.
Thus spoke Emperor Justinian, "All the Saracen land is under my hand." 28 As
you leave the large precincts of St. Sophia by the south gate, the Holy Savior
Church is on the left hand; the holy Savior is depicted on the wall above the west
doors of this church. Once an impious emperor sent someone to destroy this
image. A pagan came and climbed a ladder to smash the holy Savior; St.
Theodosia ran up and knocked away the ladder so that the pagan was killed.
They took St. Theodosia and stabbed her with a goat horn, and thus St.
Theodosia ended her life, commending her soul into the hands of the Lord. This
same image of the holy Savior grew impatient seeing the affronts of the lawless
and ordered angels to take the impious emperor and bring him before it. The
angels took the impious emperor, brought him to the Church of the Holy Savior,
and placed him in front of the holy image of the holy Savior. They began to
torment and beat the impious emperor severely until he repented of his lawless
deeds, and then they sent him to the patriarch. The emperor came to the
patriarch and began to recount how the angels had tormented him. He dis-
avowed his lawless deeds before the patriarch, and from that time on, was a
devout man. All of Constantinople, including the Franks and everyone from
Galata, comes to this Savior [icon] on [its] holiday, for on this holy Savior's
holiday forgiveness comes to the infirm.29

To the east, behind the altar of [St.] Sophia, is a Church of St. Nicholas. This
church is built at the palace of Demetrius, where St. Nicholas put St. Demetrius
down after he had taken him out of the sea.30 At this church, on the right, is a
miraculous icon of the holy Savior. A Jew stabbed this icon above the left
eyebrow, and as soon as the Jew had stabbed the icon, blood and water flowed
from the wound. When the Jew saw this terrible wonder he was terrified, took the
icon, threw it in a well, and himself quickly left for his own house. Christians met
him and noticed his bloody knife, and asked the Jew where the knife had been
bloodied. The Jew did not conceal the miracle which had happened, how he had
stabbed the icon image of the holy Savior, and how blood had spurted out. The
Christians then took the Jew and brought him to the emperor. The emperor

"The statue of Justinian in the Augusteon is discussed, along with the statues before it, in
Commentary § 9.

29The church in question is the Savior Chapel at the Chalke Gate of the Great Palace; see
Commentary § 10, on the chapel and the legends attached to its famous image.

30 This is the Chapel of St. Nicholas at the east end of St. Sophia; see Commentary § 6.
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rioraHbiH TaKO)K MeggHbi H Ha CTOnrrkx, KOJAHa nOKnOHHJIH uapio YcTHaHy H
ropogbi CBOH upegaiOT emy B pyuk. Taxo pexn YCTHaxb uapb: BCA 3eMn5
copouHHbcxaa Hog Moero pyxoro.111 BbIHgu 143 BenHxaro oKnaga CBATbIa Co4JeH
H3 BOpOT172 rionygeuribix eCTb B JfEBOH pyuk uepKOBb13 CBATbIH Cnac. B TOH
uepKBH Ha1IHCaH Cnac CB5TbIH74 Ha CTeHt Hag 3a1agHbIMH ,rBepMH; Toro o6pa-
3a npHcna uapb HeueCTHBbIH pa36HBaTH. IIpHHIeg IloranblH"5 H IIpHn'k3e116 rio
n'LCTbBHIH"7 CKpyHIHTH CBATaro Cnaca.118 IIpHTeKHIH119 CBATaa (DegoCHa OT-
BpWKe720 neCTBHu}O,'21 H pa3614cx722 uoraublH. Atua CBATy10 (begocbio H/23 3a-
KJIa12410 KO3nOBbIM pOFOM, H TaKO CKOWiacA CBATaa 4)eg0CEA H iipegacsi gyruio
CBOIO B pyutk FocnogeBH.125 TOTAC o6pa3 CBSITbIH Cnac, He Tepb1A 3peTH OT
6e3aKOHHHK nopyraeMa,1OBenB aureiTom SITH HeHeCTHBa uapM H npHBeCTH npeg
cA. 14 eMifH aureiiH HezieCTHBaro uapsi H npHHecoiua B i[epK0Bb CBATaro Cnaca H
nono)KHnia npeg CBSITbTM o6pa3oM cBATaro Ciiaca H Hauama 6HTH HeHeCTHBaro
uapsi, Mytimna H Kp bnxo, gauenexce noxaACA OT 6e3aK0HHbix gen. Tow nocnauia
H K uaTpI3apxy, H 1pHiueg uapb K IIaTpHapxy Hana HOBegaTH, K KO MyuHiua
aHreiiH H 0TPHuauiACA Iiepeg naTpHapxoM CBOHX 6e3aKOHHbIx gen. 14 OT TbIX
BpereH 6brcTb gyxoBeH.126 K ToMy127 Cnacy Ha Ilpa3gHHK BCCb I4apbrpag'28
II HX09HT H 4)pg30Be H BCH129 H3 I,anaTbi; Ha Ilpa3gHHK CBATaro CHaca Hegyxc-
HbiM 6bIBaeT npoiueHHe.130

B 3agy131 OnTapA CocpeH Ha BOCTOK132 eCTb uepxosb CBATaro HHKOnbJ. Taa
uepx0Bb co3gana y133 AMHTpeeBbl nonaTbI,134 rge IlocagHn CBATbJH HHKona,
BbIHMA135 H3 MOpA, CBATaro736 RMHTpea.131 Y138 TOH)IC i[epKBH Ha npaB'k eCTb
HKOHa H1c oTBOpHaa139 CBATbIH Cnac; Ty HKOHy 1OKOn0n740 )KHgOBHH HOBbIIIIe
6pOBH neBoe. KonH 1OKOJIOn )KH,OBHH HKOHy, Torga/4' noTexna742 H3 paHbl'43
Kposb H Boga.744 Torga145 BHgeB )KH4OBHH M090 npeCTpamHoe,146 H147 y)KacecA,

B03MA148 HKOHy, BBep)Ke B Knage3b, a cam OTHge B g0M CBOH CKOp0.149 YcpeTO-
HIa150 ero KpeCTbaHe H y3pkina y Hero HO)IC OKPOBaB5I H, Bbnpamaxy )KHg6BH-
Ha,151 rg'k OK OBaBneH 6bICTb HO)K.152 )KHAOBHH)ICe He IIOTai4 aioga 6bIBaeMa,
KaKO IOKOnon HKOHy o6pa3 CBATaro Cnaca, H KaKO KpOB HcnyCTH.153 KpecTba-
Hew siHa7S4 )ICHgoBHHa155 H npHBegoiua'56 ero Ko uapio. IJapb'57 )KHgoB14Ha'58

CTOJInbi KaMembl, a Ha cTonnax 3 uapx noraHHH, BC$ CJ1 IH M'kgIHbl ant x(HBbI CTO$T, HpexnOHHlua
xontHH cBOH YIyeTHHHSIHy uapb H npegamonwe rpagbl CBO$ B pyuk eMy 112Bbn3gs-B0poT: IIomeg-
xce MaJIO OTTygy, oT gsepeH 113uepJOB D; uepKBH MS 114B TOH uepxsH-CB$TbHI: eCTb o6pa3
115IIpHmeg noraHbIH om. 116add. H'kicTO 717add. K HeMy, xOTSf 118cBMTaro Cnaca om. 119add.
-xce 120csepxce 121c nrbCTBnubl 122pa36HBCM 123Mma-(DegocbIO H: H yMpe; H eMme)Ke CBMTy}o
cbeouocHfo, HaMauma MyYHTH H Ha Koneu 1243axnama 125H Taxo-FOCnogeBH om. 126ToTxc

o6pa3gyxoBeH: ICI uapx TOFU HaMaT MyHHTH HeBH4HMO allreJIH; onxce ycTpaiunBca, 6brcTb XpH-
CTHMHHH. BbICTb 6o eMme CBATHH aHreJiH npmiecoma Ko CB$TOMy o6pa3y H HaHaT 6HTH HevecTHBa-
ro, go1u gexce o6ewacs noxagmcs. Toxce nyCTHma ero, H npmueg gaps K naTpnapxy, HcnoBkga eMy
Bce H OTpeuecs npeg naTpHapxoM Bcea CBOeM B-kpbI H Taxo KpelueH 6brcTb OT naTpxapxa uapb
127CeMy 128rpag 129H Ben om. 130Ha Hpa3RHHK-npomeHHC: H Hegy)KHbim6bIBaeT HCileneHHe, He
6bIBaeT 6o 6e3 HygecH upa3gHHK 73'B 3agy: Co3agxxce 132Ha BocTOK om. 133Ha 134,MHTpe-

eBbl noJIaTbI: 4MHTpeeBk ) Bopt 135B3eM 136om. 137add. B noilaTbi ero 138E 139om.

140add. AICTO 141KOJH noxonon-Torga: H 142noTege 143add. TOM 144H Boga om. 145H

146eTpamHoe 147om. 148H B3eM 149B gOM-CKOpO om. 15014 ycp$Te 151ero xpecrbaHe-
xcH,osnna: H X HCTHSHHH H BHge KpOB B HO)Kb B pyxy ero H pee emy 152 add. cHH, 6t 6o eMy
gpyr 153noTaH-HCnycTH: yTaemio pew: IIoxonon o6pa3 Boro Bamero, HKouy Cnaca.
154KpecTbauexc Snug: XpHCTHMHHHxce MT 155add. H CTexonIacM JnogHe 156Begoiua 157add. -xce
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asked the Jew where he had hidden the holy image, and the Jew said, "It was
thrown into a well there." Then the emperor went to the well with the patriarch
and many people. They came and pulled the icon image of the holy Savior from
the well and saw the bloodied image. They then sealed the blood of the holy
image as the blood of Christ and placed the icon in the Church of St. Nicholas.31
This icon heals many sick. In front of the west door in the great precincts32 of St.
Sophia a place has been fashioned where they bless water. There is a stone cup of
precious jasper there, and they immerse crosses in this cup. These is a lead-
covered canopy over this cup; there are four cypresses and two laurels there.33

You go east from St. Sophia toward the sea; on the right is the monastery
called Hodegetria. At this monastery the icon of the holy Mother of God is
brought out into the monastery every Tuesday, and it performs a great miracle,
healing the sick and tiring the eight men [carrying it]. The body of St. Symeon is
in this church, and there is holy water there.34 As you go north from Hodegetria
toward Mangana, on the right is the Monastery of St. Lazarus; there reposes St.
Lazarus the Friend of God sealed in a column on the right, while his sister
Martha reposes there on the left-hand side.35 There also reposes St. Meletius on
the right-hand side, while immured in a column on the left is Mary Magdalen.36
There is a convent in honor of the holy Mother of God on the right as you go
from there toward Mangana, and part of the Lord's Passion relics are in this
convent. There is an icon of the holy Savior in this church, and it was this icon
which went by sea to Great Rome as an ambassador with a letter, and returned
from Great Rome with another letter in one day.37 On the right side there is the
leg of St. Ignatius the Godbearer.38 Nearby this monastery is the Convent of St.
Basil; there the head of Basil of Caesarea reposes in a separate chapel on the left
side.39

You go from there to Mangana, and enter the monastery from the south.4'
There is a great stone cup on a column in front of the church, and over the cup
there is a lead-covered canopy; it is enclosed by columns with stone bars between
them. The evangelists and apostles41 are carved on the bars, and the columns are

3' The "stabbed icon of the Savior" discussed here was actually preserved in the Shrine of the Holy
Well which was adjacent to the Nicholas Chapel at the east end of St. Sophia; see Commentary § 6.

"The "Dialogue" text reads, "In front of the rear door of the main altar."
"The great fountain ((pt&kj) in front of St. Sophia is discussed in Commentary § 2. The

"Dialogue" version, which describes the stone cup as "green," here adds the (incorrect) note that
"emperors are baptized" in this fountain; this is pure fantasy on the part of an editor. Emperors were
baptized in the baptistery of St. Sophia, a separate building on the south side of the church; see
Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De cerimoniis, Bonn ed. (1829), 619-20. See Commentary § 2, on the
baptistery of St. Sophia.

The "Dialogue" has "date palms" (cpymnca) for "laurels" (Jiacpxua) here.
34 See Commentary § 59, on the Hodegetria Monastery and its relics.
3 'The "Dialogue" version omits "while his sister Martha reposes there on the left-hand side."
36 See Commentary § 65, on the Monastery of St. Lazarus and its relics.
3' The "Dialogue" text adds "under Patriarch Germanos and Pope Leo"; see infra, p. 379 note 105.
"The Monastery is that of the Mother of God ",r7 IIavtiavaaarK"; see Commentary § 64.
"This is actually the "r Ilavaxpaviou" Convent; see Commentary § 63.
"The Monastery of St. George at Mangana is discussed in Commentary § 60, as are its relics.
41 "And apostles" is omitted in the "Dialogue" text.
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BonpocH, rjb cxpbi CBSITbMH o6pa3. )KHAoBHHxce159 peHe: OHaMO BBp'b)KeH 6blcTb
B KJIa,ue3b.760 I.[apbxce161 C HaTpHapXOM762 H MHO)KBCrBO JIIOAeH HASIXy KO KJIa-

Ae3io.163 IIpH11ieAIHH164 H3BJICKOHIa HKOHy o6pa3 CBSITaro C11aca He KJIa4e3B,
BHA,kiiia o6pa3 IcpoBaB. KpoBx( CBSITaro o6pa3a 3a11exiaTarua c XpHCTOBOIm
KpOBbio,165 a 11KOHy HOCTaBHHIa B uepKBH CBSITaro If HICOnbI. Taa166 HKOHa MHOrO

6oJiiibix HcuenxeT.167 A168 ripeA 3anaAHbIMH'69 ABepMH B BeJIHKOM oxnaRe770
CBSITbia Co4)eH npi4 tJlano MhCTO, rA'b BoAy KpeCTSIT. Tyro171 ecTb llama KaMeHa
Aoporaro172 acHHAa; B TOH13 uaIHH norpyxcaioT xpecTM, a HaA174'iameio Tepe-
Meu175 CBHHueM r106HT.'76 Tyxc ecTb177 4 KH11apICbi H ABa ASICJHHa.'78

OT CBSJTbIa Co(pe11 11011T11179 Ha BOCTOK Aollyi80 K Mopio ecTb Ha IIpaB± Maila-

CTbIp, pCKOMbIH,HrHTpHa; B TOM MaHaCTbIpH BbIXOAHTb HKOHa CBSITaa Boro-
poAHua B0181 BCSIKHH BTOpHHK Ha MaHaCTbIpb, BeJIHKO LIiOAO CTBOp5ieT, 60JIHbIX

HCueJISIeT,182 a183 yTOMJISIeT 8184 -ie.IOBt,K. B TOIDK uepKB14185 CeMHOH CBSITbIH B

TeJr&;186 TyT0)K'87 eCTb188 CBSITaa BOAa. A OT189,erHTpea, HA5IS90 Ha 11OJIHOtIb K

MaHraHOM,S9' eCTb Ha 11paBC MaHaCTbIpb CBSITaro Jla3apSi; Tyxce JIe)KHT192 JIa_
3apb CBSITbIH, Apyr BoxcHH, B 11paBOM CTOJIn'b 3aiieTiaTaH, a ceCTpa ero Map4)a
110 JTI3BOH pyut TyTO ne)KHT.193 TyTOxC Ha npaBOH pyuK194 CBSITbIH McJILHTHH

JIb)KHT, a B ntBOM CTOn11e Mapba Mar,uanblHH 3aMypoBana. OTTOne n011TH'95 K
MaHraHOM, eCTb MaHaCTbIpb Ha 11paBt )KCHCKbIH BO HMA196 CBSITbIM BoropOAH-

ua; B TOM MaHaCTbIpH CTpaCTeH I'OCHOAHbIX yAeJThHHO.197 B TOH)K IjepKBH eCTb

HKOHa CBSITbIH CHac; Taa HKOHa XOAHJIa HOCOJIbCTBOM K PHMy K198 BeJIHKOMy CO

rpaMaTO1o 110 MOPB) H BO eAHH AeHb 113 PHMa H3 BeJIHKaro'99 CO HHOIO rpaMo-
ToiO 11pHIIIJIa.200 TyTOxc ecTb Ha npaBOH cTOpoHrk201 I4rHaTba BoroHOcua
rOJItHb. TyTO)K202 6.11113 TOTO MaHaCTbIpH eCTb203 MaHaCTbIpb )ICCHbCKbIH CBSITbIH

Bac11JIeH; TyTO)K204 JIe)K11T205 BaCHJIHa KeeapHHCKaro riiaBa Ha JrtBOH CTOpOHI?
y206 ApyroH CJIy)K6b1.

OTTOJA 1OHTH K MaHraHOM: C IIOJIYAH14 BORTH B MaHaCTbIpb, eCTb npeA
uepKOBb1O 'iaiua KaMeHa207 BCJIHKa Ha CTOJIn'b,208 a Hag uaiiiaio T'hpeMeub209
CBHHueM 1106HT; MexCio CTOJIHOB 6pyCHeM KaMeHbIM orOpo)KeHa, 110 6pyCbio
Bblpe3aHbl eyaHreJI11CTbI H aHOCTOJII H CTOJIIIbI210 C Bblpe3bI. A BOHASI277 BO

158ero 159OHxe 160OHaMo-B xna,e3b: B xna4a3H ecTb; add. ICI TOM naca 161uapb 162C

naTpnapxoM: H naTpnapx 163IIAHxy KO xnaue3}O: H,uo1ia Co xpecTM Ha xnaue3b H '64 om.

165o6pa3 CBsTaro-xpoBblo: H 6±, xpoBaBa, H 3anegaTauia xpoB XpncToBy 166Taxc 167MHOro-

HCuenaeT: MHOro uenHT H alo4eca TBOpHT H Ao cero AHH 168add. oTTone 1693a4HHMH 170B

BenHxoM oxnaue: Bennxaro onTapH '71Ty 172xaMeHa Aoporaro: 3enenaro 173B ToH: TyTO B
'74a HeA MS; Hag D 175KHOT 176o6HT 177H uapeH xpeCTaT; Ty pocTyT 1784yHHxa; add. A
179om. 180Aone 18'Ha 182Bennxo mono-HCuenaeT: H Bennxa gloAeca TBOpHT H MHOro 6onbabm4
utnHH 183om. 1844 185B TOHXC uepxBH: Tyxce '86add. nexCHT 187Tyxce 188add. H 189add.

MoHaCTblpa 190om. 191MS add. noHTH; om. D 192cBSiTaro-next&T D; om. MS 193a cecTpa-
nexcHT om. '94TyToxc-pyuL: Tyxce H 195 _We 196BO HM31 om. 197y4ene ecTb 198om. 199BO

eAHH-BenHxaro: Toroxc AHH 200add. npH I'epMane naTpnapCH H npH JIbBt Wane 201TyTOxc-

cTopoHk: Tyxce ecTb Ha npaBe pacnsTHe roenoune; Tyxce ecTb 202Tyxe 203add. HH
204Ty 205add. cBMTaro 206Ha 207Mk4eHa 208Ha CTOnnTL om. 209KHOT 210H anocTOMH H CTOnnb1
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carved too. As you enter the church you go toward the altar; on the right side, in
front of the altar, there is a large chest with a silver crucifixion on top of the chest.
In this chest is another chest, and in a third chest repose the Lord's Passion relics.
This chest is covered in gold.42 If any poor man comes to venerate the Lord's
Passion relics before Holy Thursday and after the [service of] the Lord's Passion
[Gospels],43 he comes and prostrates in front of the chest and kisses the cruci-
fixion and the chest, and great forgiveness comes. The head of St. Andrew the
Apostle reposes in the sanctuary, and on the right-hand side in the narthexas you
leave the church there are two icons. Leo the Wise painted these icons; on one are
painted the patriarchs, and on the other the emperors. From his reign up to the
end of Constantinople he painted eighty emperors and one hundred patriarchs.
The last emperor will be Kalojan's son-and then God knows; the last patriarch
will be John .41

Behind Mangana, nearby, to the east, overlooking the sea is a church [where]
the holy Savior himself appeared on the wall.45 This Savior heals many sick. The
body of St. Abercius reposes in this church; every Wednesday and Friday they
lift St. Abercius and lay him on the sick and healing comes from him. Similarly,
Christians worship at St. Anne,46 for forgiveness comes from her. There4is holy
water below the Savior [Church] in a stone cistern enclosed between the city wall
and the sea. People wash with this water and drink it and healing comes from it.
Ailing legs are buried in the sand along the sea here, near the holy water, and they
become healthy when the worms run out of the legs and out of the whole body.
As you go west from Mangana, toward Basilike, there is the church [where] the
body of St. Andrew of Crete reposes on the right side as you enter the church;
Christians worship at it, for healing comes from it.47

42 The "Dialogue" text omits the references to the two internal chests and the notice that the chest
is covered in gold.

47 During this period the Passion relics were displayed in St. Sophia; see Commentary §§ 5, 60.
44 These two sentences explaining the "icons painted by Leo the Wise" are from the "Dialogue"

text (one manuscript of which has "Jonah" for "John"). At this point the "Tale" text displays signs of
being corrupted and confused: "On one he painted the emperors and on the other he painted the
patriarchs. He painted eighty emperors to the end of Constantinople, and he painted one hundred
patriarchs. On one he has painted eighty emperors less three, for there are still to be three emperors,
and on the other the patriarchs; there have been one hundred thirty lessone, and there are three yet to
be. The end of Constantinople will be when these emperors and patriarchs have passed; God
comprehends His creation. According to Leo's prophecy, [counting] from the Apostle Andrew,
Emperor Manuel, the son of Kalojan, will be the eightieth, the last emperor at Constantinople, and
then only God knows, but there will be six patriarchs more." These "prophetic paintings" are
discussed in C. Mango, "The Legend of Leo the Wise," ZVI, 6 (1960), 76-78. See also Commentary
§ 60.

"'This is the Church of the Savior '1)0, v0puirzog"; see Commentary § 61.
46The "Dialogue" text calls St. Anne the "martyr." At this point the confused order of the

"Dialogue" text is displayed by the sentence continuing: "and the head of St. John the Forerunner,"
etc., which properly belongs to the entry dealing with the Peribleptos Monastery, from which point
the "Dialogue" version continues; see infra, p. 147. The sequence of the "Dialogue" text entries is
rearranged in the critical apparatus of the present edition to conform to the more correct order
preserved in the "Tale."

4' The shrine in question is the Convent of the Mighty Savior; see Commentary § 69; the
"Dialogue" version calls it a church of St. Andrew.
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uepxoBb IOHTH K oJITap}o:212 npe, OnTapeM Ha npaBO13 cTOpoHk213 eCTb napeub
BenHK,214 Bepx215 napua216 pacnuITHe217 cepe6peno. B TOM napuH HHbIH napeub; B
3-Mb napbuH218 JTb)KaT CTpaCTH I'OCIIOAHH. TOT napeub 3JIaTOM OKOBaH.219 Awe

KTO HpHH,geT y6orbIH genoBtK220 Ha llO1KnOHerme221 CTpacTeM FocHo HHM go
BeiIHKaro ZIeTBepra222 H HO CTpaCTex FocriogHHX, npHfe4 6bleT LIenOM nepeA
JlapueM223 H uenyeT B paClIATHe H B napeub, H BeJ1HKO npoMeHHe 6bIBae-r.224 A BO

oJiTapu stbxcaT cBATaro a1OCTOJIa225 AHgpta rnaBa. 14 BbIHAA226 HC uepKBH Ha
npaBOH cTOpoH'b227 B npHTBOpe eCTb HKOHbl ABb: TbMH HK0Hb1228 HHcan229 IZpe-
MygpbIH JIeB, H Ha egHHOH Ha1HCaHH naTplapCH, a Ha gpy3HH)Ke uapH; OT
cBoeroxce uapCTBa HHCaJI go CKOHtiaHHA IJapArpaua uapeH 80, a naTpHapXOB
100, a nOCntAHHH uapb 6ygCT CblH KanyslH, a IOTOM Ior BbcTb, a UOCntgHHH
HaTpHapx 14oaHH.230

ECTb HO 3a)y231 MaH-braH232 6JH3 Ha BOCTOK Ha) 232a MopeM eCTb uepKOBb;
CBSITbIH Cnac233 cam Hpeo6pa3HJICA Ha CTeHe. TOT CHac MHOFO 6o.IHbIx 13Cue-
nsleT.234 B TOH)K uepxBH ne)KHT CBSITbIH ABepKHH B Teirk; CBBTaro ABepKea
HogHHMa10T BO BCAKYIO cpepy H B 1SITOK, HOCTaBn5IIOT ero, 6OnbHbIM HcueneHHe

OT Hero 6bIBaeT. TaKO)IC H CBSITOIO AHH 3HaMeHaIOTCSI KpecTbsIHe, npoweHHe OT

Hea 6bIBaeT.235 A236 HOg CnacoM ecTb CBATaa Boga, Mexclo CTeHbI rpagHOH H
MOpeM 3aKniOHieHa B rony1UH B KaMeHOM;237 TO10 BOAOIO yMbIBaiOTCH238 H
nblOTb es1,239 HCuentLHHe OT HeA 6bIBaeT. TyTO)K240 6JI143 CBSITbIa BOAbI BCKpaH

MOpA241 6OnHbIH Horpe6alOT Horbl B riecoic;242 cIepBHe H36tra1OT243 143 Hor244 H

H30 Bcero T'bna, H 6bIBa10T 3JZpaBH. A OT MaH-braH245 Ha 3ana,r K BacHJIKOM HAA
eCTb uepxoBb: CBATbIH AHaptH KpHTbcKHH B TeJT}i neACHT, a BX093M B uepxoBb
Ha npaBOH CTOpOItk, 3HaMeHa}OTCA HMb KpecTbane, HcueneHHe OT Hero
6bIBaeT.246

om. 21'BHHAA 212IOHTH K OJITapIO OM. 213npaBOH cTOpoffb: npaBe 214add. Becb OKOBaH H
3aMKH cepe6psmbI 215B Bepxy 216add. H3Ba$IHO 217add. Focno)lHe 218HHbIH napeub-napbIlH
om. 219TOT napeub-OKOBaH om. 220y6orbIH BenOB'bK om. 221110x1103 222add. HJIH no
'IeTbBepry 223H no cTpacTex-napneM: npnruem, noxnoHHeTCSI pacnxTHIO FOCnOAHIO 224BenHxo

-6bIBaeT: H npneMneT rpexoB oTnyweHHe 225om. 226H3me)4 227npaBOH cTOpoHt: npaBe
228TbIH HKOHbI: Hxxce 229Hannca7I 230kTuHa L; * H Ha e,I[HHOH-14oaxn D; Ha OAHOH rlHcan uapH, a
Ha ApyroH rmca i naTpnapxH. uapeH 11Hcan 80 Ao cxoHHaHHa uapsrrpaja, a naTpnapxoB mean 100;
Ha O) HOH nHcaHo uapeH 80 6e3 3-x, a ewe TpeM uapeH 6bITH, a Ha BTOpOH naTpnapxH 6brno 100 H
30 6e3 eunnaro, a ewe 3-HMb 6bITH. YI cH uapH MHHyT H naTpHapXH, TOrAbi I4aplorpauy cxoHBaHHe
6yueT. A TO bor Bk4aeTb 0 TBapH CBOeH. 14 OT AHApka anocTona no JThBOBy IlpopoMeeTBy
nocne4HIIH uapb Ha uapnrpaue 80-Hbu, MaxyHu uapb, KanyslHOB CBIH, a HOTOM e4HH BOr BtCTL,
a HaTpHapxoB mecTm ewe MS 231ECTb HO 3auy: IIo3aA-kxce 232MHOro D (MaHraH edd. Majkov)
232aHeA MS 233add. mice 234TOT Cnac-HCUensleT: H MHOra OT Hero HcueneHHSI 6bIBaeT
235cBsrTaro ABepxea-6brsaeT: H CBSTasl My*IeHHua AHA B Tknexce; D add. H pyxa HBaHHa
I1pe,QTetia, etc.; vide infra, var. no. 351 2360T Hesnce 237B FOnyUUH B KaMexoM: H 238add. simjjHe
239add. H 240Ty 241add. ecTb necox, HAtkxce 242B necox om. 2431136Hpa}OT 244HOC 2450T

Mam,raH: MaHraibl; add. H3IHCA 246KpmTbcxnH-61,IBaeT: H Ty 11e)KHT CBSITbIH AHAp'bH
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You go south from St. Sophia, toward the imperial palace of Constantine; on
the left is the Church of St. Euphemia where the head of St. Euphemia reposes,
covered in gold.48 The body of St. Michael also reposes there; Christians worship
at them, for healing comes from them. The imperial palace is south from there,
for the imperial palace of Constantine overlooks the Great Sea. For decoration
in the imperial palace there is a very high stone column which has been erected
overlooking the sea. On the column there are four stone pedestals, with a stone
placed on these small pedestals. Winged dogs and eagles of stone are carved on
this stone, and stone rams. The rams' horns were broken, and the columns were
smashed. It was the Franks who broke them when they ruled Constantinople.
They also damaged many other decorations [there]. Along the sea below the wall
there are stone bears and stone aurochs. This was the Baths of Constantine which
was very high, with water brought there,49 and jasper cisterns and jasper con-
duits. This is all lost now. There was another palace below the imperial palace,
and in this palace there is a cup that was full of water. Christians and Franks
came and took water from the cup, yet it always stayed full and the water never
decreased. Healing came to the sick from this water, but that cup stands empty at
this time.50 You go west from the imperial palace to the playing field, for the
playing field is near the imperial palace.51 This playing field was decorated with
many marvels, and even now there are many wonders. In it are thirty columns
standing at the Great Sea [end]. There is an iron ring on each column and a
crosswalk paved with stone bars on top of the columns, from one column to the
next. You go from these columns through the playing field. There are two stone
women on a column52 on the left side; these women revealed which wife was

48 For "where the head of St. Euphemia reposes, covered in gold" the "Dialogue" has "where the
council of the forty holy fathers on the sixteenth day of July was confirmed in the faith by St.
Euphemia." On the Martyrion of St. Euphemia, see Commentary § 14.

49 The "Dialogue" has the water brought there "by the Emperor Leo." On the Great Palace and
the "Baths of Constantine," see Commentary § 11.

so The "Dialogue" discussion of the "Baths of Constantine" (replacing "and jasper cisterns" to "at
this time") is quite different: "[Leo] had a marvelously designed large stone cistern built, and the poor
came to wash at this cistern. A large wooden barrel encircled with iron bands was placed in a corner of
the baths with seven taps which supplied whatever kind of water anyone wanted. There was no charge
for anyone washing [there], and he [Leo] even placed a stone statue of a man in another corner as a
watchman to hold a bronze bow in his hand, and bronze arrows, so that if anyone attempted to exact
a fee from someone, he would shoot the barrel so that there would be no more water from it.
Alongside the barrel he built a lighthouse encircled with Latin glass, and it burned continuously day
and night. Some people told me that this bath lasted three hundred years after Emperor Leo. People
washed in it and the water never stopped flowing from this barrel, and the lighthouse continued to
burn until the Franks began to charge a fee, and then this statue shot an arrow and hit the barrel. The
barrel broke and the lighthouse went out. The Franks then cut the head off the statue, as they broke
many decorations." See Commentary § 11, for a discussion of this text.

At this point the "Dialogue" inserts an excursus on St. Sophia; see supra, note 25. It is translated in
Commentary § 8.

11 This playing field is the main hippodrome of Constantinople; see Commentary § 13.
52 For "on a column" the "Dialogue" text has "on the gates."
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OT CBATbIa Codex HOHTH Ha uoJIAHe K uapeBy ABOpy KOCTAHT14HOBy ecTb Ha

JTkse uepKOBb247 cBATaa Ey(pHMHa; TyTO Jie)ICHT CBATOH Eyq)m4bH roJIOBa 3JIaTOM

01KOBaHa;248 TyTO)K249 CBATbIII MHXaHJIO Jie)KHT B TeJTt, 3HaMeHaIOTCA HMH

KpeCTbAHe, HCuejieHHe OT HHX 6bIBaeT.250 OTTOJTh257 Ha uapeBb )uBOp Ha HOJI-

)4eHb,252 eCTb uapbBb )lBOp KoCTRHT14HOB251 Hag MopeM Hag254 BeJIHKbIM.255 ECTb

Ha uapeB-b JIBope y30pOUbe:256 Hag MopeM BbICOKO BeJIbMH HOCTaBJIeH257 CTOJIH

KaMeH, a258 Ha TOM CTOJIbiit 4 CTOJI'bII[H KaMeHbIX,259 a Ha TbIX CTOJT1IjtX HOJI0-

)KeH KaMeH,260 a261 B TOM262 KaMeHH Bblpe3aHbI263 HCbI264 KpbIJIaTbI H OpiIH265

KaMeHbl H 6opaHbI KaMeHbIH. BopaHOM pora 36HTbI,266 ga H CTOJIIIbI o6HTbI;267

TO)IC 6HnH268 4pA3oBe, KOJIH269 BJla)thJIH IJapm4rpagoM, H HHb1X270 y3opoueH

MHOr0 HOTpaBHJM.277 A u0)); CTbHOIO B-bCKpaHMOpA272 McJJBeAll KaMeHbl H 36ypH

KaMeHbIH.273 Aa 6bIJIa274 MOBHHua KOCTAHT14HOBa275 BbICOKa BeJIMH,276 ga H Boga

B03BegeHa 6buia TaM277 H KOpbITa aCHH)Ha, )KesIo6bI 6bIJIH aCHHgHbiH; ga yxce

Bce llOTepAH0.278 A 10) I[apeBbIM )LBOPOM HHbI 6bIJIH HOJIaTbI.278a B TbIX HOJIaTax

eCTb 4aula,279 B0) bl 6bIJIa HOJIHa;280 IIPHXOWAUH KpCCTbaHe H281 (bpA30Be282 B3H-

MaJIH283 BOJ4y OT LIamH, a BOgbI He y6bIBaJIo, HO Bcerga CToaiia HOJIHa, OT Toe
Bogbi 6blBano HcueltbHHe 6oJIHbIM, a Ha Clix hulTex iipa)Kga ualua CTOHT.284 A co

uapeBa ,gBopa noHTH285 K 14FPHluy Ha 3ariag; ecTb HrpHlue 6JIH3 uapeBa gBopa.

To 6b1Jio HrpHlue MHOrbIMH ulouecbi yxpaulexo ga H elue MHOro 3HaMeHHH.286

Ha HeM ewe287 eCTb CTOJIHOB 30 CToaTb288 OT BeJIHKOTO Mopi, )ia289 y BCAKoro

CTOJIna KOJIua )KeJIe3Ha, a Bepxy CTOJIHOB 6pycbeM KaMeHbIM uepexo,ubI H3MO-

we1m1290 OT KpaHHero CTOJIHa291 go KpalHero. A OT TbIX CTOJIHOB HOHTH HO292

Hrpnwwy eCTb Ha JABOH CTOpOHt Ha CTOJIHb293 )4Bt )KeHu KaMeHbIX;294 TbIH )KeHbI

KpHTCKHH H uen6bl nogaeT nlogeM MHO3HM 247add. eCTb 248TyTO neiCHT-OKOBaxa: *ligkice

co6op HIORA B 16 Th Hb 6bicTb CBATbIx oTeu 40 H yTBepiceH 6bICTb Btpbi cBATOio Ey4HMHeIo

249Tyxce H 2503HaMeHaIOTCA-6biBaeT: H Ty 6bACTb uen6bl MHOrHM 251 HgoxoMice OTTygy 252 Ha

IloJlgeHb: KOHbCTAHTHHOB 253om.; add. Ha 11oJIymHH 254om. 255add. H 256y3poubsl MHOro

257Hag MopeM-nocTaBneH: ecTb y6o 258Beniilf 259add. -ice 260add. cnHero acnnga 261ga

262add. -ice 263pt3aHbI 264BBbI 265MS add. KpbinaTbI; om. D 266LopaHOM porn 36HTbI: Y

GopaHoBxce pora. yxce 3611Ta 267ga H-o6HTb1: TtMice H CTOnn egHH H36HT 268r1opTHnH 269B

ennxo L 270add. y6o 271noTpasnnn D; HOTepanll MS 272add. ecTb 273add. -ice H HHbIX

y3opO'IbA Be.aMH MHOro H go cero JIHH 274ga 6bina: 14 ecTb 275add. Hag MopeM 276om. 277ga

H-Tam: 611x3 CTeHbI, TaMoxce JIeB Ijapb H Bogy Bo3Ben 278H xopbITa noTepsHO: *H IcopbiTo

y'IHHH IcaMeHO BenHKO XHTpO H MygpO, y Heroic xopbITa HHIIjn11 npnxogAlmlH MbJBXyTCH, a BO yrnH

MOBHH TOA noJ10iC 6oHKy gpeBHHy BenHKy, 36HTy o6pyuH iCejit3HHMH, y Heslice 7-Mb FB03gb, ga
KaKOBy XTO XO`IeT Bogy, TaKOByxce 14 TOOHT; a M39bI He ITMaeT HH y xoroxce MbIIOHjHXCA. Ha Toxce

nOCTaBH CTpaic B gpyroM yrnH 60JIBaH aKH uenOB'kK KaMeH, (inc. T) H nyK M'kg5H B pyljb ero H CTpena

M'kggHaic, ga aiue KTO Y KOFO 3ax0'IeT B3ATH M39y, TO OH 3CTpenHT 6O'IKy, H He 6ygeT BOgbI

OT Hes. A B03Jrk 60TIKH yCTpOHJI 4)OHapb orpaiceH CTeKJIOMnaTbIHbCKHM, Hive ropsine geHb H HOlub

HenpeCTaHHO. PeKOHIa MIT H H'kubIH, AKO HOCne JIM uapA 300 AT 6bICTb MOBHHIja CHIT, MbSXyTCA B

HeH, H He npecTaslIne Boga TeKYHjH H3 6OgKH TOA, m 4)OHapb ropsuie, H erga (45311 Ha'Iafa B3HMaTH

M39y, Torga ToH 60JIBaH H Cn3CTH cTpkny H ygapH B 60Aicy, H 6oHKa pa3ck)jecs H 4oiapb Horanie.
OHHxce OTpoilia rnaBy 6onBaHy ToMy; T'bMice MHora 4)pA3H HCTep51JW14 y30po'IbS 278aadd. H

279add. uapnubraa cBATbie EneHbl; Talc naiiia 280add. H 281om. 282add. naTbrHH H cpa'HHa
283B3HMaxy 284OT HauiH-CTOHT: KOMy)IWO KOJIHKo HaAo6-L. A 6e3 BORbI He 6bIBano Hi4KOnH)Ke, HO

HCueneHHe gaAinecM 6onHbIM; a HbIHexce Ta Ha11Ia npa3mHa CTOHT IT go cero mHH. Ibi add. (om. T): Ho

rocnomH MOH uaplo, etc., var. no. 95; vide supra. Item add. Peveice eMy: One CBATbIH, MHoro
611arogaplo TA, HO nOB'kicgb MH, KaKO B3bIge OT uapCICa 4Bopa. OTB'kluaBxce enncicon, peue: 285A

CO-HOHTH: OT uapcxa mBopa HOHWOXOM 286ga H-3HaMeHHH: TLMACe MHoro H HbIHe CCTb

287om. 288add. BeJIHKIIX 2890m. 290MOHjeHbI 291 add. H 292110 D; KO MS 293 BOPOTIX 294 add.
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unfaithful to her husband.53 Also on the left side, as you go on a bit from there,
are three bronze serpents; these serpents turn three times a year.54 Also there, on
the left side, is a great jasper column set on bronze bases with the bronze bases set
on a large piece of stone. Sixteen men lifted the column, and on this column little
people are carved. There is a fountain on the right side, and an earth wall around
the playing field,55 with gates on all sides. You go west from the playing field
through the left gate toward the Savior's nail. The Savior's nail is sealed into a
column, and the column stands on the right-hand [side] of the Great Street56 as
you go from St. Sophia to the Righteous Judges. Noah's axe and the twelve
baskets of [bread] remnants are immured in this column. The column is covered
with fifteen iron bands, and there is a cross on the top of the column.57

You go along the Great Street from the column toward the Righteous Judges.
On the right side there is a secular church; in this church stands an icon which
performs great miracles healing the sick every Sunday.5 s As you go farther along
the Great Street, on the right-hand side are the Righteous Judges, as large as
people and made from red marble. The Franks damaged them; one was split in
two, and the other had its hands and feet broken, and its nose cut off. These
Righteous Judges passed judgment on who had cheated whom of large amounts
of silver: [the money] would be placed in the hand of the Righteous Judges, and
they would take only as much as the just price; thus the hand would testify to the
cheated amount.59 You go far from there toward the imperial castle of

sa The "Dialogue" adds, "and did not allow them into the playing field; they played by themselves
elsewhere."

e' The "Dialogue" adds, "when the sun enters the summer solstice, the winter solstice, and when it
will be a leap year."

"For "with the bronze bases" to "an earth wall around the playing field" the "Dialogue" text
adds: "Emperor Leo the Wise had these pedestals made, and they are like large houses joined
together. There are sixteen men on the column, eight bronze and eight stone, and each one holds in his
hands a broom. (It was [of ] an unfamiliar wood, but like a wax from plants.) Under Emperor Leo
these men went around the city at night sweeping the streets, and stood unoccupied during the day.
There is something wise and clever about this work,,- he was like a second Solomon. He had a palace
during his reign where the sun, moon, and stars wended their course as they do in the heavens, but
now all this is disused, as I said. There are other columns around the playing field on which are carved
little people."

See Commentary § 13, on things this text notes in the hippodrome.
se The "Great Street" is the Msarl, the major throughfare of Byzantine Constantinople. It led from

the Augusteon and St. Sophia to the Golden Gate in the southwest corner of the city. See
Commentary § 15.

"The column of the "Savior's nail" is the famous "Column of Constantine"; see Commentary
§ 15, on this monument.

"The "Dialogue" says the icon here was of the "holy Mother of God." This parish church is
discussed in Commentary § 22.

59The "Dialogue" entry on the Righteous Judges (which replaces "as large as people" to "the
cheated amount") is somewhat different: "They are from the Red Sea, and were cleverly and artfully
made by Leo the Wise. The figures and the Latin clothes on them are both made of red marble stone.
One righteously judged cheating, the other cases of debts, commerce, and other things. If anyone
cheats someone on something and he comes and puts [money] in its hand, it will only take the right
number of coins, and not take any extra coins [xyHhI], but they will drop out. With commercial
disagreements it is the same: both complainants stand with their hands in the statue's mouth, but the
guilty one draws his hand away. But the Franks broke it; one is broken in half, and the hands and feet
of the other are broken, and the nose cut off."
See Commentary § 23, on the Righteous Judges.
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o61m,mi H, KOTopaa295 )ICeHa OT Myxca 6nyAuTb.296 OTTOJTL nOHASI Mano eCTb Ha
ntBOIDK CTopoHr297 3 3MI114 MkmsIHbI;298 Tbin 3MH I uOBopoLIa}OTCSI299 3-)ICAbI

JTbTOM.300 A TyT)ICe301 eCTb Ha JTLBOH CTOpOH'b302 CTOnn aCnngeH303, BefHK,
IIOCTaBJTLH Ha CTyn-LX Ha304 Me aeHhIX, a CTyna Mt affHaa nOCTaBJAHa Ha BeJIHKOM

KaMeHHH. A rIOAHHManO CTOnn 16 'IenoB'hKb;305 Ha TOM CTOnn'k Bblpe3aHbl
nloAAbl Manbl. ECTb)ICe Ha npaBOH CTOpoH'b KnaAA3b. A 0KOJIO nrpnwa Ban, a306
Ha BCH CTOPOHbI BOpOTa. A c bIrpnrua 11ORTH307 B JItBaa BOpOTa Ha 3anam K
CnacoBy rB034tWO. ECTb CnacoBo rB03A4e BO CTOJ ilt 3ale'IaTaHO;308 CTOnn309
CTOHT c npaBylo pyKy Bennxbla YnHubl, HAy'IH310 OT CBSITbIa Co4IeH K IIpaBocy-
40M. B TOM)Ke CTOJIH'L HOeBa COKHpa H 12 KOHI yKpyXOB 3aMypOBaHO,311 a
CTOnn 06HT312 1IATbH)HameC51Tb o6py'IH )KeJlt3HbIMH, a Bepxy CTOnHa313 KpeCT.

A314 OT CTonna315 1O14TH316 no BenlKon YJIHLJH K IIpaBOCyAOM. ECTb Ha317
npaBOH CTOpOHi?318 IZepKOBb MHpbCKaa; B319 TOH IZepKBH CTOHT320 HKOHa;321 BO

BCAKoe BbCKpeceHHe Aa BenHKa'nomeca CTBOpAeT, 6oJIHbIX HCT4enseT.322 )lantkn
IIOHAA323 no BenHKOH YJIHAbl eCTb Ha npaBOH pyub324 I-IpaBOCymbl HC'repneHaro
MpaMopa,325 Aa ropa3Ao 6bIJIO cTBopeno, KaK nlomH; 1OIIOPTFJIH FIX cppA30Be.
OAHH nepe6HT Ha ABOe, a ApyroMy pyxbI H Horbi rlepe6HTbl H HOca cpaJKeno.
TbIH IlpaBocyAbi paccy)Kganl,326 a327 KTO Koro rioxniknan MHOrbIM cpe6poM, Aa
BJIO)KaT IIpaBocymoM328 B pyKy:329 KOJIHKO)K 6yAeT npaBblX KyH, TOJIKO B03-
MyT,330 Aa OT HOKnenHblX KyH pyxy CBemeT.331 OTTOn±k332 H01TH333 Ko KanyaHOBy

guilty one draws his hand away. But the Franks broke it; one is broken in half, and the hands and feet
of the other are broken, and the nose cut off."
ant )KHBbI H 295)KeH KOA 296add. H He nycxasr FIX Bo HrpHme, HO OTAaJIe ce6k Hrpa.H
297OTTOJrk-cTOpoHb: OT HrpHluaxce nomejl Mano HanrkBO, B Tollxce CTOpoHb 298add. H
299o6paiualoTbcA 300add. KORH COnaue B JrlTHy1O 3Bk3Ay nocTynHT, Aa KOJIH B 3ITMHIOIO, Aa KOnH

Ha HCTOM BHCOKOCT$ 6yAeT 301TyTO)Ke 302Ha JItBOH CTOpOHt: HaneBe 303KaMeH 304CTyJrbx Ha:

'IeTbipeX noibiraX 305MS add. eCTbxce CTOnnbl; om. S, edd. 306CTyJIa MtAAHaa-BaJI, a: * 1OAbIrH
T'k aKm XpaMHHbI BeffKH CJIHTbI, H)Ke COTBOpH AeB uapb rIpeMyJlpbin. Ha TOM CTOJTrrb 16 MyxceH: 8
MbTAHbiX, a BOCM KaMeHbIX; AepxcaT B pyKax CBOHX KO)ICAO McTnbI (6t)Ke ApeBO He3HaeMo, HO 6t AKo
BOCK OBouiano). T'kxce MyXCHe ripH JIBt uapt naxann ynnubl, no rpauy xo,gmue HOUH11o, a B Aeab
CToslXy npa3AHH. H HHa 6o xHTpa H MyApa TOro TBopenns; 6t anH BTOpbIH COnoMOH. Bo AHHxce
uapcTBa ero 6bina y Hero nonaTa, B Hellxce ConHHe H MtCAH H 3JZt3JIbI xoxcjaxy aim Ha He6ecH.
HbiHrkxce BCA Ta npa3AHa, AKoxce pexox. A oxon0 Hrpnwa HHb1 CTOJHJOBe Ha HHX)Ke pt3aHbI JlroAUbl
Manbl. A Hanpase ecTb xnaAA3b rny6oK BeJIMH, a B HeM Boua cnaAKa. A c birpHma 307A c birpnlua
noHTH: H OTTy4y)Ke HAOXOM 308ECTb CnacoBO-3ane*IaTaHo om. 309add. y6o 3100m. 311B

ToMxce-3aMyposaHo: Bepxy Toro CTOnna 3ane'iaTaHo rB03AHe Cnacoso H HoeBa cexnpa H KOMHH-
ua OT 9Byna4eC51T, 'ITO XpHCTOC B nyCTbMHH AroAo CTBOpnn 31206HT D; OKOB H MS
313ero 314om. 315add. -Ace 316noHaoxoM 317MSI marg. 318Ha npason eTOponk: Hanpase
319HC 320Bb1X04HT 321add. cBATaA Eoropo.rwua 3226onrlbix HcuenaeT: 6onabiv noAaeT
HCueJIeHne 323j' edd.; HonnoHAA MS;,aJTbH r1OHAA: IIouiej ice nomane 324Ha HpasoH pyu"k:
Hanpase 325HC 'IepneHaro MpaMopa: OT Mops LIepMHarO 326Aa ropa3AO-paccyxTAaJIH: Axe
COTBOp1J1 JIeB HpeMyApbiH ropa3AHO H xHTpo. KaKHe JIIOAHe H HopTb1 Ha HHx J1aTb1HbCTHH, o6a
KaMenbl Kpacnor0 MpaMopy. 14 OAHH npasocyAllii o noxnene, a ApyrHH 0 3aHMy H 0 TOPFOBnAX H
06o HHHX BelHex; Aa aiue 327om. 328IIoxn$naJl-IlpasocyroM: 'rbM HoxneHneT, H off Hpnu.IeA Aa
BCbinneT ervly 329add. H 330H npHMeT 331Aa oT-cBeueT: a nniuHero HHKaKO)KC He npHHMeT, HO
neTSIT KyHbi MHMO. A O TOprOBJIAX TaKO)KC: CTOATH o6bMa HcueMa pyKH BJIO)KHB B p0T 60JIBaHy
TOMy, H KTO 6y9eT BHHeH, H OH OIII116CT pyKH eMy npo . Ho H TO TppA3H nOnOpTHJIH: e,LWH Hepe6HT

Ha HOnbI, a Apyro y pyKH H HOFH nepe6HTH H HOCa Cpa)KeHO 332add. -xce 333HCHIea H HAOXOM
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Kalojan.60 There are gates before [you come to] the imperial castle; on one side of
these gates the Crucifixion is painted, while on the other side is the Last
Judgment.61 Going through these gates you come to the Great Sea62 and the
Peribleptos Monastery. The Peribleptos Monastery is nicely built. The church is
[dedicated to] the All-pure [Mother of God], and in this church many relics63
repose. There are the right hand of the Great Forerunner [John the Baptist],
covered with gold but missing a finger, his beard, and a bone from his skull. There
are also relics of St. Nicholas,64 the head of James the Apostle, and the jawbone
of Stephen the Younger; there are also relics of the fourteen thousand infants .61
Relics of many others repose in a chest. The body of the priest Gregory also
reposes in this church. There is an icon of the holy Savior in this church; this icon
spoke to the Emperor Maurice. The holy Savior said to Emperor Maurice, "You
have sinned, repent! And if you do not repent, do you want to suffer in this world
or in the other?" When he heard this great wonder the emperor repented of his
lawless sins.66

From Peribleptos you go toward Kalojan's Castle; the monastery called
Studius is on the left. There are two incorrupt bodies in this monastery; St. Sabas
and St. Solomonis repose in the corner on the left side.67 From there yotugo to St.
Diomedes; St. Diomedes Church is on the right side of the road, near Kalojan's
Castle. Christ's table is in this church, and it was at this table that Christ supped

60The "imperial castle of Kalojan" is the fortress which Emperor John V ("Kalojan") con-
structed at the Golden Gate of the land walls in 1389. It was destroyed in 1391. See C. Mango, "The
Date of the Anonymous Russian Description of Constantinople," BZ, 45 (1952), 382-84; cf.
Commentary §§ 83, 87.

61 These gates are those of the Peribleptos Monastery compound which the text describes next. See
Commentary § 24, on this monastery and its relics.

62 The Propontis, the Sea of Marmora.
63 In the confused order of the "Dialogue" text this point marks the end of the description of

Constantinople; there follows immediately a concluding section. As noted previously (supra, note
46), the remainder of the discussion of the Peribleptos Monastery is assigned to the Church of the
Savior cbt%avopwmroq at Mangana, after which the "Dialogue" follows the "Tale" order again.

"The "Dialogue" adds, "and relics of St. George, and...."
65 "Fourteen thousand" infants is the "Dialogue" version adopted here for "two thousand" in the

"Tale" text. There is little doubt that the relics meant here are the remains of the "Holy Innocents,"
the only large group of infant saints venerated in the Byzantine Church. Their traditional number is
14,000. See Commentary § 24; cf. Commentary § 7; Synaxarium CP, col. 353.

66 From the story recounted here this image is one of the Chalke Savior; cf. supra, p. 137; see
Commentary §§ 10, 24. Rather than "The Holy Savior said ... his lawless sins," the "Dialogue"
recounts the traditional story in more detail: the icon "spoke to the Emperor Maurice while he was
praying and saying, `Lord, remove from me this temporal glory lest I be deprived of Thee and of
eternal glory.' The icon with the holy Savior himself [depicted on it] answered him, `Do you want to
suffer in [this] world or in the next?' The emperor wondered at this great miracle and said, `Let me not
suffer there, 0 Lord, but lay all the evil on me here.' Then the Savior said to him, `Go out from here
and forswear your sins, then I will fulfill all your desires.' The blessed emperor was immediately
tonsured and adopted the monastic life. The blessed Emperor Maurice was so transformed that he
was buried here and his body still reposes here."

6 7 The Studite Monastery and its relics are discussed in Commentary § 26.
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ropo,AKy K334 uapeBy ,uanege,335 eCTb Ao uapeBa336 ropomKa BopoTa;337 Ha TbIX338
BOpOTeX HHcaHO,339 Ha O,uHOH CTOpOH'b340 paCnATHe,341 a Ha ApyroH CTOpOHt342

CTpaTIIHMH cy4. Ta BopoTa npoHRA343 UOIHTH K BeJ1HKOMy Moplo K IIepiBneTy K
MaHaCTbIp}0.344 ECTb MaHaCTbIpb IIepHBne1Ta xopome 3,r aH,345 a uepKOBb346
IIpeLIHCTaa.347 B TOH IIepKBH348 MHOTO349 MOIIjeH Jrk)KHT:35° eCTb351 Benl3Karo352

IIpeATe'IH pyKa npaBaa353 6e3 nanblja 30JIOTOM OKOBaHa m 6pa.a ero H OTO n6a
ero KOCTb. ja eCTb354 CBATaro HHKOnbI MOMH,355 14aKOBa anOCTOna IOJIOBa H
CTe4)aHa HOBaro gIen}OCTb, H eCTb356 MOIIjH 14,666351 MnaueHeub, H HHbIX MOIIjH

MHOro B napuH358 ne)KaT. B TOH)IC IjepKBH359 JTL)KHT I'pHropeH non B Tenth. B
TOH)K uepKBH eCTb360 HKOHa CBSITbIH Cnac; Taa HKOHa361 nporJlarona362 MaBpH-
KHIO uaplo. Pe'ie CBSITbIH Cnac MaBpHKHIO uapio: CorpkmHn ecH, noxaHCSI!
Awe He noxaeHiHCA, TO Ha ceM JIH CBtTe xolu$IUb MyAeH 6bITH Will Ha OHOM?
Ijapbxce, cabIIHaB 111O) JO BeJIHKO, lOKaACA OT 6e3aKOHHbIX362a rptx.363

A364 OT IIepHBJthiTa npHHTH365 K KanyaHoBy ropo,aKy, eCTb Ha JABe Mana-
CTbIpb, peKOMbIH366 CTygHA.. ECTb B TOM MaHaCTbIpH367 4Ba Tkna HeTntHHbIX:

CBATbII3 CaBa H CBATaa ConoMOHHAa nt)KaT Ha JfEBOH CTOpOH'b B KyTe.368 A

OTTOJ S IOHTH K a'tMH,Ijy CBATOMy;369 eCTb IjepICOBb jeMH CBATbIH Ha npaBOH
CTOp0H'k IIyTH370 6JH3 KoslyaHOBa ropo,axa. B TOH uepKBH Tpane3a XpHCTOBa;
Ha TOH Tpaue3e XpHCTOC311 c y1IeHHKbI BeHepAJI; TOT) Tpane3OI0 3HaMeHa}OTCA

334-35om. 336,0 uapeBa: y TOrO 337add. 3 338IIepBbIX 339HarmcaHo 340Ha O,uHOH CTOpOH'k Om.
341add. XpHCTOBO 342Ha Apyron CTOpOHk: ApyraA CTOPOHa 343npolue) BJIeBO 344K MaHa-

CTbIp}O OM. 345XOpome 3,ijaH: ropalbmHO BeJIMH CTpOeH 346add. B HeM 347add. Boropojwua,
H 348B TOH uepKBH: 14 B Hen 349add. CBATbIX 350om.; add. H MHOFO B TOM rpa,ue, etc.; vide infra,
var. no. 481 351H, in D ad ecclesiam Salvatoris Manganae; vide supra, var. no. 235, sic et sequentia
35214BaHHa 3530m. 354,ga eCTb: ICI OT 355add. H OT MOIuHH CBATarO FeoprHA H 3560T 35714,000

D; 4By TbICAHjb MS 358pau'k 359B TOH)K uepKBH: 3JIaTOM OKOBaHO H CBATbIH 360om. 361Taa

HKOHa: mice 362npornarosi 362a6e3aHHbIX MS 363PeHe CBATbIH Cnac-rpkx: *MOJIAmy 6o CA H
rnnarornoHjy: Focriog3, OTbHMH OT McHe BPCMAHHYIO cHio ciiaBy, jja He JIHIHeH 6yjjy AHMAA TH
CJIaBbI! 14 OTBeuja eMy HKOHa cn imiH Cnac cam Boo6paxceHbIn: 3Jj'1i JiH xonjeHIn MyneH 6bITH, HJIH Ha
OHOM CHI A? uapb)ice YJIHBHCA BeJIHKOMy YioneCH H petie: roCno4H, TaMO Jja He My*ieH 6ygy, 39t
HaJIo)KH MH BCA 3HaA. 14 rsxarojia eMy CHac: H OT'bH,4H oTCymy, H npe,gcTaHH OT rpbX CBOHX, BCA TH
COTBOPIO XOTeHHA TBOA. H a6He 6na)KeHHbIH Ijapb nOCTpexceCA, BOCnpHAT MHHuiecKoe )KHTHe. TaKO
HpeCTaBHCA, Tyxce H no no*ceH 6bICTb H JIe)KHT B TtJIe 611arHH uapb MaBPHKHA 36414 365noITH
366om. 367B TOM MaHaCTbIpH: Ty 368Ha JrbBOH-KyTe: BHyTpb uepKBH 369nOHTH-CB31TOMy: no-

iiie,4 Mano 370Ha npaBOH-HyTH: HanpaBe 371 Ha TOH-XpHCTOC: Ha KOeH 372TOIO Tpane3OfO
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with the disciples; Christians worship at this table.68 From there you go back
north to St. Andrew. This is St. Andrew Convent, and the body of St. Andrew69
reposes there in front of the church doors;70 Christians are blessed, for healing
comes from it. The Monastery of Andrew Salus is nearby, to the north. The body
of St. Patricius reposes there and the staff of Andrew Salus.71 The Convent of St.
Eudocimus is near the Golden Gate; the body of St. Eudocimus reposes there on
the left side.72 On the other side of the Golden Gate is a convent; the church is of
St. Euphemia. There the body of St. Euphemia reposes on the left side.73 From
there you go southwest [to where] there is a convent. St. Elizabeth, the mother of
John the Forerunner, reposes there, as does a second body, that of her servant.74
You go southwest from there to St. Daniel, that is, to the Church of St. Daniel.
There the holy Prophet Daniel reposes in a grave on the right side of an
underground chapel. St. Romanus the Singer is on the left-hand side, and St.
Nicetas in the sanctuary. There are two stone angels above Daniel's tomb, like
two children,75 one at the head, the other at the feet, prostrating before St.
Daniel. People76 receive a seal for the road [there]." You go west from St.
Daniel, out of Constantinople, into the country, where the monastery called Pege
is; in this monastery there are holy water and holy fishes. The sick wash them-
selves with this water and drink it, and healing comes.' 8 Behind St. Daniel's altar
is a Church of the All-pure [Mother of God]; there the icon of the holy Mother
of God is brought out every Friday and performs miracles.79

You go north from there to the Apostles Church.80 The Apostles Church is
very large. There are two incorrupt bodies in this church; St. Spiridon and St.
Polyeuctus repose in tombs under a canopy on the left-hand side of the altar as
you enter the church. The tomb of the Emperor Constantine and of his mother
Helen is behind the sanctuary, between the chapels. The tomb of John
Chrysostom is there, the column to which Christ was bound is there, as is the

66 See Commentary § 35, on the Church of St. Diomedes and its relics.
61 In the "Dialogue" the body is called that of St. Andrew Stratelate; on this monastery and its

relics, see Commentary § 36.
"The "Dialogue" here reads "royal doors" (i.e., the sanctuary gates) for "church doors."
" The "Dialogue" text has "the body of St. Andrew Salus and his staff" for "the staff of Andrew

Salus." The "Dialogue" continues, "and here was my accursedness tonsured"; see Commentary § 37,
on this shrine and its relics.

"See Commentary § 38.
73 For "on the left side" the "Dialogue" text has "which they bear every Wednesday and Friday."

On the body and shrine of St. Euphemia, see Commentary § 40; cf. Commentary § 14.
74The shrine is the Convent of the Virgin "id M1xpd `Pwµaiou"; see Commentary § 41.
7' The "Dialogue" adds, "lifelike, made by Emperor Leo the Wise."
76 The "Dialogue" text has "Travelers" for "People." On the shrine of the Prophet Daniel and its

special seal, see Commentary § 43; and G. Majeska, "A Medallion of the Prophet Daniel in the
Dumbarton Oaks Collection," DOP, 28 (1974), 361-66.

"There is a lacuna at this point in the "Dialogue" text, probably the result of a leaf missing in its
source; see supra, p. 116.

78 On the Monastery of the Virgin at Pege, see Commentary § 42.
79 This is the Church of the Virgin "id Kupou"; see Commentary § 44.
80 The Church of the Holy Apostles and its relics are discussed in Commentary § 32.
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KpeCTbaHe.372 A OTTOnt 11014TH B3aJ1373 Ha 1OJIHOLIb KO CBATOMy AHgptio:374 eCTb

CBATbIH AHApt14375 MaHaCTbIpb )ICeHCKbIH;376 TyT0377 nt)KHT CBATbIH378 Aggp.bH379

B TeJTb380 ripen uepKOBHbIMH381 JjBepMH, 3HaMeHa1OTCA KpeCTbaHe, HCuentHHe OT

Hero 6bIBaeT.382 TyTox(e383 eCTb 6JIH3 Ha HOJIHOgb384 MaHaCTbIpb385 AHApta
YpoiHBaro; TyT0386 ntx(HT rlaTpHKtH CBSITbIH C TtJIOM H AHApta YpO4HBaro
nocox.387 TyTOx( 6JIH3388 311aTbIx BpaT389 MaHaCTbIpb )KeHCKbIH EBAOKbmi CBA-
Tbn3;390 TyTO)Ke39' JFL)KHT EBAOKbIM CBSITbIH B Tent Ha ntBO14 CTOpOHt.392 A c

Apyrylo CTOpOHy 311aTbIX BpaT393 MaHaCTbIpb )KeHbcKbIH, uepKOBb Ey4mIMHa
CBATaa; TyT(a,)Kb394 Jrb)KHT CBATaa Ey(pHMHa B Tent Ha JABO14 CTOpoHt.395 A396

OTTOJA 1101{T11397 Ha ntTHHH 3aHa4 eCTb MaHaCTbIpb )KeHCKbIH; TyTOx(398 nt)KHT

CBSITaa399 EJI14caBed)b, MaTH I4oaHHa Ilpe,iZTeiIH, 14400 Apyroe Ttn0401 pa6bIHH402

eA. A OTTOnt 14014TH K AaHl4JlHI0 CBSITOMy Ha JPLTHHH 3arla,; eCTb uepKOBb403

CBSITbIH AaH14ntH. TyT0404 ntx(14T CBSITbIH )jaH14ntI4 11popOKb405 BO HCHOJ4HeH406

cnyx(6t B poBt Ha 11paBOH CTopoHt, a CBSITbIH POMaH 11tBeub c neBy10 pyKy, a
CBATbIH IIHKbITa BO oJITapl;407 BepXy rpo6a AaHHnbeBa ABa allrena KaMeHbIX
511(014 AtTHHua ,Lwa:408 eA1H y rnasbl, a ApyrbMH B Horax,409 6bMoT uenOM470 CBATOMy

AaH14nbl0. 14 11eHaTb41 B314Ma}0T Ha IIyTb.412 A OT Tawma CBATarO Ha 3arnag
HOHT14 Box H3 Ljapxrpa4a, Ha Honk eCTb ManacTblpb, pexOMbIH IIHrHa; B TOM
MaHaCTbIpH CBATaa Boa H pb16KbI CBATbIH. TWO BOA010 yMbIBa1OTCA 60JlbHbIl4,
11b1OTb 10, 14CutntH14e 6bIBaeT. A 3a oJiTapeM CBATaro ,aHHnbA eCTb uepKOB
CBATaa Ilpenl4CTaa; T)TO BbIXOAHT HKOHa cBATaa Boropomiua BO BCAKbIH 11A-

TOK, LIIOAO CTBOpAeT.
A OTTOAt 11011T14 K AnocTOnbcxoH uepKB14 Ha HonxoxIb; eCTb uepKOBb Aro-

croncxaa BenHKa BeJIMH. Y TOH uepKB14 ABt Tent HeTntHHbrx: CBATb114 CrHIpHAoH

14 CBATbIH 1lonyeKT BOHAA BO uepKOBb ntxcaT C ntBylO pyKy onTapA B rony6buH
y KHBopex. A naps KoCTAHTHHa H411 MaTepH ero Entmbi rpo6 cb3aAy onTapA
Mex(y cny)K6b1; Ty I4oaHHa 3naTayCTaro rpo6,414 Ty cTOJIrn, y Koero XpHCra

KpeCTbaHe: Ty 6bIBaIOT H uen6bl MHOrH 3730m. 374KO CBATOMy AHAptlo OM. 375CBATbIH AHA-

pliH: CBATarO AHAptq 3760m. 377Ty 3780m. (exc. M) 379add. CTpaTHnaT 380E TeJk om.
381uapbcXHMH 3813HaMeHaIOTCA-6bIBaeT: H MHora ucueneHnA AaeT npHXOgAmHM 383Tyxce

384add. eCTb Apyrnn 385add. cBsrraro 386Ty 387flaTpHK'bH-nOCOX: CBATbIH AHAptH IOpOAnBbIH
B Tkne H Hocox ero, HcuensleT MHorH; Tyx(e CBATbIH My'IeHHK UaTprncbsr nexuT; Ty)Ke H MOC
OKOAHCTBO HOCTPH)KCHO 6bICTb 388TyTO)K 6JIH3: BJm3)Ke 389add. eCTb 390E'B4oKbIM CBATbIH om.
391om. 392Ha ntBOH CTopOnt om. 393A c Apyrylo-BpaT: A Ha ApyroH CTpaHb 394uepKoBb-

TyTOx<b om. 395Ha JIIiBOH cTopoHk: Io)Ke HOCAT BO BCMKy cpemy H B HATOK 39614 397add. Ko

CBATOMy 4HOMHAy 398Ty 399AB']i TtJlt HeTJFkHHe 400a 4010m. 401pa6bI 403uepKBH 404Ty)Ke

cam 405om. 406II0CAAHeH 407add. a 408 0-ABa: aKH )KHBH, COTBOPCHH nBOM uapeM npeMy-

ApbIM 409HOry 4106bH)T YenoM: Ty IIPHXOAAT CTpaHHHH, HOKJIOHAIOTCA 411 ne`IaTb D; om. MS
412add. X HCTHAHe 413H edd.; om. MS 414cf. supra, var. no. 95 (ad ecclesiam s. Sophiae)
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column at which Peter wept. (The slab of the Lord and the three clay pots are at
the Almighty.)81 Christians worship at these holy bodies and at Constantine's
tomb; healing comes. The pillar to which Christ was tied is on the left-hand side
of the altar. You go southwest from the Apostles [Church] to the Monastery
"Rich by God." 82 The Monastery "Rich by God" is of the Forerunner.e3 There
reposes the hand of St. John the Prior.84 The water on the right side as you enter
the monastery is brought from the Danube.85 You go north from there to
Blachernae; the Blachernae Monastery is near the wall.86 The robe87 of the holy
Mother of God and [her] girdle are there in a stone chest bound with iron bands.
(At Blachernae a young girl was boiled in tar.)88 St. Patapius and St. Anastasia
are in a separate chapel. You go east from Blachernae; there is a Monastery of
Cosmas and Damian where the gold-covered heads of Cosmas and Damian
repose.89 You go east from there to St. Theodosia. There is a Monastery of St.
Theodosia; the body of St. Theodosia reposes there. Every Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday they carry her and place her on the sick, and healing comes from
her.90

From there you go east to Basilike; there is a Frankish church [at] the end of
the large Basilike Market.91 It has a crucifixion of Christ carved of wood, with
the hands and feet nailed with nails; if someone's teeth ache, he touches the nails
in the feet and the teeth become healthy. You go a little east from Basilike; there
is a Church of St. Nicholas there. This image of St. Nicholas gave a Christian a
hundred rubles.92 The ship wharves and ferry to Galata are below Basilike.93
You go east from Basilike, between the walls and the sea, to the Guarantor,
Savior. This Savior served as security for a Christian to a Jew. The Christian took
the Jew's goods and drowned in the sea. When the Jew heard that the Christian
had drowned with his goods, the Jew went to berate the Savior. He came up to the

81 Speranskij, 136, sees the sentence in parentheses as a scribal accretion. See Commentary § 28, on
these relics at the Pantocrator ("Almighty") Monastery.

82 The "Dialogue" text resumes with this sentence.
B3 The monastery in question is that of St. John the Baptist "in Petra"; see Commentary § 49.
"For "the hand of St. John the Prior" the "Dialogue" has "St. John."
85 See Commentary § 49, on this dubious assertion.
"On the Blachernae shrine of the Virgin and its relics, see Commentary § 46.

The "Dialogue" has "robes" here.
88 Speranskij, loc. cit., suggests that the material within parentheses is not part of the original text;

cf. Commentary § 46.
69 See Commentary § 45.
9o See Commentary § 51, on the Church of St. Theodosia and the body of the saint preserved there;

cf. also Commentary § 33.
91 See Commentary § 53, on the Basilike Market, and Commentary § 55, on the nearby Frankish

church.
92 This Church of St. Nicholas and the legend alluded to here are discussed in Commentary § 54.

The "Dialogue" replaces the sentence "This image of St. Nicholas gave a Christian a hundred rubles"
with a more complete version of the traditional story: "There is a Church of St. Nicholas there [where
he is?] painted on the wall, done lifelike. A certain Christian who had been in a shipwreck at sea came
and prayed [here], and the hand of St. Nicholas was extended to him from this image, and in the hand
was a bag, and in the bag were a hundred large gold Frankish coins of pure gold."

93 See Commentary § 53.
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npHBA3anH, Ty CTOnn, y415 xoero IIeTp IInaKaCM.416 {Y Bce,r epxcI4Tensr gocKa
fOCIIOJ.IHA H 3 KopgarbI.}417 3HaMeHaIOTCSI KpeCTb5IHe TtnbI CBSITbIMH H rpo6OM

KOCTMHTHHOBbIM, HCuejitHHe 6bIBaeT. AC JAByIO pyxy OJITap5I CTOHT CTonneu,
y KoerO BA3aH XpHCTOC.418 A OT AnoCTon419 IIOHTH Ha JATHHH 3alaa420 K
Iioro6oraTOMy421 MaHaCTbIPIO; eCTb MaHaCTbIpb BoroM 6oraTblI4 OT422 rlper Te-
LIH. TyT0423 JTE)KHT CBMTar0 I4oaHHa HryMeHa pyKa;424 a Bo11w1425 B MaHaCTbIpb

IIo IIpaBOH cTOp0Hh426 Bo4a427 OT AyHaa IIpHBeueHa. A OTTOnh IIOHTH428 Ha
HOJIHOLIb K .JIaX'bpHe; eCTb MaHaCTbIpb .JIaxepHa 6JlH3 CTeHbI. TyTO)K429 ne)KHT
pH3a430 CBMTb1a Boropo,w'wbI H nOaC B KaMeHOM napubl, OKOBaHbI o6pyuMH
)Ken'h3HbMH. {B JlaxepHe J4'hBHua o6apeHtCM0JI0I0. }430a A y431 ,E pyrOH Cny)IC6bI

CBATbIH rHOTaleH H CBATaa AHacTadHa. A431a OT .JlaXepHbl IIOHT14432 Ha BOCTOK433

eCTb MaHaCTbIpb K03Mbl H geMbAHa;434 TyT0435 n"}'i)ICaT436 K03MbI H ,aMbaHa
TOJIOBbI 311aTOM oKOBaHbI. A431 OTTOJA IIOHTH438 Ha BOCTOK K CBATOH439 I eo o-

CbH;440 eCTb MaHaCTbIpb CBATbIH441 4)eo)OCbH. TyT0442 CBMTaa (I)CgOCHa443 B TeJTh

ne)KHT;444 lo,rcbHMa}OT445 1-0446 B0447 BCAKbIH HOHe,WLnHHK H B cpe4y448 H B IIATOK,

60nHbIM IIOCTaBJIAIOT H HCuen'bHHe OT HCA 6bIBaeT.449

A OTTOnt IIOHTH K BacHAKOM Ha BOCTOK; KOHeu BacHnKOBa450 BeJlHK0T0
Topry eCTb uepx0Bb 4 psI3Kaa. TyT0451 pacHMTHe XpHCTOBO B gpeBe H3BaAHO,452
rBO3AHeMb pyKbl H HOrbl npHrB03,ZIeHbI;453 y KOTO 3y6b1 6onAT, HMalOTCA454 3a

HO)KHbIH rB039H, 3y6y IIpHHMeT 3gpaBHe.455 A OT BaCHJIKOBb Ha BOCTOK MaJIO
1OHTH eCTb uepKOBb CBHTaro HHKOnbI; TOT HHKOna CBMTbIH o6pa3 Jean KpeCTba-

HHHy 100 py611eB.456 Hog BaCHJIKbI457 npHCTaHbI458 Kopa611eM H IIepeBO3 K I,ana-

TOMb. A OT BaCHJIKOBb IIOHTII Ha BOCTOK Mt)KH CTeHbI H MOpeM459 K rlopytiHOMy

CIIacy. TOT Cnac nopy1IHJICM no ICpeCTbaHHHe )KHJ4OBHHy; KpeCTbaHHH, BO3MM
go6bITOx )KHgOBHHa, HCTOIIH B MOpe. )ICFWOBHH)Ke, CnbIHIaB WO KpeCTbaHHH

,go6bITOK ero HcTOnHn, Hge )KH4OBHH nopyraTH Cnaca. H npHHhe K Cnacy H
Haua nopyraTH o6pa3. 14B TOH qac H3Bep)Ke mope cpe6po ero. )KH>goBHHilce,

415cTOnn, y S, edd.; om. MS 416cf. supra, var. no. 64 (ad ecclesiam s. Sophiae) 417cf. infra, p. 153;
{ } vanum S, ed. 418A OT ,aHHna CBHTaro Ha 3anaU noHTH XpHCTOC om. D 419A OT AnocTOn:
OTTOne 420Ha JIfTHHH 3ana,q om. 4216oraTOMy 422HoaHHa 423Ty 424CBATaro HoaHHa-
pyKa: CBHTbIH 14oaH 425BnIeJ 4261-10 npaBOH CTOpOA: eCTb 427add. HOJIH 428H)IOXOM 429Ty;

MS add. eCTb 430ne)KHT pH3a D; JIt)KaT pH3bI MS 430a {B JIaxepHe-CMonoIO} vanum S, ed. 431B

43laom. 432HUOXOM 433 add. nHUeM 434KO3MbI H )eMbaHa: CB3lTbn3 Ko3Ma H ,14OM'THH 435Ty

436ne)ICHT; add. CBHTaro 437111 4381OH4OXOM 439MS add. co; MS, delft 440K CB51TOH ceonocbH

OM. 441CB5ITbIA 442Ty 443add. )rlmija 444add. H 445rIO4HHMa}OT 4460m. 447Ha 448H B cpe-

ply om. 44960JIHbIM-6bIBaeT: H HCueneHHe 6onbHblM nouasaeT 450BacHabxoB H 451TyTo)Ke

eCTb 452H3BaaHo D; CTBOpeHO MS 453rB03)lHeMb-npHrBo3J(eHbI: BeJIMH gglonHO, aKH )KHBO cyllie,
H rBo3UHe cpe6psHO B HOry H B pyxy npHKOBano. Ty)Ke H Uenm,6bI CHIICBbI 6bIBaIOT 454H OH HMeTCA

4553y6y npHM4eT 3ApaBHe D; ucgbneHHe OT Hero 6bIBaeT MS 456TOT HHKona-py6JIeB: * H Ty eCTb
UepKOBb CBHTaro HHKOnbI Ha CTtHt Banbl, yCTpOeH aim )KHB. ICI npume,gmmy H''hKOeMy XpHCTHHHHHy,
HCTOnIIIy B MOpH H MOJI$HjyCH, H npOTHxCecx K HeMy pyKa CBHTaro HHKOnbM OT o6pa3a Toro, a B pyrie
McHIei, a B McIIIUbI 100 3naTbIx BCJIHKHX 41p$CKHX OT HHCTaro 3naTa. A 457add. eCTb 458npHcTaxbl

D; npHCTan MS 459A OT BacHnKOBb-MOpeM: OTTOro Mano homer 460TOT Cnac nopygHJIC51
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Savior and began to berate the image. At that moment the sea spewed up his
silver. When the Jew saw this miracle he and his wife were baptized. The image is
painted on the city wall.94

From Basilike you go northwest to the Pantocrator. The Pantocrator
Monastery95 is on a mountain. In this monastery96 are the slab of Christ on
which they carried Him to the tomb, as well as a pot where He turned water into
wine, and, headless, the martyr Michael, and also the heads of Florus and
Laurus,97 the head of James the Persian, and tears of the holy Mother of God on
the slab. From there you go west to Pammacaristos, on the right side as you go
toward Prodromos; the head of Ignatius the Godbearer is in this monastery.98
There are two convents south of and below the Apostles [Church], one the
empress' convent, the other the emperor's.99 There are three incorrupt bodies in
the empress' convent: John the Almoner, Mary Cleophas,' 00 and Theodosia the
Virgin.101 In the other convent are Stephen the Younger and St. Irene.'°2

94See Commentary § 56, on the image of the Guarantor Savior. The "Dialogue" version of this
legend (which replaces the "Tale" text from "The Savior served as security" to "This image is painted
on the city wall") gives more detail from the well-known story: "There is an image of the hqly Savior
there which stood as security for the merchant Theodore when he borrowed gold and silver from
Abraham the Jew. He was shipwrecked and the Jew went to curse the image of the Holy Savior. At
that moment the sea spewed up a sum of gold and a letter from the merchant with an inscription of the
holy Savior written thus: `Do not curse Me, 0 Jew! I will not be indebted, neither will I allow my
servant to suffer that, so take what is yours; there are fifteen gold grivnas extra.' When the Jew saw the
miracle he was baptized and his wife and whole household were baptized."

9s The "Dialogue" adds here the (incorrect) phrase "of Emperor Justinian"; see Commentary § 28,
on this monastery and its relics.

96 For "In this monastery" the "Dialogue" text has "quite marvelously arranged; it is built of stone
with water all around it, with stone columns and many decorations; in it are...."

The phrase "and also the heads of Florus and Laurus" is omitted in the "Dialogue" text.
9e The "Dialogue" adds, "and the bodies of the holy apostles Carpus and Papylus and Trophimus

and Philemon and Onesiphorus"; see Commentary § 50.
"There is a lacuna in the manuscript of the "Tale" here which is emended with the appropriate

phrase from the "Dialogue," "the other the emperor's."
'°°The "Dialogue" has "Magdalen" for "Cleophas."
10' On the empress' convent (the Convent of "Kyra Martha") and its relics, see Commentary § 33.
' "This is the Convent of the Virgin "rou Atp6q," the "emperor's convent"; see Commentary § 34.
The "Dialogue" text concludes (following the abbreviated entry on the Peribleptos Monastery

which falls last in that text), "And many holy bodies repose in that city. And from there I returned
again to St. Andrew's, my own monastery, and then we returned here. I have recounted to you as
much as I could, but there must have been even more wonders and decorations in Constantinople
during the time of Constantine the Great and his mother Helen; but this is the end of my story. If you
so desire, with God's aid you may see for yourself, and I wish and pray to God and to the holy
Archangel Michael to account me worthy to end my life there among these holy places, weak though I
be on account of the multitude of my sins.'

"The emperor replied, `I thank God and you, venerable father, for having told me so many
uplifting things.' He bestowed many noble gifts on the bishop, dismissed him, and so they parted."

MSS Q.XVII.184 and Museum 1428 further add: "A few days later, by God's will, there were
travelers going to Jerusalem. The emperor took much gold, disguised himself from everyone, and
went to Jerusalem with two of them. He remained there two years and visited all the holy places.
From there he went to Mount Sinai where he remained one month, and after that he went to
Alexandria for a year. During that time the Bishop of Venedin [var.: Renedi] went down to
Constantinople, but he did not find his emperor. A year later, however, the emperor came with the
travelers from Alexandria and found his bishop in St. Andrew's Monastery, where they embraced."
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BHA'kBb qio o, KpeCTHCA cam H xceHa ero. TOT o6pa3 HaII4CaH Ha FOPOAHOH
CTeHt.460

A OT BacHnKOBb HOHTH Ha 314MHHH 3ala, K rlaH,aKaplo; eCTb MaHaCTbIpb
HaHAOKpaTOpb461 Ha rop'k. B TOM MaHaCTbIpH AocKa XpHCTOBa, Ha KOeH462 K
rpo6y HeCnH463 ero,464 Aa Kop1lara,465 i1TO466 BOAY B B14HO llp14TB0pH,467,ra MHxaH-

no MylIeHHK468 6e3 ronOBbl, Aa (bpona H JlaBpa rnaBbI,469 I4aKOBa rlpbcKaro
rnaBa H Cn'k3bI CBATHH rioropoAHuH Ha AocK'k. A OTTOJIA HOHTH K rlOAMaKapH-
CTy Ha 3aHaw, HAA Ky rlpo4poMy470 Ha HpaBOH CTOpOH'b;471 B TOM MaHaCTbIpH
FITHaTHa472 BOTOHOCHaro rnaBa.473 A OT AHOCTOJI474 Ha 11On4HH Ha475 AOny eCTb

ABa MaHaCTbIpH )KeHCKbIX: OAHH uapHLIHH MaHaCTbIpb, a ApyroH uapeB.476 Bo
uapHLleHe477 MaHaCTbIpH 3 B TentX HeTn'kHHbIX:478 HoaH MHJIOCTHBbIH, Mapla
KntonoBa479 H (DeoAocba A'hBHua, a B ApyroM MaHacTblpu:980 CTe4 aH HOBM14 H

OpHHa cBATaa.481

cTeHt: *Ty eCTb o6pa3 CBATaro Cnaca, Hxce nopyuan no (bejjope xyrluk, er4a 3aHMoBan y)KU40BHHa
y ABpaMHA cpe6po H 3naTO H neTOne. Tor,ua )KH4OBHH H,ue nopyraTHCA XOTA o6pa3y CBATaro
Cnaca, H B TOM uack H3Bep)xe Mope CyMy 3naTa n rpaMOTy OT xynua H npeuncanue CBSITaro Cnaca
nncaao cHueBO: He nopyran MH CA, 0 ACHJOBHHe; He MOry B 4Onry 6bITH, HH)Ke ocTasnslo pa6a
Moero cTpaxc yula TOAHKO, HO BO3MH CBoe nnmule TH eCTb 15 rpnseH 3naTa. )KH4OBHH)Ke BH4tB
YIO4O xpeCTHCA, H )Kena ero, H Becb 90M CBOH KpeCTH 46/add. HyCTHHHAHa Ijaps 462B TOM

MaHaCTbIpH-Ha xoeH: y'IHHeH BeJIMH 'IIO4HO, 03gaH xaMeneM, H OKpyr ero BOUa, H CTOJIHOBC B HeM
KaMeHbl, y30pOgb3l MHOra, B HeM)Ke H 4OCKa, Ha Hen)Ke 463npHHeCJn3 464XpHCTa 465xop*iar

466B HeM)xe XpHCTOC 467npeTBOpHJI 468add. B Ttne neZZHT 469ua 'bpona-rnasbl om.; add. n
470HOupoMy MS, D 471npaBOH CTOpOH1i: npaBO; add. eCTb MOHaCTblpb 472HrHaTa MS 473add. H
CBSITHH anocTOJIH B Tkne nexcaT Kapn H HanHJIH Tpoc4HM H'DIInHMOH H OHCH(pop 474add. HOHTH
475om. 476a 4pyFOH uapeB D; om. MS 47711epl BOM 4783 B Ten'LX HeTJItHHbIX: CBATOe 4B'k TeJI

HeTntHHH 479Mar4anbnHn 480om. 481 add. uarOT XpHCTHAHOM npOCBenjeHIle; D add. in finem
(vide supra, var. no. 350): H MHOrO B TOM rpaue CBATbIX Tenec neacHT. H OTTone nalCH BO3BpaTHxc5
BO CBOH MOHacTblpb x CBATOMy AHUp'kio, H naxH npHH4OXOM ctMO. 14 CH BCA Cxa3ax TH, AKO)ICe
Bo3MOroX. Ho *ITO CH CyTb, KOJIHKO 6o 6bin 1japbrpau npH BCnHKOM KOHbCTAHTHHe n o Enelibl
MaTepe ero, He TOnnfO ewe 6bIno glouec H y3opMlbA. Ho ce MoeA IOBeCTH xoneu. Tbffice aloe
xoluernn, bony TH noMoralomy, cam ,ua B03pHIUH, m a3 6o xcenajo H MOnIOCA bony H CB51TOMY
apxaHreny MHXaHny, ua cno9o6HT MA TaMO xoneu JKHTHIO npHATH BO CBATbIX AJAX MtcTex, Jja 6bl
MH xoTA Mann ocna6a 6bu1a MHOxceCTBy rp-kx. OTBtuja uapb: Tnaro,gaplo bora H Te6'k, one
9ecTHbIH, AKO 1OJlHKO MH 906pa H3rnarona. H o)japH enHcxona MHOFHMH YeCTHbIMH J[apMH H
oTnycTH ero, H TaKO pa3bIAOCTaCA (des. T); M, L add. Ho Mane)Ke JjHHH BOACHIIM H3BOneHHeM
HJryIUHM CTpaHH MM BO 14epycanuM, uapbxce H3eM 3naTa MHOra H yTaHBCA BCtX, Hue C HHMa BO
HepycanHM H npe6bICTb TaMO 4Ba nATa H HO BCkM CBATbIM MtCTOM IOXO4H H OTTyuy B CHHaHCKyIO
ropy H 6bICTb TaMo 1 MtcSlu, H no CHX HJIe Bo AneKcaHupHio JrLTO e4HHo. TorAa CHHue eHHCKOH
BeHe4HHCKHH (var. pene4H14CxHH) B KOHbCTAHTHHrpa,u H He o6peTe eBoero uapA; HO nO nkTe
e4HHOM npuHUe uapb OT AneKCaHupHSI Co CTpaHH11CH H o6peTe cBoero e1IHCKOna B MOHaCTblpt
CBATaro AH,up'LA, H uenOBacTa; MS add. CeprHH CBATEIH uepKOBb, Ty rnasbl CeprHa H baKXa;
CBATbIH CTe( aH uepROBb ManacTbIpb, Ty rnaBa ero; CBATbJH KHnpHAH MaHaCTbIpb, Ty ne)KHT Teno
ero. Y CBATHH boropo)jHubI ne)xHT COJIOMeA H ,4bTH ea H TpoH MOUjH. Y CBATbIH BoropOUHub1 B
)I(enbcxoM MOH CTblpH JAXHT CB3[Tbn3 CTe(paH B Tent. Y CBATHH BoroposHuH nk)KHT CBATbJH
HoaHa KyIUHHK B Tent. 14epxoBb CBATaA MapHHa ManacTbIpb, TyT rnaBa eA; CBATbIH CTe(paH
uepxoBb, Ty MOI1 H ero. Ey4OKHa cB5iTa57 B )KeHCIOM ManacTblpH JltXCHT B TCMb y xpeCTa. Y CBATHH
boropOAHubi rnaBa 14oaHa 3naTayCTaro nk)KHT. 1IepxoBb CBATbIH HaBen, Ty rnaBa ero Jrk)KHT. B
xcencxoM ManacTblpH ABOH Moujll nt)KaT. Y ABOpa uapeBa uepI(BH n'kx<aT MOHIH CBATaro Epuropua
borodJloBa. Aanun npopolc uepxosb, Ty n'kxcaT 3 OTpOIjbi, AHaHHH, A3apnH, MHcaHn; )KeHeKbuH
MaHaCTbIpb, Ty n'k)KHT 1Ioana AaMaCKHH; MaHaCTbIpb )KeHCKbIH, Ty nkxcwT AHap'bH KpHTCKbIH;
HoaHHa CBATbIH boroM 6oraTbIH MaHaCTbIpb My3bIHH, Ty nkXCHT pyxa KTO [SC. KOToparo] uepxOBb
CTaBHJI; MHpCKaA uepKOBb, Ty n'b)KHT Teno erO [?]; (I)OHaCHH CBATbIH uepKOBb, Ty n"k)KHT rknO erO;
HaJrUBpHH MaHaCTbIpb CBSITaa boropo,uuua, Ty nkxcaT 100 MOUTHH.
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1.

In the Zabelin manuscript of the "Tale," the final entry here is followed, with no indication of the
beginning of a new work (see supra, pp. 21-22), by the Short List of Shrines and Relics published
here. In the translation which follows, references to where the material is treated are inserted in
square brackets.

"St Sergius Church, there are the heads of Sergius and Bacchus [Commentary § 16]; St. Stephen
Monastery Church, there his head is [Commentary § 70]; St. Cyprian Monastery, there his body
reposes [Commentary § 66?]. At the Holy Mother of God reposes Salome [Commentary § 33; cf.
P. Schreiner, "Eine unbekannte Beschreibung der Pammakaristoskirche (Fethiye Camii), and
weitere Texte zur Topographic Konstantinopels," DOP, 25 (1971), 222, 234-35], and her children
and three relics. At the Holy Mother of God Convent reposes the body of St. Stephen [Commentary
§ 34]. At the Holy Mother of God reposes the body of John Calybites [Janin, La Geographie de CP2,
270-71?]. St. Marina Monastery Church, there her head is [ibid., 333-34?]; St. Stephen Church,
there his relics are [Commentary § 52]. The body of St. Eudocia reposes at the cross in a convent
[Commentary § 58]. The head of John Chrysostom reposes at the Holy Mother of God [Commentary
§ 62]. The Church of St. Paul, his head reposes there [Janin, op. cit., 394-95?]. Two relics repose at a
convent [?]. Relics of St. Gregory the Theologian repose at an imperial palace church [?]. Daniel the
Prophet Church, there repose the three youths, Ananias, Azarias, Misael [Commentary § 43]; a
convent, there reposes John Damascene [Commentary § 31]; a convent, there reposes Andrew of
Crete [Commentary §§ 36, 69]; St. John "Rich by God" Monastery for men, there reposes the hand of
him who built the church [Commentary § 49]; a secular church, there reposes his body[?]; St.
Athanasius Church, there reposes his body [Commentary § 21]; the Palevrii Holy Mother of God
Monastery, there repose 100 relics [?]."

There follows in the manuscript a text of the "Wanderer of Stephen of Novgorod," without title,
beginning in mid-sentence, "we kissed and were anointed..." (p. 31); see supra, pp. 21-22; 114-15.





Chapter IV

ALEXANDER THE CLERK: "ON CONSTANTINOPLE"

INTRODUCTION

ALEXANDER THE CLERK'S "ON CONSTANTINOPLE"

The short work usually known as the "Journey to Constantinople of
Alexander the Clerk" ("Xo)KAeHHe AbgKa AnexcaHRpa B Ijapbrpag") has come
down to us only as a constituent of the Novgorod Fourth Chronicle where it is
called simply "On Constantinople" ("0 IjapHrpage").' Since the text notes in its
opening lines that the author visited Constantinople "during the reign of
Patriarch Anthony and of Emperor Manuel," the text should be dated to the
period between March 1391, when Anthony was restored to the patriarchal
throne by Emperor Manuel II, and mid-1397, when he died.2 The date under
which the text is included in the Novgorod Fourth Chronicle, 1394-95, falls within
that time span, and possibly reflects the chronicle compiler's exact knowledge of
the date of Alexander's journey. Since nothing in the text would contradict the
1394-95 date it should be accepted until evidence for a different date appears.'

' Seemann, Die altrussische Wallfahrtsliteratur, 243-46, is an excellent discussion of this text. On
Alexander's work appearing in the Novgorod Fourth Chronicle, see A. A. Sahmatov, 06ospenue
pyccxux nemonucnbsx ceodoe XIV-XVI ea. (Moscow, 1938), 156-58; and D. S. Lihacev, Pyccxue
nemonucu u ux xynbmypno-ucmopuuecxoe sna'enue (Moscow, 1947), 305-8. On the NovgorodFourth
Chronicle, see ibid., 445-50.

2 On the dates, see V. Grumel, La Chronologie (Paris, 1958), 437. Manuel II reigned from February
1391 to 1425; see Barker, Manuel II. Cf. S. A. Vengerov, Kpumuxo-6uozparfiuuecxuu cnoeapb pyccxux
nucameneu u yuenbex, I (St. Petersburg, 1889), 367-68.

3 Archbishop Filaret, 06sop pyccxou dyxoeuou numepamypba, 3rd ed., I (St. Petersburg, 1884), 95;
F. Ternovskij, Hay eeuue eu3aumuucxou ucmopuu u ee mendenyuosuoe npunoascenue e dpeeneu Pycu, II
(Kiev, 1876), 15.

1. Saharov, CKa3anuR pyccxozo uapoda (St. Petersburg, 1849), II, bk. 8, p. 71, dates Alexander's
pilgrimage to ca. 1391 on the basis of the subsequent entry in the chronicle in which the text appears.
Saharov believed this entry was part of Alexander's work and referred to the events in Constantinople
in 1391 described by Ignatius of Smolensk (see infra, pp. 100-104, and Commentary §§ 81-87). The
entry is independent of Alexander's text, however, and refers not to John VII's siege of Constan-
tinople in 1391, but to the Turkish siege of the city which began in 1394; see infra, note 9. Saharov's
suggestion (loc. cit.) that Alexander was a member of Metropolitan Pimen's entourage and journeyed
to Constantinople in 1389 thus loses any validity it might have held. Prokof'ev, "Pyccxxe xoxcueaxa,"
170-71, adopts Saharov's dating, but suggests that Alexander might already have been in
Constantinople when Ignatius reached the city and might have been among "the Russians living
there" who greeted Ignatius on his arrival (cf. infra, p. 90). This is pure conjecture, belied by the
dating. I have no idea on what grounds B. de Khitrowo, Itineraires russes en Orient, 1,1 (Geneva,
1889), 159 if., gives 1393 as the date for Alexander's visit to Constantinople.
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The Alexander who authored this text is unknown from other sources. In some
manuscripts of the work he identifies himself as a clerk (AbsIIC), in others as a
deacon (AbsIICox). The first identification has been the most regularly accepted in
scholarship,' and many facts make this identification the more attractive one.
The author, for instance, notes that he went to Constantinople "for trade"
(xyrnemo), an occupation more in keeping with a layman's than a deacon's status.
The simple, impersonal cataloging of the shrines, relics, and wonders of the
Byzantine capital which forms the core of Alexander's work suggests a lay
author; missing completely are the moralizing tendencies and scriptural and
liturgical intrusions regularly present in descriptions of Constantinople penned
by members of the clergy. It should be noted that confusion between the title
djak (clerk) and djakon (deacon) could have resulted from a simple misreading
of a manuscript; in medieval manuscripts A srb is a common abbreviation for
Ab5IICOH, "deacon." The title "clerk," however, tells us little about the
background of the author. D jak can refer to a minor church functionary, such as
a sexton or cantor, to a scribe or bookkeeper, or to a governmental official of
varying rank. It is clear from the text that Alexander was a Novgorodian djak.
Not only is his description of Constantinople integrated into a local Novgorod
chronicle, but his language shows more Novgorodian dialectical features than
even the chronicle it became part of.' The author, it should also be noted,
displays some sophistication regarding the Church Slavonic morphology ex-
pected in a work of uplifting literature in the fourteenth century. Thus, for
example, he attempts to use archaic dual forms wherever called for, albeit not
always successfully. His is not, then, the language of a petty scrivener. More
likely, the moderately well-educated clerk who emerges as author of this text, and
who has business to transact in far-off Constantinople, carries the title of "clerk"
by dint of an office he held in the commune of his native Novgorod.6

Between the opening and closing lines of Alexander's description of
Constantinople, wherein the author repeats the traditional disclaimer of his
ability to describe either St. Sophia or the marvels of the city, comes achecklist of
the major "sights" of the late medieval Byzantine capital. Like all pilgrims,
Alexander began his tour of Constantinople at the Great Church, St. Sophia. He
then visited shrines at the eastern end of the city, the center of the city, and in
the northwest areas. He returned to the neighborhood of St. Sophia along a
southerly route from the land walls on the west to the palace complex and the
hippodrome. The Monastery of St. Lazarus, which Alexander notes visiting last,
is at the eastern end of Constantinople and seems either to be listed out of order

4In fact, I know of no serious attempts to identify the author as a deacon. On various meanings of
the word d'jak, see S. G. Barhudarov, et al., Cnoeapb PYCCKO20 R3blKa XI-XVII ee. (Moscow,

1975- ), S.V. Ab%x.
5 For example, the text displays utter confusion between e and c, between unaccented a and o, and

between a and i. I have no idea why Lihacev, Pyccxue nemonucu, 306, calls Alexander "a Suzdalian
deacon."

6 Unfortunately we can identify all too few Novgorodian d'jaki by name.
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or to represent a special excursion. The sights which Alexander notes as being
"nearby" one another are, in fact, relatively close to each other. The text should
be considered a simple cataloging of a pilgrim's visit to the sights of
Constantinople as he in fact viewed them.' The tour might well have been taken
over two days (possibly breaking at the shrine of the Prophet Daniel). In any
case, judging from Alexander's superficial report of what he saw, his tour of
Constantinople was probably a hurried one.

THE MANUSCRIPTS

Texts of Alexander's description of Constantinople are included in the follow-
ing extant manuscripts: Stroev-Pogodin 2035 (last quarter of the 15th cent.),
F.IV.235 ("Frolov codex") and Tolstoj Q.IV.138 (both late 15th-early 16th
cent.), Q.XVII.62 ("Golicyn codex," first half of the 16th cent.), and F.IV.238
("Dubrovskij codex," 16th cent.), all in the collection of the State Public Library
in Leningrad; Synod 152/46 (from the year 1544) in the State Historical Museum
in Moscow; Novorossijsk University No. 81 (last quarter of the 15th cent.), now in
the Gorkij State Library in Odessa(?); Academy 16.3.2 (first half of the 16th cent.)
in the Library of the Academy of Sciences in Leningrad; Ministry of Foreign
Affairs 20/25 (18th cent.) in the Main Archive of the Ministry (FAM14,J) in
Moscow. All are versions of the Novgorod Fourth Chronicle.8

EDITIONS AND TRANSLATIONS

The only separate publication of Alexander the Clerk's description of
Constantinople is the version prepared by Ivan Saharov for inclusion in
Hymeutecmeuspycctcux Atodeu no Cesmou 3eMAe, II (St. Petersburg, 1839); repr.
in book eight of CKasanus pyccxoao ttapoda, II (St. Petersburg, 1849), 71-72. The
text was a careless transcription of Alexander's work made from the Dubrovskij
manuscript (F.IV.238) in the State Public Library, and included as part of the
text the subsequent chronicle entry on political and military events in Constan-
tinople.9 The fourth volume of the IIonxoe Co6paHHe Pyccxnx AeToillcel3,
Hoeeopodcxue u nctcoecuue Aemonucu (St. Petersburg, 1848), included a text of
Alexander's work as an appendix to the Novgorod Fourth Chronicle (pp. 357-58).
This publication was based on all the. manuscripts noted in the previous section

' Speranskij, 41; Seemann, Die altrussische Wallfahrtsliteratur, 244; Prokof'ev, "Pyccxxe xoxc-
Aeaxx," 171.

'The manuscripts are described in IICPJI, 4, 2nd ed., part 1, fasc. 1 (1915), i-ix; ibid., fasc. 3
(1929), i-ix.

'The entry notes the Turkish attack on Constantinople in 1395 and the participation of Emperor
Manuel II's nephew, John V11. On these events, see Barker, ManuelII, 123-28; 479-81; idem, "John
VII in Genoa: A Problem in Late Byzantine Source Confusion," OCP, 28 (1962), 224. Rather than
being the final lines of Alexander's description of Constantinople, the entry is a common constituent
of a number of Russian chronicles; see the list gathered in Seemann, Die altrussische
Wallfahrtsliteratur, 243 note 102.
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except the Golicyn, Novorossijsk, Dubrovskij, and Ministry of Foreign Affairs
codices. When the Novgorod Fourth Chronicle was published again in the second
edition of IICPJI, 4, Alexander's description of Constantinople was included
under the entry year 1395 found in the manuscripts (IICPJI, 4, 2nd ed., part 1,
fasc. 2 [1925], 376-78). This edition was based on all the manuscripts noted supra
except for the Synod, Dubrovskij, and Ministry of Foreign Affairs texts.
Variants from the Dubrovskij manuscript were later listed, however, in summary
(ibid., fasc. 3 [1929], 488).

In 1889 B. de Khitrowo published a free French translation of Saharov's
edition as "Voyage a Constantinople du Scribe Alexandre," in Itineraires russes
en Orient, I,1 (Geneva, 1889), 159-64. The translation reflects Saharov's mis-
readings and modernizations and the chronicle entry he included in his text.

NOTE TO THE PRESENT EDITION

The text published here reproduces in modernized orthography the version of
Alexander's description of Constantinople published as part of the text of the
Novgorod Fourth Chronicle in IICPJI. Emendations to the published version are
italicized. Variant readings are included here only if they are semantically
significant.

Manuscript Symbols used in the Apparatus

A Academy 16.3.2 P Frolov, F.IV.235
D Dubrovskij, F.10.238 S Synod 152/46
G Golicyn, Q.17.62. St Stroev-Pogodin 2035
N Novorossijsk 81 T Tolstoj, Q.IV.138



ON CONSTANTINOPLE

It was during the reign of Patriarch Anthony and of Emperor Manuel1 that I,
Alexander the Clerk.' came to Constantinople for trade. And we went3 to St.
Sophia to worship. It is impossible to describe its greatness or beauty.4 As you
enter the great doors, on the right-hand side stands the icon of the holy Mother of
God from which, in Jerusalem, a voice came forth to [St.] Mary of Egypt.' The
great doors [are made] from Noah's ark.6 On the left side the Savior is depicted in
marble.' Inside the church is the table of Abraham at which the Savior appeared
in Trinity to Abraham under the oak of Mature.' Nearby is an iron pallet on
which they burned holy martyrs.' The relics of holy Patriarch Arsenius are in the
sanctuary.) ° There is a stone on which the Savior sat while conversing with the
Samaritan woman at Jacob's well."

Now in the monastery at Mangana are all the Savior's Passion relics: the
purple robe, the blood, the spear, the reed, the sponge, and part of [His] beard.
There is a multitude of holy relics in this monastery.12 Behind this monastery is
the Holy Savior Church; the relics of St. Abercius and healing water are there.' 3
Nearby is a convent; the head of St. Basil of Caesarea is there. 14 The icon of the
holy Mother of God in Hodegetria is brought out every Tuesday and performs
miracles. Whoever comes with faith receives health. Luke the Evangelist painted
this very icon. At one time there was Iconoclasm and this icon was preserved in
the Pantocrator Monastery, in the wall; in front of it a lamp was lighted, and this
same lamp in front of it did not go out for sixty years.' 5 In the Apostles Church
are relics of the holy apostles, [and,] enclosed in the sanctuary, relics of St.
Spiridon the Great, relics of St. Polyeuctus, the tomb of St. John Chrysostom, the

'That is, between the years 1391 and 1397. On the dating of Alexander's journey to Constantinople
(probably 1395), see supra, p. 156.

'See supra, p. 157, on the identity of the author.
'The author consistently uses the plural form in his first-person references.
'On St. Sophia in general, see infra, Commentary § 1.
'See Commentary § 3, on this icon.
6The great doors of St. Sophia are discussed in Commentary § 3.
'See Commentary § 3.
'See Commentary § 7.
9lbid.
10 See Commentary § 6, on the tomb of Patriarch Arsenius.
" See Commentary § 6, on the Samaritan well stone.
12 See Commentary § 60, on the Mangana Monastery and its Passion relics; cf. also Commentary

§ 49.
"This is the Church of the Savior cptXav0pconoS at Mangana; see Commentary § 61.
"This is the Monastery of the Virgin 'rtj; IIavaxpavrou; see Commentary § 63.
' 5 See Commentary § 59, on the Hodegetria Monastery and icon.
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O LAPHFPAAt1

rlpH rlaTpnapcn AHTOHHH, IIpH IjapH MaxyHJie, ce a3 duax2 AnexcaH,ap
npHxo,gHxoM Kynnelo B Ijapbrpa4. 14 npnn,AoxOM3 IOKJIOHHTHCSI B CBSITyH)
Co41il0; BeJIHiiecTBO ea Him xpacOTy He MOII4HO Hcnowb,aTH. BExogsI B BeJIHKHSI
)iBepH, Ha npaBOH CTOpOHt CTOHTb HKOHa CBSITbH rioropo,gnur,'ITO rJlaC OT Hea
H31IeJI MapiH EnHneTCxoH B HepycaiiHM-h; a BeJIHKHa RBepH4 OT HoeBa
xoBUera. Ha J BOH CTOpo}Ib npeo6paxc14ncsl Cnac Ha MpaMopk. BHyTpb uepKBH
Tpane3a ABpaaMJISI, Ha HeH)Ke SIBHJICSI Cnac B TpOHIJH ABpaaMy nog gy6oM
MaBp'bHCKHM. BJI143 Toro OL p xcejIe3eH, Ha HeM)Ke )Kb1Jln CBSITbIX MyLIeHIIK.
Mon>;H CBSITaro rlaTpnapxa Apcenna BO OJITapt. ECTb KaMeHb, Ha HeM)Ke C'kqtJI
Cnac, 61 ceAya )KeHbl CaMapSIHIHH npH KJIawI3t H5ncoBJlt.

A B MOHaCTbIp1 B MaHTraHb CTpacTH CnacoBbl BCH: H 6arpMHHIja, xpoBb,
KOnbe, TpOCTb,5 ry6a, H OT 6paJbl. CBSITbIX MOWJ(en MHO)KeCTBO B TOM
MOHaCTbIpH. Ha3aAH TOTO MOHaCTbIPSI IIepKOB CBSITbIH Cnac; MOWN CBSITaro
ABepKHa H Boga ileJle6HasI6 TyTO eCTb. 16JIH3 TOTO MOHaCTbIpb )KeHbCKHH: Ty
rnaBa CBSITaro BacHJIbsI Kecapnncxaro. B OgerHTpHH HKOna CBSIT'iH
EEoropoAHuH BbIXO,LHTb B BCSIKOH BTOPHHK H TBOpHTb LIIO4eca, 14 KTO C Btpolo

npnxo,ijHTb, 3.gpaBne nOJlygaeT. HHCaJI)Ke cHIO HKOHy Ayxa eBarreJllCT.
H'kxorga 6blcTb HKOxo6opeHHe, n cTxpaHHlna CHID HKOH B 1IaHTOxpaTOpk
Ma$aCTbIpH B CAH'k; 3axcerlue KaHgHjiO npe,r Helo, H To%ge KaHAHJIO 60 AT He
yraciio npeg Helo. B AnocTOJIbCxOH IUepKBH OT MOW H CBSITbIx anocTOJI, BO
onTapH 3a3AaHbI MoWH CBSITaro BeJIHKaro CnnpHJjona, MOIgH CBSITaro
HojtyeKTa, rpo6 CBSITaro I4oaHHa 311aTOycTaro, rpo6 KOCTBHTHHa uapsl H

'0 llapnrpamt oM. St 2 L5HCOH St, P, N, D 3npnxo,unxoM G, T 4Jgsep T 5Tpyc A
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tomb of Emperor Constantine and of his mother Helen. There is a marble
column at which the Savior was bound while the Jews tormented Him. Here is the
stone at which the Apostle Peter wept on account of [his] betrayal of the Lord-
and the cock called him.16 Now in the Pantocrator Monastery are: the slab of the
Savior on which they carried Him to the tomb; in the sanctuary, the vessel where
the Savior changed water into wine in Cana of Galilee; the heads of SS. Florus
and Laurus; the head of St. James the Persian.17 Nearby is the body of Theodosia
the Virgin.18 The head of Ignatius the Godbearer is in the Pammacaristos
Monastery.19 In the Prodromos Monastery, which is called "Rich by God,"
there are: relics of St. John the Forerunner; the Savior's towel;20 [His] blood; the
hand of St. John the Faster; the head of St. Boniface, and relics of St.
Panteleimon. This monastery possesses neither villages nor vineyards, yet by
God's mercy it is richer than all [other] monasteries. Nearby is a convent, St.
Nicholas, and there are relics there.21 In Chora are the relics of St. Michael
Syncellus.22

The robe of the holy Mother of God and part of her girdle are at Blachernae.
Once there was Iconoclasm in Constantinople; they came by land and by sea. But
Patriarch Sergius dipped this robe of the holy Mother of God in the sea, and the
sea boiled up and the enemy fled. Here there is an icon of the holy Mother of God
whom St. Andrew saw in the sky praying for the world.23 Nearby is the
Monastery of SS. Cosmas and Damian and among [its] relics are both their
heads.24 In the Monastery of the Holy Prophet Daniel there are the Prophet
Daniel in a tomb, St. Nicetas the Great in a tomb, and Romanus the Singer in a

16 The Church of the Holy Apostles and its relics are discussed in Commentary § 32.
On the Pantocrator Monastery and its relics, see Commentary § 28.

's See Commentary § 51.
"See Commentary § 50, on this monastery and its relics.
20 The word neumuu (Greek ? v ctov, towel) is also the word used in the relevant scriptural passage

(John 13:4, Ostromir Gospel) and in material derivative of it; see I. Sreznevskij, Mamepuanbt oAR
cnoeapR dpeenepyccxozo R3blxa (Moscow, 1893-1912), s.v. nexrxx. The monastery in question here
is that of St. John the Baptist in Petra; see Commentary § 49.

21 This is the Convent of St. Nicholas in Petra; see Commentary § 48.
22 The ninth-century iconodule hero Michael Syncellus was indeed buried (or at least intended to

be buried) in the Monastery of the Savior in the Chora. His tomb was to be in that monastery's shrine
of the Forty Martyrs, near the tombs of Patriarch Germanus of Constantinople and of his own
disciple Theophanes Graptus; see the relevant section of the Vita of Michael Syncellus, published in
M. Gedeon, Bui;avtitvov `EoproA,oytov (Istanbul, 1899), 241. On the life of Michael Syncellus, see
BHG', II, 123; and D. Stiernon, "Michele it Sincello," Bibliotheca Sanctorum (Rome, 1961-69), IX,
cols. 452-57. On the Chora Monastery of the Savior, the modern Kahrie Camii in the northwest part
of the city, see P. Underwood, The Karie Djami, I-III (New York, 1966), IV (Princeton, 1975); Janin,
La Geographie de CP2, 531-39; Miiller-Wiener, Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 159-63; Kleiss, Plan, Cb; DO
Bibliographies, I,1, 248-53.

The text of Alexander's description, published in the first edition of the Novgorod Fourth Chronicle,
HCPJI, 4 (1848), 358, took the phrase "B xope" as belonging to the previous sentence and describing
the relics of Michael Syncellus as "in the choir" of the Convent of St. Nicholas; cf. Janin's statement,
op. cit., 373 (based on Khitrowo's French rendering of Saharov's emendation "altar" for "choir").

The Blachernae shrine and relics are discussed in Commentary § 46.
24 See Commentary § 45.
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MaTepe ero Eneimi. CTonH eCTb MpSIMOpSIH, y HeroAce IIPHBSI3ax 6bIn CIIac, KonH
MyLIHJIH ero xcrwoBe.1 Ty eCTb KaMeH, y Hero)Ke IInaKan leTp alOCTOn 0
OTBkpxceHHH rocrio,wni; H aneKTOp" ero Bb3rnacHn. A B IIoHToxpaTOpl
MonacTblpH: gOCKa CIIacOBa, Ha HeH)Ke HeciiH Ero K rpo6y; KopLIara BO OJITapH,
LITO Bogy B BHHO HpeTBOPHn CIIac B Kanax ranHntHCKHx; rnaBy CBSITy}O (Dnopa
H JlaBpa; rnaBa CBATaro l4srKOBa rlepbcxaro. BnH3 Toro VeOAN bJI ABHi[a B
Teirb. B rlaHMaxapHCTe B MaxacTblpli rnaBa CBATaro HrxaTbsl BBorOHoc ua. B
rloApoM'h B MoxacTblpH, Hxce HMeHyeTbc5l BoroM 6oraTbIH: OT MoHWeH CBATaro
14oaxa rlpemTe'H, neumuu9 CIIacoB, KpOB, pyxa CBATaro I4oaxa HOCTHHKa,
rnaBa CBATaro BHHCpaTHa, OT MO114 H CBATaro rlaHTen'bHMOHa. Y cero
MOH CTbIPSI H1?Trb HH cen HH BI3HOrpagOB; HO MHnoCTHIO EoxcHemO BCHX
MOHaCTbIpeH 6oraTl'e. BnH3 Toro MOHaCTbIpb )CeHbCKHH CBSITbIH HHKOna, H OT

MolueH TyTO ecTb. B Xope MO11 CBATaro MHxarina Cunee.na.10
B Jlaxepu'k pH3a CBHT?IH BoropoAHIWH H OT uosica ea. Hexoria 6bICTb

HKOHo6opeHHe B UapHrpad i; IIpH,goifa H Ho cyxy H no Moplo. CepriHxce
HaTpHapx OMOMH B Mope CHID pH3y CBSITtH Eoropo,gHUH, H Mope B'bcKHIIe, H
paTHHH HO6'broma. Ty ecTb HKOxa CBSITLH BoropogtlijH, ioxce BHAt CB5ITbIH
AHRp'bH Ha B03,i13Cb 3a MHp MOn5IIIXYCSI. SJH3 Toro MOHa.CTblpb CBATaro Ko3MbI
H jAaMbAHa, H OT MOII4HH rnaBb HX o6k. B MoxacTblpH CBATaro IIpopoxa
AaHlina, IIpopoK )IaHHJI B rpo6l'i, CBSITbIH BenHKHH HHKHTa B rpo6'k, PoMaH

6nege6Haa P, S 7xcH,gosa St 81cyp A, G, N, T 9neHTrH S; alii MSS .neoHTeH '°CHHrena S; alii
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tomb.25 In the Peribleptos Monastery are the right hand of St. John the baptizer
of the Lord, the head of Gregory the Great, relics of Symeon the Receiver of the
Lord, of the ten martyrs, and many relics of other saints. There is also an icon of
the holy Mother of God which a Jew stabbed during a chess game, and blood
came forth and can still be noticed now.26 In the Studius Monastery of St.
Theodore are myrrh of the holy Great Martyr Demetrius and many relics of the
saints.27 In the empress' monastery which is called "Kyra Martha" are St. John
the Merciful's relics, Mary Cleophas the sister of the Apostles, St. Irene, [and]
Theodosia the martyr who was killed with a goat horn in St. Sophia.28 Near the
imperial palace of Constantine is the Monastery of SS. Sergius and Bacchus,
[and] among the relics [are] both their heads.29 Nearby is a playing field where
serpent poison is sealed in three bronze serpents, and [there are] many other
wonders there wrought by Emperor Leo the Wise.30 In the Monastery of St.
Lazarus, St. Lazarus and his two sisters, Martha and Mary, are enclosed in the
sanctuary.31

It is these holy monasteries, or holy relics, or wonders which we have seen;
others we did not see. 3 2 It is impossible to go to [all] the holy monasteries or holy
relics, or to recount [them]. Still, there are thousands upon thousands of relics of
saints and many wonders which it is impossible to describe.

25 See Commentary § 43.
26 See Commentary § 24, on the Peribleptos Monastery and its relics.
27 See Commentary § 26.
"On the Kyra Martha Convent, see Commentary § 33.
290n the Monastery of SS. Sergius and Bacchus, see Commentary § 16; the Great Palace is

discussed in Commentary §§ 10-12.
30The hippodrome and its marvels are treated in Commentary § 13.
3' This is the Monastery of St. Lazarus in the "First Region" of the city; see Commentary § 65.
32 Speranskij, 41, sees in this statement an admission by the author that he did not see all the things

he notes.
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B rpo6k. B HeneBpenTk B MOHaCTbIpH: pyxa npasaa CBATaro l4oana
KpecTHTensi FOCHOAHA, rnaBa BenHKaro FplIorpbsI, OT MOIL[HH CeMHOHa
BoronpHHMLja, H OT MOLLjeH 10 My'IeHHK, H HHbIX CBATbIX MOMeH MHOTO. ECTb

HKoHa CBATtH BorOpOAHLiH, HTO HOKOJIOn )KH,L OBHH B LnaxMaTHOH Hrpt, H
H301Lnna KpOB, H HbIH'k 3HaTH KpOB. B CTyAHH B MOHaCTbIpH CBATaro (I)eoj opa:
MHpO CBATarO BenHKOTO My'IelillKa AMHTpHA H OT MOnjeH CBATbIX MHoro. B
MOHaCTbIpH ljapmf HHOM,11 mice HMeHyeTbCA KHp'bMapTa: OT MOILjeH CBATaro
Hoana MHJIOCTHBaro, MapHA K.rieonoBa anOCTOnosa cecTpa, ceamaa 12 Opl Ha,
(DeoAOCbA My'IeHHLla, 'ITO poroM K03nHM 3axnanH I0 B CBATtH C04)bH. bnH3
KOCTAHTHHOBa ABopa IjapeBa ecTb MOHaCTblpb CBSITaro CeprlIa H Baxxa: OT
MOWH elo o6'k rnaB'k. EinH3 Toro HrpHII[a, HAe)Ke AA 3MHHH 3ane'IaTaH B TpeX
Me,aAHbIX 3MHAX, H HHbIX 4i4HBeC MHOFO TyTO CbTBOpeHO JIBOM HpeMyapbIM
IjapeM. B MOHaCTbIpH CBATaro Jla3apA, Jla3apb CBATMH H CecTpe ero o6'k,
Map4)a H MapHa, 3a3Aanbl BO onTapt.

CHaxce CBATbIH MOHaCTbIpH, HJIH CBATbIA MOWH, HnH 'nOAOTBOpeHHa OBO
BHAHXOM; HHaA)Ke He BH,EZHXOM. He MOWHO 6o ecTb HCXOAHTH CBATbIX
MOHaCTbIpeH HJIH CBATbIX MomeR, HJIH nHcaTH: TbICALLja TbICAMaMH H HbIITk eCTb

CBATbIX MOII4H HJLH ''H)AOTBOpeHHe MHOTO, He MOLLWHO 6o HCHOB'kgaTH.

MSS CHrena 11gpbHHHoM St; MepBHIMHOM S 12cBsTa St



Chapter V

THE XENOS OF ZOSIMA THE DEACON

INTRODUCTION

ZOSIMA'S XENOS AS A HISTORICAL AND LITERARY DOCUMENT

The monk Zosima's chronicle of his journey to Constantinople is the last
known Russian description of the Byzantine capital prior to its fall to the Turks in
1453, and is an important source for the study of travel in Eastern Europe and the
eastern Mediterranean in the early fifteenth century. The journey which forms
the basis of the Xenos, or "Wanderer," took place over the three-year period
between the spring or early summer of 1419 and May of 1422. The dating can be
deduced from the work itself. From the author's statement that he arrived in the
Holy Land shortly before Easter in 1420,1 his other chronological references can
be expanded into a complete itinerary. Thus Zosima traveled from Moscow to
Kiev, where he spent half a year (infra, pp. 177-79), that is, from late spring to
early fall in 1419, for he continued on to embark for Constantinople from
Belgorod at the mouth of the Dniester "before Phillip's fast" (p. 181), that is,
Advent, which began November 15.2 He then spent ten weeks viewing the sights
of the Byzantine capital (p. 181) before setting sail for Palestine, where he
arrived, as he notes, shortly before Easter in 1420.3 He spent a full year in the
Holy Land4 before returning to Constantinople where he wintered,' not leaving
for Russia until the following May,6 that is, 1422.'

While the information which Zosima records about his trip to Constantinople
(as well as to Greece and the Holy Land) almost assuredly reflects what he saw
and experienced within the time frame noted above, the paragraph on the
imperial family with which the author closes his description of Constantinople
(pp. 191-193) must have been added after his return to Russia, for the facts in the
paragraph were true only between July and September of 1423. Thus in describ-

' Xwicenue uuoxa 3ocuMbi, ed. H. M. Loparev, IIIIC, 24 (1889), 13.
2Cf. V. Grumel, La Chronologie (Paris, 1958), 262.
3 Xonceuue uuoxa 3ocuMbl, ed. Loparev, 13. Easter fell on April 7 in 1420; see Grumel, loc. cit.
4Xo.rceuue uuoxa 3ocuabt, ed. Loparev, 14.
5Ibid., 25.
67bid.
7The dating of the journey is analyzed by Loparev, ibid., iii, who also notes the chronological

correctness of officials named in the text. See also P. Schreiner, "Chronologische Untersuchungen zur
Familie Kaiser Manuels II.," BZ, 63 (1970), 295. Seemann, Die altrussische Wallfahrtsliteratur,
255-56, dates Zosima's journey to 1418-21, but this dating necessitates discounting Zosima's
statement (Xoncenue unoica 3ocuMbi, ed. Loparev, 13) that he arrived in Palestine just before Easter.
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ing Demetrius' attempted treasonous dealings with the Genoese of Galata in July
of that year, the historian Sphrantzes calls him "Kyr Demetrius," 8 not the
"Despot Demetrius," and Sphrantzes is extremely careful in his use of official
titles. Demetrius must have received the title "despot" sometime after the events
of July 1423.9 The terminus ante quem for the information which Zosima
supplies on the imperial family in that paragraph is September 14,1423; on that
day Andronicus resigned his despotate in Thessalonica to the Venetians.1 ° It was
probably in 1423, then, after his return to Moscow, that Zosima's hozdenie was
put in final form.

The lapse of time between Zosima's viewing the monuments of Con-
stantinople and editing a finished version of the text would explain the poor
topographical orientation of the Constantinople section of Zosima's work. Very
likely the author had at hand not a careful diary of his journey, but only notes
and memories. While his notes about travel from place to place were quite
careful, judging from the text's treatment of the journeys from Kiev to
Constantinople and between Constantinople, Greece, and Palestine, his notes on
the monuments of Constantinople must have been scanty and of necessity
supplemented by unclear memories. A Russian scholar has suggested that
Zosima used the phrases "Ty" (there) and "Ty 6n143" (nearby) as meaningless
conjunctions rather than to indicate locations.11 Once it is clear that the final
form of Zosima's work was probably not written until a year after his return to
Russia, it seems that these phrases represented his cloudy memory of the location
of the monuments. Looking back on his pilgrimage, the author could easily
recollect the Hodegetria Monastery's being near St. Sophia (p. 183), for instance.
Someone with a clearer memory of the topography of the city no doubt would
have found a more useful way to describe the Hodegetria's location; it was, after
all, more than half a kilometer from St. Sophia, and down a steep slope. Zosima's
reporting is, in fact, topographically oriented only in one significant section once
he has described St. Sophia and the shrines of the "First Region" at the eastern
tip of Constantinople (pp. 183-85). Returning to St. Sophia from the Monastery

8 Sphrantzes [Phrantzes], Annales, Bonn ed. (1838), 118; see also Barker, Manuel II, 370 and note
125.

9 While the first attestation of Demetrius' title of despot (and of his tenure on Lemnos, where the
Russian source locates him) dates only from 1429 (B. Ferjancic, ,Z(ecnomu y Busanmuju u
JyarcnocnoeeucxuM 3eMnba a, Iloce6xa x3Aama Bx3aHTonomxor xxcTIITyTa, 8 [Belgrade, 1960],
122-23), his name is absolutely absent from the sources between 1423 and 1429. Might the title
"despot" and a personal appanage on Lemnos have been the price Manuel was willing to pay to win
back his erring son from the Genoese in 1423?

'0 Barker, Manuel II, 372-74; B. Ferjancic, ",T ecnor Axupo x Ilaneonor y ConyHy," 36opnux
chuno3oecxoz Paxynmema 6eozpadcxoz Ynueepsumema, 10,1 (1968), 227-35. Schreiner, "Chrono-
logische Untersuchungen," 295-97, sees in Zosima's catalog of Manuel's sons the situation prevailing
at the time of Zosima's earlier visit to Constantinople ca. 1413 and the confusion expected of a
stranger when confronted with the complexities of Byzantine government in this period. The
apparent confusion in the text, however, stems from Schreiner's assumption that the text reflects the
situation before 1416 rather than the situation in 1423.

II Archimandrite Leonid, O6o3peuue yapezpadcxux naMRmnuxoe, 2 = WOLIJP, 1870, bk. 4,
p. 20.
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of St. George at Mangana in the "First Region," the pilgrim turns to a topical
approach. He directs his attention to famous columns: 12 the Justinian Column,
the most famous columns of the hippodrome, the Constantine and Arcadius
Columns, and then the two columns connected with the Gospel story of the
Passion which were preserved at the Church of the Holy Apostles-the one to
which Christ was bound when he was scourged, and the one at which Peter wept
after betraying Christ. A description of the monumental column outside the
Apostles Church follows (pp. 185-87).

Immediately after Zosima's description of Holy Apostles there follows the last
major section of the Constantinople narrative organized along topographical
lines: his description of the Pantocrator Monastery and its neighbors,
"Apolikaptii," Philanthropos/Convent of St. Constantine, Cecharitomene (p.
187), all clustered around the east slope of the "Fourth Hill." From this point to
the end of the descriptions of individual Constantinopolitan sites, the order is
random. Only rarely are monuments which are close to one another described
that way: thus the "Righteous Judges" was in reality near the Peribleptos
Monastery, as the text says (p. 187). On the other hand, the Lips and Kyra Martha
foundations were near each other, but the text, while listing them together, does
not note their proximity. Was the "Povasil'jas" Convent, which is mentioned
next, near them? The text is unclear. The Church of the Mother of God at Pege
can hardly be described as near the "Studite gates" (p. 191) when it is 1.5 km.
away, nor is the subsequently recorded Daniel shrine near Pege, as the text
suggests (p. 191); it is a full 2 km. away. All three of these last-named monuments
were in what one might call the "same area," that is, they were all near the land
walls of the city. Their proximity to the land wall remained impressed on the
visitor's mind, but the distance between them faded with time. In short, the
individual entries after Zosima's notice on Blachernae (p. 187) are for the most
part just that, individual entries, possibly arranged according to the order of the
pilgrim's short excursions during his ten weeks in the city.' 3 It should also be
noted that beginning with the text's description of the Pantocrator Monastery,
the individual entries on monuments of Constantinople not only lack locational
indicators, but are sometimes not even complete sentences. The descriptions
become mere "catalog listings" of shrines and their relics.

The style of the "Book called Xenos" is for the most part flat, colorless, and
unvaried. After his description of St. Sophia and its relics Zosima uses the third
person constantly, and usually the verb "to be." The language is heavy with
stereotyped phrases and outmoded Slavonicisms. Even the occasional stories
included to explain less well-known relics and wonders are cast in the unexciting
prose of liturgical lections. The proem (p. 177), a rhetorical pastiche of com-

' Z Seemann, Die altrussische Wallfahrtsliteratur, 247, postulates possible influence from a written
source on this section, but such an explanation is not necessary to explain the appearance of a mental
category as an ordering principle.

13 Ibid., 248.
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monplaces, sets the tone for the work. The list of Manuel's sons and their titles
and the list of the leading church officials in Constantinople appended to the
Constantinople section of the work betoken Zosima's undeveloped sense of
literary unity and his propensity for lists.14 Zosima's narrative of his voyage to
Mount Athos, Thessalonica, and Palestine, his travel around the Holy Land, and
his voyage back to Constantinople (not included in the present edition) 15 are
written in a livelier style. This is perhaps true because stereotyped phrasing was
not readily available for the events chronicled in these latter sections. For
example, Zosima's party was set upon by highwaymen in Palestine, and his ship
was boarded by pirates on his way back to Constantinople from the Holy Land.
A comparison of these two sections16 with descriptions of similar incidents
recorded, respectively, by Prior Daniel in the twelfth century" and by Ignatius of
Smolensk in the late fourteenth century," e however, makes the fifteenth-century
writer's lack of literary skill obvious even here. Zosima's presentation of the
descent of the holy fire in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre at Easter is pale and
dull when compared to the exciting prose Prior Daniel used to describe the same
event three hundred years before.' 9 Zosima's flat prose style is particularly
surprising because it is clear that Zosima drew heavily from the widely available
text of Daniel's "Pilgrimage" in describing the Holy Land and its shrines; in fact,
Zosima probably edited his "notes" on Palestine with a copy of Daniel's work
before him.20 Clear influences of Daniel's very popular hozdenie are occasionally
noticeable also in the part of Zosima's work treating Constantinople, as in his
introduction and conclusion.21 Indeed, some scholars have suggested that
Zosima also drew on other hozdenija, particularly Stephen and the Anonymous
Description published here;22 the similarities among the three texts, however,
more likely reflect the common traditions to which pilgrims visiting Constan-
tinopolitan monuments were exposed by guides and the Byzantine populace .21

The author Zosima, as far as I have been able to determine, is known only from
his pilgrimage chronicle. He identifies himself in the titles of the work and in the

14 He also includes a list of the monasteries on Mount Athos, and ends his hozdenie with lists of the
cities subject to the "Sultan of Egypt," the islands in the Sea of Marmora and the eastern
Mediterranean, ecclesiastics subject to the patriarch of Jerusalem, numbers in Greek and Arabic, and
the word for God in various languages; see Xowceuue uuosco 3ocunabs, ed. Loparev, 11-12, 27.

"SeeSee ibid., 11-26.
16 Ibid., 20, 24-25.
" Cf. 3Kumbe u xoxceube,l(auuna pycbcxb18 3enanu uzyMeua, ed. M. A. Venevitinov, HHC, 9 (1885;

repr. Munich, 1970), 116.
18 See supra, pp. 84-87.
' 9 3Kumbe u xomeube 4auuna, 126-38.
20 See, for instance, Xo.dscenue uuoxa 3ocuMbs, ed. Loparev, vii-ix.
21 See infra, pp. 177, 179, 195; cf. 3Kumbe u xo-weube ,l(auuna, 1-4, 136-41.
22 See, for instance, L. N. Majkov, "MaTepnanbi x xccnerosaHHA no cTapnxxox pyccxof

jurrepaType 1: Becelia o CBATbrHAX H Apyrxx AocTornaMATxocTAx IlaperpaAa," C6opuux Omdeneuua
Pyccscozo H3bexa u Cnoeecuocmu AxadeMuu HayK, 51,4 (1890), 36-40; V. P. Adrianova-Peretc, in
A. S. Orlov, et al., Hcmopux pyccxou Aumepamypbt, 11,1 (Moscow, 1945), 229; cf. Seemann, Die
altrussische Wallfahrtsliteratur, 253-54.

21 Cf. Speranskij, 35-36.
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work itself as a monk-deacon from the Trinity-St. Sergius Monastery just outside
Moscow (pp. 176-77),24 and later as "hieromonk" (p. 195), that is, a priest-monk,
although the Russian word eromonah might simply signify a monk in holy
orders. Whether he was a monk-deacon or a priest-monk, Zosima must have
been a figure of some importance on the Muscovite scene, since he mentions
having been a member of the entourage which escorted the young daughter of the
Muscovite Grand Prince Basil I to her wedding with the future Byzantine
emperor, John VIII, in Constantinople a few years earlier (p. 191).25 Zosima's
ability to travel for three years, paying passage on ships with merchants and,
apparently, baksheesh in Palestine, as well as distributing alms,26 suggests that he
was a monk of some means, as does his reception in various monasteries where he
stopped .2' The "lowly hieromonk Zosima" is surely a mere topos for the person
who was invited to partake of the patriarch of Jerusalem's Easter banquet along
with the abbots of the major Orthodox monasteries of Palestine and to travel
about Palestine with the patriarch himself.28 Quite likely, then, he came from one
of the important families of the Muscovite state.29

THE MANUSCRIPTS

Q.XVII.76 in the State Public Library in Leningrad is a late sixteenth-century
quarto manuscript on 195 leaves once in the collection of Count Tolstoj. Besides
a text of the "Journey of Zosima" on folios 73-93, under the title "KHHra
rnaroneMasi KceHox [sic], cHpku CTpaIIHHK, 3ocmvmi RInsrKOxa," the manuscript
also contains texts of the "Journey of Prior Daniel" and of Trifon
Korobejnikov's description of the Holy Land. All three are written in the same
bold semiuncial hand. The Zosima text bears a number of marginal corrections
in the hand of the original scribe. The opening page of this text was lost in the
nineteenth century; the page was, however, transcribed in the Stroev edition of
1828, and the recto side was published in facsimile to accompany the Saharov
edition of 1839 (see infra).30 I have studied this manuscript only on microfilm.

Solovec 922/1032 (formerly no. 682) is a sixteenth-century octo manuscript in
the State Public Library in Leningrad. To the original 120 folios written in
semiuncial on bombazine have been added a final seven seventeenth-century

24 Cf. Xorcenue unoxa 30cuMb[, ed. Loparev, 25, where the author is addressed as "xa.nyrxpe," that
is, "monk" (xaXoyrlpc). The Trinity-St. Sergius Monastery had achieved considerable importance in
Muscovy by the second decade of the fifteenth century and had direct dealings with the patriarchate
in Constantinople; see E. E. Golubinskij, 17penodo6nb1u Cepzuu Padoneaiccxuu u co3dannas um
TpouryxaR Jlaepa (Moscow, 1909).

25 See also infra, Commentary § 34.
26 See infra, pp. 179,181; and Xorceuue unoxa 3ocuMbz, ed. Loparev, 11, 12-13,23-25; see ibid., 15,

18, on the necessity of bribing Arab custodians to visit shrines.
2' See infra, pp. 177-79; and Xo scenue unoxa 3ocuMbl, ed. Loparev, 11-12, 20.
28Ibid., 15, 23.
29 Useful treatments of Zosima's work are ibid., i-x; A. N. Pypin, HcmopuR pyccxou numepamypbi,

4th ed. (St. Petersburg, 1911), I, 386-92; Seemann, Die altrussische Wallfahrtsliteratur, 246-60.
Prokof'ev, "Pycexxe xoxcj em3a," 175-90, is occasionally useful, although marred by factual errors.

"There is some discussion of this manuscript in Xojicenue unoxa 3ocunabi, ed. Loparev, iii-vi, xi.
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paper leaves in cursive hand. The sixteenth-century section includes a number of
chronographic pieces, several geographic works, and, on folios 35-43", the
"Journey of Zosima," ending with his description of Athos and Thessalonica.31 I
studied this manuscript in Leningrad in 1977.

Solovec 1245/1135 (formerly no. 690) in the State Public Library in Leningrad
is a quarto manuscript in several hands, probably written in 1730. The manu-
script contains the "Proskynetarion" of Arsenij Suhanov (a seventeenth-century
description of the Holy Places of the Christian East), a text of the "Journey of
Prior Daniel," and, on folios 202-206", the text of the "Journey of Zosima"
through Athos and Thessalonica only. The last text is a copy of that in the
previously described manuscript.32 I was able to read this manuscript in
Leningrad in 1977.

Mazurin 344 is a quarto manuscript on 125 leaves, possibly from the .second
half of the fifteenth century, preserved in Moscow in the Central State Archive of
Ancient Acts (IJfAgA). The manuscript contains but two works, the "Journey
of Zosima" (folios 1-31) and the "CTpaHHHK ,T arHHna MHHxa," apparently
Prior Daniel's description of the Holy Land (folios 32-125). Both are written in
the same careful semiuncial hand. I have not been able to use this manuscript
except in the transcription of the Zosima text by Prokof'ev.33

Scukin 1171 is a 188-leaf late sixteenth-early seventeenth-century quarto
manuscript text of the First Sophia Chronicle which carries the "Journey of
Zosima" as an appendix (folios 165-188"). The manuscript has been rebound
and is missing a number of leaves, including the final section of Zosima's
"Journey" which ends in this manuscript with the words "MeHexce y6o." 1114 1 was
able to study this manuscript in the State Historical Museum in Moscow, where
it is kept, in 1977.

Uvarov 541 (formerly no. 1812; previously Carskij 407) is a quarto
seventeenth-century manuscript miscellany in a large cursive hand on 147 leaves.
The manuscript has a number of decorative initials. Besides a number of patristic
tracts, it includes the "Journey of Prior Daniel" (foilos 37-77) and the "Journey
of Zosima" under the title "CKa3aHHe H xox(eHHe 3ocHMbi, ,gmiKoHa Cepr.eBa
MoHacTbIpA, 0 pycxoM HYTH Ao LjapsirpaAa H go cBATaro rpaja HepocanHMa"
(folios 78-98"). The manuscript is in the collection of the State Historical
Museum in Moscow.35 I have studied this manuscript on microfilm only.

MS F.IV.679 in the State Public Library in Leningrad is a collection of late

31 A description of the manuscript is published in Onucanue py conuceu conoeeyxozo Mouacmbtpn
uaxodr quxcn e Eu6nuomexe Ka3ancxou ,Z(yxoeuou Axademuu, II (Kazan, 1885), 551-53.

32For a description of this manuscript, see ibid., 569.
"N. I. Prokof'ev, "Xornq enue 3oc b1 B IjapbrpaA, Acpoa x Ilanecrxxy," Y4enbie 3anucxu

Mocxoecxozo lledazozuuecxozo hlucmumyma Jlenuua, 455 (1971), 19-27; the manuscript is de-
scribed ibid., 14-16.

"The Manuscript Division of the State Historical Museum has an unpublished description of this
manuscript.

35 There is a description of this manuscript in Archimandrite Leonid, CucmeMamu'[ecKoe onucanue
cnaeanO poccuucuux pyxonuceu co6panun FpaOa A. C. Yeapoea, IV (Moscow, 1894), 112.
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seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century fragments bound together and aug-
mented by a certain "Priest Fedor Petrov Rak" in 1720, as the codicil notes. The
manuscript includes a "Chronograph" distinguished by its massive borrowings
from the Ostrog Bible, several Russian political tracts, various historical frag-
ments, and the "Journey of Zosima" on folios 560-561° (in the modern pagi-
nation). The Zosima text, which lacks the description of the Holy Land and the
return trip to Constantinople and Russia, bears the title "CKa3aHHe o pycicoM
nyTH Ro Ilapxrpaaa H Ao cBATaro rpa,ga I4epycanHMa." The Zosima text is
followed immediately by a text of Prior Daniel's description of Palestine, under
the title "CKa3aIIHe o CB5TeM rpaAt HepycanHMk," apparently meant to replace
the last section of Zosima's "Journey." The travel descriptions, written in a tiny
semiuncial hand, are in the seventeenth-century portion of the codex.36 I studied
this manuscript in Leningrad in 1977.

Mihajlovskij 548 in the State Public Library in Leningrad is a nineteenth-
century paper manuscript (probably from 1828) which includes, on folios 1-25,
the "Journey of Zosima," probably copied from the printed edition of Stroev in
Pyccxuu 3pumenb (see infra). I have not seen this manuscript.37

MS 1304 in the Rostov Local [KpaeBeJqecK14I3] Museum includes a text of the
"Journey of Zosima." 38 I have not been able to use this text.

Tihonravov 522 is a semiuncial seventeenth-century quarto manuscript mis-
cellany of 114 leaves, which contains several fragments of Zosima's "Journey"
integrated, together with a number of excerpts of the "Journey of Prior Daniel,"
into Trifon Korobejnikov's sixteenth-century description of his journey to the
Holy Land.39 I read this manuscript in 1977 in the Manuscript Division of the
Lenin Library in Moscow, where it is preserved.

EDITIONS AND TRANSLATIONS

The first publication of the text of Zosima's hozdenie was that of Pavel Stroev,
"CTpaxcTBOBam4e K CBMTbMM MecTaM HepoWHaKOH 3ocHMbl," Pyccxuu 3pumelb,
1828, 11,7-8, pp. 181-205. The text published was that of the Tolstoj MS
Q.XVII.76. In 1839 Ivan Saharov published an edition of the narrative of Zosima
in Hymetuecm6uR pyccxyx .'uodeu no Ceamou 3emAe, II (St. Petersburg, 1839),
which was reprinted in CKa3anua pyccxoao napoda, II (St. Petersburg, 1849),
bk. 8, 57-69. While Saharov claimed that his edition reproduced the text of
Zosima's work as preserved in a seventeenth-century manuscript belonging to a
peasant named N. P. Tesilov, with variants drawn from the Tolstoj manuscript

36 For a more complete description of this manuscript, see Omuem HMnepamopcxou Hy6nuuuou
Eu6nuomeicu 3a 1887 (St. Petersburg, 1890), 149-64.

"I owe my knowledge of this manuscript to Prof. K.-D. Seemann.
"'See V. V. Luk'janov, "KpaTxxe caepemra o pyxormcabrx co6parmax ropogon POCTOBa,

Hlep6axona H Tyraena Slpocnancxor=i o6nacTx," Tpgpilum, 12 (1956), 515, who notes only the
manuscript's existence and location.

'9 On this manuscript, see G. P. Georgievskij, Co6pauue H. C. Tuxonpaeoea. OTUeT Mocxoncxoro
IIy6nxvH0ro x Pyrsauonexoro My3eeB sa 1912 (Moscow, 1913), 94-95.
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and from another manuscript in the possession of a certain "merchant Sofonov,"
it is more likely that his edition adapted that printed by Stroev. The few special
readings cited as being from the Tesilov and Sofonov codices (which have never
been seen again) have no content to speak of and are little more than editorial
emendations.4O Forty years later H. M. Loparev published a diplomatic edition
of the Xenos of Zosima, Xoascenue unoxa 3ocujtmi, flHC, 24 (1889). Based on the
Tolstoj text, Loparev's publication drew variants for the critical apparatus from
the newly discovered Uvarov manuscript and the Tesilov and Sofonov texts as
reported by Saharov. The same year a French translation of the text was
published in B. de Khitrowo, Itineraires russes en Orient, I,1, (Geneva, 1889).
This work was based on the Tolstoj manuscript and the Saharov edition. Most
recently, N. I. Prokof'ev has published an edition of the Zosima work,
"XoxcAeHHe 3ocHMLI B I1apbrpaR, A4)OH H HanecTHHy," Yueubie 3anucxu
MOCK06CK020 17edazozuuecxo2o Hncmumyma Jleuuua, 455 (1971), 12-42. This
latest edition depends on the Mazurin manuscript text as "the most complete"
text available. Variants are drawn, but not with any consistency, from the
manuscripts used previously (including those reported by Saharov, which are
published from his printed edition); these other manuscripts also serve occasion-
ally as the bases of emendations to the Mazurin text.

THE MANUSCRIPT TRADITION

A codicological study of the preserved manuscripts of Zosima's description of
his journey to Constantinople and the Holy Land yields no firm and useful
conclusions. Most clear is the relationship between the MSS Tolstoj Q.XVII.76
and Solovec 922/1032. They both copy the same now lost manuscript, the most
distinguishing characteristic of which was reading the first word of the "subtitle"
of the work as "Poxcemie" rather than "XoxceHHe" (p. 177). The massive number
of special readings in the Solovec manuscript precludes its being a source of
Tolstoj Q.XVII.76, but neither could it be a copy of the Tolstoj codex, for it has
several readings common to other manuscripts but not present in the Tolstoj text
(H rnana, p. 177; XpHCTOC, p. 183; cTeIrb, p. 183; npH, p. 193, etc.). These two
manuscripts, together with Solovec 1245/1135, which is a direct copy of Solovec
922/1032, form one of the two major branches of the manuscript tradition of this
text.

The second major branch of the manuscript tradition is represented by the
remaining major old manuscripts available to the present editor. Thus the
Mazurin, Scukin, Uvarov, and Library F.IV.679 texts share certain readings not
in the Tolstoj and Solovec manuscripts (HallxxoM, p. 181; paTHbIM, 6snue rpa4,
BeJIMH, p. 191; omitting cTOHT, p. 187, etc). While these four texts depend on a
single prototype, the dependence is indirect; one should posit separate models
for the Mazurin and Scukin manuscripts and for the Uvarov and Library texts.
Thus in the title Mazurin and Scukin have CHHcaubff/CnHcaTbl and add OT

40 Cf. Saharov's treatment of the text of the "Wanderer of Stephen of Novgorod"; supra, pp. 24-25.
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Ijapsupa.a, while Uvarov and Library have Cxa3aHHe and add CBATaro Fpa,a
(p. 177). Similarly, on p. 181 of the present edition, the first two of these manu-
scripts have orisrrb and the last two have a lacuna where the Tolstoj and Solovec
texts have o60H. Neither constituent of these pairs of manuscripts, however,
copies the other.41

RELATIONSHIP OF MANUSCRIPTS

ARCHETYPE

Solovec 1245

Quite unusual from the point of view of the codicologist is the fact that the
opening paragraph of the work is completely missing in two manuscripts and
almost completely missing in two others when the manuscripts lacking this
section represent the three different branches of the manuscript tradition
(Solovec 922 [and 1245]; .'cukin 1171; Library F.IV.679; see the diagram on their
places in the genealogy of the text). One must assume that the copiests of these
three manuscripts chose to omit this introductory material as not being wholly
germane to the travel description which is the core of the work.42

There is not enough Zosima material preserved in Tihonravov 522 to determine
this text's relationship to the other manuscripts.

41 Thus the Scukin and Library texts, for instance, do not include the first paragraph of the work
(p. 177) and cannot have served as sources for the Mazurin and Uvarov manuscripts which include it.
Mazurin has a serious lacuna (11TH Ho BonoxcexoH cTpaH'k .... p. 181) which is not present in the
other three manuscripts of this branch of the tradition. Similarly, none of the remaining three
manuscripts which belong to this group reproduce the reading noMblcn11x Bo yMh cBoeM noHAbTH
unique to the Uvarov text (p. 179).

42 This explanation is suggested by the fact that the three texts do not omit exactly the same part of
the material as one would expect were they copied from the same prototype which did not include the
section. Thus while the Scukin and Library manuscripts begin their omission with the words
"IIouexce rnaroneT micaime" ("As the scripture says"), the omission in the Library manuscript
continues through the opening lines of the following paragraph ("OT pycxusi cTpalbI, Hs ccronraro
rpaga": "From the Russian land and the capital city"). In the Scukin text the omission ends before
this phrase, as it does in the Solovec manuscripts where, however, the omission begins only after the
first part of the scriptural quotation (which it has in a garbled form: "IIouo6ae'r y6o napenbl TammI
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NOTE TO THE PRESENT EDITION

The text of the first part of Zosima's Xenos (which chronicles the author's
journey to Constantinople and his description of that city) is published here in a
new edition. The basic text is that of the Tolstoj manuscript which seems, in
general, to preserve the oldest and best readings. The spelling of this manuscript
is preserved.43 Variants and emendations are drawn from the six preserved
independent manuscript texts of the work.44 Variations among the manuscripts
in spelling and word order are not recorded. Explanatory material and references
to the accompanying commentary are included in the notes to the facing
translation.

Manuscript Symbols used in the Apparatus

L Library F.IV.679 S Scukin 1171
M Mazurin 344 T Tolstoj Q.XVII. 76
S Solovec 922/1032 U Uvarov 541

Subscript number, denotes a correction by the original scribe.

Abbreviations used in the Apparatus

add. added om. omit
inc. begin var. variant
marg. marginal addition replaced by

xpaHHTH Ao6po ecTb, a Akna BoxXHA oTxpbisaTH": "For it is fitting to guard the secret of the king, but
good to reveal God's works").

Prokof'ev, "XoxcrenHe 3ocHMbi," 13-14; cf. ibid., 19, var. 15, sees the opening paragraph as
simply part of the "full redaction" of the text, while the manuscripts which lack this section he dubs a
"short redaction," paying no regard to the genetic relationship of the various manuscripts. This
opening section is, in fact, present in one of the manuscripts he counts among those of the "short
redaction," Uvarov 541. Cf. infra, p. 177.

43 The text from the now missing leaf of this manuscript is published from the Loparev edition,
which reproduced the material on this leaf from a plate of the recto side published by Saharov in 1836
and from the Stroev transcription of the verso side.

44 Note that the Mazurin text is used in the Prokof'ev transcription, which does not reproduce the
letter "t."



THE BOOK CALLED "XENOS,"' THAT IS, THE WANDERER,
OF THE DEACON ZOSIMA

ABOUT THE RUSSIAN ROAD TO CONSTANTINOPLE
AND TO JERUSALEM

The Pilgrimage and Life of Sinful Zosima, Monk and Deacon
of the Sergius Monastery'

As the scripture says, "It is good to guard the secret of the king, but it is
laudable to preach the works of God." 3 If it is unjust and wrong not to keep the
secrets of the king, then keeping silence about the works of God must bring woe
to one's soul. Thus I fear to hide the works of God, remembering the torment of a
certain servant who, receiving [his] master's talent, hid it in the ground, thus
gaining no interest from it.4 Let none of you, sons of Russia, disbelieve what you
hear from these writings; do not think that I boast of this pilgrimage. If some
there be who reading these books should wonder at the loftiness of these words
and not believe, may God's mercy be upon them, for in considering [only] human
frailty they wrong us. Once this has been said, it behooves me to begin my
pilgrimage and life.5

From the Russian land and the capital city of Moscow, from the great Laura of
the venerable Prior Sergius,6 I was able to reach the glorious city of Kiev which
was the mother of all Russian cities.' For a half year I remained at the grave of

' Xenos (Kcexoc) = Greek Z evoS, stranger, guest, traveler; the author's use of the Greek word is
doubtless meant to suggest his sophistication and to add an exotic element to the narrative to come.
Cf. Seemann, Die altrussische Wallfahrtsliteratur, 96.

'On the identity of the author, see supra, pp. 169-70.
3Tob. 12:7, an oft used topos in Old Russian literature; see Seemann, Die altrussische

Wallfahrtsliteratur, 250.
'Cf. Matt. 25:15-28.
'The author's introduction owes much to the popular work of Prior Daniel describing his visit to

the Holy Land; see 3Kumbe a xo.Nceube ,ljakuna pycbcxbax 3eMnu uayMeua, ed. M. A. Venevitinov,
IIIIC, 9 (1885; repr. Munich, 1970), 1-4; and supra, p. 169. Zosima concludes the narrative of his
pilgrimage to Constantinople, Mount Athos, Thessalonica, and Palestine with sentiments similar to
those expressed here: "But for the sake of God, my brothers, fathers, and lords, do not regard my
ignorance and crudity, sons of Russia, lest I be blamed for this account; [it was not written] for me, a
sinful man, but for the holy places. Read [it] with love and faith that you may receive [your] reward
from our God and Savior Jesus Christ. May God be with you all. Amen"; see Xo iceuue uuoxa
3ocuMbi, ed. H. M. Loparev, IIIIC, 24 (1889), 25-26.

6The great Laura of venerable Prior Sergius is the large Trinity-St. Sergius Monastery at the
modern town of Zagorsk, 70 km. northeast of Moscow. It was founded in the fourteenth century by
St. Sergius of Radonez.

'The "Mother of Russian Cities" is a title accorded Kiev from at least the twelfth century.
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KHHFA FJIAI,OJIEMASi1 KCEHOC2
CHP-bMb CTPAHHHK3 30C14MbI4 4HSIKOHA5

O PYCKOM6 IIYTIHI7 40 IkAPMITPAAA
H8 A09 HEPOCAJIHMA10

XO)KeHHe17 H 6blTbe rp'bLUHaro HHOKa12 3ocHMb1,

,£[HMKOHa CeprHeBa MOHaCTbIpsI:

IIOHexc rnaroneT HHcaHHe:'3 TaHHy L[apeBy'4 xpaHHTH ao6po75 eCTb,16 a A-hiia
IE0)KHSi npOHOBtgaTH17 npeCJiaBHO ecTb; Aa exc He xpaHHTH L[apeBbl TaIIHbI He
npaBeJLHO ecTb781419 6na3Hexo,20 a exc MonqaTH ji na IGO)KH I, T021 6ej y HaHOCHT
,ayLU14.22 Ttm>Ke H23 a3 6OIOCM i na bo nxsi TaHTH,24 BOCHOMHHaSI Myxy pa6a
OHoro, HpHHMLHaro TanaHT l OCno,i[eHb, B 3eMnH cKpbIBWaro, a np14Kyna HM He
cTOBopma. ICI HHKTO)K MH Aa25 He26 BtpyeT OT Bac pYCT14H cbinoBe, cnbimaBLHe
HanncaHHe27 cHe;28 He MHHTe)x29 Mexe rop.r sIwacsI30 0 xo)KeHHH ceM. Awe n14 cyTb
eTepH31'Tywe KHHFH CHM32 H BbICOT1333 CJIOBeCH ceMy34. I BSlweCb35 H He XOTSIwe36
BtpOBaTH, 6yaH HM MHJIOCTb EO)KHM. TH 60, HeMOwb LIenOBtgecKy noMbILnnMIO-
we37H38 HeHpIMTHO HaMH TBOp$T. I'naroneMaM e)Ke o XO)KeHHn H O 6bITbH MoeM,
TO39 y)Ke Ho4o6aeT MH Ha'IaTH.40

OT PYCK14SI CTpaHbI 1441 CTOnHa42 rpa,r a43 MOCKBbI, 14344 BenHKHM JlaBpbI45
npeno4o6Haro HryMeHa Cepr14M,46 HOTWaXCM AOCT14FHyT1447 CnaBHbIH rpa,A
KHeB, H)Ke 61 MaTH48 BC±M rpa,r oM pycxnM.49 H5° npe6bix51 B52 naBp-b 53 e)Ke
30BeTc5I KHeBCKaM neTIepa,54 y rpo6a Hpeno))o6Haro55 AHTOHHM HryMena56 H

IOM. g 2Kcenoc M, Saharov; Kceaox T, S 3KHHra-CTpaHHHx: I'IHo CxasaHue H XoxcemHe U;
M add. CHHCaHbIH; S add. CnxcaTbi 430CHMOM M, S 5,QHHx0HOM M, S; U add. CeprneBa
MouacTblpsl; KHHra-,L HMKOHa: CKa3aHHe L 6om. T, S 7T, S add. Idepocanlm!CxOM 8M, S
add. OT Ljapxrpa,a 9U, L add. CBATaro Fpama 'OKHHra-hIepocannMa om. S; M add. Tnaro-
cnOBH, OTne! 17Poxceune T, S; corr. in Xoxcenne T, marg. 12rptulaaro IIHOKa om. L 13S add.
IIo4o6aeT y60 74Tarlxy IiapeBy: TaHHbI uapeBbi S 154oCTOHHO U 76go6po ecTb om. S
17oTKpblBaTH S 18om. T 19M add. ce 20H 6na3Heno Om. U 2a npecnaBHaa M 22T add. cBoeH
23-240M. M 25om. T 26U add. He 2711HcaHHe U 28om. T; M add. H 29MHITe U 30ropj nija T;
rOpgnIna5ICsi M 31HtKHO U 32KHHrn Cnsi: nHcaHna cite U 33T add. H 34MoeMy T 35,RHB$IIIJHC2

M 36XOTSIn[4I M 37HOMbImnBEOT U 38om. T 39om. U 40IIoxe>x rnaroneT nncaHHe-HagaTH
om. S; npecnaBHo ecTb; Aa eac He xpaHHTH-Ha'JaTH om. S 410T S; H3 M 42cTonnaro M, U
43IIouexc rnaroneT-rpa)la om. L; L add. H3 44U add. npevrkcTHbISI n 45 S add. H3 MOHacTmIpa
4633 BenHxnA-CeprHH om. L 47nocTHrxyTH T 48n)Ke 6t MaTH: MaTepe U; S, M, S add. n rnaBa
49pycIHM 3eMJIA S, S 50om. S 51 npe6bl M; npe6blxoM S; IlepBbin U; S add. T y non nWTa 525 add.
Beirmi 53naBpax U 54TocTHrnyTH-neHepa: 14TH HMeHHOBaHbn3 3ocnMa 4o KneBa H 6b1B L
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the venerable Prior Anthony and of Theodosius, in the Laura which is called the
Kiev Caves [Monastery]." I meditated and desired to see the holy places where
Christ walked with His own footsteps and the holy Apostles followed Him, and
where the holy fathers found salvation.' I left Kiev with merchants and great
magnates, went thirty miles (a mile is five versts10), and reached a great river
called the Bug" which is in the Podol land. 12 The town of Bratslav is there, and

we remained there a week. r 3 Then we set out for the Tatar steppe and went fifty
miles along a Tatar road which is called "To the Great Valley," 14 and we came to

a large river, below Miterevye Kyshina,15 which is called the Dniester. There was
a ferry there, and it was the Wallachian border.16 On the far side the Wallachians

'The Kiev Caves Monastery (KneBo-rIeHepcxag JTaspa) at the southern edge of the modern city
of Kiev was founded by the hermit St. Anthony in the eleventh century. St. Theodosius, Anthony's
successor as prior of the monastery, is often regarded as its second founder because of his institution
there of the common life. The tombs of both saints are still shown today in the catacomb caves which
gave the monastery (now a museum) its name.

'Cf. 3Kumbe u xo.rnceube,Ijanuna, loc. cit. The justification which Zosima here offers for undertak-
ing his journey is a commonplace in Russian pilgrimage literature.

' ° See frontispiece. The distance between Kiev and Bratslav (on the Bug River) which Zosima gives

as thirty miles is quite accurate; it is somewhat over 220 km., a distance quite close to,thirty Old
Russian miles of 7.468 km. The rarely used Old Russian mile, however, is closer in value to seven
versts of the period (the fifteenth-century verst is approximately 1.067 km.) than to the five which
Zosima suggests. Zosima was probably quoted this distance from Kiev to the Bug by the merchants
with whom he traveled; it is thus surprising to find him citing the Russian mile rather than the Polish
or Lithuanian mile; possibly the merchants were from northwest Russia rather than the Ukraine,
where the latter measures were in use.

The Southern Bug is the major river of southern Podolia.
1z The Podol land (Podolia, Podolca, Podolsk) is a general name applied to the area west of Kiev

and east of the Dniester River.
' 3 Bratslav (Braslav) is a small town on the Southern Bug approximately 60 km. south of Vinnitsa

in the Soviet Ukraine; in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries it served as an armed frontier post of
Poland-Lithuania; see frontispiece.

"'The name of the "Tatar road" here is probably a calque of the Turco-Tatar name. The great
valley to which the road led and which gave the road its name was, of course, the Dniester. This road
between the fort of Bratslav and the Dniester was probably the standard route taken by merchants
going between Kiev and Belgorod. The distance in question, however, is closer to ten Old Russian
miles (approximately 75 km.) than to fifty, as the text has it.

Through the phrase "entered the Tatar (steppe)," the Tolstoj manuscript is published from the
Loparev edition (Xowenue uuoxa 3ocuMbi, 1-2), which reproduces the text from the plate of the
opening page of the manuscript (through the words "may God's mercy be upon them," supra, p. 170)

included in the first Saharov edition of this work (I. P. Saharov, Hymewecmeu)i pyccxux nrodeu no

Cenmou 3eMne, II [St. Petersburg, 18391, 32), and from the Stroev edition (in Pyccxuu 3pumenb,1828,
11,7-8) from that point to "entered the Tatar (steppe)." The original leaf of the Tolstoj codex was lost
sometime after Saharov's edition was published.

' e Miterevye Kyshina (Kyshina, Kytina) is most probably to be identified with the modern village
of Nekinovka on the east bank of the Dniester across from the Moldavian town of Soroca (Soroki),
although one can also see in the unattested name given in the text the name of the river settlement 48
km. northwest of Kyshina and Soroca where in the sixteenth century the voivode of Bratslavbuilt a
fortified commercial center called Mogilev Podolski; see frontispiece.

"The Dniester was, more properly, the Moldavian border, although in popular parlance
"Wallachian" is the Old Russian generic term for "Rumanian," regardless of political allegiance.

The ferry probably crossed the Dniester at Soroca in the Moldavian Soviet Republic, a town 48

km. below the modern Ukrainian city of Mogilev-Podolski (Mogilev-on-the-Dniester). There was a
Genoese trading post and warehouse at Soroca under the protection of the Moldavian princes, who
benefited greatly from the customs fees and ferry charges collected there, as, apparently, did the
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(Deo,ocHM non'bnrbTa,57 BO3MMCIHx58 H XOTtX BHA'kTH59 CBMTa5 MtCTa, HATkxce
XpHCTOC CBOHMII cTOnaMH60 noxoAH61 H CBMTHH anocTOJIH H0cn'bAoBaxy62 EMy n
CBMTHH OTuH naKH,63 HAkxce cnacaxyCM.64 H65 11oHAox66 OT KHCBa C xyrujM H67
Bejimo)KaMH c68 BeJIHKHMH69 H HAox70 30 MHJIb (a MH]ISI no 5 BepcT), H o6pkTox71
pixy BenHxy B II0AOncxoH72 3eMJIH, exce 30BeTCA Byr.73 ICI Ty CTO5I e74 rpaA75
BpscnaB;76 H Ty77 CTOAXOM78 HeJrknro.79 14 80 nOHAOXOM B Hone TaTapcxoe8l H

HAoxoM 50 MHJIb82 Aopororo TaTapcxoro, e)K 30BeTCM83 "Ha84 BenrKHH Aori," H
o6phTOxoM pexy BenHxy 1OA MHTepeBLIMH KMUrHHaMH,85 exc 30BeTCA86
HLcTp;87 Ty88 6Mrue uepeBo389 H90 nopy6excbe Bonoxccxoe. 0691 oHy CTpaHy

55om. L 56om. S, L 57damnum S; U add. H; S add. H TaMo 58M add. -cm 59A0CTHrHyyTH S;

BO3MbICnHx-BHAtTH: HOMBICJIHx4O yMb CBOeM IIOHA$TH U 60CBOHMH cTonaMn: CBOHMa cToIIaMa
M; ripe-IHCTbmia cBoHMa HoraMa U 61xoAHn M, S, U 62nocn']9TCTBoBaxy U 63om. U
64HOnvnrTa-cnacaxycs: H,goxoM xo uapexorr y S; Bo3MEICn4x-Cnacaxycsl om. L; H CB2THH OTuH-
CnacaxycB om. M 65om. S, M 66HAOx T; HAoxoM S; noHAoxoM L 67c S 68om. M, S, U 69 om. S
70HAoxoM U; c xynubl-HAOx om. S 71 o6p'bTOxoM S, S, L 720Aoncxon T, M, S 73 Bor T, M, U;
ewe-Byr om. L 74cTOHTb S; eCTb U, L 75S add. HMCneM 76BpsciraBnb S, S; Bpec7IaBnb M;
IIepeacnaB U; IIepesicnaBnb L 77om. S 786bIxoM S; npe6blxoM U, L 798 AHeH U, L 80S add.
OTTyAy 81ad hunc punctum MS T perdita et textus publicatur ex editione Loparev; ibi inc. MS T
moderna 82S add. Tonxo 6snue H y6ora [?] 3CMna H HAoxoM BenxxOIO; S add. Bennxolo 830M. S
840m. 5, U 85noA MHTepeBbIMH KLIIIIHHaMH om. S, U, L - 86exK 30BeTCSI: HMeHCM S 2587AH'kCTp S

88TyT T 89Ty-nepeBO3: cexc S 900m. S, 5 91CO S 92om. 5, U, L 93 onMTb M, 5; om. U, L
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take a ferry [charge], and on this side Grand Prince Vitovt's men take a tax; thus
they both do [the same thing]. It is three days from there through the Wallachian
land to Belgorod, and we remained two weeks in Belgorod." From there it is
nine versts to the sea where a column which is called fonar stands right at the
mouth of the Dniester. There was a ship wharf there, too, and we hired a ship and
put to sea.' 8 We were on the sea for three weeks until we reached the mouth [of
the straits] of Constantinople and then it was only with difficulty, since during the
period before Phillip's fast there are great storms and terrible waves.19 We did
reach the imperial city, however, and remained in Constantinople ten weeks
visiting all the holy places.20

Lithuanians ("Grand Prince Vitovt's men") on the east bank of the river. Later in the fifteenth
century Stephen the Great of Moldavia built a major fort here to protect his lands from Polish attack,
and probably also to safeguard the major commercial route from Kiev and L'vov (L'viv) which
passed through Soroca in its way to the port of Belgorod. It should be noted in this context that
Zosima traveled from Kiev with "merchants and great magnates." On the commercial importance of
this route, see M. N. Tihomirov, "nyrn m3 Poccnx B Bx3aHTxlo B XIV-XV BB.," Bu3aumuucxue
ouepxu (Moscow, 1961), 26-28; repr. idem, Hcmopuuecxue C6R3u Poccuu Co cnaeRUCxuMU cmpanaMu
u Bu3anmueu (Moscow, 1969), 70-72; and N. A. Mohov, "MonuaBCKuB TO FOBbIH nyTb BXIV-XV
BB;," Ilonbuua u Pycb, ed. B. A. Rybakov (Moscow, 1974), 302-3. The route outlined by Zosima is
probably the one followed by Metropolitan Cyprian when he went from Constantinople to Kiev in
December 1389, although it might not have been his first choice; he suffered shipwreck in a winter
storm and was driven to the coast at this point; see supra, p. 98.

"Belgorod (Akkerman Mancastro, Cetatea Alba, ancient Tyras, modern Belgorod Dnestrovski)
was a major Black Sea port. In the early fifteenth century it was controlled by the Genoese. The
fortified city was located on the right bank of the Dniester estuary near its mouth. This port is at least
300 km. from the assumed location of the ferry at Kyshina. See frontispiece.

's Belgorod was 19 km. from the open sea. The site of the port reflects the fact that earlier sea-going
ships could travel this far up the estuary of the Dniester to unload their goods. By the fifteenth century
the Belgorod mouth of the river had apparently silted up sufficiently to demand moving the wharves
for larger ships to the sea end of the delta near the lighthouse ("fonar"). On the shallowness of the
Dniester mouth here, see Her Majesty's Admiralty, The Black Sea Pilot (London, 1855), 25-26. On
the lighthouse at the mouth of the Dniester, see F. Brun, in 3anucxu Odeccxozo O6zgecmea IIcmopuu
u gpeeuocmeu, 3 (1853), 455-56. Contemporaneously with Zosima, the monk Epiphanius
(Epiphanius the Wise, the biographer of St. Sergius of Radonez?) outlined the route from Novgorod
to Constantinople as passing through Belgorod, "500 [versts?] from Constantinople." The route he
describes arrives at Belgorod via Polotsk, Minsk, and Slutsk (C,'ca3anue Enuy5anuR Muuxa o nymu /C
HepycanuMy, ed. Archimandrite Leonid, IIIIC, 15 [1887], 1; cf. also ibid., i-ii); the same route was
delineated half a century before by Archimandrite Grefenij (Xoaredeuue ApxuMaudpuma Azpeyienb)i,
ed. Archimandrite Leonid, IIIIC, 48 [1896], 1), whose work might, in fact, have served as a source for
Epiphanius; see Seemann, Die altrussische Wallfahrtsliteratur, 139.

"The stormy season on the Black Sea begins, in fact, in early November, a fortnight before the
beginning of St. Phillip's fast (Advent) on November 15. The fifteenth-century Spanish traveler
Clavijo was himself shipwrecked in a storm on the Black Sea in early November; Clavijo claims that
shipping on the Black Sea stopped completely between the beginning of November and the second
half of March (Clavijo, 61-69; trans., 94-103). The three weeks it took Zosima's ship to reach the
Bosporus (the "mouth [of the straits] of Constantinople") suggests the difficulty of navigation in this
period, for the distance in question is only 400 miles following the shoreline (the normal practice in
this area in threatening weather) or 304 miles by direct route. See The Black Sea Pilot, 1-26, and
frontispiece.

20 Since Zosima left Belgorod a few days before the beginning of St. Phillip's fast, perhaps around
November 10, and spent three weeks making his way to Constantinople, his ten-week stay in the
Byzantine capital would have ended in late February, when the spring navigation season was about to
reopen. He then continued his journey to Mount Athos and the Holy Land by ship with little
difficulty; see Xoxceuue uuoxa 3ocuMbl, ed. Loparev, 11 ff. Zosima also chose to winter in
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BOJIOXOBe IlepeB03 eMJIFOT, a 0 CIO CTpaHyy Benxxaro KH313SI BHTO4 TOBbI x92
TaMry eMJIFOT H TIM o6oH93 AenAT. H 0TTOne 3 AHH go Eenarpaja HTH94 x095
BOnO)KCKOI cTpaHL. H xpe6blxoM B Benerpame96 297 He4tnH.98 OTTyAy99 9100
BepCT 90 MOpA, x101 Ha caMOM702 yCTbe103 H'bCTpa CTOJIH CTOHT,104 e)K 30BeTCA'05

"cJOHapb," H Ty 6AIIIe106 xpHCTaHb/07 Kopa6neHaA.108 1/1 HaHAXOM'09 ce6e110 KO-
pa6nb,"' HoHAOx0M112 Ha MOpHe73 H 6LIXOM Ha MOpHe 3 HeAhnb. EABal14 C
Hyxcemm Ao1AoxoM yCTbA uaperpa4cxaro,115 TorAa 6bIBaeT116 (J)yTpHHa117 Benx-
KaAl18 H119 BanoBe CTpaxIHIH IIpe4 (DxnHHOBbIM 3aroBexbeM.120 ICI AoCTHrO-
xOM121 uapbCKaro rpaAa x Hpe6blxoM122 B Ijaptrpa4e 10 He4bnb,123 H o6xo4Hx724
BcA125 CBATaA M'bCTa. '

94om.T 95BO S 96HTH no-Benerpame om. M 97BenerpaAe 2 om. S 98BonoxoBe nepeBO3-
HeAknH: CTOHT BenropoA; Ty Gmne HpncTaxbl Kopa6neHbia H S 990TTOne S, S 1000M. S 10101H.

T, M; a U, L; S add. Ty 102om. U, L 1035 add. pexbi 104S add. BenMH BbICOKO 10530BeCb T; exc
3oBeTCa om. S 106om. S 707ripncTaHbi T; npxcTaHl4me S, U, L 108Kopa6iieaoe L 109HaHAoxoM
T; Haaxo M 110om. U, L 111xopa6iiH M, U; S, U, L add. H 112HAOXOM T 113H HaH9xOM-Ha
Mopiie:14 Ty nexcaT 3 He,aenH B Bentropojr; xcnaxoM BtTpa CBoero. Boxcileio 611arogaTHIO npHHAH
HaM nocHneH BbTpb H IOHAOXOM Ha ilepxoe mope exce 30BeTC5i Ka4)HHCKOe Mope S 114Er,a T; H
era M 115EABa-AaperpaAcxaro om. S 116H 61.ICTb U, L; S add. 3noe mope 1174)yTOBpHHa S
1180m. S 119om. S 7203arOBeHHOMb M; nOCTOM L 121AOHAOXOM S 1226bIxom T 12311

AOCTHrOXOM-10 Het'knb: er4a c Hyxceio AOHAOXOM yCTbe LjaparpaAa, H 6bIxom He ManO BpeM$ S
124o6xo4HxoM T, S; npexOAHX U, L 125om. L 126om. L; 14 nepBoe M; H S 127BenriKoH IzepxBH
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First I venerated the holy Great Church of Sophia where the patriarch lives.2'

I kissed the image of our Lord Jesus Christ before which people confess their sins
when they cannot confess them before a father confessor because of shame; it is
called the "Confessor Savior." 22 [I also kissed] the image of the All-pure
[Mother of God] which spoke to Mary of Egypt in Jerusalem,23 and the relics of
St. Arsenius the Patriarch.24 [I also kissed] the tomb of the three-year-old
Cyricus25 and the stone in the sanctuary where Christ spoke with the Samaritan

woman at Jacob's well.26 [I also kissed] the table of Abraham at which Abraham
entertained the Holy Trinity under the oak of Mamre,21 the iron pallet on which
they tormented the holy martyrs (the blood of martyrs is still visible on it),28 John
Chrysostom's staff which stands high up on the wall,29 [and] the great church
doors [made of] Noah's ark.3o

Nearby St. Sophia is the Hodegetria Monastery where the All-pure [Mother of
God] performs a miracle every Tuesday.31 Near this monastery is a second
monastery, Lazarus "Four-Days[-Dead]," in which are his relics, sealed in a
column, his sister Mary, and a second Lazarus, bishop of Galesium.32 Nearby is

a similar monastery, female, where the head of John Chrysostom is.33 Near this
is another monastery; St. Cyprian the Sorcerer's body is there.34 There isanother
monastery, St. Andrew the Fool for the Sake of Christ; up to the present he cures
people possessed.35 The Convent of Panachrantos is there near St. Sophia. The
head of Basil of Caesarea and the footprints of St. Paul the Apostle, well outlined
in stone, are there.36 The Convent of Christ the Merciful is near St. Sophia. In it

there is holy water below the church, and innumerable sick and lepers receive
healing by burying their feet in the sand [there].37 Near this monastery is the
Convent of Pantanasse where part of Christ's Passion relics and some of the robe,
blood, and hair of the All-pure [Mother God] are.38 The great St. George

Constantinople on his return from the Holy Land, leaving for Russia by ship only in May, when the
danger of winter storms had passed; see ibid., 25. One assumes that Zosima's "wintering" in
Constantinople on his return voyage is not counted in the ten weeks he here mentions spending in the
Byzantine capital.

21 See infra, Commentary § 1.
22 The "Confessor Savior" is discussed in Commentary § 3.
23 See Commentary § 3.
24 See Commentary § 6.
25 See Commentary § 7.
26 See Commentary § 6.
27 See Commentary § 7.
28 Ibid.
"Three manuscripts read "high up on a step" for "high up on the wall"; see Commentary § 5.
3o See Commentary § 3.
31 See Commentary § 59.
32 See Commentary § 65.
33 See Commentary § 62.
34 See Commentary § 66.
35 See Commentary § 67.
36 See Commentary § 63.
37 See Commentary § 61.
38 See Commentary § 64.
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IlepBOe,726110KJIOHHXCB CBSITOH BeJIHKOH uep'BH127 HA'k)IC HaTpHapx
xdHBeT,129 H ueJloBaB730 o6pa3131 Focnoua Hamero I4cyc XpHCTa, 14)K132 HpeJ
HHM rpbxH CBO5I133 HCHOBtAaIOT, 14xce cpaMa paAH He MOMHO134 HCHOB1 aTHCb

AyXOBHHKy, exc 3OBeCb Cnac "HCHOBI;AHHK," H o6pa3 Ilpe=IHCTbla,134a inc BO
HepocanHMr'35 6eCkAoBa136 K MapHH ErHHTMHbIHH, H CBSITaro ApceHbsl
MOWH,137 naTpuapxa; H rpo6 KHpHKa138 3-JrhTHaro H KaMeHb BO OJITapH, H7Ke'39
XpHCTOC140 C caMapSIHbIHeFO Ha KJIaae3H 145IKOBJIH 6eCtaOBa,141 H Tpane3y
ABpaaMoBy,142 Ha HeHxce ABpaaM yapejn CBSITy1O TpoHuy IIOA Ay6oM
MaBpHHCKHM;143 H OAp )KeJI'k3HbIH Ha HeM)Ke MyzieHHK CBSITbIX144 MyHHJIH, H AO

HbrH'k 3HaTH KpOBL MyLIeH11qecxaR Ha Hem;/45 H nocox 311aTOyCTOB'46 BBepxy

CTOHT B cTeHk;147 BpaTa BeJIHxaiI uepKOBHa5I HoeBa xoBnera.148
Ty)K149 6JIH3 CBATLISI CocpeH H150 MOHaCTbIpb OAerHTpHx,15' B HeMxce ai0Ao152

HpexlHCTa5I153 TBOpHT BO BCSIKHH154 B0155 BTOpHHK.156 BJI143157 TOro MoHaCTbIp$I

ApyrbI7S8 MOHaCTblpb,159 .Jla3apb LIeTBepOAHeBHbIH, H160 B HeM161 MOHZH ero162

3anegaTJrbHHbI/63 B CTOJIH'k, H ceCTpa'64 ero MapHSI, H165 Apyrbl .Jla3apb,166 enHc-
KOn167 FaJIaCHHCKHH.168 Ty '69 6JIH3b770 )KeHCKHH MOH1CTbIpb H npOqb5I;17' Ty172

rJiaBa HoaHa 311aTOyCTaro. IiJIH3bxce TOTO apyrHi4'73 MOHaCTblpb;174 CBSITbIH
KHnpe5IH175 BOJIXB BO CBOeM TkJIe.776 1,1177 HH MOH1CTbIpb CBSITbIH AHAptl4
YpoAHBbIH778 XpHCTa paAH,'79 Hxce H AO HbIHtl80 6ecHbblxf81 Hcuen5leT. TaMOxc
6JIH3b182 CB5ITbI5I Co4IeH MOHaCTblpb183 )KCHCKHH IIaHaxpaH;184 Aa185 TyT186 rJIaBa

BacHJIbAl87 KeCapHHCK1rO H CTyneHHH'88 CBSITarO alOCTosia IIaBJia Ha K1MeHH
Boo6pa)xeHH A06pt.189 BJIH3b)Ke CBSJTbIII CO4 LH Xp14CTOC'90 MHJIOCTHBbIH'9'
MOHaCTbIpb )KeHCKHH; BOAa ecTb/92 CB5ITa5I B HeM193 lOA194 uepbKOBbMO: B HeCOK

HOTH KOnarolue195 npOKa)KeHHHH 11196 6OJISIlu14 HCIZeJIeHbe IIpHeMJIIOT 6e3TIHCJIeH-

HO. BJI113bxce797 Toro MOH1CTbIp5I )KeHCKH MOHaCTbIpb'98 IIaHAaHaCbIH, 11199 TyT200

aacTb OT201 CTpaCTeH XpHCTOBbIX 14202 OT pH3203 H204 OT205 KPOB14 11206 OT BJIaCOB

IIpe'IHCTbISl.207 14208 Ty)K BCJIHKHH MOH1CTbIpb CBSITbIH209 IOpbH210 MOHraHa; B

om. U, L 128U, add. HpeMyApocTH Fio)KHH 129HAt)K-)KHBeT om. S 130IJeJloBax S
131o6pa3bl S 1320M. S 133rptXH CBOSI: -)KC S 134MOryT U, L; MOIAH S 134allpe'r1ICTbie T 135T

add. Irace '366ectA0BaB T, S 137om. U, L 1380M. S 13914Aewe S 140om. T 1476ectAOBaB S
142delit TI 143noJj MaBpHHCKHM OM. S 14440 S 145H AO HbIH'ti-Ha HeM OM. S 14631la-

Toycraro T, S; T, S, L add. I4oana 147cTeneHH T, S, L; U add. H 148Hoesa KoBYera: H Hoes K0Bner

T, S, L 14914 Tyxce S; Toxce U 150om. S, U 151U, L add. boropo,gHubl 152nlo,geca U, L
153upecBHTas U; U, L add. boropounua 154B0 Bc6IKHH: n0 BC$I S, om. U, L 155 om. U, L 156 om. U

1575 add. yxc; M add. -xce '582 T, S 159M0HacTbIpsl T, S; S, M add. CBSTbI 160om. S, M, S 161M

add. -xce 162Jla3apb-Moiul ero: H Ty ecTb Moi u3 Apyra boxcnsl JIa3apa U, L 1633aneHaTanbI S,

M, S '64cecrpbl L 165om. S 166Apyrbl Jla3apb: .upyroro Jla3apsl U, L 167om. L
168ranacll4clcaro U; S add. H '69TyTOxce M 170U, L add. ecTb 171npeATe9esa S 172S add.

JIe)KHT 173TOrO ApydHH: ecTb U, L 1745 add. Ha nouonrk 175CB2TbIII KHnpesiH: cB Taro KHnpesnla

mice 6e U, L 176BO cBOeM Tkne: HeTJItHeH TeJIOM nexcHT U, L 177om. M, L 178CBHTbIH
YpOAnsbrH: cBsrraro AHApesi YpoAHBaro U, L 179XpncTa pami om. S, M 18011 Ao HbIHk om. S
'81Heuyxcnbix S 182U, L add. MonaCTblpsl 783om. U '84HaHaxpaHApa S; HanaxpaBAa U, L
185om. 5, U, L 186U, L add. -xce 187S add. BenlKOrO- 188CTOnbI T 1893kn0 U, L 190Cnac U, L
'91L add. TaKO 3OBOM 1920m. 5; L add. Ty 193B HeM: H)K S; om. L '94npeA U, L 1951conaiOT S, S;

BKOnblBarowe U, L 196om. S, M 197BnH3 yxce S 198U, L add. -xce; L add. 30BOMbMH '99 om. S, M,
S 200Tyry S; TyTO M, S; Ty U; U, L add. ecTb 201S add. csBTbIx 202om. S, M 203pH3b1 S 204om.

M 205om. L 206om. S 2071IpeBHcTbix L 208om. S, U, L 209om. T; csSTaro U, L 210I0phA T;
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Mangana Monastery is there; in it are many relics of saints.39
In front of the doors of St. Sophia stands the column on which stands the

Emperor Justinian on a horse; the horse is bronze and he himself is cast in
bronze. Looking to the east, he holds his right hand outstretched, threatening the
Saracen emperors. Opposite him stand Saracen emperors, bronze idols, holding
tribute in their hands and saying to him, "Do not threaten us, lord; we will
contend in your behalf." In the other hand he holds something like a golden
apple, and on the apple is a cross.40 An arrow-shot away from there is a place for
horse racing called the "hippodrome,114 ' a horse-racing course. There is a
column on a foundation there, and the foundation is the height of three people.
There are four marble supports on this foundation, and a column is placed on
these supports which is sixty sazhens high and three sazhens wide, a single stone,
with no joints. Would you not be surprised, 0 man, by who it was who built it,
what kind of people these were? 42 Next to it stands a column of [strands of ] brass
twisted together with three asp heads. Serpent venom is sealed in them, and if
anyone is stung by a snake inside the city and he touches this, he is cured. But if it
is outside the city there is no cure.43 Farther up in the hippodrome a column with
a cross on top stands where Emperor Constantine's palace was.44 Twelve mor-
sels of the bread [multiplied] by Christ, the axe with which Noah built the ark,
and the stone from which Moses brought forth water are sealed in it. There is also
a column as one goes toward the Studite Monastery, with everything in the
world listed on it; Emperor Arcadius raised this column in his own memory.45

In the Holy Apostles Church stands the pillar to which the Jews bound Christ,
and a second pillar at which the Apostle Peter wept when he had denied Christ.
[St.] Spiridon the Great and St. Polyeuctus the martyr repose in this same church,
and the tomb of the Emperor Constantine and of his mother Helen [is there], as
are [tombs of] many emperors of the true faith. There is an image of our Lord
Jesus Christ to which confessed the monk who had fallen into lechery, as it is
written in the Patericon; he confessed before the image, and again fell into
lechery.46 In front of the great church doors stands a very high column. A terribly

39 See Commentary § 60.
"'See Commentary § 9, on the Justinian Column and the statues of the "Saracen emperors."
41 The manuscript texts actually read podoroz'e (the place by the road) or porodnie; see

Commentary § 13, on the hippodrome.
"The column in question is the Obelisk of Theodosius; see Commentary § 13.
43 This is the Serpent Column in the hippodrome; see Commentary § 13.
44This is the Column of Constantine; however, it stood not in the hippodrome, but near it. The

column and its relics are discussed in Commentary § 15.
4s See Commentary § 20, on the Column of Arcadius.
46 The Church of the Holy Apostles and its relics are discussed in Commentary § 32.
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HeM)Ke MHorH211 MOTH CBSITbIX.

1Tpeu ,gBepMH)K272 CBSITble213 Co#14 CTOJII CTOHT, He HeM)Ke Aapb YCTHAH
CTOHT214 Ha KOHH;115 KOHb216 M'kAAHb H277 CaM Mt JeH218 BbIJIHT. HpaByiO)K219 pyKy

4ep)KHT pacnpoCTepTy,220 a 3pHT Ha BOCTOK;221 XBaJIHTCA Ha copoL[HHCKHe LjapH,
H222 copowIHcxHe223 uap1224 lPOT14B eMy CTOSIT 6OJIBaHbI M'bgsIHbI,225 AepxcaT B
pyKax CBOHX HE H rJIarOJIIOT eMy: He XBaJIHCA Ha Hac, rocno4HHe,226 MbT C51227

Te6i? paAH npoTHBHTH228 HaLIHeM.229 B Apy3't1)K230 pyuT gep)KHT SIx231 A6JIOK
3JIaT,232 a233 Ha A6JTou't KpeCT. A234 OTTyAy235 ecTb, AK0236 CTpeJIOBHIue,237 MtCTO,
30Becb238 IIOAOpO)Kbe,239 ypbICTaHbe KOHCKOe,240 H TYT241 CTOJII Ha CHt;242 Con
eCTb LIeJTOBtKH243 C 3 BbICOTa ero.244 Ha Cnl; TOM JIOAbITH 4245 MpaMOpeHbl, a Ha

JIOAbIraX TtX HOCTaBJIeH CTOJIn; BbICOTa ero 60 ca)KeH, a miipHHa246 ero 3
ca)KeHH: erHH KaMeHb, 6e3 cTaBa. 14 Tbl, LIeJIOBtLle, He MorH TOM)' noJHBHTHCb,
KTO TO eCTb247 CTaBHJT?-KaKHe248 ce 6bIJIH249 JIH)AH? H B03Jrk25° CTOHT251
CTOJIn,252 3 rJIaBbI aCHHAOBbI, M-L eHbl, CHJIeTeHLI B M'LCTO, a B HHX 3aneqaTaH AA
3MHHH: To,253 KOrO yxanHT 3MHA254 BHYTpb rpa4a,255 npHKacaiOTCA,256 I3CueJIa-
IOT;257 awe JIH Bilk rpa4a, TO HI CTb HCLjeJIeHbA.258 11oBbILne)K259 IIOApOMbIA260

CTOHT CTOJII H261 BBepxy ero262 KpecT, roe 6bin ABOp Laps KoHCTAHTHHa 14 B HeM

3anegaTarHbl263 yxpyxn264 XpHCTOTbl 12 n HoeBa265 CtKcpa, ueM266 KoBaer
A'bJIaJI,267 H KameH, H)K H3 Hero268 MonceH Bogy HcTOgH.269 14270 ecTb CTOJIn,
HAYM4 K CTYAHHCKOMy MOHaCTbIprO, Becb 1OAnHCaH, LITO Ha271 cBtTe eCTb: CHH272

CTOnn IlocTaBHJI I japb Apxa,eHH Ha HaM$Tb ce6k.273
Bo CBATtH)Ke274 LjepKBH CTOHT CTOJTneu,276 y Hero)K277 )KI49OBe

XpHCTa BA3aJIH, a278 ,pyr1279 cTOJIner[,280 y Hero)Ke nnaxacb281 IIeTp anoCTOJI,
KOJIH282 OTBepr"bcM283 XpHCTa. B TOH)Ke uepxBH284 BeJIHKHH285 CnlpH9OHeH286 H

CBATbII MyLIeHHK287 llonnexT ne)KHT288 H rpo6 uapA KOCTAHTHHa H MaTepH ero
EJIeHbl H MHOF HX289 uapeB npaBOBtpHbIx290 H o6pa3 rocnoga HaLnero I4cyca
XpHCTa, eMy)K HCnoBtaacb291 MHHX, Bnag292 BO 6JIyA, H)Ke293 B naTepHL[e HII-
caH:294 H)K npem o6pa3oM HCnOB"k4aLneCb295 H naKH B 6JIyA BnaJICA.29614297 npe4298

Feoprnn S; Feopr11A U, L; L add. 30BOM 2"MHOrnx U, L 2 24BepMH U; Hpe4 ABepMHxc: Tnn3 y
213CBATJIB S 214HamIcaH U, L 215L add. a 2165 add. -ice noA HHM 21'a S 21811 caM MtJleH Om. S
219,ecnym)K U, L; HpaBylo S 220npocTepTy U, L 2215 add. a; U add. H 2220m. M, S; a U 223S
add. -Ace 2245 add. uapbixce copoHnncxne 2256o5IBaHbl MtAAHbA om. S; S, U, L add. H 226om. S
2270m. U, L; K S 228npaBHTH M; npaBHTHCA S; xBaJIHMCA U, L 229om. S, S, U, L 230neBOIOxc S
231Om. S, U 232311aTO S, S, M, U, L; U, L add. JIHAH 2330M. SS S 23414U 2350TTOJII U 236om. S
137M add. ecTb 2383OBeTCA S, U, L 239HOpoAHne S, U, L; U, L add. H 2401COHHoe U, L 241 TyTO
S; M, U, L add. CTOHT 2425, U, L add. a 243genOBkxa U, L, 244ecTb U, L; S add. a 245no4bnr114:
ecTb 105 [?] nogbirH U 246mnpoTa S 247om. U, L 248KaKO13H S 249ce 6bunH: TO U, L 2501io4ne
Toroxce U, L; M, S add. TOM 251CTOAT S, U, L 252L add. Ha HeM 2530M. S 2540M. U 255T add.
um 256npHKacaiocb T; np11KacarOT M; M add. K HHM 257HueneBaloT T; HcnjenkIOT U
258A OTTyJJy ecTb, AKO CTpenOBHlue-ncuenenbg Om. S 259HOBbIHIe U, L 260HoApoMbl T 261 a S,
U, L 262om. T, U, L 263sanegaTn'hH 113 U 264axpyxH T, M 265T, 5, L add. KOM lera 2665, M, L
add. Hon 267AnHeH S; HHHHJIS 268143 Hero om. M, 5, U 269HCTO'IHJIM, U, L; U, L add.
H3pannbTecKHM nIOAeM 2700M. U 271U, L add. ceM 27211 TOH U, L 273cno10 T; H ecTb CTOnn-
ce6k om. S 274CBATOH S; U, L add. co6opHtH 275anOCTOncxoH S, M 1765 add. MpaMOpeH
277T0ro)Ke cTonnua U, L 27811 M, L 2795 add. -ice 2805, M, S add. Man 2811IJIaxancA M; S add.
TOpKO 282KOr,a U 2830TBep)KecA L 28B ToneuepKBH: TyTOxce H S 285om. U, L 286 U, L add.
nloAoTBopeu 287-88om. S 289MHOrnA rpo6bl U, L; S add. rpo6bl 290npasocnaBHbix S, U, L
29JHcnOBfgama S; HcnOB'kAamecA M, S 292Bna)jbl M, U, L; najan S 2930 HeM U, L 294HanncauO
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large angel stands on the column, holding the scepter of Constantinople in its
hand. Emperor Constantine stands opposite it, holding Constantinople in his

hands and offering it to the protection of this angel.47 The great Monastery of the

Pantocrator (which is called "Almighty" in Russian): in it stands the slab on
which they carried Christ to the tomb; on it the tears of Mary the Mother of God

are visible to this day, white as milk. The heads of Florus and Laurus, and of
James the Persian, are there, as is the hand of Stephen the Younger, and
venerable Michael the Younger. The vessel where Christ changed water into wine

at Cana of Galilee is in the sanctuary.48 To one side of this monastery and two

arrow shots away is the monastery called Apolikaptii. A stone toad rests in front
of this monastery's gates; under Emperor Leo the Wise this toad went about the
streets feeding on the refuse and sweeping with a broom, and when people arose
as usual the streets were clean.49 The Philanthropos Monastery is there; in it are
the relics of Clement of Ancyra and of Theophano, [wife] of Emperor Leo the
Wise.50 The Cecharitomene Monastery: there reposes John Damascenes'

At the Blachernae Church repose the robe and girdle of the All-pure [Mother
of God] and relics of St. Patapius.52 In the Peribleptos Monastery are the hand
with which [John] the Forerunner baptized Christ, the head of Gregory the
Theologian, Gregory the Nicomedian priest, and the head of the martyr Tatiana;
there are relics of many of the saints there.53 Near this monastery there have been

constructed two great stone idols; under Emperor Leo the Wise they were the

"Righteous Judges." 54
The Prodromos Monastery is there; here are the holy Passion relics, the

Savior's robe, the spear with which He was stabbed, the reed on which the spear

47 See Commentary § 32.
48 See Commentary § 28, on the Pantocrator Monastery and its relics.
4e The Apolikaptii Monastery and its marvelous toad are discussed in Commentary § 29.
50 This is actually the Convent of St. Constantine; see Commentary § 30; cf. Commentary § 31.
51 See Commentary § 31.
52 See Commentary § 46.
"See Commentary § 24.
54 See Commentary § 23, on the statues called the "Righteous Judges."
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BpaTbl BenIIKHMH uepKOBHbIMH299 CTOHT CTOnII BeJIMH BbICOK,300 a301 Ha302
CToj],b303 CTOHT304 arreJI305 CTpameH BeiIHK, H306 4ep)ICHT B307 pyllt CKHHTep
IjapArpaja H308 HpOTHBy eMy309 CTOHT IJapb KoCTSIHTHH,370 Aep)KHT B pyKax
CBOHX IjapbrpaA H AaeT371 Ha co6nIogeHbe ToMy312 arreny.313 MoHacTblpb>xe
BejIHKHH rlaHApaxpaTOB,314 e)K315 30BeTCA316 HO pyCKH311 BceJxepxdHTenb; B HeM-

xce CTOHT ACKa, Ha HeH)IC XpfCTa HecnH Ko rpo6y,318 Ha HeH)K cne3bl boropo,L[H-
JHHbI319 H ,£Z0 HbIHt 3HaTH, 6tnbl AKo Mnexo. TyT)ICe320 rnaBbT321 (Dpo a H JlaBpa,
I/IAKOBa IIepcxaro H CTeq)axa322 HoBaro323 pyKa324 H nperlogo6HbrH325 HOBbIH
MHxaHn326 14327 CyAH0328 T0329 BO OJITapH, e)IC330 XpfCTOC BOAy B BHH0331 HpeTBO-
pH332 B KaHa Fan4JrknCTeH.333 H BCTOpOHb334 TOTO MOHaCTbIpsI, 3 ABa
HepeCTpbJTu [a,335 30BeTCA336 MOHaCTblpb AnonuKauTHH;337 npeA BpaTbI338 MO-
HaCTbIpA Toro ne)KHT )Ka6a KaMeHHa. CHA339 xca6a npH uapH npH340 JIBb rlpe-
MyJ]poM, no yMHL[aM xOAA, CMeTHe )ICepna,341 a342 McTnbI MenH H343 BOCTaH T
JIFOA14A HO pgijy,344 a ynHIJH LIHCTbIH.345 Ty346 ecTb MOHaCTblpb (DHnaCTpOIIOC,347 B

HeM)Ke348 Monio349 KnHMeHTa AHrnpbcxaro35° H cI)ecpaHHA 3s1 uapA JIBa ilpeMy-
Aparo.352 MOHacTblpb353 KexapHTOMeHH,354 Ty355 ne)KHT HoaH356 gaMacKHH.

B JlaxepHeH)K357 uepKBH,358 ne)KHT pH3a IlpeiIHCTOH359 H HoAC,360 H MOII[H
CBATaro rloTanbA. B MoHaCTbIpi K HepenenTt36' pyKa362 HpeATeLH,363 Koe}0364
XpHCTa xpeCTHJI, H rnaBa fpHropbA BorocnoBa H non FpHropeH HHKOMHJZHHC-
KH365 H rnaBa TaTbAHbI My'IeHHuH;366 MOWN CBATbIX367 MHOFHX368 Tyxc 369 Toro
MOHaCTbIpA 6nH3, AOCn'tTbI370 ABa 60JIBaHa KaMeHHbI BeJIHKH: ce)IC371 6bIJIH npf
JIBb, rjap'b372 rlpeMyApoM, rlpanOCyAbH.373

MOHaCTblpb Ty)IC374 HOApOM;375 TyT0376 CTOHT CBATbIA377 CTpaCTH378 14319 pH3a

CnacOBa H KOnbe, 'tLM er0380 np06oJIII,38' H382 TpOCTb, Ha TIeM TO383 6bIJI0 KOnbe

S; IIHCaHbI S; HHcauo U 295n0HOB'b)jacB M 296Hxc npe4-Bna11CA om. U, L; o6pa3oM-Bna11CA om.
S 297om. S, g 2980m. S 299BpaTbl-uepxoBHbIMH: uepKBlo anocTOncxolo S 300Be11HK S, S, L
301n S, M 302U, L add. TOM 303S add. -xce 304HamIcaH U, L 305L add. FOCnO,LjeH 306cTpallleH
BeJIHK, H: a S 307S add. npaBAOH; U, L add. cBoeH 308I4apArpaAa n om. S 309ero S, L 3105 add.a
311T add. ero; S add. ToMy 3120m. S, U, L 3130M. S 314UauupaxpaTOpb S; rIaH)IoxpaTOp M, 5;
HaHTaKpaTOp U, L 3150m. S, U, L 3163OBCCb T 317nO pyCKH: HamHMxce A3bIKOM S 318Ha

Henxc-xo rpo6y om.. S 319BoropouHUn T; T, L add. MapHA 320TyTOxce S, M, S 321rnaBa S;
MOIIH CBATbIX MyieHHKOB U, L 322CTe4aHOBa S 323om. S 324om. M 325npenoJjo6HHIC S
326MHXaHJIOBbI S 327TyTOxce eCTb S 328cOCyjj U 329TOT U; om. L 330B HeMxCe U 331BoJy B
BHHO: BHHO B BOJ3/ M 332HpeTBOpwTb S 333FanbHOT'hu S 334611H3 S; BCTpaHb 5, U; BCTpaH L
335nepeCTptna U, L 3363OBeCb T 337AHOKaJIHnCTH S; AnoicanHHCHn U; AnOKanHnbCHH L; L adtl. H
3385 add. y 339A Ta L, S 340om. U, L 341xcpana U, L 3420M. g 3430M. M 344paHy M, S 345a

McTnbl-YHCTbn3 om. U, L 346I4Ty L; TyTOxce 5; S add. )KeHCKbIH 347(IlHnoaTponoc S; S add.
HaumM A3bIKOM 3OBeTCA AeJIoB'bxonlo6eu 348HeM S 349T, L add. CBATaro 350AYbKHpbCKaro U;
ACKHpCKaro L 3514elpaHnH U, L 352L add. H 353S add. -ice 354CexapuToMeHHT T; CexapHTO-
McHH M; U, L add. H 355TyTO M 356HBaH S, M, U 357JIaxepabcxoxxc U, L; Hoax AaMacxnn.
B JlaxepneHxc om. 5; 5 add. B 3585 add. Ty; M add. TyTO 359gecTHaA T; npeuHCTbie M; npeAHcTaA
U; U, L add. rioropounubl 360T add. CBAT}IA Boropoullua MapHA 361rleperTrb T; HepeBnenTe
M, S; S add. Tyro; L add. H; B MonacTblpbxce rlepejlenTh om. U 362T add.
Hoana 363Hpe)jTeueBa S, 5, M, L 364eloxce 5; elo M 365HHKOuHMHHCKH M; S add. ICI TyTOxc 611x3
uepKOBI CBATBIH npopoK Aannnb H rpo6 B uepxBH Bo3n'b CTeHyy Ha )IBy JIB'bx; vide infra, var.
no. 509 366non I pnropen-MyileHnuH om. U, L; S add. n 367T, L add. MyYeHHK
368U, L add. ecTb 369om. S 3700m. S 371Hxce L 372om. L 373Toro MOHaCTbIpA 611H3-
H BOCyljbH om. S; U, L add. pI ecTb 374TyTO S; Ty L; om. M, 5, U; T, S add. CTOHT 3755 add.
HaHIHM A3bIKOM rlpeATe*la 376Ty, H Ty T; H Ty U, L 377om. T, L 378T add. XpHCTOBbI 3790m. S,
5, L 380XpHCTOBa S 381n.br ero npo6onH: npo6owuee pe6pa CnacoBa U, L
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was set, the sponge with which they gave Him vinegar and gall to drink, the blood
of Christ from the icon stabbed by Jews in the city of Berytus, a bread on which
the Lord supped with His disciples on Holy Zion, the stone which the Jews placed
under the head of Christ, and the hair and milk of the All-pure Mother of God. 5 5

There is a convent here, Cosmas and Damian; here repose venerable Elizabeth
and blessed Thomaida who was slain by her father-in-law, as it is written in the
Patericon.56 She was the wife of a fisherman, and while her husband was away
fishing, his father desired to commit adultery with her. But she was wise and God-
fearing and did not give in to him. He was enraged with carnal desire, however,
and slew her violently. Thus God granted her curative powers; if an attack of
carnal passion comes to someone and he turns to worship at her tomb the attack
will cease immediately through her intercessions. The virgin Theodosia is buried
at the Evergetes Monastery.57

The Lips Convent: here repose St. Stephen and the Empress Irene; here reposes
the Russian empress, Anna, daughter of the Muscovite Grand Prince Basil
Dmitrievic and granddaughter of the Lithuanian Grand Prince Alexander, called
Vitovt.58 The Kyra Martha Monastery: here repose Mary Cleophas and John
the Warrior.59 The Povasiljas Convent:60 St. Calia the laywoman reposes here.
Her husband was a rich merchant and spent three years at sea. She was wise;
God-fearing, and charitable, and gave away all [their] possessions without her
husband['s knowledge], all [of them]. Her husband returned and drove her to
death, assuming that she had spent [their means] uselessly. God granted her

"This is the Monastery of St. John the Baptist in Petra; see Commentary § 49, on this shrine and its
relics.

16 The shrine which housed the relics of SS. Elizabeth and Thomaida was actually the Convent of
the Virgin id pucpd `Pwµaiou, not [SS.] Cosmas and Damian; see Commentary § 41.

57 See Commentary § 51.
sa See Commentary § 34.
"See Commentary § 33.
60 Other manuscripts give the name of this convent as "Pavasilias'," "Povasilias," and

"Pokasilias." See Commentary § 25, on this shrine and its major relic.
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Haca)KeHO,384 H ry6a, atm ero HaloHJIH OTueTa H)KeJlpI14,385 H KpOBb Xp14cTOBa,
1(010 HKOHy )KFgOBe Hpo6onH386 Bo rpage BepyTe,387 H xntk6eu,388 KOH389 Ha
BegepnH390 co yceHHKH CBOHMH FoC1109b397 BO CB31TOM CHOHe,392 KaMeHb, KOH393

KJIaJIH )KHAOBe Hog rnaBy XpHCTOBy, H394 BJIaCH HpegHCTbIA395 EOrOpO,gHIjbIHH396

H MJIeKO.397 MOHaCTblpb )KeHCKHH TyT,398 Ko3Ma H AaMbAH; Ty399 JIefCHT400

Hpeuogo6Han EJIHCaBeT401 H 6JlaxceHHan (boMalga,402 loctneHa OT CBeKpa,403
H)K404 B HaTeplud HHCaHO:405 )KeHa406 6bIJia407 pb16OJIOBJIA,408 Myxc eA HouleJI Ha

pb16y;409 OTeub410 ero417 BOCXOTk C He10412 BHaCTHCb413 B 6jiyg.414 OHa)K 6-b415

My,upa 14 6oro60A3HHBa,416 He gaCTbCA417 eMy;418 OHxce, pa3ApHBCA419 HOXOTbl()

HJIOTCKOI0,420 HOcb a eA421 Cb ApOCTM0422 H ) aCTb423 ell BOr424 HCueJAFMA: Hxc425

KOMy 6paHb HJIOTCKa5 HpnX04HT, H426 HpHCKa10T H HOKJIOHAIOTCA rpo6y en, 14427

a614e 0TXO)HT 6paHb428 MOJIHTBaMH eA.429 MOHaCTblpb BepreTHC,430 TyT431 JIe-
)KHT432 (IjeO)IOCHA ) i3BHua.433

MOHaCTblpb xceHbCK1414434 JIHHeCH14,435 TyT0436 JIe)KHT CBATbIH CTe4aH 14437

uapHuH438 J4pHHa;439 TyTO JIe)KHT440 uap}ua441 pyCKan442 AHiIa,443 ubMH444 MO-
CKOBCKarO445 BeJH3Karo KHA3A BaCHJIbA,MiTpeeBH'Ia,446 BHyKa BeJHlKaro KHA3A

AJIeKCaHgpa447 JHITOBCKaro, 30BeMaro448 BHT0q)Ta.449 MOHaCTbIpbxce450 Kepa-
MapTacb,45' Ty45211eXCMMT Map14A KJIeoHOBa 14453 HBa14H454 Bo14Hl4K.455 MonaCTblpb

xceHcKHH4s6 HoBacHJIbAC1457 Ty458 JIe)CIT CBATax459 KaJIHA 6ernHua.46° Myxc eA
6bIJI461 6OraT H rOCTHJI462 110463 Mop10464 Tp14 JII T.465 OHaxc466 Myupa467 H468
60r060A3HHBa 14469 MHJIOCTHBa, 14470 pa3,uaA471 BCe472 HMtHHe473 6e3 My)Ka, BCe;474

Myxcxce475 eA Hp14Hleg 14 3aMyLIH 10.476 OH477 TBOpHT, gTO478 B JI1XOe g'tnI0479

HOgaA;480 H ,uacTb481 eH Bor482 HCuenIeHbe:483 XpOMHH484 H 60JIHHH485 rpo6y eA

3820M. S 383geM TO: TOMS 384Ha 4 M To-HaCaxceHO Om. S, U, L 3853ong1 S; g'bM ero-xcengH
om. U, L 386KOIO HK0Hy-Hpo60JIH: 'TO OT HKOHbI CnacoBbI HCTege Korga XMgOBe npo6OJIH
KorIHeM U, L 387EBepTyM"k S; BHpHTt U, L 388 xne6 S; xne6ua OCTaHOK U, L 389KOHM XpHCTOC S,
U, L 390BeHepH T; T add. xnrk6eu Age 391 om. M, S 392 rocnogb-CHOHe om. S, U, L; S, U add. H
393KOTOpbIH U, L 3940M. M 395om. S, M, S 396rioropo,uHuH T; H BnacH-Eoropo,:HubIHH om.
U, L 39711 Mnexo om. S, S; L add. Boropog11ubrHO; S add. TyToxce 398om. M; T add. nexcaT
M"eHW1H 399TyTO S, M, S 400L add. H 401EnHcaq)b S; EnHCaBHA S 402U, L add. nice
403cBIIKpa T, S; S add. exce He liana CA Ha CyTaHble [coTaxne?]; U, L add. csoero 404k S, U, L 40-50

TOM IIHIHeT U,,L 406My)K eA U, L 4076bIn U, L 408pb16onoBb U, L 409Myxc eA-Ha pb16y: H meg
Ha noBHTBy U, L 410L add. -xce 471U, L add. OCTaCA B golly; L add. H BO3b5IpHBCA HOXOTHIO
412cnoxolo cBoelo U, L 413naCTHCb M, L; cuaTH S 414B 6nyg om. M, S, L 41.50M. S 4166k Mygpa
H 6oro6OA3HIIBa,om. U, L 417gacA M, S; ,gaCTb U; gage L 418U add. Toro; L add. COTBOpHTH
419pa3ropkcx U 420om. U; pa3ApHBCA-HnOTCKOI0 om. L; M, S add. H 421I0U, L 422Cb ApOCTbIO

om. U, L 423gage L 4245, U, L add. gap 425om. S, U 426om. U 427om. S 428M add. ToA; S
add. Ta 429xceHa 6bma-MOJIHTBaMH eA om. S 430HBepreTHC M, U, L; BepgeTHHK S; U, L add.
nyCT 431TyTO S, M, S; Ty L 432L add. H 433uapHua S 434-)Ke S 43514cKHnHncn S; I'IJIHHHCHH S,

U, L 436y T, U, L 437TyTO JIe)KHT M, S 43811apHua M, L 439S, L add. H 440TyT0 nexulT om. T,
U, L 441uapwua S, edd.; uaplluH alii MSS 4420M. U 443AHHA M, S, U; U, L add. xceHa ManyHna
uapA 444gogb T 445om. S 446U, L add. H BCeA POCHH 4470M. S 448om. S; Hapmuaemaro S
449BHy1ca BenHxaro-BHTO4Ta om. U, L 450MoHacTmIpb S 451I'epaMapTacb T, M, U, L; U, L
add. H 452TyTO M, S 453TyTO nexcHT S, M; S add. TyToxce; U, L add. CBATbIH MygeHHK 454I4oaHH

M, S, U, L 455BO0tcHCTBeHHH2Ks U, L 4560M. S 457HaBacHnnacb S; IIoBHcnnac S; IloxacllnHac U,
L

458TfT S; TyTO M, S 4590m S 460xceHa MyxCeCKaA S 461 6'k U, L 462XOmHn L 463Ha 5 464Mope S

465roga S, S; S add. a 4665, S add. 6buia 4676bnna S, S; S add. Mnaga 468Mygpa H om. U, L
469Mygpa H 6oro6os3HHBa H om. S 4700M. L 471pa3gana S, S; pa3,gaBana M 472om. T 4735 add.
mmim4 474om. M, U; 6e3 Myxca, Bce om. S; S add. H 475Myxc S, M 476eA S, M, U, L; S add. a
4775 add. ee 478S, M add. Hogosana 47911Hxoe gkno: MHxHe gkna S 480H3gaBana S; om. M; OH
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curative powers: cripples and sick prostrate at her tomb and are healed.
The great Studite Monastery: the Patriarch Euthymius reposes here, and

Demetrius' myrrh rests in a coffer.61 Near the Studite gates, outside the city, [the
place] is called "Pege." The holy water of the All-pure [Mother of God] there
brings healing to many ailing.62 The Church of the Holy Prophet Daniel is there
near the monastery; the tomb is inside the church, against the wall, on two
lions.63

Constantinople stands on a triangle, with two sea walls and a western wall
against attacks.64 In the first angle, by the White Sea, is the Studite Monastery;`
in the second angle is the Mangana Monastery of St. George. Originally this was
a small town called Byzantium, across from Scutari.66 (The place called Scutari,
a market center, is on the opposite side of the sea. The Turks journey there, and
from this side the Greeks and Franks, and they trade with each other.61) In the
third angle stands the Blachernae Church, and a little farther up, above the gulf,
is the imperial palace '61 while Galata, the Frankish city, stands on the other side
of the gulf. It was very beautiful and very nice .61

I was accounted worthy to see all this and to venerate His [Christ's] Passion
relics and His holy servants when I was there earlier, accompanying the princess
to the empire of the pious Greek emperor, Kyr Manuel.7 ° He was old at that time
when he crowned his eldest son Kalojan for the Greek Empire.' 1 Now Manuel

61 See Commentary § 26, on the Studite Monastery and its relics.
62 The shrine of the Virgin at Pege is discussed in Commentary § 42.
63 See Commentary § 43, on the shrine of the Prophet Daniel.
64The triangular configuration of Constantinople and its defensive walls are common topoi in

medieval literature.
6s The "White Sea" is the Sea of Marmora, the Propontis. Studius was located in the southwest

corner of the city; see Commentary § 26.
66 The monastery of St. George at Mangana was the major monument of the eastern end of

Constantinople (see Commentary § 60), the point of the city triangle; it lay across the "Bras St.-
Georges" from Scutari, Chrysopolis (the modern Uskudar) on the Asian side of the straits. Zosima is
correct in identifying the original "little town" of Byzantium with the eastern end of the city. It was
Constantine the Great who expanded it westward.

67 Scutari was indeed a major emporium in this period, serving as a depot for Turkish exports (it
was a Turkish possession) and as an exchange point with the Greek and Genoese merchants of
Constantinople across the straits.

68 The Blachernae Church was in the northwest corner of the city with the imperial palace of
Palaeologan times (the "Blachernae Palace") situated immediately northwest of it, protected by its
own land wall; see Commentary § 46.

69The beautiful "Frankish city" is, of course, Pera or Galata (ancient Sycae, modern Beyoglu),
which stood across the Golden Horn (the "gulf") from Constantinople proper. In this period it was a
Genoese colony.

70 Zosima here announces the fact that he had been a member of the embassy which escorted Anna,
the eleven-year-old fiancee of the future Emperor John VIII, from Russia to Constantinople
sometime between 1411 and 1413. The child was the daughter of Basil I of Moscow. She died shortly
after the wedding. See supra, p. 170; and Commentary § 34.

71 Emperor John VIII (Kalojan = Ka? oioavvrl;), the eldest son of Emperor Manuel II, was
crowned in 1421; he ruled as coemperor with his father until the latter's death in 1425, whereupon he
succeeded to sole rulership. Manuel was in fact already seventy-one years old when he crowned John
as coruler. The unclear temporal reference here refers to the period of Zosima's later visits to
Constantinople rather than to the time of his first visit, as the wording of the text might imply. See
Barker, ManuelII, 345, 349-50, 494 and passim. P. Schreiner, "Chronologische Untersuchungen zur
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6bMOT 'IeiIOM H HcueJIHIOTCS.486

MonacTblpb487 BeJIHKHH488 CTyAHHCKHH, TyT488a JIe)KHT EycpHMen naTpHapx, H

MHO AMHTpeeBO B pain CTOHT.489 BJIH349° BpaT CTyAHHCxnx491 11492 sub rpaAa493

3OBeCb494 IIHTH14,495 TaM496 Bog a491 CBATaA Ilpet3HCTbISI498 IICuejleHbe lOAaeT499

MHoro500 6oJIHnwM. 14501 Ty)K502 611H3 MOHaCTblpx503 uepKOBb504 CBSITbIH npOpOK

Fi1TaHHJI505 H rpO6506 BHyTpb B0507 uepKBH BO3JTE CTbHy508 Ha 2 JIBax.509uapbrpaA51°
CTOHT511 Ha 3 yrnbl, 2 CTLHLI OT Mopx, a 3-si OT 3anaAy, HpHCTyn

paTHbIM.512 B nepBOM yrJie OT BirnoTO MOpsi573 CTyAHHCKHH MOHaCTbIpb,514 BO

2-M yriie CBRTar0515 IOpMI516 MOHaCTbIpb517 MOHraH. Ceu518 6AIHe nepBbIH519
rpameu 6bIJI Mann,520 3OBeTCA521 BH3aHTHA,522 HafpOTHB523 CKyTaps.524 30BeTCH525

CKyTapb M'LCTO Ha OHOH CTpaHb MOps, TOprOBIIIIje: Cbe)K)KaIOTCA526 Typ'i}IHe,527
a c ces528 CTpaHbi rpeKH52914530 q)PA30Be531 H TopryIOT Me)K co6oio.532 B 3-M yrne

CTOHT uepxOBb JIaxepna, OT JIHMeHHA noBbiuie533 MaJIO uapeBa nonaTa,534 a 3a
nHMeneM CTOHT 4 pS)KCKOH rpaA I'aiiaTa;535 6AIHe rpa4536 KpaceH H xoponl537
Ao6pk.538

CHSDIC BC5539 CHOAo6HXCH54° BHAHTH H HOKJIOHHTHCb CTpaCTeM541 ETO H CBA-

TbIM ErO542 yroAHHKOM, SIKO)K543 npe)K 6tx, KOJIH544 CO KHA)KbHOIO BO uapCTBO

6JIaro'3eCT14Baro uapA rpe'IeCKar0545 KHp546 ManyHJIa. H B TO BpeMA BeH'1A CbIHa
cBoero CTap'bHHIaro547 Kanyxna548 Ha uapCTBO rpeHecxoe, CoCTapHBIHycA549 eMy.

TBOpHT-nouax om. U, L 481Aaue L 482Focnoub T 483uap HcueileHim S, U, L; nouax
HcueneHbe: H Ha'iauia OT Hex 60nxuMHH 3upaBH 6bcTn; npoxaxcenH cuenxeT S; S add. CnrknbIM H
484XpoMbIx S 485U, L add. KO 486HCuenxlOTCx M, edd.; HCuemuoc T, S; 6biOT'IenoM H ncIZenxIOT-
cx: npi4xoWIT H Bor cu'kneHH$ BocnpHeMnIOT U, L; M, S add. a6He 487S add. -xce; U, L add.
)KeHCKHH 488om. U, L 488°TYTO M, 5 489H MHpO CTOHT OM. U; M add. H 490 U, L add. -)ice
491 CTyJrHHCKaro MOHaCTbipx U, L 492om. S, M 493 S add. Tt 494 30BeTCx S, M, S; S add. McCTO TO
495HHrHi4 T, S; M add. H 496TaMo M, S 497T add. ecTb 498npe'HCTbix edd.; Hpe9HCTH$ S;
npenHCrax M, S 499uaeT S 500MHOrbHM S 501om. S 502TyTO)K M, S 503BH'k rpaua 3oBecb-
MOHaCTbIpx om. U, L; M, S add. CTyurIHCKaro 504Om. M 505CBMTbIH npopox Aannn: Bo HMx
eBUTaro upopoxa Aaunna U, L 5065 add. ero 507om. S, U, L 5o8BO3nrk cTbHy om. U, L; S add.
CTOHT 509M Ty)K 6nt3-Ha 2 JIBax om. S; vide supra, var. no. 365 510Ljapbxce rpau M, S
511cOTBOpeH U, L 512paTHbix T, S; U, L add. nioj eM 513L add. H 5145, L add. a 515cBsTbul M,

U, L 51610pbH M; reopruH S, U, L 5170M. S 518Cexce 5, L 51911epBoe T, S, S 520om. M, S
52130Becb T, S 522BH3aHTH T, S 523HpOT14By M, 5, U, L 524U, L add. H 5253OBecb T, S
526cbe)x)Kaiocb T, 5; cbe)KJljamOTCH M 527TypKH M, S, U, L 528ApyrHe U, L 529rpexoBe S 5300M.
L 5314p3l3bi L 532U, L add. A 533Bbinie S 534S add. c nonx H npnCTynna 535 om. T, S; I'onaxa
S; M add. H 5366xuie rpau om. T, S 53714xopom om. U, L 538BeJIMH M, S, U, L 539om. U, L
540cnouo61i Mx XpncTOC S, 5; S add. Bar 541U, L add. XpHCTOBbmM H 54211 CBMTbIM Ero om. U, L

543iKO H 5; xxce S 544Korm}a U 545om. T, U, L 546-47om. U, L 548KyJIyA 5; Kanyx L
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had six sons:72 the first son, Kalojan, or John, is now emperor in the city of
Constantine;73 his second son, Andronicus, is despot of the city of Thes-
salonica;74 the third, Theodore, is despot of the land of Morea;75 his fourth son,
Constantine, is despot of the Black Sea;76 his fifth son, Demetrius, is despot of
the land of Lemnos;77 his sixth son, Thomas, was at his father's palace, and still

is.78 And [all this] was under the holy Ecumenical Patriarch Kyr Joseph whose
teaching many follow.79 These are the great ecclesiastics: the Great Charto-

Familie Kaiser Manuels II.," BZ, 63 (1970), 287-88, 294-95, understands this section to reflect the
situation during Zosima's first visit to Constantinople, but this interpretation demands rejection of
some of the information in the Russian text.

72 Manuel II, indeed, had six sons who survived infancy; see Barker, Manuel II, 494-96; Schreiner,
"Chronologische Untersuchungen," 285-97.

73 The notation that John VIII is "still emperor" suggests that Zosima's material for this work was
put in final form only after his return to Russia; see supra, pp. 166-67.

14Andronicus was actually Manuel's third son; he was despot (a sort of imperial viceroy) in
Thessalonica from 1416 (officially from 1408) to 1423, and died in 1428. See B. Ferjancic, "[ecnoT
AHgpoimic IIaneonor y Conyxy," 36opuux chuno3oecxo2 Paxynmema Beozpad cxoz Ynueep3umema,
10,1 (1968), 227-35; Barker, Manuel II, 495 and passim; Schreiner, "Chronologische Unter-
suchungen," 289.

75 Theodore was the second son of Emperor Manuel; he ruled the Peloponnesus ("Morea") from
1407 to 1443. See B. Ferjancic, ,f(ecnomu y Bu3aumuju U Jy.WuocnoeeHCKUM 3eMJbaMa, Iloce6Ha
H3,uaH,a BH3aHTOJIOmKor HacTHTyTa, 8 (Belgrade, 1960), 112-18; Barker, Manuel II, 494-95 and
passim; Schreiner, "Chronologische Untersuchungen," 288; D. Zakythinos, Le Despotat grec de
Moree, I (Paris, 1932; repr. London, 1975), 165-225.

76 Constantine (XI) was, in fact, Manuel's fourth son. He was despot of Mesembria ("the Black
Sea") from 1423 to 1443, when he exchanged his appanage in the Black Sea for the Morea where he
already held possessions. He ruled as despot in Morea until he succeeded his brother, JohnVIII, in
Constantinople in 1449, and became the last emperor to sit on the Byzantine throne. See Ferjancic,
,l(ecnomu y Bu3aumuju, 114-20; Barker, Manuel II, 494-95; Schreiner, "Chronologische
Untersuchungen," 289-90.

77 Manuel's fifth son, Demetrius, was despot of Lemnos (and the islands of Imbros and
Samothrace) probably from 1423 to at least 1429. His career after the latter date was quitecheckered
until he became despot of the Morea in 1449. When the Turks occupied the Peloponnesus in 1460 he

fled to Italy, where he died. See Ferjancic, )Jecnomu y Bu3aumuju, 122-26 and passim; Barker,
Manuel II, 495-96; Schreiner, "Chronologische Untersuchungen," 290, 297.

Accepted here is Schreiner's emendation (ibid., 293 note 42) to the text of Zosima: JIHHHCxxx
3eMna for MHnHHCKHH (var.: MHnHTHHCI(bl, MHTHnBHCKH) 3eMna. The mistake is clearly one of
metathesis, Schreiner suggests. Demetrius did govern Lemnos, but Miletus (MHnHxeiH/
MHUHTHHcxbi 3eMna) was in Turkish hands in this period, while Mytilene (MHTHJIHHCKH 3eMns), that
is, Lesbos, was a holding of the Gattilusi family of Genoa. The scribal mistake MHTHJIHHC%Hmight
stem from the scribe's familiarity with the name of this city from a later part of the text (cf. Xo.afcenue

uHOxa 3ocuMbl, ed. Loparev [note 5 supra], 25; cf. ibid., 27).
78 Thomas was, as Zosima states, the Emperor Manuel's sixth son who survived infancy. Born in

either 1409 or 1410, Thomas first appears to take an active role in political affairs in 1428, when he
campaigns with his brothers in the Peloponnesus. In that year he received an appanage in the Morea
which he administered until the Turkish occupation of southern Greece in 1460. At that time he took
refuge in Italy, where he died. See Zakythinos, Le Despotat grec, 204-90; Barker, Manuel II, 496; cf.

Schreiner, "Chronologische Untersuchungen," 290.
79Kiip [Lord] Joseph was ecumenical patriarch from 1416 until 1439. The statement that many

follow his teaching is probably but an awkward topos.
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I4Msuue y60550 uapb MaHynJI551 6 CbIHOB: 1[-H] CbIH552 KanyMH,553 CHp'bmmb554
HoaH,555 H556 HbIHt557 uapb B KOCTSIHTHH"L rpa4e; 2[-14] CbIH ero558 AHApOHHK,

AeCHOA559 CeJIyHSI560 rpara; 3[-14] CbIH ero (Deo)lop, Aecrlo,s61 AMopeHCK14I562

3eMnH; 4[-H] CbIH ero KOCTSIHTHH, AeClIOA563 LIepMHaro Mopi; 5[-H] CblH ero564

)M14TpeI3, J CCHOA565 JIIIMHHHCKHSI566 3eMJIH;567 6[-H]568 CbIH569 ero I oMa, Ce1570

6siuie y OTua571 B HOJIaTt572 ewe eCTb. 14513 HpH514 CBSITbIM BCe.IeHCKHM575 Ha-

TpIIapcV76 KHp577 l4omb'hH,578 H% MHOTO IIOJI3OBaXy579 y`ieHIIeM580 ero.581

CHHxK582 BeimKi3H uepKOBHIWWII:583 BeJIIIKIII3 XapTO4MIJIaK;584 2[-6]585 CaKHJIa-

549cTapeBLuyc$ S; 6o cTapnBLuycx L 5506o S, L 551U, L add. y ce651 552om. M 553Kanynn T;

KynyxH S -5540M. S 555HnaH S, U, L; om. S 556I3 U, L 557om. S, U, L;rU, L add. 6bICTb 5580M.

T, S 559Ae0C1OT M, S; Aerb [?] S 560 Cenyncxaro S 561 AecuoT S; Aerb [?] S 562AMOCxbJ$ S;

PHMCxn$ S; AMOpncxnx U, L 563vide var. no. 561 564om. U, L 565vide var. no. 561 566JLnMHHn-

cxnx edd.; MHnHHCKH$ T; MHnHTHHCxbI S, L; MHTHJIHHCxH M, U; MHTyn1HCKH14 S; vide n. 77 in

translationem 567om. S, U, L 568 5 add. -ice 569om. U, L 570e1ue M, S 571uap5 L 572rIonaTH

T; T add. eule eCTb 573om. S 574 npez T 575 BennukM U, L; T add. co6opoM H 576naTpnapx ce T

577om. S, U, L 578Hocw!i S, U, L 579non3OBacx S, 5; non3oBaulacx U, L 580yMennwH T 581 eCTb

S 582Hxce S 583uapenanuH T, M; S, 5 add. n no CaHOM [caMoM S] HaTpnapcck H)KC MHTpononnTOne;
S add. 6onre. Cexce caHoBHnub1 nice 3OB TC5 xnx3H uepxonlHH 584 xapTo4)Hnax S, edd.; cpopTOCpx-

naT T; 4)apTo4)Hnax M; xapTo4nnax 5; S, S add. H 5855, S add. H 586caxenapHH S 587S add.
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phylax, second the Sakellarios, third the Skeuophylax, fourth the Sakellios.80
There are seven wells in St. Sophia, and a lake beneath it.81

This I, the lowly hieromonk Zosima, saw and venerated, and in prayer I
remembered the good sons of Russia before me.82

I set out from the city of Constantine by boat and....83

so Together with the Great Oeconomos, the four leading church officials named in the text formed
the highest level of patriarchal administration (the first "itsvTa") in the Byzantine Empire. The order
of precedence, however is slightly different from that given in the text at hand: o Meyaq OixovopoS; o
Me yaS EaiccflaptOq; o Mw y&S o McyaS Xaptocp6kaF; o Eaxsliou; see the list of the
monk Matthew (Blastares), in Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, ed. J. Verpeaux (Paris, 1966), 318.
Their functions are described in Ch. Demetrios, 01 ei;wxaTaxoikot apxovTzq Tf q sv
Kwv6TavTtvouir X6i Mc ya2,rjS TOO Xpt6TOO 'Ei K i laiaS, Texte and Forschungen zur byzaptinisch-
neugriechischen Philologie, 7 (Athens, 1927).

B1 See Commentary § 8, on these widespread but erroneous ideas.
e2 The final sentence of this section is very reminiscent of the conclusion of the "Journey of Prior

Daniel"; cf. Xumbe u xomceube ,I(auuna (note 5 supra), 136-41.
sa In most of the preserved manuscripts of Zosima's "Pilgrimage" the work continues to describe

Mount Athos, Thessalonica, and the Holy Land; Zosima returns from the Holy Land to Russia via
Constantinople, but does not describe the Byzantine capital in the later part of the text; see Xoacenue
uuoxa 3ocuMbl, ed. Loparev, 11-26. The two Solovec manuscripts, together with the Uvarov and
Library codices, however, end with the description of Thessalonica.
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prH.586 3f_H1587 CKH(JHJIaKOC;588 4L[_x1589 CaKHJiaoc.590 Bo CBSITeHxce591 Coo tH 7
KJIa) e3eBLt, a IIo,Ig Hem e3epo. J Y

Ce592 a3, rpy6bl epMOHaX 3odHMa,593 CMOTpuX594 H IIOKJIOHHXCSI H IIOMHHaX B
MOJI14TB'b,595 KTO 90 McHa596 pyCKbIX CbIHOB go6p.597

14 IIOH£ZOX598 B Kopa6JIb599 He KOHCTSIHTHHa rpa,ga H .... 600

H 5884)14xoc S 589S add. H 590caxennOC S; caxeJIIIOT S; CHHxc BenxxHn-caxHnaoc om. U, L
591CBSITeH S 592M, S add. -xce 593M add. H 594Ce a3-cMOTpnx: H no ceM IIOMOHHXCS CBSITbIM
MecTOM U, L 595MOnnTBax S; M add. a 5968o McHSI OM. S 597Bo CBSITenxce C04YFH-4o6p om. S;
H noMHHax-4o6p om. U, L 598nol4goxOM S 599U add. H HOH,i;OXOM 600Narratio continuatur
itinerario ad Montem Athonem, Thessalonicam, et Terram Sanctam et retro ad Moscoviam per
Constantinopolim; vide editionem Loparev, HHC, 24 (1889),11-26; cf. etiam ibid., 27.
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Chapter VI

THE CHURCH OF ST. SOPHIA

§ 1. Introduction

"The next day [i.e., June 30, 1389] we went to [the Church of ] St. Sophia, that is
[to say to the Church] of the Divine Wisdom" (Ignatius). "If one goes to
Constantinople, called the `Imperial City,' to venerate the Lord's holy Passion
relics and St. Sophia, you go to St. Sophia on first entering Constantinople"
(Russian Anonymus). "And we went to St. Sophia to worship. It is impossible to
describe its greatness or beauty" (Alexander). "First I venerated the holy Great
Church of Sophia where the patriarch lives" (Zosima).

St. Sophia, often called simply the "Great Church," was the patriarchal
cathedral of Byzantium, the largest church in Constantinople and the chief goal
of pilgrims to the city (see pl. ii, 1). All of the later Russian pilgrims list this
church as the first shrine they visited in Constantinople. The church was indeed
dedicated to the Divine Wisdom, as Ignatius of Smolensk notes, the Logos, or
incarnate Christ, and celebrated its patronal feast on.Christmas, the day when
the church commemorated the birth of the Logos in the flesh.' Not only was this
church the seat of the patriarch of Constantinople, the chief hierarch of the
Eastern Church, as Zosima reminds us, but it was also one of the chief
repositories of holy relics in the Byzantine world. The edifice was erected by
Justinian to replace an earlier church (or earlier churches) of the same name on
that spot. The new church was dedicated in 537, but subsequent emperors also
added to its decorations and treasures and repaired damage when necessary.
After the Turkish conquest of Constantinople in 1453 the building was turned
into a mosque; all of the furniture was removed and most of the figurative
decorations were covered. In 1934 the building became a museum, and sub-
sequently many of the Byzantine decorations were uncovered.'

' Note the elaborate imperial-ecclesiastical ceremonies appointed for this church on December 25
(Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De cerimonies, Bonn ed. [1829],.128-36; ed. A. Vogt [Paris, 1935-39],
I, 119-26). On the various names for this church, see G. Downey, "The Name of the Church of St.
Sophia in Constantinople," Harvard Theological Review, 52 (1959), 37-41.

2 On the Church of St. Sophia, see R. L. Van Nice, Saint Sophia in Istanbul: An Architectural
Survey (Washington, D.C., 1966- ); E. M. Antoniades, "EmpparnS 2fiS Ayiaq Eocpias, I-III
(Athens, 1907-9); H. Kahler, Die Hagia Sophia, with a chapter by C. Mango (Berlin, 1967); H.
Jantzen, Die Hagia Sophia des Kaisers Justinian in Konstantinopel (Cologne, 1967); W. R. Lethaby

199
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§ 2. The Vestibule

"On the fourth day [of July, 1389] we venerated the image of the great
Archangel Michael who appeared to the child who was guarding the tools for
building the church [var.: who was guarding cattle when he found a large amount
of gold at this pillar. He was thrown into the sea by these monks]" (Ignatius). "In
front of the west door in the great precincts [var.: In front of the rear door of the
main altar] of St. Sophia a place has been fashioned where they bless water. There
is a stone cup of precious [var.: green] jasper there, and they immerse crosses in
this cup. There is a lead-covered canopy over this cup [var. add.: where emperors
are baptized]; there are four cypresses and two laurels [var.: date palms] there.
... When you have reached St. Sophia you enter the narthex by the south doors.
There is an oratory there, a church of St. Michael, as you enter the narthex. It was
in this oratory that St. Michael appeared to a youth who was watchman over the
work. St. Michael spoke thus to the youth: `Where are the master builders of this
church, and what is the church's name?' The youth responded, `The master
builders have gone to the imperial palace to dine, and the church has no name.'
St. Michael then said to the youth, `Go tell the master builders that they should
complete this church quickly in honor of St. Sophia.' The youth said to the saint,
`My lord, the sight of you is awesome; the brightness of your robe blinds me.
What is your name, my lord?' The saint said, `My name is Michael.' The youth
then said to the saint, `Lord Michael, I cannot leave here until my masters come,
lest I ruin their work.' Then Michael said to the youth, `What is your name?' And
the youth told the saint, `My name is Michael.' St. Michael then said to the youth,
`Michael, go to the emperor and let him order the master builders to complete
this church in honor of St. Sophia quickly, and I will be watchman over St.
Sophia and the work in your place, and as the power of Christ the Lord God is in
me, I will not leave here until you return.' The saint dispatched the youth, and he
went and told the emperor of the apparition of St. Michael. The emperor
meditated in his heart and sent the youth to Rome so that he should not return
back [to St. Sophia], and St. Michael would be the guardian of the Temple of St.
Sophia and of Constantinople until the second coming. [var.: Once when I was
living there in the Monastery of St. Andrew the Fool for Christ, I went out one
day to sell my handicrafts at the market which they held then at the walls of St.
Sophia which had fallen in an earthquake. I saw a youth standing there, winged

and H. Swainson, The Church of Sancta Sophia, Constantinople. A Study of Byzantine Building
(London, 1864); Mathews, Byzantine Churches of Istanbul, 262-312; Muller-Wiener, Bildlexikon
Istanbuls, 84-96; Kleiss, Plan, Ge; Janin, La Geographie de CP', 455-70; and Schneider, Byzanz,
73-74, with references to the literature. E. H. Swift, Hagia Sophia (New York, 1940), may also be
fruitfully consulted. Good shorter treatments are to be found in Krautheimer, Early Christian and
Byzantine Architecture', 215-30 ff.; and Mango, Byzantine Architecture, 106-23. For further litera-
ture, see DO Bibliographies, I,1, 260-69. See also G. Majeska, "St. Sophia in the Fourteenth and
Fifteenth Centuries: The Russian Travelers on the Relics," DOP, 27 (1973), 69-87, which treats of
some of the material covered in this chapter.
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and all fiery, whose face shone like the sun. I could not look at him because of my
fear, but I bargained about my handicrafts, and he left me to bring the purchase
price. I waited for him, and the awesome youth called me by name and said to me,
`It is you, young tradesman, that I am speaking to. Go and tell Emperor
Romanus to order the architects to complete this church of St. Sophia quickly,
and I will keep watch over it and over this place.' Then I said to him, `The sight of
you is terrifying, my Lord, and the brightness of your robe blinds me. What is
your name? Allow me to finish my trading.' He said to me, `I am Michael, the
Powers of the Lord. Put down your handicrafts, I will guard them.' So I went and
told the Emperor Romanus all his words, and he rejoiced along with all those
who were with him. I returned again quickly and found him standing in the same
place, but I did not find my handicrafts. He, however, gave me their price, which I
took from his fiery hand. I bowed to him and he said to me, `Go to the Monastery
of St. Andrew the Fool for Christ.' When he had said this he disappeared. I gave
the money to the poor, and went myself to view the excellence of the city and of
St. Sophia. Truly, my lord Emperor, this is a divine city, and its protector is the
great leader of the (heavenly) host Michael until the second coming of Christ.]
As you go a little farther, on the right is the entrance to the patriarch's palace.
... There is a fountain [var. add.: and a six-sazhen marble cup in which the
patriarch baptizes] on the right-hand side as you enter the church" (Russian
Anonymus).

The Church of St. Sophia was preceded by a large porticoed atrium before the
west front, in the center of which was a fountain (ptaXr1; see pl. i, A). The
fountain probably took the form of a stone cup or bowl, as the Russian
Anonymus notes,3 although later sources would have it more complex, with
spouting lions, and so forth." Like the Russian Anonymus, Ibn Battuta notes
that trees surround the fountain,' and a Persian version of the Ottjy116tS Tmspi iT1S
`AyiaS EocpiaS confirms that the trees are cypresses, although according to this
source they number eight, not the four noted by the Russian traveler.6 This same
source also notes that a cupola stands over the fountain, but unlike the Russian
Anonymus, the Persian text describes the fountain as decorated with images of
Christ, the twelve apostles, and the emperors from Constantine to Justinian.I As
the Russian source notes, this fountain was the site of the great blessing of waters
on the feast of the Epiphany, when crosses were immersed in the fountain as part
of the ritual.8

'Cf. Paulus Silentiarius, "Emppacaq tii1S AyiaS Eocpia5, in Johannes von Gaza and Paulus
Silentiarius, ed. P. Friedlander (Leipzig-Berlin, 1912), 244; F. Tauer, "Les Versions persanes de la
legende sur la construction d'Aya Sofya," Byzantinoslavica, 15 (1954), 14.

°Atrlyrlctic, in Preger, Scriptores, I, 103.
s The Travels of Ibn Battuta, A.D. 1325-1354, ed. H. A. R. Gibb, II (Cambridge, 1962), 509.
6Tauer, loc. cit. No sources other than the Russian Anonymus speak of laurel trees here.
'Tauer, loc. cit.
BPaulus Silentiarius, "Excppaatq tifq AyiaS'Eocpiaq, 244; J. Goar, ed., Euchologion sive rituale

graecorum (Venice, 1730; repr. Graz, 1960), 363. On the atrium and phiale of St. Sophia, see A. M.
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Visitors, however, normally entered St. Sophia (and still do) not from the
atrium and main entrance on the west, but through the southwest vestibule (see
p1.1, B) which leads into the inner narthex of the church (hereafter simply called
"the narthex"). Such is the entrance to the church specified by the Russian
Anonymus, who at the end of his description of the Great Church also verifies
that he entered the church by the south door of the narthex by noting that as you
enter there is a "fountain on the right-hand side as you enter the church." This
"fountain" is doubtless the baptistery of St. Sophia, an octagon-in-square edifice
still standing near the west end of the south wall of the main church (see p1.1, C).9
The baptismal font which once seems to have served this baptistery is preserved
near the church, and while it is marble, as the "Dialogue" variant to the
anonymous text suggests, it is by no means six sazhens in length, that is, 8.52 m.,
but only 2.80 m.10 The other Russian travelers probably also entered St. Sophia
through the southwest door." Stephen's walk from the Justinian Column in the
Augusteon to St. Sophia would quite naturally lead to the southwest door.12

The southwest vestibule itself was a part of the church building worthy of note
for the Russian pilgrims, for it contained a mosaic image of Michael the
Archangel who was in a special way the protector, or "guardian angel,",of the
church. 'I The southwest vestibule is also the most probable location for the
mpovaog (oratory, chapel, or possibly narthex) of St. Michael. The testimony of
the Russian Anonymus on the chapel's location between the south door leading
to the narthex and the entrance to the patriarch's palace, which he places on the
right a little farther on, rather clearly locates the Michael chapel in the area of the
southwest vestibule. The entrance to the patriarch's palace here would be the
southwest ramp, which at one time opened into the east wall of the southwest
vestibule (where a small Turkish mihrab now stands) and led to the two patriar-
chal council chambers (secreta) at the south end of the west gallery above the

Schneider, Die Grabung im Westhof der Sophienkirche zu Istanbul, IstForsch, 12 (Berlin, 1941);
C. Strube, Die westliche Eingangsseite der Kirchen von Konstantinopel in Justinianischer Zeit
(Wiesbaden, 1973), 13-71, and ff.; Lethaby and Swainson, The Church of Sancta Sophia, 186-92;
C. Mango and J. Parker, "A Twelfth-Century Description of St. Sophia," DOP, 14 (1960), 242. Cf.
C. Du Cange, Constantinopolis christiana (Paris, 1680), III, 21-22.

'Van Nice, Saint Sophia, pl. 13; on the baptistery, see Antoniades, -Eiappa6tq tifjS'AyiaS Eocpia;, I,
123-30; Swift, Hagia Sophia, 174-76; F. Dirimtekin, "Ayasofya Baptisteri" (with an English
summary), Turk Arkeoloji Dergisi,12,2(1963),54-87; Mathews, Byzantine Churches of Istanbul, nos.
31-89 to 31-92.

1ODirimtekin, op. cit., 70; Mathews, op. cit., no. 31-93. On medieval Russian measurements, see
infra, Commentary § 8.

"However, Alexander claims to have entered through the "great doors," that is, through the
central doors of the exonarthex and narthex; see infra.

12 See the suggested topography of the area in Mango, The Brazen House, fig. 1, p. 23. The large-
scale replacement (mostly Byzantine) of pavement and the worn stone flooring around the south door
of the narthex reflect the constant traffic one would expect at the most used entrance to the church; cf.
Van Nice, Saint Sophia, pl. 9.

"Cf. the "angels of the churches" in Rev. 2: 1 and passim. An image of the Archangel Michael
apparently also guarded the entrance to the Church of St. Sophia in Thessalonica; cf. J. Darrouzes,
"Sainte-Sophie de Thessalonique d'apres un rituel," REB, 34 (1976), 60-61, 64.
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ramp and the vestibule itself.' 4 These chambers were connected with the patriar-
chal palace which ran along the south side of the church. 's A late twelfth-early
thirteenth-century Byzantine text strengthens the identification of the area of the
southwest vestibule as the itpbvaoq of St. Michael. According to Nicetas
Choniates, during an uprising in 1182 the supporters of the dowager Empress
Mary were driven from the Augusteon to St. Sophia, and under a covering rain of
stones from their supporters in the patriarchal palace they entered the Great
Church at the itpovaog, at "the place where Michael the first and greatest of the
archangels who stand by God is represented with drawn sword by the application
of fine mosaic cubes; he has been appointed guardian of the church."' 6 From the
relative topography of the Augusteon, the patriarchal palace, and St. Sophia,"
the mtpbvaoq here can refer only to the southwest vestibule of St. Sophia, or,
more likely, to an earlier adjunct to the southwest vestibule as suggested by
Dirimtekin.18 The exterior porticoes of this entryway have undergone con-
siderable alteration, making any definitive answer to this question on the basis of
archeology extremely difficult.

The story of the Archangel Michael's apparition to the boy guarding the tools
for building the church recounted by the Russian Anonymus is quite widespread,
although the details of the story vary greatly in different versions,' 9 making it
difficult to suggest which written source (if any) might lie at the base of the
version recounted by the Russian Anonymus.20 Ignatius' laconic recounting of
the story suggests that he assumes his fourteenth-century readers are acquainted
with it.21 It is clear, however, that by the sixteenth century even literary editors

"Van Nice, Saint Sophia, pl. 13; cf. Mathews, Byzantine Churches of Istanbul, 31-34. This
arrangement seems to reflect the sense of Symeon of Thessalonica's description of the solemn
entrance of the patriarch and his entourage into the Great Church from their assembly place in the
south gallery; see Darrouzes, op. cit., 46, 47.

15I here accept Mango's very reasonable interpretation of these rooms and of the sense of the
Russian Anonymus' phrase "entrance to the patriarch's palace" (Mango, The Brazen House, 52-54).
For a description of these two rooms, see idem, Materials for the Study of the Mosaics of St. Sophia at
Istanbul, Dumbarton Oaks Studies, 8 (Washington, D.C., 1962), 44-46, 93-94. The controversies
on the location of the mtpovaoq of St. Michael are summarized in Swift, Hagia Sophia, 94-96.

16Nicetas Choniates, Historia, Bonn ed. (1835), 309.
"Cf. Mango, The Brazen House, fig. 1, p. 23.
's F. Dirimtekin, "Le Local du Patriarcat a Sainte Sophie," IstMitt, 13-14 (1963-64), 113-27; cf.

Du Cange, Constantinopolis christiana, II, 143-44; other opinions on the location of the Patriarchal
Palace can be found in DO Bibliographies, 1,1, 281.

19 Cf. Atrlyrlatc (note 4 supra), 84-88.
20 Cf. Speranskij, 99-100, 120-21.
21 In the line of written tradition, Russian knowledge of the story derives from the OtflyrlatS (loc.

cit.), which was adapted into Slavic with many changes in various works such as those published in
S. G. Vilinskij, Bu3anmuucxo-cnae.Rucxue cxa3anui o co3dauuu XpaMa Ce. Coyuu gapezpadcxou
(Odessa, 1900), 84-85, 100-1; and in Archimandrite Leonid, ed., Cxa3anue o Ce. Coq5uu yapezpad-
cxou, IIaM2Tanxx 4peBxeti HHcbMexxocTH H nexyccTBa, 78 (St. Petersburg, 1889), 10-13. See also
Anthony, 8-9. The Russian chronicler of the fall of Constantinople to the Turks describes a strange
light emanating from St. Sophia on the night of May 25, 1453, as the "angel of God" who had
guarded the Great Church from the time of Justinian quitting the church and city and portending
their doom (Nestor Iskander, lloeecmb o I(apbzpade [ezo ocnoeanuu u e3amuu Typxanau e 1453 zody],
ed. Archimandrite Leonid, rIaMSTnxxx ) peBHerl IlxcbMeHHOcTH 11 nexyccTBa, 62 [St. Petersburg,
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did not necessarily know of the story, a judgment suggested by the strange tale

substituted for the original one in the chronicle version of Ignatius' work. The
substituted legend seems to have in common with the original version (preserved

in the Russian Anonymus) only the subject, a "youth." 22 The bowdlerization

one finds in the "Dialogue" version suggests that the editor of the "Dialogue"

was but slightly better acquainted with the original story.23 The "Dialogue" text

relates the apparition of the Archangel Michael to the "completion" of the

church (its redecoration?) under Emperor Romanus (III[?], ruled 1028-34, who

did much to beautify the church), and makes the recipient of the angelic visitation

the author of the "Dialogue" himself, a monk at Constantinople's Monastery of

St. Andrew Salus. The "Dialogue's" casual mention of the rubble around St.

Sophia and the nearby market would more likely refer to the extensive damage

done by the partial collapse of the dome in 1346 which destroyed some of the

decoration bestowed on the church by Emperor Romanus III, rather than to the

church's "completion." The damage caused by the collapse of the east arch in

this year was well known in Russia, for the grand prince of Moscow contributed
generously toward the necessary repairs.24

While the traditional story is clear, it is difficult to connect it with the mpovaoc

of the Archangel Michael, for according to the earliest versions of the story,

which relate to Justinian's building of the church, the angel appeared not in a
vestibule, but near one of the piers in the newly erected south gallery.25 Pseudo-

Codinus adds that the angel appeared to the youth near the Eukkayovov (the
place of the council?),26 but this added detail does not help us identify the specific

south pier at which the angel spoke to the youth. Church councils convened in St.

Sophia met in the bays of the south gallery between the two south piers.27 Be that

1886), 24; cf. S. Runciman, The Fall of Constantinople, 1453 [Cambridge, 1965], 121-22). The story

was also known in the West; see, for example, Tafur, 179-80; trans., 144-45.
22 The story of the youth who found gold near a column while guarding cattle and who was

thereupon murdered by monks who coveted the gold is apparently a traditional monastic story.
Monks of the Docheiariou Monastery on Mount Athos told a local version of this story in 1931. A
boy who worked at a farm owned by the monastery discovered a treasure at a column on the farm and
reported it to the abbot. The monks whom the abbot dispatched to bring back the treasure drowned
the boy to keep the treasure for themselves, but the drowned boy appeared at the monastery church
with the marble slab the monks had weighted him with still around his neck. The monks confessed,
repented, and restored the gold to the monastery. The story is depicted in frescoes in several parts of
the monastery (R. M. Dawkins, The Monks of Athos [London, 1936], 338-41).

"See supra, pp. 129-31, text and apparatus. H. M. Loparev, "Pyccicoe aHomiMnoe onxcaxxe
KoxcTaHTxxonona (otcono 1321 r.)," H3eecmua omdeneuun pyccxozo H3blKa u cnoeecnocmu
AKadeMuu HayK, 3 (1898), bk. 2, pp. 344-46, suggests the influence of the Vita of St. Theodore of
Edessa on this section of the "Dialogue."

24See Mango, Materials for the Study of the Mosaics, 69-70, and the sources he cites, on the
benefactions of Romanus and on the damage caused by the collapse of the dome; Sevicenko, "Notes

on Stephen," 167-72, on Russian knowledge of thedome's collapse. On the Monastery of St. Andrew
Salus, see Commentary §§ 37, 67.

25 tfiy716tc, 84-88; cf. Vilinskij, Busaxmuucxo-cnaeanCKue cxasanux, 84-85; Leonid, CKasauue o
Ce. Co0uu, 10-13.

.26 [Pseudo-]Codinus, De s. Sophia, Bonn ed. (1843), 138.
27 See the texts demonstrating this fact collected in Antoniades, "Eic ppaat; tfiq AyiaS Eocpiaq
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as it may, the image of St. Michael commemorating his apparition and the
itpovaog of the Archangel Michael cannot be both at one of the south piers in the
gallery where the angel appeared and at the southwest door, as the later texts
would have it.21 The npovaoq of Michael and the mosaic image in it might,
however, have been erected as a token or symbol of the church's special protector
at the normal entrance to the church where it could be seen by all who entered.
Such an arrangement would explain the confusion among the foreign travelers
who saw the image. The question still arises: where specifically was the image of
the `Apxtarpatir]yoc Michael "represented with drawn sword by the application
of fine mosaic cubes"? One might suggest tentatively that it was on one of the two
long walls of the rectangular vaulted vestibule itself, for the two most prominent
places in this vestibule, the lunettes above the doors in the north and southwalls,

are taken up, respectively, by a mosaic of the Virgin and Child with the Emperors
Constantine and Justinian, and a window. Possibly the mosaic which gave the
area its name was on the east wall of this chamber, the more sacred one since it is
nearest the altar. If this were the case, it would probably have been in the central
bay. This suggested position would appropriately be near the door to the ramp
leading to the gallery where the apparition took place. Unfortunately, no archeo-
logical evidence can be cited for this suggestion since the lower two-thirds of the
walls of the vestibule were covered with plaster stained to simulate marble and
mosaic decoration in the nineteenth century, possibly to cover, or more likely to

replace, the remains of mosaic.29
That Ignatius did not notice this mosaic on his first visit to the Great Church

and had to return later to see it, as his narrative indicates, is not surprising. The
Russian pilgrims paid comparatively little attention to mosaics, which they

[note 2 supra], II, 322-24. This part of the south gallery was closed off fromthe west end of the gallery
by a marble screen (see Kahler, Die Hagia Sophia [note 2 supra], pl. 52). The Russian traveler
Anthony of Novgorod, who was in Constantinople in 1200, places the angel's apparition "on the left
side of the great altar" (Anthony, 8-9, and apparatus), apparently connecting the apparition with the
image of the Archangel Michael on the north arch of the apse (ibid., lxxiii-lxxvi; on this mosaic, see
Mango, Materials for the Study of the Mosaics, 80). Yet, to confuse the matter further, Anthony adds
that there are three icons with angels depicted on them (or, in a variant reading, an icon with three
angels on it) at this spot. At least in the fourteenth century an icon of three angels hung above
Abraham's table in the east end of the south aisle (see Commentary § 7). Assuming a copiest's error
common to all the preserved manuscripts of Anthony's work, substituting "at the left side, at the
great altar" for "on the left side of the great altar" would return the place of the apparition to the
south aisle, but would also demand tampering with the text. Moreover, the revision would still locate
the apparition far from the great pier where the older sources place it.

111 find it unlikely that either the room in the gallery above the southwest vestibule or next to it
above the southwest ramp was the mp6vaoc of St. Michael. If the pronaos were on the upper story,
sources would mention climbing up to it, which they do not. Certainly the beleaguered backers of
Empress Mary in the Augusteon in 1182 would not have made their run for a second-story refuge in a
building they already controlled (cf. Choniates, Historia, 309). The fact that there are missing
mosaics in these chambers (Mango, Materials for the Study of the Mosaics, 44-46 and pls.) does not
outweigh the evidence that the itpovao; was on the ground floor. Leonid, Cxasauue o Ce. Co.ouu, iii,
however, notes the presence of an icon of the Savior in the south gallery where the archangel
appeared. This image would be separate from that of the pronaos.

11 It is also possible, of course, that the npSvaos was an adjunct to the vestibule, an adjunct which
has now been destroyed and replaced by the present Turkish entryway.
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normally considered decorations unless told otherwise. The story attached to this
mosaic would of course remove it from the class of decorations and place it in the
class of relics and icons, thus justifying a special trip back to St. Sophia, as was
the case with Ignatius.

§ 3. The Narthex

"From this Justinian Column you enter the doors of St. Sophia, the first doors.
Going a little farther, past the second, the third, the fourth, the fifth, the sixth
[doors], and thus it is that by the seventh doors you enter the Great Church of St.
Sophia" (Stephen). "When we came to the great doors, we venerated the miracu-
lous icon of the All-pure Mother of God from which the voice went out to [St.]
Mary of Egypt forbidding her entrance into the Holy Church in Jerusalem"
(Ignatius). "You enter St. Sophia from the narthex by the central west doors
on the right. The doors of Noah's ark...are near these doors, on the left....
Christians worship at these doors, for healing comes from them" (Russian
Anonymus). "As you enter the great doors, on the right-hand side stands the icon
of the holy Mother of God from which, in Jerusalem, a voice came forth to [St.]
Mary of Egypt. The great doors [are made] from Noah's ark. On the left side the
Savior is depicted in marble" (Alexander). "I kissed the image of our Lord Jesus
Christ before which people confess their sins when they cannot confess them
before a father confessor because of shame; it is called the `Confessor Savior.' [I
also kissed] the image of the All-pure [Mother of God] which spoke to Mary of
Egypt in Jerusalem. . .[and] the great church doors [made of] Noah's ark"
(Zosima).

The narthex of St. Sophia into which the southwest vestibule opens has nine
doors leading into the nave of the church on the east side, that is, on the visitor's
right, and five on the west leading to the exonarthex, apparently little used in later
Byzantine times. In the 1390's Alexander the Clerk, however, entered the narthex
through the central doors from the exonarthex. He probably visited the church
on an important holiday when these doors were opened to accommodate the
crowds wishing to worship at St. Sophia. The seven doors which Stephen of
Novgorod had to pass to gain entrance to the body of the Great Church from the
southwest vestibule are probably the doors between the vestibule and the narthex
and the south and central ranks of three doors along the east wall of the narthex,
suggesting that only the north rank of doors to the nave was open on the day
Stephen visited the church. Since he came to St. Sophia on Holy Thursday or
Good Friday,30 it is possible that the north doors alone were open to channel the
faithful directly into the north aisle of the church where the Passion relics were
displayed.31 The Russian Anonymus, on the other hand, entered the church
through the middle doors of the set of three at the south end of the narthex.

"Cf. Sevicenko, "Notes on Stephen," 165.
31 See Commentary § 5.
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The central doors from the narthex to the nave of the church (the "great
doors" mentioned by Ignatius; see pl. i, D) were not available for ordinary use.
Their use was restricted to the patriarch and the imperial entourage on important
occasions, whence their name, the "imperial doors." 32 The central doors them-
selves were also an object of veneration. Although they were covered with metal
plates, as were the other doors, according to tradition they were wrought of the
precious wood of Noah's ark, as the Russian Anonymus (who also locates them
specifically), Alexander,. and Zosima attest'33 although the original Justinianic
doors were apparently carried off by the Latins in the thirteenth century and later
replaced.34 The tradition that the imperial doors of St. Sophia were made of the
wood of Noah's ark, however, lived on, and not only among the Russian
visitors.35 The present doors were installed as part of the repairs done by the
Fossati brothers in the nineteenth century.

Since we know very little about the arrangement of the icons, or portable panel
paintings, hung in St. Sophia, the information of the Russian travelers, even
though sparse, is of much value. Coming from an Eastern Christian milieu where
the veneration of icons was the accepted norm, they showed much more interest
in these objects of Byzantine devotion than did Western travelers to
Constantinople, who reacted almost uniquely to relics and marvels. From the
Russian travelers of Palaeologan times, for instance, we know of two icons, one
of the Virgin and one of Christ, which hung in the narthex of St. Sophia. Zosima
mentions kissing the image of the Mother of God which spoke to St. Mary of
Egypt in Jerusalem, forbidding her entrance into the Church of the Holy

32 Cf. Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De cerimoniis, 14-15; ed. Vogt, I, 11, and passim; Darrouzes,
"Sainte-Sophie de Thessalonique" (note 13 supra), 46-47. Mathews, Early Churches of CP, 139-42,
suggests that in preiconoclastic times these doors were used by the higher clergy as they made their
ceremonial entrance into the church to begin the liturgy.

33 Cf. Attjyt16tc, 97. The Slavonic versions seem to lack this detail. See also Constantine
Porphyrogenitus, De cerimoniis, 192; ed. Vogt, 11, 2; Synaxarium CP, col. 231; Ciggaar, "Description
de Constantinople," 249 and note 3; Robert of Clari, La Conquete de Constantinople, ed. P. Lauer
(Paris, 1924), 84; trans. E. McNeal (New York, 1936), 106.

34 See Antoniades, " Excppavts tiTc Ayia; Eopias, I,178. The doors, however, are not found in the
normal lists of relics appropriated by the Crusaders.

31 See Lethaby and Swainson, The Church of Sancta Sophia (note 2 supra), 146-47, where the
report of Sandys, an English traveler to Constantinople in 1609, is quoted to the effect that part of the
wooden core of one of the doors of St. Sophia was exposed in this period (was the door still covered
with the brass plates mentioned by Clavijo, 45; trans., 72?) so that it might be kissed, since it was
reputed to be made of the wood of Noah's ark; see also Evliya celebi, Narrative of Travels in Europe,
Asia, and Africa, in the Seventeenth Century, by Evliyk Efendi, trans. J. von Hammer (London, 1834),
1,1, 56. T. Whittemore, "The Narthex Mosaic of Sancta Sophia," Studi bizantini e neoellenici, 6

(1940), 217, incorrectly identifies the doors made from Noah's ark with the central doors of the outer
narthex. The phrase which he cites in support of his identification, that the doors were "in the second
narthex" (Attjyilatc, 96-97), must be read in its context; the author of this work proceeds from the
fountain (Xotnt p) in the courtyard into the church. Thus, his "second narthex" is the inner one. The
same Byzantine source also speaks of the doors made from the ark as being part of a set of nine doors
(ibid.; cf. also Radulfus' information, ibid., 96, notes). Both the east and west sides of the outer
narthex have only five doors, while those between the inner narthex and the nave number nine (Van
Nice, Saint Sophia [note 2 supra], pl. 9). Note also the reports of the Russian pilgrims that the doors
made from Noah's ark are on the right after one has entered the narthex from the southwest.
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Sepulchre there, but does not locate it.36 Ignatius, on the other hand, specifically
locates this image at the great (i.e., imperial) doors, while Alexander adds that it
is on the right-hand side as you walk toward the nave from the central doors of
the exonarthex.31 Symeon of Thessalonica appears to be the unique Byzantine
source to note the presence of this icon in Constantinople; according to him, the
icon before which St. Mary made her vow (to retire to the desert) was in the
narthex of St. Sophia at the "beautiful doors," i.e., the "imperial doors" leading
to the nave. On solemn occasions the patriarch venerated this icon before
entering the nave of the Great Church to conduct services. Nearby was an icon of
St. Mary of Egypt. Judging from the route to the imperial doors which the
patriarchal procession followed on such occasions, the icon of the Virgin would
seem to have been to the right as one enters the imperial doors, just as the Russian
material suggests (see pl. i, E).38 The marble revetments on the east wall of the
narthex on both sides of the central doors do display dowel holes at approxi-
mately head level,39 suggesting that portable icons were, indeed, displayed here

36 This is also the case with the Mercati Anonymus; see Ciggaar, "Description de Constantinople,"
249, which simply notes that the icon of the Virgin is near the main doors into the nave.

The Life of St. Mary in which this story occurs was very popular in the Middle Ages, particularly in
the East, and existed in many versions from various periods. Mary was a fifth-century Alexandrian
prostitute who joined a band of pilgrims going to Jerusalem to celebrate the feast of the Holy Cross.
On the way there she seduced several of the pilgrims. Because of this, an unseen power physically kept
her from entering the shrine. By this sign she realized the enormity of her sins and called on the
Mother of God whose icon was nearby to guarantee her resolve for a more moral life. The icon
instructed her to retire to the desert beyond the Jordan and to fast and pray. According to the
traditional accounts, she remained in the desert forty-seven years, with no contact with other human
beings until, before she was to die, God sent a monk to bring her holy communion and to bury her.
(Cf. the Chronicle variants to Ignatius' text.) A basic version of the Life of St. Mary of Egypt is
published in Synaxarium CP, cols. 577-80; and in Slavonic in Benuxu. muneu uemuu: Anpenb, dnu
1-8 (St. Petersburg, 1910), cols. 1-3. On the appearance of this text in Russia, see I. Franko,
Anoxpiou l ne2endu 3 yxpaincbxuxpyxonucie,V, HaMATffi3 yxpaiacbxo-pycbxo MOBH i niTepaTypx, 6
(L'vov, 1910), 266-88 (I have been unable to consult this). On the manuscript tradition of the Vita,
see BHG3, II, 80-82.

" See also Archimandrite Leonid, O6ospeuue yapezpadcxux naniamnuxoe, 14-15 = zIOPI,l(P,
1870, bk. 4, pp. 32-33.

38Cf. Darrouzes, "Sainte-Sophie de Thessalonique," 46-47. In the early twelfth century Prior
Daniel, a Russian pilgrim to the Holy Land, noted the place in Jerusalem where the icon which spoke
to Mary had stood, although he does not mention the presence there of the icon itself; see JKumbe u
xo.HCenbe ,t(anuna pycbcxb1S 3eMnu uzyMeua, ed. M. A. Venevitinov, HHC, 9 (1885; repr. Munich,
1970), 27.

It seems strange that no Byzantine sources appear to mention the transferral of this image of the
Virgin to Constantinople, and that only Symeon of Thessalonica mentions its being in St. Sophia.
However, the posited Greek original of the Mercati Anonymus, judging from its Latin translation,
not only mentioned this icon but also attributed its transferral from Jerusalem to St. Sophia to the
Emperor Leo (VI[?], 886-912); see Ciggaar, "Description de Constantinople," 249. Archbishop
Filaret, 3Kumux cenmbix nodeurcuuy eocmounou yepxeu, 2nd ed. (St. Petersburg, 1885), xv note 150,
suggests that the image was brought to Constantinople from Jerusalem during the patriarchate of
Methodius (843-47, not 842-46, as he gives), but offers no evidence for this statement. In the
seventeenth century a Turkish traveler seems to say that an image of the Virgin Mary was (had been?)
displayed in the narthex of St. Sophia, but he claims that it was "upon a green column" (Evliya
celebi, Narrative of Travels, I,1, 57).

39I am grateful to Mr. Robert Van Nice for allowingme to use his field notes on the revetments of
St. Sophia. Cf. Van Nice, Saint Sophia, pl. 40.
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for the veneration of the faithful. Similarly, the flooring in front of the suggested
position of this image was replaced in Byzantine times'41 probably because the
marble floor had become worn from people approaching the wall to kiss the icon
displayed there.

The description of the narthex of the Church of St. Sophia by the monk
Zosima suggests that the icon of the Mother of God on the wall to the right of the
imperial doors in the narthex was balanced by an image of Christ hung from the
still visible face-high dowel holes to the left of the imperial doors, in front of
which the floor is also worn and in part covered by a replacement panel from the
Byzantine period (see pl. 1, F).41 Again, the floor seems to have been ruined by
the constant traffic of people kissing the icon. Zosima mentions kissing this image
of the "Confessor Savior," to which the embarrassed made their confession,
immediately before he recalls venerating the icon of the Virgin which spoke to St.
Mary of Egypt (and before mentioning the relics preserved in the church proper),
which would suggest its location in the narthex, the portion of the church to
which, in theory at least, unpardoned sinners were relegated.42 The Confessor
Savior image of Zosima can probably be identified with the "marble" depiction
of the Savior which Alexander notes is "on the left side" of the imperial doors as
they are approached from the narthex. Alexander's description of the image as
marble might signify a bas-relief image, or, more likely, a mosaic icon. Old
Russian texts often confuse the words "marble" and "mosaic," probably
because of the paucity of works in these materials in medieval Russia.43

§ 4. The West End of the Nave

"Going a little farther [from the central doors], and turning toward the west,
you will see an icon of the holy Savior standing high up over the doors there. The
story of this icon is recounted in books which we cannot quote, but, [briefly,] a
pagan iconoclast put up a ladder, hoping to rip the golden crown of [the icon]. St.
Theodosia overturned the ladder and killed the pagan, and the saint was killed
there with a goat horn" (Stephen). "We also venerated the image of the Lord
inside the holy church and the [other] venerable holy icons" (Ignatius). "The

40 Cf. Van Nice, Saint Sophia, pl. 9.
41 Ibid.
42 See Symeon of Thessalonica, De sacro templo, PG, 155, cols. 357-61; Leo Allatios, The Newer

Temples of the Greeks, trans. A. Cutler (University Park, Pa., 1969), 7-8; and H. Leclerq, "Narthex,"
Dictionnaire d'Archeologie Chretienne et de Liturgie, XII,1, col. 889. Cf. also Mathews, Early
Churches of CP, 125-28.

41 Leonid, O6o3penue yapezpadcxux nam gnmuxoe, 13-14 = YOH4P, 31-32, accepts Alexander's
vocabulary literally and would place here either a marble depiction of the Transfiguration of Christ
(taking literally the phrase "npeo6pa3nnca Cnac as MpaMopI"), the marble stone on which Christ is
reputed to have stood during His Transfiguration, or, more likely, the group of free-standing, two-
dimensional images of the scene of Christ's Ascension, which Leonid identifies as the "icon of Christ
called the `Mount of Olives,"' mentioned by Stephen of Novgorod in his report on the passage of St,
Nicholas at the eastern end of the church.

I have found no discussion of a "Confessor Savior" image in Byzantine sources. See, however,
Commentary § 32, on the icon of the Savior which forgave the lecherous monk.
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doors of Noah's ark and the iron chain which the Apostle Paul bore are near
these [imperial] doors, on the left; here there is much healing for Christians....
There is a miraculous icon of the Savior high above the [imperial] doors; this
Savior heals many sick. A candelabrum with an iron chain hung before this
Savior; attached to the chain was a little glass with oil. Beneath the little glass
stands a stone pedestal with a cup and [var.: made from] wood from Noah's ark
bound with iron from the ark on the pedestal. Oil dripped into this cup from the
candelabrum; the little glass with the oil came loose and [fell], breaking the cup in
two and splitting the stone pedestal. The little glass did not break, however, and
the oil did not spill. This pedestal is bound with iron bands, with the cup attached
to it so that Christians may see it and the sick be cured" (Russian Anonymus).

Immediately inside the imperial doors the text of the Russian Anonymus
(amplified from the "Dialogue" version of the same work) locates the iron chains
once borne by the Apostle Paul. Only one other source seems to mention the
preservation of St. Paul's chains in Constantinople, a late eleventh- or early
twelfth-century Latin text which locates them in the palace.44 In 1200, Anthony
of Novgorod, however, places the chains of the Apostle Peter in the chapel of St.
Peter near the northeast corner of St. Sophia.45 Moreover, a special commemo-
ration of this relic in the Peter Chapel of the Great Church is assigned to January
16.46 No visitors to Constantinople after the period of Latin rule there mention
this chapel or the relic of the apostle's chains, but according to a Late Byzantine
ecclesiastical calendar, St. Peter's chains were still venerated in this chapel in the
fifteenth century '41 where an anonymous Armenian pilgrim of the late four-
teenth or early fifteenth century seems to have seen them.48 Given these facts, it
would seem likely that the Russian Anonymus confused the chief apostle whose
chains he claims to have seen.49 The incompleteness of the basic version of the
Russian Anonymus' text also renders this entry highly suspect.

Above the imperial doors of the Great Church, on the nave side, at least two of
the later Russian pilgrims remarked on the great image of the Savior. Its location
is indicated quite clearly by Stephen, since he notes that after a worshiper has
entered the church he must turn around and look to the west to see this image.
Similarly, the Russian Anonymus records that a visitor sees this icon above the
imperial doors only after he has entered the church. It is doubtless this "holy
image" of the Savior above the "beautiful doors" which, according to Symeon of

44Ciggaar, "Description de Constantinople," 245.
"Anthony, 4-5. On the chapel of St. Peter at St. Sophia, see Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 398-99;

and Antoniades, "Excppa6ti5 Tf q, Ayiaq Eotpiaq, I, 161-63, with the literature they cite.
46 Synaxarium CP, col. 395. Cf. also J. Ebersolt, Sanctuaires de Byzance (Paris, 1921), 10-12.
47 M. Gedeon, BuCavTtvov `EopTok6ytov (Constantinople, 1899), 59-60.
"Armenian Anonymus, 87, 95. The Armenian source, however, calls the chapel a "monastery,"

and locates it in the "First Region" (see G. Majeska, "The Sanctification of the First Region: Urban
Reorientation in Palaeologan Constantinople," Actes du XVe Congres international d'Etudes by-
zantines, Athenes, 1976, II [Athens, 1981], 359-65,.on this area of the city in Late Byzantine times),
and says that it also harbored relics of SS. Cosmas and Damian.

49 See G. Laskin, in Bu3Bpem, 5 (1898), 739 note 6.
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Thessalonica, the patriarch bows to three times, saying, "We venerate Thine
immaculate image," after he has solemnly entered the church through the
imperial ("beautiful") doors and blessed the congregation. The patriarch turns
to the west to venerate this image. 5 ° Stephen connects this image with the story of
St. Theodosia's defense of the icon of the Savior at the Chalke Gate of the
imperial palace.5 t The Chalke Savior was not simply a single image, but by the
fourteenth century was also an established iconographic type, a full-length Christ
with a cruciger nimbus; the Christ stands on a footstool holding a closed book of
the Gospels with one hand and blessing with the other.52 Devotion to the image
of Christ of the Chalke Gate was quite widespread in Constantinople, as was
devotion to St. Theodosia, the defender of the Chalke image of the Savior from
iconoclast depredations. The body of this martyr for iconodulia was venerated
by several of the Russian travelers,53 and a copy of the famous Chalke image of
the Savior is listed as being displayed in at least one other church of the imperial
city.54 The original was preserved at the palace gate.55

The image of the Chalke Savior at St. Sophia was probably a large mosaic
icon56 which was fixed to the west wall of the nave above the central doors where
there is now a large sheet of verd antique marble (see pl. i, G). The placement of
the icon below the imperial gynaeceum of the gallery and above the imperial
entrance to the church probably served to symbolize the imperial patronage of
icon worship after the triumph of Orthodoxy in 843.57 The Russian Anonymus,
who mentions two other images of the Chalke Savior, 58 strangely enough, unlike
the other Russian sources, does not identify the image in St. Sophia as to its
iconographic type,59 but simply notes that (like many other objects preserved in
Constantinople) this image effects many cures. According to this same source, a
miracle happened before this image: a glass lamp suspended in front of the image

so Darrouzes "Sainte-Sophie de Thessalonique," 46-47; cf. A. Dmitrievskij, Onucanue
numypzuuecxux pyxonuceu, II (Kiev, 1901), 320. The newly ordained cleric takes his place "&v rtxpu
tii1S sixbvos 'rou Xptcrrou, Tf15 tv 'raT; cnpaiat; ntXat5 o66r1s."

See Commentary §§ 10, 51.
52 On the iconography of the Chalke Savior, see Mango, The Brazen House, 135-42; and P.

Underwood, "The Deisis Mosaic in the Kahrie Cami at Istanbul," Late Classical and Mediaeval
Studies in Honor of Albert Mathias Friend, Jr. (Princeton, 1955), 254-60. A somewhat different
iconography is suggested in P. Speck, Kaiser Konstantin VI. Die Legitimation einer Fremden and der
Versuch einer eigenen Herrschaft (Munich, 1978), 616-19.

"See Commentary §§ 33, 51. The iconoclast whom Theodosia pushed off the ladder and killed
was, however, removing the image, and thus inaugurating the iconoclast epoch, not removing the
golden crown on the image, as Stephen of Novgorod says. On the history of this image, see Mango,
The Brazen House, 108-35; cf. Speck, op. cit., 606-19.

S"See Commentary § 24.
55 See Commentary § 10.
56 Cf. Anthony, 7.
51 See G. Majeska, "The Image of the Chalke Savior in Saint Sophia," Byzantinoslavica, 32 (1971),

284-95; cf. Van Nice, Saint Sophia, pl. 34.
58 See Commentary §§ 10, 24.
"Nor does Anthony of Novgorod identify it. In 1200 he recounts a different story about the icon

of the Savior on the wall over the doors: it struck dead its creator, who boasted of his skill although
one of Christ's hands in the image had only four fingers (Anthony, 7, and apparatus).
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fell and broke a stone pedestal and the cup which was on it, without the lamp
glass itself breaking. The story of the miraculous preservation of a glass lamp
which falls from a great height is a commonplace of Constantinopolitan religious
folklore. Anthony of Novgorod relates a similar story about a lamp at the grave
of the son of the priest Anthinogenus who was buried in the northeast part of
St. Sophia'60 as does Stephen about a lamp hitting the pavement in the south-
east area of the church.61 One should assume that, like so many of the anecdotes
reported by the Russian Anonymus, it is misplaced. Such a conjecture is
strengthened by the strange location of the pedestal which the lamp is supposed
to have split (in front of the imperial doors) and the unlikely things reputed to
have been on the pedestal ("wood from Noah's ark bound with iron from the
ark"). The original sense, and probably place, of this passage has been lost in the
preserved manuscripts.62 Ignatius of Smolensk's mention of an "image of the
Lord inside the holy church" might also refer to the Chalke Savior above the
imperial doors, for the Chalke image is quite near the icon of the Virgin in the
narthex which Ignatius mentions venerating immediately before it.63

§ 5. The North Aisle

"Going on a little farther we saw many people kissing the relics of the Lord's
Passion, and we rejoiced greatly because no one can approach the relics of the
Lord's Passion without tears. A noble of the emperor whose name was
Protostrator saw us there, and for the sake of God escorted us to the Lord's
Passion relics which we sinful men kissed. As you go on a bit, the Savior is
depicted in mosaic on the wall of that side [of the church]; holy water runs from
the wounds of the nails in His feet. We kissed [the image], and we were anointed
with oil and the holy water. Wonderfully decorated stone columns of beautiful
marble stand there with relics of the saints reposing within them. People who are
suffering some malady touch what ails them [to these columns] and receive
healing" (Stephen). "We kissed the table on which the holy relics of the Passion
of Christ are placed..." (Ignatius). "You go on a bit from the doors of Noah's
ark, and on the left side is a baldachin [made] from the wood of Noah's ark, and
stone pillars from Jerusalem [var.: a baldachin at which the Prophet Jeremiah
bewailed the city of Jerusalem, and the pillar beneath which the Apostle Peter
wept]. Christians worship at this baldachin, for healing comes from it. St.
Gregory the Theologian is [var.: St. George and the holy Theologian are]
immured in a column there on the left side, near the wall. As you go on a little
farther, on the left side is a canopy, and under this canopy is an icon of the holy
Mother of God. It was this icon which sent the architects to Kiev [var. add.: to SS.
Anthony and Theodosius] to build the Caves [Monastery] churches in honor of

60 Anthony, 6.
61 See Commentary § 7.
62 Speranskij, 129, suggests this explanation, but only for the phrase "and wood from Noah's ark."
63 See supra.
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the holy Mother of God [var.: a church in the cave]. This same icon wept when
the Franks wanted to take it, and churchmen gathered her tears in front of it.
These tears have been set [in the icon] like pearls [var.: when the Franks captured
Constantinople and held it for sixty-two years. But they did not torment anyone
because of his faith, and they came before this icon and gathered her tears and
sealed them in a golden chest on a section of the wall there in front of the icon,
and many of the Franks themselves were baptized. Then Callimachus came from
Arabia, and drove out the Franks, and gave the city over to Emperor Anastasius.
These tears are preserved like pearls to the present day.] This icon heals many
sick. As you go a little beyond that, there is a slab of wood from Noah's ark, and
on Holy Thursday the Lord's Passion relics are placed on this slab [var. add.:
until Holy Saturday]: the sponge, the reed, and the spear. Then a great crowd of
Christians comes from all around. People worship at the Lord's Passion relics,
for [from them] comes great healing to the sick as come forgiveness of sins and
deliverance from misfortune to those who approach [them]. As you go farther
into the corner of the church, on the left the Savior is carved in expensive jasper
stone; Christians worship at this Savior, for healing comes from it. On the left
side the staff of John Chrysostom is attached to the wall [var. add.: and many
cures and miracles occur there. The tomb of St. John Chrysostom, however, is at
the high altar in the sanctuary of St. Sophia, and is covered with a slab worked in
gold and precious stones. (His body) was still whole, and reposes there as if (he
were) alive. There is nothing dismal about his vestments or hair, but to this day
(the body) exudes a strong sweet fragrance. A large concourse gathers on his
festival, not only Christians, but Franks and Latins too, and much healing and
forgiveness come]" (Russian Anonymus). "[I also kissed] John Chrysostom's
staff which stands high up on the wall [var.: high up on a step]" (Zosima).

Once inside the main body of the Church of St. Sophia, the Russian pilgrims
commonly followed a clockwise circuit, beginning from the west wall of the nave
where the image of the Chalke Savior was displayed (see pl. i, G). The Russian
Anonymus, whose information, however, is always open to question, comments
most extensively on the relics and notable features of the northwest part of the
church.64 To the left of the imperial doors, which he calls "the doors of Noah's
ark," he points out that there are "stone pillars from Jerusalem," a baldachin
which effects miraculous cures, and, farther to the left, near the wall, the tomb of
St. Gregory the Theologian "in a column." The Russian Anonymus' location of
a column of St. Gregory is perfectly accurate in this case, although the column
in question was sacred not to the memory of St. Gregory the Theologian
(i.e., St. Gregory Nazianzen),65 but to St. Gregory the Wonderworker (the

"'His tour, however, does not at first follow the usual order; he went first to the sanctuary of the
church and returned to the west end later.

61 Gregory the Theologian was buried in the Church of the Holy Apostles (see Commentary § 32);
part of his relics were also in the Martyrion of St. Anastasius (see Janin, La Geographie de CPZ,
22-25), where his synaxis was celebrated, as it was also at St. Sophia (Synaxarium CP, col. 423).
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"Thaumaturge"), Bishop of Neo-Caesarea.66 The exact location of the column
of Gregory the Wonderworker is identified in sources other than the later
Russian travelers. The column is the northwestmost free-standing column in the
church, and is, indeed, near the wall, as the Russian Anonymus notes (see pl. i,
H).67 Anthony of Novgorod, who visited St. Sophia in 1200, notes that this
column is "nearby as you go toward the doors" (i.e., when walking from east to
west in the church) and, moreover, describes it. The column is "covered with
brass plates ... people, both male and female, kiss it and rub their chest and
shoulders around the column to cure sickness." 68 Today the column at this
location is still partially covered with brass plates. Among the Turks, the column
is reputed to "weep," and the moisture thus secreted is used by the pious to cure
various illnesses.69 The repairs to the floor around this column testify to its
popularity in various periods.70 According to tradition, relics were sealed into
the piers, major columns, and arches of St. Sophia during the building of the
church, as Stephen of Novgorod notes, speaking specifically of the porphyry
columns of the northeast exedra, which people also rubbed to obtain cures.71
Only relics, however; were enclosed in the columns, not whole bodies as the
Russian Anonymus would have it in the case of the Gregory column.72 The stone
pillars noted by the Russian Anonymus between the imperial doors made from
Noah's ark and the Gregory column are two of the eight great porphyry columns
separating the nave and the four exedrae of the church, in this case specifically
those of the northwest exedra (see pl. 1, I). By tradition these columns came as a
votive offering to the Justinianic church from Rome (where they had earlier stood
in Aurelian's Temple of Sol), not from Jerusalem, as the Russian Anonymus
gives.73 This is the tradition which Stephen of Novgorod preserves when he
describes the matching "purple stone" columns diagonally across the nave as
being from Rome, and as highly polished and "multi-colored like jasper" (be-

"The "Dialogue" variant "St. George and the holy Theologian" is a simple copiest's error; see
supra, p. 133. On the Life of St. Gregory the Wonderworker, see BHG3, I, 232-33; on St. Gregory the
Theologian, see ibid., 233-34.

67Atflyrlats, 80; cf. Vilinskij, Bu3aumuucxo-cnaeancxue cxasauua (note 21 supra), 97; Van Nice,
Saint Sophia, pl. 9.

"Anthony, 6-7; cf. also Robert of Clari, La Conquete de Constantinople (note 33 supra), 84; trans.
McNeal, 106.

69 On this column, see Antoniades,"Excppa6nq Tfi Ayias Eoyia5 (note 2 supra), II, 226-27 and
pl. 62; Lethaby and Swainson, The Church of Sancta Sophia (note 2 supra), 83-84; Swift, Hagia
Sophia (note 2 supra), 64-65.

70Cf. Van Nice, Saint Sophia, pl. 9.
71 Atf yrlatS, 92, 99; cf. ibid., 90, apparatus (Dorotheus of Monembasia); Vilinskij, Busaumuuclco-

cnaefncxue cxa3anuR, 87, 89, 103; Leonid, Cxasauue o Ce. Coouu (note 21 supra), 17, 22.
7 'The annual synaxis of St. Gregory the Wonderworker was celebrated at St. Sophia (Synaxarium

CP, col. 231), possibly because of the supposed enshrinement of his relics in this column.
73 See Atflytlats, 76, 85, which also notes that other columns in the church were brought from

various cities of the ancient world; those of green marble (verd antique) in the nave came from
Ephesus. The Slavic versions of the Atflyrlrts, while agreeing with the Ephesian provenance of the
green-colored marble, say either that the votive offerings from Rome were green columns (Vilinskij,
Bu3aumuucxo-cnaenncxue cxa3auux, 80, 83; Leonid, Cxasauue o Ce. Coguu, 10), or else do not
distinguish the Roman columns by color (Vilinskij, op. cit., 95).
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cause they are flecked?).74 According to the more reliable testimony on the
church which dates from the period of its building, the porphyry columns were
specially quarried for the church in the vicinity of Thebes.75

No sources except the Russian Anonymus mention a 6ecrvda (baldachin, or
shrine?) made of the wood of Noah's ark at the west end of the north aisle
between the columns of the exedra and the Gregory column, where the Russian
Anonymus locates one, nor, for that matter, do they mention such a piece of
furniture anywhere else in the church. Since the textus receptus of the Russian
Anonymus shows a special propensity for objects "made from the wood of
Noah's ark," one should assume that the information about the shrine's being
made from Noah's ark is a later pious accretion if, indeed, the whole entry is not
to be rejected. Note that this relic became rather "a baldachin at which the
Prophet Jeremiah bewailed the city of Jerusalem, and the pillar beneath which
the Apostle Peter wept" in the "Dialogue" version. Jeremiah's baldachin is a
previously unheard of relic, while the pillar at which Peter wept was not at St.
Sophia, but rather at the Apostles Church, a shrine the "Dialogue" does not
describe. There is no way of knowing what the prototype manuscript had here.' 6

Continuing east from the Gregory column, that is, toward the altar of St.
Sophia, in the north aisle between the northwest exedra and the table of the
Passion relics" (according to the unique testimony of the Russian Anonymus),
one came to an icon of the Virgin under a canopy. It was this icon which was
reputed to have sent architects to construct the main church of the Kiev Caves
Monastery for the founders of the monastery, SS. Anthony and Theodosius, as is
added in the "Dialogue" variants.78 While the story of the miraculous dispatch-
ing of the architects to Kiev by a Constantinopolitan icon of the Virgin was well
known in Russia, no other sources identify the image in the Byzantine capital.79
According to the Russian Anonymus' account, the icon was preserved in a
special canopied shrine or ciborium (TepeMeit). The story of the icon weeping and
the tears being gathered by the faithful is a common topos in Byzantine religious

"See Commentary § 7.
75 Paulus Silentiarius, "Exppa6LS ti1S Ayia; Eocpia5 (note 3 supra), 237.
76 Cf. Speranskij, 102.
77 See infra.
78 The chronicle variants to the "Journey of Ignatius of Smolensk" also speak of an icon of the

Virgin located between the imperial doors and the table for display of the Passion relics, but the
topography of Ignatius in this section is unclear and the chronicle variant in question has the ring of a
pious mechanical addition. No particular tradition, for instance, is ascribed to the icon of the Virgin
in the chronicle narrative.

79 The story is recorded in the Patericon of the Kiev Caves Monastery (Kueeo-He iepcbxuu
17amepux, ed. D. Abramovic, rlaM' srrxx MOBH Ta nacbMeHcTBa )jaBHo1 YxpaIHH, 4 [Kiev, 1930; repr.
Munich, 1964], 5-8), but the icon of the Virgin which sent the architects is identified with that at the
Blachernae Church. The late thirteenth-century visit of the Nestorian monk Rabban Sauma to the
Byzantine capital included viewing at St. Sophia the "image of the Lady Mary which Luke the
Evangelist painted" ("Rabban Sauma a Constantinople [1287]," ed. S. Brock, Memorial Mgr Gabriel
Khouri-Sarkis [Louvain, 1969], 246; cf. ibid., 248-49), which might be the same icon with a different
story attached. The image of the Virgin normally ascribed to St. Luke, however, was the Hodegetria
image, regularly kept in the monastery of the same name (see Commentary § 59).
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legend. In 1200 Anthony of Novgorod saw a weeping icon of the Virgin near the
entrance to the chapel of St. Peter in St. Sophia, the chapel where the chains of St.
Peter were preserved.80 This chapel was near the northeast corner of the Great
Church,"' and since none of the later travelers to Constantinople visited this
particular adjunct to St. Sophia it is quite possible that it, like much of St. Sophia,
had fallen into disrepair in the period after 1204, and was used only for the
synaxis of St. Peter's chains.82 If this was the case, it is not unlikely that the
weeping icon of the Virgin was transferred to the north aisle of the main church
for veneration by the faithful, and the story of the Virgin's tears was updated to
relate to the Latin sack of Constantinople in 1204. The Russian Anonymus'
connection of this icon with the sending of the architects to Kiev would simply be
a pious emendation. 113

The relics of Christ's Passion were among the chief attractions for pilgrims to
Constantinople. During most of the year they were kept in a chest sealed with the
imperial seal at the Church of St. George at Mangana, and from the late
fourteenth century on they were kept in St. John the Baptist Monastery in
Petra.84 As the Russian Anonymus notes, however, on Thursday of Holy Week
they were brought to St. Sophia and exposed for the veneration of the faithful;
they were returned to their normal resting place at midday on Good Friday, not
on Holy Saturday, as the "Dialogue" version notes.85 The relics included the
purple robe of scorn and mock-scepter reed (or the reed on which a sponge was
fixed to offer Christ a drink on the cross), the sponge itself, and the spear which
pierced Christ's side on the cross.B6 Only one of the later Russian travelers to

"Anthony, 4-5.
61 See Commentary § 4.
s21bid.

"The "Dialogue" version's explanation of the Latin conquest of Constantinople which caused the
icon to weep needs some explanation. The "Franks," of course, ruled Byzantium for fifty-seven years,
not sixty-two (1204-61), and the emperors who took the throne when the Latins were driven out of
Constantinople were John IV Lascaris and Michael Palaeologus, not "Anastasius" (Anastasius I
ruled 491-518; Anastasius II ruled 713-15). The chief generals in the campaign to restore Byzantine
power were Emperor Michael's brother, John the Sebastocrator, and Caesar Alexius Strategopoulos;
no Callimachus was among them (see D. Geanakoplos, Emperor Michael Palaeologus and the West,
1258-1282 [Cambridge, Mass., 1959], 92 ff.). Could the Russian source have mistaken the adjective
xa?,Xi1taxo5, "nobly fighting," for a proper name?

"'See Commentary §§ 49, 60.
85 See Commentary § 60.
96 Before the looting of relics which accompanied the Fourth Crusade Anthony of Novgorod listed

among the Passion relics preserved in Constantinople not only the purple robe, the reed and sponge,
and the spear which pierced Christ's side on the cross, but also the crown of thorns, nails with blood
on them from the Crucifixion, and preserved blood which had flowed from Christ's body on the cross
(Anthony, 18-19, 29). Around the year 1420 Buondelmonti saw the reed, sponge, and lance along
with Christ's clothes at St. John the Baptist in Petra (Buondelmonti, 276), as did the late four-
teenth-early fifteen-century Armenian Anonymus; the Armenian visitor saw only the point of the
lance, not the whole lance, however (Armenian Anonymus, 88). This was also the case with de la
Broquiere when he was saw the Passion relics in 1438-but in St. Sophia itself (de la Broquiere, 154;
trans., 519), possibly because he was in Constantinople during Holy Week. Pero Tafur claimed to
have seen at the same church in the 1430's not only the holy lance and Christ's seamless purple(?) coat,
but also one of the nails from the Crucifixion, some thorns from the crown of thorns, and the pillar at
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Constantinople, Stephen of Novgorod, who was in the Byzantine capital during
Holy Week, probably in 1349,87 had the opportunity to venerate the exposed
relics of Christ's Passion in St. Sophia. Because of the immense crowds attempt-
ing to worship at these holy relics '811 Stephen gained the opportunity to kiss them
only through the good offices of an imperial official, a Protostrator identified,
probably correctly, as Phakeolatos.89 Stephen knew whereof he spoke when, at
the end of his description of his visit to Constantinople, he noted that "if you
attempt to get around stingily or cheaply you will not be able to see or kiss a single
saint unless it happens to be the holiday of that saint when [you can] see and kiss
[the relics]." 90 He might have added that "influence" also helps.91

While none of the other Russian travelers had Stephen's good fortune (or
influence), they were deeply interested in the relics of the Lord's Passion. If they
could not venerate the Passion relics except in a sealed chest at St. George
Mangana or at the Prodromos Monastery in Petra, they at least noted the table
where the relics were displayed in St. Sophia on Holy Thursday. Their infor-
mation locates the table quite precisely. From the Russian Anonymus, who is
walking east in the north aisle, we can be assured the table is in the north aisle of
the church. He walks from the Gregory column (about the location of which in
the northwest corner of the north aisle there can be no controversy), past the icon
of the Virgin discussed above, and toward the apse. (He mentions the apse after
discussing the table for displaying the Passion relics and an image of the Savior
on his left.) Similarly, Stephen approaches this table from the image of the Savior
high above the imperial doors, that is, from the image of the Chalke Savior
discussed above, and after viewing the relics, moves on past a mosaic depiction of
the Savior on the wall "on that side [of the church]." This is probably the Savior
image described by the Russian Anonymus as being "on the left." Since Stephen
says specifically that the image is "on the wall" and leads one to believe, as does
the Russian Anonymus' text, that the Savior image is near the Passion relics
table, the table must be in the north aisle. This is the only location which would
allow a wall to be near it and on the left. Stephen then remarks on the beautiful
marble columns with relics of the saints in them, which cure people who touch
ailing members to them. These are obviously the porphyry columns of the

which Christ was scourged (Tafur, 172; trans., 140), although he does not mention the reed and
sponge. See also the second-hand list gathered by Sir John Mandeville (Mandeville's Travels: Texts
and Translations, ed. M. Letts, Hakluyt Society Publications, 2nd ser., 101-2 [London, 1953], I,
6-10; II, 233-36, 421). Parts of the Passion relics were also available in other churches (see index).
Many of the same relics are of course listed among those dispersed in the West as a result of the
Fourth Crusade, as even a cursory glance at the index of Riant, Exuviae sacrae, will demonstrate.
Unless they visited the Byzantine capital during Holy Week, it is difficult to see why de la Broquiere
and Tafur put the relics in St. Sophia.

87 On the dating of Stephen's visit to Constantinople, see Sevicenko, "Notes on Stephen," 165-72.
as Cf. the Russian Anonymus' mention of the crowds that come to revere these relics when they are

displayed.
69 Sevicenko, "Notes on Stephen," 165-68.
90 See supra, pp. 45-47.
91 Cf. Sevicenko, "Notes on Stephen," 167-68, on why Stephen was probably so well treated.
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exedra.92 Then Stephen, like the Russian Anonymus, proceeded to the sanc-
tuary.93 Similarly, Ignatius of Smolensk places the table for displaying the
Passion relics between the image of Christ he viewed on entering the church and
the tomb of St. Arsenius in the sanctuary.94 It would seem, then, that this table
was in one of the two large central bays of the north aisle, and probably at the east
end, near the sanctuary. Physical evidence in St. Sophia suggests a very probable
location for a table on which the Passion relics were displayed, a location which
coincides with the information available from the Russian travelers. At the west
side of the northeast pier a series of cuts exists in the floor suggesting the
emplacement of a large piece of ceremonial furniture; these marks are sur-
rounded by worn and patched flooring indicating heavy usage (see p1.1, J).95 This
location would fit perfectly with the information on the table supplied by the
Russian visitors, since the table would have been largely in the north aisle, as the
Russian Anonymus' text suggests, and the table's position between the nave and
the aisle would have made it visible to visitors walking toward the altar through
the nave, as seems to have been the case with Ignatius of Smolensk and Stephen
of Novgorod. That the table was made of the wood of Noah's ark, as the Russian
Anonymus declares, is highly dubious. He is the only source to suggest this, and
he tends to say many things in St. Sophia are made of this sacred wood.

After viewing the table used to display the Passion relics, the Russian
Anonymus continues into the apse, that is to say, east, noting a much venerated
Savior "carved in expensive jasper stone" on his left. The carved statue of Christ
noted by the text of the Russian Anonymus would indeed have been a wonder in
a Byzantine church, particularly in the period after Iconoclasm when three-
dimensional images of sacred figures disappeared from Byzantine churches,
never to return.96 It is highly unlikely that a sacred image of the forbidden type, if
it existed, would have been credited with healing powers, as the Russian
Anonymus says this image was. At most it could have served as a decoration. The
difficulty of accepting the Russian Anonymus' testimony on this point can be
easily obviated, however. At approximately the same location where the
Russian Anonymus places the image of Christ carved in expensive marble, that
is, between the table for displaying the Passion relics and the apse and sanctuary
to the east, and even more specifically, between that table and the columns of the
northeast exedra, Stephen of Novgorod speaks of a "mosaic" depiction of the
Savior "on the wall of that side [of the church]." That side would be, of course,
the author's left (the nearest wall of the church at the Passion relic table). Where

92 See supra, pp. 213-15, on the columns with relics in them in the northwest exedra. Robert of
Clari, La Conquete de Constantinople, 84; trans. McNeal, 106 (note 33 supra), also notes that people
sought cures by rubbing the holy columns of the Great Church. Anthony of Novgorod records the
same custom being followed at the column of Gregory the Wonderworker (see supra, p. 214).

93 See infra.
"On the tomb of St. Arsenius, see Commentary § 6.
"Van Nice, Saint Sophia, pl. 10.
96 See J. B. Bury, A History of the Eastern Roman Empire (London, 1912), 430; and E. J. Martin, A

History of the Iconoclastic Controversy (London [1930]), 221.
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exactly in the area near the northeast exedra the mosaic could have been located
cannot be determined exactly, for much of the wall in this area is now plastered
over. Perhaps the image was on the south wall of the northeast buttress (see pl. i,
K). This is, of course, the same area where the Russian Anonymus locates his
image in "expensive jasper stone." Since mosaics were little known in fourteenth-
century Russia, Russian writers of this period often had difficulty finding the
proper words to describe works in this artistic medium, and sometimes fall back
on a phrase such as "in marble" to describe a figurative mosaic. The coincidence
in the location of the images of the Savior near the Passion relics in these two texts
suggests strongly that the "carved" jasper image of the Russian Anonymus is the
mosaic image of Stephen of Novgorod. The mechanism of curing the infirm, an
attribute of this image according to the Russian Anonymus, is suggested by
Stephen: the image exuded holy water from the marks left in Christ's feet by the
nails of the Crucifixion, and the faithful were anointed with this water mixed with
oil, probably oil from the lamp which must have hung before the image. From
the presence of nail wounds in the feet of Christ one must assume that the
iconography of the image was the Crucifixion, the Resurrection or the Descent of
Christ into Hades, the Apparition to the Apostles after the Resurrection, or
Christ's Ascension. All of these scenes require the Savior's feet to display the nail
wounds, as do some depictions of Christ in Glory.

Apparently continuing eastward in the north aisle, having by now reached the
northeast exedra, the Russian Anonymus notes that the (patriarchal) staff of St.
John Chrysostom is attached to a wall on his left. The northeast exedra of St.
Sophia would be a natural place to preserve the staff of the great preacher who
ruled as patriarch at this church (in its earlier incarnation) and became a popular
hero for his denunciation of sin in high places,97 inasmuch as this area of the
building was probably reserved for use by the clergy.9 s In 1419 Zosima also notes
the presence of Chrysostom's staff in the Great Church, locating it "high up on
the wall," or, in a variant reading, "high up on a step," but without specifying in
what part of the church it was preserved. Either reading of the Zosima text could
be correct, for there were indeed steps at the north wall of the northeast exedra
(the wall which would be "on the left side" for the Russian Anonymus); the steps
connected the body of the church with the cricoo rUXaxtov-treasury.99 Judging
from these two sources, then, the relic was displayed high up on the wall of the
northeast exedra, possibly on one of the steps leading to the door in that wall (see
pl. i, L). Establishment of the place where Chrysostom's staff was preserved also
clarifies the order in which Zosima viewed St. Sophia: in leaving the building, he

97 On the Life of St. John Chrysostom, see BHG', II, 6-15.
9e It was in this area that the clergy prepared the necessary appurtenances for the liturgy, for a door

here connected St. Sophia with its treasury-sacristy, the axsuocpuXaxtov, a round building along the
north side at the east end of the church; see F. Dirimtekin, "Le Skevophylakion de Sainte-Sophie,"
REB, 19 (1961) = Melanges Raymond Janin, 390-400 and pls.; Antoniades, "Excppaaiq of S tAyiaq
Eocpias (note 2 supra), II, 146-53; Van Nice, Saint Sophia, pl. 15; Mathews, Byzantine Churches of
Istanbul, nos. 31-10 and 31-11.

"On this door, see Van Nice, Saint Sophia, pl. 11; Dirimtekin, "Le Skevophylakion," 397.
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went from the southeast exedraloo to the northeast exedra and then to the
imperial doors. 'I,'

§ 6. The Sanctuary and East End of the Church

"The holy patriarch of Constantinople, whose name is Isidore, saw us there,
and we kissed his hand, for he is very fond of Rus'. The humility of the saints is

a great wonder-they do not keep our customs. From there we went to St.
Arsenius the Patriarch. We kissed his body and a monk anointed us with his oil.

And all this is in this church, as you go in the direction of the sun. From there we
went out of the church through the doors to walk with candles between the walls,

as if making a circle. A trulymagnificent icon of the holy Savior stands there. It is
called the "Mount of Olives" because there is a similar one in Jerusalem. As you

go from there into the sanctuary there are very beautiful columns, like jasper, and
in the main sanctuary [itself] there is a fountain which appeared from the holy
Jordan [River]. Church watchmen retrieved a cup from the fountain which some
Russian pilgrims recognized, but the Greeks did not believe them. The Russians
insisted, `This is our cup which we lost while bathing in the Jordan and there is
gold sealed in its bottom.' They broke the vessel, and found the gold, and were
very surprised. This wonder was wrought by the divine will; [now the fountain] is
called the Jordan [Fountain]" (Stephen). "[... and then we kissed the body of ] St.
Arsenius the Patriarch..." (Ignatius). "From there [the image of the Savior over
the imperial doors] you go straight to the sanctuary and the life-giving cross,
since the life-giving cross on which they crucified the Lord is there in the
sanctuary. The stone pedestal on which Christ sat as He conversed with the
Samaritan woman at the well is in an oratory on the right there. . . . The body of
St. Arsenius the Patriarch reposes on the left-hand side of the altar; healing
comes to the sick from it.... To the east, behind the altar of [St.] Sophia, is a
Church of St. Nicholas. This church is built at the palace of Demetrius, where St.
Nicholas put St. Demetrius down after he had taken him out of the sea. At this
church, on the right, is a miraculous icon of the holy Savior. A Jew stabbed this
icon above the left eyebrow, and as soon as the Jew had stabbed the icon, blood
and water flowed from the wound. When the Jew saw this terrible wonder he was
terrified, took the icon, threw it in a well, and himself quickly left for his own
house. Christians met him and noticed his bloody knife, and asked the Jew where
the knife had been bloodied. The Jew did not conceal the miracle which had
happened, how he had stabbed the icon image of the holy Savior, and how blood
had spurted out. The Christians then took the Jew and brought him to the

'00 See Commentary § 7.
101 See supra, p. 207. The phrase "from the great church doors," which purportedly follows the

information on Chrysostom's staff in the Tesilov manuscript, makes no sense, even grammatically,
although Archimandrite Leonid, O6o3penue yapezpadcxux nanmrnnuxoe (note 37 supra), 14 =
WOH gP, 32, would construe this whole entry to mean that Chrysostom's crozier was high up in the
galleries which one approached by the stairs near the main doors of the church. This conjecture,
however, rests on the use by Leonid of Saharov's idiosyncratic edition of the Russian travel texts and
the inaccessibility to Leonid of the text of the original Russian Anonymus.
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emperor. The emperor asked the Jew where he had hidden the holy image, and
the Jew said, It was thrown into a well there.' Then the emperor went to the well
with the patriarch and many people. They came and pulled the icon image of the
holy Savior from the well and saw the bloodied image. They then sealed the blood
of the holy image as the blood of Christ and placed the icon in the Church of St.
Nicholas. This icon heals many sick" (Russian Anonymus). "The relics of holy
Patriarch Arsenius are in the sanctuary. There is a stone on which the Savior sat
while conversing with the Samaritan woman at Jacob's well" (Alexander). "[I
also kissed] the relics of St. Arsenius the Patriarch.... and the stone in the
sanctuary where Christ spoke with the Samaritan woman at Jacob's well"
(Zosima).

Between the "wonderfully decorated stone columns," that is, those of the
northeast exedra, and the sanctuary, Stephen of Novgorod met Patriarch Isidore
of Constantinople (ruled 1347-50), who showed his extraordinary fondness for
Russians and his extreme "humility" by allowing the Russian pilgrim to kiss his
hand. The reasons for Isidore's Russophilia are not difficult to discover. The
Muscovite government was contributing large amounts of money to the
Byzantines to help finance the rebuilding of the parts of the dome and eastern
arch of St. Sophia which had collapsed in 1346.'0'

All five of the later Russian travelers to Constantinople mention viewing the
body of St. Arsenius the Patriarch,103 and, indeed, as late as 1392 the deposition
of this relic in St. Sophia in 1284 was still remembered in a short Byzantine
historical work,104 thus confirming the information of the travelers. According
to the Russian Anonymus, this relic was preserved "on the left-hand side of the
altar," that is, in the northern part of the chancel (see pl. i, M).105 This location
would agree with the less detailed evidence preserved by other travelers.
Alexander, for example, says, simply, that the body was in the sanctuary.
Stephen went to venerate the patriarch's body on his way from the northeast
exedra to the passage behind the sanctuary. 1O6 This path would lead him near the
left (north) side of the sanctuary. Ignatius of Smolensk did the same while going
from the table for displaying the Passion relics in the north aisle to the table of
Abraham in the southeast exedra, a path which would certainly intersect the
sanctuary.107 Zosima, although he venerated it, gives few details of this relic's

102 See Sevicenko, "Notes on Stephen," 165-68.
103 St. Arsenius was patriarch of Constantinople in 1254-59 and in 1261-65. On his life, see I. E.

Troickij, Apceuuu u Apceuumbz (London, 1973); L. Petit, "Arsene Autorianos et Arsenistes,"
Dictionnaire de Theologie Catholique, I,2, cols. 1992-94; I. Sykoutres, Hcpi to axiapa tichv
Apacvtarcuv, in `EX?, lvtxa, 2 (1929), 267-332; cf. Seveenko, "Notes on Stephen," 173-75, on the
political implications of Arsenius' cult.

'°4J. Miiller, Byzantinische Analekten (Vienna, 1852), 56.
105 Laskin (note 49 supra), 739 note 4, locates the relic rather in the south part of the chancel.
106 See infra, on this passageway.
107 On the location of the sanctuary in St. Sophia, see, most recently, G. Majeska, "Notes on the

Archeology of St. Sophia at Constantinople: The Green Marble Bands on the Floor," DOP, 32
(1978), 299-308.
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placement. While in St. Sophia in the early fifteenth century the Spanish traveler
Clavijo was shown "a sacred relic, namely the body of a certain patriarch that
was most perfectly preserved, with the bones and flesh thereon."' 08 He goes on
to note the "martyr's gridiron" which was quite near the sanctuary in the
southeast exedra.' 09 Because of its location the preserved body could be no other
than that of Arsenius. The well-preserved state of the patriarch's body would
coincide with Stephen of Novgorod's note that a monk anointed him and his
companions "with his [the saint's] oil." As a mark of his eminent sanctity the
patriarch's body was miraculously preserved, and as is often the case with
preserved bodies of saints, exuded sacred oil often used to heal the sick. 10 While
there is no archeological evidence of burials in St. Sophia, the testimony of the
sources is quite strong in the case of Arsenius. Given the description of the state
of the body's preservation by Clavijo, however, one would assume that the body
was in a tomb or coffin rather than in a grave. Unfortunately for our purposes,
the floor of the sanctuary, or at least of that part of the sanctuary between the
secondary eastern piers and the apse wall, is from the Ottoman period, laid to
coincide with the axis of the rnihrab (prayer niche) and Mecca, and covering the
previous Byzantine flooring."' Marks on this pavement might have suggested a
more exact location for the body of the patriarch.

The Russian Anonymus also locates the cross on which Christ was crucified in
the sanctuary of St. Sophia, and according to Byzantine sources it was displayed
there, at least in an earlier period. "Z Anthony of Novgorod claimed to have seen
the true cross in a chapel of the imperial palace in 1200,13 but after the Latin
invasion of Constantinople in 1204 pieces of this sacred wood were dispersed all
over Europe in a multiplicity of specimens which makes official lists of these
particles14 no less overwhelming than the accounts of these relics preserved in
Mark Twain's The Innocents Abroad. Yet in spite of their ubiquitousness in the
West, two Western travelers still mention fragments of the true cross in
Constantinople after the period of Latin rule. Tafur notes such a fragment in the
treasury of St. Sophia,15 and Clavijo notes one in the Peribleptos Monastery. 16
Probably a few tiny pieces of this famous relic did escape the Latin looting of the
city's religious treasures, and it is such fragments that the later travelers to
Constantinople doubtless discuss.

108Clavijo, 47; trans., 75-76.
10 1 See Commentary § 7.
10 Cf. the Russian Anonymus' note that healing comes from this relic.
"' See Van Nice, Saint Sophia, pl. 11.
1' Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De cerimoniis (note 1 supra), 547.
"' Anthony, 18. Laskin (note 49 supra), 739, sees in the Anonymus' reference to the cross of Christ

rather the "cross of the measure of Christ" which Anthony of Novgorod saw at St. Sophia (cf.
Anthony, 4).

14 See, for example, Riant, Exuviae sacrae, index; F. de Mely, Exuviae sacrae constantinopolitanae
(Paris, 1904); and A. Frolow, La Relique de la Vraie Croix. Recherches sur le developpement d'un
culte, Archives de 1'Orient Chretien, 7 (Paris, 1961).

... Tafur, 172; trans., 140.
116 Clavijo, 39; trans., 67. On the Peribleptos Monastery, see Commentary § 24.
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The area to the immediate east of St. Sophia, that is to say, the area behind
the apse, housed adjuncts to the main church.' 17 The later Russian travelers
mention three buildings in this area: a passage, the Church (or better, Chapel)
of St. Nicholas, and the shrine called the "Holy Well" (-co' A7tov (Dp8'ap).11 s
Unfortunately, the area is now covered with later buttresses, Turkish buildings,
and minarets with large foundations, making reconstruction of the Byzantine
aspects of this area difficult. However, clearly Stephen's curved passage "between
the walls," but outside the church, is the 6ta(3aitxa, or passage, of St. Nicholas
(see pl. i, N), so named for its connection with the chapel dedicated to that saint
which was located east of the apse of the Great Church and of the passage,
probably toward the south end. The passage most likely had as its west wall the
east wall of the church.' 19 The passage could be entered from the east door of the
north aisle, 120 for Stephen seems to follow that route, emerging at the Holy
Well. 121 In the area of the apse of St. Sophia the passage opened onto the Chapel
of St. Nicholas (pl. 1, 0), as the Russian Anonymus suggests, probably with the
west wall of the chapel serving as the east wall of the passage, thus accounting for
the name of the passage. The chapel was square, and Byzantine sources cor-
roborate the possibility of the Russian Anonymus' entering from the street as he
was coming from the Chalke Gate of the Great Palace.122 It is probably in this
part of the 6ta(3ati ica that Anthony had seen a tapestry of St. Nicholas in
1200. 123

The story of St. Nicholas' rescuing a certain merchant Demetrius from the sea
during a storm and restoring the merchant to his house in Constantinople is a
well-known miracle story connected with St. Nicholas, and one which was quite
popular in Russia. 121 While the text of this miraculum mentions Demetrius'
devotions to St. Nicholas in a church named after that saint, it gives no sugges-
tion that a Church of St. Nicholas was later built on the site of the merchant's
house. In any case, the church referred to in the miracle story could not be the
Chapel of St. Nicholas at St. Sophia, for the Greek texts and Slavonic trans-
lations both specifically locate the merchant Demetrius' house in the area called
id 'EXcoOcpiou, which is near the Forum Tauri, quite a distance away from St.
Sophia.12 s

"' On the eastern adjuncts to St. Sophia, see Mango, The Brazen House, 60-72 and fig. 1; cf. also
Antoniades,"EiappaUt; tifS Ayia; Eocpia5 (note 2 supra), II, 157-85.

1 s There was, or had been, also a Chapel of St. Peter there (Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 398-99),
and probably a tetrapylon (cf. Mango, The Brazen House, 67-70).

19 See Mango, The Brazen House, 66-72.
'20Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De cerimoniis, 182-83; ed. Vogt, I, 171, makes this clear.
121 See infra, on the Holy Well.
122 Mango, The Brazen House, 67-70, 80-81. On the Nicholas Chapel, see also Janin, La

Geographie de CPZ, 368-69.
"'Anthony, 5.
"'Texts and commentary in G. Anrich, Hagios Nikolaos: Der Heilige Nikolaos in der griechis-

chen Kirche, I (Leipzig-Berlin, 1913), 186-88, 272-73, 413; II (1917), 417-18. Slavonic texts are
included in Benu'cuR msuueu eemuu: ffexa6pb, duu 6-17 (Moscow, 1904), cols. 625-27, 725-28.

125 On the location of cd 'EXeuOepiou, see Janin, CP byzantine2, 348.
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The passage of St. Nicholas continued as far as the structure called the Holy
Well, an edifice which was located near the southeast corner of St. Sophia (pl. i,
P).126 The chief relic of the Holy Well was the "stone on which the Savior sat
while conversing with the Samaritan woman at Jacob's well," 127 (Alexander), a
stone wellhead 128 described by Zosima as being "in the sanctuary." There can be

no doubt that this stone was actually preserved in an oratory (or "sanctuary")
"on the right" of the sanctuary, as the Russian Anonymus says; that is, thechapel

was south of the main sanctuary. In 1200 Anthony of Novgorod described this
relic, which he locates "in a chapel behind the main altar" of St. Sophia, as a
"piece of marble hollowed out like a pot." The Samaritans used to draw water
with it.129 It is doubtless the same relic; the earlier and later traditions and
locations are too similar to allow a different interpretation. The shrine of the
Holy Well included a real well,l3o and was connected both with the passage of St.
Nicholas, and thereby with the Chapel of St. Nicholas to the north, and with the
east end of the south aisle of St. Sophia. The vaulted room and large door which
connected the Holy Well with the church are still preserved.131 From this door
one could enter the sanctuary by turning to the right or the southeast exedra by
going straight. The proximity of the shrine of the well to the sanctuary and the
easy access to the well from the sanctuary would explain why Zosima described
the Samaritan well stone as being in the sanctuary itself. The Russian Anonymus,
then, seems to have gone from the sanctuary to the Samaritan well stone and
thence to the southeast exedra to view the relics there,132 a very logical

progression.
On a later visit to the shrine of the Holy Well at St. Sophia, the Russian

Anonymus speaks of an icon of the Savior which had been stabbed by a Jew and
bled. While the text seems to locate this image in the chapel of St. Nicholas which
was adjacent to the shrine of the Holy Well, the stabbed icon of the Savior was
more likely to have been in the latter building, for the Russian Anonymus
specifies that the icon was on the right, that is to say, south,133 side of the chapel;
immediately to the south of the Nicholas Chapel was the shrine of the Holy Well,
connected to it by the passage (Sia(3atitx6) of St. Nicholas.134 The Russian
Anonymus had visited the Holy Well earlier, entering from the sanctuary of St.
Sophia, but apparently had not noted the icon. On his second visit the author of
the text came to the Holy Well not from the interior of St. Sophia, but rather

126 R. Guilland, "Etudes sur Constantinople byzantine: Le Puits-sacre To aytov 'Dpeap,"
JOBG, 5 (1956), 35-40 (repr. idem, Etudes de topographie, II, 19-23); Mango, The Brazen House,
60-72.

127 Cf. John 4:6 if.
'28Aiuiy71ats, 98.
129 Anthony, 16.
13 0 Antoniades, "Exeppaal; ui1S AyiaS Eogiaq (note 2 supra), II, 169-84 (which includes a

photograph of the well); Mango, The Brazen House, 62.
131 This is the so-called "Door of the Poor." See Mango, The Brazen House, 65-72.
132 See Commentary § 7.
133 An Orthodox Christian would normally face east (toward the altar) in any ecclesiastical

building, putting the south to his right.
134 See supra.
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from the Nicholas Chapel at the east end of the church; he had entered the chapel
from the street east of the Great Church. The Russian Anonymus apparently did
not realize that he had viewed this shrine previously. 115 The shrine of the Holy
Well was, moreover, the traditional location for this icon, for the well into which
the frightened Jew threw the bleeding icon was probably the Holy Well of this
shrine; when it was retrieved from the well the icon was displayed on the wall
there.' 36 There is reason to believe, however, that the image which the Russian
Anonymus records at St. Sophia was not the original image of the legend. The
Russian Anonymus, for example, is the only source postdating the Latin looting
of the thirteenth century which speaks of such an icon as still being preserved in
St. Sophia. Moreover, the icon which the Russian traveler describes was stabbed
"above the left eyebrow," while the original image of Christ displayed in St.
Sophia was stabbed in the neck. 13' It is quite likely that the original image of the
famous legend disappeared during the Fourth Crusade, and that the icon which
the Russian Anonymus saw was a different icon "stabbed by a Jew" which had
replaced the lost one.138 Perhaps the icon is, in fact, the "icon of the Holy
Savior ... called the `Mount of Olives,"' mentioned by Stephen of Novgorod,139
for no icon of Christ with this title is known from other sources.140 Stephen
locates this image in the same area, that is, between the passage of St. Nicholas
and what is probably the Holy Well.

The "fountain [xo.no,Qsl3] which appeared from the holy Jordan [River]" that
Stephen of Novgorod says was in the sanctuary of St. Sophia and near the
"Mount of Olives" icon must be the Holy Well; there are no other "fountains" in

135 Mango, The Brazen House, 66, reaches the same conclusion.
136E. von Dobschiitz, Christusbilder: Untersuchungen zur christlichen Legende, Texte and

Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der altchristlichen Literatur, N.S. 3 (Leipzig, 1899), 217**;
Andronicus Comnenus, Dialogus contra Iudaeos, PG, 133, col. 873; D. Ajnalov, "IIpiMeHaxxsl x
rexcTy xHHrH`IIanoMnHc' AHT°HHH Hosropoucxoro," )KMHH, 1906, no. 6, pp. 261-69. On the
miraculous image of the Savior, its tradition, and its location, see Mango, The Brazen House, 61-63,
67, and the literature cited there.

Before the Latin conquest of Constantinople an icon of the Virgin which was stabbed by a Jew was
also displayed at St. Sophia, most probably in the shrine of the Holy Well (Nicholaus Thingeyrensis,
in Riant, Exuviae sacrae, II, 215; Ciggaar, "Description de Constantinople," 248; Anthony, 16),
which leads to confusion between the two stabbed images; see, for example, Ciggaar, op. cit., 248-49,
where the Mercati Anonymus attaches the legend of the stabbed Savior icon to the image of the
Virgin. This icon of the Virgin might have been transferred to the Peribleptos Monastery in the later
period, for a similar story is recounted about an icon of the Virgin there; see Commentary § 24. Cf.
also D. Kobeko, "Tonorpac4wlecxxe yxa3aaxsr 'Becejbl 0 cBsrrbmAx [japerpaja,"' Bu3BpeM, 8
(1901), 108-9.

137 Nicholaus Thingeyrensis, loc. cit.; Ciggaar, loc. cit.; Anthony, loc. cit.
3 s An icon of the Savior stabbed by a Jew is also mentioned at Holy Apostles in Palaeologan times

by Stephen of Novgorod and the Armenian Anonymus, but this is probably a different icon; see
Commentary § 32.

"9 The text continues, "because there is a similar one in Jersulaem (sic)."
""Leonid, O6o3penue yapezpadcxux narnRmnuxoe (note 37 supra), 11-15 = 'IOHJfP, 29-33,

suggests that the image called the "Mount of Olives" was a life-size recreation of the Ascension of
Christ made of boulders and two-dimensional, free-standing figures such as one finds at the Holy
Sepulchre in Jerusalem. His explanation is overly tenuous.
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this part of the church. 141 The Holy Well, moreover, was located between the
passage of St. Nicholas and the "very beautiful columns, like jasper," as was the
Jordan fountain in Stephen's text. The columns are the splendid porphyry
columns of the southeast exedra which Stephen visited next (pl. 1, Q). While the
fountain of the Holy Well was not "in the main sanctuary," as Stephen's text
describes its location, the shrine of the Holy Well, in fact, opened onto the
sanctuary, and doubtless with this access in mind other Russian visitors as well

described the well as being in the sanctuary. 11-2 That the story told by Stephen
bears little resemblance to the story of the well of Samaria (other than the
Palestinian location of both the Jordan River and Samaria) might simply reflect a
relatively common confusion of tradition. Stephen recounts the story of how
Russian pilgrims found in this fountain a cup they had lost in the Jordan River,
and the Greeks at first refused to believe this was possible. The story reflects, of
course, the Russian idea that their faith in miracles was stronger than that of the
Greeks. The tradition belongs to a growing body of literature in late medieval
Russia, the subject of which is "XHTpble FpeKH," the sly or perfidious Greeks.143

§ 7. The South Aisle

"As you leave the main sanctuary in the direction of the sun, to the left [you
will see] the place where a great glass lamp filled with oil fell from high up; it was
not broken, nor was the flame extinguished, although even if it had been iron it
would have broken unless some unseen force had placed it on the stone [pave-
ment gently]. Nearby is the stone table of great St. Abraham to whom God
appeared in Trinity under the oak of Mature. (This oak has green leaves winter
and summer, and [will always have them] until the end of the world. It is
surrounded with high stones, and Saracens guard it.) The iron pallet on which
holy martyrs were martyred by placing it over a fire is also there, and many
people come to this pallet, which we kissed, and receive cures. Very beautiful
purple stone columns which were brought from Rome stand there. They are
multi-colored like jasper, and a person can see the image of his face in them as if
in a mirror" (Stephen). "[... and we kissed] the table at which Abraham wel-
comed Christ manifest in Trinity, as well as the iron pallet on which Christ's
martyrs were burned" (Ignatius). "As you go farther, on the right-hand side of
the altar there is an icon of the Holy Trinity with Abraham's table in front of the
icon. Abraham placed bread before the Trinity at this table and dined with the
Trinity. Christian people worship at this table, for healing comes from it. As you
go farther into the corner of the church on the right-hand side of the altar, leaning
against the rear wall is the iron pallet on which St. George and St. Nicetas were

`On the ubiquitous (but completely unfounded) tradition that St. Sophia was built over a
gigantic cistern (or many of them), and had fountains all over the building, see Commentary § 8.

142 See supra.
143Leonid, O6ospeuue yapezpadcxux naMXmnuxoe, 12 = VOH,Z(P, 30, suggests that this entry

might well be a later addition.
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roasted. There at the end of the pallet is a stone chest on a pedestal. The relics of
the forty martyrs and of the fourteen thousand infants [var.: eleven infants] are in

-this chest. Christians worship at this pallet and chest, for healing comes from
them" (Russian Anonymus). "Inside the church is the table of Abraham at which
the Savior appeared in Trinity to Abraham under the oak of Mamre. Nearby is
an iron pallet on which they burned holy martyrs" (Alexander). "[I also kissed]
the tomb of the three-year-old Cyricus.... [I also kissed] the table of Abraham at
which Abraham entertained the Holy Trinity under the oak of Mamre, the iron
pallet on which they tormented the holy martyrs (the blood of martyrs is still
visible on it)..." (Zosima).

The anonymous Russian pilgrim to Constantinople continued his viewing of
St. Sophia by going from the sanctuary and the Samaritan well' 44 into the south
aisle of the church through the "Door of the Poor." The south aisle is, of course,
to the right of the altar (as the Russian Anonymus describes the area). As noted
previously, Stephen followed the same route, going "in the direction of the sun,"
that is, clockwise, as one would in leaving the shrine of the Holy Well (Stephen's
"Jordan Fountain"). On the way, however, Stephen adds a description of the
place to the left where a glass lamp fell from a great height yet was miraculously
neither shattered nor even extinguished. This story is a commonplace in Eastern
Christian tradition; the Russian Anonymus recounts a similar incident at the
icon of the Savior above the imperial doors.145 From Stephen's topographical
information this miracle took place between the sanctuary (or more likely the
entrance to the main sanctuary from the Holy Well east of the southeast secon-
dary pier) and Abraham's table which was located in the southeast exedra.146
Zosima saw the "tomb of the three-year-old Cyricus" in the same general area; he
locates this tomb between the relics of Patriarch Arsenius (in the sanctuary) and
the stone from Jacob's well in the Holy Well shrine (the entrance to which was in
the east wall of the south aisle). The miracle of the lamp might have taken place,
in fact, at the tomb of Cyricus, for in 1200 Anthony of Novgorod recounted a
story which combines elements present in the later notes of both Stephen and
Zosima on this same part of the church. According to Anthony, an angel came to
take the soul of the young son of a certain Anthinogenus, a priest who was
celebrating the liturgy in St. Sophia. The angel spoke to the priest about his
errand and was asked by the priest to wait until he had finished celebrating the
liturgy at which the boy was an acolyte. At the end of the service the priest gave
his son's soul to the angel, and the boy's body was buried in St. Sophia.
Anthony's text adds that this is the only burial in the church proper, and that a
lamp full of oil burning at the tomb once fell onto the marble floor, and did not

144 He had entered the shrine from the sanctuary of the Great Church this time, not from the
Chapel of St. Nicholas, as he did later, and probably unwittingly; see Commentary § 6.

145 See Commentary § 4.
141 See infra.
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break.141 While the identification of the tomb of Cyricus with that of the priest's
son is tempting, militating against its acceptance is the location Anthony assigns
to the grave of the priest's son, namely, near the "Myrrh-bearing Women." The
"Myrrh-bearing Women" was an area in the north aisle of the church, not the
south aisle where the later sources locate the tomb and the falling lamp.'4s
Anthony adds that a wooden rail surrounds the child's grave to keep people from
walking on it,' 49 but this fact does not aid very much in locating the grave, for the
northeast exedra, where the "Myrrh-bearing Women" seem to have been, the so-
called "narthex of the deaconesses," shows no signs of a railing's having been
there, and the area between the northeast exedra and the main part of the
sanctuary is covered with patches, denying us the testimony of archeology on this
question. The identification of Zosima's and Stephen's site with that mentioned
by Anthony must remain but a suggestion.

From the routes which the later Russian pilgrims to St. Sophia followed in
viewing the church, we can locate two relics that were very popular among the
Russian visitors. These relics, the table at which Abraham offered hospitality to
three angels and an iron pallet on which martyrs died, were in the southeast
exedra. The two relics are always mentioned together by the later Russian
travelers. Stephen of Novgorod saw these relics near the "very beautiful purple
stone columns" brought from Rome. As noted earlier, these are the porphyry
columns of the exedrae, often thought of as being imported from Rome (pl. 1,
Q) 50 Since Stephen has just prior to this entry mentioned the icon at the Holy
Well at the southeast corner of St. Sophia, and the main sanctuary,' S' he is
clearly describing the southeast exedra. The Russian Anonymus confirms this
location for the two relics: they are farther to the right (i.e., south) than the Holy
Well from which he is walking (or more likely, farther to the south than the Well's
entrance). Ignatius of Smolensk notes these relics after leaving the tomb of St.
Arsenius in the sanctuary and the Samaritan well; Zosima, too, visits these relics
on his way from the Holy Well shrine. The southeast exedra not only served as a
place for the display of important relics, as this information suggests, but it also
housed the imperial metatorion (ji taticbptov), an oratory opening onto the
sanctuary of the church. It was here that the emperor and his entourage normally
attended the liturgy in St. Sophia.'sz

""Anthony, 5-6. Loparev (ibid., lxxii-lxxiii) also suggests identifying the two children's graves as
one, and points to the metaphorical significance of the two names (they mean "Athenian" and
"Promised to the Lord") as reflecting the folkloric genesis of the story.

""Anthony's text (loc. cit.) also suggests that the grave of the priest's son was near the Gregory
Column, which was clearly located in the north aisle; see Commentary § 5.

"'Anthony, 6.
1 so See Commentary § 5.
... He also mentioned the site of the miracle of the falling lamp, which was apparently near the

sanctuary; see supra.
152Antoniades, -Eicpparstq ifjS Ayiac Eocpias (note 2 supra), II, 214-24; Mango, The Brazen

House, 72 and passim; Strube, Die westliche Eingangsseite (note 8 supra), 72-75. On metatoria in
Byzantine churches, see D. I. Pallas, Ap%arokoyrxa-Aeltoupyrxa, in 'Emctrjpiq `Eiarpeias
Bucav'rviuv Enou&ov, 20 (1950), 295-307; J.-B. Papadopoulos, "Le Mutatorion des eglises byzan-
tines," Memorial Louis Petit, Archives de 1'Orient Chretien, 1 (Bucharest, 1948), 366-72.
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The table at which "Abraham placed bread before the Trinity" (pl. i, R), noted
by the Russian travelers, was apparently made of stone, as Stephen of Novgorod
and the fourteenth-century French traveler de la Broquiere say. According to the
latter source it was shaped like a tub. 15 3 Before the pillage of the Fourth Crusade,
at least, it was decorated with gold, silver, and precious stones. r 54 The relic's
popularity among the later Russian travelers reflects the popularity in the
Eastern Church of the story of Abraham's hospitality recounted in Gen.
18:1-22; the Eastern Church understood the appearance of God as three angels
at the oak of Mamre as an obvious prefigurement of the New Testament
Trinity.155 This typical reference to the Holy Trinity was often quoted in the
liturgy,156 and the scene was a common one in Byzantine and medieval Slavic
art.15' The story would have been quite familiar to any Orthodox Christian.
Stephen's note thatthe oak of Mamre under which Abraham offered food to the
three angels has green leaves winter and summer and is surrounded by high
stones and guarded by Saracens probably reflects what he was told about the
Palestinian tree by a local Constantinopolitan guide. The Russian Prior Daniel,
who venerated the tree in 1106 or 1107 in the Holy Land, mentions no such
barrier.158 The importance of the connection between the story of Abraham's
hospitality to the three angels and the Holy Trinity is underlined not only by
Ignatius' phrase "Christ manifest in Trinity," but also by the Russian
Anonymus' mention that an icon of the Trinity was displayed above the table. It
should be assumed that the icon of the Trinity in this case was the normal
Byzantine iconographic representation of the Triune God, God in the guise of
the three angels accepting hospitality from Abraham. Such an iconographic
scheme is the traditional representation of the only time man has seen all three
persons of the Trinity simultaneously.159 In 1200 Anthony of Novgorod noted
"three icons with angels depicted on them" (or "an icon with three angels
depicted on it" in a variant reading) in approximately the same place, "on the
left-hand side of the main sanctuary," that is, on the south side, since here
the pilgrim seems to be looking west from the sanctuary. Anthony, however,
connects these icons (or this icon) with the apparition of the angel to the young
boy guarding the tools for building the church. "o Other sources indicate that

15 'De la Broquiere, 154; trans., 519.
' ea Ciggaar, "Description de Constantinople," 246.
155 The Russian Anonymus even speaks of Abraham being host to "the Trinity."
'16 Cf the fifth ode of the canon of the second Sunday before Christmas, the Sunday of the Holy

Forefathers of Christ (December Menaion).
' 57 Cf. M. Alpatov, "La `Trinite' dans l'art byzantin et l'icone de Roublev," EO, 26 (1927),150-86.
'se Nor does he mention, of course, Saracen guards, since he visited Palestine when it was in the

possession of the Crusaders (Kumbe u Noarceube 4aHuna [note 38 supra], 70-71). The "oak of
Mature" has a long history as a Christian relic; Emperor Constantine the Great built a sanctuary at
the site; cf. B. Bagatti, "Eulogie palestinesi," OCP, 15 (1949), 146-47.

'S9This symbolic representation was the only depiction canonically approved in the Byzantine
Church (cf. Dionysius of Fourna, Manuel d 'iconographie chretienne, ed. A. Papadopoulos-Kerameus
[St. Petersburg, 1909], 51; trans. M. Didron [Paris, 1845], 88).

160 Anthony, 9.
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this apparition took place in the south gallery near one of the great piers. The
apparition was apparently commemorated by an image of an angel erected in the

south vestibule of the narthex. 161 The "covered table at which Abraham ate
bread with the Holy Trinity" Anthony located in a chapel behind the altar of one
of the churches of the imperial palace; it was in the Nea Church, according to the
Mercati Anonymus.162 Since none of the lists of relics which the Latin Crusaders
brought back to Western Europe mentions Abraham's table, it is likely that the
relic remained in Constantinople. Quite possibly it was brought to St. Sophia
from the Great Palace when the latter was falling into disrepair in the fourteenth
century163 and was placed in front of the appropriate image, that depicting the
hospitality of Abraham, where it was seen by all the succeeding Russian visitors.

Quite near Abraham's table, according to the later Russian pilgrims, and lean-
ing against the wall as one went farther into the corner (Russian Anonymus), lies

an "iron pallet" on which saints were martyred, i.e., a gridiron similar to that on
which St. Lawrence was roasted (see pl. i, S). In fact, three Western visitors to St.
Sophia in Palaeologan times identified the martyrs' gridiron with the death of St.
Lawrence, the third-century Roman deacon who was roasted on a gridiron.164
Although the Russian Anonymus identifies the relic as the instrument of the
martyrdom of SS. George and Nicetas, this identification is in the highest degree
unlikely.165 The Western attribution of this relic to St. Lawrence is the more
plausible explanation of the veneration accorded this relic.

The Russian Anonymus notes a set of relics in the southeast exedra of St.
Sophia which are unrecorded there by any other visitor to St. Sophia. These are
relics of the "forty martyrs" and of the "fourteen thousand infants," or in the
basic version of this work, "eleven infants." The strange combination of relics of
saints who have in common only the fact that they are members of large groups
makes the entry ring false, particularly since the relics are described as being all
preserved in one stone casket which rests on a pedestal. An archeological study of
the area suggested by the text (see pl. i, T) presents no evidence of such a pedestal
having stood there.166 Yet there is reason to give some credence to the report of
the Russian source here. It is known, for instance, that a portion of the relics of
the forty martyrs of Sebaste was preserved in the Constantinopolitan bronze

161 See Commentary § 2.
162Anthony, 19-20; Ciggaar, "Description de Constantinople," 246. On the churches of the

imperial palace, see Commentary §§ 11, 12; and Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 361-64 and passim.
161 Cf. Janin, CP byzantine2, 109.
164 Clavijo, 47; trans., 76; Tafur, 172-73; trans, 140; de la Broquiere,154; trans., 519. On the Life of

St. Lawrence, see BHG3, II, 51-52 if. On the cult of St. Lawrence in Constantinople, see Ebersolt,
Sanctuaires de Byzance (note 46 supra), 87-88.

165 St. George the Great Martyr was subject to many and varied tortures to force him to renounce
his Christian faith; curiously enough, however, roasting on a gridiron was not one of these trials (cf.
H. Delehaye, Les Legendes grecques des Saints militaires [Paris, 1909], 45-76; see also BHG3, I,
212-23). St. Nicetas the Goth was apparently martyred by the Arians in the fourth century, but not
by being roasted over a fire; he was thrown into the fire (H. Delehaye, "Saints de Thrace et de Mesie,"
AnalBoll, 31 [1912], 209-15, 281-87; see also BHG3, II, 136).

166 See Van Nice, Saint Sophia, pl. 11. The marks of a row of colonnettes here suggest a screen
connected with the imperial metatorion.
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tetrapyle dedicated to the martyrs; several of their feasts were celebrated
there.' 67 By 1420, at least, this tetrapylon was in ruins. 168 It is not impossible
that the shrine was already in disrepair in the 1390's, when the Russian
Anonymus visited Constantinople, and that the relics had been transferred to St.
Sophia.169

The other relics which the Russian Anonymus notes as being in the stone
casket on the pedestal in the southeast exedra seem to be the relics of the Holy
Innocents, the male children murdered by King Herod in an attempt to Sestroy
the infant Christ.170 The "Dialogue" version in this case seems to preserve the
correct reading, fourteen thousand. There are no groups of eleven infants (or
even of eleven other saints) venerated in the Eastern Church, as the basic Russian
Anonymus text gives, but fourteen thousand is the traditional number of the
Holy Innocents."' There is no consensus as to where the relics of the Holy
Innocents were preserved in the Byzantine capital, but they were in the city. The
Ilaipta ifS Kwv6iavnvoumoXsco; claims they were in the Church of St. James
at Chalkoprateia,17' and the Constantinopolitan synaxis on the day commemo-
rating the infant martyrs of Bethlehem was held at that church,13 making this
information the most plausible. A later section of the Russian Anonymus text,
which had first placed them at St. Sophia, has them at the Peribleptos Church,"'
while other sources locate them in a column at the Blachernae Church of the
Mother of God, "5 or across the Golden Horn in Galata.16 In 1092 Emperor
Alexius Comnenus said these relics were preserved in the Palace, a statement
confirmed by an anonymous list from the year 1190."' In sum, the evidence on
the location of these relics is very unclear.

§ 8. The Dome, the "Play of the Three Children," the Cisterns, Doors, and
Lamps

"On the thirty-first [of July, 1389] we climbed to the top of the Church of St.
Sophia where I saw the forty cupola windows. I measured each window with [its]
pillar as two sazhens less two pjadi [var.: two sazhens including the pillar]....

161 Synaxarium CP, cols. 356, 524. On the presence of the relics in Constantinople, see Anthony,
30. On the vitae of the forty martyrs of Sebaste, see BHG3, II, 97-99.

166 Buondelmonti, 276.
169 On the tetrapyle of the forty martyrs of Sebaste, see Janin, La Geographie de CP', 485-86.
171 Cf. Matt. 2:16.
171 BHG3, I, 264-65; Synaxarium CP, col. 353. Prior Daniel notes in his description of Bethlehem

that the relics of the Holy Innocents had been sent to Constantinople (3Kumbe. a xoorceHbe
65).

172 Preger, Scriptores, II, 263. Laskin (note 49 supra), 739 note 4, assumes that these relics had been
brought from Chalkoprateia to St. Sophia.

13 Synaxarium CP, col. 353 and apparatus.
14 See Commentary § 24.
175 Anthony, 21.
176 Clavijo, 60; trans., 91.
17 Riant, Exuviae sacrae, II, 209, 217. See also Ebersolt, Sanctuaires de Byzance, 59-60 note 6, on

other reputed locations of these relics.
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On the Sunday before Christmas I saw how the `Furnace of the Three Holy
Children' is performed in St. Sophia. It was [done] after the patriarch had
reverently celebrated the holy liturgy in all [his] hierarchical dignity" (Ignatius).
"St. Sophia has many fountains with sweet water in addition to those in the walls
of the church and between the walls. You would not know it, but they are at the
level of the church floor. There are iron rings driven into the marble. (Very

beautiful smooth stone is called marble.) There is also a countless multitude of
lamps in St. Sophia; some are in the vaulted areas of the church and the recesses,
and others on the walls, and between the walls; and in the aisles of the church
where the great icons stand burn olive-oil lamps. We sinners walked around there
with tears of rejoicing, and offered candles according to our means, there and at
the holy relics. St. Sophia has three hundred sixty-five doors [var. add.: and a
similar number of altars], exquisitely decorated, although some of them are
closed up because of lack of money. The human mind cannot recount [the
wonders of] St. Sophia, but what we have seen, that we have written down"
(Stephen). "When I went to the divine Temple of St. Sophia I saw another
wonder. As you enter St. Sophia from the great courtyard it is fifty cubits, that is
to say, sazhens, from the first doors to the second, and from the threshold of the
second [door] to the ambo is seventy cubits. There is a marble platform just as
you come to the ambo, with a stone railing around it, and there is a holy chalice
cup there with a gilded bronze baldachin over it. When the Franks were about to
take Constantinople, the patriarch began to hide the [church] vessels. He took
this chalice, and carried [it] from the holy sanctuary, but as he was passing the
ambo, there was a voice which said to him, `Go this far and no farther!' He was
frightened at hearing this and dropped this chalice there. He tried to pick it up,
but could not, so he put stones around it. From the ambo to the sanctuary is

thirty cubits, and the sanctuary is fifty [var.: eighty] cubits long and one hundred
cubits wide. St. Sophia is two hundred cubits wide, and one hundred eight [var.:
one hundred fifty] high, and its domes are wonderfully wrought and decorated.
High up over the main door there is a life-like mosaic of Solomon in gold on an
azure field; it must be six sazhens in size. There are eighty-four altars in all in St.
Sophia, and seventy-two doors in all, and three hundred sixty-two [var.: three
hundred sixty-eight] columns around it and inside it" (Russian Anonymus
variant). "There are seven wells in St. Sophia, and a lake beneath it" (Zosima).

No foreign visitor other than Ignatius of Smolensk is known to have climbed
to the drum of the dome of St. Sophia or to have taken the trouble to count and
measure the windows in the drum (the author calls them "cupola windows").178
Possibly the Russian traveler took advantage of his position as aide to the
onetime metropolitan of Moscow to obtain permission to fulfill his unusual

1 s In the 1350's, however, the Byzantine historian Gregoras took advantage of scaffolding erected
in the church in connection with repairs to the dome to climb to the interior of the dome and examine
the mosaic image of Christ there (Nicephorus Gregoras, Byzantina historia, III, Bonn ed. [1860],
255-57).
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request. Physical access to the drum of the central dome of St. Sophia is not
difficult. Stairways lead up to the terrace of the drum from the roof of each of the
four tower buttresses, which are, in turn, connected by stairways with the
galleries of the church. From the drum terrace a door on the southeast opens to
the interior of the drum, which is supplied with a balustraded passage ap-
proximately 1.30 m. wide along the drum's inner circumference.'79

The forty windows in the drum (Ignatius' total is correct) vary very slightly in
their width both among themselves and according to the height at which the
window (or more normally, the window opening) is measured, the average width
at the sill being approximately 1.60 m. The forty window buttresses (cTOnrm I) in
the drum also vary in width, the average width being 1.10 m.' S° The total width
of "each window, with [its] pillar," then, is approximately 2.70 m. The Old
Russianpjad' (foot) was approximately one-sixth of a sazhen. Ignatius' measure-
ment of a window and buttress of the dome would thus be one and two-thirds
sazhens (i.e., two sazhens less two pjadi). Assuming that Ignatius' figures are
reasonably accurate, the sazhen that Ignatius used was approximately 1.62 m.,
his pjad' approximately 27 cm. Using pre-sixteenth-century Russian literary
evidence, including Pseudo-Ignatius' "Journey" to the Holy Land, both
Cerepnin and Ustjugov have calculated the Old Russian sazhen as 1.42 m., and
the pjad' as 23 cm.' e' Thus Ignatius' measurements, doubtless meant only to be
approximate, are in reality quite close to the conjectured values of the Old
Russian units, varying only 20 cm. to the sazhen.182

Given the fact that Ignatius' measurements, very likely taken in the absence of
a standard measuring device, could only be approximate, and that they, despite
this fact, bear a rather close correspondence to the conjectured standard
medieval Russian units of measure, it should be assumed that Ignatius did indeed
climb to the drum of St. Sophia to count and measure the windows and pillars.' 83

There can be no doubt but that the "Furnace of the Three Holy Children"
which Ignatius of Smolensk saw presented in St. Sophia was the liturgical drama
of Nebuchadnezzar and the three children. This play was performed liturgically
in certain churches on either the Sunday before Christmas (the Sunday of the
Holy Fathers), as it was in this case (December 19 in 1389), or on the second

19 Van Nice field notes; Swift, Hagia Sophia (note 2 supra), 141-42, 167-68.
'8 0 1 am indebted to Mr. Robert Van Nice of Dumbarton Oaks for these measurements, as well as

for many other details on the Church of St. Sophia. See also Swift, op. cit., 166-67; Salzenberg's
measurements, which are cited in Lethaby and Swainson, The Church of Sancta Sophia (note 2 supra),
159, are inaccurate.

1e' L. V. Cerepnin, Pyccxan Memponozun (Moscow, 1944), 22-23; N. V. Ustjugov,
ApeBHepyccxof McTponorxx," Hcmopuuecxue 3anucKu, 19 (1946), appendix, 302, and passim.

"'The measurement suggested by the chronicle redaction for one drum window and its buttress,
two sazhens, would make Ignatius' sazhen equal approximately 1.35 in., also a reasonably close
approximation of the conjectured value of the Old Russian unit of measurement, but surely this is
accidental.

"'The results of applying Ignatius' sazhen, in the projected value of 1.62 in. suggested by the
above reasoning, to Ignatius' estimate of the size of the dais used in imperial coronations are quite
successful; see Commentary § 90.
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Sunday before Christmas (the Sunday of the Holy Forefathers). As Ignatius
suggests, the play was presented after the celebration of matins and the liturgy,
during which the story of the three Hebrew children was alluded to. De la
Broquiere also witnessed such a performance in St. Sophia, probably in the year
1432.184

Stephen of Novgorod ends his description of St. Sophia with a paragraph
which brings together many of the traditions ascribed to the building itself. It was
commonly thought, for instance, that there were great cisterns beneath the
church.l85 Clavijo claims one of these was large enough to hold a hundred
galleys;186 Zosima claims there were seven wells-and a lake-all beneath the
church. Anthony of Novgorod also suggests the presence of water pipes in the
walls. According to Anthony they led to cisterns in the galleries (in one of which
fruit was cooled for the patriarch) and to the patriarchal baths in the galleries. 187

Archeological study does not bear out this information, although there is some
physical basis to the tradition. There is a large cistern under the outer narthex of
the church and part of the former atrium, and there are two wells in the church
proper, one in the southwest exedra and one south of the northwest pier. The two
wells have, as Stephen notes, marble covers; the covers still show traces of the
iron rings formerly used to lift them. 18 s

There are abundant references to the great number and beauty of the lamps
in St. Sophia. They either hung from the ceilings or were standing lamps and
candelabra. Stephen's reference to lamps "between the walls" probably refers to
lights in the various chambers, chapels, and recesses of the building, particularly
in the aisles. Even after the church was made a mosque, visitors often remarked
on the beauty of the illumination, particularly for great holidays.189

While St. Sophia had a very large number of doors, by no stretch of the

184 De la Broquiere, 155-56; trans., 519. This liturgical drama and its mode and time of perfor-
mance in Byzantium and Russia has been extensively studied in M. M. Velimirovic, "Liturgical
Drama in Byzantium and Russia," DOP, 16 (1962), 349-85 and pls.; see also O. Strunk, "The
Byzantine Office at Hagia Sophia." ibid., 9-10 (1955-56), 199.

18' See, for instance, Buondelmonti, 272. Other sources on the cisterns supposedly under St.
Sophia are collected in Lethaby and Swainson, The Church of Sancta Sophia, 196-97. The tradition
continued into Turkish times; Evliya celebi, for instance, speaks of the subterranean spring at St.
Sophia (Evliya celebi, Narrative of Travels [note 35 supra], 1,1, 18).

186 Clavijo, 48; trans., 76.
187 Anthony, 23; cf. A1ty1161s, in Preger, Scriptores, I, 103-4.
188 There was also, of course, the Holy Well at the southeast corner of the church. For much of my

knowledge of the water supply at St. Sophia I am indebted to Mr. Robert Van Nice, who has
personally investigated the cistern and wells in the church. St. Sophia probably was also connected to
other cisterns in the neighborhood to service, for instance, the great fountain in the atrium and the
baptismal pool in the baptistery; cf. S. Casson, "Les Fouilles de ('Hippodrome de Constantinople,"
Gazette des Beaux Arts, 6,3 (1930), 237-39; Schneider, Die Grabung im Westhof der Sophienkirche zu
Istanbul (note 8 supra); and idem, Byzanz, 23-26.

' e 9 On the artificial lighting of St. Sophia, see Swift, Hagia Sophia, 28-29; Lethaby and Swainson,
The Church of Sancta Sophia, 110-21; cf. also Robert of Clari, La Conquete de Constantinople (note
33 supra), 85; trans. McNeal, 106; The Itinerary of Benjamin of Tudela, ed. M. Adler (London, 1907),
12.
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imagination were there three hundred sixty-five, as Stephen has it. Yet this mystic
number and others appear quite regularly in connection with St. Sophia.190 In
reality, the number of doors in Byzantine times could not have exceeded the
mystical number forty. How many "altars" St. Sophia had, or even what the
Stephen of Novgorod variant means by the word npecmonoe, is unknown. That
many of St. Sophia's doors were closed because of the inability of the state
treasury to keep them in repair in the fourteenth century is widely known,191-and

the mention of this fact testifies to the accuracy of Stephen's account.
The editor of the "Dialogue" version of the Russian Anonymus added to the

original text several entries pertaining to St. Sophia. They belong rather to the
realm of creative literature than to historical reporting. Thus even allowing for a
later scribal insertion to the effect that a cubit is the same as a sazhen (a cubit is
actually one-third of a sazhen), none of the figures given by this text bear any
relationship to the actual size of St. Sophia, nor indeed do they bear the proper
relationship to each other.192 Likewise, the numbers which this text preserves for
the altars, doors, and columns around and inside the church also bear no
recognizable relation to reality. By the same token, I have found no prototype of
the "Dialogue" story of the patriarch's hiding the church vessels as the Crusaders
took over Constantinople and leaving a chalice near the ambo when he was
stopped by a divine power.193 The story suggests, however, a popular tradition
much like that which gave rise to the similar tale of the miraculous disappearance
of the priest who was celebrating the liturgy when the Turkish conquerors
entered the church on May 29, 1453. According to the story, the priest walked
into the apse wall with the sacred vessels he was using and will emerge to
complete the service only when the building is returned to Christian worship. In
the same vein, the mention by the "Dialogue" version of the Russian Anonymus
of a mosaic of King Solomon above the main doors of St. Sophia is rather

' 90Atr yrlats, 96; cf. Vilinskij, Bu3anmuucxo-cnaeRncxue cxa3anuR (note 21 supra), 83. "As many
as the days of the year," the seventeenth-century English traveler explains it (quoted in Lethaby and
Swainson, op. cit., 147). Some visitors seem to have preferred the mathematically more useful number
three hundred sixty for the doors, as did Rabban Sauma ("Rabban Sauma a Constantinople" [note
79 supra], 246-48), and the fifteenth-century German adventurer Schiltberger, who counted three
hundred sixty, but also three hundred (Reisen des Johannes Schiltberger aus Munchen, ed. K. F.
Neumann [Munich, 1859], 138, 160; trans. J. Telfer [London, 1879], 80-81, 101). A thirteenth-
century anonymous English visitor claimed he saw seven hundred fifty-two, certainly a record
(quoted in Lethaby and Swainson, op. cit., 144). The seventeenth-century Turkish traveler Evliya
celebi counted three hundred sixty-one doors, but noted that an enchantment always made one
count one more than were really there (Narrative of Travels, I,1, 56).

191 See, for instance, the remarks made by Clavijo, 48; trans., 76.
192 Comparing, for example, the two most clearly identifiable- measurements reported by the

"Dialogue," the width of the church and the height of the dome, with the actual measurements of the
building would give as an equation 200 cubits: 108 cubits = 68 m.: 56 m. (on Old Russian measure-
ments, see supra, p. 233 note 181). It is difficult to know exactly what the author claims to be
measuring in the other numbers he gives.

93 This story and its possible genesis is discussed in Antoniades, "Excppaatq cr q Ayias Eocpias
(note 2 supra), II, 42; see also Speranskij, 125-26.
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surprising. While the comparison between Solomon's temple and Justinian's
church is of very long standing,194 any member of the Eastern Church would
immediately recognize the subject depicted on the mosaic still located above the
main door of the nave: Christ as emperor in cruciger halo with a prostrate
Byzantine emperor at his feet, and the Virgin and an archangel in medallions to
the right and left of the central figure. Moreover, the figure of Christ is in a blue

tunic and white cloak, with a field in gold, the opposite arrangement from that
described by the Russian Anonymus.195 Might there have been such a mosaic on
the exterior of the church?

194 See G. Scheja, "Hagia Sophia and Templum Salomonis," IstMitt, 12 (1962), 44-58; and
Lethaby and Swainson, The Church of Sancta Sophia, 144-45. Evliya celebi claims that there was a
picture of Jerusalem made of precious stones in the niche above the imperial doors (Narrative of
Travels, 1,1, 57), possibly an implied comparison with the Temple of Solomon.

' 95 Cf. E. J. W. Hawkins, "Further Observations on the Narthex Mosaic in St. Sophia at Istanbul,"
DOP, 22 (1968), 151-66 and pls.; Mango, Materials for the Study of the Mosaics (note 15 supra),
24-25 and pl. 8; N. Oikonomides, "Leo VI and the Narthex Mosaic of Saint Sophia," DOP, 30
(1976), 151-72.



Chapter VII

THE PALACE COMPLEX AND ENVIRONS

§ 9. The Justinian Column

"...we went to St. Sophia where stands a column of wondrous size, height, and
beauty; it can be seen from far away at sea, and a marvelous lifelike Justinian the
Great sits on a horse on the top, [dressed in his] Saracen armor. It is frightening to
see him. In [one] hand is a large golden apple, with a cross on the apple, and his
right hand stretches out bravely toward the south, toward the Saracen land and
Jerusalem. There are many other marble stone columns standing around the city
with many large inscriptions carved on them from top to bottom. There is much
that amazes [one there, much] which the human mind cannot express. [For
example,] iron cannot [cut] this stone" (Stephen). "As you leave the Church of St.
Sophia by the south doors, on the right-hand side is a tall stone column, and on
the column is the Emperor Justinian on a horse. The Emperor is bronze and the
horse is bronze. In his left hand he holds a golden apple with a cross, and his right
hand is stretched out toward the south (var.: In his hand he holds a large bronze
apple extended toward the Saracen land and he holds a cross in his right hand).
There are three pagan emperors opposite him, also bronze and on columns,
kneeling before the Emperor Justinian and offering their cities into his hands.
Thus spoke Emperor Justinian, `All the Saracen land is under my hand"'
(Russian Anonymus). "In front of the doors of St. Sophia stands the column on
which stands the Emperor Justinian on a horse; the horse is bronze and he
himself is cast in bronze. Looking to the east, he holds his right hand out-
stretched, threatening the Saracen emperors. Opposite him stand Saracen em-
perors, bronze idols, holding tribute in their hands and saying to him, `Do not
threaten us, lord; we will contend in your behalf.' In the other hand he holds
something like a golden apple, and on the apple is a cross" (Zosima).

The great bronze equestrian statue of the Emperor Justinian which stood atop
a column near St. Sophia was one of the most famous statues of the Middle Ages,
and one of the most noted landmarks of Constantinople. The column stood at
the western end of the Augusteon, the great porticoed square between St. Sophia
(with the adjacent buildings of the Patriarchate) and the Imperial Palace to the
south (see pl. ii, 9). It was on the right as one left the Great Church through the

237
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south door of the narthex, as the Russian Anonymus notes.' The other two
Russian travelers who discuss the Justinian Column, Stephen and Zosima,
merely locate it at St. Sophia or in front of the doors of the church.2 The stone
column on which the statue stood was indeed quite tall and probably could be.
seen from the sea, as Stephen of Novgorod claims. Certainly this is the impres-
sion one would get from the views of Constantinople in various of the manu-
scripts of Buondelmonti (who gives the column's height as 70 cubits/meters),' as
well as from the anachronistic view of Constantinople in Hartmann Schedel's
Liber chronicarum4 and the second- and third-hand depictions of the column in
Russian iconography,' which at least preserve a tradition of the column's great
height. Repairs on the statue atop the column normally called for the erection of
a high scaffold,' or, in at least one case, the service of a daring acrobat who
climbed to the statue along a rope strung from the roof of St. Sophia.'

' On the Augusteon, see R. Guilland, "Etudes sur la Topographie de Constantinople byzantine,"
`E7,,xflvtxa, 17 (1962): "Le Palais de Lausus," 95-99, and "Le Pretoire. HpatTwpiov," 100-4 (repr.
idem, Etudes de topographic, II, 32-39); idem, Hcpi clv [3aaikFtov Tdi iv Kwv6TavTivou Z Tou
Hopcpupoycvviitoo. `H XaXxf xai Ta neptl; aut71S. `O A6you6Tewv, in 'EnsTflpiq `ETatpriac
Bui;avttv(bv EnouSmv, 18 (1948), 153-72 (repr. idem, Etudes de topographie,1I, 40-54); Mango, The
Brazen House, 36-72; and Schneider, Byzanz, 79-80, on the earlier literature. On the Justinian
Column, see Guilland, `O A1'Yyou6TEwv, 155-61 (repr. idem, Etudes de topographic, II, 41-44);
Mango, op. cit., 174-79; P. Williams Lehmann, "Theodosius or Justinian? A Renaissance Drawing
of a Byzantine Rider," Art Bulletin, 41 (1959), 39-57, and the letter from C. Mango with Lehmann's
reply, ibid., 351-58; Muller-Wiener, Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 248-49; Kleiss, Plan, Ge.

2 The reference to the doors of St. Sophia probably pertains to the doors normally used, those at the
south end of the narthex; see Commentary § 2.

' Buondelmonti, 273 and pls.; and Lehmann, "Theodosius or Justinian," pls.
'Lehmann, op. cit., pl. 4. The late twelfth-century Arab traveler Ali el Herewy claims that

navigators could see it at a distance of a day's sail from Constantinople: "Aboul Hassan Aly el
Herewy. Indications sur les lieux de Pelerinage," ed. C. Schefer, Archives de l'Orient latin, 1 (Paris,
1881), 589. M. N. Speranskij's suggestion-that Stephen's statement that the column could be seen
from the sea indicates that Stephen came to Constantinople by boat (Speranskij, 33)-neglects the
fact that the column would not be visible approaching the Byzantine capital from the north, but only
from the Sea of Marmora; Stephen was simply repeating local lore.

'Apparently all the Russian depictions of the column derive from a prototype sketch, done by the
Byzantine artist Theophanes the Greek at the request of the Russian hagiographer Epiphanius the
Wise (cf. Cxa3anue Enuoanun mnuxa 0 nymu x Hepycanumy, ed. Archimandrite Leonid, IIIIC, 15
[1887], 4-5), and copied for Cyril of Belozersk, an important figure in Russian monasticism of the
early fifteenth century (ibid., i-ii). One must wonder if Cyril's interest in a drawing of Constantinople's
Church of St. Sophia and the nearby Justinian statue (evinced from Epiphanius' reply to his request
for such a drawing [ibid., 3-6]) might reflect Cyril's knowledge of the church and the statue from
reading the texts of Stephen of Novgorod and/or the Russian Anonymus, the earliest known
mentions of the statue in Russian sources. At least later in the fifteenth century, manuscript copies of
this work were to be found in the monastery of Belozersk, which Cyril founded. Unfortunately, the
drawing of St. Sophia which Cyril received does not include the Justinian Column; cf. O. Belobrova,
"CTaTysx BH3aHTlHcxoro uMuepaTopa IOcTnaxaaa B ApeBxepyccxxx nxebMeaubIx ucTOBxttxax x
xxoxorpa4Mxx," Bu3BpeM, 17 (1960), 114-23. See also M. N. Speranskij, "HoBecTH H cxa3aHHSt 0
B351THH ljapbrpama TypxaMU (1453) B pyccxo* nucbMexHOCTH XVI-XVII BexoB," Tp,apJlum, 12
(1956), 198-205 and passim. The surprisingly widespread interest in this column is suggested by its
mention in the work of the fifteenth-century Russian traveler to India, Afanasij Nikitin (IICPJI, 6
[1853], 336).

6Nicephorus Gregoras, Byzantina historia, I, Bonn ed. (1829), 275-77.
'Leo Grammaticus, Chronographia, Bonn ed. (1842), 227; Georgius Monachus, Chronicon, Bonn

ed. (1838), 808.
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We are surprisingly well informed on the statue of the bronze horseman which
stood on this column, both by Byzantine sources and by reports of foreign
travelers, one of whom, Pierre Gilles, saw it at close range shortly before it was
melted down by the Turks to make cannons. Gilles had the opportunity to
measure several parts of the already broken statue. The lower part of Justinian's
leg was taller than Gilles himself.' The statue was indeed massive. It was erected
by the Emperor Justinian after the completion of St. Sophia, probably by reusing
an old statue of Theodosius I or Theodosius II, substituting a new head and a
plumed headdress. The headdress and the earlier connection of the statue with
a Theodosius have called forth a great deal of scholarly controversy centering
largely on a fifteenth-century drawing which appears to depict the equestrian
statue of Justinian, but is somewhat enigmatically labeled Theodosius.9
Whatever the original identity of the statue in question or the subject of the
drawing, the mounted emperor on the column in the Augusteon is generally
identified with Justinian, as in the writings of the Russian travelers. r o

The bronze statue of the emperor, dressed in the military costume of a Roman
emperor, wore a Persian-style feather headdress in the later period (the tioucpa),
probably replacing the crested helmet described by Procopius." Astride a
bronze steed rampant, Justinian faced east as a warning to the Persians, whose
defeat by Justinian the statue might well have been erected to commemorate.' 2
Although the statue depicted the emperor with an eastern headdress, Stephen of
Novgorod's ambiguous statement that Justinian was "[dressed in his] Saracen

s Petrus Gyllius, De Constantinopoleos topographia (Lyons, 1632), 151.
'See particularly Lehmann, "Theodosius or Justinian," and the Mango-Lehmann correspon-

dence, as in note 1 supra. The drawing of the bronze horseman, now preserved in the National
Library in Budapest, is much reproduced, most conveniently among the plates accompanying
Lehmann's article. The tradition that the statue was of Theodosius, but was remade to resemble
Justinian, was already present in the sixteenth century; see Gyllius, op. cit., 150-51. More general
treatments of the monument may be found in Janin, CP byzantine2, 74-76; supplemented by G.
Downey, "Notes on the Topography of Constantinople," Art Bulletin, 34 (1952), 235-36; and
Mango, The Brazen House, 47, 174-79.

' ° In the later period foreign travelers from beyond the Byzantine orbit, for whom Early Byzantine
history was hazy, often assumed that any statue of an emperor in a prominent place, including this
one, must be a statue of Constantine. See, for instance, de la Broquiere, 159; trans., 520; "Aly el
Herewy," ed. Schefer, 589 (who claims the column with the statue was Constantine's tomb); and the
mid-fifteenth-century sources noted by Lehmann, "Theodosius or Justinian," 52 note 81. Robert of
Clari, a knight in the Fourth Crusade, was told that the statue was of Heraclius (Robert of Clari, La
Conquete de Constantinople, ed. P. Lauer [Paris, 1942], 86; trans. E. McNeal [New York, 1936], 107),
as was Ciriaco of Ancona (Professor E. Bodnar has kindly allowed me to read the notes for his
forthcoming edition of the Life of Ciriaco of Ancona by Francesco Scalamonti, from which this
information comes).

" On the toupha, see P. Grierson, Catalogue of the Byzantine Coins in the Dumbarton Oaks
Collection and in the Whittemore Collection, II: Phocas to Theodosius III (Washington, D.C., 1968),
pt. 1, 74-75.

' 2 Procopius, De aedifzciis, ed. J. Haury (Leipzig, 1964), 17-18; cf. also Hatpta Kwv-
cravtitvounoXawS, Preger, Scriptores, II, 159; [Pseudo-]Codinus, De signis, Bonn ed. (1843), 29;
Pachymeres, "Ecphrasis in Augusteum," in Nicephorus Gregoras, Byzantina historia, II, Bonn ed.
(1830), 1217-20. On the imperial gesture, see R. Brilliant, Gesture and Rank in Roman Art (New
Haven, 1963), 96-97, 184-85, 196-97.
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armor" (B Aocntkch copoLwncKOM) more likely means that the emperor was shown
in the armor he wore when fighting the Persians than that he wore true oriental
armor.' 3 Later it was often suggested that the statue faced south, warding off the
subsequent threat of the Arabs (Stephen, Russian Anonymus' 4), or west against
the Crusaders, 1 5 or again east against the contemporary Turkish danger.' 6 The
emperor held in his left hand the cross-topped orb of imperial power (the "golden
apple with a cross" on it of the Russian travelers"), and with his right hand held
back the Empire's enemies.' 8 The statues of the pagan Saracen kings mentioned
by the Russian Anonymus and by Zosima are noted uniquely by these Russian
travelers. Somewhat earlier, Pseudo-Codinus mentions a statue of a man near,
the Milion, which was quite near the Justinian Column; the statue bent the knee
to Justinian. Pseudo-Codinus also mentions a smaller statue kneeling before a
statue of Theodosius in the Forum Tauri.' 9 De la Broquiere mentions that right
near the statue column were three monolithic columns in a row. These columns,
according to him, once held the three bronze horses which were taken to
Venice.20 Actually, the horses brought to Venice numbered four and stood not in
the Augusteon, but over the carceres which formed the flat (north) end of the
hippodrome .21 De la Broquiere's information here is clearly garbled, bt(t it does
suggest that the statues of the Saracen rulers were taken down after Zosima had
seen them in 1425 and that their columns alone remained at the time of the
Frenchman's visit in 1433.

13 Speranskij, 60-62, suggests that "in Saracen armor" should be taken at face value. No other
sources suggest that the Justinian statue depicted the emperor in oriental armor.

"This was previously suggested by the Arab el Herewy ("Aly el Herewy," ed. Schefer, 589).
"This was suggested in at least one version of Mandeville (Mandeville's Travels: Texts and

Translations, ed. M. Letts, Hakluyt Society Publications, 2nd set., 101-2 [London, 1953], I, 6).
16 See Buondelmonti, 273, for example.
" Cf. the German nomenclature for the imperial orb, "Reichsapfel." Procopius, op. cit., 18, notes

the globe as a symbol of world dominion. Since it was sometimes considered a talisman of Byzantine
power ("Aly el Herewy," ed. Schefer, 589), the globe's fall from the statue's hand was often read as a
portent of the imminent doom of the Empire and the city (cf. Mandeville's Travels, I, 5-6, and passim;
Reisen des Johannes Schiltberger aus Miinchen, ed. K. F. Neumann [Munich, 1859], 137; trans. J. B.
Telfer [London, 1879], 80). Schiltberger reports, portentously, that the globus was no longer in the
statue's hand in 1427 (ibid.). It must have fallen not very much earlier, for Zosima saw it in place as
late as 1421 or 1422. As might be expected, the gigantic size of this orb became an important element
of the folklore connected with the statue. For example, Pero Tafur says the globe was the size of "a
fifteen-gallon jar" ("una tinaja de ginco arrobas") (Tafur, 173; trans., 140); the Russian monk
Epiphanius the Wise had heard that it was large enough to hold one-sixth of a barrel ("BtApo";
Cxa3anue Enuq5auux Mnuxa, ed. Leonid, 5).

' s The Budapest drawing has the emperor looking to all intents and purposes like a mounted traffic
policeman (cf. Lehmann, "Theodosius or Justinian," pls.). The sources confirming this stance are
legion and are noted in the literature cited supra.

19Preger, Scriptores, I, 39, apparatus; II, 171, 176.
20 De la Broquiere,159; trans., 520. According to this source the main column supported a statue of

Constantine. From the description, however, it is clearly the Justinian statue he is describing.
21 See R. Guilland, "L'Hippodrome de Byzance. II. La Tour au quadrige," Miscellanea Giovanni

Galbiati, III (Milan, 1951) (= Fontes Ambrosiani, 27), 212-14 (repr. idem, Etudes de topographie, I,
385-86).
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§ 10. The Chalke Gate of the Imperial Palace

"As you leave the large precincts of St. Sophia by the south gate, the Holy
Savior Church is on the left hand; the holy Savior is depicted on the wall above
the west doors of this church. Once an impious emperor sent someone to destroy
this image. A pagan came and climbed a ladder to smash the holy Savior; St.
Theodosia ran up and knocked away the ladder so that the pagan was killed.
They took St. Theodosia and stabbed her with a goat horn, and thus St.
Theodosia ended her life, commending her soul into the hands of the Lord. This
same image of the holy Savior grew impatient seeing the affronts of the lawless
and ordered angels to take the impious emperor and bring him before it. The
angels took the impious emperor, brought him to the Church of the Holy Savior,
and placed him in front of the holy image of the holy Savior. They began to
torment and beat the impious emperor severely until he repented of his lawless
deeds, and then they sent him to the patriarch. The emperor came to the
patriarch and began to recount how the angels had tormented him. He dis-
avowed his lawless deeds before the patriarch, and from that time on was a
devout man. All of Constantinople, including the Franks and everyone from
Galata, comes to this Savior [icon] on [its] holiday, for on this Savior's holiday
forgiveness comes to the infirm" (Russian Anonymus).

The Church of the Holy Savior, which the Russian Anonymus notes as being
on the left as one leaves the precincts of St. Sophia by the south gate, is clearly the
Chapel of the Savior at the Chalke Gate of the Great Palace which connected the
imperial palace with the great plaza of the Augusteon (see pl. n, 10).22 The
chapel, apparently built by Emperor Romanus Lecapenus (919-44), was sub-
sequently rebuilt by Emperor John Tzimisces (969-76).23 The two tales which
the Russian Anonymus attaches to the church make its identification with the
Chalke Gate clear. The story of the destruction of the image of the Savior.over
the west doors of the church by an "impious emperor" is a slightly inaccurate
retelling of the main event heralding the opening stage of Iconoclasm under Leo
the Isaurian in 730.24 The image which Emperor Leo ordered destroyed was not
over the west doors of the chapel, as the Russian Anonymus says (the chapel had
not yet been built), but over the main (west) gates of the Chalke tetrapyle or gate
building. The later chapel stood next to the Chalke Gate,25 although how much

22 G. Laskin, in Bu3BpeM, 5 (1898), 739, sees in the Russian Anonymus' reference the imperial
oratory connected with the emperor's metatorion on the south side of St. Sophia (see supra, p. 228).

23 On the Savior Chapel of the Chalke Gate, see Mango, The Brazen House, esp. 149-69; and idem,
"A Note on Panagia Kamariotissa and some Imperial Foundations of the Tenth and Eleventh
Centuries at Constantinople," DOP, 27 (1973), 130-32; S. Eyice, "`Aslanhane' ve cevresinin
Arkeolojisi" (with French translation), Istanbul Arkeoloji Miizeleri Ydhga, 11-12 (1964), 23-33,
141-46; Miiller-Wiener, Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 81.

24 Cf. Mango, The Brazen House, 170-74; P. Speck, Kaiser Konstantin VI. Die Legitimation einer
Fremden and der Versuch einer eigenen Herrschaft (Munich, 1978), 606-19.

2 'The various problems connected with the Chalke Gate, the bronze ceremonial gate of the Great
Palace, are the subject of Mango, The Brazen House.
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of the Chalke Gate complex besides the chapel survived into the late fourteenth
century is unknown; probably very little. The story of the defense of the image of
the Savior at the Chalke Gate by St. Theodosia and her subsequent martyrdom,
which the Russian Anonymus recounts, is well known from the various Lives of
St. Theodosia which were quite popular in Byzantium and in Russia .21

The second story which the Russian Anonymus connects with the Chalke
image of the Savior, that of the beating of the "impious emperor" by angels at the
instigation of the image of Christ at the Chalke Gate, is retold by the same text in
connection with an icon of the Savior preserved at the Peribleptos Monastery.27
The earliest version of this story does not mention an icon, but rather recounts a
dream of the Emperor Maurice (582-602), wherein he was beaten for his sins by
angels in front of the Chalke Gate and called to repentance by the voice of Christ.
Later on, the story was amended under the influence of the iconodule party as
proof of the power of images and was specifically connected with the Chalke
image of the Savior.28 It was this later version of the story which gained currency
in Russia.29 This image, or, more likely, its posticonoclast replacement, was later
transferred to the Peribleptos Church, where it was venerated by the Russian
Anonymus and by Ignatius of Smolensk.30 As was noted above, a copy of this
image seems also to have been displayed in St. Sophia.31

§ 11. The Great Palace

"The residence called the `Palace of the Orthodox Emperor Constantine' is
there [near the Nea Church]. It is as large as a town, and it has very high walls,
higher than the city walls. It stands below the hippodrome, by the sea" (Stephen).
"When we had finished attending the holy liturgy [at St. Sophia], we went to
Constantine's palace where we saw the imperial building" (Ignatius). "You go
south from St. Sophia, toward the imperial palace of Constantine.... The im-
perial palace is south from there [the Martyrion of St. Euphemia], for the
imperial palace of Constantine overlooks the Great Sea. For decoration in the
imperial palace there is a very high stone column which has been erected
overlooking the sea. On the column there are four stone pedestals, with a stone
placed on these small pedestals. Winged dogs and eagles of stone are carved on
this stone, and stone rams. The rams' horns were broken, and the columns were

26 The various Greek texts devoted to the life of St. Theodosia are noted in BHG3, II, 286-87; see
also ibid., 253, on the Life of St. Stephen the Younger, which also recounts the story of Theodosia.
Many of these works were translated into Slavonic and were available in Russia in various forms, as
in Metropolitan Macarius of Moscow's Great Lection Menology (cf. Speranskij, 62) and in the
Chronograph of 1512 (IICPJI, 22 [1911], 317-18). St. Theodosia's tomb was venerated by several of
the Russian pilgrims; see Commentary § 51.

27 See Commentary § 24.
"Mango, The Brazen House, 108-12; E. Kitzinger, "The Cult of Images in the Age before

Iconoclasm," DOP, 8 (1954), 102; Speranskij, 100 note 2; Speck, op. cit., 608-9.
29Xpoxuxa Teopzus Amapmona 6 dpe6neM cnadRUOpycclcom nepeeode, ed. V. M. Istrin, I

(Petrograd, 1920), 430-31.
30 See Commentary § 24.
3 " See Commentary § 4.
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smashed. It was the Franks who broke them when they ruled Constantinople.
They also damaged many other decorations [there]. Along the sea below the wall
there are stone bears and stone aurochs. This was the Baths of Constantine which
was very high, with water brought there, and jasper cisterns and jasper conduits.
This is all lost now. [var.: Constantine's Baths is near the walls, high up over the
sea. Emperor Leo had water brought there and had a marvelously designed large
stone cistern built, and the poor come to wash at this cistern. A large wooden
barrel encircled with iron bands was placed in a corner of this bath with seven
taps which supplied whatever kind of water anyone wanted. There was no charge
for anyone washing (there) and he (Leo) even placed a stone statue of a man in
another corner as a watchman to hold a bronze bow in his hand, and bronze
arrows, so that if anyone attempted to exact a fee from someone, he would shoot
the barrel so that there would be no more water from it. Alongside the barrel he
built a lighthouse encircled with Latin glass, and it burned continuously day and
night. Some people told me that this bath lasted three hundred years after
Emperor Leo. People washed in it and the water never stopped flowing from this
barrel, and the lighthouse continued to burn until the Franks began to charge a
fee, and then this statue shot an arrow and hit the barrel. The barrel broke and
the lighthouse went out. The Franks then cut the head off the statue, as they
broke many decorations.] There was another palace below the imperial palace,
and in this palace there is a cup that was full of water. Christians and Franks
came and took water from the cup, yet it always stayed full and the water never
decreased. Healing came to the sick from this water, but that cup stands empty at
this time" (Russian Anonymus).

The imperial palace, the "Great Palace," or, as the Russian travelers normally
call it, "Constantine's Palace," was one of the most celebrated attractions of
Constantinople. Begun under Constantine the Great in the early years of the
fourth century, the palace complex continued to grow and change until in the
mid-eleventh century its innumerable buildings, courts, and gardens stretched
from the Augusteon and the hippodrome on the north and east, to the sea on the
south, covering an area of about 100,000 square meters. The palace was located,
as the Russian Anonymus notes, south of St. Euphemia's Church,32 and of St.
Sophia (from which Ignatius visited it),33 and not very far from the Hodegetria
Church which Stephen had visited just prior to coming to the palace (see pl. Il,
11).34 Stephen is also quite correct in his description of the palace as being large
as a town, with very high walls and standing below the hippodrome on the north
and near the sea on the south. 3 5 From the eleventh century on, the Great Palace

az See Commentary § 14, on the Martyrion of St. Euphemia.
as See Commentary §§ 1, 2.
34See Commentary § 59.
35 Cf. the Russian Anonymus, who also notes that the palace "overlooks the Great Sea" [the Sea of

Marmoral; Kleiss, Plan, Gf. On the walls of the Great Palace, see Van Millingen, Byzantine
Constantinople, 281-83; R. Guilland, "Les Portes de l'Hippodrome," JOBG, 4 (1955), 64-76 (repr.
idem, Etudes de topographie, I, 522-32).
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gradually fell into disrepair and disuse, reflecting the inability of the Comnenian
and Palaeologan emperors to pay the upkeep on this enormous complex. It
is significant that in the early thirteenth century the Latin emperors of
Constantinople chose to live in other palaces, as did, in general, the restored
Palaeologan sovereigns.36 The Great Palace, this massive collection of the most
important secular buildings of the Byzantine capital, became in the later period a
ruin, and, according to the archeological reports, at least in part a dump.37 While
the Latin looting of Constantinople's art treasures during the Fourth Crusade
was not responsible for the final decay of the Great Palace, as the Russian
Anonymus would lead one to believe, the activity of the Crusaders certainly put
repairs and restoration of the Great Palace beyond the means of the later Greek
emperors.38

Still, even in its faded glory, the Great Palace attracted attention in the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Not only were some of the churches in the
precincts of the palace still centers of pilgrimage in this period,39 but a few of the
secular buildings were still in use, and even the ruins and remnants of the disused
buildings must have been impressive. As late as the 1430's, according to the
Spanish traveler Pero Tafur, there were still rooms in the Great Palace where the
emperor, the empress, and their attendants could live, although they would be
"cramped for space.""" These minimal imperial accommodations were prob-
ably in the Bucoleon palace, the imperial residence nearest the shore of the sea of
Marmora, long since integrated into the larger official imperial complex and
apparently the last residential buildings to be abandoned there.41 It might have
been in these seaside quarters that the imperial family spent the night preceding
an emperor's coronation.42 In the late fourteenth century part of the Great
Palace also served as a prison, as least on occasion, although probably only for
special political prisoners, such as the supporters of John Cantacuzenus. The
imprisoned followers of John Cantacuzenus assassinated the Grand Duke
Apocaucus while he was on an inspection tour there in 1345.43

36 See, for instance, Janin, CP byzantine2, 106-53 passim.
31 The Great Palace of the Byzantine Emperors. Second Report, ed. D. Talbot Rice (Edinburgh,

1958), 23. See also R. Guilland, "Etudes byzantines. La Disparition des Courses," Melanges offerts a
Octave et Melpo Merlier (Athens, 1956), 36-44 (repr. idem, Etudes de topographie, I, 545-50).

38A short discussion of the Great Palace, in Janin, CP byzantineZ, 106-22, cites the relevant
primary and secondary material. Janin's presentation should be supplemented by Mango, The
Brazen House, and by the individual articles collected in Guilland, Etudes de topographie, I,1-367, as
well as by the occasionally very interesting works of S. Miranda, Les Palais des empereurs byzantins
(Mexico City, 1964), and Etude de topographie du Palais sacre de Byzance (Mexico City, 1976). See
also Miiller-Wiener, Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 223-37. On the earlier literature, see also DO
Bibliographies, 1,1, 277-81.

39 See Commentary § 12, and infra, pp. 246-50.
4OTafur, 180-81; trans., 145.
41 See Janin, CP byzantineZ, 109, 121.
42 See Commentary § 91.
43 Nicephorus Gregoras, Byzantina historia, II, 727 ff.; Ducas, Historia byzantina, Bonn ed. (1834),

21-23; loannes Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, II, Bonn ed. (1831), 399, 537.
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Unfortunately, our knowledge of the arrangement of the various buildings of
the imperial palace is highly conjectural, being based largely on written sources
which assumed a thorough knowledge on the part of the reader of the layout of
the palace grounds and the configuration of the various buildings, monuments,
and gardens. For this reason, even the meager and random information supplied
by the casual visitor can become important in establishing the topography of this
area, which is now largely covered by Turkish buildings, and in obtaining some
idea of what the palace structures looked like. While there is no doubt that the
Great Palace of the Byzantine emperors had many decorative columns in the
gardens as well as structural columns as part of buildings, no single column was
particularly noteworthy per se, as the Russian Anonymus seems to suggest.
However, the route of the Russian Anonymus south from the Church of St.
Euphemia through "the palace" and on to the palace "below the imperial
palace" (the Bucoleon Palace44) would lead him past a lone standing column of
some note which might fit his description." Approaching Bucoleon from St.
Euphemia, that is, from the north, one would quite likely cross the terrace of the
Pharos (lighthouse) which was at the top of the ornate stairway leading down to
the Bucoleon Palace and harbor.46 This harbor, the private imperial port in the
days when the Great Palace was still the imperial residence, seems, in fact, to have
been sometimes described as the harbor at the lighthouse because of its proximity
to the palace beacon.47 Thus the Russian Anonymus' description of a very tall
stone column overlooking the sea, surmounted by four smaller columns and
capped by a stone, could in fact be a "lighthouse" (4)ouapb), as the editor of the
"Dialogue" version of the Russian Anonymus understood, possibly preserving
here a correct reading from an earlier version of the basic text on which both the
"Tale" and "Dialogue" versions are based. The "Latin glass" encircling the
lighthouse in the "Dialogue" variant reading would be the windows between the
four columns of the second story which protected the signal light from the wind,
just as the stone atop the four columns would protect the signal from the rain.
The tall column of the Russian Anonymus in the area of the Pharos terrace, that
is, between the main palace and the harbor palace of Bucoloen, would not have
served merely a decorative function, as the Russian Anonymus' text suggests,
although it certainly could have been made of marble and have been decorated
with bas-reliefs and sculptures, as the Russian Anonymus notes, in keeping with

44 See supra, p. 244.
45 Between St. Euphemia's Church and the palace he would probably have had to traverse the

hippodrome, which, however, he describes in another place; see Commentary § 13.
46Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De cerimoniis, Bonn ed. (1829), 116-17, 119-20; ed. A. Vogt

(Paris, 1935-39), I, 108, 111. On the Pharos terrace of the Great Palace, see R. Guilland, "Etudes sur
le palais du Boukoleon," Byzantinoslavica, 12 (1951), 210-37, and "Etudes sur le Grand Palais de
Constantinople. La Terrasse du Phare," JOBG, 13 (1964), 87-101 (both repr. idem, Etudes de
topographie, I, 294-333).

47Pachymeres, De Michaele Palaeologo, Bonn ed. (1835), 391. On the imperial harbor, see R.
Guilland, "Constantinople byzantine. Le Port palatin du Boukoleon," Byzantinoslavica, 11 (1950),
187-206 (repr. idem, Etudes de topographie, I, 273-93); Miiller-Wiener, Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 60,
225-28.
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the splendor of all connected with the imperial palace. Rather, the column or
tower in question was the palace lighthouse, which gave its name both to the
great terrace on which it stood and to the nearby Pharos Church of the Mother of
God, built sometime in the eighth century and restored by Michael III in the
ninth.48 The Russian description, in fact, agrees with the basic outlines of an
Eastern medieval lighthouse .41

Not only did the palace lighthouse serve as a beacon for the city, and par-
ticularly, one assumes, for the imperial harbor at Bucoleon above which it stood,
but it also served as the final link in the chain of hilltop signal fires used to send
word to the capital of enemy incursions on the eastern frontier of the Empire.
From the palace papoq watchmen could receive such signals from Mt. St.
Auxentius across the Bosporus, southeast of Chalcedon.50 By the late fourteenth
century, however, the lighthouse tower might well have remained only as a
decoration; the upper "columns" probably were destroyed by the Franks in their
general looting of the palace area during the Fourth Crusade or simply fell to
ruin.51 In any case, in the 1420's Buondelmonti uses only the past tense to speak
of this speculum inmensurabilis magnitudinis standing in the corner of the con-
fines of the palace near the sea, noting, however, that it could once be seen by
ships in the distance.52 The somewhat later (and updated) Greek translation of
Buondelmonti speaks clearly of the beacon's marble remains toppled down to
the sea. 5 3

"'On the Church of the Pharos, see Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 232-36, together with the
important corrections made by R. J. H. Jenkins and C. Mango, "The Date and Significance of the
Tenth Homily of Photius," DOP, 9-10 (1955-56), 123-40.

a9 See, for instance, the mosaic depiction of the Alexandria lighthouse on the vault of the chapel of
San Zeno at the Church of San Marco in Venice (E. Bressan, La Basilica di S. Marco in Venezia
[Venice, n.d.], pl. Lix).

50Theophanes Continuatus, Bonn ed. (1838), 197-98; Zonaras, Epitomae historiarum, III, Bonn
ed. (1897), 608; Cedrenus, Historiarum compendium, II, Bonn ed. (1839), 174.

51 The somewhat suspicious tradition preserved in the "Dialogue" version of the Russian
Anonymus-that the lighthouse was built by Emperor Leo VI (886-912; on the attribution of all
things marvelous in Constantinople to "Leo the Wise," see Commentary § 13) and burned "day and
night" for three hundred years-would, interestingly enough, agree with the destruction of the
lighthouse after 1204, when the Latin emperors made their final move from the now shabby Great
Palace to the Blachernae Palace on the Golden Horn.

52 Buondelmonti, 272. Buondelmonti is somewhat inconsistent in his tense usage, however.
53 C. Buondelmonti, Description des files de l'archipel par Christophe Buondelmonti, ed. E. Legrand,

Publications de l'Ecole des langues orientales, ser. 4, 14 (Paris, 1897), 85. Jenkins and Mango, "The
Date and Significance of the Tenth Homily of Photius," 134, have suggested that the palace cpapoq
was not a tower but simply a lantern ((pav6S) lit as a signal on the terrace of the Pharos. This
hypothesis rests on the laconic basic Byzantine text treating the lighting of the signal fire at the
Pharos, a text which does not specifically mention a tower (Theophanes Continuatus, 197-98), as
well as on the fact that no other Byzantine texts mention such a tower, although one might recognize
a lighthouse in the left-hand section of illumination 302 (fol. 24) in the Madrid manuscript of
Scylitzes' chronicle (Skyllitzes Matritensis, ed. S. Cirac Estopaiian [Barcelona, 1965], 325). The
arguments in favor of a tower existing at the Pharos, besides the testimony of the Russian Anonymus
and of the two versions of Buondelmonti (see supra), would rest on the normal meaning of the word
cpapoc, namely, lighthouse, and the practical point that the Pharos terrace, located as it was above the
stairway to the Bucoleon and its port would be at most 20 m. above sea level (cf. Guilland, "La
Terrasse du Phare," 98 [repr. idem, Etudes de topographic, I, 323]) and therefore not readily visible
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"Constantine's Baths," which the Russian Anonymus locates near the Pharos
terrace, are probably those built by Emperor Basil I at the fountain (cptIXr]) of
the blue faction below the wall of the Pharos terrace and connected with the latter
by a staircase.54 These baths were located above the seaside Bucoleon Palace (the
other palace "below the imperial palace"), as the Russian Anonymus' text
suggests, and were magnificently decorated with statuary,55 as was customary
for baths in great cities. The baths in question would also have been near the
magnificent stairway which connected the Pharos terrace with the imperial port
and palace of Bucoleon.56 Constantine VII decorated this staircase with marble
columns and stone statues of various animals, such as the Russian Anonymus
notes were in ruins nearby;57 the magnificence of this approach to the upper
palace much impressed William of Tyre in the days before the Latin conquest of
the city.58 The animal motif was chosen for decorating this area, doubtless in
keeping with the great statue of the lion and bull locked in combat which gave the
area its name of "bucoleon." 59

§ 12. The Nea Church of the Palace

"You go from there [the Hodegetria Monastery] to the monastery Nea
Ecclesia, called the Church of the Nine [Ranks of Angels]. In one of the chapels is
a very large image of Christ, the size of a living man, and it is freestanding, not an
icon" (Stephen). "On August first we went to the church which is called the `Nine
Ranks [of Angels]' at the palace of Constantine. In it are wonderful columns; it is
possible to see people standing in front of them as if in a mirror" (Ignatius).

Probably the most impressive building still kept up on the grounds of the
imperial palace in Palaeologan times was the "New Church," or, as Stephen of

from the sea, particularly given the height of the sea walls on the south and southeast shore of the city
(cf. Leo Diaconus, Historiae, Bonn ed. [1828], 64; Cantacuzenus, II, 543-44. F. Dirimtekin, "Les
Murailles [d'Istanbul] de Constantinopolis," Corsi di Cultura sull' Arte Ravennate e Bizantina, 12
[1965], 221, suggests that the sea walls in this area were 13-15 m. high).

"These baths are discussed in Guilland, "La Terrasse du Phare," 89-91 (repr. idem, Etudes de
topographie, I, 316-18). Not far away the "Oikonomion" baths (which were attributed to
Constantine the Great) had existed, but they were destroyed by John Tzimisces (ibid., 92-94 [repr.
Etudes, I, 319-20). G. Laskin (note 22 supra), 740-41, sees in this reference a different bath,
considerably to the northeast, but his convoluted argument is not convincing.

55Theophanes Continuatus, 336.
se See supra, p. 245.

Theophanes Continuatus, 447.
Ss Guillaume de Tyr et ses continuateurs, ed. M. Paulin Paris, II (Paris, 1880), 346; trans. E. Babcock

and A. Krey (New York, 1943), II, 379.
"Leo Diaconus, 87; Zonaras, III, 517 ff. On the Palace of Bucoleon, see the articles collected in

Guilland, Etudes de topographie, I, 249-367, under the title "Le Palais du Boukol8on." Guilland's
suggestion ("Constantinople byzantine. Le Boucoleon. La Plage du Boucoleon," Byzantinoslavica,
10 [19491,17-18 [repr. idem, Etudes de topographie, 1, 250-51]) that the stone bears and aurochs of the
Russian Anonymus are a northerner's interpretation of the famous statue of the lion and bull
presupposes, inter alia, a single number for the here plural objects. The suggestion is interesting, but
not convincing. See also Schneider, Byzanz, 27-29.
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Novgorod gives the name in Greek, rl NEa Exxa rlaia. Emperor Basil I erected
this outstanding monument of Middle Byzantine church architecture in the 870's
on the terrace of the Tzinkanisterion on the palace grounds where it connected
with. the terrace of the Pharos (see p1. 11, 12).60 Nearby stood the other great
palatine church, the Pharos Church of the Mother of God, apparently in ruins in
the later Byzantine period. The Nea Church was quite large and richly decorated,
primarily at the expense of other buildings which Emperor Basil despoiled for his
masterpiece.61 Just as in 1389 Ignatius of Smolensk wondered at the highly
polished marble columns wherein people could see their own reflections, so later
travelers continued to be impressed by the decorations of the church well into the
fifteenth century. The Italian visitor Buondelmonti admired the richness of the
marble in the church, particularly the fine inlaid pavement,62 while the German
adventurer Schiltberger describes the building as "very beautiful, and.. .much
decorated inside with gold, lapis lazuli and marbles." 63 No identifiable remains
of the Nea Church have been uncovered, and the area of its presumed location is
now covered with Turkish buildings.64

The primary dedication of the Nea Church seems to have been to St. Michael
the Archangel, and this was its normal ecclesiastical appellation until the four-
teenth century,65 when it comes to be regularly called the Church of the Nine

a tiaW' cov), as in the accounts of Stephen andF_ CUrRanks [of Angels] (ithv Evv'
Ignatius. The change in designation comes from the colloquial Byzantine name
for the church, i NF' 5a, the "new [church]," which was very close in late medieval
Greek pronunciation to the word EvvF'a, "nine," leading to the apparently
widespread custom of assuming that the church was dedicated to the "Nine
[Choirs of Angels]." 66 In fact, the church seems to have had several dedications.

60 Guilland, "La Terrasse du Phare," 94-95 (repr. idem, Etudes de topographie, I, 320).
61 See the sources cited in Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 361-64.
62 Buondelmonti, 276.
63 Reisen des Johannes Schiltberger, ed. Neumann, 137; trans. Telfer, 79. Schiltberger could only be

referring to the Nea Church when he describes "Constantine's Palace" in such terms, since no other
richly decorated palace buildings remained standing in the fifteenth century. The most detailed
Byzantine description of the church (Theophanes Continuatus, 325-3 1) also emphasizes the beauty
of the marble in the church.

64 On the history and description of this church, see J. Ebersolt, Le Grand Palais de Constantinople
et le Livre des ceremonies (Paris, 1910), 130-35; and Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 361-64. The
information which these authors cite from the tenth homily of Patriarch Photius does not, however,
pertain to the Nea Church, as these authors contend, but to the Pharos Church in the Great Palace, as
Jenkins and Mango have demonstrated ("The Date and Significance of the Tenth Homily of
Photius," 123-40). See also Krautheimer, Early Christian and Byzantine Architecture', 376-77;
Mango, Byzantine Architecture, 196-97. Cf. also the material cited in DO Bibliographies, I,1, 258.

65 See, for instance, Liutprand of Cremona, Die Werke, ed. J. Becker, 2nd ed. (Hannover, 1915), 9;
Anthony, 19; and the various documents dating from the Latin occupation of Constantinople cited in
Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 362.

66 Buondelmonti, 272, for instance, calls this church "Enea" (1j Nea, the new), while the fifteenth-
century Greek translation of Buondelmonti's account, apparently made by a native of
Constantinople, describes the church as 'Evvea," that is, "called [the] Nine
[Choirs of Angels]" (Buondelmonti, Description des files, 85). Both G. Destunis, "Tonorpa4xa
cpewiesexosoro KOHcraHT13HOIIO118,")KMHH, 1883, no. 2, pp. 244-46, and Janin, La Geographie
de CP2, 361-64, come to the same conclusion.
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The Nea Church was a great treasury of sacred relics before 1204,67 but by
later Palaeologan times all the relics seem to have been dispersed either in the
West or among other churches of Constantinople. In 1349 Stephen of Novgorod
mention only a life-size statue of Christ as being of interest in the church once
rich with relics. A large statue of Christ would certainly have been noteworthy-
and a surprising thing to find in an important church of the Byzantine capital,
since three-dimensional religious sculpture is forbidden in Eastern churches. The
Old Russian text of Stephen is unequivocal, however.68 Were the text less specific
or even somewhat less clear, or if it bore the marks of a corrupted or amended
version, one would be tempted to disregard the unlikely occurrence of a free-
standing statue of Christ in an imperial church and to charge the information to a
later embellisher. One might, then, suggest that the life-size image of Christ
which Stephen noted might be the full-length Christ that Anthony of Novgorod
mentions as depicted in mosaic and located in a chapel at the side doors of the
same church.69 Yet the clarity of Stephen's information suggests the existence of
a real statue, and his testimony is rendered more acceptable by the mention in
Greek texts of two statues at the Nea Church. One was a bronze statue represent-
ing a bishop who held a staff around which a brass serpent was entwined. This
statue, which had earlier stood in the Senate building, was erected in the
Bscitaptov of the church.70 An even more likely candidate for the statue of
Christ seen by Stephen is the large statue of Solomon which Emperor Basil had
remade into a statue of himself and placed in the foundations (Ev ioiS 9aµskiotq)
of the Nea Church as a symbol of his devotion to the work of building the
church." The "foundations" might here denote a crypt chapel, coinciding with
Stephen's placement of the statue of Christ in a chapel. A statue of an emperor in
full imperial regalia of the Middle Byzantine period would very closely resemble
a representation of Christ as Pantocrator, the almighty ruler of heaven and earth,
since the iconography of Christ Pantocrator is closely modeled on that of an
emperor.' 2

It is interesting to note that August 1, the day Ignatius of Smolensk visited this
sanctuary, was the date of a special festival for the Nea Church which called for

67 See the long catalog from the year 1200 preserved by Anthony of Novgorod, who calls the
church "St. Michael's in the palace" (Anthony, 19-20).

6e "XpxcTOC BenmH ropa3,go, axu xCHB Meno61x (var.: HenoBkxo) o6pa3ao cTOHT, He Ha mcox'k, HO
C060I0 CTOHTb."

69 Anthony, 20.
7OLeo Grammaticus, Chronographia, 257; Georgius Monachus, Bonn ed. (1838), 843-44;

Theodosius Melitenus, Chronographia, ed. Th. Tafel (Munich, 1859), 180. The story connected with
this statue is that the bronze serpent on the staff bit the finger which Emperor Basil injudiciously
placed in its mouth (ibid.). The serpent, a symbol of wisdom, often still finds a place on the pastoral
staffs of Orthodox bishops as a symbol of the wisdom they must have as teachers of the Gospel.

71 See the sources cited supra, note 70.
72 The most useful study on the iconography of Christ as emperor is still A. Grabar, L'Empereur

dans V art byzantin (Paris, 1936), although two recent publications add some new material on this
question: C. Capizzi, IIavtoxpaticup (Saggio d'esegesi letterario-iconografzca), OCA, 170 (Rome,
1964); and F. Rademacher, Der thronende Christus. Der Chorschranken aus Gustorf, Bonner
Jahrbiicher, suppl. 12 (Cologne, 1964).
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the presence of the imperial court at the services.73 Ignatius, however, makes no
mention of a festival service, raising the question to what degree public imperial
functions had been curtailed in the Palaeologan period.

By the late twelfth century the Nea Church seems to have been serviced by
monks,74 a fact which would justify Stephen's description of the church as a
monastery.

§ 13. The Hippodrome

"There, in the imperial playing field called the `hippodrome,' stands a bronze
column apparently [made of] three twisted strands; there is a serpent head on
each end of the divided top. Serpent venom is enclosed in the column. There were
many other stone columns there, as well as [other] marvelous things" (Ignatius).
"You go west from the imperial palace to the playing field, for the playing field is
near the imperial palace. This playing field was decorated with many marvels,
and even now there are many wonders. In it are thirty columns standing at the
Great Sea [end]. There is an iron ring on each column and a crosswalk paved with
stone bars on top of the columns, from one column to the next. You go from
these columns through the playing field. There are two stone women on a dolumn
[var.: on the gates] on the left side; these women revealed which wife was
unfaithful to her husband [var. add.: and did not allow them into the playing
field; they played by themselves elsewhere]. Also on the left side, as you go on a
bit from there, are three bronze serpents; these serpents turn three times a year
[var. add.: when the sun enters the summer solstice, the winter solstice; and when
it will be a leap year]. Also there, on the left side, is a great jasper column set on
bronze bases with the bronze bases set on a large piece of stone. Sixteen men
lifted the column, and on this column little people are carved [var.: set on four
bronze pedestals. Emperor Leo the Wise had these pedestals made, and they are
like large houses joined together. There are sixteen men on the column, eight
bronze and eight stone, and each one holds in his hands a broom. (It was [of ] an
unfamiliar wood, but like a wax from plants.) Under Emperor Leo these men
went around the city at night sweeping the streets, and stood unoccupied during
the day. There is something wise and clever about this work; he was like a second
Solomon. He had a palace during his reign where the sun, moon, and stars
wended their course as they do in the heavens, but now all this is disused, as I said.
There are other columns around the playing field on which are carved little
people]. There is a fountain on the right side, and an earth wall around the
playing field, with gates on all sides" (Russian Anonymus). "Nearby [to SS.
Sergius and Bacchus] is a playing field where serpent poison is sealed in three
bronze serpents, and [there are] many other wonders there wrought by Emperor

73 Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De cerimoniis, 540.
"The sources cited by Janin (La Geographie de CPZ, 365, nos. 1, 2) bear out this interpretation, at

least as well as his suggestion that there was a Nea Monastery adjacent to the palace.
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Leo the Wise" (Alexander). "An arrow-shot away from there [the Justinian
Column] is a place for horse racing called the `hippodrome,' a horse-racing
course. There is a column on a foundation there, and the foundation is the height
of three people. There are four marble supports on this foundation and a column
is placed on these supports which is sixty sazhens high and three sazhens wide, a
single stone, with no joints. Would you not be surprised, 0 man, by who it was
who built it, what kind of people these were? Next to it stands a column of
[strands of] brass twisted together with three asp heads. Serpent venom is sealed
in them, and if anyone is stung by a snake inside the city and he touches this, he is
cured. But if it is outside the city there is no cure" (Zosima).

The main hippodrome of Constantinople was, as various Russian travelers
note, adjacent to the imperial palace and west of it. It was also quite close to the
Augusteon and its Justinian statue (see pl. 11, 13).7 s The hippodrome was a long,
basically oval arena surrounded by stone banks of seats, except on its flat north
end. The general shape and orientation of the arena, but not the size of the
Byzantine hippodrome, is preserved by a public park in modern Istanbul, the
Atmeydan.76 In the sixth century it is supposed that the hippodrome could hold
upward of a hundred thousand people; somewhere between thirty and fifty
thousand are reputed to have been killed there during the Nika riots in 527.7 7 The
hippodrome was originally designed for horse racing, as Zosima notes (more
correctly, chariot racing), and the imperial chariot races there became an impor-
tant part of the public life of the city.78 In the later period chariot racing seems to

'5 On the imperial palace, see Commentary §§ 10-12; on the Justinian Column and the Augusteon,
see Commentary § 9.

76Kleiss, Plan, Ge-Gf.
77 Procopius, De bello persico, I, ed. J. Haury (Leipzig, 1962), 133; Guilland, "Les Portes de

l'Hippodrome" (note 35 supra), 51 (repr. idem, Etudes de topographie, I, 509). On the dimensions of
the hippodrome, see idem, "Etudes sur 1'Hippodrome de Byzance. XI. Les Dimensions de
1'Hippodrome," Byzantinoslavica, 31 (1970), 1-11. We do not know how much of the hippodrome
was kept in repair in the Palaeologan period, although Buondelmonti claims that it could accom-
modate the whole population of the city in the 1420's (Buondelmonti, 274). While the population of
Constantinople had shrunk considerably by the fifteenth century, Buondelmonti's note would
suggest that a good part of the stadium was still usable, despite the desolation evident in the early
seventeenth-century Panvinio drawing of the hippodrome as the artist claimed it looked in the
fourteenth century (see Preliminary Report Upon the Excavations Carried Out in the Hippodrome of
Constantinople in 1927 [London, 1928], fig. 2; and R. Guilland, "Etudes sur l'Hippodrome de
Constantinople. X. La Decheance et la ruine de l'Hippodrome," Byzantinoslavica, 30 [1969],
209-19). On the hippodrome, see Preliminary Report, and Second Report Upon the Excavations
Carried Out In and Near the Hippodrome of Constantinople in 1928 (London, 1929); Muller-Wiener,
Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 64-71; and Janin, CP byzantine2, 183-94, with the literature cited there.
Rodolphe Guilland has published a series of articles on various aspects of the hippodrome; see Etudes
de topographic, I, 369-595; and idem, "Etudes sur 1'Hippodrome...," Byzantinoslavica, 30,
pp. 209-19; ibid., 31, pp. 1-11. For the earlier literature, see Schneider, Byzanz, 82-83; and DO
Bibliographies, 1,1, 275-77.

"On the games, see R. Guilland, "Etudes sur I'Hippodrome de Byzance. Les Courses de
1'Hippodrome," Byzantinoslavica, 27 (1966), 26-40; and idem, "Etudes sur I'Hippodrome de
Byzance. VI. Les Spectacles de l'Hippodrome," ibid., 289-307.
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have given way to Western-style jousting and tournaments,79 with some prac-
tical modifications being made in the arrangements of the facilities for important
female spectators." ° The central area also seems to have been put to grass in later
Palaeologan times."'

The most extensive information on the hippodrome included in the accounts
of the Russian travelers is that of the late fourteenth-century Russian
Anonymus, whose approximate path at the hippodrome can be traced easily.
Since the Russian Anonymus goes west to the hippodrome from the imperial
palace (here Bucoleon, as noted earlier82), the visitor would have passed into the
arena by the south gate, the cfq EcpsvSovgq gate, which served as a public gate
between the hippodrome and the palace grounds. This gate was located in the
east wall of the hippodrome."' The "thirty columns standing above the Great
Sea" can be identified with the thirty columns of the curved south (EcpsvSovfl)
wall of the hippodrome noted by Buondelmonti and Clavijo.84 This wall, rem-
nants of which are still extant, overlooked the Propontis, the "Great Sea" of the
Russian Anonymus, and also dominated the nearby Bucoleon Palace beneath it
on the shore. The Russian Anonymus' stone walkway atop the columns appears
to be the continuous pediment atop these columns which is noticeable` in the
Panvinio drawing of the hippodrome.85 The iron rings which the Russian source
says were on each column were probably used to hang flags and draperies for
decoration during hippodrome events.86 Buondelmonti claims that nobles
watched hippodrome activities from these columns.87

79 Clavijo, 41-42; trans., 69; Buondelmonti, 273; Reisen des Johannes Schiltberger, ed. Neumann,
137; trans. Telfer, 79. De la Broquiere, 519-20; trans., 157-58, describes Emperor John VII's
brother's exercising his horsemanship there in a game with "other knights." On the disappearance of
chariot racing in the hippodrome, see Guilland, "La Disparition des Courses" (note 37 supra), 31-36
(repr. idem, Etudes de topographic, I, 542-45).

8OClavijo, 41-42; trans., 69-70; Buondelmonti, 274-75. On the arrangements of the boxes for
dignitaries in various periods, see A. Piganiol, "La Loge imperiale de l'hippodrome de Byzance et le
probleme de l'hippodrome couvert," Byzantion, 11 (1936), 383-90; R. Guilland, "Etudes sur
1'Hippodrome de Byzance. Le Palais du Kathisma. To IIakdriov coo KaOiagacoc," Byzantino-
slavica, 18 (1957), 39-76 (repr. idem, Etudes de topographic, I, 462-98); and idem, "L'Hippodrome.
L'Escalier prive en colimagon. `O µn nucxo xoxXia5. Itineraire du Salon d'Or a I'escalier prive en
colimacon," JOBG, 2 (1952), 3-12 (repr. idem, Etudes de topographic, I, 499-508).

81 Second Report, 4 and fig. 2.
82 See Commentary § 11.
83 On the connection between the Great Palace and the hippodrome, see Piganiol and Guilland, as

in note 80 supra. The gates of the hippodrome are discussed in Guilland, "Les Portes de
l'Hippodrome" (note 35 supra), 51-85 (repr. idem, Etudes de topographic, I, 509-41). See especially
ibid., 57 (repr. Etudes, 515), on the c q Epcv66vrlc gate.

84Buondelmonti, 273-74; Clavijo, 41; trans., 69. However, Clavijo counted only twenty-seven
columns (ibid.; the English translation reads incorrectly "thirty-seven"). The walls of the hippodrome
are discussed on the basis of archeological studies at the site in Preliminary Report, 15-23, and
passim; ibid., figure 2 reproduces a seventeenth-century drawing of Constantinople's hippodrome
which shows a row of columns along the top of the curved south end of the hippodrome. Cf. R.
Guilland, "The Hippodrome at Byzantium," Speculum, 23 (1948), 680-82 (trans. idem, Etudes de
topographic, I, 375-76).

Hs Preliminary Report, fig. 2.
"Pierre Gilles also mentions iron rings on these columns, although by 1550, when he visited the

hippodrome, the number of columns had been reduced to seventeen. The columns were removed
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The Russian Anonymus next notes the "two stone women on a column on the
left side" who revealed potential adulteresses; these statues are unknown from
other sources. The presence of statues in the hippodrome is in no way re-
markable. The hippodrome possessed, at least until the Latin conquest, an
enormous collection of statues which were placed all around the stadium. B8
Possibly a statue of two women had escaped Western expropriation and was
thought to possess magic functions. A statue such as the one the Russian
Anonymus notes, with its ability to detect adulteresses, along with the serpent
column,89 would certainly have ranked among the "noteworthy columns" and
the "marvels" of the hippodrome attributed to Leo the Wise. Although Western
travelers confirm the presence in the hippodrome of decorative columns, includ-
ing some with statues in addition to those now preserved and those mentioned by
the Russian travelers, they do not mention a statue of the women.90 Thus it is
difficult to locate with precision the column with the statue of two women
mentioned by the single Russian source. The Russian visitor notes that the statue
is on his left after he has entered the hippodrome from the palace and has passed
the columns with rings mentioned previously. The text must mean that he is
going toward the arena floor, since the author's point of reference (the row of
columns) seems to be the south wall of the stadium, or possibly the south gate of
the east wall where he entered. The phrase "on the left side" would seem to mean
that the statues, like the columns, were along the south (the curved or E(psv8ovq)
end of the stadium. This might indeed have been the statue's location. It is also
possible, however, that this statue was on the central island of the arena course,
the spina of the hippodrome, for the Russian Anonymus also describes the
serpent column and the obelisk of Theodosius, which were (and are) on the spina,
as being "on the left side" farther on. He is thus moving along the east side of the
arena.

The chief focus of attention for foreign visitors to the hippodrome, aside from
the massive edifice itself, was, in fact, the spina (backbone), the elongated oval
island in the center of the arena which served as the inner side of the racecourse.
This central area, which today still preserves the main axis of the hippodrome in

shortly thereafter. The rings were for hanging draperies (Petrus Gyllius, De Constantinopoleos
topographia [note 8 supra], 132-33). On the displaying of flags and draperies in the hippodrome, see
Guilland, "The Hippodrome at Byzantium," 676-78 (trans. idem, Etudes de topographie, I, 371-73).

B' Buondelmonti, 273-74.
e8Nicetas Choniates, De signis Constantinopolitanis, Bonn ed. (1835), 858-65.
"See infra, pp. 254-56.
90Buondelmonti, 274; Clavijo, 41-43; trans., 69-71. Pero Tafur, for instance, locates the won-

drous statue of "El Justo" in the hippodrome (see infra), and also echoes the magic function of the
statue of the two women on the column in the Russian Anonymus' account of the hippodrome by
locating "on the other side" of the hippodrome (what it is on the other side of is unclear) a bath (the
remains of the baths of Zeuxippus to the northeast of the hippodrome?) which magistrates used in
adjudicating cases of female adultery. The accused was forced to walk through the bath, and if her
clothing were miraculously raised, revealing her shame, she was assumed guilty (Tafur, 178; trans.,
143-44). According to the IIatipta (Preger, Scriptores, II, 185-87), the Emperor Theophilus (829-42)
founded a hospice at Zeugma, on the Golden Horn, where a statue of Aphrodite presided over just
such tests of virtue until an angry wife of an official had it pulled down. Cf. also ibid., II, 271.
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its monuments, was surrounded by a low wall91 and served as the emplacement
of numerous monuments and decorative columns.92 Today only three of these
monuments remain in varying states of preservation. The Russian travelers give
excellent descriptions of two of them.93

All four of the Russian travelers who visited the hippodrome describe the
serpent column which stood on the spina.94 This column was one of the classical
antiquities gathered by Constantine the Great for the embellishment of his new
capital in the early fourth century. Erected at Delphi in 478 B.c. as a votive
offering for the victories of the Greeks over the Persians at Platea and Salamis,
the eight-meter tall bronze column was made, as Ignatius and Zosima note, of
three separate strands twisted together. These strands ended in extended serpent
heads (the "asp heads" of Zosima) with the mouths open and the fangs visible,
whence, doubtless, the description of the monument as three bronze serpents by
the Russian Anonymus and Alexander. Originally the three heads at the top of
the column supported a vessel; this vessel, however, was lost before the column
was transported to Byzantium. The heads themselves were lost before A.D.
1700.95 The height of the column as it is now preserved in Istanbul is approxi-
mately five and one-half meters.96 `

The serpent column of the hippodrome was the subject of much folklore in the
Late Byzantine period. As might be expected, it was often conceived of as a
talisman against serpents and kindred pests, either keeping them out of the city or
rendering them harmless within the city walls, or, by extension, curing the ill
effects of snakebite, as Zosima suggests.97 Ignatius, Alexander, and Zosima

91 Buondelmonti, loc. cit. See C. Mango, "L'Euripe de ]'Hippodrome de Constantinople. Essai
d'identification," REB, 7 (1949-50), 180-93.

92 See, for instance, Preliminary Report, figs. 1-6; G. Q. Giglioli, "La Scilla di bronzo e le altre
statue della spina dell'Ippodromo di Costantinopoli," Archeologia Classica, 6 (1954), 101-12.

93 Few later visitors remark on the third preserved monument of the spina, the obelisk called the
"Colossus of Constantine Porphyrogenitus." They probably neglect to describe this monument
because it was not very imposing after the Crusaders had removed its gilded bronze sheath and
revealed the unimpressive material of which it was built. Cf. Janin, CP byzantine2, 192-93; Muller-
Wiener, Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 71.

"It is the center monument of the three preserved today in situ.
9'V. Menage, "The Serpent Column in Ottoman Sources," Anatolian Studies, 14 (1964), 169-73.

Some traditions hold that Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror himself cut off the first head to demonstrate
his strength (Archimandrite Leonid, O6o3penue yapezpadcxux namgmuuxoe, 8 = YOH,I(P, 1870,
bk. 4, p. 26). The more widely accepted story is that it was Sultan Selim the Sot who destroyed the first
head (Menage, loc. cit.). On this monument, see A. M. Mansel, "Istanbul'daki `Burmall Siitun,"'
Turk Tarih Kurumu Belleten, 34 (1970), 189-209 and pls.; Janin, CP byzantine2, 191-92; Muller-
Wiener, Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 71; and F. Unger, "Zur Geschichte der Schlangensaule in
Constantinopel," NachrGott, 1876, pp. 397-401.

96Janin, loc. cit.
97 In the twelfth century these functions were performed for the city by a bronze eagle clasping a

brazen serpent in its claws, a statue often interpreted as a symbolic representation of the triumph of
Christianity over paganism as manifested in Constantine's foundation of the Christian capital on a
pagan site. According to tradition, this monument had been erected in the hippodrome by Apollonius
of Tyana (to whom most talismans in Constantinople were attributed) to charm away snakes
(Nicetas Choniates, De signis, 861-62). R. Dawkins, "Ancient Statues in Mediaeval Constan-
tinople," Folk-lore, 35 (1924), 234, is probably correct in his suggestion that when this statue
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believed that the column contained serpent venom by means of which it cured the
effects of snakebite, a curious presentiment of the workings of innoculation.
According to Zosima, however, the venom preserved in the column healed
people of snakebite only if they had been bitten within the city walls. Given the
marvelous nature of this column, it is not at all surprising that Alexander
attributes its erection to Emperor Leo the Wise; many charmed and talismanic
objects in later Byzantium were ascribed to this emperor (as they were to
Apollonius of Tyana in the earlier period).98

The Spanish traveler Clavijo preserves a different tradition about the hip-
podrome serpent column than do the Russian travelers. According to him, an
emperor (Leo the Wise?) erected the column to keep serpents from harming
anyone in the city.99 The prophylactic function of this column is also the one
preserved in Turkish tradition. A Turkish manuscript, dated by its colophon to
1575, describes (and portrays in an accompanying miniature) Mehmed the
Conqueror's sparing the serpent column from destruction when its talismanic
function was explained to him by the "patriarch of St. Sophia" shortly after the
Turkish conquest. Unfortunately, the Sultan had already knocked of the lower
jaw of one of the serpents with his mace.' 00

Various other traditions have also been assigned to Constantinople's serpent
column. The Russian Anonymus, for instance, explains that the column turns
three times each year, a suggestion which remains unique despite the fact that
the conflated "Dialogue" version of this text specifies the three days each year
when this movement took place.' 01 The fifteenth-century Italian traveler

was destroyed or carried of by the Latin Crusaders, the serpent column assumed the statue's
talismanic functions. Yet the tradition of the serpent column of the hippodrome's rendering snakes
harmless was not unknown earlier. See A. Vasiliev, "Harun-ibn-Yahya and His Description of
Constantinople," Seminarium Kondakovianum, 5 (1932), 161. In describing a visit to St. Sophia in
1200, the Russian pilgrim Anthony of Novgorod noted that the `Pcuµ&vintov, a brass bolt in the royal
doors of the iconostasis of St. Sophia, or possibly in the imperial doors of the narthex, drew serpent
venom from those who put the bolt in their mouths (Anthony, 8), thus serving the same curative
function as the column and the statue. Around 1204 Robert of Clari mentions a tube (buhotiaus) of an
unknown metal hanging on the imperial doors of St. Sophia which sucked poison from the mouths of
the sick (Robert of Clari, La Conquete de Constantinople [note 10 supra], 85; trans. McNeal, 106-7).

98 On the reputation of Emperor Leo VI as a magician, see C. Mango, "The Legend of Leo the
Wise," ZVI, 6 (1960), 59-93.

99 Clavijo, 43; trans., 70-71; as noted above, this was among the miraculous properties attributed
to this column by the Greeks.

oo The text and accompanying illustration are published in Second Report (note 77 supra), 1-4 and
fig. 2. By the second quarter of the seventeenth century, Turkish folklore ascribed the building of the
prophylactic column to the "Sage Surendeh," and the destruction of one of the serpent's jaws to
Sultan Selim the Sot (sixteenth century). Thereupon, at least according to the Turkish traveler Evliya
celebi, serpents appeared in Istanbul. He goes on to predict that when the remaining heads are
destroyed the city will be consumed by vermin (Evliya celebi, Narrative of Travels in Europe, Asia,
and Africa, in the Seventeenth Century, by Evliya Efendi, trans. J. von Hammer [London, 1834], 1,1,
19).

' 01 Might the turning of the column be a reminiscence of the column's occasional use in divination?
Cf. Theophanes Continuatus, 155-56, for an example of using the serpent column to predict the
future.
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Buondelmonti describes the column as a fountain provided with three heads, one
giving water, one wine, and one milk.102 His contemporary, the Spaniard Pero
Tafur, was told that the column had once been a fountain which gave wine and
milk from its two heads (sic); he remained unconvinced.103 The results of the
British archeological investigations in the hippodrome have served to confirm
the use of the serpent column and the nearby Colossus of Constantine
Porphyrogenitus (and possibly also the Obelisk of Theodosius) as fountains, at
least in Ottoman times, but also possibly in the Late Byzantine period. 104 Since
neither the Russian travelers nor other sources before 1420 describe these monu-
ments as fountains, it is possible that they were not turned into fountains until
around that date.l05

The Russian Anonymus next mentions seeing on his left what is clearly the
Obelisk of Theodosius, thus indicating that he is walking north on the east side of
the spina, that is, toward the carceres. The obelisk is immediately north of the
serpent column, even as these monuments are preserved today. The Theodosius
monument is one of the oldest and best preserved. monuments of the hip-
podrome. The great monolithic marble obelisk (Zosima is correct that it was
made of a single piece of stone; the Russian Anonymus identifies the stone as
jasper, by which he normally means marble) was raised by Pharaoh Thutmose III
in 1454 B.C., and in ca. A.D. 390 it was transported to Constantinople and erected
in the hippodrome at the order of Theodosius I.106 There the 19.59-m. obelisk
(Zosima's measurements are all awry107) was mounted on a specially con-
structed pedestal and base resting on steps by means of four bronze cubes at the
corners of the obelisk and pedestal. The four bronze cubes are, of course, the
"bronze bases set on a large piece of stone" in the words of the Russian
Anonymus, and probably the "four marble [sic] supports" set on the base
according to Zosima. The "large piece of stone" on which these bronze supports
are placed (Russian Anonymus) is the marble pedestal which, together with the
marble base and intervening granite layer, reaches a height of 4.3 m.108 (hardly
the "height of three people," as Zosima would lead one to believe).

While the obelisk itself is decorated with the original hieroglyphs of Pharaoh
Thutmose on all four sides, the reliefs on the pedestal and base are Byzantine.

... Buondelmonti, 274.
103 Tafur, 177; trans., 143.
"'Preliminary Report, 8-15 and pls. See also A. Vasiliev, "Pero Tafur, a Spanish Traveler of the

Fifteenth Century and His Visit to Constantinople, Trebizond, and Italy," Byzantion, 7 (1932),
108-9.

'°5 Most likely the canalization was undertaken between 1403, when Clavijo describes the column
with no mention of it being a fountain (Clavijo, 43; trans., 71), and 1420, the probable date of the visit
of Buondelmonti, who was the first to call the serpent column a fountain.

'°6E. Iversen, Obelisks in Exile, II: The Obelisks of Istanbul and England (Copenhagen, 1972),
9-33; G. Bruns, Der Obelisk and seine Basis auf dem Hippodrom zu Konstantinopel, IstForsch, 7
(Istanbul, 1935), 16. On this monument in general, see these two works. Further bibliography is
included in DO Bibliographies, 1,1, 274.

' O7 On Old Russian measurements, see Commentary § 8. The width of the bottom edge of one side
of the obelisk measures between 2.21 and 2.57 m. (Bruns, Der Obelisk, pl. 6).

108Ibid., pls. 8, 9.
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The four sides of the pedestal show the imperial court in its special box at the
hippodrome (the xa&taµa) presiding over the four main types of events cele-
brated there: games, dances, acclamations, and triumphs. Two sides of the base
carry inscriptions on the erection of the obelisk by Theodosius, one in Latin and
the other in Greek, while the remaining facades of the base are decorated with
sculptured depictions of the raising of the massive obelisk and of the chariot races
held in the stadium. These bas-reliefs doubtless comprise the "little people"
carved on the column (Russian Anonymus). While it obviously took the labor of
more than the sixteen men mentioned by the Russian Anonymus to lift the
obelisk onto its Constantinopolitan pedestal, in the depiction of this event on
the base of the obelisk, eight (or sixteen) men manned the winches.' 09 The
"Dialogue" variants to the Russian Anonymus' description of the Theodosius
Obelisk in the hippodrome display an utter lack of familiarity with the monu-
ment.10 Yet this same source clearly knows much of the folklore of the
Byzantine capital, particularly as it relates to the marvels effected by Leo the
Wise. While the statue sweepers of the "Dialogue" seem to be a variant of the
garbage-eating toads which Zosima saw outside the "Apolikaptii" Church,"'
the tradition of a demonstration planetarium palace in Constantinople, such as
the "Dialogue" seems to describe, is otherwise unknown.' z These stories rep-
resent the developing reputation of Leo VI as a magician in later Palaeologan
times.' 13

The fountain which the Russian Anonymus notes on his right after discussing
the serpent column and the Theodosius Obelisk (which are on his left) must
remain unidentified for the moment; it was probably, however, a cistern.
Medieval Constantinople was generously supplied with cisterns to assure an
abundant water supply to the city in all circumstances, and while more than
eighty are known today there were clearly many more.14 The old imperial
palace, which was on the traveler's right as he walked north in the hippodrome,
had several cisterns. Since, however, the anonymous pilgrim mentions the "foun-
tain" immediately before noting the earth wall around the hippodrome (prob-
ably here the terracing necessary in a city with such high relief as

i"Ibid., pls. 51-61, and text pl. 6, a conjectural restoration of this partially effaced panel; Iversen,
Obelisks in Exile, II, 15-19. For suggested revisions of the dating of the base of the obelisk, see
H. Wrede, "Zur Errichtung des Theodosiusobelisken in Istanbul," IstMitt, 16 (1966), 178-98; and
Iversen, op. cit., 9-14.

o The variants compare the brass cube supports to large houses in size (they are just under 50 cm.
high!) and place eight brass and eight stone statues on the obelisk.

"' See Commentary § 29, on the garbage-eating toads. In Ottoman times these toads, which swept
the streets at night while they were invisible, were replaced by one or two tortoises. See H. Carnoy and
J. Nicolaides, Folklore de Constantinople (Paris, 1894), 13. Note that at least in the seventeenth
century Turks sometimes described the figures on the base of the column of Theodosius as prophetic
of future attacks. See Evliya celebi, Narrative of Travels, 1,1, 19.

1' Cf. Mango, "Legend of Leo the Wise," 74. The "Dialogue" has a special propensity for astral
lore as evidenced, for instance, by its enigmatic notice as to when the serpent column turns each year.

"' On Emperor Leo VI as a subject of folklore, see ibid., 59-93.
"4Janin, CP byzantinez, 201-15, is a useful summary treatment of the cisterns of Constantinople

with references to the sources.
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Constantinople" s) and the gates leading out of it, he might well have referred
here to a cistern to the north of the hippodrome and connected with the carceres,
since these would, in fact, be on his right as he left the hippodrome.
Buondelmonti seems to locate a "quite ample" cistern with excellent water in
that area, since he mentions it when coming into the hippodrome from the
Justinian Column in the Augusteon to the northeast of the hippodrome."' Also
on a visitor's right as he left the hippodrome through its north end were thebaths
of Zeuxippus, which were also amply supplied with water."' It should be
remembered that the Russian Anonymus went from the hippodrome to the
Column of Constantine, which was located on the Mese (ME6rl, the central
avenue of Constantinople) at the forum of Constantine,"8 and thus left the
stadium either by the Antiochus gate on the northwest or through the gate at the
west end of the carceres; both gave access to the Mese,119 and both would have
been on the traveler's left, as the source demands. Once he was out of the
hippodrome and walking up the Mese, several other cisterns would have been on
his right, including, for instance, the "cistern basilica" (Yerebatan sarayi).120

§ 14. The Martyrion of St. Euphemia

"You go south from St. Sophia, toward the imperial palace of Constantine; on
the left is the Church of St. Euphemia where the head of St. Euphemia reposes,
covered in gold [var.: where the council of the forty holy fathers on the sixteenth
day of July was confirmed in the faith by St. Euphemia]. The body of St. Michael
also reposes there; Christians worship at them, for healing comes from them"
(Russian Anonymus).

The Russian Anonymus' location for the Church of St. Euphemia is not quite
correct. It lay west of St. Sophia, not south as he says; the church, however, does
seem to have been connected with the imperial palace which he mentions in
locating it. This church was quite near the hippodrome and, in fact, is often called
"St. Euphemia at the Hippodrome" by Byzantine sources. The identification of
this church raises no problems, since remains of it still exist and have been the

,'s On the terraces of Constantinople, see E. Mamboury, "Contribution a la topographic generale
de Constantinople," Actes du He Congres international d'Etudes byzantines, II (Paris, 1951), 243-53;
and Janin, CP byzantine2, map vi, the terraces of the city as reconstructed by Mamboury.

1' 6 Buondelmonti, 273.
117 On the baths of Zeuxippus, see R. Guilland, "Etudes sur la topographic de Byzance. Les

Thermes de Zeuxippe," JOBG, 15 (1966), 261-71; Miiller-Wiener, Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 51.
1180n the Column of Constantine, see Commentary § 15.
19R. Guilland, McXtta1 nEpi too 'Inno8p6µou Tfq KwvaTUVTtVoumOXcwS, in 'Ertsirlpiq

`Eiatpciac EnooStav, 20 (1950), 33-39 (repr. idem, Etudes de Topographic, I, 393-96);
idem, "Les Portes de l'Hippodrome" (note 35 supra), 51-54 (repr. Etudes, I, 509-12). See also idern,
"Autour du Livre des Ceremonies de Constantin VII Porphyrogenete. La Mese ou Regia: `H Mz oii,
f1 `Prjyia," Actes du He Congres international d'Etudes byzantines, II (Paris, 1951), 171-73 (repr.
Etudes, II, 69-70).

12OJanin, CP byzantine2, map vii.
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subject of thorough scholarly study (see pl. ii, 14). 121 Originally an early fifth-
century secular building, it seems to have- been transformed into a church by the
first half of the seventh century, when the body of St. Euphemia was enshrined
there. The church, which came to be regarded as the martyrion of the saint after
her body was enshrined there,' 22 was restored and redecorated more than once.
The building was a domed hexafoil in plan, richly decorated, and boasting at
various periods mosaics and frescoes.

The body of the martyr Euphemia was brought to the church for safety from
her native Chalcedon across the Bosporus when that city was in danger of sack by
the Persians, probably in 626, and thereafter became a very popular relic in the
Byzantine capital, for the body still exuded blood. The body of St. Euphemia
doubtless also developed an important cult because of the tradition that her body
had chosen the declaration of faith of the Orthodox party at the Council of
Chalcedon.123 The Council of Chalcedon was of course held in the martyrion of
the martyr in Chalcedon, not in her Constantinopolitan martyrion, as the
Russian Anonymus variant has it.124 The popularity of the relic caused it to be
among the first casualties of Iconoclasm, and, coffin and all, it was thrown into
the sea. Miraculously rescued by faithful iconodules on the island of Lemnos, the
body of St. Euphemia was restored to her church at the hippodrome in the last
years of the eighth century.125 The history of this relic is unclear after its
reentombment in the church. By the late twelfth century it is located outside the
city walls,126 and the church at the hippodrome claims only lesser relics of the
Chalcedonian martyr, including her head127 and her empty tomb.128 After the
Latin conquest of Constantinople, "relics" and the jewel-encrusted arm of St.
Euphemia are reported in Germany, 129 but there is no mention of the saint's
head or body in the West. These relics must somehow have escaped the Latins
and remained in Constantinople, the head at the church near the hippodrome (if

121 On the Church of St. Euphemia, see R. Naumann and H. Belting, Die Euphemia-Kirche am
Hippodrom zu Istanbul and ihre Fresken, IstForsch, 25 (Berlin, 1966); a summary description with
some emendations in Mathews, Early Churches of CP, 61-67; cf. also A. Grabar, in Cahiers
Archeologiques, 17 (1967), 251-54; Mathews, Byzantine Churches of Istanbul, 123-27; Miiller-
Wiener, Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 122-25; Kleiss, Plan, Ge; cf. ibid., 9, no. 50. For the earlier literature,
see DO Bibliographies, 1,1, 254.

112 Synaxarium CP, cols. 49, 813.
123 See Commentary § 40.
124 Anthony of Novgorod (Anthony, 28) and the Mercati Anonymus (Ciggaar, "Description de

Constantinople," 256-57) also recount the supposed activity of Euphemia's body at the "Council of
the six hundred thirty Fathers" (not of the "forty Fathers," as in the "Dialogue" variants to the
Russian Anonymus). This is the Council of Chalcedon. The date which the "Dialogue" variant to the
Russian Anonymus text connects with this council, July 16, is the day the council is commemorated in
the Orthodox liturgical calendar (see Archbishop Sergij, Honubn nzecnyecnoe eocmoxa, 2nd ed.,11,1
[Vladimir, 1901], 215). On the tradition of St. Euphemia's body and the Council of Chalcedon, see
Naumann and Belting, Die Euphemia-Kirche, 27-32, 140-42, and the sources cited there.

'25Naumann and Belting, ibid., 23-29.
126 See Commentary § 40.
121 Ciggaar, loc. cit.
128Ibid.; Anthony, 32.
129 Riant, Exuviae sacrae, I, 122; II, 85.
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we are to accept the testimony of the Russian Anonymus), and the body outside
the city.'3o

The identity of the body of St. Michael, which only the Russian Anonymus
locates in this church, is unclear, since no other sources mention such a relic at
this church. Possibly, as Belting suggests, the relic in question was the body of St.
Michael of Chalcedon which was brought to Constantinople around the year
350.1 31

§ 15. The Column of Constantine

"If, in leaving St. Sophia, you go past the Justinian Column, past the little
plaza called the Milion, and past St. Theodore, you are climbing a hill by a large
street, the Imperial Road. Going no farther than a good archer can shoot an
arrow [you come to a place where] stands the column of the Orthodox Emperor
Constantine; it was brought from Rome, and is made of purple stone. On top of it
is a cross, and in the column are the twelve baskets of morsels of bread; Noah's
axe is there. There the patriarch ushers in the year" (Stephen). "You go west from
the playing field through the left gate toward the Savior's nail. The Savior's nail is
sealed into a column, and the column stands on the right-hand [side] of the breat
Street as you go from St. Sophia to the Righteous Judges. Noah's axe and the
twelve baskets of [bread] remnants are immured in this column. The column is
covered with fifteen iron bands, and there is a cross on the top of the column"
(Russian Anonymus). "Farther up in the hippodrome a column with a cross on
top stands where Emperor Constantine's palace was. Twelve morsels of the
bread [multiplied] by Christ, the axe with which Noah built the ark, and the stone
from which Moses brought forth water are sealed in it" (Zosima).

Three of the later Russian pilgrims mention the column of Constantine the
Great, the so-called cemberlita§, or burnt column, still preserved in situ in
Istanbul, located in the Forum of Constantine (see p1. 11, 15). Stephen of
Novgorod clearly names the monument the "column of the Orthodox Emperor
Constantine," and gives directions for getting there worthy of a modern
Baedeker: as you leave St. Sophia (probably by the south door of the narthex,
the usual entrance), pass the Justinian Column in the Augusteon, the large plaza
between St. Sophia and the imperial palace,' 32 the Milion, the domed tetrastyle
west of the Augusteon which marked the "official center" of the city,133 and St.

' 30 See Commentary § 40.
"' Naumann and Belting, Die Euphemia-Kirche, 29. The short Life of this otherwise unknown

saint was published by F. Halkin, "Saint-Michel de Chalcedoine," REB, 19 (1961) = Melanges
Raymond Janin,157-64. There seems to have been a cult of St. George attached to this church, too,
for Anthony of Novgorod notes his body there (Anthony, 32), and two or three depictions of St.
George have been found in the excavations on the site (Naumann and Belting, op. cit., 187-89,
193-94, and pls.).

112 On the Justinian Column in the Augusteon, see Commentary § 9.
"'On the Milion, see supra, p. 34 note 32.
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Theodore's Church,134 and follow the "Imperial Road," i.e., the `Pljyta or Mese
(the modem Divanyolu), doubtless called the "Imperial Road" because it was
the main route of imperial processions, 131 up the hill (the second hill of the
"seven hills of the city") "a good arrow shot." 136 The Russian Anonymus' notes
on the location of the Constantine Column are much less exact than those of
Stephen: the column, which the source calls "the Savior's nail" after one of its
chief relics, was west of the hippodrome if one left by the "left gate," that is, by
the Gate of Antiochus, the west gate in the north end of the hippodrome. This
gate connected with the Mese, the "Great Street" of this text, on which he
correctly locates the column. 137 The column was in the northern part of the large
Forum of Constantine into which the Mese broadened, and thus was on the
right-hand side of the street, as the Russian Anonymus says.' 3 s Deacon Zosima,
who visited Constantinople later, apparently confused his notes and identified
what is clearly the Column of Constantine with the Column (Colossus) of
Constantine Porphyrogenitus on the spina of the hippodrome.' 39

The Emperor Constantine the Great erected the "Column of Constantine" in
the main forum of his new capital. The column was made up of seven separate
porphyry drums140 which rested on a base and pedestal. Stephen correctly
describes the porphyry material of the column as purple in color. 141 Atop the
capital which capped the column originally stood a statue of Emperor Con-

134On the Church of St. Theodore, see supra, p. 34 note 33.
135 On the Mese, see Guilland, "La Mese on Regia" (note 119 supra); R. Naumann, "Vorbericht

caber die Ausgrabungen zwischen Mese and Antiochus-Palast 1964 in Istanbul," IstMitt, 15 (1965),
146-47 and fig. 5; Miiller-Wiener, Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 269-70.

136 From the Milion to the Column of Constantine is about 600 m., rather far even for a good
arrow shot.

' 37 The Russian Anonymus' path through the hippodrome suggests he left that area by the Gate of
Antiochus (see supra).

' 3 s On the Forum and Column of Constantine, see Janin, CP byzantine2, 62-64, 77-80; C. Du
Cange, Constantinopolis christiana (Paris, 1680), I, 74-76; Schneider, Byzanz, 83; Miiller-Wiener,
Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 255-57; Kleiss, Plan, Fe; cf. also DO Bibliographies, I,1, 273-75.

"9 See Commentary § 13, on the columns of the spina of the hippodrome.
"'Probably the "seven branches" (sections?) which made up the column, according to an

Armenian pilgrim (Armenian Anonymus, 88).
141 Byzantine tradition does not confirm the Roman provenance of the column suggested by

Stephen, although Byzantine sources (see A. Frolow, "La Dedicace de Constantinople dans la
tradition byzantine," Revue de 1'Histoire des religions, 127 [1944], 76-77) sometimes claim that
Constantine placed in the column a statue of Rome's tutelary deity (TUxrl) which he brought from
Rome. Note that Pseudo-Codinus has the tyche of Constantinople under the Milion mentioned
above (Preger, Scriptores, II, 166). Nestor Iskander, the Russian witness to the fall of Constantinople
in 1453, also speaks of this column as made of purple marble brought from Rome (Nestor Iskander,
Hoeecmb o I[apbzpade [ezo ocnoeanuu u e3nmuu TypxaMu 6 1453 zody], ed. Archimandrite Leonid,
IIaMATxxxx Apesaer3 IIHCbMeHnocTH I3 xcxyccTea, 62 [St. Petersburg, 1886], 4), as does the histo-
rian Zonaras (Zonaras, Epitomae historiarum, III, Bonn ed. [1897], 18). The Paschal Chronicle gives
the origin of the porphyry marble as Thebes (Chroniconpaschale, I, Bonn ed. [1832], 528), which was
probably where it was quarried; on the porphyry columns of St. Sophia, cf. Commentary §§ 5, 7. The
Theban origin of the stone would not necessarily militate against the column's having first stood in
Rome before being transferred to the new capital, however. There seems to be a tendency on the part
of both Byzantine and Russian sources to connect all columns of porphyry, the "imperial stone,"
with Rome, the old imperial city; see Commentary §§ 5, 7.
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stantine depicted as Apollo, the object of the emperor's family cult. The column
was damaged in 416 and bound with iron hoops, 1,12 probably the "fifteen iron
bands" which "covered" the column, according to the Russian Anonymus.' a3
Fifteen is probably the correct number of horizontal hoops. At present there is a
band between each of the visible porphyry segments and one at the middle of
each segment, as well as a band at the top of the porphyry shaft. Assuming the
bottom porphyry segment, now hidden by masonry, was treated as the others
and a band covered the joint between the bottom drum and the plinth, as it does
in a sixteenth-century drawing, the total number of metal bands is fifteen.' 44

The great porphyry column of the Forum of Constantine originally served as
the palladium of the New Rome at Constantinople, and many of the rites
inaugurating the new capital of the Roman Empire were held at the column.' 41
Very early the column took on the aspects of a reliquary, but at different times
different relics were assumed to be housed in it, ranging from the tyche of ancient
Rome, surreptitiously secreted in the column by Constantine himself, to the
relics noted there by the Russian travelers who visited the monument in the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries: the twelve baskets containing the remnants of
the bread with which Christ fed the five thousand146 and the axe with which
Noah built his ark.' 47 Zosima's note seems to be the only record of the preserva-
tion in the column of the stone which Moses struck in the desert to provide
water for the Israelites.' 48 The Russian Anonymus, who tends to include more
material from the local traditions of Constantinople than the other Russian
travelers, also preserves an older tradition of the column's housing relics of
Christ's Passion, particularly a nail used in the Crucifixion.149 Since no sources

142 Chroniconpaschale, I, 573.
143 At least some of the fourteenth-century metal hoops around the column would have been

replacements, since three of the bands were split by lightning in 1079 (Glycas, Annales, Bonn ed.
[1836], 617; Attaliates, Historia, Bonn ed. [1853], 310). Repairs were made under "Emperor Manuel"
(I? [1143-80]); see the inscription to that effect quoted in Janin, CP byzantine2, 79-80.

'44The archeological history of this column is discussed in C. Mango, "Constantinopolitana,"
Jahrbuch des Deutchen Archdologischen Instituts, 80 (1965), 306-13, which reproduces the sixteenth-
century Freshfield drawing of the column and a photograph of the monument as it appeared in 1957.
In 1972-73 the masonry covering the base and first drum of the shaft was repaired and consolidated
in cement, and the entire base facing was repointed.

"'The nature of the palladial functions of the column is discussed in Frolow, "La DBdicace de
Constantinople," 61-85, where the sources dealing with the religious significance of the monument
are cited. Cf. also Du Cange, Constantinopolis christiana, I, 27-32, 76.

'46Cf. Matt. 14:20; John 6:13; Ciggaar, "Description de Constantinople," 255-56 if. Nestor
Iskander preserves the same tradition (Nestor Iskander, Hoeecmb o IJapbzpade, 4). Zosima curiously
leaves out the word "baskets," and so speaks of an unevangelical "twelve morsels." The anonymous
Armenian pilgrim (Armenian Anonymus, 88) speaks of seven baskets of fragments, evidently meant
to be relics from the feeding of the four thousand (cf. Matt. 15:37; Mark 8:8), as does his
seventeenth-century compatriot Symeon of L'vov (Simeon Lehats'i, Hymeebie saMemxu, trans. M.
0. Dabrinijan [Moscow, 1962], 46). Byzantine sources often speak of both collections of baskets
(seven 6nupi&s and twelve xo(pnvoi) in the monument (Cedrenus, Historiarum compendium, I, Bonn
ed. [1838], 518; Nicephorus Callistus, Ecclesiasticae historiae, PG, 145, col. 1325).

147 Cf. Gen. 6:14-16.
148 Cf. Exod. 17:6.
149 According to the Patria (Preger, Scriptores, II, 174), the rays which surrounded the head of the
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note the presence of the nails of Christ's Crucifixion in Constantinople after the
fall of the Latin Empire of Constantinople, it would seem that the Byzantines
admitted the final loss of these important Passion relics to the West.l so

The Column of Constantine, which at least in the pre-Crusade period was
connected with a chapel of St. Constantine, was a station for several of the
important holiday imperial processions.' 5 t In the later period it is unclear how
much of the ceremonial catalogued by Constantine VII was performed. We do
know, however, that at least a religious ceremony was held at the column on the
first day of the Byzantine year, September 1, with both the emperor and the
patriarch in attendance.15' This would seem to be the origin of Stephen's
enigmatic remark that the patriarch "ushers in the year" there.

column's statue of Constantine as Apollo were forged of the nails used at Christ's Crucifixion (but see
Frolow, "La Dedicace de Constantinople," 77, on other traditional dispositions of these relics).
The statue had, of course, long since disappeared (Glycas, Annales, 617; Attaliates, Historia, 310;
[Pseudo-]Codinus, De originibus Constantinopolitanis, Bonn ed. [1843], 15; cf. Janin, CP byzantinez,
79-80). Nestor Iskander, who collected local traditions for his work on the fall of the city, also notes
that relics from the cross of Christ were present in the column (Nestor Iskander, loc. cit.). On the relics
connected with this column in different periods, see Frolow, loc. cit.; and J. Ebersolt, Sanctuaires de
Byzance (Paris, 1921), 73. Cf. Preger, Scriptores, I, 17 and apparatus, 33; II, 161 and apparatus, 174.
Much of the information on the relics in this column and on the column itself was known in Russia
from the Slavonic translation of Hamartolus' chronicle; see Xponuxa Teopzun AMapmona, ed.
Istrin, I (note 29 supra), 339.

'soCf. Riant, Exuviae sacrae, II, 169, 247, 250, 267, 268, 270, on these relics in the West.
' 51 Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De cerimoniis, 74, 164; ed. Vogt, I, 67, 153 (and passim). On the

Chapel of St. Constantine at the column, see Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 296; Ebersolt, Sanctuaires
de Byzance, 71-74. On archeological investigations of the presumed site of the chapel, see
E. Dalleggio d'Alessio, "Fouilles et Decouvertes. I. Les Fouilles archeologiques a la colonne de
Constantin a Constantinople," EO, 29 (1930), 339-41; and E. Mamboury, "Le Forum de
Constantin; la chapelle de St Constantin et les mysteres de la Colonne Brulee," Hcmpayµeva Tou O'
6tc0voiiS pucavnvoxoyixou auvcSpiou (Thessaloniki) = `Enflvuca, Suppl.9,1 (1955), 275-80.
The chapel might have been destroyed when the statue of Constantine-Apollo fell in 1105 (see supra).

'e2Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, ed. J. Verpeaux (Paris, 1966), 242; Gregoras, Byzantina
historia, I, 385. A similar service was probably still also held at the column on May 11, the anniversary
of the dedication of the city. See Frolow, "La Dedicace de Constantinople," 61-127.



Chapter VIII

THE SOUTHERN PART OF THE CITY

§ 16. The Church of SS. Sergius and Bacchus

"The Monastery of Sergius and Bacchus where we kissed their heads is nearby
[the Great Palace]. All this is if you follow the direction of the sun, keeping the
city wall along the sea on the left hand" (Stephen). "Near the imperial palace of
Constantine is the Monastery of SS. Sergius and Bacchus, [and] among the relics
[are] both their heads" (Alexander).

The Church of SS. Sergius and Bacchus, still extant, is an imposing, domed
church built above the old sea walls southwest of the site of the old imperial
palace, or, as Stephen puts it, to be reached from the palace by walking clockwise
around the city (following "the direction of the sun"), keeping the city walls
(along the shore of the Sea of Marmora) on one's left. More precisely, following
the same traveler's basic itinerary, the church was located between the Great
Palace and hippodrome and the port of Contoscalion (see pl. 11, 16).' The church
dates from the time of Justinian, and as long as the Byzantine emperors inhabited
the Great Palace it was closely connected with the court. Because, like St. Sophia,
the architectural form of the church is dominated by a large dome raised on a
drum, it is called today by the Turks Kiigiik Ayasofya: "little St. Sophia." It is
often thought that this church was the prototype of the Great Church when it was
rebuilt after the Nika riots.'

'See Commentary § 17, on Contoscalion.
'On the Church of SS. Sergius and Bacchus, see Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 451-54; A. Van

Millingen, Byzantine Churches in Constantinople (London, 1912), 62-83; J. Ebersolt and A. Thiers,
Les Eglises de Constantinople (Paris, 1913), 19-51; and, most recently, Mathews, Early Churches of
CP, 42-51; idem, Byzantine Churches of Istanbul, 242-59; Muller-Wiener, Bildlexikon Istanbuls,177-
83; Schneider, Byzanz, 71-72; P. Sanpaolesi, "La Chiesa dei SS. Sergio e Bacco a Costantinopoli,"
Rivista dell'Istituto Nazionale di Archeologia e Storia dell'Arte, N.S. 10 (1961), 116-80 and pls.;
0. Feld, "Beobachtungen in der Kiiciik Ayasofya (Kirche der hll. Sergios and Bacchos) zu Istanbul,"
IstMitt, 18 (1968), 264-69; Kleiss, Plan, Gf. On this building as a martyrion or palace church, see
R. Krautheimer, "Again Saints Sergius and Bacchus at Constantinople," JOBG, 23 (1974), 251-53;
idem, Early Christian and Byzantine Architecture2, 233-37 ff.; C. Mango, "The Church of Sts. Sergius
and Bacchus at Constantinople and the Alleged Tradition of Octagonal Palatine Churches," JOB, 21
(1972) = Festschrift fur Otto Demus zum 70. Geburtstag, 189-93; idem, "The Church of Sts. Sergius
and Bacchus Once Again," BZ, 68 (1975), 385-92; idem, Byzantine Architecture, 101-7; and the
literature cited in these works.

264
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As Stephen and Alexander note, the chief relics here were the heads of the
Early Christian martyrs after whom the church was named.' These relics were
objects of veneration in the church before 1204,4 and are not included in the lists
of the Crusaders' loot.5

§ 17. Contoscalion Harbor

"As you go along Contoscalion from the hippodrome, there are very large city
gates with iron lattices. The sea is brought inside the city through these gates, and
when there is an attack by sea up to three hundred ships and galleys are kept
there. Some galleys have two hundred oars, others three hundred oars, and the
army travels by sea in these vessels. Other [ships] flee and attack only when there
is a wind; a ship has to stand waiting for the weather [but galleys do not]"
(Stephen).

Stephen of Novgorod's tour along the Propontis shore of the city from the
hippodrome to the Monastery of St. Demetrius, the Jewish Gate, and eventually
Studius,6 took him past the harbor of Constoscalion, as he notes. While the
Contoscalion harbor on the Sea of Marmora is not unknown from the sources,
we do not know its exact location. The problems connected with the names and
locations of Constantinople's ports on the Propontis are multitudinous and
complex, stemming largely from the fact that there are four or five possible sites
of harbors within the city on the Sea of Marmora (exclusive of the palatine port
of Bucoleon) and at least ten names for these four or five harbors.' Scholars
continue to try to assign the proper names to the sites, but each contribution
which elucidates one aspect of the problem fails to satisfy the reader on another.I

Since this is not the proper place to reopen the larger question of the ports on
the Sea of Marmora, I shall restrict my discussion to the one port mentioned by a

'On the Lives of these saints, see "Passio antiquior SS. Sergii et Bacchi graece nunc primum edita,"
AnalBoll, 14 (1895), 373-95; and BHG', II, 238.

'Anthony, 32; Ciggaar, "Description de Constantinople," 257.
"'Parts" of the heads of these saints are shown today in the Vatopedion Monastery on Mount

Athos (Loparev in Anthony, lxxxvi). The hand of St. Sergius, which Anthony noted (p. 32), was
exported to Venice (Riant, Exuviae sacrae, II, 268), while St. Sergius' blood and that of St.
Epimachus, which Anthony also found there (Anthony, loc. cit.), seem to have disappeared, along
with the saints' cloaks (Xkgti cS) which the English Anonymus saw in the church (Ciggaar, loc. cit.).
Ignatius of Smolensk writes that the heads of SS. Sergius and Bacchus were at the Pantocrator
Monastery, but he seems to be mistaken in this (see Commentary § 28). The head of St. Sergius is
among the treasures displayed at the Monastery of Simonos Petra on Mount Athos.

6On these sites, see Commentary §§ 13, 18, 19, 26.
'Cf. Janin, CP byzantineZ, 225.
'The basic literature on the city ports on the Sea of Marmora includes Van Millingen, Byzantine

Constantinople, 248-315; Janin, CP byzantine2, 225-35; R. Guilland, "Les Ports de Byzance sur la
Propontide," Byzantion, 23 (1953), 181-238 (repr idem, Etudes de topographie, II, 80-120); Miiller-
Wiener, Bildexikon Istanbuls, 60-63. Cf. also V. Tiftixoglu, "Die Helenianai nebst einigen anderen
Besitzungen im Vorfeld des frahen Konstantinopel," in Studien zur Fruhgeschichte Konstantinopels,
ed. H.-G. Beck, Miscellanea Byzantina Monacensia, 14 (Munich, 1973), 58-63.
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Russian traveler. Like Stephen, Byzantine sources describe the harbor of
Contoscalion, where John VI built a naval shipyard, as being near the hip-
podrome.' The Italian traveler Buondelmonti locates Contoscalion not far from
the Great Palace (which abutted on the hippodrome10), and near Vlanga, where
the bones of defeated enemies were still to be seen, and the Church of St.
Demetrius." Stephen, it should be remembered, went from Contoscalion to "the
Jewish Gate" near the St. Demetrius Monastery at Vlanga, obviously nearby. l2

We can safely say, then, that Contoscalion was on the coast between SS. Sergius
and Bacchus (which Stephen mentions before the harbor) and the neighborhood
called Vlanga, at the so-called harbor of Eleutherius and the "Jewish Gate" (see
pl. II, 17).13

As Stephen notes, the harbor of Contoscalion was equipped with iron gates at
the entrance,14 and at least after John VII had repaired it in the early fifteenth
century, Contoscalion could hold up to three hundred ships. 1 s Seveenko has

offered a very plausible explanation for the otherwise pious Stephen's unusual
interest in the port of Contoscalion and questions of naval warfare. Just a month
before Stephen's visit the Byzantine fleet had sailed from Contoscalion, only
to suffer a crushing defeat at the hands of the Genoese and the elements; this
catastrophe must have been quite fresh in the mind of Stephen's guide. 16 Stephen
also seems to have been impressed with the different types of ships the Byzantines
used and their comparative effectiveness in naval battles. The distinction he
draws between ships (xopa6ir1H) and galleys (xaTaprH) is correct. As he suggests,
the former are dependent on sails and the wind for their mobility, while the latter
have considerably more maneuverability because of the added power from
oarsmen. Stephen's description of the two types of galleys he saw as having two
hundred oars or three hundred oars doubtless stems from his misunderstanding
of the terms "bireme" and "trireme." Interestingly, both types of galleys were in
use in the mid-fourteenth century, and, in fact, took part in the disastrous
encounter with the Genoese shortly before Stephen visited Constantinople.l'

9Johannes Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, III, Bonn ed. (1832), 72, 74; Nicephorus Gregoras,
Byzantina historia, II, Bonn ed. (1830), 854. Some manuscripts of Buondelmonti's description of
Constantinople call the harbor Contoscalion arsena, i.e., shipyard(?). See Cristophorus
Buondelmontius, Librum insularum archipelagi, ed. G. de Sinner (Leipzig, 1824), 121; and the
discussion in Guilland, "Les Ports de Byzance," 201 (repr. idem, Etudes de topographie, II, 90).

io See Commentary §§ 11, 13.
11 Buondelmonti, 271-72; cf. C. Buondelmonti, Description des lies de 1'archipel par Christophe

Buondelmonti, ed. E. Legrand, Publications de I'Ecole des langues orientales, ser. 4, 14 (Paris, 1897),
85.

12 On the Monastery of St. Demetrius and the Jewish Gate, see Commentary §§ 18, 19.
"See Commentary § 19; Kleiss, Plan, Ff.
14 Preger, Scriptores, II, 229-30, and apparatus; see also Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople,

262-63.
15'Ey'ct pitov sic toy avtoicpatiopa'Irilavvflv 2ov rlakato2,6yov, in Sp. Lampros, IIakatokoytxa

Kai rlcXonovvtlctaxa, 3 (Athens, 1926), 298.
16 See Sevicenko, "Notes on Stephen," 168-69, who cites the relevant sources.
"Gregoras, II, 857.
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§ 18. The Monastery of St. Demetrius

"From there [Contoscalion Harbor] we went to St. Demetrius where the body
of the holy Emperor Laskariasaf (for such was his name) reposes. Sinners though
we be, we kissed his body. This is an imperial monastery, and it stands by the sea"
(Stephen).

Stephen of Novgorod is the only known source suggesting an approximate
location for the "Imperial Monastery of St. Demetrius," which is very likely the
foundation normally called "St. Demetrius of the Palaeologi" in Byzantine
sources. This monastery, originally founded in the twelfth century, became an
"Imperial Monastery," that is, a monastic foundation immediately dependent
on the emperor rather than on the patriarch, when it was rebuilt by Emperor
Michael VIII Palaeologus after. the Byzantine reconquest of Constantinople in
1261. At the same time it seems to have replaced the ruined Church of St.
Demetrius at the Great Palace as the stational church for services on October 26,
the feast of St. Demetrius of Thessalonica.18 The monastery was located, judging
from Stephen's route, between the Contoscalion harbor19 and the Jewish Gate at
Vlanga, near the old port of Eleutherius (see pl. ii, 18). It must have been quite
near the sea walls and the Jewish Gate (probably the modern Yeni kapi), for
according to Stephen, many Jews lived around this monastery and along the sea
wall in the Vlanga area .21

Sevicenko has suggested quite plausibly that the body of the "holy Emperor
Laskariasaf, " which Stephen venerated at the Church of St. Demetrius, was the
remains of John IV Lascaris, the unhappy victim of the Palaeologan Emperor
Michael VIII's dynastic plans.21 This identification of the sainted emperor raises
problems, given our assumption that the Demetrius Monastery in which the
emperor's relics reposed was the family monastery of his dynastic enemies, the

"TheThe history and status of this monastery are covered in Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 92-94; the
location he suggests for the monastery is not convincing, however. By the fourteenth century the
monastery seems to have come at least partially under the jurisdiction of the patriarch (cf. ibid.).

19 See Commentary § 17, on Contoscalion.
20 See Commentary § 19. Due largely to a misunderstanding of Stephen's itinerary, Janin locates

the monastery at Seraglio Point (Angulus Sancti Demetrii), where there was another church of St.
Demetrius called St. Demetrius of the Acropolis (Janin, op. cit., 89; the same error is made by
Speranskij, 72). Janin's basic error is in mistaking Stephen's "Jewish Gate" for the old Porta
Hebraica on the Golden Horn, rather than the gate at the Palaeologan Jewish settlement at Vlanga
(see Commentary § 19). Stephen's clearly delineated route from SS. Sergius and Bacchus to the
Monastery of Studius will not allow such an interpretation. To strengthen his identification of the
Imperial Monastery of St. Demetrius with the church of that name at Seraglio Point, Janin is forced
to posit a massive extension of the Jewish quarter on the Golden Horn once the Genoese had vacated
this area in 1350 (Janin, op. cit., 93-94). Stephen's information, however, dates from 1349 (see
supra, p. 17).

21 Sevicenko, "Notes on Stephen," 173-75. Sevicenko suggests that Stephen's text preserves in a
corrupted form a possible monastic name of John IV, Joasaph. Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 93,
sees the relics of "Laskariasaf" as the body of the Emperor John III Ducas Vatatzes, son-in-law
of Theodore Lascaris. The case is weak.
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Palaeologi. Sevicenko suggests that the tolerance of a cult of John IV, like
the cult of Patriarch St. Arsenius, his defender,22 might have come as a result
of the reconciliation effected between supporters of John IV and Emperor
Andronicus II in 1284. After John IV's death, at least, the Lascaris party was
no longer a threat to Palaeologan "legitimacy," and the propapal policies of
Michael VIII, which the popular mind connected with John IV's imprisonment,
had been temporarily reversed by Michael's successors.23 Given the transferral
by Andronicus II of the remains of Patriarch Arsenius to the sanctuary of St.
Sophia, an act designed to woo the followers of Patriarch Arsenius and the
Lascaris party he championed, it is not unlikely that the innocent sufferer in the
Lascaris-Palaeologus controversy, the semimartyr John IV, was also rehabili-
tated. Not only would his sanctity have been recognized, as Stephen indicates by
calling the deposed emperor a saint, but his imperial dignity and the public
repentance of the house of Palaeologus for his ill treatment would have been
witnessed to by his burial in the Imperial Monastery of the Palaeologi, St.
Demetrius at Vlanga. Such an act would be but a parallel to the honors shown the
body of the Patriarch Arsenius, and might have done much to restore internal
unity to the struggling Byzantine Empire.24 1#

§ 19. The Jewish Gate on the Propontis

"Many Jews live near this monastery [St. Demetrius], along the city wall above
the sea, and so the sea gates are called `Jewish.' There was a portent here: the
Persian Emperor Chosroes attacked Constantinople, and was about to take the
city. There was great lamentation in Constantinople, but then God appeared to a
certain holy old man and said, `Take the girdle of the holy Mother of God, and
dip its end into the sea.' This they did with chanting and lamentation, and the sea
was aroused and destroyed their [the Persians'] boats at the city wall. Even now
their bones shine white as snow, at the city wall near the Jewish Gate [var. add.:
This sign is also recorded in the Russian books.]" (Stephen).

Quite early in Palaeologan times a Jewish quarter of Constantinople was
established at Vlanga as the domicile for Byzantine Jews engaged in tanning.25
This is clearly the Jewish section described by Stephen of Novgorod, since it lies
on the route from the Contoscalion harbor26 to the Studite Monastery27 along
the sea walls where Vlanga borders the ancient port of Eleutherius. The gate in
the sea wall which Stephen calls the "Jewish Gate" is probably the modern Yeni

22 On the cult of Patriarch Arsenius, see Commentary § 6.
28 gevicenko, "Notes on Stephen," 173-75.
24 See Commentary § 6.
25 See the excellent study of this Jewish colony in D. Jacoby, "Les Quartiers juifs de Constantinople

a 1'epoque byzantine," Byzantion, 37 (1967), 189-205. On the region of Vlanga, see Janin, CP
byzantine2, 325; cf. also ibid., 260.

26 See Commentary § 17.
27 See Commentary § 26.
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kapi, the gate leading from the Vlanga neighborhood to the Eleutherius harbor
(see pl. 11, 19). We are ignorant of the Byzantine name for this gate.28 This
location is confirmed by the information preserved by the Italian traveler
Buondelmonti, who, like Stephen, saw human bones at the sea walls near Con-
toscalion.29 Buondelmonti describes the area where the bones lie as "a field
which had once been the port called Vlanga." 3° De la Broquiere also saw "a
small mountain" (une montaignette) of bones at a harbor on the south coast of
Constantinople, near "a little port" which holds but three or four galleys. The
"little port" was probably the still clear section of the Eleutherius harbor.31

The three travelers who noted the bones lying at the disused Vlanga harbor
offer various explanations of their provenance, none of which are convincing.
Stephen's story must be rejected on physical grounds. Exposed bones could
hardly have withstood the elements for the seven or eight hundred years between
"Chosroes' attack" in A.D. 626 and their being seen in the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries. Other naval attacks on Constantinople were also reported to have been
repulsed by storms conjured by the Virgin's intercession, including the Arab
sieges of 678 and 717-18, and like the miraculous victory of 626 they were known
in Russia from the synaxarion readings, which accompany the chanting of the
famous Acathistos hymn to the Virgin inspired by the rout of the barbarian fleet
in 626.32 The specific story which Stephen tells of how the Virgin's aid was sought
to destroy a fleet besieging Constantinople suggests that the Russian traveler is
not thinking of the miraculous destruction of Chosroes' allies in 626, but rather
of the miraculous defeat of the pagan Russian fleet in 860, for it was at this time
that the inhabitants of Constantinople, led by Patriarch Photius, dipped the
Virgin's robe into the sea from which a storm then welled, destroying the
besieging fleet.33 The scientific argument against exposed bones lasting from 860

28 On the harbor of Eleutherius, see Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, 296-300; Janin, CP
byzantine2, 225-27; on Yeni kapi, see Van Millingen, op. cit., 263-64. See also Kleiss, Plan, Df;
Guilland, "Les Ports de Byzance," 181-238 (repr. idem, Etudes de topographie, II, 80-120). The
Jewish Gate of Stephen on the Sea of Marmora should not be confused with the Jewish Gate in the sea
walls along the Golden Horn, as is often done (e.g., Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 93); see
Commentary § 56.

11 It will be remembered that Stephen came from Contoscalion and the Church of St. Demetrius to
the Jewish Gate, where the enemy bones lay. On Contoscalion and St. Demetrius, see Commentary
§§ 17, 18.

30Buondelmonti, 271-72. The port of Eleutherius (Vlanga) seems to have been silted up by
Palaeologan times, and might even have become gardens, as it is now. See Commentary § 17.

31 De la Broquiere, 152; trans., 518. Given the apparent use of Roman numerals in this text it is
unlikely that the number of galleys the harbor could hold is a scribal mistake of III or 1111 for CCC or
CCCC, which would make it possible to identify the harbor near which the bones were piled with the
much closer Contoscalion.

32 As the variants to Stephen's text note, "This sign is also recorded in the Russian books." Cf.
Nicephorus Callistus, In hymnum Acathistum, PG, 92, cols. 1348-53. The miraculous saving of
Constantinople is also described in the monthly synaxaria for August 7 (Synaxarium CP, cols.
872-76; Archbishop Sergij, Ilonxnau Mecflgecnoe eocmoxa, 2nd ed. [Vladimir, 1901], 11,1, 239).

33 Theodosius Melitenus, Chronographia, ed. Th. Tafel (Munich, 1859), 168; Leo Grammaticus,
Chronographia, Bonn ed. (1842), 241; Symeon Magister, Annales, Bonn ed. (1838), 674-75; Georgius
Monachus, Chronicon, Bonn ed. (1838), 827. On this episode in Byzantine history, see A. Vasiliev,
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until the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries would, however, also demand re-
jection of this explanation of the presence of bones on the beach at Vlanga.34

The two fifteenth-century Western travelers are probably nearer the truth in
seeing these bones at Vlanga as the remains of their Latin coreligionists, although
their explanations of how these bones appeared at Vlanga harbor are most
unlikely. Buondelmonti says that the bones are those of seventy thousand noble
Franks whom the Greeks deceitfully killed out of jealousy or fear by giving them
bread leavened with lime.35 Du Cange rightly connects Buondelmonti's remarks
with such an incident alleged to have occurred during the passage of the Second
Crusade to Asia Minor. 'I This does not seem to be a correct explanation of the
bones at the Vlanga Gate, however. The Crusaders camped at Philopation
outside the land walls and then at Pikridiou across the Golden Horn before
crossing over to Asia Minor where the impure bread sold them by the Byzantines
is supposed to have caused illness among the troops.37 De la Broquiere's expla-
nation of the provenance of these bones is that they came from participants in
the First Crusade who were lured to this deserted place while on their way home
from Jerusalem, and then treacherously murdered by the Byzantines who had

The Russian Attack on Constantinople in 860, Mediaeval Academy of America, Publication 46
(Cambridge, Mass., 1946). This sign is also recorded in the "Russian books," as the variants to
Stephen's text say (Hoeecmb epeMennbIX item, ed. D. S. Lihacev [Moscow, 1950], I, 19; trans. S. H.
Cross [Cambridge, Mass., 1953], 60), and in various Russian chronicles dependent on the Primary
Chronicle text. The entry is based on the Chronicle of Hamartolus; see also Speranskij, 29-30. None of
these sources, nor any other sources I have found, credits the inspiration for dipping the Virgin's
garment into the sea to a "holy old man" (cTapeu), as does Stephen.

34There are also geographical reasons to dismiss Stephen's suggestion that the bones can be
identified with the results of any of these famous naval attacks on the Byzantine capital which were
repulsed by miraculous storms. While the storm which destroyed the attacking fleet in 626 (actually
composed of Avars and Slavs attacking in concert with Chosroes of Persia, who was simultaneously
engaging the Byzantine land forces in the East) "littered the beach with corpses," the beach in
question was in the Blachernae region along the Golden Horn, not on the Propontis. (On the siege of
626, see F. Barisic, "Le Siege de Constantinople par les Avares et les Slaves en 626," Byzantion, 24
[1954], 371-95.) The Arab fleet under Muawija was beached by a storm in Pamphilia in 678 (see M.
Canard, "Les Expeditions des Arabes contre Constantinople," Journal Asiatigue, 208 [1926], 77-78),
and the naval campaign against Constantinople by Maslama in 717-18 failed when storms sent by
the intercession of the Virgin smashed his fleet against the islands of the Sea of Marmora and parts of
the seacoast (Theophanes, Chronographia, I, Bonn ed. [1839], 613-14). Nothing in the sources,
however, suggests that any of the Arab ships were driven against the Propontis walls of the city. (On
the attack of 717, see Canard, op. cit., 80-102; and R. Guilland, "L'Expedition de Maslama contre
Constantinople [717-718]," in Etudes byzantines [Paris, 1959], 109-33.) While the place where
the storm destroyed the Russian boats in 860 is not specified in the sources, it seems to have been in
the Bosporus or in the Sea of Marmora, or both, where much of the Russian naval activity had been
concentrated; see Vasiliev, The Russian Attack on Constantinople, 188-202.

35Buondehnonti, 271-72. The Greek translation of Buondelmonti says fifty thousand
(Description des files, ed. Legrand [note 11 supra], 85).

36 "Notae in descriptionem Constantinopoleos," in loannes Cinnamus, Historiarum, ed. C. Du
Cange (Paris, 1670), 182.

37 F. Chalandon, Jean II Comnene, (1118-1143) et Manuel I Comnene (1143-1180). Les
Comnenes (Paris, 1912), 277-86; S. Runciman, A History of the Crusades, II: The Kingdom of
Jerusalem and the Frankish East (Cambridge, 1952), 269, and the sources they cite.
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ferried them across the straits.38 No such incident is known, and de la
Broquiere's story should be accounted one more tale in the widespread Western
European genre of tales about the perfidious, schismatic Greeks.

The most viable explanation of these bones lying outside the sea wall at Vlanga
is that offered by Schefer, who sees in them "the field of bones of many French-
men" (Franchois: Franks, the common Byzantine term for Latin Christians?)
cruelly murdered by Michael VIII when he retook Constantinople in 1261. This
"field of bones" located in an indentation in the city walls (such as existed at
Vlanga) is described by Brocartus Alemannus, who visited Constantinople soon
after the restoration of Byzantine rule in the city.39 While even this explanation
of the bones on the beach at Vlanga is somewhat tenuous, since there seems to
have been very little persecution of the Latins remaining in Constantinople when
the city was retaken by the Palaeologi,40 the preservation of exposed human
bones for one hundred seventy-two years is certainly much more possible than
their preservation for five hundred or eight hundred years, as the explanation
given by the Russian traveler would demand.

Accepting, faux de mieux, a massacre of Latins in 1261 as the explanation for
the presence of these bones at the Jewish Gate in the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries, Stephen's detailed information must be reevaluated. There are clearly
three errors in Stephen's story: he connects the bones with the attack on
Constantinople in 626; gives details from the defeat of the Russian fleet in 860;
and has the storm which was responsible for the miraculous event(s) called up by
dipping the Virgin's girdle in the sea, when it was the Virgin's robe that was
ceremonially carried down to the sea in an attempt to conjure the storm in 860.
Certainly, confusing two such similar defeats of barbarian navies by the Virgin's
intervention is not difficult to imagine. These events were, after all, "ancient
history," and foreign ancient history at that, to a Russian visitor of 1349.
Moreover, confusing the Virgin's girdle for her robe as the chosen medium of
effecting the miracle would have been quite simple, for, by Stephen's time, both
of these relics of the Virgin's clothing were preserved together at Blachernae,
from which intercessory processions against barbarian sieges traditionally
began.41 One can almost recreate the words which Stephen's guide must have
used in passing this area:42 "Have you seen the bones of the barbarian enemies of
the city protected by the Mother of God?" One might assume that, as with tourist
guides today, stories change according to the whims of the guides . 41

3s De la Broquiere, 152-53; trans., 518-19.
39 This passage is cited in the notes to de la Broquiere, 152-53.
"'See D. Geanakoplos, Emperor Michael Palaeologus and the West, 1258-1282 (Cambridge,

Mass., 1959), 110-37.
See Commentary § 46.

42 Stephen's text implies he had a guide.
43 If the pile of enemy bones at the Vlanga Gate was meant as a talisman to ward off naval attack, it

failed pitifully, for in 1453 this was the site of one of the successful Ottoman assaults on the city; see
Jacoby, "Les Quartiers juifs" (note 25 supra), 195.
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§ 20. The Column of Arcadius

"There is also a column as one goes toward the Studite Monastery, with
everything in the world listed on it; Emperor Arcadius raised this column in his
own memory" (Zosima).

The Arcadius Column was much as Zosima describes it. It was located at the
Forum of Arcadius in the Xerolophos area, on the Mese, the main street of the
city, which one would follow from the main part of the city to the Monastery of
St. John Studius in the southwest corner of Constantinople (see pl. 11, 20). The
column was built by the Emperor Arcadius in his own honor, as Zosima says,
probably in 402. The very tall column, which at one time bore a statue of
Emperor Arcadius at its top, was covered with a continuous spiral panel in bas-
relief depicting the military triumphs of the emperor. This narrative bas-relief
band, much like that on the Column of Trajan in Rome, is probably what the
Russian traveler has in mind when he says that "everything in the world [is] listed
on it." 44 Such columns were often thought to have cryptic predictions of the
future in their scenes,45 which is probably the thrust of Zosima's statement.

The column was destroyed in the early eighteenth century when it threhtened
to fall. While only comparatively small fragments are preserved, we are rather
well informed on this column from literary works and various drawings made by
travelers.46

§ 21. The Monastery of St. Athanasius the Patriarch

"... and then we went to the Monastery of St. Athanasius, the patriarch to
whom the holy Mother of God gave the patriarchal staff, and kissed the relics of
his body" (Ignatius).

The Monastery of St. Athanasius stood on the seventh hill of Constantinople,
that is, in the area called Xerolophos, not far from the Forum of Arcadius (see pl.
11, 21),47 and thus not at all far from the Peribleptos Monastery which Ignatius
visited immediately after.48 Athanasius, patriarch of Constantinople during the
years 1289-93 and 1303-9, founded this monastery, eventually retired there, and

""Latin sources often called this a columna istoriata. Buondelmonti probably also refers to this
column when he speaks of two very tall columns in the middle of the city which have the deeds of
emperors sculpted upon them (Buondelmonti, 275). Note also the winding band of figures on this
column in a manuscript drawing from the Ottoman period, reproduced in H. Inalcik, The Ottoman
Empire. The Classical Age, 1300-1600 (New York, 1973), fig. 40.

"There were other columns "with the future depicted on them" around the city; see Hatptia,
Preger, Scriptores, II, 176-80.

460n the Arcadius Column, see Janin, CP byzantine2, 82-84; Schneider, Byzanz, 79; G. Giglioli,
La Colonna di Arcadio a Costantinopoli (Naples, 1952); G. Becatti, La Colonna coclide istoriata
(Rome, 1960), 151-288 and pls.; Muller-Wiener, Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 250-53; Kleiss, Plan, Ce-De.

4' On the history and location of this monastery, see Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 10-11. No
archeological remains of this monastery have been found.

48 See Commentary § 24.
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was buried within its confines.49 While several Lives of this saint are extant, none
of them mentions the Mother of God's presenting the saint with the patriarchal
staff, the story recounted by Ignatius.50 Ignatius' information must have been
received from Constantinopolitans and must reflect a late local embellishment of
the tradition that Athanasius' original appointment and resumption of the
patriarchal throne in 1303 were accompanied by divine portents.51

§ 22. A Secular Church

"You go along the Great Street from the column [of Constantine] toward the
Righteous Judges. On the right side there is a secular church; in this church
stands an icon [var. add.: of the holy Mother of God] which performs great
miracles healing the sick every Sunday" (Russian Anonymus).

It is difficult to identify the "secular church" (nepxoBb MHpbcxaa: parish
church?), which the Russian Anonymus text describes as "on the right side" as
one goes along the "Great Street" (i.e., along the Mese and its south branch)
between the Forum of Constantine in the eastern part of the City 12 and the

49A Russian Short List has St. Athanasius' body in a Constantinople church dedicated to him
(supra, p. 153).

On the Life of St. Athanasius, patriarch of Constantinople, see BHG3, I, 71; I. Banescu, "Le
Patriarche Athanase Ie` et Andronic II Paleologue," Bulletin de la Section historique, Academie
roumaine, 23,1 (1942),28-56; A.-M. M. Talbot, "The Patriarch Athanasius (1289-1293; 1303-1309)
and the Church," DOP, 27 (1973),11-28; and idem, The Correspondence ofAthanasius I, Patriarch of
Constantinople: Letters to the Emperor Andronicus II, Members of the Imperial Family, and Officials,
Dumbarton Oaks Texts, 3 (Washington, D.C., 1975), xv-xxvi. On his place of burial, see ibid., xxvi-
xxvii; and D. Stiernon, "Le Quartier du Xerolophos a Constantinople et les reliques venitiennes
de Saint Athanase," REB, 19 (1961) = Melanges Raymond Janin, 177 and passim. Athanasius' body
was secretly transported to Venice in 1454, where it was taken to be the body of St. Athanasius the
Great of Alexandria and was rendered high honors. The headless body of Patriarch Athanasius of
Constantinople, a violent enemy of the union of the Orthodox and Roman Catholic Churches,
remained in Venice until 1973, when it was given to the Coptic Church to celebrate the 1600th
anniversary of the death of St. Athanasius of Alexandria (J. Boojamra, "The Ecclesiastical Reforms
of Patriarch Athanasius of Constantinople [1289-1293; 1303-1309]" [diss. Fordham University,
1976], 236 note 4; I am grateful to Dr. A.-M. Talbot for this reference).

50 Cf. A. Pantokratorinos, ed., Bloc xai nokrraia coi) 'A0avaaiou A', in Opgxtixa, 13 (1940),
56-107; H. Delehaye, ed., "La Vie d'Athanase, Patriarche de Constantinople," Melanges
d'archeologie et d'histoire de l'Ecole Franyaise de Rome, 17 (1897), 39-74; A. Papadopoulos-
Kerameus, )KumuR deyx Bcenencxux Hampuapxoe XIV e. (St. Petersburg, 1905), 1-51; and a later
life included in the NEog IIap&Saaaoq (cf. A!/ oncxuu Hamepux, II [Moscow, 1889], 314-25).

Archimandrite Leonid, O6ospenue yapeapadcxux naiamnuxoe, 34, 36 = VOH,1(P, 1870, bk. 4,
pp. 52, 54, suggests that the name "Athanasius" here is a copiest's error for "Tarasius." He bases this
suggestion on a purported tradition that Patriarch Tarasius (784-806) received his patriarchal staff
from the Virgin Mary. There is no record of this miracle. Moreover, Tarasius was buried in the
monastery which he founded on the European shore of the Bosporus. When his relics were trans-
ported to Constantinople proper in the fourteenth century they were enshrined farther west in the
city, near the land walls (see Commentary § 39). The relics are also reported in Venice (Stiernon, "Le
Quartier de Xerolophos," 185-86). On the basis of these facts I would reject Leonid's suggestion.

5' Pachymeres, De Andronico Palaeologo, Bonn ed. (1835), 143, 146; Nicephorus Gregoras,
Byzantina historia, I, Bonn ed. (1829), 215-17.

520n the Mese, see R. Guilland, "Autour du Livre des Ceremonies de Constantin VII
Porphyrogenete. La Mese ou Regia: `H MsarI, i 'Pilyia," Actes du VIe Congres international d'Etudes
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"Righteous Judges," a monument located in the southwest section of the city (see
pl. 11, 22).53 The Russian traveler does not even suggest to whom the church was
dedicated. Possibly Laskin is correct in seeing in this monument the Church
of the O&otioxoS 'rou 00'pou built by Emperor Basil I at the Forum of
Constantine.54 Vogt believes the church described by the Russian Anonymus is
the Church of the Virgin ichv Ataxovic cnic at the site of the Beyazid Mosque,
located where the ancient Forum of Theodosius once stood;55 this identification
is certainly possible. Nothing can be said of the icon preserved there.

§ 23. The Statues called the "Righteous Judges"

"As you go farther along the Great Street, on the right-hand side are the
Righteous Judges, as large as people and made from red marble. The Franks
damaged them; one was split in two, and the other had its hands and feet broken,
and its nose cut of. These Righteous Judges passed judgment on who had
cheated whom of large amounts of silver: [the money] would be placed in the
hand of the Righteous Judges, and they would take only as much as the just price;
thus the hand would testify to the cheated amount. [var.: They are from the Red
Sea, and were cleverly and artfully made by Leo the Wise. The figures And the
Latin clothes on them are both made of red marble stone. One righteously judged
cheating, the other cases of debts, commerce, and other things. If anyone cheats
someone on something and he comes and puts (money) in its hand, it will only
take the right number of coins, and not take any extra coins, but they will drop
out. With commercial disagreements it is the same: both complainants stand with
their hands in the statue's mouth, but the guilty one draws his hand away. But the
Franks broke it; one is broken in half, and the hands and feet of the other are
broken, and the nose cut off]" (Russian Anonymus). "Near this monastery
[Peribleptos] there have been constructed two great stone idols; under Emperor
Leo the Wise they were the `Righteous Judges"' (Zosima).

The folklore of statues which magically test honesty is not uncommon in
Constantinople, but the "Righteous Judges" of the Russian Anonymus text and
Zosima, given their location according to these texts, are unknown in Byzantine
sources. According to the Russian Anonymus, the statues called the "Righteous
Judges" were "on the right-hand side" of the "Great Street," that is to say, of the

byzantines, II (Paris, 1951), 171-82 (repr. idem, Etudes de topographie, 11, 69-79); on the Column and
Forum of Constantine, see Commentary § 15.

"On the "Righteous Judges," see Commentary § 23.
11 See G. Laskin, in Bu3Bpena, 5 (1898), 741-42. There is reason, however, to believe that this

edifice was on the south rather than the north side of the Mese, where the unnamed secular church
was located. In any case, there is no mention of the church at the Forum of Constantine after 1204; see
Janin, La Geographie de CPZ, 236-37.

e"A. Vogt, "Notes de topographie byzantine," EO, 39 (1940), 83-86, 89-90; see also Janin, La
Geographie de CPZ, 174-75.
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Mese, the main avenue of medieval Constantinople, the south branch of which
the traveler is following in his self-described route from the column in the Forum
of Constantine and an unidentified secular church to the Peribleptos Monastery,
and to the Golden Gate with "Kalojan's Castle," actually the western terminus
of the south branch of the Mese.56 The statues' being on the right side would
mean that they were on the north side of this avenue, given the direction the
source gives. Zosima makes this information more explicit; the statues were in
the neighborhood of Peribleptos, in the southwest section of the city (see pl. ii,
23).

None of the recorded counterparts of the type of statues mentioned by the
Russian travelers were in this neighborhood. Pero Tafur speaks of a gilded
bronze statue called "el Justo" which settled commercial disagreements the same
way the "Righteous Judges" did-until it was defaced by a noble dissatisfied at
the price the statue determined for a favorite horse. This statue stood, however,
on the spina of the hippodrome.57 A pair of bronze hands (one or both broken in
a financial dispute, but repaired) had been set up, supposedly by the Emperor
Valentinian, with the standard official grain measure, the modion. These bronze
hands also detected dishonesty, but the modion was at Amastrianum, at the
beginning of the south branch of the Mese in the center of the city. Is Similarly, at
least according to postconquest Greek folklore, a bronze hand on a chain
hanging from an old tree in the courtyard of Koca Mustafa pa§a Camii (the old
Church of St. Andrew in Crisi) northwest of Peribleptos set just prices by closing
on the correct number of coins.59 None of these objects clearly reflects the nature
and location of the monument described by the Russians.

As Mango has noted, the porphyry material of the statues of the "Righteous
Judges" (the "red marble" of the Russian Anonymus text) suggests that the
statues represented emperors, porphyry being the imperial stone and restricted to
imperial use in Byzantium.60 The details of the damage which the Franks (i.e.,
the Crusaders in this case) inflicted on the statues, according to the Russian text,
add an element of realism to the Russian account; the author must have actually
seen the statues.

"See Guilland, "La Mese," 176 (repr. idem, Etudes de topographic, II, 72); Schneider, Byzanz,
17-22; cf. Kleiss, Plan, 12, no. 120. On the Forum of Constantine and the "secular church," see
Commentary §§ 15, 22; on Peribleptos and the Golden Gate, see Commentary § 24; cf. Commentary
§ 83.

5' Tafur, 177-78; trans., 143.
58 HapacTaa&tS, Preger, Scriptores; I, 27-28; Suidas, ibid., apparatus: H&Tpta, ibid., 11, 09; Janin,

CP byzantine2, 68-69.
59H. Carnoy and J. Nicolaides, Folklore de Constantinople (Paris, 1894), 112-14. The Turks

claimed that the chain itself fulfilled the magic function (ibid., 115-19); see also Van Millingen,
Byzantine Churches in Constantinople (note 2 supra), 107-8; C. Mango, "The Legend of Leo the
Wise," ZVI, 6 (1960), 75-76.

60Ibid., 75. Might the notation in the "Dialogue" version of the Russian Anonymus that, the
statues wore "Latin clothes" mean that they were in Roman military dress, as was often the case with
imperial statues?
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§ 24. The Peribleptos Monastery of the Mother of God

"From there [the Studite Monastery] we went to the Monastery of Peribleptos
(which means the `Beautiful Mother of God'), and kissed the hand of St. John the
Baptist, [and relics] of Symeon the Receiver of God, and of Gregory the
Theologian" (Stephen). "From there [the Monastery of St. Athanasius the
Patriarch] we went to Peribleptos and kissed many relics, including the body of
St. Gregory the priest-martyr. The hand of St. John the Forerunner who bap-
tized the Lord is also there .... On the eighth [of August, 1389] we went to
Peribleptos and kissed the hand of [St. John] the Forerunner, the head of
Gregory the Theologian, the skull of Stephen the Younger, and the icon of the
Lord from which the voice went out to the Emperor Maurice. Encased in it are

many holy relics. Also there is a chalice made of topaz, a very precious stone, and
many other holy relics" (Ignatius). "You go far from there [the `Righteous
Judges'] toward the imperial castle of Kalojan. There are gates before [you come
to] the imperial castle; on one side of these gates the Crucifixion is painted, while

on the other side is the Last Judgment. Going through these gates you come to
the Great Sea and the Peribleptos Monastery. The Peribleptos Monastery is
nicely built. The church is [dedicated to] the All-pure [Mother of God], and in this
church many relics repose. There are the right hand of the Great Forerunner
[John the Baptist], covered with gold but missing a finger, his beard, and a bone
from his skull. There are also relics of St. Nicholas [var. add.: and relics of St.
George, and] the head of James the Apostle, and the jawbone of Stephen the
Younger; there are also relics of the fourteen thousand [var.: two thousand]
infants. Relics of many others repose in a chest. The body of the priest Gregory
also reposes in this church. There is an icon of the holy Savior in this church; this
icon spoke to the Emperor Maurice. The holy Savior said to Emperor Maurice,
`You have sinned, repent! And if you do not repent, do you want to suffer in this

world or in the other?' When he heard this great wonder the emperor repented

of his lawless sins. [var.: ... spoke to the Emperor Maurice while he was
praying and saying, `Lord, remove from me this temporal glory lest I be deprived

of Thee and of eternal glory.' The icon with the holy Savior himself (depicted on
it) answered him, `Do you want to suffer in (this) world or in the next?' The
emperor wondered at this great miracle and said, `Let me not suffer there, 0 Lord,
but lay all the evil on me here.' Then the Savior said to him, `Go out from here
and forswear your sins, then I will fulfill all your desires.' The blessed emperor
was immediately tonsured and adopted the monastic life. The blessed Emperor
Maurice was so transformed that he was buried here and his body still reposes
here]" (Russian Anonymus). "In the Peribleptos Monastery are the right hand of
St. John the Baptizer of the Lord, the head of Gregory the Great, relics of
Symeon the Receiver of the Lord, of the ten martyrs, and many relics of other
saints. There is also an icon of the holy Mother of God which a Jew stabbed
during a chess game, and blood came forth and can still be noticed now"
(Alexander). "In the Peribleptos Monastery are the hand with which [John] the
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Forerunner baptized Christ, the head of Gregory the Theologian, Gregory the
Nicomedian priest, and the head of the martyr Tatiana; there are relics of many
of the saints there" (Zosima).

The Monastery of the Mother of God Peribleptos (meaning "conspicuous,"
"who watches over all," or "beautiful" 61) was a magnificent eleventh-century
imperial foundation located in the southwest part of Constantinople, overlook-
ing the sea, as the Russian Anonymus notes, on the site now occupied by the
Armenian patriarchate (Sulu Manastir) (see pl. ii, 24).62 It was thus quite near
Studius and the Monastery of St. Andrew in Crisi which Stephen of Novgorod
visited before and after it respectively, 63 and near the Monastery of St.
Athanasius which Ignatius of Smolensk had visited just previously on the same
day, July 30,1389 .64 As the Russian Anonymus says, the Peribleptos Monastery
was on the way from the "Righteous Judges" toward Kalojan's Castle65 and
Studius, which he visits next.66 It would seem from the Russian Anonymus that
Peribleptos opened onto the south side of the south branch of the Mese, for once
having entered the great gates of the monastery with their paintings of the
Crucifixion and the Last Judgment'61 one could see the sea, that is, the
Propontis. While nothing of the original church remains, ruins of various monas-
tic buildings are still to be seen nearby, and the Spanish traveler Clavijo left a very
detailed description of the church and monastery as it existed in the early
fifteenth century.68 The Russian pilgrims, as usual, make few comments on the
beauty of the church, with the exception of the Russian Anonymus who allows
that it is "nicely built."

61 The last translation is given by Stephen and possibly represents a late tradition of the meaning of
the title. Cf. Buondelmonti, 276-77, who says that "Perileftos" [i.e., Peribleptos] "latine sancta
Maria de Belvedere nuncupatur."

12 On this monastery and its history, see Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 218-22; S. Cirac, "Tres
monasterios de Constantinopla visitados por Espanoles en el aiio 1403," REB, 19 (1961)
= Melanges Raymond Janin, 374-77; Schneider, Byzanz, 70; Muller-Wiener, Bildlexikon Istanbuls,

200-1; Kleiss, Plan, Bf. Anthony of Novgorod remarks on the great wealth of this monastery, which
he calls "Trojandofilica" (i.e., Tptaicovta(puXXoS) Monastery, after the original owner of the prop-
erty where the complex was built (Anthony, 25). Cf. also Janin, op. cit., 218, 220. Clavijo also
comments on its rich holdings (Clavijo, 40; trans., 68).

63 See Commentary §§ 26, 36, on these shrines.
64 See Commentary § 21, on the St. Athanasius Monastery. When Ignatius visited this monastery

on August 8 of the same year, however, he combined it with a visit to the Pantocrator Monastery
which was on the other side of the city.

61 That is, the Castle of the Golden Gate (Yedikule), the fortification at the south end of the land
walls. See C. Mango, "The Date of the Anonymous Russian Description of Constantinople," BZ, 45
(1952), 382-84. On the Golden Gate, see B. Meyer-Plath and A. M. Schneider, Die Landmauer von
Konstantinopel, Il, Denkmaler antiker Architektur, 8 (Berlin, 1943), 39-63; and Commentary § 83.

660n the Monastery of Studius, see Commentary § 26.
6' Clavijo, 37; trans., 64, also mentions the gates to the monastery but does not describe them, nor

do other sources seem to. Such a decorative scheme would not, however, seem unlikely for a
monastery gate.

68 Clavijo, 37-40; trans., 64-68. See also the complete description of the establishment by a later
Armenian traveler, Symeon of L'vov (Simeon Lehats'i, llymeebie 3amtemxu, trans. M. 0. Dabrinjan
[Moscow, 1965], 45).
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The relics preserved in this monastery were the chief attraction for the
Russian pilgrims here, although it should be noted that Russians lived in this

monastery in the late fourteenth century;69 this fact might explain Ignatius' two
visits to the shrine. The most important of the relics kept in the Peribleptos
Monastery church was the right hand of John the Baptist,70 the hand "with
which [John] the Forerunner baptized Christ," as Zosima describes it. All the

later Russian pilgrims mention this precious relic. According to the Russian
Anonymus, the hand was covered with gold; it was missing a finger, probably the
thumb which, according to Clavijo (who also venerated this relic at Peribleptos),

a pious man of Antioch "gnawed off" and used to kill a dragon. The hand still
appeared to be "quite fresh and perfect," however.71 The arm and hand of St.
John the Baptist are also, it should be noted, widely reported to be in the West
from the thirteenth century onward.72 The two further relics of St. John the
Baptist, which the Russian Anonymus' text locates at Peribleptos, are probably
results of scribal emendations. No sources after 1090 mention the beard of the
Precursor,73 and the head of St. John the Baptist was among the most important
Christian relics brought west after the Fourth Crusade.74

Of the later Russian pilgrims to Peribleptos only the Russian Anonymus
omits mentioning a relic of St. Gregory Nazianzen (the "Theologian") in

"Among the Russians who lived in the monastery during this period was Prior Athanasius
Vysockij, a disciple of St. Sergius of Radonea and a friend of Metropolitan Cyprian of Kiev (Leonid,
O6o3penue yapeapadcxux nanaxmnuxoe, 35-36 = UGH)(P, 53-54; F. Ternovskij, H3y4euue eu3an-
muucxou ucmopuu u ee mendenyuOnoe npuno.3lcenue a 6peeueu Pycu, II [Kiev, 1876],16). See also G. I.
Vzdornov, "POJIb CJIaBAHCKHX MOHaCTmIpCKHX MacTepcKHX HHcbMa KoHcTaHTHHOnoJIA H A4)OHa B

pa3BHTHH KlnlronHCaHHA H xyAoxcecTBeHHHOro oc4opMJIe11M31 pyccxxx pyxonxeerl Ha py6exce XIV-

XV BB.," TpJ(pilum, 23 (1968),176-77,189,191-94.
70 According to Stephen, the left hand was kept "at the Jordan" (see supra, p. 45). Clavijo, on the

other hand, says that it was in Constantinople at the Church of St. John the Baptist in Petra, but he is
mistaken here; see Commentary § 49. On the relic of the right hand of John the Baptist, see J.
Ebersolt, Sanctuaires de Byzance (Paris, 1921), 80-81, 134-36. This relic eventually made its way
via Rhodes and Malta to Gatcina, a suburb of St. Petersburg (P. Savvaitov, Hymezuecmeue
noezopodcxozo Apxuenucxona Anmonun a I(apbzpad [St. Petersburg, 1872], col. 88 note 71). It is
shown also at the Dionysiou Monastery on Mount Athos.

"Clavijo, 38-39; trans., 65-66; the Armenian Anonymus of the late fourteenth-early fifteenth
century also saw this relic in Peribleptos (Armenian Anonymus, 88). Rabban Sauma ("Rabban
Sauma a Constantinople [1287]," ed. S. Brock, Memorial Mgr Gabriel Khouri-Sarkis [Louvain,
1969], 246) simply notes that this relic was among those he saw in the Byzantine capital. In pre-
Crusader times the hand was preserved at the Great Palace (cf. Anthony, 19).

Clavijo (loc. cit.) further relates that when the body of John the Baptist was burned, the right hand,
which the saint had pointed upward at the baptism of Christ as he said Ecce agnus Dei, was
miraculously preserved.

72 See Riant, Exuviae sacrae, II, 44, 61, 191, and passim.
73Ibid., II, 208.
74Ibid., index. Antonius Astesanus says that the head was divided into seven parts (ibid., 239), but

from the number of entries for parts of the Baptist's head in Riant's catalogue one suspects that this
number is too small. The head of St. John the Baptist is today also displayed inthe Seraglio Museum
in Istanbul, on the island of Patmos, and at the Dionysiou Monastery on Mount Athos.
Mandeville (Mandeville's Travels: Texts and Translations, ed. M. Letts, Hakluyt Society Publications,
2nd ser., 101-2 [London, 1953], I, 76; II, 287) has one-half of the head of the Forerunner in
Constantinople, but it is impossible to determine from what period Mandeville's information comes.
See. also Ebersolt, loc. cit., on this relic.
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Peribleptos.7 s According to Ignatius and Zosima, as well as Alexander the Clerk
(who mistakenly calls the saint "Gregory the Great"), the relic was the bishop's
head.76 Stephen does not specify the nature of the relic.

Ignatius, the Russian Anonymus, and Zosima also mention the presence of the
body of "St. Gregory the Priest" at Peribleptos. Zosima identifies this relic with
St. Gregory of Nicomedia, a priest whose practice of a hesychast type of
contemplation and gift for seeing the future made him very popular in
fourteenth- and fifteenth-century Byzantium. This saint, who died a natural
death in 1240 (not the martyr's death which Ignatius of Smolensk assigns to him),
might well have had his 'body transferred to Constantinople after the Byzantine
return to power in the capital, since he became a hero of the hesychast and anti-
Latin party in the capital.77 This relic is probably the "body of the blessed St.
Gregory, perfectly preserved and whole" which Clavijo saw in the Peribleptos
Church. 7 8

According to Stephen and Alexander, Peribleptos also boasted relics of
Symeon the Just (Ozo6oxoc, the "Receiver of the Lord"), the holy man who
recognized the infant Jesus in the Temple at Jerusalem,79 although earlier the
relics of Symeon the Just were preserved at Chalkoprateia.8O Possibly the relics
were brought to Peribleptos when the Chalkoprateia Church fell into disuse.

Ignatius and the Russian Anonymus both note the presence of a relic of
St. Stephen the Younger in the Peribleptos Monastery. While the Russian
Anonymus calls the relic the saint's jawbone, Ignatius, probably correctly,
describes the relic as the saint's skull; Stephen the Younger's skull is listed among
the relics at St. Sophia in an inventory of 1396.81 These same sources mention an

75 On the life of St. Gregory Nazianzen, the fourth-century bishop of Constantinople, see BHG',
I, 235-39.

76 The head of St. Gregory the Theologian is preserved at the Vatopedion Monastery on Mount
Athos (one-half), with half in the Moscow Dormition Cathedral from 1654 (Loparev in Anthony, ci)
to 1917. The whole head is also shown at Mount Athos' Gregoriou Monastery.

The variants to Stephen's text are incorrect in assigning the body of St. Gregory the Theologian to
Peribleptos; during Palaeologan times this relic was at Holy Apostles, as, indeed, the same text states
farther on; see Commentary § 32.

"On the Life of St. Gregory of Nicomedia, see BHG', I, 230.
78 Clavijo, 40; trans., 67. The Armenian Anonymus would have a relic of yet another Gregory, the

whole right hand of St. Gregory the Wonderworker, preserved at Peribleptos (Armenian Anonymus,
88; on the Life of St. Gregory Thaumaturge [of Neocaesarea], see BHG 3, I, 232-33); no other sources
mention such a relic.

79 Cf. Luke 2:25-35. On the traditional Byzantine veneration of Symeon the Just, see BHG3, III,
71.

80flaipta, Preger, Scriptores, II, 263; Ciggaar, "Description de Constantinople," 255; Anthony,
21.

e' F. Miklosich and J. Muller, Acta et diplomata graeca medii aevi, II (Vienna, 1862), 567. On the
hagiographic tradition of St. Stephen the Younger, see BHG3, II, 253. According to Anthony of
Novgorod, who visited Constantinople in 1200, the head of St. Stephen the Younger was the object of
a special cult: on his feast day the eparch (prefect) of Constantinople carried the saint's head to the
prison where he had been held by an iconoclast emperor. This procession continued all night with the
people following, singing Kyrie eleison (Anthony, 25-26). This ritual seems to have been a reenact-
ment of the saint's imprisonment under Emperor Constantine V (Kondakov, Bu3UHmUZ CKUe yepxeu,
91). Although the church where the head was preserved in Anthony's time was in the same general
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image of Christ at Peribleptos which, from the stories the texts connect with the
image, can only be an icon of the Chalke Savior. It was the Savior image at the

Chalke gate which berated Emperor Maurice (582-602) for his sins and de-
manded that he choose between suffering in this world or the next, and it is this

story which Ignatius and the Russian Anonymus connect with the image at
Peribleptos.82 The Chalke image at Peribleptos was not the one which actually

had the encounter with the sinful emperor, but a copy, probably of the post-
iconoclastic replacement of the original. Other icons of the Chalke Savior were
preserved at the Chalke Gate of the Great Palace,83 at St. Sophia,84 and at the

Church of the Forty Holy Martyrs.85 There are, it should be noted, several
inaccuracies in the "Dialogue" version of the Russian Anonymus. For instance,
the "Dialogue" version is incorrect in saying that Emperor Maurice became a
monk in the monastery where he had the vision and was buried there. Moreover,
the vision (or dream) took place not at Peribleptos, but at the Chalke Gate of the
Imperial Palace, and Emperor Maurice was buried at the Church of St. Mamas,
not where he was supposedly tonsured a monk.86 Ignatius' note that relics were
sealed into the Savior icon at Peribleptos is not confirmed by any other sources,
but can easily be accepted. Sealing relics into icons is a common Byzantine

practice.
Other relics preserved at Peribleptos are mentioned by only oneof the Russian

travelers, and their presence there is thus less well established than the relics
discussed previously. Ignatius mentions a topaz chalice, an entry which remains
unexplained. The Russian Anonymus mentions relics of St. Nicholas which
would certainly have merited attention from other sources had they existed in
Constantinople in this period, given the popularity of St. Nicholas of Myra in the

area as Peribleptos, it was probably that of the Monastery of St. Dius where this relic had been in the
eighth century (Vita s. Stephanijunioris, PG, 100, cols. 1180-81; cf. Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 99),
albeit Anthony does not name the shrine. The St. Dius Monastery disappears from the sources in the
thirteenth century, and possibly at that time the relic came into the possession of Peribleptos. The
head of St. Stephen the Younger is claimed by the Russian Monastery of St. Panteleimon onMount
Athos today (Loparev in Anthony, lxxxvi). The body of St. Stephen the Younger was probably
buried in the Monastery of Lips; see Commentary § 34. His hand is reported at the Pantocrator
Monastery; see Commentary § 28.

12 The "Dialogue" variants to the Russian Anonymus are so close to the traditional versions of the
story that one may assume the "Dialogue's" editor had the text before him. The texts dealing with the
incident involving Emperor Maurice and the Chalke image are quoted and analyzed in Mango, The
Brazen House, 109-12. See also P. Speck, Kaiser Konstantin VI. Die Legitimation einer Fremden and
der Versuch einer eigenen Herrschaft (Munich, 1978), II, 608-9. The story could have been available
to the author of the Russian.Anonymus from the Slavic translation of the Chronicle of George the
Monk; see Xponuxa TeopzuR AMapmona e dpeeneM cnaeRnopyccxoM nepeeode, ed. V. M. Istrin, I
(Petrograd, 1920), 430-31.

"See Commentary § 10.
84 See Commentary § 4.
as Nicetas Choniates, Historia, Bonn ed. (1835), 431; Nicephorus Callistus, Ecclesiastica historia,

PG, 147, col. 413. See also Mango, The Brazen House, 132-35.
86 P. Grierson, "The Tombs and Obits of the Byzantine Emperors (337-1042)," with an additional

note by C. Mango and I. `Sevicenko, DOP, 16 (1962), 47. His remains were later transferred to the
Myrelaion (ibid., 28).
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Eastern Church. The body of St. Nicholas was, of course, brought to Bari in
south Italy in the eleventh century, a fact which the author of the Russian
Anonymus' text must have known, since the event was commemorated by a
holiday in the Russian Church.87 One is amazed to find the otherwise urbane
Spaniard Clavijo mentioning "bones" of St. Nicholas at the Church of St.
Francis in Galata.88 Possibly both of these texts refer to relics of one of the other
saints named Nicholas. Anthony of Novgorod, for instance, mentions that in
1200 the body of St. Nicholas the Younger was near Blachernae,89 and the
broken skull of [a?] St. Nicholas was outside the city near the Golden Gate. 90 No
source for Constantinople in the later period confirms the preservation of relics
of St. George in the Byzantine capital either; the "Dialogue" version's mention
of such relics seems of dubious value. The only head of St. James the Apostle
(another relic which the Russian Anonymus is alone in locating at Peribleptos)
known to have been at Constantinople was that of St. James the Less which was
kept either at Holy Apostles91 or at the Imperial Palace.92 The relic was sent to
Halberstadt during Latin rule in Constantinople,93 and no sources for
Constantinople after the period of Latin domination mention this relic.94 The
bodies of the Holy Innocents, that is, the fourteen thousand infants mentioned
by the Russian Anonymus, were preserved in the Church of the Virgin
Chalkoprateia where their festival was celebrated on December 29,95
Chalkoprateia seems to have stopped functioning sometime after the Latin
occupation,96 and possibly on that occasion some of the relics from there were
transferred to Peribleptos. On the other hand, there is much confusion about
these relics. Clavijo claims the "bones" of the Holy Innocents were in Galata,97
and the same Russian Anonymus which places these relics in Peribleptos has
them "in a chest" on a pedestal in St. Sophia.98

Zosima notes the preservation of the head of the martyr Tatiana in
Peribleptos. The martyr in question would have to be the Early Christian Roman
martyr of that name, since it was she who was beheaded.99 No other sources

87 Sergij, Honnbzu Mecayecnoe eocmoxa, 2nd ed. (note 32 supra), 11,2, 174. Cf. G. Anrich, Hagios
Nikolaos: Der Heilige Nikolaos in der griechischen Kirche, I (Leipzig-Berlin, 1913), 435-58 and
passim, on the texts dealing with the translation of the body of St. Nicholas.

88 Clavijo, 60; trans., 91. The English translation incorrectly renders this entry as "the bones."
"'Anthony, 22.
90 ]bid., 37. On the many saints named Nicholas venerated in the Eastern Church, see BHG3, II,

139-51.
Anthony, 24.

9z Riant, Exuviae sacrae, II, 212, 217.
93 Ibid., I, 20; II, 84.
94 This head of the Apostle James might, of course, be a heretofore unknown head of St. James the

Greater.
9s Synaxarium CP, cols. 353-54. See also Ha'rpta, Preger, Scriptores, II, 263; Anthony, 21; )Kumbe

u xodscenbe J(auuna Pycbcxbun 3eMnu uayfena, ed. M. A. Venevitinov, IIIIC, 9 (1885; repr. Munich,
1970), 65; and Commentary § 7.

96 See Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 237-38.
97 Clavijo, 60; trans., 91.
9e See Commentary § 7.
99Synaxarium CP, col. 385. On this saint, see BHG3, II, 263.
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mention the presence of this relic in Constantinople. Alexander mentions relics of
"the ten martyrs" in this church. There are several groups of ten martyrs revered
in the Byzantine Church,100 but only one set (those who died during the icono-
clast controversy under Leo the Isaurian) is supposed to have had relics in
Constantinople. Included in this number was St. Theodosia, who died defending
the icon of the Chalke Savior.10' Their relics were preserved in the church of the
Convent of St. Aninas, near St. Mocius, at least in 1200.102 Since that church is
not heard of after 1200, it is not impossible that their relics were transferred to
Peribleptos before the end of the fourteenth century. 103

Alexander also mentions an icon of the Holy Mother of God "which a Jew
stabbed during a chess game," and which thereupon bled. I can find no reference

to such a story, but three sources from the half-century before the Latin conquest
of Constantinople mention a similar icon of the Virgin in St. Sophia. This image

was of the Mother of God holding the child in her arms. The Jew stabbed the
Christ Child and blood flowed from the wound.l 04 None of these three texts
which mention the icon in St. Sophia describes the circumstances under which
the Jew stabbed the icon of the Virginal os it might have been during a chess game,
and if so, we can assume the transferral of this image from St. SopJiia to
Peribleptos sometime after 1200, since no sources from the period after 1100

mention a stabbed icon of the Virgin in St. Sophia. Militating against identifying
these two images of the Virgin stabbed by a Jew, however, is the closeconnection
of the pre-Latin-Empire image with St. Sophia. Two of the "Chartophylaces of
the Great Church" in the period 1086 (or 1092) to 1235 chose the image of the
"Mother of God stabbed with a knife" for their official lead seals. 106 If this image

survived the Latin occupation of Constantinople, it is likely it would have
remained in St. Sophia.107 It would seem, then, more reasonable to assume
separate images of the Virgin stabbed by a Jew: one in St. Sophia until the

100 Cf. BHG3, 11, 95-96.
10' See Commentary §§ 51, 33. On these saints, see BHG3, II, 95.
1O2ActaSS, August, II, 446-47; Anthony, 26.
103 Is it pure coincidence that Ignatius of Smolensk chose August 8, the feast of these ten martyrs,

for his second visit to Peribleptos? (Cf. Sergij, Honnbru Jkrecnyecnoe eocmoxa, 2nd ed., II,1, 240; they
are sometimes commemorated on August 9 [ibid., 241].) Might he simply have forgotten to record the
relics of these martyrs whose commemoration brought him to the church that day?

104 Anthony, 2; Nicolaus Thingeyrensis, in Riant, Exuviae sacrae, II, 215; Ciggaar, "Description
de Constantinople," 248; the last text says that blood and water flowed from the wound.

105 The Mercati Anonymus (Ciggaar, "Description de Constantinople," 248-49) confuses this
stabbed icon of the Virgin with the icon of the Savior which the Jew stabbed and threw intothe Holy
Well, and recounts the latter's story in detail, but applying it to the icon of the Virgin. The icon of
Christ which was the subject of the twelfth-century English text was hung on the east wall above the
door of the shrine of the Holy Well (see Commentary § 6), not in a corner, as was the image of the
Virgin. Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 220, says that Stephen of Novgorod mentions an image of
Christ in this church which was stabbed and bled, but he is mistaken in this.

106 G. Galavaris, "The Mother of God, `Stabbed with a Knife,"' DOP, 13 (1959), 229-33.
'0' No later seals of chartophylaces of the Great Church with this iconography are preserved, but

we know too little about later Byzantine lead seals to draw a firm conclusion from this argumentum ex

silentio.
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thirteenth century, and one in Peribleptos in Palaeologan times, attested to by
only one source.

§ 25. The Povasil'jas Convent

"The Povasil jas [var.: Pavasilias', Povasilias, Pokasilias] Convent: St. Calia
the laywoman reposes here. Her husband was a rich merchant and spent three
years at sea. She was wise, God-fearing, and charitable, and gave away all [their]
possessions without her husband['s knowledge], all [of them]. Her husband
returned and drove her to death, assuming that she had spent [their means]
uselessly. God granted her curative powers: cripples and sick prostrate at her
tomb and are healed" (Zosima).

The present entry is probably the most enigmatic in the texts edited here. The
name of the convent, "Povasil'jas," is unrecognizable and probably muti-
lated,1 08 no location is indicated,' 09 and the saint whose relics were noted is
known from no sources other than Zosima's narrative.110 Accepting the Uvarov
manuscript reading "Pokasilias" as the name of the shrine, some scholars have
identified the institution in question as the monastery connected with the life of
Patriarch Anthony II KauX< aq (ruled 893-901) and variously called tia
KaXXiou, cf q KaXXiag, cou KaXECwS, or uo6 KauXEa.111 The Monastery 'coo
KauXEa was, however, a male monastery until the fall of Constantinople, a fact
which militates against identifying the monastery of this name with Zosima's
Povasil'jas/Pokasilias convent of nuns. 1 1 z Whatever the name of the convent,
Zosima's narrative might suggest that it was located somewhere in the southwest
section of the city (see p1. 11, 25), that is, between the Monastery of Kyra Martha
and Studius, which he discusses immediately before and after he records this
shrine and its traditions.' 13

§ 26. The Studius Monastery of St. John the Baptist

"We went from there [the Jewish Gate on the Propontis] to St. John in the
Studite Monastery. There are so many sights there that it is impossible to
describe it. We kissed the body of St. Sabas the cook (for forty years he cooked

'0 8 Note the different spellings in the various manuscripts.
"'This section of Zosima's text is topographically jumbled and is a catalogue of shrines he has not

discussed earlier.
110 Sergij, Hosnbtu mecayecsoe eocmoxa, 2nd ed., 11,2, 537, refers the reader to Archbishop Filaret

of Chernigov, 3Kumux ceRmbix nodeu. icuuy eocmounou yepueu (St. Petersburg, 1871), 318-19, but the
information on "St. Kalija" here is taken from the Hozdenie of Zosima.

... See Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 39-41 (Movf tiou xup Avti(oviou); A. Frolow, "Deux Eglises
byzantines d'apres des sermons peu connus de Leon VI le Sage," Etudes byzantines, 3 (1945), 43-91;
C. Du Cange, Constantinopolis christiana (Paris, 1680), IV, 153 (Calliae monasterium).

112 Leonid, O6o3penue yapezpad cxux nam gmuuxoe, 39-40 = YOH,J("P, 57-58, sees the more
common reading Hoeacusbnc (sic) as representing a copiest's error for IIav0a617 aCS; no such
monastery is known, however.

1' On Kyra Martha, see Commentary § 33; on Studius, see infra.
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for the brotherhood), and another body, that of St. Solomonis. Here there is a
kneading trough on which the holy Mother of God appeared with Christ. The
baker of the communion bread sifted the flour onto a board, and poured on
water, and the child in the flour on the board cried out. The communion bread
baker was terrified and ran to the brothers. The prior and brothers came, and saw

the image of the holy Mother of God with the infant Christ on the board. The
church is very large and high, covered with a slanted roof. The icons in it are
highly decorated with gold and shine like the sun. The floor of the church is quite

amazing, as if set with pearls; no painter could paint like that. The refectory
where the brothers eat is more wonderful than that of other monasteries. [The
monastery] is at the edge of the city, near the Golden Gate. Theodore the Studite,
who lived there, sent many books to Rus'-the Typicon, the Triodion, and other
books" (Stephen). "On the first of the month of July we went to the Monastery of
St. John Prodromos to worship. The Russians living there entertained us well"
(Ignatius). "From Peribleptos you go toward Kalojan's Castle; the monastery
called Studius is on the left. There are two incorrupt bodies in this monastery;
St. Sabas and St. Solomonis repose in the corner on the left side" (Russian
Anonymus). "In the Studius Monastery of St. Theodore are myrrh of the holy
Great Martyr Demetrius and many relics of the saints" (Alexander). "The great
Studite Monastery: the Patriarch Euthymius reposes here, and Demetrius'
myrrh rests in a coffer" (Zosima).

The Studius Monastery of St. John the Baptist was one of the largest and most
famous monastic foundations in the Byzantine capital. As the Russian
Anonymus says, it was located on the southern branch of the Mese, the main
thoroughfare of Constantinople, on the left side as one went fromPeribleptos to
Kalojan's Castle (see pl. 11, 26). It was also, as Stephen notes, near the Golden
Gate ("Kalojan's Castle") at the edge of the city."" Studius was also just over
half a kilometer from Peribleptos, which Stephen and Alexander apparently
visited at the same time.' 15

Although the Studite Monastery and its main church, the remains of which are

still extant, were built in the mid-fifth century, the monastery became particularly
important in the period of Iconoclasm under the abbacy of Theodore of Studius,
considered its second founder, whence the appellation the "Studius Monastery
of St. Theodore" used by Alexander. Theodore played a leading part in the
iconoclast struggle on the side of the Iconodules. The rule (typicon) of this
monastery attributed to St. Theodore was among the strictest monastic rules in
the Byzantine East. It was adopted by many other monasteries of the Byzantine
Church, and its order of service also became the standard for general liturgical
practice, even in parishes. Stephen's text recalls the adoption in Russia of the

''IOn Kalojan's Castle as the fortress of the Golden Gate, see C. Mango, "The Date of the
Anonymous Russian Description of Constantinople," BZ, 45 (1952), 382-84; on the Golden Gate,
see Commentary § 83.

15 On Peribleptos, see Commentary § 24; Ignatius' and Zosima's routes are less precise.
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service books standardized at the Studite Monastery in Constantinople. St.
Theodosius of the Kiev Caves Monastery (eleventh century) adopted the Studite
Typicon (a book of rules for the monastic life based on the Rule of St. Basil
combined with an ordo outlining the details of the celebration of divine services)
for Russia's most important early monastic foundation.16 The triodion (the
service book for movable feasts in the Church calendar) was probably adopted in
the Studite redaction shortly after the typicon on which it, as well as "other
[liturgical] books" mentioned, depends. Needless to say, it was not Theodore of
Studius himself (d. 826)"' who was responsible for sending the books to Russia
in the eleventh century, but his successors in the monastery.

The St. John Prodromos (Forerunner) Monastery, where Ignatius of Smolensk
was welcomed by Russians on July 1, 1389, can be identified as the Studite
Monastery, despite Ignatius' lack of topographical information on the shrine.
There were two important monasteries of St. John the Baptist (i.e., IIpbSpoµoq,
the "Forerunner," in Byzantine parlance) which attracted Russian travelers of
Palaeologan times. Ignatius specifically mentions visiting one important
Prodromos Monastery, that in Petra, on July 24.118 The other Prodromos
Monastery he visited, then, had to be Studius. Moreover, it is known that
Russian monks were living at Studius around the time of Ignatius' visit to
Constantinople. At least in some cases they went to Studius, as did the monk sent
there by St. Theodosius of the Kiev Caves Monastery in the eleventh century, to
copy books. 19 Among the Russians who are known to have lived and written in
the Studius Monastery in this particular period must be mentioned the copyist of
a miscellaneous Russo-Slavic manuscript who wrote in the "imperial community
of St.... John the Baptist" in 1392, as the colophon states,' 2° and Metropolitan
Cyprian, the successor to Pimen in the Muscovite metropolitanate, who copied
and translated a version of the "Spiritual Ladder" of St. John Climacus while
living in the Studite Monastery in 1387.121 Athanasius Vysotskij, a disciple of
St. Sergius of Radonez, also lived in this monastery with several other Russian
monks between the years 1382 and 1402,122 and a certain Dionysius the Russian
was buried in the monastery cemetery in 1382; he had probably been a member of
the community.123 The Russians from the Studite Monastery, possibly including
some of these known personages, might well have been the Russians who visited

116 Hoeecmb 6peMeuub1x item (note 33 supra), ed. Lihacev, I, 107; trans. Cross, 142; Kueeo-
Heuepcbxuu Hamepux, ed. D. Abramovic, HaM'aTIH M0B13 Ta nxcbMeHCTBa j aBHol Yxpaixx, 4
(Kiev, 1930; repr. Munich, 1964), 39.

"'On the life of St. Theodore of Studius, see BHG3, II, 279-81; and A. Dobroklonskij,
Hpenodo6nblu ceodop, ucnoeednux u uzymen cmyduucxuu, I-II (Odessa, 1913-14).

11 8 On the Prodromos Petra Monastery, see Commentary § 49.
119 Kueeo-Heuepcbxuu Hamepux, loc. Cit.
120 A. I. Sobolevskij, IOascuo-cnaenucxoe enunnue na pyccxyio nucbnmeuuocmb e XIV-XV eexax (St.

Petersburg, 1894), 23.
121 Ibid., 10. This manuscript is still preserved (ibid., 14 note 3).
122 Ternovskij, H3yuenue eusanmuucxou ucmopuu (note 69 supra), II, 16.
' 23 His tombstone is described in Van Millingen, Byzantine Churches in Constantinople (note 2

supra), 48.
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Ignatius prior to his entry into the city when his boat first docked at
Constantinople.124 It is not unlikely that several of the other preserved late

fourteenth- and early fifteenth-century Russian manuscripts written in
Constantinople also originated in a scriptorium of the Studite Monastery."'

The relics which were gathered at this shrine after the Latin domination of
Constantinople (recorded almost uniquely in the accounts of Russian pilgrims)
are certainly less important than those at the monastery in an earlier period,
which had included part of the head of St. John the Baptist and the incorrupt
bodies of St. Theodore the Studite and his brother St. Joseph, bishop of
Thessalonica.126 The relics preserved at Studius in the later period are also
difficult to identify with certainty. Stephen of Novgorod and the Russian
Anonymus mention the presence of the bodies of two saints, Sabas and
Solomonis. The latter text adds that their bodies were miraculously preserved
incorrupt "in the corner on the left side." Of the St. Solomonis in question we
know nothing. The only saint of that name commemorated in the Byzantine
calendar is the mother of the Maccabees.12' The relics of the Maccabean martyrs
were, however, preserved in Constantinople. Their bodies were transferred to the
Byzantine capital from Antioch and placed in a special martyrion where their
memory was celebrated annually on August 1.12 1 Since there is no mention of the
relics of these Jewish martyrs after 1200, it is a comparatively safe assumption
that something happened to them and their shrine during the Latin occupation of
Constantinople. The body of one of them, St. Solomonis, perhaps was transfer-
red to the Studite Monastery, where it was venerated by Stephen and the Russian
Anonymus.

'24 See supra, p. 91.
'25Ternovskij, PI3yuenue eu3anmuucicou ucmopuu, 13-16. Sobolevskij, IOaicno-cnae.nncxoe

enurtnue, 23-30, lists several Russian manuscripts written in Constantinople in this period. Cf. also
ibid., 10-15; Ternovskij, op. cit., 1(1875),61-62; Kondakov, Busanmuucxue yepxeu,144-45. See also
Vzdornov, "Ponb cnaBs ncxxx Mo11acTblpcxnx N1acTepcxnx nncbMa" (note 69 supra), 176, 189, 190.

R. Janin (La Geographie de CP2, 431) also identifies Studius as Ignatius' Prodromos Monastery
where the Russians lived, but his arguments rest on dubious grounds. He cites Mme de Khitrowo's
French translation of the "Wanderer of Stephen of Novgorod," to the effect that Stephen found
compatriots in the Studius community engaged in copying the holy scriptures. The text he cites,
however, is enclosed in parentheses in the Khitrowo translation (B. de Khitrowo, Itineraires russes en
orient, I,1 [Geneva, 1889], 123-24), apparently because this section is not included in the manuscript
on which she based her work. The section reads: "Le matin du vendredi, nous allames moi &
compagnons, faire le tour des saints convents, & nous rencontrames sur notre chemin Jean &
Dobrila, nos compatriotes de Novgorod, & nous nous rejouimes fort, car nous n'esperions jamais les
revoir, ces gens ayant disparu sans laisser de traces; ils vivent actuellement ici, en copiant les saintes
Ecritures dans le convent Studios; car ils sent tres habiles dans les ecritures . . . ." This material seems
to have been taken from the edition of Saharov, where it is printed in italics (I. P. Saharov, CXa3anuR

pyccxozo napoda [St. Petersburg, 1849], II, bk. 8, p. 54). The significance of Saharov's use of italics is
not explained in his book, but later editors of texts published by Saharov do not find his italicized
entries in the manuscripts (see supra, p. 25; and Speranskij, 8-9, 11-29, 58).

126 Cf. Anthony, 22; Ciggaar, "Description de Constantinople," 262.
... Synaxarium CP, col. 859; Sergij, IIonnbau mecnz{ecnoe eocmoxa, 2nd ed., II,1, 232-33. The

biblical account (II Mace. 6-7) does not give the name of the mother.
121 Sergij, loc. cit.
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In spite of the information supplied by Stephen on the St. Sabas whose body he
(and the Russian Anonymus) venerated at Studius, that is, that he was the
monastery cook for forty years, it is difficult to identify this saint. The story
Stephen recounts might reflect the background of one of the two known abbots
of Studius to bear that name. 121 More likely, however, the story is connected
with a localized cult of a humble but holy monk of the community.

Both Alexander the Clerk and Zosima note the presence of myrrh of St.
Demetrius at the Studite Monastery. As is well known, the myrrh-exuding body
of St. Demetrius is preserved even today in Thessalonica.l3° Possibly a vial of
this precious oil was sent to Studius by the people of Thessalonica as a token of
the warm relations between Studius and Thessalonica after the body of St.
Joseph, Archbishop of Thessalonica and brother of St. Theodore of Studius,
disappeared from the monastery during the Latin occupation of Constantinople.

Zosima also notes that Patriarch Euthymius was buried in this monastery. It is
difficult to know which of the two patriarchs of Constantinople who bore this
name he had in mind. Patriarch Euthymius I (907-12) had close relations with
Studius and gave that monastery the head of St. John the Baptist, 13 1 but that
Patriarch Euthymius was buried in his own monastery, located quite near
Studius.l32 Janin suggests that this Patriarch Euthymius' body was moved to
the nearby Studius Monastery sometime after 917, the date when Euthymius'
monastery is last mentioned in written sources.133 While this explanation is quite
plausible, it is also possible that the Patriarch Euthymius whose tomb Zosima
notes in 1425 was the abbot of Studius of the same name who became Patriarch
Euthymius II (1410-16), 134 and whose memory would still be fresh at the time of
the Russian pilgrim's visit.

No sources other than Stephen of Novgorod mention the apparition of the
Virgin with Christ in a kneading trough at the Studite Monastery. In 1200
Anthony of Novgorod, however, mentioned an apparition of St. Theodore in a
trough to a nun kneading dough somewhere near the Romanus Gate. 13 ' The
relationship between these two stories is purely on the basic motif level, and
Stephen's story must remain unexplained for the present.

129 J. D. Mansi, Sacrorum conciliorum nova et amplissima collectio, 13, col. 152 (eighth century);
Vita s. Nicolai studitae, PG, 105, cols. 912-13 (ninth century).

130 See A. Xyngopoulos, `H [3amA,rxrl rou Ayiou Arlµrhpiou Osaaakovixrls (Thessalonica, 1946),
57-63. Cf. also the information recorded about this relic in Thessalonica by Ignatius of Smolensk
(Xo.dadenue Hzuamua CMoJlNRHUna, ed. S. V. Arsen'ev, HHC, 12 [1887], 25).

111 Vita Euthyrnii, ed. C. de Boor (Berlin, 1888), 31-32.
132Ibid., 78. On the Monastery of Euthymius, see Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 116-17.
133 Janin, ibid., 435.
'34On Abbot Euthymius of Studius as the future Patriarch Euthymius II of Constantinople,

see R. J. Loenertz, "Pour la chronologie des oeuvres de Joseph Bryennios," REB, 7 (1949), 17-
18; S. Lambros, Catalogue of the Greek Manuscripts on Mount Athos, I (Cambridge, 1895), 399.
Leonid, O6ospenue yapeepadc.'cux naMRmnuxoe, 34 = rlOH4P, 52, identifies the relic of Patriarch
Euthymius (this spelling in all the manuscripts) with the body of Patriarch Euphemius (d. 496; Leonid
says 473), but gives no reasons for his identification.

"I s Anthony, 27.
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Unlike most of the other Russian travelers, Stephen of Novgorod often gives
details about monuments and architecture, as well as about relics. Stephen's
appreciative comments here are certainly justified. The main church of the
Studite Monastery was indeed very impressive, both in its size and in its adorn-
ment, as even the preserved ruins of the church suggest. The fifteenth-century
Castilian traveler Clavijo was, if anything, even more impressed with the rich
marble and mosaic decoration of the church than Stephen and gives a full
description of the building, emphasizing the role of marble in the building's
decoration. 116 The beauty of the portion of the inlaid marble flooring of the
church still preserved today explains Stephen's wonder at its fine workman-
ship.137 Doubtless the Novgorodian traveler makes special mention of the
peaked roof of the church because he is accustomed to the domed churches
common in Constantinople and Russia. The Studite conventual church was a
basilica in form, and it apparently retained the traditional basilican roof when it
was reroofed and restored in the thirteenth century. 13 s This was also the form of
the roof in Turkish times. Given the number of monks in the monastery, the
refectory building must have been large and impressive. Clavijo's glowing de-
scription of the mosaic decoration of the refectory and its great marble table139
would make Stephen's comments on the beauty of the dining hall quite
understandable. Studius was, indeed, the most important monastery in the
capital for many reasons.141

116 Clavijo, 40-41; trans., 68-69. Is the gold which Stephen mentions as decorating the icons the
mosaic work in the church which Clavijo notes? Cf. also P. Speck, "Ein Heiligenbilderzyklus im
Studios-Kloster urn das Jahr 800," Actes du XIIIQ Congres international d'Etudes byzantines, Ochride,
1961, III (Belgrade, 1964), 333-44.

13 'The pavement of the Studite-Prodromos Church is discussed in A. Ogan, "Bizans Mimari
Tarahinde Istanbul Kiliseleri Ve Mozaikler," Guzel Sanatlar, 5 (1944), 103-15 and pls., with good
photographs included.

138 Cf. Nicephorus Gregoras, Byzantina historia, I, 190; Kondakov, Bu3anmuucxue yepxeu, 145.
139Clavijo, 41; trans., 69.
""On this monastery and its church, see Janin, La Geographie de CPZ, 430-40; Kondakov,

Busanmuucxue yepxeu, 142-47; Cirac, "Tres monasterios de Constantinopla" (note 62 supra),
377-81; Schneider, Byzanz, 76-77; Ebersolt and Thiers, Les Eglises de Constantinople (note 2 supra),
1-18 and pls.; Van Millingen, Byzantine Churches in Constantinople (note 2 supra), 35-61; Mathews,
Early Churches of CP, 19-27; idem, Byzantine Churches of Istanbul, 143-58; Krautheimer, Early
Christian and Byzantine Architecture,2 109-11; Mango, Byzantine Architecture, 61-65; Miiller-
Wiener, Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 147-52; Kleiss, Plan, Bg; DO Bibliographies, 1,1, 256. The monument
is redated in C. Mango, "The Date of the Studius Basilica at Istanbul," Byzantine and Modern Greek
Studies, 4 (1978) = Essays Presented to Sir Steven Runciman, 115-22.



Chapter IX

THE CENTRAL PART OF THE CITY

§ 27. The Relics of St. Anastasia

"On the twenty-second [of December, 1389] I kissed the holy relics of
Anastasia..." (Ignatius).

While at least three saints named Anastasia are venerated in the Byzantine
Church, it seems quite likely that the relics which Ignatius venerated were those
of the widow-martyr of that name from Sirmium, for December 22, the day he
chose to visit these relics, was the holiday of this saint.' When the relics of this
Anastasia were brought to Constantinople in the late fifth century, they were
placed in the great Church of St. Anastasia Ev,rotc Aoµvtvou Epj3oXotq, and it
was in this church that the saint's annual commemoration was celebrated with a
synaxis on the day of Ignatius' recorded visit.' The church was located at the
juncture of the µaxpoS £p43okoq iov Mauptavou and the Mese (the central
avenue of Constantinople), that is, about midway between the Column of
Constantine and the Forum of Theodosius, or possibly somewhat north of this
intersection (see pl. ii, 27).

§ 28. The Pantocrator Monastery

"From there [Holy Apostles] we went to the great Savior Monastery, the
Pantocrator, called `the Almighty.' Above the first doors, the doors by which
you enter, the Savior is done in mosaic, a large figure, and high. The same thing
going in through the other door, and also entering the monastery. This monas-
tery is very beautiful, for the exterior of the church is all decorated with mosaic so
that it shines like the sun. The slab of the Lord is there, and three heads are also
there, [those] of Florus, Laurus, and James the Persian. The headless body of
Michael the Monk is there, and there in the sanctuary stands a white stone vessel
in which Jesus made wine from water by a great miracle" (Stephen). "On the

' BHG3, I, 24-26. Another St. Anastasia was buried in a chapel at Blachernae, according to two of
the later Russian travelers (see Commentary § 46). Just before the Fourth Crusade relics of saints
named Anastasia were reported in Constantinople next to the Pantocrator Monastery, near the
Romanus Gate, and in the suburb Fig IIrlydq (Anthony, 30, 27, 34).

z Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 22-25. Cf. also J. Ebersolt, Sanctuaires de Byzance (Paris, 1921),
90-91; L. Ryden, "A Note on Some References to the Church of St. Anastasia in Con"stantinople in
the 10th Century," Byzantion, 44 (1974), 198-201; DO Bibliographies, 1,1, 246.
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eighth [of August, 1389] we [also] went to the Pantocrator Church; in the
treasury we saw the holy Gospel all written in gold by the hand of Emperor
Theodosius the Younger. There we also kissed the blood which flowed from the

side of the Lord on the cross.... We also went to the great and venerable
Pantocrator Monastery and kissed the holy slab on which they laid the body of
Christ the Lord when they had taken it down from the cross; the all-pure tears [of

the Mother of God] are imprinted on it. A natural stone water pot in which Christ

changed water into wine is there; the water [blessed on the holiday] of the holy

Epiphany is kept in it. The heads of SS. Sergius and Bacchus and of [St.] James

the Persian repose there too" (Ignatius). "(The slab of the Lord and the three clay

pots are at the Almighty).... From Basilike you go northwest to the Pantocrator.
The Pantocrator Monastery is on a mountain [var. add.: and is quite marvelously

arranged; it is built of stone with water all around it, with stone columns and
many decorations]. In this monastery [var.: In it] are the slab of Christ on which
they carried Him to the tomb, as well as a pot where He turned water into wine,

and, headless, the martyr Michael, and also the heads of Florus and Laurus, the
head of James the Persian, and tears of the holy Mother of God on the slab"
(Russian Anonymus). "Now in the Pantocrator Monastery are: the slabsof the

Savior on which they carried Him to the tomb; in the sanctuary, the vessel where
the Savior changed water into wine in Cana of Galilee; the heads of SS. Florus
and Laurus; the head of St. James the Persian" (Alexander). "The great
Monastery of the Pantocrator (which is called `Almighty' in Russian): in it stands

the slab on which they carried Christ to the tomb; on it the tears of Mary the
Mother of God are visible to this day, white as milk. The heads of Florus and
Laurus, and of James the Persian, are there, as is the hand of Stephen the
Younger, and venerable Michael the Younger. The vessel where Christ changed

water into wine at Cana of Galilee is in the sanctuary" (Zosima).

There is no difficulty in identifying the Monastery of the Almighty Savior, or
Pantocrator, which was visited by the Russian travelers, as well as by many other

pilgrims to Constantinople. The three interconnected sanctuaries which formed

the focal point of this monastery are still preserved under their Turkish name,
Zeyrek Kilisse Camii, on a hill (the "mountain" of the Russian Anonymus) in the

north central part of Istanbul (see pl. 11, 28).3 This famous monastery was
founded early in the twelfth century to serve as a new imperial mortuary church.'
The monastery and its churches were among the most noteworthy achieve-
ments of Comnenian art in the capital. Due to imperial patronage the monastery

was both large and richly decorated. The recently restored marvelous marble

' Kleiss, Plan, Ed.
4 The monastery was not founded by Justinian the Great, as the "Dialogue" variant to the Russian

Anonymus suggests. On the history of this monastery, see Gy. Moravcsik, Szent Lkszlo Leknya es a

Bizknci Pantokrator-monostor (with German summary), Mitteilungen des Ungarischen

Wissenschaftlichen Institutes in Konstantinopel, 7-8 (Budapest-Constantinople, 1923); and Janin,

La Geographie de CPZ, 515-23. The typicon authorized by the founders is published by P. Gautier,

"Le Typikon du Christ Sauveur Pantocrator," REB, 32 (1974), 1-145.
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inlay floors with their mosaic genre scenes in the south church of the complex,
the original Pantocrator sanctuary, and the remains of large figurative stained
glass windows found during the restoration give a slight idea of the magnificence
of the decoration of the monastery's churches. Some of the marble revetments
are also preserved.' Even the usually laconic relic-oriented descriptions of
the Russian travelers note the richness of the ornamentation of this shrine, as
in the case of Stephen and the "Dialogue" version of the Russian Anonymus.
Pero Tafur, who visited the church in the 1430's, like Stephen notes 'that the
main church is "very richly adorned with gold mosaic." 6 Very likely, at least
the domes of the monastery's churches were covered in gold, possibly mosaic,
which would make the sanctuary shine "like the sun," as Stephen says. Interesting-
ly, the information preserved in the "Dialogue" version of the text of the Russian
Anonymus, that there were columns and water around the church (i.e., fountains
in the porticoed atrium), finds some confirmation in the sources and in the arche-
ological findings, which included Byzantine canalization west of the church.'
The mosaics which so impressed Stephen of Novgorod (and Pero Tafur8) have
now disappeared. As a reading of Stephen suggests, the Savior-Pantocrator was a
common motif among the many rich mosaics in the three interconnected sanc-
tuaries. Literary sources specifically speak of three mosaic images of the Savior,
which might correspond exactly to the three mentioned by Stephen. One was
located above the central door leading into the narthex of the north church (that
of the Virgin 'EXaou(Ta, the "Merciful"),9 probably the "first doors" of Stephen,
for there was an entrance into the walled compound of the Pantocrator cloister
which led directly to the 'EXcouca church.' ° A mosaic image of the Pantocrator
also stood over the entrance to the central church, the heroon," likely the "other
door" of Stephen's account. Similarly, there also seems to have been a large
mosaic depiction of the Savior Pantocrator over the main door of the Panto-
crator Church, the southernmost of the three churches and the main church of
the monastery,' z which doubtless corresponds with the third mosaic of the
Savior which, according to Stephen, one passes when "entering the monastery."

5 The archeology of this establishment is covered in J. Ebersolt and A. Thiers, Les Eglises de
Constantinople (Paris, 1913), 183-207 and pls.; A. Van Millingen, Byzantine Churches in
Constantinople (London, 1912), 219-42; Krautheimer, Early Christian and Byzantine Architecture',
390-92; Mango, Byzantine Architecture, 235-38, 243-46; Mathews, Byzantine Churches of Istanbul,
71-101; Miiller-Wiener, Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 209-15; DO Bibliographies, 1,1, 253. The most recent
publication which discusses the archeological findings with references to the literature (and which
considerably revises earlier findings) is A. H. S. Megaw, "Notes on Recent Work of the Byzantine
Institute in Istanbul," DOP, 17 (1963), 335-64 and pls. On the earlier literature, see Schneider,
Byzanz, 68-69; Janin, La Geographie de CP', 515-23.

6Tafur, 176; trans., 142.
' Moravscik, Szent Lkszlo, 75; Ebersolt and Thiers, Les Eglises de Constantinople, 186, 202.
s Tafur, loc. cit.
9 Gautier, "Le Typikon," 75.
10 Moravcsik, Szent Lkszlo, 75.
11 Gautier, "Le Typikon," loc. cit.
12 See ibid., 37, 39; and Moravcsik, Szent Lkszlo, 81. On the other pictorial decorations of these

sanctuaries, see ibid., 75-76; and Ebersolt and Thiers, Les Eglises de Constantinople, 193, 198.
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The three sanctuaries in question were contiguous and shared a common
narthex, which explains how one might pass so easily from one to the other.

This monastery was widely known for its strict rule,' 3 its important hospital,' 4

and its most important relic, the "slab" on which Joseph of Arimathea and
Nicodemus were reputed to have laid the body ofChrist after they had removed

it from the cross.15 This relic is mentioned as being at the Pantocrator Monastery

by all the Palaeologan Russian visitors to Constantinople, as well as by Anthony

of Novgorod, the Armenian Anonymus, Clavijo, Buondelmonti, and de la
Broquiere.16 In addition to Ignatius, the Russian Anonymus and Zosima also

remark on the tears of the Virgin which fell on this slab and were miraculously
preserved in the form of white spots, or milk, as Zosima says." Russian sources

such as the Russian Anonymus, Alexander, and Zosima often identify this slab

as the litter on which Christ's body was borne to the tomb. The slab, however,
was of stone. I s It was not the litter on which Christ's body was borne to the
tomb, but the "stone of anointing" on which the body was prepared for burial, 19

which might also have served as the cover of Christ's sarcophagus.20 The Old
Russian word used here for this relic, docxa, means a plank of wood more often
than it does a slab of stone, and one must assume that copyists accepted the more

usual meaning in the texts they copied and proceeded to explain their interpre-
tation, thereby confusing two similar relics.21 The stone was red or multi-
colored,22 "nine palms in length," or about the height of a man.23 Emperor
Manuel I had this relic brought to Constantinople from Ephesus, and after his
death it was placed in front of his tomb in the Church of the Archangel Michael,
the middle sanctuary of the three contiguous churches of the monastery.24
Manuel I's tomb stood just inside the St. Michael Church, near the arch connect-

13 De la Broquiere, 160; trans., 520; Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 518-19.
14 On the hospital of the Pantocrator Monastery, see D. Constantelos, Byzantine Philanthropyand

Social Welfare (New Brunswick, N.J., 1968), 171-79.
15 Cf. John 19:38-42.
"Anthony, 24-25; Armenian Anonymus, 87; Clavijo, 53; trans., 83; Buondelmonti, 276; de la

Broquiere, 160-61; trans., 520. Rabban Sauma reports that the relic was in Constantinople in 1287,
but does not say in which church it was preserved ("Rabban Sauma a Constantinople [1287]," ed.
S. Brock, Memorial Mgr Gabriel Khouri-Sarkis [Louvain, 1969], 246).

17 Looking like hardened, frozen water (Clavijo, 53; trans., 83); like wax (Anthony, 24-25); or like

both (de la Broquiere, 161; trans., 520). Rabban Sauma believed these tears were wet and were
miraculously renewed if wiped off ("Rabban Sauma," loc. cit.; cf. ibid., 250). The text of the fifteenth-
century Armenian Anonymus claims that the Mother of God appears above this relic (Armenian
Anonymus, 87), but this is probably the result of a textual confusion (cf. ibid., 90).

18 Nicetas Choniates, Historia, Bonn ed. (1835), 289; Armenian Anonymus, 87; Clavijo, 53; trans.,
83; Buondelmonti, 276; de la Broquiere, 160; trans., 520; "Rabban Sauma," 246.

19 Ibid.
"De la Broquiere, loc. cit.; "Rabban Sauma," 246.
21 Cf. D. Ajnalov, "HpnMe`faHHA K TeKCTy KHIIFH `IIa.10MHHK' AHTOHH$I Hosropo,gcxoro,"

3KMHH, 1906, no. 6, p. 249.
22 Choniates, loc. cit.; Clavijo, loc. cit.; de la Broquiere, loc. cit.
23 Choniates, loc. cit.
24lbid., 289-90. See also C. Mango, "Notes on Byzantine Monuments," DOP, 23-24 (1969-70),

372-75. The same relic is still shown today at the Church of theHoly Sepulchre in Jerusalem, where it

is reputed to have been since the fourth century.
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ing that imperial mausoleum with the south or Pantocrator Church.25 During
the recent restoration of these buildings, A. H. S. Megaw uncovered an oblong
cavity in the floor in precisely this area of the heroon. The depression measures
2.45 x 0.64 m., and contains three marble blocks, each with two dowel holes .21
The shape and the length of this cavity, which corresponds roughly to the lengths
given for the stone of anointment (nine palms, or the height of a man), strongly
suggest that Megaw has located the emplacement of this relic, which would have
been secured in place by dowels, as he suggests."

The Pantocrator Monastery also boasted a second relic of the earthly life of
Christ, one of the pots (three of them, according to one section of the Russian
Anonymus) in which Christ changed water into wine at the wedding feast of
Cana. 28 Besides the later Russian pilgrims, all of whom venerated this relic, other
visitors to Constantinople mention seeing it.29 The vessel is usually thought to
have been of stone, as Stephen, Ignatius, Rabban Sauma,30 and tradition say.
The relic was very likely preserved in the sanctuary of the main church, as
suggested by Stephen, Alexander, and Zosima. Only Ignatius of Smolensk claims
that the vessel was used to store holy water blessed on the Epiphany holiday; this
might or might not have been the case.31

The later Russian travelers, along with the early fifteenth-century Armenian
Anonymus,32 also note the heads of three martyrs which were preserved at this
monastery. There is no dispute about one of them being the head of St. James the
Persian.33 All the Russian travelers except Ignatius of Smolensk identify the
other two heads as those of the martyred brothers SS. Florus and Laurus. The
Synaxarium of Constantinople also notes that relics of these two saints had been
transferred to the Pantocrator Church, probably from their martyrion. They
were commemorated with a synaxis at the Pantocrator Church on August 18. '1
Ignatius probably confused the heads of this pair of martyrs with the heads of
another pair of martyrs, SS. Sergius and Bacchus. The latter relics were actually
preserved in the Church of SS. Sergius and Bacchus near the Great Palace. 'I

25 Choniates, loc. cit.
26Megaw, "Notes on Recent Work" (note 5 supra), 342.
27 Ibid.

28 Cf. John 2:1-11, which mentions six pots.
29Armenian Anonymus, 87; "Rabban Sauma," 246. Tafur, 176; trans., 142, speaks of "pots"

(plural).
30 "Rabban Sauma," loc. cit.
3' The use of the plural number of the word "Epiphany" (cBHTblx 6oro,Bnemm, more correctly,

"Theophany") suggests that it was water blessed on the holiday of Epiphany each year that was kept
in the pot rather than the water used at the baptism of Christ, the event commemorated on the
feast of the Epiphany (January 6) in the Byzantine Church. The main celebration of this festival in
Constantinople took place at St. Sophia, however (Synaxarium CP, cols. 373-74).

"Armenian Anonymus, 87.
33 On this saint, see BHG3, I, 256-57.
34 Synaxarium CP, col. 908. These two saints were quite popular in medieval Russia under their

Slavonic names Frol and Lavr. On the Lives of SS. Florus and Laurus, see BHG3, I, 209-10; and
H. Delehaye, "Castor et Pollux dans les legendes hagiographiques," AnalBoll, 23 (1904), 427-32.

35 This explanation is also offered in Archimandrite Leonid, O6o3penue yapeepadcxux
namRmnuxoe, 30 = LIOH,l(P, 1870, bk. 4, p. 48. See also Commentary § 16.
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The report of Stephen, the Russian Anonymus, and Zosima that the body of a

St. Michael was preserved at the Pantocrator Monastery should probably be
accepted, given the triple testimony. Moreover, the notation of Stephen and the
Russian Anonymus that the body of this saint was headless certainly suggests

that they saw it. Further support for the presence of a headless body of a saint is

found in de la Broquiere's report of his visit to the Pantocrator Church. The
Frenchman mentions that the church contained several complete bodies of saints

(of which we know nothing) and the body of one saint from which the head had

been cut off.36 Although several saints named Michael were venerated as monks
and martyrs, the only St. Michael who would seem to have merited the three
different appellations given him by the Russian visitors was St. Michael, the prior

of the Monastery of Zobe near Sebastopolis. While there has as yet been no
scholarly publication of his vitae, several of his attributes suggest the relics of St.

Michael in the Pantocrator Monastery were his. He was a monk (as Stephen calls

him), killed for his faith by the Saracens, thus making him a martyr (as the
Russian Anonymus calls him). He was apparently martyred with his thirty-six
monks during one of the Moslem incursions into Byzantine Armenia between

780 and 790. His death, moreover, was by beheading, which would explain the
headless relic in question.37 The appellation "the Younger" which Zosima gives
this saint might reflect the fact that he was not an Early Christian martyr. 3 8 There

are no other sources for the transferral of St. Michael of Zobe's body to
Constantinople, but had the body been brought to the capital it would likely have
been enshrined in a church dedicated to a saint with the same name; in this case,

the church suggested would be that of the Archangel Michael at the Pantocrator

Monastery.39
Individual Russian visitors to the Pantocrator Monastery also mention less

well-known relics. On one of his visits to the PantocratorMonastery, on August
8, 1389, Ignatius of Smolensk was shown a Gospel Book supposedly written in
gold by Emperor Theodosius the Younger. Theodosius 11(408-50) was widely

known as a calligrapher.40 While no other sources speak of a manuscript in
Theodosius' hand preserved in the Pantocrator Church in Constantinople, a
tenth-century Gospel Lectionary written in gold, such as the one which Ignatius

36 De la Broquiere, 162-63; trans., 520. De la Broquiere goes on to note that the Greeks do not
have quite the proper reverence for relics, since they have replaced this missing head with that of a

different saint (ibid.)!
"A short Life of St. Michael of the Zobe Monastery is found in Synaxarium CP, col. 98. There is

some discussion of the various problems connected with his Life in ActaSS, October, I, 306-9; and in
Bibliotheca sanctorum (Rome, 1961-70), IX, cols. 459-60. Leonid, O6o3penue yapezpadcxux
najamnuxoe, 30, 31 = V0HJ(P, 48, 49, sees in the Russian descriptions of this church references to
relics of two SS. Michael, one a bishop of Synada and confessor of the faith under Iconoclasm, the
other a Palestinian martyr-monk of the St. Sabas Monastery who was buried in Jerusalem; on these
saints, see Bibliotheca sanctorum, IX, cols. 448-49 and 457-58.

38 It might also be a copyist's unthinking repetition of the title "the Younger" connected with the
saint mentioned just previously in the text, St. Stephen the Younger.

39 For an example of the placing of a saint's relics in a shrine dedicated to a different saint with the
same name, see Commentary § 65.

"L. Brehier, "Les Empereurs byzantins dans leur vie privee," Revue Historique, 188-89 (1940),

203-4.
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describes, is preserved in St. Catherine's Monastery on Mount Sinai.41 In spite of
the obvious chronological difficulties, the monks of Sinai as late as the nineteenth
century attributed this manuscript to Emperor Theodosius.42 While it is unlikely
that it was this particular Gospel manuscript which Ignatius saw at the
Pantocrator Monastery, the tradition to which his remarks bear witness is seen as
long lived.

At the same time, Ignatius was shown blood which had flowed from the side of
Christ on the cross. Clavijo claims to have seen blood which had flowed from the
side of Christ on the cross at the Monastery of St. John the Baptist in Petra.43
Petra would seem to be a more likely place for this relic, since the relics of Christ's
Passion are known to have been preserved there in the early fifteenth century.
Since the blood from the side of Christ is recorded as being in several places in
Western Europe, as well as at Petra and at St. Sophia'44 Ignatius' information
here is not very convincing.

Zosima's mention of the hand of St. Stephen the Younger at the Pantocrator
Monastery is echoed by an early fifteenth-century Armenian visitor to that
sanctuary who mentions seeing there the "right hand of St. Stephen." 45 This is
doubtless the same relic. St. Stephen the Younger, a martyr under Iconoclasm,
must have been very popular in Constantinople, for various relics of his body are
reported in various churches. His body reposed at the Monastery of Lips '16 and
his head, which used to be carried around the city by the eparch on the saint's
festival,47 was either at the Peribleptos Monastery (the Russian Anonymus says
it was the saint's jawbone)48 or in the treasury of St. Sophia.49

§ 29. The Apolikaptii [?] Monastery

"To one side of this monastery [Pantocrator] and two arrow shots away is the
monastery called Apolikaptii [var.: Apokalipsti, Apokalipsii]. A stone toad rests
in front of this monastery's gates; under Emperor Leo the Wise this toad went
about the streets feeding on the refuse and sweeping with a broom, and when
people arose as usual the streets were clean" (Zosima).

It is impossible to say what Byzantine monastery Zosima refers to under the
title Apolikaptii or its variants; the name has clearly been mutilated in transmis-
sion. The monastery's general location is clear from the Russian text itself,

41 Codex Sinaiticus 204, described in V. Gardthausen, Catalogus codicum graecorum sinaiticorum
(Oxford, 1886), 40-41. A leaf from this manuscript is reproduced in V. Benesevic, Monumenta
sinaitica archaeologica etpalaeographica, fasc. 2 (St. Petersburg, 1912), p1. 39.

42I am indebted to Professor Ihor Sevicenko for pointing out this coincidence.
47 See Commentary § 49.
44The relic of Christ's blood is discussed in Commentary § 49.
"Armenian Anonymus, 87.
"See Commentary § 34.
"Anthony, 25-26.
4e See Commentary § 24.
49 Inventory of 1396, in F. Miklosich and J. Miller, Acta et diplomata graeca medii aevi sacra et

profana, II (Vienna, 1862), 567. On the hagiographic tradition surrounding St. Stephen the Younger,
see BHG3, 11, 253.
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however. It was near the Pantocrator Monastery,-50 and probably northwest of it

(see p1.11, 29), since Zosima goes from the Pantocrator Monastery via Apolikaptii

to the Convent of St. Constantine, which was northwest of the Pantocrator.51
The story of the stone toad, set up by Emperor Leo the Wise outside this
monastery to collect the city's refuse, provides no help in identifying the monas-
tery. While a similar wonder is credited to Leo the Wise in Constantinopolitan
folklore, no location is mentioned for the statue. In the Greek version the wonder

is a turtle (or two turtles) which walks the streets at night to sweep and feed on
refuse which is later spewed out at the seashore. Toads appear in this tradition
too; an invisible toad (or sometimes two) washes down the city's streets at
night.52 Mango suggests that the genesis of this story was a statue of a turtle
which gave its name (XcX60vr]) to a Church of St. Procopius, a suggestion which

sounds quite reasonable." Given the topographical information implicit in
Zosima's narrative, however, the statue and church which he notes would be
somewhat west of the north slope of the third hill ofConstantinople, where Janin

locates it.54

§ 30. The Convent of St. Constantine

"From there [the Pantocrator Monastery] we went to the Convent of St.
Constantine where the body of St. Clement the Archbishop reposes, as does the

body of the Empress Theophano" (Stephen). "The Philanthropos Monastery is
there; in it are the relics of Clement of Ancyra and of Theophano, [wife] of
Emperor Leo the Wise" (Zosima).

The convent of St. Constantine visited by Stephen ofNovgorod is clearly the

same as the institution called the "Philanthropos Monastery" by the fifteenth-
century Russian traveler Zosima, for both visitors locate there basically the same
relics. The body of St. Clement the Archbishop of Stephen's text is the "relics of
Clement of Ancyra" in Zosima's narrative; the Clement noted here was the
bishop of Ancyra (Ankara) martyred under Diocletian. It should be noted that
no Byzantine sources locate the relics of this saint in Constantinople after the

50 On the Pantocrator Monastery, see Commentary § 28.
5' See Commentary § 30. Leonid, O6o3penue gapezpadcxux naMmmHuxoe, 31 = VOH/IP, 49,

identifies the "Apolikanti" (Saharov's rendering) Monastery with that of the Virgin Panachrantos,
which he claims once stood on the site of the Halicilar Kiosk[?] southeast of Holy Apostles. He cites

no source for this identification and location, however, and his suggested location would not fit with
the internal evidence of the text; on the Monastery of the Virgin tf c rlavaxpavtiou, see Commentary
§ 63. Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 41, sees in "Apolikaptia" a mutilation of the name of the
Monastery of Christ Acataleptos, which he identifies with the Kalenderhane Camii at the east end of
the Aqueduct of Valens, though he admits that the 700-meter distance is rather more than two arrow
shots from Pantocrator, as the text demands. The Kalenderhane Camii is probably not Acataleptos

anyway.
52 H. Carnoy and J. Nicolaides, Folklore de Constantinople (Paris, 1894), 13. See also C. Mango,

"The Legend of Leo the Wise," ZVI, 6 (1960), 74-75, who also cites pseudo-Dorotheus of
Monembasia on the turtles; cf. also ibid., 84.

"Mango, ibid., 75.
54Janin, CP byzantin2, 101-2, 329-30. Cf. also idem, La Geographie de CP2, 444.
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Latin occupation, except for apparently minor relics of the saint which were at St.
Sophia.55 The other relic which both Russian texts locate in this monastery helps
considerably in establishing the identity of the foundation. The "body of the
Empress Theophano" (Stephen; the "relics" of Theophano of Zosima), that is,
the body of Theophano, wife of Emperor Leo the Wise, was preserved, at least in
later Byzantine times, in the church at the convent of St. Constantine which the
empress had founded.56 Zosima seems to have confused the name of this shrine,
incorrectly naming it the Philanthropos Monastery; this monastery was actually
connected with the Cecharitomene Convent which he mentions next.57

The location of the Convent of St. Constantine suggested by the itinerary of
Stephen and the location of the "Philanthropos Monastery" in the text of
Zosima are close enough to each other to suggest identifying the two shrines as
one. Both Stephen and Zosima visit the shrine on their way from the Pantocrator
Monastery (and in Zosima's case the nearby Apolikaptii Monastery) to the
Cecharitomene Convent which was northwest of Pantocrator.58 The Convent of
St. Constantine would thus be northwest of Pantocrator, but possibly not too far
from it, for the earlier Russian traveler Anthony of Novgorod mentions a
Church of St. Constantine which he describes as being "at the Pantocrator
Monastery." 59 This must be the same shrine. The Convent of St. Constantine is

65Miklosich and Miiller, Acta et diplomata, II, 569. On the Life of St. Clement of Ancyra, see
BHG', I, 117-18. According to the Vita of Metaphrastes, Clement was originally buried at Ancyra
(PG, 114, col. 892). Emperor Basil I seems to have transferred the saint's relics, including his head, to
an oratory which he built at the Great Palace in Constantinople (Theophanes Continuatus, Bonn ed.
[1838], 329-31; Cedrenus, Historiarum compendium, II, Bonn ed. [1839], 240; cf. Riant, Exuviae
sacrae, I, 138; Janin, La Geographic de CPz, 281-82). The head of St. Clement was not at the palace in
1204, however, but at the Peribleptos Monastery (see Commentary § 24), from which it was stolen for
the benefit of the Cluny foundation (Riant, op. cit., I, 135-38) which took the relic to be the head of St.
Clement, Pope of Rome (ibid., II, 46, 296). The head was also deeded to Paris' Sainte Chapelle (ibid.,
II, 135, 257), while other of the saint's relics of unclear Constantinopolitan provenance appeared in
other places in the West (ibid., II, 61-62, 67-68, 124). What relics remained in Constantinople after
the Latin occupation were probably divided between the Peribleptos Monastery and St. Sophia when
the Great Palace, probably along with its oratory of St. Clement, was abandoned.

16Nicephorus Gregoras, A6yo9 Fig Ttjv ayiav Osocpavtu Ttjv BacytkiSa, in Zwei griechische Texte
fiber die hl. Theophano, die Gemahlin Kaisers Leo VI., ed. E. Kurtz, 3anxcxw I4MnepaTopcxoii
AxageMHH Hayx, ser. 8, 111,2 (1898), 43; Ilaipta, Preger, Scriptores, II, 282. What is apparently the
same relic is preserved today at the Church of St. George of the Ecumenical Patriarchate in the Fener
district of Istanbul: M. Gedeon, Xpovtxd Tou itaTptapxtxou otxou xai Tou vaou (Constantinople,
1884), 99-100; G. Soteriou, Kstpf kta Tou oixouµEVixou 7raTptapxciou. rIaTptapxtK6q va6g xai
mcauocpuXaxtov (Athens, 1937), 12 and pl. 3. On the problem of the resting place of the body of
Theophano, see G. Majeska, "The Body of St. Theophano the Empress and the Convent of St.
Constantine," Byzantinoslavica, 38 (1977), 14-21.

57 See Commentary § 31, on the Cecharitomene Convent, which was a "double monastery" with
Philanthropos. Leonid, O6o3peuue yapezpadcrcux nananmuuxoe, 32 = tIOH,1(P, 50, accepts the
reading of the Tolstoj manuscript for this shrine, O KnmacTponoc, which he interprets as the Greek
D tk6atpatoq, "Lover of warriors."

"'On the location of these shrines, see Commentary §§ 28, 29, 31.
"Anthony, 30, 34. Anthony's information on the founding of this monastic church is confused.

His text does, however, seem to relate the event to the Emperor Basil I, father-in-law of the Empress
Theophano, as well as to both an appearance of Basil's dead son to his father, and to a peacemaking
mission of St. Constantine of Synada ("St. Constantine the Jew"). See Majeska, "The Body of St.
Theophano," 19-21.
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probably also the female convent in fine cisternae Bonae mentioned by the
Mercati Anonymus, possibly on the site of the old Palace of Bonus,60 which was

northeast of the Church of the Holy Apostles,6' and thus northwest of the
Pantocrator Monastery (see pl. it, 30).

§ 31. The Cecharitomene Convent

"From there [the Convent of St. Constantine] we went to the Convent of St.

John Damascene" (Stephen). "The Cecharitomene Monastery: there reposes

John Damascene" (Zosima).

Thanks to the preservation of the detailed typicon given this convent by the
Empress Irene Ducas, wife of Emperor Alexius Comnenus, when she founded it
in the early years of the twelfth century, we are quite knowledgeable about the
Cecharitomene Convent and particularly about its foundation.62 The com-
munity was a "double monastery" connected with the male monastery of Christ
Philanthropos which, it might be remembered, Zosima confused with the
Convent of St. Constantine which he visited just previously.63 The
Cecharitomene Convent, and its neighbor the Philanthropos Monastery; must
have been rather close to the Constantine Convent, for the Russian traveler
Stephen of Novgorod, like Zosima, goes from the tomb of Empress Theophano
(at the Constantine Convent) to this same sanctuary, which, however, he calls the

"Convent of St. John Damascene." The presence of St. John Damascene's relics
at the convent, a fact which Zosima mentions, probably accounts for Stephen's
name for the institution.64 A popular relic, such as Damascene's body would
have been, often dictates the popular name of a shrine. The presence of relics of

St. John Damascene in Constantinople in post-Crusader times is also mentioned
by the historian Pachymeres and by a Russian source, which locates his body in a

convent.65 The location of the Cecharitomene Monastery of the Virgin suggested
by the routes of Stephen and Zosima, that is, from the Pantocrator Monastery
and Constantine Convent toward Petra and Blachernae, would put the shrine on

the north slope of the fourth hill of the city, but probably somewhat east of the
location suggested by Janin, who puts the shrine much closer to the Gate of
Charisius (Edirne kapi) than his sources warrant (see pl. 11, 31).66

61Ciggaar, "Description de Constantinople," 258; cf. Majeska, op. cit., 17-19.
61 C. Strube, Die westliche Eingangsseite der Kirchen von Konstantinopel in justinianischer Zeit

(Wiesbaden, 1973), 145-47.
62 See Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 188-91.
61 See Commentary § 30. On the Convent of the Mother of God Tf ; KcxaptTtoµtvilq, see Janin, op.

cit., 188-91; cf. also ibid., 525-27.
64 Cf. ibid., 263-64.
61Pachymeres, De Andronico Palaeologo, Bonn ed. (1835), 40-41; Short List, supra, p. 153.
66 Janin, La Geographie de CP2,188-91, 525-27. Janin's posited location depends in large part on

the placement of the St. Nicholas Convent in Petra (ibid., 373-74). I believe that he also puts that
shrine too far west (see Commentary § 48).
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§ 32. The Church of the Holy Apostles

"You go up the hill from there [the Kyra Martha Convent] to the Apostles
Church. There we kissed the body of St. Spiridon and another body, that of St.
Polyeuctus. When you get to the sanctuary, the tomb of St. Gregory the
Theologos is on the right, inside the sanctuary railing, and the tomb of John
Chrysostom is also there. In a baldachin nearby is the icon of the holy Savior
which the unbeliever struck with a knife; blood flowed from the icon, and we
sinners kissed the blood which is still visible. On the right side of the great doors
stand two columns: one to which our Lord Jesus Christ was bound, the other [the
one] at which Peter wept bitterly. They were brought from Jerusalem. Jesus'
[column] is thick and of green stone shot through with black. The other one,
Peter's, is thin as a small log, very beautiful, with black and white [mixed] like
clover. The sanctuary there is very large, and is in the middle of the church. Going
straight east through the church from the sanctuary, [you come to where] stands
Emperor Constantine's tomb, large, [made] of purple stone like jasper. There are
many other imperial tombs there, and although [these emperors] are not saints,
we sinners kissed [them]" (Stephen). "From there [Blachernae] we went to the
Apostles Church where we worshiped and kissed the holy pillar at which our Lord
Jesus Christ was scourged. The stone at which Peter wept bitterly over his denial
[of Christ] is also there. We also venerated the image of the All-holy Mother of
God which appeared to the holy hermit in the desert. The imperial tombs of
Constantine the Great [var. add.: and of Emperor Theodosius the Great] and of
Theodosius the Younger, as well as many others, are there. [Preserved] in a little
church in that same area is a large image of the Savior from which the voice of
forgiveness went out to a man who had truly repented of his transgressions while
lying on his bed. In a chapel there are the bodies of SS. Spiridon and Polyeuctus,
as well as the relics of St. John Chrysostom and the relics of St. Gregory the
Theologian sealed in stone caskets" (Ignatius). "You go north from there [the
Church of the Virgin id Kupou] to the Apostles Church. The Apostles Church is
very large. There are two incorrupt bodies in this church; St. Spiridon and St.
Polyeuctus repose in tombs under a canopy on the left-hand side of the altar as
you enter the church. The tomb of the Emperor Constantine and of his mother
Helen is behind the sanctuary, between the chapels. The tomb of John
Chrysostom is there, the column to which Christ was bound is there, as is
the one at which Peter wept.. Christians worship at these holy bodies and at
Constantine's tomb; healing comes. The pillar to which Christ was tied is on the
left-hand side of the altar" (Russian Anonymus). "In the Apostles Church are
relics of the holy Apostles, [and,] enclosed in the sanctuary, relics of St. Spiridon
the Great, relics of St. Polyeuctus, the tomb of St. John Chrysostom, the tomb of
Emperor Constantine and of his mother Helen. There is a marble column at
which the Savior was bound while the Jews tormented Him. Here is the stone at
which the Apostle Peter wept on account of [his] betrayal of the Lord-and the
cock called him" (Alexander). "In the Holy Apostles Church stands the pillar to
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which the Jews bound Christ, and a second pillar at which the Apostle Peter wept

when he had denied Christ. [St.] Spiridon the Great and St. Polyeuctus the
martyr repose in this same church, and the tomb of the Emperor Constantine and
of his mother Helen [is there], as are [tombs of] many emperors of the true faith.

There is an image of our Lord Jesus Christ to which confessed the monk who had

fallen into lechery, as it is written in the Patericon; he confessed before the image,

and again fell into lechery. In front of the great church doors stands a very high

column. A terribly large angel stands on the column, holding the scepter of
Constantinople in its hand. Emperor Constantine stands opposite it, holding
Constantinople in his hands and offering it to the protection of this angel"

(Zosima).

The Church of the Holy Apostles was aJustinianic building built to replace an

earlier basilican church possibly of Constantinian foundation. It was located on

the "fourth hill" of Constantinople (see pl. 11, 32), the hill Stephen of Novgorod
climbed when coming from the Convent of Kyra Martha.67 The sixth-century

church was in the form of a Greek cross surmounted by five cupolas, and had the

sanctuary located at the crossing rather than at the east end, as was the con-
temporary custom. Both Stephen and, before him, Anthony of Novgorod68
mention this placement of the sanctuary, which was completely unknown in
Russia. The church was very large, as the Russian Anonymus notes, and, by
tradition at least, was constructed of remnants of the building materials not
needed for St. Sophia, its contemporary. The Church of the Holy Apostles was
certainly one of the most impressive churches in the capital, possibly second only

to St. Sophia in the richness of its decoration. It served as the stational church for
imperial processions on several important holidays, and for several centuries
served as the imperial mortuary church. The building was destroyed by Sultan

Mehmed II in 1462, and the Conqueror's Mosque (Fatih Camii) was raised on

the site. Only relatively insignificant fragments of the Justinianic church have
been preserved.69

As was natural for so important a shrine, all the Russian travelers to
Constantinople whose accounts are preserved visited this church and recorded
the two chief relics in the church proper, the two columns connected with Christ's
Passion.70 The pillar at which Christ was scourged was a thick (Stephen), marble

67 See Commentary § 33.
68 Anthony, 24.
61S. Eyice, "Les Fragments de la decoration plastique de 1'eglise des Saints-Apotres," Cahiers

Archeologiques, 8 (1956), 63-74. On the church, see Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 41-50; A.
Heisenberg, Grabeskirche and Apostelkirche, II (Leipzig, 1908); K. Wulzinger, "Die Apostelkirche
and die Mehmedije zu Konstantinopel, "Byzantion, 7 (1932), 7-39; C. Du Cange, Constantinopolis
christiana (Paris, 1680), IV, 105-11; Schneider, Byzanz, 52-53; Krautheimer, Early Christian and
Byzantine Architecture', 254-58, 431-32; Strube, Die westliche Eingangsseite, 131-47; Miller-
Wiener, Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 405-11; Kleiss, Plan, Dd. On the fourth-century church which
Justinian's edifice replaced, see G. Dagron, Naissance d'une capitale. Constantinople etses institutions

de 330 a 451 (Paris, 1974), 401-8, and the literature cited there.
70 In 1200 Anthony of Novgorod failed to note the pillar at which Peter wept, probably because he

was drawn into an aside after mentioning the pillar of the scourging (cf. Anthony, 24).
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(Alexander) pillar of green veined with black (Stephen),' 1 which stood to the
right of the main door (Stephen), i.e., to the left of the altar (Russian Anonymus).
Buondelmonti, an Italian visitor to Constantinople in 1420, also noted the
presence of the pillar in the Apostles Church, as did a contemporary anonymous
Armenian traveler.12 De la Broquiere confirms the location of the column
suggested by the Russian travelers and adds many details about it. He describes it
as merely a "part" of the column at which Christ was scourged on Pilate's
orders,73 but still taller than a man, and larger than the fragments of the same
column preserved in Jerusalem and in Rome, which, he adds, are indeed of the
same stone. The part in Constantinople is partially covered, doubtless to deter
relic hunters.74 Several pieces of the pillar in the Holy Apostles Church had been
removed from Constantinople during the Latin occupation and sent to the
West,75 and at least one piece seems to have found its way into the collection of
Passion relics in the treasury of St. Sophia;76 possibly it is this piece of the column
which is exhibited in the iconostasis of the St. George Church of the Greek
Patriarchate in Istanbul today.77 According to Stephen of Novgorod, the other
famous pillar at the Church of the Holy Apostles, the one at which Peter wept
after his denial of Christ,78 stood nearby, also on the right as one entered the
church. The same traveler describes this column, seen by all the later Russian
pilgrims, as thin and of a mottled black and white stone which looked like
clover.79

Before the Latin occupation of Constantinople the Church of the Holy
Apostles was a shrine for relics of several of the twelve apostles and of some of
their immediate disciples, but all of these relics were appropriated by the Latin
Crusaders and sent west as sacred spoils.80 If Alexander the Clerk did venerate
relics of the apostles, as he says, they must have been minor relics which no other
sources mention in the later period. Only four important relics of saints are
signaled in the church by visitors in Palaeologan times.81 Stephen, Ignatius, the

" This is probably the same "green Thessalian" marble of which several of the imperial tombs in
the church were made; cf. G. Downey, "The Tombs of the Byzantine Emperors at the Church of the
Holy Apostles in Constantinople," Journal of Hellenic Studies, 79 (1959), 33 if.

72 Buondelmonti, 276; Armenian Anonymus, 87; cf. also Robert of Clari, La Conquete de
Constantinople, ed. P. Lauer (Paris, 1924), 86; trans. E. McNeal (New York, 1936),108. This column
is also mentioned as being among the relics of St. Sophia by Alexius Comnenus (Riant, Exuviae
sacrae, II, 208).

73 Cf. Matt. 27:26.
74 De la Broquiere, 162; trans., 520.
75 Riant, Exuviae sacrae, I, clxxxvii; II, 199, 268, 271.
76Tafur, 172; trans., 140.
77 Cf. Soteriou, KctµiXta Tou oixouµsvlxou IIaTplap%Eiou (note 56 supra), 12 and pl. 4.
78 Cf Matt. 26: 75.
"Other travelers also saw the stone at which Peter wept (Armenian Anonymus, 87; "Rabban

Sauma" [note 16 supra], 247).
"On the relics preserved in this church in an earlier period, see Janin, La Geographie de CP2,

45-46, and the literature he cites.
e, On the other hand, de la Broquiere, who visited Constantinople in 1433, says there are "many

wooden coffins with bodies of saints in them" at Holy Apostles (de la Broquiere, 162; trans., 520).
Actually, the French traveler mistakenly refers his description of Holy Apostles to the
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Russian Anonymus, Alexander, and Zosima tell us-that the body of St. Spiridon,

a fourth-century bishop of Cyprus and a popular Orthodox saint, was preserved
in this church.82 The same sources also mention the body of St. Polyeuctus, a
third-century military martyr from Armenia, as being preserved at this church.
The Russian Anonymus adds that St. Polyeuctus' body, like that of St. Spiridon,

was also preserved incorrupt and rested in a tomb under a canopy on the left. The
magnificent Church of St. Polyeuctus was located quite close to Holy Apostles,

and since this church is called a martyrion in Byzantine sources,83 the saint's
body must have been enshrined in it, at least until the eleventh century when the

building seems to have been abandoned.84 With the abandonment of the Church
of St. Polyeuctus, at least judging from the Russian sources, the saint's remains
seem to have been transferred to the nearby Church of the Holy Apostles,85 or
possibly to a chapel attached to it.

Two famous Byzantine bishop-theologians were also buried in the Church of
the Holy Apostles.. The body of St. John Chrysostom (patriarch of Con-
stantinople 398-404) was solemnly laid to rest in the sanctuary of the Church of
the Holy Apostles in the year 438,86 and his tomb was venerated by the Russian
pilgrims Stephen, Ignatius, the Russian Anonymus, and Alexander, as it had
been earlier by Anthony of Novgorod.87 Since Deacon Zosima does not mention

"Pantheacrator" (i.e., Pantocrator) Church, which he had just previously discussed. From the relics
he mentions, however, he is clearly describing the Church of the Holy Apostles.

82 According to Anthony of Novgorod, St. Spiridon's body was earlier at Hodegetria and only his
head was at Holy Apostles (Anthony, 25). On the life of St. Spiridon, see BHG', II, 246-47; and
Synaxarium CP, col. 303. In the latter, the commemoration of the feast of St. Spiridon on December
12 is noted as being held in the Church of St. Peter near St. Sophia; why St. Spiridon's body was
preserved at Hodegetria and later in the Church of the Holy Apostles, while his commemoration was
held at the Church of St. Peter the Apostle, is unclear. The body of St. Spiridon is recorded as being in
the Pammacaristos Monastery in 1564 (M. Gedeon, (3ul;avtitvai 'axpt[3ouµevat
[Constantinople, 1900], 138).

83 Synaxarium CP, col. 379. It was at the martyrion near Holy Apostles that the annual solemnity
of St. Polyeuctus was celebrated (ibid.). Anthony of Novgorod, who visited Constantinople in 1200,
mentions the "healing relics" of this saint, but their location is unclear in his account (Anthony, 28).

84 It still existed in 1063, the earliest date for the prototype of the Mercati Anonymus wherein it is
mentioned (Ciggaar, "Description de Constantinople," 258). See also C. Mango and I. Sevicenko,
"Remains of the Church of St. Polyeuktos at Constantinople," DOP, 15 (1961), 246, on the date of

the abandonment of this church.
esOn the newly discovered remains of the Church of St. Polyeuctus and its location, see ibid.,

243-47; R. M. Harrison and N. Firath, "Excavations at Saraghane in Istanbul: First Preliminary
Report," DOP, 19 (1965),231-36 and pls.; ibid., "Second and Third Preliminary Reports," DOP, 20
(1966), 222-38 and pis.; idem, "Discoveries at Saraghane," Istanbul Arkeoloji Miizeleri Yilligi,
13-14 (1966), 128-34; ibid., 15-16 (1969), 162-68 and pis.; Miiller-Wiener, Bildlexikon Istanbuls,
190-92. On the Church of St. Polyeuctus, see also Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 405-6. On the Life of
St. Polyeuctus the martyr (not the fifth-century bishop of Constantinople), see BHG3, II, 215-16.

86Synaxarium CP, col. 425.
"Anthony, 24. This relic is also mentioned by Rabban Sauma ("Rabban Sauma," 247), as well as

by the Armenian Anonymus (p. 87) and Mandeville (Mandeville's Travels: Texts and Translations,
ed. M. Letts, Hakluyt Society Publications, 2nd ser., 101-2 [London, 19531, 1, 11; II, 236, 422). On
the deposition of this relic, see the sources cited in Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 45. The head of
Chrysostom, however, was preserved separately from the body at the "Perec"Convent of the Virgin
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seeing this relic in Holy Apostles in 1419, it is posible, as Janin suggests,"" that the
tomb of Chrysostom was transferred to St. Sophia sometime after the 1390's,
since his feast was solemnized there in the last years of the Empire.89 This
interpretation would also explain why the "Dialogue" version of the Russian
Anonymus locates Chrysostom's tomb in St. Sophia in a later period.90 The
decision to transfer the tomb of John Chrysostom to St. Sophia might have been
influenced by the deteriorating condition of the Church of the Holy Apostles in
the fifteenth century.9' Stephen and Ignatius, as Anthony before them, note a
fourth tomb of a saint at Holy Apostles, that of St. Gregory the Theologian
(Nazianzen).92 According to Western sources, however, the bodies of St. John
Chrysostom and St. Gregory Nazianzen were brought to Rome in the early
thirteenth century.93 The fact that the fourteenth- and fifteenth-century Russian
pilgrim sources on relics in Constantinople speak only of the tombs of these
saints, and not of their bodies, would tend to confirm the Western tradition. Even
the empty tombs of these two important theologian-bishops were of interest to
the Russian travelers. Possibly other relics of these saints were deposited in their
tombs after the saints' bodies were pirated, for Ignatius speaks of "relics" of the
two saints which were sealed in stone caskets, apparently differentiating these
"relics" from the "bodies" of SS. Spiridon and Polyeuctus which he mentions
just previously.

The Russian travelers indicate the specific arrangements of the relics and
tombs of the four saints I have been discussing. Ignatius says the bodies of SS.
Spiridon and Polyeuctus are in a chapel (ripHAtn = mapsicic2J 6tov), and the
Russian Anonymus notes that these two relics are in tombs with canopies or
baldachins located to the left of the sanctuary as one enters the church. The relics
would thus seem to have been preserved in a chapel in the north transept of the
cruciform church. On the other hand, Alexander says the relics are "in the
sanctuary," but this text can also be read "in a sanctuary," namely, that of the
chapel. Stephen of Novgorod says specifically that the tombs of SS. John
Chrysostom and Gregory Nazianzen were in the sanctuary, inside the chancel
rail, which is where they had been earlier.94 The texts of Ignatius and Alexander

(see Commentary § 62). On the Life of St. John Chrysostom and the voluminous literature on him, see
BHG3, 11, 6-15.

88Loc. cit.
89Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, ed. J. Verpeaux (Paris, 1966), 242-43; M. Gedeon,

BuCavirvov `Eoptio7,6ytov (Constantinople, 1899), 191.
9o See supra, p. 134 note 25. In the late eighteenth century a large piece of marble in the Church of

St. Eirene was assumed by Constantinopolitans to be from Chrysostom's tomb (Cosimo Comidas de
Carbognano, Descrizione topografica dello stato presente di Costantinopoli [Bassano, 1794], 28-29).

91 Cf. Buondelmonti, 276.
92 Anthony, 24. See also Symeon Magister, Bonn ed. (1838), 755; Synaxarium CP, col. 422.

Ignatius, however, also claims to have venerated Gregory the Theologian's head at Peribleptos; see
supra, pp. 97, 279. The Life of St. Gregory Nazianzen is treated in BHG3, I, 35-39.

93 Riant, Exuviae sacrae, II, 290, 295.
94 "Nikolaos Mesarites: Description of the Church of the Holy Apostlesat Constantinople," ed.

G. Downey, Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, 47,6 (1957), 890, 914-15; Anthony,
24.
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are unclear in their grammar and can be understood in various ways. These two
sealed stone caskets, as Ignatius describes the tombs, were, hence, probably
inside the sanctuary.

Both Stephen of Novgorod and the Armenian Anonymus95 mention an icon
of Christ in Holy Apostles which was stabbed by an unbeliever (or a Jew) and
bled. Two such icons are known to have been in Constantinople, one the image of
the crucified Savior stabbed by a Jew in Berytus, and later transferred to the
chapel at the Chalke Gate,96 and the other the image preserved at least in an
earlier period at the Holy Well of St. Sophia, where the miraculous event in

question was supposed to have occurred.97 The former, however, was stabbed
not with a knife, as Stephen and the Armenian Anonymus clearly state concern-
ing the icon at Holy Apostles, but rather with a spear.98 The stabbed icon atHoly
Apostles, thus, was not the one once displayed at the Chalke Gate. The stabbed
icon once displayed at the Holy Well of St. Sophia might conceivably be the one
reported at Holy Apostles, however, for the Russian Anonymus seems to have
seen a different stabbed icon at the Holy Well in this period.99 It is more likely,
however, that the icon of Christ stabbed by an unbeliever which Stephen and the
Armenian traveler saw at Holy Apostles was a different image; if the original
image of the legend had survived the Latin occupation of Constantinople, it
would doubtless have been displayed at St. Sophia where the miracle had
occurred.' 00 In his description of his visit to the Church of the Holy Apostles,
Ignatius of Smolensk mentions the image of the Mother of God who appeared to
a hermit in the desert. No other sources which deal with this church mention such
an image, nor does the apparition of the Virgin to a hermit in the wilderness
represent a known Byzantine iconographic type from this period, or even a
common motif in legends of the desert fathers. Ignatius' information on this
image remains unexplained.

The Church of the Holy Apostles also hosted the tombs of most of the
Byzantine emperors who reigned before 1028.101 The most important of these
tombs was the large porphyry, or "purple stone" (as Stephen of Novgorod

95 Armenian Anonymus, 87.
16 On the Berytus image of the stabbed Savior at the Chalke Gate of the Great Palace in

Constantinople, see Mango, The Brazen House, 150-52.
See Commentary § 6.

9s Mango, loc. cit. See also E. Kitzinger, "The Cult of Images in the Age before Iconoclasm,"
DOP, 8 (1954), 101, 107.

99 See Commentary § 6.
'oolbid
'0 1 Cf. Stephen of Novgorod: "There are many other imperial tombs there." After this date

emperors were normally buried in various churches which they had founded (P. Grierson, "The
Tombs and Obits of the Byzantine Emperors [337-1042]," with an additional note by C. Mango and
1. Sevicenko, DOP, 16 [1962], 29). The fact that Stephen chose to kiss the imperial tombs, even though
the bodies in them were not those of saints, should not surprise us; "holy," after all, is a common
official appellation of living emperors, and could not help but have carried over to the deceased. This
point is made by Sevicenko, "Notes on Stephen," 175.
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describes it102), tomb of St. Constantine (i.e., Constantine the Great), in which
his body was preserved along with that of his sainted mother Helen, l03 at least
until the Latin conquest. During the Latin hegemony in Constantinople in the
thirteenth century, St. Helen's body was taken to Venice,' 04 although
Alexander, the Russian Anonymus, and Zosima still seem to speak of Helen's
body being in the tomb with that of Constantine. The body of the first ruler of
Constantinople was safe from the Latin Crusaders since Constantine was not
considered a saint in the West.los

The tomb of Constantine and Helen was in a specially constructed domed
heroon, or mausoleum, which was, as Stephen volunteers, directly east of the
sanctuary of the main Church of the Holy Apostles.' 06 The tomb of Theodosius
the Younger, which Ignatius also records at Holy Apostles (the only other
imperial tomb mentioned by one of the Russian travelers), was in the south stoa
or colonnaded porch of the church.l o'

Immediately after his discussion of the imperial tombs at Holy Apostles,
Ignatius of Smolensk speaks of a "little church in that same area" in which he saw
an image of Christ which forgave the sinner on his bed. It is likely, given the
position of this notation in the text, that Ignatius is referring to an image

"'The material is described as "reddish" by Rabban Sauma ("Rabban Sauma," 247).
Constantine Porphyrogenitus says the tomb was of "Roman stone," a phrase which he later uses in
connection with porphyry (cf. Downey, "Tombs of the Byzantine Emperors" [note 71 supra], 30, 32).
De la Broquiere described the tombs (unlike the other sources, he notes two) as being about eight feet
high and resting on a pillar with ends like a four-faceted diamond (i.e., ending in a capital). The tombs
are of a brick-red vermilion jasper (de la Broquiere, 161-62; trans., 520).

'0' Constantine Porphyrogenitus, and the anonymous lists of the imperial tombs, both quoted in
Downey, "Tombs of the Byzantine Emperors," 30, 32, 37, 40; see also idem, ed., "Nikolaos
Mesarites," 891, 915; Preger, Scriptores, II, 140, 214, 289; Grierson, "Tombs and Obits," 39-40;
Anthony, 24.

'oaRiant, Exuviae sacrae, I, cvii and note; II, 262, 294, 302; de la Broquiere, 161-62; trans., 520.
1os De la Broquiere, loc. cit., who incorrectly locates the tombs of Constantine and Helen in the

"Pantheacrator" Church (see supra, pp. 301-2 note 81), claims that the Latins tried to take the body
of Constantine the Great to Venice with that of his mother, Helen, but miraculously they were unable
to remove the body from the tomb, although they broke two pieces of marble off the sarcophagus
while trying to open it.

106 The Russian Anonymus says, although less clearly, given the central sanctuary and cruciform
plan of Holy Apostles, basically the same thing, that Constantine's tomb was "behind the sanctuary,
between the chapels." The "chapels" here might be the transepts of the church, or the other imperial
mausolea surrounding that of Constantine and Helen.

"'See Downey, "Tombs of the Byzantine Emperors," 31, 33, 37, 39; Grierson, "Tombs and
Obits," 43. Ignatius might have mistaken the tomb of Theodosius the Great for that of Theodosius
the Younger; note that the chronicle version of Ignatius' text adds the tomb of Theodosius the Great
to the list of things Ignatius saw at Holy Apostles, possibly here preserving an earlier reading.
Theodosius the Great was buried in the same mausoleum with Constantine and Helen (Downey,
"Tombs of the Byzantine Emperors," 30, 32; cf. 34, 37, 40; idem, ed., "Nikolaos Mesarites," 891,
915; Grierson, op. cit., 42-43). The same error was made by the compiler of the Latin Necrologium
included in the Venetian Chronicon altinate (cf. Grierson, loc. cit.). The Byzantine texts dealing with
the imperial tombs at this church have been collected and edited by Downey, in "Nikolaos
Mesarites," 855-924, and "Tombs of the Byzantine Emperors," 27-51. The Byzantine sources are
correlated with an important Latin list of Byzantine imperial tombs and obits which greatly adds to
our knowledge of this subject in Grierson, op. cit., 1-63.
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preserved in one of the imperial mausolea which could be described as a chapel or

a little church.108 It is difficult to identify the image of the Savior to which

Ignatius refers, since the story of the voice of forgiveness coming from an icon to

a man on his bed is not recorded in the traditional collections of stories of

miracles in Constantinople. This icon might, however, be the same one which the

Russian traveler Zosima describes as an "image of our Lord Jesus Christ to

which confessed the monk who had fallen into lechery, as it is written in the

Patericon; he confessed before the image, and again fell into lechery." Zosima

locates this icon at the Church of the Holy Apostles, where Ignatius mentions the

icon which forgave the man on his bed. If both the stories refer to the same icon,

merely giving different details of the story, the subject of the talewould be a monk

who had sinned and fallen ill, possibly as a result of his sin. The Savior accepted

the repentance of the monk sick on his bed and announced His forgiveness of the

monk's sins through the icon of Christ. After his forgiveness (and cure?) the

monk again fell into sin. Since several of the paterica known in early Russia have

yet to be published, it is impossible to say whether Zosima is correct in naming

the "Patericon" as the source of this story.109
Zosima's description of the statue of the angel and emperor outside Holy

Apostles allows us to locate itprecisely. From other sources we know the column

was near Holy Apostles'' o and the nearby Church of All Saints;' 1 1 Zosima adds

that it was in front of the great doors of the church, thus suggesting that it

dominated the atrium. The monument consisted of a great bronze statue of the

Archangel Michael before whom knelt a bronze statue of Emperor Michael

Palaeologus (not Constantine, as Zosima would have it) offering a model of

Constantinople to his heavenly patron's protection. These bronze statues stood

on a tall round column, as Zosima notes. The monument was erected by

Emperor Michael Palaeologus as a votive offering for his reconquest of the city in

1261. The monument suffered seriously in the earthquake of 1296, and extensive

repairs had to be made by Andronicus Palaeologus shortly thereafter.' 12

§ 33. The Convent of Kyra Martha

"From there [the tomb of the Prophet Daniel] we went to St. John the Merciful,

to St. Mary Cleophas, and to the holy martyr Theodosia whom they killed with a

goat horn for the sake of an icon of Christ. These saints repose in one church and

108 Downey, "Tombs of the Byzantine Emperors," passim.
'09 On the difficulties of establishing a basic text of the most important of the Byzantine paterica,

the Verba seniorum, see J.-C. Guy, Recherches sur la tradition grecque des Apophthegmata Patrum,

Subsidia Hagiographica, 36 (Brussels, 1962). On the equally thorny question of the translation of

paterica into Slavic, see R. Pope, "Preface," in The Old Church Slavonic Translation of the 'Av6pwv

ayitov (3if3Xos, ed. N. Van Wijk, Slavistic Printings and Reprintings, I (The Hague-Paris
, 1975),1-24.

' 10Nicephorus Gregoras, Byzantina historia, I, Bonn ed. (1829), 202; Buondelmonti, 275-76.

... Pachymeres, De Andronico Palaeologo, 234. On the Church of All Saints, see G. Downey, "The

Church of All Saints (Church of St. Theophano) near the Church of the Holy Apostles at

Constantinople," DOP, 9-10 (1955-56), 302; Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 389-90.
112 Gregoras, loc. cit.; Pachymeres, loc. cit.; Buondelmonti, 275-76.
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you must climb high on a stairway to enter the church. We sinners kissed [the
relics]" (Stephen). "There are two convents south of and below the Apostles
[Church], one the empress' convent... .There are three incorrupt bodies in the
empress' convent: John the Almoner, Mary Cleophas [var.: Magdalen], and
Theodosia the Virgin" (Russian Anonymus). "In the empress' monastery which
is called `Kyra Martha' are St. John the Merciful's relics, Mary Cleophas the
sister of the Apostles, St. Irene, [and] Theodosia the martyr who was killed with a

goat horn in St. Sophia" (Alexander). "The Kyra Martha Monastery: here
repose Mary Cleophas and John the Warrior" (Zosima).

The Russian travelers are the basic sources for our knowledge of the location
of the thirteenth-century convent called "Kyra Martha," "Lady Martha," after
its foundress, the nun Martha (b. Mary) Palaeologus, sister of Emperor Michael
VIII, whence, no doubt, came its appellation the "empress' convent," suggested
in the texts of the Russian Anonymus and Alexander the Clerk. It was located on
the hillside south of Holy Apostles, as the Russian Anonymus tells us, and
probably on a terrace. Stephen of Novgorod mentions that one must climb stairs

to it; beyond it he notes the Church of the Holy Apostles. Both the Russian
Anonymus and Deacon Zosima place Kyra Martha close to the Monastery of
the Mother of God tiou At[3oc in the Lycus valley.113 The other topographical
information one can gain from the Russian travel accounts of this church is very
general; the information noted above, however, clearly locates the church on the
south slope of the fourth hill of the city (see pl. ii, 33). No archeological remains
of this convent have been uncovered.114

Several important relics were preserved in the church of this convent. Their
recorded presence there, as a matter of fact, confirms our identification of the
"empress' convent" discussed by the Russian Anonymus and the unnamed
sanctuary on the hill below Holy Apostles described by Stephen of Novgorod
with the Convent of Kyra Martha. All of the Russian travelers who visited this
church mention the body or relics of Mary Cleophas, the "sister of the
Apostles." 11 s No Byzantine sources record the presence of the body or relics of

113 On the Monastery of the Virgin of Lips (ioii AtI3os), see Commentary § 34.
1 1 'This convent can hardly be identified with the Gill Camii on the Golden Horn as suggested in

Leonid, 06o3penue yapezpad cxux naMRmuuxoe, 39 = WOH4P, 57. On the history of this church and

convent, see Janin, La Geographie de CPZ, 324-26. The dedication of this sanctuary is unknown. The
Sekbanba*i Mescidi, often identified with the Kyra Martha Monastery (on very tenuous grounds:
Schneider, Byzanz, 61, fig. and plan, following Gedeon and Mordtmann), was more than a kilometer

away from the site described by the Russian travelers; see Kleiss, Plan, Ed and Dd, the latter the
approximate quadrant suggested by the Russian accounts. SeeV. Laurent, "Kyra Martha. Essai de
topographie et de prosopographie byzantine," EO, 38 (1939), 296-320.

15 The exact identity of Mary Cleophas is a matter of discussion among biblical scholars. She was

at the cross of Christ during the Crucifixion (John 19 :25), and might have been a sister or cousin of
the Virgin Mary and/or the mother of James the Less and of a disciple Joseph. Traditionally, she is
also numbered among the "Three Marys" who brought spices to anoint the dead body of Christ on
Easter Sunday and found the tomb empty (cf. Matt. 28:1-9). It is as one of the "Myrrh-bearing
Women" that she is normally commemorated in the Byzantine Church; see the Pentecostarion for the
second Sunday after Easter. A recent statement of the problems surrounding the identity of Mary

Cleophas is in Bibliotheca sanctorum, VIII, col. 972.
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Mary Cleophas in Constantinople, although the early fifteenth-century
Armenian Anonymus does so, locating the relics along with relics of the other
"Myrrh-bearing Women," Mary Magdalen and Salome, in an unidentified
monastic foundation, probably the shrine of the Mother of God where a Russian
list places the latter's body, doubtless Kyra Martha.116 The body of Mary
Magdalen, however, was supposed to be at the Monastery of St. Lazarus in the
First Region, which the Armenian visitor describes in another part of his work,
without mentioning this particular relic, 117 apparently an error on the part of the
Armenian visitor.

Stephen, the Russian Anonymus, and Alexander also recorded here the body
or relics of St. John the Almoner (the "Merciful"), a famous seventh-century
patriarch of Alexandria known for his charity.118 In 1200 Anthony of Novgorod
viewed this same relic just outside the city of Constantinople proper;119 during
the Latin Empire of Constantinople the body of St. John the Almoner is reported
to have been transported to Venice. 1 20 Yet, it will be noted, Russian travelers still
claim to have visited this relic in Constantinople in the fourteenth and probably
in the fifteenth centuries;121 for the body of St. John the "Warrior" which
Zosima claims reposed at the Kyra Martha Monastery must have been of St.
John the Almoner. The consistency of the other Russian sources on this point
demands this conclusion; no other sources mention the presence of the body of
St. John the Warrior in Constantinople.122

The fourteenth-century Russian travel accounts of the relics preserved in
Constantinople prove to be more conservative than the Greek liturgical texts in
dealing with the body or relics of St. Theodosia, who was stabbed to death with a
goat horn for defending an image of Christ against the Iconoclasts. 123 Already in

1301, Byzantine liturgical sources had forgotten this relic at the Kyra Martha
Convent and confused it with the body of St. Theodosia the martyr of Caesarea
at the Church of St. Theodosia at the Golden Horn. 121- The body of St.
Theodosia of Constantinople (originally venerated as St. Mary the Patrician) 121

was miraculously discovered in the year 869 and apparently enshrined where it

116 Armenian Anonymus, 88; Russian Short List, supra, p. 153.
117 See Commentary § 65, on the Monastery of St. Lazarus. It should be noted in passing that the

"Dialogue" version of the Russian Anonymus places the body of Mary Magdalene rather than that
of Mary Cleophas at the Kyra Martha Monastery.

11s On St. John the Almoner ("Eleomosynarius"), MnnocTnsbrft, the "Merciful," see BHG3, II,
19-20.

119 Anthony, 33. Other relics of this saint were at the Church of St. Plato in the city proper (ibid.,
30).

120Riant, Exuviae sacrae, II, 272.
121 Relics of this saint are widely reported in post-Byzantine times, particularly on Athos

(Anthony, c-ci).
122 St. John the Warrior (ETpantnjc), a martyr under Julian the Apostate, was commemorated on

July 30 at the Church of St. John the Apostle near St. Sophia (Synaxarium CP, cols. 855-56).
121 On the Life of St. Theodosia of Constantinople, see BHG3, II, 286-87. On the story of her

defense of the image of the Savior at the Chalke Gate, see Commentary § 10.
124 See Commentary § 51.
121 See Mango, The Brazen House, 116-18, for a discussion of the hagiographic problems sur-

rounding the life of this saint.
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had been discovered. The body was placed near the Monastery of St. Aninas in
the southwest part of the city (near the Monastery of St. Mocius and the
Metochion of the Virgin Evergetis), not far from a field called id itsXayiou where.
the bodies of criminals were thrown.126 Anthony of Novgorod saw her body
there in 1200.127 Since in 1349, and twice again in the 1390's, Russian travelers
mention St. Theodosia's body at the Kyra Martha Convent, it seems likely that it
was transferred there sometime between 1200 and 1349. Possibly her original
shrine in to n8kayiou had fallen into disrepair during the Latin occupation of
Constantinople, and when the new Convent of Kyra Martha was founded the
relics were brought there. The fact that Deacon Zosima does not list the body of
St. Theodosia among the relics he saw at Kyra Martha suggests that by the
fifteenth century the cult of this saint had been completely amalgamated with
that of St. Theodosia of Caesarea preserved in the church overlooking the
Golden Horn.128

Alexander the Clerk is the only source who mentions relics of St. Irene at the
Kyra Martha Convent. Since this sanctuary was close to the Convent of Lips and
is so regularly spoken of together with it, it seems judicious to assume that
Alexander did not see the relics of St. Irene at Kyra Martha but in the neighbor-
ing Convent of Lips (tov Atpo' q) where other sources testify to the presence of
these relics. 129 Alexander does not mention visiting the Convent of Lips, a fact
which makes this conjecture quite plausible.

§ 34. The Convent of the Virgin of Lips

"There are two convents south of and below the Apostles [Church] ... the
other the emperor's.... In the other convent [the emperor's] are Stephen the
Younger and St. Irene" (Russian Anonymus). "The Lips Convent: here repose
St. Stephen and the Empress Irene; here reposes the Russian empress, Anna,
daughter of the Muscovite Grand Prince Basil Dmitrievic and granddaughter of
the Lithuanian Grand Prince Alexander, called Vitovt" (Zosima).

The convent which the Russian Anonymus and Stephen of Novgorod locate
near that of Kyra Martha is that of the Mother of God tou At[3oS, of Lips
("JIHnecHH" in Zosima's rendering). The name of the institution derives from the
founder of this Church of the Virgin, Constantine Lips, an important imperial
official of the early tenth century. The church seems to have fallen on bad times,
until in the late thirteenth or early fourteenth century it was taken over by the
Empress Theodora, the wife of Michael VIII Palaeologus, and turned into a
convent. Contiguous with the old church, Theodora built a second church for the
convent which was meant to serve as a mortuary church for the imperial family.

'26Ibid. See also infra.
"I Anthony, 26.
128 See Commentary § 51.
129 On the Convent of the Virgin tiou Ai(36S, see Commentary § 34.
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She was buried there herself in 1303. This convent, thus, would seem to merit the

title the "empress' convent" as much as the Kyra Martha foundation,130 rather

than the title the "emperor's convent" which is recorded in the "Dialogue"
version of the Russian Anonymus, and on that basis is restored in the present
edition. Possibly the title the "emperor's convent" came from the church's use as

the sepulchral church of the reigning Palaeologus family. The two attached
churches of this convent still stand today in Istanbul as the Fenari Isa Camii,
although they'have been subjected to serious changes by fires and by Turkish

remodeling at various periods. 131 The location of this shrine on the north side of

the valley of the Lycus River coincides with the location suggested by the two
Russian travelers who visited it (see pl. it, 34). It is south of the site of the Church
of the Holy Apostles"' and near the convent of Kyra Martha, as the Russian
Anonymus describes it, and on the route from the relics of St. Theodosia on the
Golden Horn133 to the Lycus valley and Kyra Martha,134 as Zosima's text might

suggest.
The Russian Anonymus and Zosima agree on the presenceof the body of a St.

Stephen at the Lips Convent, doubtless the "Mother of God Convent" where a
brief Russian work locates a body of St. Stephen.135 The Russian Anonymus
specifies that the body was that of St. Stephen the Younger, martyred under the
iconoclast emperors.136 Byzantine liturgical sources, however, suggest that the
body of St. Stephen the Younger was in the martyrion of St. Stephen the
Protomartyr in Constantinianae, where his annual synaxis was celebrated.13'

The typica which the foundress gave to the Convent of the Mother of God rou

At oo' q, on the other hand, confirm the Russian Anonymus' information that the

body of a St. Irene was among the relics of this church, possibly in the chapel
or parecclesion adjoining the north or original church, for it was there that the
celebration of the liturgy in her honor was stipulated in the foundress' typicon. 13,

130 See Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 307-8.
131 The churches of the Lips Convent have been carefully studied by T. Macridy and restored by

Dumbarton Oaks. The most useful study of these buildings and their history is Macridy, "The
Monastery of Lips (Fenari Isa Camii) at Istanbul," withcontributions by A. H. S. Megaw, C. Mango,
and E. J. W. Hawkins, in DOP, 18 (1964), 249-315 and pls.; completed by C. Mango and E. J. W.
Hawkins, "Additional Finds at Fenari Isa Camii, Istanbul," DOP, 22 (1968), 177-84 and pls. See
also Krautheimer, Early Christian and Byzantine Architecture2, 380-84; Mango, Byzantine
Architecture, 198-203, 266-69; Mathews, Byzantine Churches of Istanbul, 322-45; Miiller-Wiener,
Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 126-31; Kleiss, Plan, Dd; DO Bibliographies, 1,1, 270-71.

132 See Commentary § 32, on Holy Apostles.
133 See Commentary § 51, on these relics.
134 See Commentary § 33, on the Kyra Martha Convent.
135 Russian Short List, supra, p. 153.
136 On his Life, see BGH3, II, 253. St. Stephen the Younger must have been quite popular, for

various relics of this saint were preserved in different churches in the Byzantine capital; see
Commentary §§ 24, 28.

137 Synaxarium CP, cols. 261-63. That this shrine contained the relics of St. Stephen the Younger
is very strongly suggested by a twelfth-century variant reading to the Synaxarium which calls the St.
Stephen Church at Constantinople the martyrion of St. Stephen the Younger (ibid., col. 261,
apparatus). On the martyrion of St. Stephen the Protomartyr, see Commentary § 52.

138 H. Delehaye, Deux typica byzantins de l'epoque des Paleologues (Brussels, 1921), 110.
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Since several sources speak of this convent and the Kyra Martha Convent as
being in close proximity to one another, one should assume that the clerk
Alexander confused his neighboring convents when he claims to have seen the
relics of St. Irene in Kyra Martha. Since he does not specifically mention visiting
the Lips Convent where the relic certainly was, it seems highly probable that he
simply included this relic mistakenly among the relics at Kyra Martha.139
Unfortunately, the identity of the St. Irene buried at Lips remains unclear, for the
Byzantine Church venerated many saints of this name.' 41 The relic under
discussion, however, is not that of St. Irene the empress, as a comparison of the
Russian Anonymus' text with that of Zosima might suggest. St. Irene the
empress, wife of Emperor John II Comnenus, was buried in the Pantocrator
Monastery which she had founded.' 41

As noted earlier, the Lips Convent was founded at least partially to assure
memorial services at the sepulchral church of the imperial family. Thus it is not
altogether surprising that the Deacon Zosima mentions two members of the
ruling house interred there. "Empress" Irene, wife of Andronicus III, was buried
there, probably in 1324.' 42 Technically, Zosima errs in calling Irene of
Braunschweig an "empress," for Irene died in August of 1324, and her husband
Andronicus was not crowned coemperor until February of the following year.'43

Why Zosima chooses to note her burial at the convent and not the burial of other
members of the imperial family, such as Emperor Andronicus II or the found-
ress, Empress Theodora, is puzzling.' 44 Zosima's mention of the Lips Convent
as the burial place of Anna ("Anca" in the Russian text), the "Russian empress,"
is not at all surprising. By his own statement, the author was part of the group
which accompanied her to Constantinople between 1411 and 1413.145 Anna's
place of burial in the Byzantine capital would probably also have been of special
interest to Zosima's readers, for, as the author notes, she was the daughter of the
Grand Prince Basil I (Vasilij Dmitrievic) of Moscow and (thereby) the grand-
daughter of Grand Prince Vitovt (Vytautas) of Lithuania on her maternal side.
Thus she represented the ruling families of both parts of Russia. The marriage of
Grand Prince Basil's daughter to Emperor Manuel II's eldest son and heir
apparent must have made quite an impression on the Russian people, for the
tradition spread in Russia that the future Emperor John VIII had come to
Moscow to be married.' 46 While, like Zosima, Byzantine sources occasionally

139See Commentary § 33.
' 40 See BHG3, II, 41-43; Synaxarium CP, index. In 1200 Anthony of Novgorod notes relics of a St.

Irene, probably the Early Christian martyr, at a church which was dedicated to her (Anthony, 35).
141 Moravcsik, Szent L6szl6 (note 4 supra), passim.
l42Ioannes Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, Bonn ed. (1828), 193-94.
143 He reigned as sole emperor from 1328 to 1341. See A. Papadopoulos, Versuch einer Genealogie

der Palaiologen, 1259-1453 (Munich, 1938), 43.
""There were four other imperial sepulchres in the church besides the two Zosima mentions; see

Macridy, "Monastery of Lips," 269-70.
'4e See supra, p. 191; cf. also supra, p. 170.
146 See V. N. Tatiscev, Hcmopun poccuucxaa, e cemu moMax, V (Moscow, 1965), 217-18; cf.

ibid., 303. In all probability the imperial legates took part in a proxy betrothal ceremony in Moscow
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speak of Anna as "empress," 14' the Russian princess did not actually live to be
empress of Byzantium, for she was carried off by the plague in 1417; she was, in
fact, then buried in the Lips Convent.148 Her husband John was not crowned

coemperor until 1421.149

in 1411. The wedding seems to have been in Constantinople in 1413 (P. Schreiner, "Chronologische
Untersuchungen zur Familie Kaiser Manuels II.," BZ, 63 [1970], 294; cf. Barker, Manuel II, 345).

14' See, for instance, Ducas, Historia byzantina, Bonn ed. (1834), 98.
148 Phrantzes [Sphrantzes], Annales, Bonn ed. (1838), 110; cf. Ducas, loc. cit.; and Barker, Manuel

II, 347-48, with references to other sources.
111 He ruled as emperor from 1425 to 1448. On John VIII, see Barker, ibid., 344-50 and passim; and

Schreiner, "Chronologische Untersuchungen," 287-88; both with important corrections to
Papadopoulos, Versuch einer Genealogie, 59.



Chapter X

THE WESTERN PERIPHERY OF THE CITY

§ 35. The Church of St. Diomedes

"From there [Studius] you go to St. Diomedes; St. Diomedes Church is on the
right side of the road, near Kalojan's Castle. Christ's table is in this church, and it
was at this table that Christ supped with the disciples; Christians worship at this
table" (Russian Anonymus).

The Russian Anonymus' information on the location of the Church (and at
least at one point a monastery) of St. Diomedes conforms fully to what we
otherwise know of this sanctuary, popularly called the "New Jerusalem
Monastery." Dating from the sixth century, the foundation was patronized by
Emperor Basil the Macedonian, who was given hospitality there when he first
arrived at Constantinople, penniless.' The sources regularly state that this shrine
was near the Golden Gate ("Kalojan's Castle," in the Russian Anonymus'
parlance'). St. Diomedes, then, was located in the southwest corner of the city
not far from Studius, which the Russian traveler visited just prior to coming to
this church. From the Russian Anonymus' description, if the sanctuary was on
the right on the way from Studius to the Golden Gate, one can assume that it was
on the north side of the south branch of the Mese (see pl. 11, 35).3

Since no other sources speak of the table of the Last Supper being in this
church, there is no reason to accept the Russian Anonymus' testimony on this
relic. Were the table still shown in Constantinople in later Byzantine times, other
sources would have noted the fact. Before the Fourth Crusade the table of the
Last Supper was preserved at a church dedicated to the Virgin on the Embolos,4
but during the period of Latin occupation of Constantinople it is supposed to
have been transported to Venice.' Before 1200 the Church of St. Diomedes also

'Theophanes Continuatus, Bonn ed. (1838), 223; [Pseudo-] Codinus, De aedificiis Constantino-
politanis, Bonn ed. (1843), 102.

2 On Kalojan's Castle, the castle of the Golden Gate (Yedikule), see C. Mango, "The Date of the
Anonymous Russian Description of Constantinople," BZ, 45 (1952), 382-84; see also Commentary
§ 83.

3 Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, 265-66, puts the monastery on the south side of the
Mese. This sanctuary is discussed in Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 95-97; see also A. D. Mordtmann,
Esquisse topographique de Constantinople (Lille, 1892), 77; Schneider, Byzanz, 96, no. 26; Kleiss,
Plan, Ah, no. 26,

'Anthony, 23-24.
5 Riant, Exuviae sacrae, II, 274; fragments of the table of the Last Supper are also reported

elsewhere in the West after the Fourth Crusade (ibid., I, 122; II, 48).
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possessed its patron's relics,6 but given the absence of any mention of these relics

in later sources one can probably assume that they disappeared in the thirteenth

century.

§ 36. The Convent of St. Andrew in Crisi

"From there [the Peribleptos Monastery] we went to Andrew of Crete; this is a

very beautiful convent where we kissed the body of St. Andrew" (Stephen).
"From there [the Church of St. Diomedes] you go back north to St. Andrew. This

is St. Andrew Convent, and the body of St. Andrew [var. add.: Stratelate] reposes

there in front of the church [var.: royal] doors; Christians are blessed, for healing

comes from it" (Russian Anonymus).

The Convent of St. Andrew sv it1 Kpicst, probably founded in the eighth

century and restored in the late thirteenth century, is well known from the
sources. Its main church still exists today as the basic part of the Koca Mustafa

pa§a Camii in the southwest part of Istanbul, northwest of the Peribleptos
Monastery (see pl. 11, 36). It was transformed into a mosque in 1489 and under-

went severe remodeling sometime thereafter.' It is clearly the St. Andrew in
Crisi Convent which Stephen of Novgorod notes under the name of St. Andrew

of Crete. It lay on the path he took from Peribleptos to the relics of St. Tarasius

and the shrine of St. Euphemia outside the land walls of the city.8 This same

shrine is also the Convent of St. Andrew visited by the Russian Anonymus, who

went north after visiting Studius and St. Diomedes.9 The pilgrim continued
north to the St. Andrew Salus Monastery, and then to the shrines of St.
Eudocimus and of St. Euphemia.' ° The title which Stephen of Novgorod gives

the convent, St. Andrew of Crete, is misleading, however. The St. Andrew
honored at the convent was not the famous St. Andrew of Crete, composer of

liturgical poetry, but rather the priest-monk Andrew martyred in Constantinople

6 Ciggaar, "Description de Constantinople," 262 (which incorrectly calls this monastery that of St.

Dionysius).
' On this building, see S. Eyice, "Remarques sur deux anciennes eglises byzantines d'Istanbul:

Koca Mustafa Papa camii et 1'eglise du tepesi," Actes du IXe Congres international d'Etudes
byzantines = EXXrlvtxa, Suppl. 9,1 (1955), 184-90; idem, "Un type architectural pen connu de

1'epoque des Paleologues a Byzance," Anadolu Ara#irmalarz, 1 = Jahrbuch fur kleinasiatische
Forschung, 3 (1959),223-25 and pls.; Kondakov, Busaumuucxue yepK6u, 160-61; A. Van Millingen,

Byzantine Churches in Constantinople (London, 1912),106-21; Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 28-31;

Schneider, Byzanz, 52 and fig. 9; Mathews, Byzantine Churches of Istanbul, 3-14; Muller-Wiener,

Bildlexikon Istanbuls,172-76; DO Bibliographies, I,1, 246; Kleiss, Plan, Bf. S. Eyice has raised some

questions about the identification of the Koca Mustafa pa5a Camii as St. Andrew ev TTI xpiott (Son

devir Bizans mimdrisi. Istanbul'da Palaiologos'lar Devri Anatlara [Istanbul, 1963], 5-10).
There are some indications that the convent was only refounded in the eighth century, and thus

could be the earlier Monastery of St. Andrew "near the Gate of Saturninus" (Janin, op. cit., 31-32).
s On the location of these shrines, see Commentary §§ 24, 39, 40.
9 See Commentary §§ 26, 35.
'0 On these shrines, see Commentary §§ 37, 38, 40.
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during the iconoclast persecutions of 766 or 767; he was born in Crete." It must
have been this St. Andrew's body which reposed at the doors of the church
(Russian Anonymus), for Andrew the iconoclast martyr from Crete is known to
have had a martyrion in this part of Constantinople.' z The use of the term
martyrion normally signals the presence of the heavenly patron's body. More-
over, at least according to some versions of the Synaxarion of Con-
stantinople, this saint's synaxis was held at the Church of St. Andrew Ev
KpiGsl.' 3 St. Andrew of Crete the hymnographer, on the other hand, was buried
either in Lesbos, according to one tradition,' 4 or in the eastern part of
Constantinople, if one accepts the testimony of the Russian Anonymus.'5

§ 37. The Monastery of St. Andrew Salus and The Evergetis Metochion

"The Monastery of Andrew Salus is nearby [the Monastery of St. Andrew in
Crisi], to the north. The body of St. Patricius reposes there and the staff of
Andrew Salus [var.: the body of St. Andrew Salus and his staff] [var. add.: and
here was my accursedness tonsured]" (Russian Anonymus).

The Russian Anonymus notes the existence of an otherwise unknown monas-
tery in Constantinople, that dedicated to St. Andrew Salus (the "Fool for
Christ"), the monastery where the author of the "Dialogue" version of this work
claimed to have taken monastic vows. It was located north of St. Andrew in
Crisi," 6 on the way from that church to the shrines of SS. Eudocimus and
Euphemia which were outside the city walls." The chief relics of the monastery
dedicated to St. Andrew were the body of St. Patricius, an early martyr,' a and the
staff of Andrew Salus. A similar relic, the "iron staff with a cross on it" which
belonged to St.. Andrew the Apostle, is listed by the Russian traveler Anthony of

'' On this St. Andrew, often called, like the convent, "£v irl xpiast" (at the testing?), see BHG3, I,
34; Archbishop Sergij, Honnbiu Mecgyecnoe eocrnoxa, 2nd ed. (Vladimir, 1901), 11,2, 429-30. The
Russian Anonymus "Dialogue" variant identification of the St. Andrew in question as the "Strate-
late," an Early Christian martyr (BHG', I, 38), would not explain either the Byzantine name of the
establishment or Stephen's, and should be rejected as an interpolation.

The original dedication of the shrine could well have been to St. Andrew the Apostle, a dedication
which would have predated the iconoclast martyr's death and burial at his patron saint's church. This
possibility would allow for the earlier existence of this shrine as the Monastery of St. Andrew "near
the Gate of Saturninus"; see supra, note 7.

'Z Synaxarium CP, cols. 151-52; cf. Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 28. See also Vita s. Andreae in
crisi, PG, 115, col. 1128. Cf. also a Russian Short List, supra, p. 153, on a body of St. Andrew of Crete.

' 3 Synaxarium CP, loc. cit.; cf. Janin, loc. cit.
14Maxapiou 'rou Maxpf, Bioq cou Ayiou Av8pEou, apxtsiumcoitou cou

`IspoaakuµiTOU, ed. B. Laourdas, in Kpilnxd Xpovtxa, 7 (1953), 74.
' S See Commentary § 69.
' e See Commentary § 36. On the life of the tenth-century St. Andrew "Salus," see BHG3, I, 35-37.
"See Commentary §§ 38, 40.
's His body is not mentioned by any of the other sources on the city. Moreover, one would expect

his relics, were they present in Constantinople, to be at the Monastery of the Mother of God tia
Kupou where his synaxis was celebrated (cf. Synaxarium CP, col. 695). On this martyr-bishop's Life,
see BHG3, II, 176. On the body of Andrew Salus see infra, p. 383.
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Novgorod as the chief relic preserved earlier in the Metochion (daughter house)
of the Evergetis Monastery of the Virgin which was inside the city of Con-
stantinople.' 9 This thirteenth-century source locates the Evergetis Metochion
near St. Mocius, which is north of St. Andrew in Crisi,20 that is, in the
area where the late fourteenth-century Russian Anonymus venerated the staff of
"Andrew Salus" at the monastery named after this saint. The nature of the staff
of St. Andrew described by Anthony of Novgorod suggests that it is in fact more
likely a staff for a self-appointed prophet and fool for Christ than for an apostle.
One hardly imagines apostles using iron staffs topped with crosses on their
missionary journeys. Moreover, so important a relic as an apostle's staff would
certainly be mentioned in more than one source, and such is not the case here.

The suggestion that the iron staff which Anthony saw belonged not to St.
Andrew the Apostle, but to St. Andrew the Fool, is inescapable, and suggests a
further identification. Since the same relic is noted in two churches in the same
area of the city, is it not probable that the two churches are one, and that the
daughter house of the suburban Evergetis Monastery of the Virgin in Anthony's
text had as its chapel a church which, if not officially dedicated to St. Andrew
Salus, was popularly called after this saint whose staff was its most famous
relic?" Such a suggestion is strengthened by the fact that in 1235 St. Sabas of
Serbia, who much favored the main Monastery of the Virgin Evergetis outside
the city walls, stayed there, and then went into the city "to St. Andrew the
Apostle" to stay; quite likely this was a daughter house of his favorite
Constantinopolitan monastic foundation, Evergetis:22 Possibly the site of the
modern Greek Church of the Virgin I'o pyozoixos, which is not far from either St.
Andrew in Crisi or the site of the Monastery of St. Mocius, marks the location of
the Evergetis Metochion, since it fulfills the topographical requisites noted above
(see pl. 11, 37); Christian churches could only be built on the sites of earlier
churches in Ottoman Istanbul .21

§ 38. The Convent of St. Eudocimus

"The Convent of St. Eudocimus is near the Golden Gate; the body of St.
Eudocimus reposes there on the left side" (Russian Anonymus).

'9 Anthony, 26.
20J. Pargoire, "Constantinople: Le Couvent de 1'Evergetis," EO, 9 (1906), 371-72.
21 Janin, La Geographic de CP2, 32-33, 182-83, makes this suggestion in one place but not in the

other. Note that Janin's reference to the Hoidenie of Deacon Zosima (ibid., 32) applies not to this
monastery, but to another of the same name in the First Region; see Commentary § 67.

22 Hymewecmeun Ceftma2o Caeebl, Apxuenucxona cep6cxoao, ed. Archimandrite Leonid,17 IC, 5
(1884), 75. Cf. Anthony, loc. cit.; Pargoire, "Constantinople: Le Monastere de 1'Evergetis," EO, 10
(1907), 162-64. See also Janin, La Geographic de CP2, 178-84, esp. 182-84. Might the Basil
mentioned in an epigram as founder of an Evergetis Monastery be the founder of the urban metochion
of the suburban foundation of the same name (cf. ibid., 182-84) which is being discussed here?

23 On the nineteenth-century Greek church, see Schneider, Byzanz, 43, no. 17; and Kleiss, Plan, Ce.
Cf. also Janin, La Geographic de CP2, 172-73; and Commentary § 38, for alternative identifications

of this site.
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A tenth-century synaxarion mentions under the date July 31 not only a feast of
St. Eudocimus the Younger, but a commemoration Fv the saint's
relics were probably enshrined in this region of the city when they were brought
to Constantinople from Charsianon.25 The name of the area,
("six columns"), represents a confusion with the earlier name of the region,

("outside the columns"), attributable to Byzantine Greek pronunci-
ation with its lack of initial aspirate. Hexikionion lies between the land-wall gates
Xylokerkos (Belgrat kapi) and Pege (H ytj, Silivri kapi), and between the two
land walls, the Constantinian and the Theodosian. It is, thus, the region of the
"seventh hill" of Constantinople.26 The area probably included the Church of
St. Mocius,27 the general location of which is well known from the massive
cistern of the same name still visible; and probably also the Metochion of the
Evergetis Monastery of the Virgin with its church dedicated to St. Andrew'28 for
Anthony of Novgorod locates the body of St. Eudocimus next to a Monastery of
the Mother of God "at a column" in the general region of St. Mocius, and
apparently not far from the tomb of the Prophet Daniel which he visited next. 29
This Monastery of the Mother of God should probably be identified with the
Metochion of the Virgin Evergetis, the only monastic community dedicated to
the Virgin which the thirteenth-century Russian traveler mentions in this area.
Similarly, the late fourteenth-century Russian Anonymus venerated the body of
St. Eudocimus immediately after visiting the Church of St. Andrew Salus of the
Evergetis Metochion.30 It would seem, then, that this relic was preserved north of
the Monastery of St. Andrew in Crisi, the next shrine the Russian Anonymus
records,31 and probably south of the relics of St. Euphemia which were preserved
outside the city walls (see pl. 11, 38).32

While in the year 1200 Anthony of Novgorod does not mention a community
of nuns at the tomb of St. Eudocimus, it seems likely that there was at least a
church (probably the one called Ev since Anthony describes how the
body was preserved lifelike in a silver coffin. Such a coffin would most likely have
glass so pilgrims could marvel at the state of the body's preservation, and would
hardly be kept in the open simply "at a column," as Anthony's text seems to
suggest.33 Rather, there was probably a church at a great column, perhaps at one

24 Synaxarium CP, col. 857 and apparatus; on this saint, see BHG3, I, 184.
25 Cf. Synaxarium CP, loc. cit.
21Janin, CP byzantine2, 351-52. The Turks call the area "Altimermer," a calque of the classical

Byzantine Greek `Ei;txlovtov and the later Byzantine Greek µapµapa ("six columns") name of
this area.

27 On this church, see Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 354-58.
28 See Commentary § 37.
29Anthony, 27. See also the comments of Loparev (ibid., liii-liv). The tomb of the Prophet Daniel

was north of the body of St. Eudocimus, at the Romanus Gate; see Commentary § 43.
"See Commentary § 37.
31 See Commentary § 36.
32 See Commentary § 40. Janin's suggestion (La Geographie de CP2, 68), that the shrine which the

Russian Anonymus visited was the Gastria Monastery (the modern Sancaktar Mescidi), would not fit
with the more precise topographical information outlined here.

"Anthony, 27.
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of the columns which appear to have given the area its popular name. Possibly a
community of nuns took possession of this church by the late fourteenth century,
when the Russian Anonymus visited the shrine and called it a convent. This later
text clearly implies the existence of a church or chapel, since the relic of the saint is
preserved "on the left side." 34 No mention is made by this text of the silver coffin
of the saint mentioned in the earlier description, however; possibly it was looted
by the Latin Crusaders in 1204. From a patriarchal document dated June 1, 1400,
we know that the shrine of St. Eudocimus was within the city limits, a fact which
agrees with its suggested location near the Evergetis Metochion, and also that a
vineyard was located nearby,35 not surprising given the gradual depopulation of
Constantinople in its final years, particularly in the western areas of the city.

§ 39. The Relics of St. Tarasius

"From there [the Monastery of St. Andrew in Crisi] we went to St. Tarasius
[var.: Anastasius] the Patriarch, and kissed his relics ..." (Stephen).

There seems to be little doubt that Patriarch Tarasius was buried in the
monastery which he founded on his estate on the European coast `of the
Bosporus; Anthony of Novgorod, for example, notes his body's presence in that
region in 1200.36 There seems to be no further mention of Patriarch Tarasius'
body in Byzantium until Stephen's note. It is possible that his relics had been
moved by 1350; it is also possible that Stephen venerated only relics, rather than
the whole body of the saint, an interpretation not denied by the language of the
Russian text. Whatever the nature of the patriarch's relics, from the itinerary
suggested by Stephen's report they were preserved somewhere between the
Church of St. Andrew in Crisi37 and the Convent of St. Euphemia.38 On the

34A likely candidate for identification with this church and convent is the site of the nineteenth-
century Greek Church of the Theotokos Fopyonixoq, which might or might not be the site of the
Byzantine Church of the Mi ,ulP Oeou 11 or Fopyoicixos (Schneider, Byzanz, 43, no.
17; Kleiss, Plan, Ce; cf. Janin, La Geographie de CPZ, 172-73), but must at least represent the site of a
preconquest church since completely new church buildings could not be built by Christians in
Constantinople under the Ottomans. The site could, however, also represent the location of the
Evergetis Metochion; indeed, Mordtmann, Esquisse topographique (note 3 supra), 77-78, sees the
shrine of St. Eudocimus as the Evergetis Metochion, and at this site. See also Commentary § 37.

3s F. Miklosich and J. Muller, Acta et diplomata graeca medii aevi sacra et profana, II (Vienna,
1862), 399.

"Anthony, 36. See the discussion of the place of Tarasius' burial in Janin, La Geographie de CP2,
481-82, and the sources cited there. Cf. also C. Du Cange, Constantinopolis christiana (Paris, 1680),
IV, 189-90; Patriarch Constantios, Constantiniade, ou Description de Constantinople, ancienne et
moderne (Constantinople, 1861), 161-62.

The remains of St. Tarasius which were spirited away from Constantinople to Venice in the early
eleventh century were probably those of a homonymic saint. Several saints named Tarasius were
venerated in the Byzantine capital (cf. Synaxarium CP, index, s.v. Tarasios). On the identity of the
relics transported to Venice, see D. Stiernon, "Le Quartier du Xerolophos a Constantinople et les
reliques venitiennes de Saint Athanase," REB, 19 (1961) = Melanges Raymond Janin, 185-86; and
Janin, loc. cit.

On this church, see Commentary § 36.
39 On this convent, see Commentary § 40.
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basis of the available evidence it is impossible to determine on which side of the
land walls (which run between the two shrines mentioned) these relics were
preserved.39 Might the shrine where the relics of Tarasius were preserved have
been the "Monastery of the Patriarch" which was located outside the land walls
and at the Propontis, as Anna Comnena describes the site? Raoul and his
advisers camped there during the First Crusade, as possibly Godfrey had pre-
viously (see pl. 11, 39).40

§ 40. The Body of St. Euphemia

"... and from there [the relics of St. Tarasius] we went to St. Euphemia and
kissed her relics" (Stephen). "On the other side of the Golden Gate is a convent;
the church is of St. Euphemia. There the body of St. Euphemia reposes on the left
side [var.: which they bear every Wednesday and Friday]" (Russian Anonymus).

The body of the Early Christian martyr Euphemia was transferred to
Constantinople from Chalcedon across the Bosporus after Persian attacks on
that city in the early seventh century, and was enshrined in the Church of St.
Euphemia near the hippodrome.41 There the body of this Early Christian martyr
was apparently the object of much devotion, both because of the miracle the relic
was reputed to have performed at the Fourth Ecumenical Council in choosing
the Orthodox declaration of faith and rejecting that of the Monophysites, and
because the body continued to exude blood. Thrown into the sea as part of the
antirelic campaign of the first iconoclast emperors, the body was somehow
brought to Lemnos, where it was safeguarded by faithful iconodules and then
returned to the saint's shrine near the hippodrome in the last years of the eighth
century.42 By the end of the twelfth century we know that the body was in a
shrine outside the land walls of the city. This is clear from the fact that in 1200
Anthony of Novgorod described St. Euphemia's tomb in her church at the
hippodrome as empty, and her body as being preserved west of the city.43

39 The variant reading in Stephen's text, Anastasius for Tarasius, should be rejected as erroneous;
Patriarch Anastasius (730-54) of Constantinople was an iconoclast appointee of Leo III, and thus
was poor material for canonization. Archimandrite Leonid, O6o3penue yapezpadcxux naMmmuuxoe,
34-36 = WOH,I(P, 1870, bk. 4, pp. 52-54, assumes that the Monastery of Patriarch Athanasius
mentioned by Ignatius of Smolensk is in fact the Monastery of Patriarch Tarasius, but Patriarch
Athanasius of Constantinople (1289-93,1303-9) was buried in the monastery which he had founded
in Xerolophos, considerably east of the area suggested by Stephen's text; see Commentary § 21.

41 Anna Comnena, Alexiade, ed. B. Leib (Paris, 1943), II, 226; cf. ibid., 220. Janin, La Geographie
de CP2, 392, identifies the Monastery of the Patriarch with the Monastery of Tarasius on the
European shore of the Bosporus, but it is unlikely that Anna Comnena would call the Bosporus the
Propontis. While Raoul's army encamped on the Bosporus, he and his advisors remained closer to
the city (cf. Anna Comnena, loc. cit.).

41 See Commentary § 14. On the churches dedicated to St. Euphemia in Constantinople, see Janin,
La Geographie de CPz, 120-30.

42 On the hagiographic tradition of St. Euphemia, see BHG3, I, 188-90; and R. Naumann and
H. Belting, Die Euphemia-Kirche am Hippodrom zu Istanbul and ihre Fresken, IstForsch, 25 (Berlin,
1966), 23-33. See also Commentary § 14.

"Anthony, 32, 28, 37. P. Savvaitov, llymeu{ecmeue uoezopodcxozo Apxuenucxona Aumonun e
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Stephen of Novgorod venerated the "relics" of St. Euphemia outside the city in
1349; the "relics" are assuredly the "body" of the saint which the Russian
Anonymus visited outside the city in the last decade of the fourteenth century.
According to this latter source, the Euphemia Church at the hippodrome boasted
as its relics of the saint in this period only her gold-encrusted head. The head of
St. Euphemia was also among the relics which the Mercati Anonymus recorded
there in the twelfth century, along with some relics of Euphemia and other
martyrs which were in a large marble sarcophagus in the left-hand part of the
sanctuary.44 The testimony of Anthony of Novgorod from the year 1200 gives
some hint about the reason for the presence of the body of St. Euphemia in the
western suburbs of Constantinople rather than in her "martyrion" near the
hippodrome where one would, by definition, expect to find the saint's body.45
Anthony notes enigmatically that "it is only ten years since her remains have
been uncovered, for they did not know where she had been laid." 46 Anthony's
explanation of the presence of the body of St. Euphemia outside the city is
immediately reminiscent of the stories connected with the bodies of two very
famous Constantinopolitan martyrs of the iconoclast period, St. Andrew in Crisi
and St. Theodosia. The bodies of both of these saints were hidden or lost,during
the period of Iconoclasm and reappeared later when they became objects of
veneration.` One is tempted to see in the rediscovery of the body of St.
Euphemia in 1190 (the date inferred from Anthony's text) a similar tradition
which would suggest that the popular relic of the Chalcedonian martyr had
disappeared during the second period of Iconoclasm, and that, when it was
rediscovered later, a shrine was built at the site of the body's discovery, as had

l(apbzpad (St. Petersburg, 1872), cols. 133-35 note 182; and Kondakov, Bu3anmuucxue yepxeu, 92,
locate the body of St. Euphemia in Petrion or Petra, but this location is contradicted by the Russian
travel texts.

It is most unlikely that this relic is of a different St. Euphemia, since Anthony specifically connects
the relic with the "Holy Fathers" (of the Council of Chalcedon) and the "heretics" (Monophysites)
(Anthony, 28). The other widely known St. Euphemia in the Byzantine Church, the martyr of
Heraclea, was feted near the Church of St_ Acacius on the Propontis (Synaxarium CP, col. 369; Janin,
La Geographie de CP2,129-30). On St. Euphemia of Heraclea, see BHG', III, 51 (Mulieres XL). The
preserved body of St. Euphemia of Chalcedon is displayed today at the church of the Greek
patriarchate in Istanbul, but it is unclear from which shrine it came into the possession of the
patriarchate in the early years of Turkish rule. Patriarch Constantios claims that the Patriarch
Gennadius Scholarios had the relic returned from the Cathedral of Silivria (on the Marmora coast)
after the Turkish conquest (Constantiniade, ou Description de Constantinople, 93-94), but this does
not ring true, given the testimony of the Russian Travelers on its presence in Constantinople. See
G. Soteriou, Kcgd %ta Tou oixoupcvtxou rzaTptapxsiou; IIatptapxtK6q vads xai 6xeuo(pOXax10v
(Athens, 1937), 12 and pl. 3.

44Ciggaar, "Description de Constantinople," 256-57.
45 The shrine of St. Euphemia near the hippodrome is regularly described as a martyrion in the

Byzantine sources (cf. Synaxarium CP, cols. 49, 813).
"Anthony, 28
47 On the hagiographic tradition of these saints, see BHG', I, 34; II, 286-87. See also Commentary

§§ 33, 36.
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been done at the site of the discovery of the body of St. Theodosia of
Constantinople.48 Anthony, like the "Dialogue" variants to the text of the
Russian Anonymus, notes that at her shrine outside the city St. Euphemia's body
was carried in procession,49 although only the latter source specifies that the
procession took place every Wednesday and Friday.

The location of this shrine of St. Euphemia cannot be determined with any
exactitude. Anthony of Novgorod and the Russian Anonymus declare firmly
that the body is preserved outside the land walls of the city, or, as they phrase it,
"on the other side of," or "beyond," the Golden Gate (Yedikule, at the south end
of the land walls).5 ° From the itineraries of Stephen and the Russian Anonymus,
however, we can gain a somewhat clearer idea of the location of this shrine. Both
sources would agree that it was between the Church of St. Andrew in Crisi and
the shrine of the Prophet Daniel, if we choose as reference points two nearby
monuments whose location is known.51 A suggested location for the shrine of St.
Euphemia, then, would be outside the land walls between the Pege Gate (Silivri
kapi), the most convenient gate to the Church of St. Andrew in Crisi, and the
Romanus Gate (Topkapi) near which stood the shrine of the Prophet Daniel (see
pl. ii, 40). It is surely strange that no Byzantine sources seem to speak of this
shrine of St. Euphemia beyond the land walls.52

§ 41. The Convent of the Virgin "id µtxpd `P(%taiou"

"From there [the body of St. Euphemia] we went to the Monastery of the
Holy Mother of God, and kissed St. [Thomaida] (such was her name), and St.
Elizabeth" (Stephen). "From there [the body of St. Euphemia] you go southwest
[to where] there is a convent. St. Elizabeth, the mother of John the Forerunner,
reposes there, as does a second body, that of her servant" (Russian,Anonymus).
"There is a convent here, Cosmas and Damian; here repose venerable Elizabeth
and blessed ThomaIda who was slain by her father-in-law, as it is written in the
Patericon. She was the wife of a fisherman, and while her husband was away
fishing, his father desired to commit adultery with her. But she was wise and God-
fearing and did not give in to him. He was enraged with carnal desire, however,
and slew her violently. Thus God granted her curative powers; if an attack of
carnal passion comes to someone and he turns to worship at her tomb the attack
will cease immediately through her intercessions" (Zosima).

"'See Commentary § 33.
"Anthony, 37.
"Ibid. On the Golden Gate, see Commentary § 83. Anthony, 28, also describes the body of St.

Euphemia as being near the Monastery of SS. Cosmas and Damian, a famous landmark also outside
the city walls, but near their north end (see Commentary § 45). Both of these points of reference seem
to be symbolic ways of saying "to the west of the city."

51 On the Convent of St. Andrew in Crisi, see Commentary § 36; on the shrine of the Prophet
Daniel, see Commentary § 43.

"Might one of the several churches dedicated to this saint which Janin locates inside the city
(Janin, La Geographie de CPZ, 124-29) in fact have been in a nearby suburb?
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The body of St. Elizabeth, which both Stephen and the Russian Anonymus
venerated at a monastic foundation (the Russian Anonymus specifies that it is a

convent of nuns) while going from the relics of St. Euphemia outside the city
walls53 to the shrine of the Prophet Daniel at the Romanus Gate,54 must be the

same relic. It is unlikely, however, that it is the body of Elizabeth, the mother of
John the Baptist, as the Russian Anonymus claims. There is no tradition of the
body of this Elizabeth being in Constantinople, nor is there much evidence of a

developed cult of this saint in the Byzantine world.55 Three other saints named
Elizabeth, however, do appear on the liturgical calendar of Constantinople:
Elizabeth the Wonderworker, about whose resting place nothing is known;56 the

martyr Elizabeth, companion of the martyrs Alexander, Heraclius, Anne
Theodota, and Glyceria, who was buried in a inartyrion near St. George in
Kyparission (modern Samatya) in Constantinople, and thus not near the land
walls, as the itineraries of Stephen and the Russian Anonymus demand;57 and
the martyr Elizabeth, commemorated with her fellow martyr Anne and their
martyred husbands at the "open-air shrine" (Ev i&) £ ctEp(oIxcp) of the Mother
of God in ca, K6pou.58 While almost nothing is known of the life of the last
named St. Elizabeth, the fact that her synaxis was celebrated in the area known as
tia Kupou, which lay just inside the land walls between the Silivri Gate and the
Romanus Gate, with its shrine of the Prophet Daniel which Stephen and the
Russian Anonymus list next on their itineraries, 'I would strongly suggest that it

was this St. Elizabeth whose body they visited.60 The notation in the Russian
Anonymus' text that the relics of St. Elizabeth were southwest of the shrine
housing the body of St. Euphemia should be disregarded, not only because the
shrine housing the body of St. Elizabeth the martyr, which would seem to be the

51 On the relics of St. Euphemia, see Commentary § 40.
54 On the shrine of the Prophet Daniel, see Commentary § 43.
s 5 There is, for instance, no annual festival on the Constantinopolitan calendar for Elizabeth, the

mother of John the Baptist; her annual commemoration is subsumed under that of her husband, the
priest Zacharias, and, moreover, carries no note of a synaxis such as the presence of her body in the
Byzantine capital would demand (cf. BHG3, I, 178; II, 318-20; Synaxarium CP, cols. 16-17). One
twelfth-century Constantinopolitan synaxarium lists a commemoration of St. Anne withher three
daughters, Elizabeth, Salome, and the Virgin Mary, on July 25 at Deuteron (which is in the same
western section of the city that the Russian travelers are discussing here; cf. Janin, CP byzantine2,
336-40), but this seems to be the result of a scribal error (au&ruhv for a&r S) in recordingthe feast of the
Dormition of St. Anne; the commemoration is not repeated in other manuscripts (Synaxarium CP,
cols. 841-42 and apparatus). Otherwise Elizabeth, the mother of John the Baptist, merits only
passing reference in feasts of the Baptist recorded in the synaxaria (ibid., cols. 71,767, 931).

56Ibid., cols. 625-27. The unclear hagiographic tradition is recorded in BHG 3, III, 25. It is with this
Elizabeth that Leonid (O6o3peuue yapezpadcxux namRmnuxoe, 37 = WOH,ZJP, 55) would identify
the relic in question; but the author does not cite reasons for the identification.

57 Synaxarium CP, col. 156. On the region of Kyparission, see Janin, CP byzantineZ, 377.
58 Synaxarium CP, col. 124. Might the martyr Anne, whose commemoration was coupled with

that of Elizabeth, here be the "servant" of the latter whose body the Russian Anonymus records at

the same shrine?
19 See Commentary § 43.
61 On the region id Kupou, see J. Pargoire, "A propos de Boradion," BZ, 12 (1903), 463-67; and

Janin, CP byzantineZ, 378-79.
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monument he visited, was inside the city61 (and thus, of necessity, east of the
body of St. Euphemia which was outside the land walls62), but also because the
compass directions which this text furnishes are quite regularly inaccurate in the
western part of the city.63

Around the year 1425 Zosima also notes the presence in Constantinople of a
body of "venerable Elizabeth," which is certainly the same relic as that noted
earlier by Stephen and the Russian Anonymus, although Zosima's testimony
here is rather unclear. First of all the section of the text in question is a catalogue
of religious sights and relics in the Byzantine capital rather than a true itin-
erary,64 and thus topographical information on this relic is lacking in the text.
Moreover, no other sources suggest that a St. Elizabeth was buried in a Convent
of SS. Cosmas and Damian, as does Zosima's text.65 There is no reason to
consider that a St. Elizabeth was buried at the Monastery of SS. Cosmas and
Damian in Cosmidion, which was, in any case, a monastery for monks, not nuns,
as was the institution of which Zosima speaks.66 St. Thomaida and St. Elizabeth
might have been buried at the same church, the Church of the Mother of God is

aµtxp `Pcoµaiou, however. A number of facts point to this conclusion. The'['
µtxpa Pwµaiou Convent of the Virgin was located in the western part of the city,

61 See supra.
62 See Commentary § 40.
63 In the Russian Anonymus' text, from the Romanus Gate to Holy Apostles is north (it is actually

east); from Blachernae to SS. Cosmas and Damian is east (it is actually northwest); from the shrine of
the Prophet Daniel to Pege is west (it is actually southwest). It might be supposed that a copiest added
these directional phrases in describing the western part of the city in imitation of those parts of the
work dealing with the main part of the city where compass directions are regularly given, and almost
always correctly.

64 Specifically, after a description of the relics preserved at the Church of St. John the Baptist in
Petra (see Commentary § 49), Zosima notes that "there is a convent here [TyT], Cosmas and Damian;
here [Ty] repose venerable Elizabeth and blessed Thomaida"; there follows a discussion of the life of
St. Thomaida, followed, in turn, by the notice that the "virgin Theodosia is buried at the Evergetes
Monastery. The Lips Convent...." No shrine of SS. Cosmas and Damian is actually known to have
been in the neighborhood of Petra (see infra, p. 332 note 122). Thomaida was probably buried near
the Monastery of St. Mocius in the western part of the city, and apparently not in a Convent of SS.
Cosmas and Damian (see infra). The Evergetes Monastery was on the Golden Horn shore (see
Commentary § 51), near Petra! The Lips Convent was in the Lycus valley in the middle of the city (see
Commentary § 34). Citing Patriarch Konstantios, Leonid, O6o3penue yapezpadcxux naMxmnuxoe,
37 = WOH4P, 55, identifies the church which has all of these relics as the Virgin Pammacaristos,
thus disregarding all the topographical material available in the pilgrim texts. On Pammacaristos, see
Commentary § 50. Cf. also Seemann, Die altrussische Wallfahrtsliteratur, 247-48, on the shortcom-
ings of Zosima's topographical references in this part of his "Journey."

65 See infra.
"On the shrine of SS. Cosmas and Damian at Cosmidion, see Commentary § 45. B. Aran, "The

Nunnery of the Anargyres and the Atik Mustafa Pasha Mosque," JOB, 26 (1977), 247-53, applies
Zosima's information on this shrine to a Convent of SS. Cosmas and Damian founded by a certain
Logothete of the Drome and restored and handed over to nuns by Theodora, wife of Michael VIII
Palaeologos. This foundation he in turn identifies with the Atik Mustafa papa Camii on the Golden
Horn (see Muller-Wiener, Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 82-83, on this one-time Byzantine church; on the
location, see Kleiss, Plan, Da). This identification disregards Zosima's testimony on the presence of
the bodies of SS. Elizabeth and Thomaida in the shrine he describes. See also infra, note 122. On other
Constantinopolitan shrines dedicated to these two saints, see Janin, La Geographie de CP-, 284-86.
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in the vicinity of the Monastery of St. Mocius,67 and thus in the general area
inside the city walls that Stephen and the Russian Anonymus would have to
traverse in their acknowledged path from the relics of St. Euphemia enshrined
beyond the walls to the shrine of the Prophet Daniel at the Romanus Gate.68
This monastic church, which was dedicated to the Virgin, as Stephen's text
demands, is known as the burial place of the tenth-century St. Thomaida of
Lesbos169 and it would seem likely that it is the body of this St. Thomaida rather
than that of her Alexandrine namesake of the sixth century which Stephen and
Zosima note as being in Constantinople. The two are often confused in the
sources.70 The story which Zosima recounts is that of Thomaida of Alexandria,
which, in fact, is recorded in the Patericon, as he says.71 That same source also
confirms Zosima's note that prayer at St. Thomaida's tomb cooled "carnal
passion"; but her tomb was, according to the earlier source, in a monastic
cemetery in the Egyptian desert, where St. Daniel had had her body interred for
the benefit of the brothers, and therefore not in Constantinople.72 As noted
above, Constantinople did boast of the body of a later St. Thomaida of Lesbos,
and it was doubtless this relic which Zosima saw.73

The identification of the monastery where Elizabeth was buried with the is
pupa `Pwpaiou Convent presupposes the shared identity of the Elizabeth men-
tioned by all three Russian sources, but particularly as noted by Stephen and
Zosima, for it is these sources which locate her tomb with that of St. Thomaida
who, according to her Vita, was interred at the Monastery of the Virginia pupa
`Pwpaiou.74 This monastery, or, more correctly, convent, is described as being
"near St. Mocius," 75 while, it should be remembered, the "open air shrine" of
the Mother of God where Elizabeth the martyr was feted was in the area called is
Kipou. This area seems, however, to have included a substantial territory

67lbid., 197, 445-46; on St. Mocius, see ibid., 354-58.
68 On the relics of St. Euphemia, see Commentary § 40; on the shrine of the Prophet Daniel, see

Commentary § 43.
69ActaSS, November, IV, 240, 246.
71 On the hagiographic tradition of these two homonymic female saints, see BHG3, III, 77.
71 In this case the Patericon in question is the Life and Sayings of Abbot Daniel the Scetiote; see

L. Clugnet, Vie (et recits) de 1 'abbe Daniel le Scetiote, Bibliotheque hagiographique orientale, 1
(Paris, 1901), 17-18. In the original source, however, her frustrated father-in-law split her body in
two with his sword rather than beheading her (ibid.). He, in turn, was beheaded by the authorities
(ibid.). It is unclear when a translation of this collection of monastic stories appeared in Russia. From
the case at hand, however, one should assume it was before the fifteenth century.

72 Ibid. Cure of carnal passion was often effected by anointing with oil from the lamp at St.
Thomaida's tomb (ibid.); cf. also ActaSS, April, II, 214. S. Kur (Bibliotheca sanctorum [Rome,
1961-70], XII, 530) claims that the saint's body was brought to Constantinople, but I have been
unable to find any reference to this fact in the sources.

73 The later St. Thomaida was born on Lesbos but moved to Constantinople. She married and was
much tormented by her husband, but bore her sufferings with Christian equanimity; cf. ActaSS,
November, IV, 233-46.

74Ibid., 240, 246.
75 Ibid.
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stretching from the Romanus Gate (Topkapi) to the cistern of Mocius,76 near
which was the Convent of the Virgin id pupa `Pwµaiou with its tomb of St.
Thomaida. If the suggested identification of the Convent of the Mother of
God id µticpd `Pwµaiou, in which St. Thomaida was buried, with the "open-air
shrine" of the Virgin in the id Kupou region, where St. Elizabeth the Martyr was
honored with a synaxis, is correct, the establishment should be tentatively
located north or northwest of the cistern of Mocius (see p1. ii, 41).

The Vita of St. Thomaida of Lesbos further notes that at first the saint was
buried in the "forecourt" (Ev totq ttpoauXiotq) of the Church of the Virgin at the
convent id gtxpd `Pwµaiou, where her mother had become the superior, and that
only later was her body brought into the church proper.77 Could the 7tpoatXta of
the id µtxpd `Pwµaiou Convent be the "open-air shrine" oixog) where
the martyr Elizabeth's synaxis was held? Indeed, the "open-air shrine" at the
monastery might possibly have borne the name of SS. Cosmas and Damian, if
there is any value to be assigned to the name Zosima gives for the convent where
the two female saints were buried.

§ 42. The Monastery of the Virgin at Pege

"On the fifth [of August, 1389] we went to Pege, where we worshiped the holy
Mother of God, drank the holy healing water, and washed ourselves with it"
(Ignatius). "You go west from St. Daniel, out of Constantinople, into the
country, where the monastery called Pege is; in this monastery there are holy
water and holy fishes. The sick wash themselves with this water and drink it, and
healing comes" (Russian Anonymus). "Near the Studite gates, outside the city,
[the place] is called `Pege.' The holy water of the All-pure [Mother of God] there
brings healing to many ailing" (Zosima).

The Church and Monastery of the Mother of God at Pege (i.e., ml'Ytl, spring or
fountain) are well attested in Byzantine sources. The miraculous spring, because
of which the church and monastery had been built at least by the sixth century, is
located west of the land walls of Constantinople in the area called Baltkh, which
is "outside the city," as the Russian Anonymus and Zosima note. The "Studite
gates" through which Zosima went on his way from the Studite Monastery to
Pege would be the gate of Xylokerkos, the modern Belgrat kapi, sometimes
described as being in the neighborhood of the Monastery of Studius.78 The Pege
shrine is actually south-southwest of St. Romanus, not west, as the Russian
Anonymus says; however, his compass directions are quite bad in this section of
the text.79 The nineteenth-century Greek church at the spring is still an object of

76This extension is ably demonstrated in Pargoire, "A propos de Boradion" (note 60 supra),
463-67 and passim.

77 ActaSS, November, IV, 239; cf. also ibid., 245.
78 Janin, CP byzantine2, 274.
79 See supra, p. 323 note 63.
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pilgrimage and a place of healing (see pl. ii, 42). The several successive churches
built on this site in the Byzantine period, however, have all been destroyed. Very
few traces of them remain .81

The water from the holy spring, which gave the shrine its name, was, and
among the Greeks still is, considered holy to the Virgin and was her chosen
medium to effect cures. On Fridays, particularly on the Friday after Easter,
people still come as they did in Byzantine times to drink and wash in the holy
water, seeking cures and grace. The actions mentioned by the Russian pilgrims at
the spring, namely drinking the holy water from the hagiasma and washing in it,
are typical of the customs followed by visitors to the shrine even today. By a
tradition which is normally thought to be post-Byzantine, the miraculous spring
at Pege has little fishes living in it. According to popular tradition, the fishes are
descended from the fishes a monk was preparing for dinner when he heard the
Turks were about to take Constantinople in 1453. The fish jumped half-fried
from the frying pan into the fountain. A mystic number (usually three, five, or
seven) of little fishes appears in the fountain on icons of the Virgin it Zwoooxoc
11iyr], the "life-giving fountain." 81 Although no representations of this icono-
graphic type of the Virgin from the Byzantine period include fishes in the foun-
tain,82 the testimony of the Russian Anonymus on the presence of "holy fishes"
at the well in 1390 would suggest that the tradition began in the Byzantine period.
Since this source mentions the sacred fishes at the holy well very matter-of-factly,
there is no reason to reject his notation as a later emendation. The tradition of
springs which sustained living fishes is preserved in Photius' Bt(3Xtio8r]xri, from
Ctesias,83 and the Turkish name of the neighborhood of the hagiasma, Bahkh,
which is also used by the Greeks, means "fish place." The modern name could be
a calque of a popular name of the area in Late Byzantine times.84

§ 43. The Tomb of the Prophet Daniel

"From there [the Convent of the Virgin id µtx pd 'Pwpaiou] we went to the holy
Prophet Daniel; when you come to the church, you go twenty-five steps below
ground, walking with a candle. The tomb of the holy Prophet Daniel is on the
right-hand side, and that of St. Nicetas the martyr on the left side, and in the

80 On this shrine and its history, see Janin, La Geographie de CPz, 223-28; and "Mise" [M. I.
Nomidis], `H cwoooxos nr)yfi (Istanbul, 1937). Also of some interest is a more popular work on the
shrine, To dyiauRa tiijq natptapxu cfic (Istanbul, 1952), published by the Ecumenical Patriarchate,
which recounts many of the traditions and miracles attached to the church. On the earlier literature,
see Schneider, Byzanz, 69; Kleiss, Plan, Ae. There was also a small imperial palace connectedwith
this shrine (cf. Janin, CP byzantine2, 141-42).

81 Janin, La Geographie de CPz, 228; "Mise," op. cit., 188; J. Georg, "Darstellung Maria als
Zoodochos Pigi," BZ, 18 (1909), 183.

az Cf. N. P. Kondakov, HxonozpazuR 6ozoMamepu, II (St. Petersburg, 1915), 372-77.
This is cited in Scarlatos Byzantios, `H Kwv6Tavtrvo6noktq, I (Athens, 1851), 339.

84I cannot accept the explanation for the modern name of this area which Byzantios, ibid., 338-39,
and "Mise," `H l;woooxoc nuyil, 188, seem to be advancing, namely that the name Balikh might
have been in use in Byzantine times. The meager evidence for this hypothesis is a mention by the
twelfth-century scholiast Tzetzes that the root nako6x is the "Scythian" word for fish.
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sanctuary is the tomb of St. Romanus. I kissed them, sinner [that I am], and we
received the seal of the holy Prophet Daniel" (Stephen). "On the seventeenth of
the month of December [1389] I saw the tomb of the great Prophet Daniel which
we reverenced and kissed" (Ignatius). "You go southwest from there [tia µtxpa
`Pww[taiou] to St. Daniel, that is, to the Church of St. Daniel. There the holy
Prophet Daniel reposes in a grave on the right side of an underground chapel. St.
Romanus the Singer is on the left-hand side, and St. Nicetas in the sanctuary.
There are two stone angels above Daniel's tomb, like two children, [var. add.:
lifelike, made by Emperor Leo the Wise,] one at the head, the other at the feet,
prostrating before St. Daniel. People [var.: Travelers] receive a seal for the road
[there]" (Russian Anonymus). "In the Monastery of the Holy Prophet Daniel
there are the Prophet Daniel in a tomb, St. Nicetas the Great in a tomb, and
Romanus the Singer in a tomb" (Alexander). "The Church of the Holy Prophet
Daniel is there near the monastery [Pege]; the tomb is inside the church, against
the wall, on two lions" (Zosima).

According to the Byzantine sources, the remains of the Prophet Daniel were
interred at the Church of St. Romanus at the gate of the same name when they
were brought from Jerusalem (see p1.11, 43).85 In 1200 Anthony of Novgorod saw
the tomb of Daniel "at the Gates of Romanus" along with the tombs of SS.
Romanus and Nicetas.86 The four later Russian pilgrims to Constantinople also
saw the tomb of Daniel the prophet, three of them locating it in a Church or
Monastery of St. Daniel, either together with the bodies of SS. Romanus and
Nicetas (Stephen, Alexander, and the Russian Anonymus),87 or alone (Zosima).
From the coincidence of the relics noted in the church, there can be no question
but that the St. Daniel Church is the sanctuary earlier called "St. Romanus." 88
Janin's suggestion, that eventually the Church of St. Romanus came to be known
as "St. Daniel" by reason of its most popular relic, seems to be the most logical
explanation of these facts, since no Church of St. Daniel in Constantinople is
mentioned by the Byzantine sources.89

85 Synaxarium CP, cols. 45-56 and apparatus; cf. ibid., 271, apparatus; "Le Synaxaire armenien de
Ter Israel," ed. G. Bayan, Patrologia Orientalis, 18 (1924), 67; IIatrpua, Preger, Scriptores, II, 245.
See also the sources cited in Janin, La Geographie de CPZ, 85-86, 448-49; and G. Majeska, "A
Medallion of the Prophet Daniel in the Dumbarton Oaks Collection," DOP, 28 (1974), 363 note 12.
The presence of relics of the Prophet Daniel at Constantinople was also recognized in the West; cf. the
mention of this fact by William of Malmesbury (Riant, Exuviae sacrae, II, 211). The "Romanus
Gate" of the land walls of Constantinople is the modern Topkapi; see Kleiss, Plan, Be. See Janin, CP
byzantine2, 420-21 and passim; Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, 80-89.

86Anthony, 27. This information is confirmed in the II&ipia (loc. cit.). The Mercati Anonymus
incorrectly locates this shrine at the Gate of Charisius (Ciggaar, "Description de Constantinople,"
262). See also the discussion of the church and burial place of St. Nicetas, in Janin, La Geographie de
Cps, 367.

B7 The Armenian Anonymus also notes the tombs of all three saints in the same church (Armenian
Anonymus, 88).

"The Mercati Anonymus, for instance, describes these relics as being in the Church of St.
Romanus the Martyr (Ciggaar, "Description de Constantinople," 262).

11 Janin, La Geographie de CPZ, 85.
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The location given for the shrine of the Prophet Daniel by at least one of the
later Russian pilgrims serves to confirm the identification of the Church of St.
Daniel with that of Romanus. Alexander locates St. Daniel between the
Monastery of SS. Cosmas and Damian, which was near Blachernae, northwest
of the city walls and outside them,90 and the Peribleptos Church in the southwest
part of the city.91 While Alexander's information would cover a large area, that
area would include the known location of the Romanus Church and of the still
extant Romanus Gate (modern Topkapi) at which it was located, according to
the thirteenth-century description of Constantinople by Anthony of Nov-
gorod.92 Ignatius locates Daniel's tomb near Blachernae, while Zosima puts
it near the Pege Monastery. Both of these shrines are outside the main land walls
of Constantinople, the former at the north end of the walls, the latter near their
south central part. The Romanus Gate is, in fact, between these two shrines.93
Stephen and the Russian Anonymus attempt to give more precise geographic
information than Ignatius and Zosima, but in the end obscure rather than clarify
the location of the Prophet Daniel's tomb. These two pilgrims follow a similar
route to this shrine. From the Church of St. Andrew in Crisi in the southwest part
of the city,94 they go to venerate the body of St. Euphemia, Stephen stopping to
venerate the body of St. Tarasius the Patriarch, which was outside the land walls
near the Xylokerkos gate.95 Both then proceeded to the body of St. Euphemia,
which was also preserved beyond the city walls.96 From there they went to the
body of St. Elizabeth which reposed in the is µtmpd `Pwµaiot> Convent of the
Virgin which was inside the city walls.97 One would not go southwest from there
to Daniel's tomb, as the Russian Anonymus says, however, but rather north. As
noted earlier, this text's compass directions are meaningless when describing this
part of the city.98

The unusual nature of the tomb of Daniel the Prophet prompted detailed
descriptions by the later Russian pilgrims. Daniel was buried on the right-hand
side of an underground chapel to which one descended by twenty-five steps while
carrying a candle.99 The prophet was buried in a grave (B poB'b) upon which were
two stone statues of angels depicted as small children prostrating before the
prophet's body, one at the head and the other at the foot of the grave. In the first
quarter of the fifteenth century, Zosima describes the prophet's tomb, which was
against the wall inside the church, as resting on two [stone] lions, a description
borne out by the fourteenth-century poet Manuel Philes, who also mentions the

90 See Commentary § 45.
91 See Commentary § 24.
92 Anthony, 27.
93 See Janin, CP byzantine2, 420-21.
94 See Commentary § 36.
95 See Commentary § 39.
96 See Commentary § 40.
97 See Commentary § 41.
9a See supra, p. 323 note 63.
99 Might this crypt be the aop65 at St, Romanus where the Empress Helen interred the prophet's

relics? (Cf. Harpta, Preger, Scriptores, II, 245,)
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angel statues.' 00 On the opposite side of the crypt from the grave of Daniel
reposed either St. Nicetas (Stephen) or St. Romanus (Russian Anonymus); one
of the two, however, seems to have been buried in the sanctuary of the crypt
(Stephen and the Russian Anonymus). Alexander the Clerk also notes the bodies
of these three saints in the shrine, but gives no details on their disposition. The
same is true of the earlier text of the Mercati Anonymus, which adds the bodies of
the three children of the fiery furnace, Ananias, Azarias, and Misael (as does a
Russian list), and the body of Habakkuk the Prophet.101

The Russian Anonymus and Alexander the Clerk are probably in error in
identifying the Romanus buried in this shrine as the "Singer" ("Melodus"), the
writer of many well-known hymns. Romanus Melodus was buried in the Church
of the Virgin id Kupou, which was quite nearby.' 02 The remains in question are,
rather, those of the Antiochean martyr of the same name for which the original
martyrion of St. Romanus was built by Empress Helen in the fourth century. The
mistake is a simple one to make since Romanus the hymn-writer was much better
known than his namesake. From the silence of the sources on this matter (other
than the traditional synaxaria), moreover, the body of Romanus Melodus seems
to have been either lost or little venerated in Late Byzantine times.' O3 It should
be noted that the Romanus Church was connected in popular tradition with "St.
Joseph the Hymnographer" and his brother St. Theodore of Studius, two
famous hymn writers of the iconoclast period who composed their religious
poems at the Romanus Church, where they had taken refuge.' 04 Confusing the
name of the hymn writer whose body they had seen in the Romanus Church
would have been quite easy, given the name of the church. The Nicetas relic here
recorded by the Russian Anonymus and Alexander is correctly identified by
Stephen as that of Nicetas the Martyr.10'

Stephen of Novgorod notes that at the Daniel shrine visitors received the "seal
of the holy Prophet Daniel," which is probably to be identified with the seal
which "people receive for the road" mentioned by the Russian Anonymus in the
same connection. These "seals" were doubtless some sort of pilgrim token, a
souvenir of Constantinople, and a symbol of having visited the shrines of that
city.' 06

§ 44. The Church of the Virgin "tid Kupou"

"There is also a Church of the Holy Mother of God where she performs a
wonderful and extraordinary miracle on Fridays; inside is an icon of the holy

'00Manuelis Philae Carmina, ed. E. Miller (Paris, 1855-57),1,50-51; cf. II, 269.
101 Ciggaar, "Description de Constantinople," 262; Russian Short List, supra, p. 153.
102 Synaxarium CP, col. 96; on the Church of the Virgin ia. Kupou, see Commentary § 44.
103 See Commentary § 44.
101 [Pseudo-]Codinus, De aedificiis Constantinopolitanis (note 1 supra), 98; cf. IIaipta, Preger,

Scriptores, II, 245.
`o5Da'[pta, loc. cit.; not the ninth-century confessor of the same name as in Leonid, O6o3penue

yapezpadcxux naJRmuuxoe, 38 = LIOHJ(P, 56. On St. Nicetas the Goth, see BHG3, II, 136.
106 See Majeska, "A Medallion of the Prophet Daniel" (note 85 supra), 361-66 and pl.
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Mother of God [which is] the work of Luke the Evangelist" (Ignatius). "Behind
St. Daniel's altar is a Church of the All-pure [Mother of God]; there the icon of
the holy Mother of God is brought out every Friday and performs miracles"
(Russian Anonymus).

The topographical information preserved in the pilgrim narratives of Ignatius
and the Russian Anonymus makes the identification of the Virgin Church near
the shrine of the Prophet Daniel with the Church of the Virgin id Kupou quite
firm. This church was built in the early fifth century, and a description of the
location of the church similar to that given by the Russian travelers dates from
the year 518, when an abbot identifies himself as being "from the Monastery id
Kupou near St. Romanus," which, he further notes, is "in Elebichou"; the
martyrion of St. Romanus, the shrine of the Prophet Daniel of the Palaeologan
Russian travelers near which they locate this church of the Virgin, is also
described by the Greek sources as being in Elebichou.' 07 From the note of the
Russian Anonymus that the Church of the Virgin was "behind St. Daniel's
altar," one might further assume that it was to the east of the church at the
Romanus Gate, the modern Topkapi (see pl. II, 44).

The ecclesiastical poet and hymn writer Romanus Melodus lived in the monas-
tery connected with this church and was buried in the sanctuary' 08 (not in the St.
Romanus-St. Daniel Church nearby, as several later Russian pilgrims suggest;
the Romanus relic there was the body of the Early Christian martyr in whose
honor the church at the gate was originally built' 09) The Church of the Virgin id
Kupou also boasted an image of the Virgin miraculously discovered in a large
cypress tree when the image shone with a great radiance. According to tradition it
was this discovery which prompted the Patrician Cyrus to build the church.' 10
While there seems to be no preserved Byzantine tradition of the Virgin icon of the
ti6 Kupou Church being the work of St. Luke, as Ignatius of Smolensk suggests,
such an attribution of a miraculously discovered icon of the Virgin is a com-
monplace in Byzantine folklore. Ignatius' attribution of the icon to St. Luke need
not restrain us from identifying the icon mentioned in the church by the Russian
pilgrims as f Kupt&rta6a, the id Kupou Virgin. This image was thaumaturgic
and was much venerated."'

Io' The texts are quoted by Pargoire, "A propos de Boradion" (note 60 supra), 463-67, who
identifies the location of the church and region is K6pou near the Romanus Gate; see also V.
Tiftixoglu, "Die Helenianai nebst einigen anderen Besitzungen im Vorfeld des friihen
Konstantinopel," Studien zur Friingeschichte Konstantinopels, ed. H.-G. Beck, Miscellanea
Byzantina Monacensia, 14 (Munich, 1973), 84-87. On the Church of the Virgin tia Kupou and its
history, see Janin, La Geographie de CPz, 193-95; cf. also M. Gedeon, 'ExxXiioiai RuCavnvai
Etaxpti(3ouggvai (Constantinople, 1900), 120-36.

os Synaxarium CP, col. 96; cf. Anthony, 31.
... See Commentary § 43.
10 See Janin, La Geographie de CPz, 193-95, and the sources cited there.

Some of the miracles effected by this image are noted ibid., 194. On the iconography of the
Kupidnuuaa image of the Virgin, see Kondakov, Llxouozpaoux 6ozoMamepu, II, 128-43.
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Why Friday should be the time of special devotions to the Virgin at this shrine,
as the Russian texts note, is unclear, and the fact remains unmarked in the
Byzantine sources. Friday was the traditional day for a procession of the
Hodegetria icon of the Virgin from the Great Palace, or in later times from
the Hodegetria Church, to the Chapel of the Virgin 'EXcouaa at the Pantocrator
Monastery, and for special devotions to the Virgin there before this icon. 1 12 The
Hodegetria icon of the Virgin was, moreover, generally described as the work of
St. Luke, an attribute which Ignatius connects with the icon of the Virgin at the
id Kupou church. The custom of bringing the Hodegetria icon to the Pantocrator
Virgin Church on Fridays seems to have continued until the last days of the
Empire,113 however, precluding the possibility that it was this Lucan icon of the
Virgin which worked miracles on Fridays at the Church of the Virgin near the
land walls.1 1 a

Saturday, which began on Friday evening according to Byzantine reckoning,
is, of course, dedicated to the Virgin, and until the Latin conquest it was on
Friday evenings at Vespers that the miracle of the lifting of the veil before the
famous Blachernae image of the Virgin in the Church of the Virgin at Blachernae
took place.1' Possibly with the disappearance of the Blachernae image of the
Virgin in the thirteenth century and the end of the Friday miracles connected
with it, 116 popular devotion transferred its Friday evening commemoration of
the Virgin and prayer at her miraculous icon from Blachernae to the Church of
the Virgin is Kupou. Since emperors regularly visited Blachernae on Fridays
before the Fourth Crusade,"' it is possible that, following the lead of the
populace, they might also have transferred their Friday devotions to the Virgin
tc Kupou in the later period.

§ 45. The Monastery of SS. Cosmas and Damian

"From there [the Church of St. Nicholas at Blachernae] we went farther
outside the city to a field near the sea. The large monastery [there] is in honor of
Cosmas and Damian. There we kissed their heads very artfully covered in gold"
(Stephen). "You go east from Blachernae; there is a monastery of Cosmas and
Damian where the gold-covered heads of Cosmas and Damian repose" (Russian
Anonymus). "Nearby [Blachernae] is the Monastery of SS. Cosmas and Damian
and among [its] relics are both their heads" (Alexander).

' 1 2 Cf. A. Dmitrievskij, Onucanue iwnypeu'ecxux pyxonuceu, 1,1 (Kiev, 1895), 681-82.
13 Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 176; cf. also ibid., 199-207.
11 'Nor could this church described by the Russian travelers as near St. Daniel's shrine at the

Romanus Gate be the Pantocrator-'EXaouaa Church, which is approximately 2.5 km. away; cf.
ibid., 175-76, 515-23.

115 V. Grumel, "Le `Miracle habituel' de Notre-Dame des Blachernes a Constantinople," EO, 30
(1931), 129-46.

167bid., 141-42.
'' Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De cerimoniis, Bonn ed. (1829), 178-79; ed. A. Vogt (Paris,

1935-39), I, 167.
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The Monastery of SS. Cosmas and Damian, often called the Cosmidion
Monastery, is well known from the Byzantine sources as well as from the reports
of the Russian travelers. It was probably a monastic establishment of the fifth
century, although it seems to have undergone several extensive renovations. One
of the reasons for regular rebuilding of the monastery was its location and size; it
was outside the city walls and was large enough to serve as a convenient and
comfortable stopping place for imperial parties entering the Byzantine capital, as
a fortress for political rivals in times of civil strife, and as an object of attack in
times of foreign invasion. 11 8

As well attested as this shrine is in the sources, its exact site is unclear. Of the
Russian sources, Stephen of Novgorod gives the most detailed description of its
location; it was outside the city walls, in a "field" near the sea (here clearly the
Golden Horn), and not far from Blachernae and its St. Nicholas Church.19
Alexander the Clerk and the Russian Anonymus also locate the Cosmas and
Damian Monastery near Blachernae, as the thirteenth-century Russian pilgrim
Anthony seems to,120 although the Russian Anonymus is wrong in saying the
monastery is east of Blachernae. East of Blachernae are the waters of the Golden
Horn. The monastery was west or northwest of Blachernae, and probably the
latter, since according to Stephen"' it was near the sea (the Golden Horn); it was
not likely to have been on the shore, however, since Anthony of Novgorod
describes nearby shrines beyond SS. Cosmas and Damian, going toward the
sea.122 The monastery was probably on one of the bluffs overlooking the Golden

118 On this monastery and its history, see Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 286-89.
19 "Ha none" would seem to be used here in opposition to the subsequent "B rpa,u," rather than to

signify the monastery's being in a meadow. Procopius, in fact, says that the monastery was on a steep
slope and compares it to an acropolis (De aedificiis, ed. J. Haury [Leipzig, 1964], 30). On Blachernae
and the St. Nicholas Church there, see Commentary §§ 46, 47.

"'Anthony, 22. It is possible the later Russian visitor Zosima mentions this monastery in a
running list of shrines and relics which he includes in his itinerarium. As the work has come down to
us, however, it seems rather to apply the name "SS. Cosmas and Damian" to a convent, that of'ta
µtxpa `Pwµaiou (see Commentary § 41). Perhaps the text here is corrupt.

121 Pilgrims sometimes came to this shrine by boat (cf. Procopius, loc. cit.), as did the deposed
Patriarch John Beccos when he was imprisoned in 1285 (Pachymeres, De Andronico Palaeologo,
Bonn ed. [1835], 89). The Russian Anonymus' use of compass directions is often demonstrably
wrong, particularly in outlying areas of the city; see supra, p. 323 note 63.

"'These were the bodies of St. Anne the Virgin and St. Nicholas the Younger and [the Church of?]
the Apparition of St. Demetrius (Anthony, 22). The proximity of the Monastery of SS. Cosmas and
Damian to the shore, on the other hand, is suggested by the fact that Stephen and possibly the
Russian Anonymus (whose topographical information, however, is unclear in this section) go from
there to the body of St. Theodosia, which was on the shore of the Golden Horn but inside the city; see
Commentary § 51. On the basis of the Russian Anonymus' statement that a Cosmas and Damian
Monastery was "east" of Blachernae and on the way to the shrine of St. Theodosia which was further
"east" (see infra, p. 347), an attempt has been made to apply the Russian Anonymus' information to a
Convent of SS. Cosmas and Damian supposedly on the Golden Horn near the Theodosia shrine; see
Aran, "The Nunnery of the Anargyres" (note 66 supra), 247-53. Militating against this interpre-
tation are the jumbled nature of the Russian Anonymus' topographical notes in this section of the
text (see supra, note 63) and the presence in the shrine described by the Russian Anonymus of the
gold-covered heads of Cosmas and Damian, by far the saints' most famous relics, and relics regularly
displayed at their Monastery at Cosmidion; see also supra, note 66.
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Horn near or at the modern Eyiip (see pl. 11, 45). More precise topographical
information must await archeological work in the region beyond the land walls;
the region was called Cosmidion after the shrine.

The most important relics of this shrine were the preserved heads of the two
Christian physicians Cosmas and Damian martyred in the Roman persecutions
and rendered immortal because they practiced medicine without seeking recom-
pense, whence their title "unmercenaries. " ' 23 These relics seem to have been
covered in gold in the later Byzantine period, although earlier the covering was
reported to be only of silver.124

§ 46. The Shrine of the Virgin at Blachernae

"From there [the Monastery of St. John the Baptist in Petra] we went to the
Blachernae Church of the Holy Mother of God where [her] robe and girdle, and
the cap that was on her head, repose. They lie on the altar in the sanctuary, sealed
in a case, just like the Lord's Passion relics, but even more securely covered with
iron. The casket is very artfully made of stone; we sinners kissed it. St. Patapius
and St. Anastasia repose there, as do the relics of St. Panteleimon; we sinners
kissed [all of them]" (Stephen). "The next day [i.e., July 2, 1389] [var. add.: the
(feast of the) Deposition of the Robe of the All-pure Mother of God] we went to
Blachernae and kissed the casket in which the robe and girdle of the All-pure
Mother of God lie" (Ignatius). "You go north from there [St. John the Baptist in
Petra] to Blachernae; the Blachernae Monastery is near the wall. The robe [var.:
robes] of the holy Mother of God and [her] girdle are there in a stone chest bound
with iron bands. (At Blachernae a young girl was boiled in tar.) St. Patapius and
St. Anastasia are in a separate chapel" (Russian Anonymus). "The robe of the
holy Mother of God and part of her girdle are at Blachernae. Once there was
Iconoclasm in Constantinople; they came by land and by sea. But Patriarch
Sergius dipped this robe of the holy Mother of God in the sea, and the sea boiled
up and the enemy fled. Here there is an icon of the holy Mother of God whom St.
Andrew saw in the sky praying for the world" (Alexander). "At the Blachernae
Church repose the robe and girdle of the All-pure [Mother of God] and relics of
St. Patapius" (Zosima).

The Blachernae Church of the Mother of God (or rather, churches, since at
least until the eleventh century there were three interconnected shrines-the
basilica, the holy fountain [a,ou rlj p], and the shrine of the relic [aopoS]) was a
fifth-century foundation. The erection of the complex was connected with the
reception of the relic of the Virgin's robe in Constantinople in that period. The
shrine which the later Russian travelers visited, however, was probably an
eleventh-century replacement of the original buildings destroyed by fire in

123 On the Lives of these martyrs who were very popular in the Eastern Church, see BHG3, I,
126-36.

"'Anthony, 22. The Pantocrator Monastery on Mount Athos claims these relics today.
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1069.125 We know about the eleventh-century complex from the Spanish traveler
Clavijo and a late fourteenth-early fifteenth-century Armenian traveler, who
described the main church as a building with aisles and galleries lavishly dec-
orated in marble.126 There are no archeological remains of this church, except
possibly some remains of fallen walls, marble placage, and capitals.127 The
spring which once fed the holy fountain is still extant and suggests the general
area of the Blachernae region where the churches must have been (see pl. II,
46).128 The Blachernae region was in the extreme northwest part of the city, near
the Tower of Anemas and the Golden Horn; it was also the site of the Blachernae
Palace which became the chief residence of the Byzantine emperors from 1261 to
1453.129 Originally located beyond the Theodosian walls, the famous shrine was
included within a separate wall later erected by Heraclius,l30 doubtless the wall
near which the Russian Anonymus locates the church. This area was not very far
from the Church of St. John the Baptist in Petra, from which both Stephen of
Novgorod and the Russian Anonymus visited it.' 31

The Blachernae Church owed its fame to two important relics which were
preserved there at least until the sack of Constantinople in 1204. In addition to
the Virgin's robe, the church possessed an especially holy icon of the Mother of
God before which the veil lifted miraculously on Friday evenings.' 32 This icon
served as a secondary palladium of Constantinople, but it was apparently lost

121 M. Schneider, "Die Blachernen," Oriens, 4 (1951), 119.
126 Clavijo, 50; trans., 79-80; Armenian Anonymus, 88. These texts, as well as Anthony of

Novgorod's description (Anthony, 21-22), speak of more than one sanctuary in the rebuilt
Blachernae shrine.

121 Schneider, "Die Blachernen," 102-5. The foundations of at least one of the churches were still
visible in the early sixteenth century; see Petrus Gyllius, De Constantinopoleos topographia (Lyons,
1632), 73.

' 28 Schneider, "Die Blachernen," 119; Kleiss, Plan, Ca.
121 Janin, CP byzantine2, 123-28; S. Runciman, "Blachernae Palace and its Decoration," Studies

in Memory of David Talbot Rice, ed. G. Robertson and G. Henderson (Edinburgh, 1975), 277-83.
"'On the history of the shrine of Blachernae, see Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 161- 71;

Kondakov, Bu3anmuucxue yepxeu, 17-20 (who locates Chalkoprateia relics there on the basis of
Anthony of Novgorod's account; but cf. ibid., 90); and J. Papadopoulos, Les Palais et les eglises des
Blachernes (Thessalonica, 1928). On the Blachernae walls, see Van Millingen, Byzantine
Constantinople, 115-74. A useful, more recent study of the whole Blachernae region in both
Byzantine and Turkish times is Schneider, "Die Blachernen," 82-120, which also contains a good
map of the area. For earlier literature, see DO Bibliographies, 1,1, 281. On the latest archeological
investigation of this region, see F. Dirimtekin, "14. Mlmtlka (Blachernae) Surlar, Saraylar ve
Kiliseler," Fatih ve Istanbul, I (Istanbul, 1953), 193-222; idem, "Les Fouilles dans la region des
Blachernes pour retrouver les substructions des palais des Comnenes," Turk Arkeoloji Dergisi, 9,2
(1960), 24-31 and pls.; cf. also Krautheimer, Early Christian and Byzantine Architecture2, 111;
Miiller-Wiener, Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 223-24.

' 31 See Commentary § 49, on the Monastery Church of St. John the Baptist in Petra.
... Papadopoulos, Les Palais et les eglises, 25-37; Grumel, "Le `Miracle habituel' de Notre-Dame

des Blachernes" (note 115 supra), 129-46. On the iconographic type (Virgin orante with Christ in a
mandorla on her chest), see Kondakov, HxouozpaouR 6ozoMamepu (note 82 supra), II, 55-123. The
miracle was well enough known in Russia to be mentioned in a Novgorodian chronicle
(Hoezopodcxan nepean nemonucb cmaptuezo u mnadtueeo u3eo0oe, ed. A. N. Nasonov [Moscow,
1950], 49, 245), and to be known in England around 1135 (see Ciggaar, "Description de Constan-
tinople," 219 note 40).
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during the Latin occupation of the city, since it is not mentioned by any sources
after 1204.133 The icon depicting the Mother of God, as seen by St. Andrew,
standing "in the sky praying for the world," which Alexander locates in the
Blachernae Church in the post-Crusader period, is an iconographically different
type from the Blachernae Virgin; it was a representation of the Virgin extending
her veil over the people as a symbol of her protection over Constantinople.134

The more important treasure of the Blachernae Church, however, was the robe
of the Mother of God which was enshrined in the church in the fifth century. 135
The deposition of the Virgin's robe at Blachernae is commemorated annually by
a special feast in the Orthodox Church on July 2, the date Ignatius of Smolensk
chose to visit the church in 1389, as the chronicle version of this text notes. Not
only would there have been a special service at the church in honor of the holiday
when Ignatius visited the shrine, but if ancient traditions were preserved, as they
probably were in this case, the imperial family would have attended the service
with special pomp.136 The precious relic of the robe of the Virgin commemorated
in the services of the day would also have been made available for veneration by
the faithful in the course of these services. This relic of the Virgin was credited
with saving Constantinople from barbarian invasion several times, most notably
by sinking the ships of the Avars in 626 and by repulsing the Russians in 860.
Alexander the Clerk gives a garbled summary of the first of these stories in his
description of the shrine, substituting "iconoclasts" for Avars, both groups
being, in his eyes, enemies of Byzantium. However, he correctly identifies both
the ruling Patriarch Sergius, who "saved" the city from the Avars in 626, and the
land and sea nature of the attack.' 37 The great Byzantine hymn to the Virgin, the
Acathistos, is intimately connected with this shrine and the protective power of
the Mother of God against the enemies of Byzantium.' 38

All the Russian visitors whose accounts are extant visited the Blachernae
Church to venerate the holy relic of the Virgin's robe. Western travelers after the
time of the Latin Empire of Constantinople, however, make no mention of the
relic's preservation in the Blachernae Church, possibly because the robe had been
dispersed among several churches in the West after the Latin conquest in

133 Papadopoulos, Les Palais et les eglises, 38-42, 46-49; Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 166-67.
14 The vision is described in the Life of St. Andrew the Fool for Christ (Salos), PG, 111, cols.

847-50; Slavic translation in Benuxue muueu'semuu, Oxmn6pb, 4uu 1-3 (St. Petersburg, 1870), cols.
207-8. On this iconographic type of the Virgin's protection (which is preserved only in Russian
examples), see K. Onasch, Icons (London, 1963), 344-45 and pls.; Kondakov, Huouozpaoun
6ozo.Mamepu, II, 55-123; J. Myslivec, "Dve ikony `Pokrova,"' with French summary,
Byzantinoslavica, 6 (1935-36), 191-212; D. Ajnalov, " Z[sa x TexcTy AHTOHHB
Hosropoucxoro," C6opuux cmameu 6 ieCMb 4. A. Kopcaxoea (Kazan, 1913), 181-84.

111 Synaxarium CP, cols. 793-94.
16 Janin, La Geographic de CPz, 170.
111 On the historical event, see F. Barisic, "Le Siege de Constantinople par les Avares et les Slaves

en 626," Byzantion, 24 (1954), 371-95. The Russian attack is discussed in A. Vasiliev, The Russian
Attack on Constantinople in 860, The Mediaeval Academy of America, Publication 46 (Cambridge,
Mass., 1946), esp. 219-23.

18 See E. Wellesz, "The `Akathistos.' A Study in Byzantine Hymnography," DOP, 9-10
(1955-56), 141-58; Papadopoulos, loc. cit.
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1204.' 39 Whether a fragment of the robe escaped appropriation and export and
so remained in Constantinople, or whether a new tradition grew up around a
different robe after the Crusades, is impossible to say. Suffice it to note that both
Stephen and the Russian Anonymus describe the relic as being in a stone casket
bound with iron bands. Stephen adds that the casket was kept on the altar and
was sealed with the imperial seal, as were the Passion relics. These accounts agree
with Anthony of Novgorod's description of the relics prior to the Latin
conquest.' 40

The Virgin's girdle which the later Russian pilgrims unanimously locate in this
church was earlier preserved in Constantinople's Church of the Mother of God
Chalkoprateia. 14 1 During the Latin occupation of Constantinople this relic, like
the Virgin's robe, was sent to the West,142 and thereafter the Chalkoprateia
Church seems to have fallen on hard times. It is not mentioned in sources dating
from after the Crusader period and probably fell largely into ruins. 143 What

remained of the relic of the Virgin's girdle (a "part" is all that Alexander claims to
have seen in 1390), or possibly a "replacement," was brought to the shrine of the
Virgin at Blachernae where it was preserved with the Virgin's robe and, if one
accepts Stephen of Novgorod's testimony, the Virgin's cap (cxycTJHx).144
According to a late fourteenth-early fifteenth-century Armenian description of
Constantinople, the Virgin's girdle was preserved specifically in a "Chalkoprateia
chapel" of the Blachernae Church. t 4s According to the later Russian pilgrims,
Blachernae also harbored other relics: the body of St. Patapius (Stephen, Russian
Anonymus, Zosima), the body of St. Anastasia (Stephen, Russian Anonymus),
and relics of St. Panteleimon (Stephen). The Russian Anonymus adds the
information that the first two of these relics were in a different chapel from the
relics of the Virgin. The chapel is probably not one of the shrines of the Virgin at

' 39 Riant, Exuviae sacrae, II, 62, 177, 189; I, 192; J. Ebersolt, Sanctuaires de Byzance (Paris, 1921),
46. An exception to this rule is de Lannoy (1422); see (Euvres de Ghillebert de Lannoy, ed. Ch. Potvin
(Louvain, 1878), 65.

140 Anthony, 21. Joseph Bryennius lists the Virgin's robe and girdle among the relics remaining in
Constantinople after the Western looting of the thirteenth century; see F. de Mely, Exuviae sacrae
constantinopolitanae (Paris, 1904), 113.

141 Janin, La Geographie de CPZ, 237-38. At least one eleventh- or twelfth-century source,
however, seems to locate both these relics at the imperial palace (Ciggaar, "Description de
Constantinople," 245; but cf. ibid., 255). On the earlier history of this relics, see Ebersolt, Sanctuaires
de Byzance, 54-58.

142 Riant, Exuviae sacrae, index. It was also supposedly in the possession of several Slavic rulers of
the Balkans in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Prince Lazar of Serbia eventually donated it to
the Monastery of Vatopedion on Mount Athos where it is still shown. See M. Jugie, "L'Eglise de
Chalcopratia et le culte de la Ceinture de la Sainte Vierge a Constantinople," EO, 16 (1913), 309-12.

143 Cf. W. Kleiss, "Neue Befunde zur Chalkopratenkirche in Istanbul," IstMitt, 15(1965), 152.
On this church and its history, see ibid., 149-67; and idem, "Grabungen im Bereich der
Chalkopratenkirche in Istanbul 1965," IstMitt, 16 (1966), 217-40; C. Mango, "Notes on Byzantine
Monuments," DOP, 23-24 (1969-70), 369-72; Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 237-42; Muller-
Wiener, Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 76-78.

"I Probably a part of the veil (6go(poptov) of the Virgin; cf. Savvaitov, Hymetuecmeue uoezopod-
cxozo Apxuenucxona Anmouux e JJapbzpad (note 43 supra), col. 87 note 67.

"'Armenian Anonymus, 88.
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Blachernae, but rather a nearby monastic church dedicated to St. John the
Baptist in a "Monastery of the Egyptians." The Egyptian hermit St. Patapius
founded near the Blachernae walls of the city this monastery, where he was
buried.' 46 The proximity of the "Monastery of the Egyptians" to the shrine of
the Virgin at Blachernae probably accounts for the Russian Anonymus calling
the Blachernae shrine a monastery. No sources other than the Russian ones
speak of relics of St. Anastasia or of St. Panteleimon at either the shrine of the
Virgin or at the Monastery of the Egyptians at Blachernae, nor were the festivals
of either of these saints celebrated there.' 47 There was probably a chapel of St.
Panteleimon near the Blachernae end of the walls along the Golden Horn,
however, for the bridge there was sometimes called the "Bridge of St.
Panteleimon";148 possibly the Blachernae chapel of St. Panteleimon had minor
relics of the saint.' 49 The Russian Anonymus' reference to a young girl who was
boiled in pitch at Blachernae is repeated in no other source, as far as I can see, and
stylistically the sentence bears the hallmark of a scribal insertion, as Speranskij
has remarked.'-10 It should probably be excised from the text.' S1

§ 47. The Church of St. Nicholas at Blachernae

"From there [the shrine of the Virgin at Blachernae] we went to the Church of
St. Nicholas where the head[s] of St. Gregory and of St. Leontius are" (Stephen).

Stephen of Novgorod's itinerary serves as a quite exact description of the
location of the Church of St. Nicholas at Blachernae, with which the church in
Stephen's account should be identified. The church lay between the Blachernae
Church of the Virgin"I and the land walls, for, after noting the Church of St.

146 Andrew of Crete, Ins. Patapium, PG, 97, col. 1233; Vita s. Patapii, PG, 116, cols. 360, 368. On
the life of St. Patapius, see BHG3, II, 173. On the Monastery of St. John the Baptist "of the
Egyptians," see Janin, La Geographie de CPz, 410.

14' At least three saints named Anastasia were venerated in Constantinople (see BHG 3, I, 24-26),
and there is no way of knowing which one the travelers had in mind. In 1389 Ignatius of Smolensk
kissed relics of St. Anastasia, and although he does not specify where these relics were nor which St.
Anastasia they belonged to, they were probably those of St. Anastasia the widow-martyr of Sirmium
(see Commentary § 27). Shortly before the Fourth Crusade Anthony of Novgorod mentions relics of
saints named Anastasia in three places (next to the Pantocrator Monastery, near the Romanus Gate,
and at eic IIrlydq across the Golden Horn: Anthony, 30, 27, 34), but none at Blachernae.

The relics of St. Panteleimon the Great Martyr were very widely dispersed in Constantinople and in
the West; in Constantinople they are reported in a convent in the First Region (Stephen!), in the
Monastery of St. John the Baptist in Petra (Alexander), in St. George Mangana (Armenian
Anonymus, 87), and even in Galata (Clavijo, 60; trans., 92). On the Lives of the third-century martyr
Panteleimon (Pantaleon), see RUG', II,166-69.

""Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, 174-77, 195-96; Janin, La Geographie de CPz, 388.
The Church of St. Anastasia, which Van Millingen (op. cit., 197) and Janin (op. cit., 22) locate at
Blachernae, turns out to be a Church of the Holy Resurrection (cf s WyiaS Avactia(TE:o)q), and is
considerably east ofBlachernae; see Schneider, "Die Blachernen" (note 125 supra); 92 note 2.

149 See supra, note 147; and Commentary § 49.
' eo Speranskij, 136, apparatus.
... See supra, p. 151.
1 ez See Commentary § 46.
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Nicholas, the Russian source continues, "we went farther outside the city to a
field near the sea. The large monastery [there] is in honor of SS. Cosmas and
Damian." 153 Judging from its location, this Church of St. Nicholas was prob-
ably the Church of SS. Priscus and Nicholas restored by Justinian, which is
described as being "in Blachernae," and "near the walls of Blachernae." 154 This

church was burned during the Avar siege of Constantinople in 626 and was
rebuilt sometime thereafter. Unlike the neighboring Blachernae shrine of the
Virgin to the east, this church was not included within the circuit of the
Blachernae land walls erected by Heraclius after the attack of 626, but was
brought within the protective walls of the city only by the outer wall erected by
Emperor Leo V in 813, for it lay between the two lines of the double fortification
of Blachernae. Although there are no verifiable remains of the church, its
location is suggested in literary sources and by a "Tower of St. Nicholas"
standing at the northwest corner of the area between the Heracleian and Leonine
walls, and possibly also by a still preserved holy well in the same area which local
tradition connects with St. Nicholas. The tower bears an inscription giving its
name (see pl. 11, 47).155

No sources other than Stephen mention the preservation in the St. Nicholas
Church at Blachernae of the heads of SS. Gregory and Leontius, and there is no
way of knowing which of the saints of these names he has in mind since there is no
synaxis for a St. Gregory or a St. Leontius appointed in or near the Blachernae
region. 156

'59 See Commentary § 45.
'54Synaxarium CP, cols. 70, 285. See also Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 369-71, who suggests

quite reasonably that in time the church came to be connected with the very popular wonderworker
St. Nicholas of Myra rather than the homonymic martyr. Cf. also ibid., 408.

'e5 On this church, see Janin, op. cit., 369-71; Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, 168-
70, and sketch plan of the Blachernae region facing p. 115; Schneider, "Die Blachernen," 106.

"'The head of St. Gregory the Theologian (Nazianzen) was preserved at Peribleptos, although
Stephen's text reads "relics" rather than "head" in this section (see Commentary § 24), and the head
of St. Gregory the Illuminator of Armenia is reported at the Monastery of St. George at Mangana
(Armenian Anonymus, 87).



Chapter XI

THE GOLDEN HORN SHORE

§ 48. The Convent of St. Nicholas in Petra

"Nearby [the Monastery of St. John the Baptist in Petra] is a convent, St.
Nicholas, and there are relics there" (Alexander).

The Convent of St. Nicholas, which Alexander the Clerk describes as being
near the Monastery of St. John the Baptist in Petra,1 must be identified with the
church of the same name mentioned in a miracle story of St. Nicholas as being
opposite (am£vavit) the Petra Prodromos Monastery.' Nothing is known of the
foundation or history of this Convent of St. Nicholas, nor have any archeological
remains been identified, unless, as some people claim, the Kefeli Mescidi of today
was originally a building of the convent.' Judging from Alexander's itinerary, in
any case, this convent must have been located northwest of St. John the Baptist
in Petra (see pl. ii, 48), for that is the direction of Blachernae from Petra, and
Alexander seems to have been on his way there from Petra when he mentions this
shrine.4

§ 49. The Monastery of St. John the Baptist in Petra

"From there [the Cecharitomene Convent] we went to St. John the Fore-
runner, called Prodromos, which is known as `John, Rich by God.' This church is
quite magnificent, and there we kissed the hand of St. John Ktitor who built the
church. It is covered with gold, precious jewels, and pearls. (This is not the Fore-
runner's hand. As we have written before, the Forerunner's hand is at the Beauti-
ful Mother of God, near the Studite Monastery. This is the right hand of St. John;
the left one is at the Jordan)" (Stephen). "On the twenty-fourth [of July, 1389] we
went to the Monastery of St. John Prodromos and kissed the hand of St. John

' On-the Church of St. John the Baptist in Petra, see Commentary § 49.
2 G. Anrich, Hagios Nikolaos: Der Heilige Nikolaos in der griechischen Kirche, I (Leipzig-Berlin,

1913), 365.
3 Schneider, Byzanz, 66; Kleiss, Plan, Cb. Cf. Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 374. See P. Grossmann,

"Beobachtungen an der Kefeli-Mescid in Istanbul," IstMitt, 16 (1966), 241-49, for a careful
description of this strange, apparently tenth-century, three-aisled basilica on a north-south axis.

4Janin, op. cit., 373-74, identifies this convent with a "patriarchal female monastery" of St.
Nicholas described in the sources as being near the Monastery of the Virgin Cecharitomene. This
later monastery lay considerably east of the Petra region, however (see Commentary § 31), not at the
Gate of Charisius as Janin believed (ibid., 190-91); his identification must be rejected.
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the Faster" (Ignatius). "You go southwest from the Apostles [Church] to the
Monastery `Rich by God.' The Monastery `Rich by God' is of the Forerunner.
There reposes the hand of St. John the Prior. The water on the right side as you
enter the monastery is brought from the Danube" (Russian Anonymus). "In the
Prodromos Monastery, which is called `Rich by God,' there are: relics of St. John
the Forerunner; the Savior's towel; [His] blood; the hand of St. John the Faster;
the head of St. Boniface, and relics of St. Panteleimon. This monastery possesses
neither villages nor vineyards, yet by God's mercy it is richer than all [other]
monasteries" (Alexander). "The Prodromos Monastery is there; here are the
holy Passion relics, the Savior's robe, the spear with which He was stabbed, the
reed on which the spear was set, the sponge with which they gave Him vinegar
and gall to drink, the blood of Christ from the icon stabbed by Jews in the city of
Berytus, a bread on which the Lord supped with His disciples on Holy Zion, the
stone which the Jews placed under the head of Christ, and the hair and milk of the
All-pure Mother of God" (Zosima).

The Monastery of St. John the Baptist to which the texts refer is that called "in
Petra." s Its presumed location in the northwest section of the city tallies well
with the topographical information contained in the Russian travel tales. It was
near Blachernae, as Stephen, the Russian Anonymus, Alexander, and the earlier
description of Anthony suggest.6 While the area normally thought of as contain-
ing this monastery is northwest of Holy Apostles,7 not southwest, as the Russian
Anonymus claims, if one allows for the curious orientation of the east-west axis
of the churches in the Byzantine capital' from which the visitor would probably
take his cardinal directions, the Russian Anonymus' information is relatively
accurate. The other shrines noted by the Russian travelers as being in the
neighborhood suggest a location on the slope of the sixth hill below the large
cistern of Aetius, near which Byzantine sources place the monastery (see pl. ii,
49).9

The beginnings of this monastery are very unclear, but in any case the monas-
tery became important from the reign of Alexius Comnenus on, due at least in
part, it would seem, to both imperial patronage by the Comnenus family and the
dynamic influence of John the Faster. As abbot in the late eleventh and early
twelfth centuries, John the Faster reinvigorated monastic life here by introducing
the cenobitic rule of common life, emphasizing particularly the monastic vow of

5 This is to differentiate it from the equally famous Monastery of St. John the Baptist called Studius
in the southwest part of the city. See Commentary § 26.

'Anthony, 27. On Blachernae, see Commentary § 46.
'On Holy Apostles, see Commentary § 32.
'Most of the churches of Constantinople are "oriented" approximately 45° south of true east.
9 See Janin, La Geographie de CPz, 427-29. There seem to be no preserved remains of this

monastery's buildings (but cf. Muller-Wiener, Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 108). On this monastery, see
Janin, op. cit., 421-29; G. Destunis, in3KMHH,1890, no. 9, pp. 247-51; S. Cirac, "Tres monasterios
de Constantinopla visitados por Espaiioles en el aflo 1403," REB, 19 (1961) = Melanges Raymond
Janin, 366-73; M. Zivojinovic, "Boju nuaxpan>a MxnyTxaa yLjapxrpauy," ZVI, 16 (1975),105-17.
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poverty.10 The stress placed on poverty by the prior John the Faster in his reform
is probably reflected in the monastery's sobriquet, "Rich by God," preserved in
the descriptions of Stephen, Alexander, and the Russian Anonymus. Alexander's
explanation of that name, that the community has "neither villages nor
vineyards, yet by God's mercy it is richer than all [other] monasteries," echoes
Anthony of Novgorod's statement about the monastery's finances in the year
1200." The thirteenth-century Novgorodian traveler also mentions that in his
day there were two hundred monks in the community and that they were never
allowed to leave the monastery compound, although three times each year, on
the two major feasts of St. John the Baptist and on Easter, the monastery was
thrown open to all visitors who were fed at the monastery's expense. 12 Judging
from an incident recorded by Eustathius of Thessalonica, this monastery was
rich enough in the twelfth century to supply all the food necessary for an imperial
banquet.' 3

Stephen is the only Russian source to comment on the magnificence of the
decorations of the monastery church, but Russian travelers to Constantinople
are not much given to describing architectural beauty. The early fifteenth-
century Spanish traveler Clavijo, on the other hand, has left us a very sophisti-
cated and detailed description of the monastery and its rich mosaic decora-
tions.14 It would seem to have been one of the finest monastic complexes in the
capital.

Until the fifteenth century the chief relic of this monastery was the hand of St.
John the Faster (Ignatius and Alexander), the founder (xir]iwp of Stephen) and
prior (Russian Anonymus). This was, of course, a relic of the founder-reformer
of the monastery. 's Stephen's description of this relic encased in gold, pearls, and
precious jewels seems acceptable as reflecting general Byzantine practice for
preserving relics. The Spanish traveler Clavijo identifies a similar jewel-encrusted
relic which he saw in this church as the left arm of John the Baptist.' 6 Given the
unanimous testimony on the identity of this relic by the Russian travelers, one
must assume that Clavijo's information is incorrect. It is quite likely that some
minor relics of St. John the Baptist were kept at this shrine, as Alexander notes,
but the arm of this famous saint would certainly have attracted the notice of the

10H. Gelzer, ed., "Kallistos' Enkomion auf Johannes Nesteutes," Zeitschriftfur wissenschaftliche
Theologie, 29 (1886), 59-64. On the life of St. John the Faster, see ibid., 59-89; and BHG', II, 21.

" "They have no villages [for income] but they are fed by God's beneficence and the protection and
intercession of St. John" (Anthony, 27).

12Ibid. In a later period such banquets were paid for by imperial funds, since they served as
memorial meals for members of the imperial household; see Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 423-24.

"See ibid., 422.
14 Clavijo, 35-37; trans., 62-64. Several Byzantine sources also praise the beauty of the churches of

this monastery; see Gy. Moravcsik, Szent Lksz16 Leknya es a Bizanci Pantokrator-monostor (with
German summary), Mitteilungen des Ungarischen Wissenschaftlichen Institutes in Konstantinopel,
7-8 (Budapest-Constantinople, 1923), 43-47. The main church was built under John the Faster
(Gelzer, "Kallistos' Enkomion," 62 ff.).

15 "The hand of him who built the church" (Russian Short List, supra, p. 153).
16Clavijo, 36-37; trans., 63.
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Russian relic venerators. That this mistake on Clavijo's part was not unique to
him is suggested by the clear terms in which Stephen's text contradicts this
information. He must have heard the rumor, too, and thus went out of his way to
remind his readers that the right arm of John the Baptist was preserved at the
Peribleptos (the "Beautiful Mother of God") Monastery," and that the left arm
(which Clavijo puts at Prodromos Petra) was in the Holy Land.

Early in the fifteenth century many of the most important relics in

Constantinople, most notably the relics of Christ's Passion earlier preserved at
the Monastery of St. George in Mangana, were collected in the Monastery of St.

John the Baptist in Petra.' 8 Already in the 1390's Alexander the Clerk noted
relics at Petra not known to have been there before. That "relics of St.
Panteleimon" should appear in this monastery is not surprising. Relics of the
Great Martyr Panteleimon were widely dispersed in Constantinople and else-
where.' 9 The relics of this saint might have been brought here from another
shrine, or simply might not have been considered important relics and therefore
not have been noted previously. Similarly, Alexander is the first source to mention
the head of St. Boniface in this church. This is probably a relic of St. Boniface of
Tarsus who was martyred under Diocletian,20 rather than of St. Bonifaca I, Pope
of Rome, to whom there seems to have been no devotion in the Byzantineworld.
Curiously enough, a head of St. Boniface, identified as that of the Pope of that
name, was transferred from an unidentified church in Constantinople to the
Monastery of St.-Quentin in France in 1207.21 The similarity of these two relics

casts serious doubt on the authenticity of both.
In the 1390's important relics, particularly those connected with the earthly life

of Christ, seem to have been gradually collected in this monastery. It is in this
period that Alexander the Clerk notes the Savior's blood being preserved in this
church. This was possibly a reliquary of the blood which flowed from the icon of
the crucified Christ stabbed by Jews in Berytus, as Zosima notes, or, more
probably, by a single Jew, as in Clavijo's early fifteenth-century description of
this church and its relics. The fifteenth-century Byzantine writer Joseph
Bryennius and the Spanish traveler Clavijo, however, claim that it was the blood
which flowed from the wound in Christ's side at the Crucifixion that was in this
church.22 Similarly, Alexander mentions seeing the "Savior's towel," that is, the

"The sources (including, strangely enough, Clavijo) are strong in their affirmation of this relic's
presence at Peribleptos; on the latter monastery and its relics, see Commentary § 24.

's See Commentary § 60.
19 In the Palaeologan period various relics of St. Panteleimon are reported in the treasury of St.

Sophia ("Inventory of 1396," in F. Miklosich and J. Muller, Acta et diplomata graeca medii aevi sacra
et profana, II [Vienna, 1862], 569), in Pera (Clavijo, 60; trans., 92), at an unidentified convent in
the "First Region" (Commentary § 68), at the St. George Monastery of Mangana (Armenian
Anonymus, 87), at Blachernae (Commentary § 46), at Cologne (Riant, Exuviae sacrae, II, 87, and
passim), and elsewhere. At least twenty monasteries and hermitages on Mount Athos claim relics of
this saint today (Loparev in Anthony, lxviii).

"On the Byzantine tradition of this saint, see BHG3, I, 98-99.
21 Riant, Exuviae sacrae, I, 192; II, 177.
22 The Bryennius passage is published in F. de Mely, Exuviae sacrae constantinopolitanae (Paris,
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towel with which Christ girded Himself and wiped His disciple's feet at the Last
Supper.23 No other sources for the period after the Latin conquest of
Constantinople note this relic's presence in this monastery; before 1204 it was
kept in the palatine Pharos Church of the Virgin.24

Early in the fifteenth century the relics of Christ's Passion were transferred to
the Monastery of St. John the Baptist in Petra, and here they were venerated by
Clavijo in 1403,25 by Buondelmonti,26 and by the Armenian pilgrim of the early
fifteenth century,27 as well as by Deacon Zosima. From the coincidence of inven-
tories and the resemblance between the reliquaries described in both churches,
the Passion relics in Petra must have been those earlier kept at St. George
Mangana, but no longer mentioned by visitors to that church after 1400.28 Most
likely these precious relics were brought to Petra for safekeeping. The St. George
Monastery at Mangana underwent extensive repairs between 1425 and 1428;29
possibly the conditions which necessitated repairing the apses of that sanctuary
rendered it unfit to harbor these important instruments of Christ's suffering, and
thus the relics were brought to Petra.30

The fifteenth-century Spanish and Armenian descriptions of the Passion relics
at the Church of St. John the Baptist in Petra clarify the frugal details in Zosima's

1904), 113. Clavijo, 51; trans., 81, notes as treasures of this monastery both blood from Christ's side
at the Crucifixion and blood from the stabbed image of Christ. The blood from the icon of Berytus, or
portions of it, are recorded in the West after 1204 in Venice, Rome, and Paris (Riant, Exuviae sacrae,
II, 269-70, 6, 48; cf. Mango, The Brazen House, 151. On the earlier history of this relic, see C. Du
Cange, Constantinopolis christiana [Paris, 1680], IV, 131; Loparev in Anthony, lxxviii-lxxix). The
icon itself was in Holy Apostles (see Commentary § 32), or at the Holy Well in St. Sophia (see
Commentary § 6). According to Ignatius of Smolensk, blood from the side of Christ was preserved at
the Pantocrator Monastery (see Commentary § 28), although portions of this relic are also reported
to be widely dispersed in the West (cf. Riant, op. cit., I, 20; II, 198, 200, and passim). In 1396 the
treasury of St. Sophia seems to have preserved a reliquary containing the blood of Christ, but its
provenance is unknown ("Inventory of 1396," in Miklosich and Miiller, Acta et diplomata, II,
567-68).

23 Cf. John 13:4.
"Anthony, 19; Ciggaar, "Description de Constantinople," 245. See also J. Ebersolt, Sanctuaires

de Byzance (Paris, 1921), 28.
25 Clavijo, 51-53; trans., 80-83.
26Buondelmonti, 276.
27 Armenian Anonymus, 88.
28 On the Passion relics at St. George Mangana, see Commentary § 60.
29Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 73.
30 De la Broquiere,154; trans., 519, saw several of the Passion relics in St. Sophia in 1433, but they

might have been brought there for display during Holy Week or for some special occasion. Whether
these relics were returned to St. George Mangana when the repairs were completed in this church or
continued to be kept at Petra is unclear. Ca. 1430 Joseph Bryennius has them still in the Monastery of
St. John the Baptist in Petra (Bryennius, in de Mely, Exuviae sacrae, 133). The index of Riant,
Exuviae sacrae, shows how many of these same Passion relics are thought to have been in the West.
Several of those which remained in Constantinople are reported to have come into the possession of
Sultan Beyazid (1481-1512), who made a present of them to Pope Innocent VIII (Skarlatos
Byzantios, `H Kwv(YTavnvounoXtq, I [Athens, 1851], 307-8). Others apparently found their way to
Mount Athos; see Loparev in Anthony, lxxxv. On the traditional Passion relics, see H. Leclerq,
"Instruments de la Passion," Dictionnaire d'Archeologie Chretienne et de Liturgie, VII, I, cols. 1149-
61; and de Mely, Exuviae sacrae.
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and Buondelmonti's narratives. The relics were kept in individual containers in a

large chest sealed with two seals,31 probably the imperial and patriarchal seals

with which they were known to have been secured earlier at Mangana.32 The
Savior's robe mentioned by Zosima was the seamless robe for which the soldiers
cast lots on Calvary. It was dark red (probably purple by modern definition),
lined, and had sleeves.33 The spear with which Jesus was stabbed seems to have
included only the head of the lance with which the Roman soldier "Longinus"
pierced the Lord's side on the cross.34 What Zosima describes as the "reed" on
which the spear (head) was set was more likely the rod with which the soldiers
struck Christ while He was before Pontius Pilate,35 or the reed which served as
the mock scepter when Jesus was crowned with thorns.36 The sponge preserved
at Petra was only part of the sponge with which Christ was offered vinegar and
gall on the cross,37 but that segment might have been miraculously still moist.38
The morsel of bread from the Last Supper which Zosima saw was apparently the
"sop" which Christ offered to Judas and which he was unable to swallow.39
Zosima's description of the stone among these relics as that which was placed
under Jesus' head when His body was removed from the cross is probably
correct.40 No sources other than Zosima place the hair and milk of the Mother of
God in St. John the Baptist in Petra, although Clavijo claims to have seen some
hairs from Christ's beard there'41 while Alexander earlier saw hairs from Christ's
beard among the Passion relics at Mangana.42 Possibly Zosima confused his
relics, since he also claims to have venerated some hair of the Virgin at
Pantanasse.43 The hair and milk of the Blessed Virgin are also listed among the
relics exported to the West between 1204 and 1261.44 There seems to be no reason
to accept Zosima's uncorroborated information on these relics of the Virgin as

3' Clavijo, 51 ff.; trans., 80 ff.
32 See Commentary § 60.
33 Clavijo, 52-53; trans., 82-83; Armenian Anonymus, 88. Cf. Euvres de Ghillebert de Lannoy, ed.

Ch. Potvin (Louvain, 1878), 65.
34 Clavijo, 52; trans., 82; Armenian Anonymus, 88; Ghillebert de Lannoy, 11, 65. On the traditional

provenance of this relic, see Ebersolt, Sanctuaires de Byzance, 9-10.
35 Clavijo, loc. cit. Cf. Commentary § 60.
36 Armenian Anonymus, loc. cit. Cf. Commentary § 60. The reed of the Passion is displayed today

at the Monastery of Chilandarion on Mount Athos.
31 Clavijo, loc. cit. Cf. Commentary § 60.
39 Armenian Anonymus, loc. cit. On the provenance of this relic, see Ebersolt, loc. cit.
39 Clavijo, 51; trans., 81; Armenian Anonymus, loc. cit. Cf. Commentary § 60.
4o Clavijo, 52; trans., 81, describes the relic as part of the stone slab, the "stone of anointing," on

which Christ's dead body was placed. This relic, however, was kept at the Pantocrator Monastery (see
Commentary § 28). The Armenian Anonymus, loc. cit., calls the relic at Petra a "fragment of the
stone cover" (of Christ's tomb?). Mandeville's fabulous description of the relics of Constantinople
shows close affinities with the lists we have before us from legitimate travelers; Mandeville's Travels:
Texts and Translations, ed. M. Letts, Hakluyt Society Publications, 2nd ser., 101-2 (London, 1953),

I, 6-10, II, 233-36, 421.
41 Clavijo, loc. cit.
42 See Commentary § 60.
43 See Commentary § 64.
44Cf. Riant, Exuviae sacrae, I, 20, 122; II, 166, 176, and passim.
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valid. Similarly, no sources other than the Russian Anonymus mention "water
from the Danube" being piped into this church; the possibility of this being true
is remote. Possibly a connection with the immense cistern of Aetius nearby is at
the root of this fabulous idea.45

§ 50. The Monastery of the Virgin Pammacaristos

"On the twenty-second [of December, 1389] I kissed ... and the head of St.
Ignatius the Godbearer" (Ignatius). "From there [the Pantocrator Monastery]
you go west to Pammacaristos, on the right side as you go toward Prodromos;
the head of Ignatius the Godbearer is in this monastery [var. add.: and the bodies
of the holy apostles Carpus and Papylus and Trophimus and Philemon and
Onesiphorus]" (Russian Anonymus). "The head of Ignatius the Godbearer is in
the Pammacaristos Monastery" (Alexander).

The Monastery of the Mother of God Pammacaristos (All-blessed) was a
twelfth-century monastic foundation added to in the Palaeologan period. The
two main sanctuaries of the monastery still exist in the northwest section of
Istanbul under the Turkish name Fethiye Camii (see pl. 11, 50).46 The location of
the archeological remains of this monastery coincides with the topographical
indications of Alexander and the Russian Anonymus. It was not only between
the shrine of St. Theodosia47 and the Monastery of St. John the Baptist in
Petra,48 as the former text suggests, but was even more specifically on the right on
the way from the Pantocrator Monastery "west" (actually northwest)49 toward
St. John the Baptist in Petra, as in the latter description.

The Russian anonymous traveler and Alexander the Clerk are the only sources

45 On the cistern of Aetius, see Janin, CP byzantine2, 203-4. Destunis, in 3KMHH, 1890, no. 9, pp.
249-50, suggests that the anonymous Russian pilgrim misunderstood a reference to water being
piped here from a posited suburban source, B6kvyp6,3tov, as referring to the city of Belgrade on the
Danube. Piping water to Constantinople from the Danube, however, appears also as a motif in
Turkish folklore; see, for instance, Evliya Celebi, Narrative of Travels in Europe, Asia, and Africa, in
the Seventeenth Century, by Evliy6 Efendi, trans. J. von Hammer (London, 1834),1,1, 8-9.

46 On the Pammacaristos Monastery, see P. Underwood, "Notes on the Work of the Byzantine
Institute in Istanbul: 1954," DOP, 9-10 (1955-56), 298-99; ibid., "1957-1959," DOP, 14 (1960),
215-19; A. H. S. Megaw, "Notes on Recent Work of the Byzantine Institute in Istanbul," DOP, 17
(1963), 367-71; C. Mango and E. J. W. Hawkins, "Report on Field Work in Istanbul and Cyprus,
1962-1963," DOP, 18 (1964), 319-33; H. Hallensleben, "Untersuchungen zur Baugeschichte der
ehemaligen Pammakaristoskirche, der heutigen Fethiye camii in Istanbul," IstMitt, 13-14 (1963-
64), 128-93 and pis.; H. Belting, C. Mango, and. D. Mouriki, The Mosaics and Frescoes of St.
Mary Pammakaristos (Fethiye Camii) at Istanbul, Dumbarton Oaks Studies, 15 (Washington, D. C.,
1978); P. Schreiner, "Eine unbekannte Beschreibung der Pammakaristoskirche (Fethiye Camii), and
weitere Texte zur Topographic Konstantinopels," DOP, 25 (1971), 217-41, who correct much of
Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 208-13. See also Kondakov, BusanmuucKue yepxeu, 207-9; Schneider,
Byzanz, 66-67; Mathews, Byzantine Churches of Istanbul, 346-65; Muller-Wiener, Bildlexikon
Istanbuls, 132-35; Kleiss, Plan, Db; DO Bibliographies, 1,1, 271. Cf. also Krautheimer, Early
Christian and Byzantine Architecture2, 448-49, 472-73; Mango, Byzantine Architecture, 269.

47 On the shrine of St. Theodosia, see Commentary § 51.
41 On the Monastery of St. John the Baptist in Petra, see Commentary § 49.
41 0n the Pantocrator Monastery, see Commentary § 28.
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for the preservation of the head of St. Ignatius the Godbearer (Osopopoq)5o at
the Monastery of the Virgin Pammacaristos, although, given their testimony, it is
likely that this is also where Ignatius venerated this relic in 1389. Ignatius of
Smolensk unfortunately does not name the shrine where this relic was kept,
mentioning it only in a very laconic coda to his description of Constantinople.
Although the mosaic depiction of St. Ignatius, located in the vault of the
northeast compartment of the fourteenth-century parecclesion attached to the
main church on the south, 5 t offers some slight support for the presence of relics
of St. Ignatius at the Pammacaristos Monastery, Constantinopolitan tradition
would lead one to expect the relics of St. Ignatius the Godbearer at either St.
Sophia, where his synaxis was celebrated,52 or possibly at the Monastery of the
Chora, where, according to Michael Syncellus, there was a chapel (vati6K0S)
dedicated to him. 5 3 There is, however, no record of relics of St. Ignatius at either
of these sanctuaries. In addition to the head of the saint, which seems to have
been at the Convent of the Virgin Pammacaristos, his leg is reported to have been
preserved at the Convent of the Virgin Pantanasse in the "First Region," 54 and a
bone in the Genoese settlement at Pera.55 The bodies of the "holy apostles"
(more correctly, "disciples"), which are listed in the "Dialogue" version of the
Russian Anonymus as being in the Pammacaristos Monastery, should be dis-
regarded; no other sources mention them in connection with this shrine.
Moreover, at least two in this list were buried in a martyrion dedicated to them in
the southwest part of Constantinople.56

§ 51. The Church of St. Theodosia

"Then we returned from there [the Monastery of SS. Cosmas and Damian] to
the city and went to the convent near the sea named after St. Theodosia the Virgin
where we kissed her [body]. It is quite wonderful; every Wednesday and Friday is
like a holiday [there]. Many men and women contribute candles, oil, and alms,
and many sick people suffering from various diseases lie [there] on beds, receive
cures, and enter the church. Others are carried in and are laid before her one at a
time. She intercedes, and those who are ill receive healing. Singers chant from

"On St. Ignatius the "Godbearer," second bishop of Antioch and second-century martyr, see
BHG3, I, 260-62.

51 See Megaw, "Notes on Recent Work," 367. The canon governing the choice of iconographic
representations in this church, however, is very unclear.

12 Synaxarium CP, col. 330.
13 Cf. M. Gedeon, Bui;avnvov `EopTok6ytov (Constantinople, 1899), 202; Janin, La Geographie

de CP2, 258. The Church of St. Anthimus, which had the chapel of St. Ignatius, did not survive the
Comnenian rebuilding of the Ch.ora Monastery. On the Monastery of the Savior in the Chora, see P.
A. Underwood, The Kariye Djami, I-III (New York, 1966), IV (Princeton, 1975). On the other hand,
the major relic of this saint, his body, was enshrined at Antioch; see the unpublished manuscript
excerpted in BHG3, 261-62.

s4 See Commentary § 64.
ssClavijo, 60; trans., 92.
s e SS. Carpus and Papylus: see Synaxarium CP, col. 135; Anthony, 25. On the Martyrion of Carpus

and Papylus, see Janin, La Geographie de CPz, 279; Schneider, Byzanz, 1-4 and pls.; Kleiss, Plan, BE
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morning to the ninth hour, and so they perform the liturgy late" (Stephen). "You
go east from there [the Monastery of SS. Cosmas and Damian] to St. Theodosia.
There is a Monastery of St. Theodosia; the body of St. Theodosia reposes there.
Every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday they carry her and place her on the sick,
and healing comes from her" (Russian Anonymus). "Nearby [the Pantocrator
Monastery] is the body of Theodosia the Virgin" (Alexander). "The virgin
Theodosia is buried at the Evergetes Monastery" (Zosima).

The Church of St. Theodosia, which the Russian travelers mention here, is
remembered by Byzantines as the site of a Turkish massacre of the faithful
gathered to celebrate the festival of St. Theodosia on May 29, 1453, the day
Constantinople finally fell to the Turks. 5 7 The generally accepted location for the
shrine of St. Theodosia on the slope leading down to Aya kapi, a gate in the sea
walls along the Golden Horn, is confirmed by the topographical notes of the
Russian pilgrims (see pl. 11, 51). In 1200 Anthony of Novgorod located St.
Theodosia's relics not far from the relics of the Prophet Isaiah, which were next
to the Church of St. Lawrence located in Petrion along the Golden Horn near the
modern Unkapan1.58 Stephen and the Russian Anonymus locate the church on
routes they followed east from the Monastery of SS. Cosmas and Damian
beyond the land walls59 and Basilike or the "First Region";` the church was, in
other words, along the north coast of the city. Alexander's text suggests that
the body of St. Theodosia was near the Pantocrator Monastery and the
Pammacaristos Church.61 Zosima leads us to believe that the monastery where
St. Theodosia was buried lay between Petra and the is µlxpd `Pwµaiou
Convent62 and the Monastery of Lips in the Lycus valley.63 The information
which the Russian travelers give on the location of this shrine, although quite
general, plainly reflects the traditional site of the church. Identifying the shrine of
St. Theodosia with any extant remains in the area must be tentative, however. On
the basis of extensive archeological study, Schafer has demonstrated convinc-
ingly that the traditional identification of the present day Gill Camii, or Rose
Mosque, with the Byzantine Church of St. Theodosia must be rejected. The
Theodosia Church was built soon after the end of Iconoclasm, while the core of
the Gill Camii is an eleventh- or, even more likely, twelfth-century building."'
Schafer's suggestion that the site of the Church of St. Theodosia be sought in the

57 Cf. Ducas, Historia byzantina, Bonn ed. (1834), 293-94.
56 Anthony, 28-29; cf. Synaxarium CP, col. 717; Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 139-40, 301-4.
19 On the Cosmas and Damian Monastery, see Commentary § 45.
60On Basilike, see Commentary § 53.
61 On these two monasteries, see Commentary §§ 28, 50.
62 On the shrines of Petra, see Commentary §§ 48, 49; on the id µlxpa `Pwµaiou Convent, see

Commentary § 41.
63 On this monastery, see Commentary § 34.
64H. Schafer, Die Gul Camii in Istanbul. Ein Beitrag zur mittelbyzantinischen Kirchenarchitektur

Konstantinopels, IstMitt, Suppl. 7 (Tubingen, 1973), 82-85 and passim. On the history of the
Theodosia Church at Dexiocrates, see Janin, La Geographie de CP2,143-45, who, however, identifies
this sanctuary with the modern Gill Camii.
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nearby ruins right at the gate called Aya kapi in the Golden Horn sea wall has
much in its favor, particularly the fact that the gate here seems once to have been
named the Gate of St. Theodosia.65 Stephen of Novgorod, of course, also
describes the Church of St. Theodosia as being "near the sea," that is, the Golden
Horn.

In any case, the church which housed the body of St. Theodosia very likely
originally bore the name not of St. Theodosia, but of St. Euphemia. As in the case
of the Monastery of St. Daniel/St. Romanus, however, the reputation of the saint
buried in the church eventually eclipsed the original dedication of the sanctuary.
The name of the small area of Dexiokrates attached to the Euphemia Church
near Aya kapi in the earlier period is applied to the Monastery of St. Theodosia in
the later Byzantine period. The lack of chronological overlapping in these two
usages supports the assumption that the sanctuaries in question are one and the
same.66 It should be noted that Deacon Zosima speaks of the virgin Theodosia as
being buried at the Evergetes Monastery. Since the Byzantine synaxaria inter-
changeably appoint the commemoration of this saint at the "Monastery of
Christ the Savior Evergetes" and "in the Monastery of Dexiokrates where her
relics were deposited,' 161 the information of Zosima is not surprising. The two
institutions were either contiguous or two parts of the same monastic complex. It
is known that representatives of the patriarch of Alexandria, who had been
granted the Monastery of Christ Evergetes as a residence in Constantinople,
answered a complaint from the patriarch of Constantinople by agreeing to
commemorate him in the liturgy not only in the Savior Evergetes Monastery, but
also in the Church of St. Theodosia.68 Since the Savior Evergetes Monastery was
a residence of the Alexandrian patriarch we must assume that it was a male
monastery. Possibly St. Theodosia was an adjoining convent of nuns also
granted to the Alexandrine church for its use in Constantinople; Anthony
and Stephen say specifically that the body of St. Theodosia was in a convent of
nuns.69 Neither Russian nor Byzantine sources consistently differentiate be-
tween monasteries of monks and convents of nuns. One might, then, see in the
twelfth-century Gill Camii building the Monastery of Christ Evergetes (which
was founded in that century), and in the nearby Byzantine ruins at the Aya kapi
the adjacent Church of St. Theodosia.70 The small dimensions of the Aya kapi

61 Schafer, op. cit., 83. On the Aya kapi church, see also Schneider, Byzanz, 53-54, fig. 11, and
pl. 8,1; A. M. Schneider, "Mauern and Tore am Goldenen Horn zu Konstantinopel," NachrGott,
5,5 (1950), 73-74; Mathews, Byzantine Churches of Istanbul, 23-24; Muller-Wiener, Bildlexikon
Istanbuls, 97, 198; Kleiss, Plan, Ec.

"See J. Pargoire, "Constantinople: L'Eglise Sainte-Theodosie," EO, 9 (1906), 161-65. The Aya
kapi itself is alternately called the "Dexiokrates Gate" and the "Gate of St. Theodosia" (Schneider,
loc. cit.).

67 Synaxarium CP, cols. 828 and apparatus, 830.
69 Miklosich and Muller, Acta et diplomata (note 22 supra), I (Vienna, 1860), 532.
69 Anthony, 28. Possibly the St. Theodosia Convent was a daughter house for nuns of the Savior

Evergetes Monastery, since one manuscript of Zosima calls the place of Theodosia's burial a
"hermitage" (nycT = pzco tov) of Evergetes.

7° Schafer, Die Gill Camil, 84, 89; cf. also Muller-Wiener, Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 140-43, 198.
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ruins would explain why the annual commemoration of St. Theodosia was
celebrated in the nearby Evergetes Monastery Church which could accom-
modate the expected large number of worshipers."

In the pre-Crusader period, at least, the body of St. Theodosia was preserved in
a silver casket.12 Whether she still lay in a silver casket after the Western looting
of the Byzantine capital in 1204 is unknown, but the body seems to have
remained in Constantinople. Certainly in the early 1390's, according to the
Russian Anonymus, the relic was borne in procession and was laid on the sick,
much as Anthony of Novgorod described the ceremony connected with the body
of St. Theodosia in the year 1200.73 Stephen of Novgorod gives the most detailed
description of the service of healing conducted at the body of St. Theodosia, but
rather than speaking of the body being carried to the sick in procession, Stephen
notes that the sick are laid in turn before her tomb for healing every Wednesday
and Friday. (The Russian Anonymus adds Monday to the days when this
ceremony was held.) Possibly the mode of seeking healing varied.

The great popularity of St. Theodosia and her healing powers seem to have
come as a result of her miraculous healing of a deaf mute during the reign of
Andronicus 11(1282-1328), an event which immediately attracted the patriarch
and the imperial court to the shrine.74 This event must merely have inspired a
new vogue for the saint and her healing powers, since we know from Anthony of
Novgorod's description of Constantinople that the body of St. Theodosia the
Virgin was borne in procession to heal the sick as early as the year 1200. The
extent of Constantinopolitan devotion to this saint and her relic is suggested both
by the masses of people gathered at the shrine to celebrate her annual festival as
the Turks breached the city walls in 1453,75 and by Stephen of Novgorod's
observation about the hours of the daily cycle of services in the shrine of the saint.
According to Stephen, the healing services which the singers chanted while the
sick were being brought delayed the celebration of the divine liturgy until mid-
afternoon (the "ninth hour").

The chief difficulty in dealing with this Constantinopolitan church is identify-
ing the St. Theodosia the Virgin whose body was enshrined there and to
whom the church was dedicated in Late Byzantine times. The Church of
Constantinople annually commemorated two sainted virgins named Theodosia,
St. Theodosia of Caesarea (or Tyre) in Palestine, a martyr for Christianity under
the Roman Emperor Maximian; and St. Theodosia of Constantinople, a martyr
for the cult of icons under Leo the Isaurian.76 The Byzantine sources are utterly

" Synaxarium CP, col. 830; cf. also Ducas, Historia byzantina, 293-94.
12 Anthony, 28.
"Ibid.
74The miracle and the devotion it inspired is described in Pachymeres, De Andronico Palaeologo,

Bonn ed. (1835), 452-55. Strangely, Joseph Bryennius notes that this relic stopped performing
wonders from the time of the Latin occupation of Constantinople; see de Mely, Exuviae sacrae
constantinopolitanae (note 22 supra), 113.

75 Cf. Ducas, Historia byzantina, 293-94.
76 See BHG', II, 286-87; Synaxarium CP, cols. 713-15, 828-30.
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confused about the identity of the body of St. Theodosia which was preserved on
the Golden Horn. The most common (and, I believe, correct) explanation" is
that the relic preserved at the shrine on the Golden Horn was the body of the
Early Christian martyr Theodosia of Caesarea. In liturgical and popular tradi-
tion, however, at least from the early fourteenth century on, the relic was
assumed rather to be the body of the virgin Theodosia who died in defense of the
Chalke icon under Leo Ill. 'I The reasons for assuming that the cult in question
was originally that of the Palestinian martyr are three. First, in the last half of the
fourteenth century three Russian travelers claim to have seen relics of St.
Theodosia the Virgin (two of them specify that the relics were her body) in the
Kyra Martha Monastery,79 and two of these travelers specify that these were the
relics of the St. Theodosia who was killed by a goat horn, one of the texts adding,
"for the sake of an icon of Christ," another adding that she was killed in St.
Sophia. This is clearly the body of St. Theodosia of Constantinople, martyred by
the iconoclasts.80 These same texts also locate a body of St. Theodosia at the
shrine overlooking the Golden Horn, a relic which must then be the body of the
other Theodosia, the Palestinian martyr. Secondly, the patronal feast of the
Church on the Golden Horn, May 29, was originally the feast of St. Theodosia
of Caesarea;81 it is only in synaxaria after 1301 that commemoration of
St. Theodosia of Constantinople is made on that day.82 Similarly, only post-
thirteenth-century sources mention the relics of St. Theodosia of Constantinople
being deposited at a monastery of Dexiokrates,83 although the synaxis of St.
Theodosia of Constantinople was celebrated there already in the twelfth century,
on her own festival, July 18.84 Finally, the authenticity of the whole tradition of
the martyrdom of St. Theodosia of Constantinople is in serious question, a fact
which affects the identity of her relics. According to an older tradition, it was not
a virgin Theodosia who defended the Chalke icon against the iconoclasts and was
put to death,85 but a lady of high birth known as St. Mary the Patrician, the
leader of a band of fervent iconodules who toppled the ladder of an official
removing the image of the Savior from above the Chalke Gate of the Imperial
Palace.86 Of particular interest is the tradition surrounding the relics of these
martyrs for icon worship, particularly the body of Mary the Patrician. After their

"See Pargoire, "L'Eglise Sainte-Theodosie," 161-65; Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 143-45;
Mango, The Brazen House, 115-18.

78 Synaxarium CP, col. 828. Cf. also ibid., col. 830.
79 On Kyra Martha, see Commentary § 33.
Bo Cf. the traditional Byzantine accounts of her death, in BHG3, II, 286-87. See also Commentary

§§ 10, 33.
81 See the early synaxaria (Synaxarium CP, cols. 713-15, apparatus). See also Ducas, Historia

byzantina, 293.
82 Synaxarium CP, col. 715, apparatus.
83Ibid., col. 827, apparatus.
"Ibid., cols. 827 and 830, apparatus.
85 Cf. BHG3, II, 286-87; Synaxarium CP, cols. 827-30.
16Cf. BHG3, II, 95; Synaxarium CP, cols. 873, apparatus, and 877-80; ActaSS, August, II,

428-48.
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execution, the bodies of the iconodule martyrs were thrown into a burial place for
criminals, whence they were secretly removed by their fellow icon worshipers for
burial at a church in the Monastery of Aninas.87 Their place of burial was
forgotten, the church at which they were buried fell to ruin, and their bodies were
discovered only by a revelation to Patriarch Ignatius who uncovered them in 869,
finding the body of St. Mary the Patrician on the top of the pile. They were
suitably enshrined,88 probably where their bodies were discovered, for Anthony
of Novgorod venerated their bodies in the same area where one would expect to
find the Monastery of St. Aninas.69 Anthony specifically mentions the body of a
virgin (clearly Mary the Patrician) having been found on top of the others, as is
recorded in the Vita of these saints.90 These relics were near the Monastery of St.
Mocius and the Metochion of the Virgin Evergetis in the southwestern section of
Constantinople.91 This same Anthony, of course, records viewing the body of
the virgin Theodosia at a shrine located between the Holy Apostles Church and
Petra,92 that is, on the Golden Horn. These were clearly, then, two separate
relics.93 Exactly how St. Mary the Patrician became St. Theodosia of
Constantinople, and how St. Theodosia of Constantinople's body became con-
fused with that of St. Theodosia of Caesarea, remains unexplained. Interest-
ingly, by 1425, Zosima does not record seeing the body of St. Theodosia
of Constantinople among the relics which he viewed at the Kyra Martha
Monastery.94 Possibly by the first quarter of the fifteenth century the old
tradition of her burial there had finally died out, to be replaced completely by the
story of her relics having been deposited at the Theodosia Church on the Golden
Horn, as recorded in the later synaxaria.95

§ 52. The Shrine of St. Stephen

"On the second [of August, 1389] we kissed the relics of St. Stephen the
Protomartyr in his monastery" (Ignatius).

August 2, the day Ignatius of Smolensk chose to venerate the relics of St.
Stephen, the first Christian martyr, was the day on which the Byzantine Church
commemorated the transferral of the saint's relics to his martyrion in the
Constantinianae section of Constantinople (see pl. 11, 52).96 The shrine of St.

87 On this monastery, see Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 34-35.
88 ActaSS, August, II, 444-47.
99 Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 34-35.
"Anthony, 26; ActaSS, August, II, 447.
9' On the Monastery of St. Mocius, see Janin, La Geographie de CPz, 354-58; on the Virgin

Evergetis Metochion, see Commentary § 37.
92 See supra.
"There is an excellent discussion of these problems in Mango, The Brazen House, 116-18.
94 See Commentary § 33.
91 Synaxarium CP, cols. 828, 715; Gedeon, `EopioXoytov (note 53 supra), 130-33.
96 The annual festival was celebrated with a procession going from the martyrion of St. Stephen in

Zeugma to the nearby martyrion of the same saint in Constantinianae where a synaxis was held
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Stephen at Constantinianae had been built especially to receive the relics of this
saint, but there is some confusion about when and by whom the church was
built.97 In any event, it was quite old (dating from at least the sixth century), and
was the major sanctuary dedicated to this saint in the capital. All of the festivals
of St. Stephen were celebrated at the shrine,98 probably because important relics
of the saint were preserved there, as the martyrion denomination of the church
and the testimony of Ignatius suggest.99 One should assume that the saint's relics
were made conveniently available for veneration by the faithful on the saint's
festival, which is why Ignatius chose this day for his visit.

The story of the discovery of the relics of St. Stephen and their piecemeal
installation in Constantinople is unclear;' °O indeed, exactly what relics were in
Constantinople is unclear. The right hand of the saint was in the city, but, at least
at first, in a church dedicated to the saint in the Great Palace.' 01 Other relics were
brought to Constantinople later, but these might have been preserved in the
martyrion of the saint located in the Zeugma area.' 02 Some of the relics of St.
Stephen were sent from Constantinople to Rome quite early, but we do not know
exactly which ones.' 03 In 1200 Anthony of Novgorod visited a Church of St.
Stephen in Constantinople and remarked on "St. Stephen's skull, once broken by
a stone, now reunited, and relics of many other saints" which the church
contained.104 This church was probably the martyrion in Constantinianae which
Ignatius visited, although the topographical information in Anthony's text
seems somewhat jumbled here and may, indeed, point to a shrine of the saint at
Mangana.' 05 Stephen's head was sent to Soissons by the Latin Crusaders in the
thirteenth century,1O6 and the top of the saint's skull (capitis testa ?) was sent to
Halberstadt,' 11 although Stephen of Novgorod claimed to see this saint's head in

(J. Mateos, Le Typicon de la Grande Eglise, I, OCA, 165 [Rome, 1962], 358-59; cf. Synaxarium CP,
col. 864). On the Byzantine hagiographic tradition of St. Stephen the Protomartyr-deacon (Acts
6-7), see BHG3, II, 247-53. Constantinianae was on the northeast slope of the third hill; see G.
Prinzing and P. Speck, "Fiinf Lokalitaten in Konstantinopel," in Studien zur Friingeschichte
Konstantinopels, ed. H.-G. Beck, Miscellanea Byzantina Monacensia, 14 (Munich, 1973), 179-227,
esp. 182-84; and P. Speck, "Der Mauerbau in 60 Tagen. Zum Datum der Errichtung der Landmauer
von Konstantinopel... ," ibid., 170-72 note 78, who make important corrections to Janin, CP by-
zantine2, 372-73.

97 See Archbishop Sergij, fIonubeu Mecxyeceoe eocmoxa, 2nd ed. (Vladimir, 1901), 11,2, 299-305;
and Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 475.

9B Synaxarium CP, cols. 301, 350, 864. On this church, see Janin, op. cit., 474-76.
"The Mercati Anonymus claims, in fact, that St. Stephen was buried there (Ciggaar, "Description

de Constantinople," 258).
"'See Sergij, Honxbzu .nsecayecnoe eocmoxa, loc. cit.; Ebersolt, Sanctuaires de Byzance (note 24

supra), 84-86.
101 Sergij, op. cit., 300, 304.
102Ibid., 299-305. On the martyrion of St. Stephen at Zeugma, see Janin, La Geographie de CP2,

474; Prinzing and Speck, "Funf Lokalitaten," loc. cit.; Speck, "Der Mauerbau," loc. cit.
103 Sergij, op. cit., 302, 304.
"'Anthony, 31.
'0' See Commentary § 70.
'o'Riant, Exuviae sacrae, I, 7; II, 33, 35, and passim.
"]bid., I, 21; II, 84.
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Mangana in the mid-fourteenth century.108 Other relics of the Protomartyr
Stephen were spread all over Europe.109 Apparently, those relics remaining at
the martyrion of St. Stephen in Constantinianae (now serving as a monastery
church) after the Crusaders quit the city were the ones venerated by Ignatius in
1389 and recorded in a St. Stephen Church by a Russian list. "0

§ 53. The Basilike Market

"From there [the Church of St. Theodosia] you go east to Basilike.... The
ship wharves and ferry to Galata are below Basilike" (Russian Anonymus).

Byzantine sources do not speak specifically of a plaza or market called
"Basilike," as does the text of the Russian Anonymus, but the general location of
such an area is clear from the Russian text itself (see pl. 11, 53). Since "Basilike,"
where there is a Frankish church, t t t is east of the Church of St. Theodosia (on
the western half of the Golden Horn coastline in the city),"' and west of a
Church of St. Nicholas and of the image of the Guarantor Savior which was
apparently at the Perama or Jewish Gate in the sea wall along the Golden
Horn,13 the general area of "Basilike" is well delineated as the Golden Horn
shore midway between the two eastern modern bridges. This location coincides
with the later notation of the Russian Anonymus' text that the "ship wharves and
ferry to Galata are below Basilike." The Galata ferry slip was located at the
narrowest part of the Golden Horn, that is, at the area called "to HEp%ta" (the
crossing), where a small cape juts out into the waters of the Golden Horn.' 14 This
is also the site of the Gate of St. John de cornibus in the sea wall, the modern
Zindan kapi, sometimes called the Baatktxtj (Imperial) Gate in Byzantine
times."' The name of the gate, BaatXtxr] (pronounced "Vasiliki" in Byzantine
times), would seem to have been used to identify the neighborhood, whence the
form BacHJIKH preserved in the Russian text. The early fifteenth-century Spanish
ambassador Gonzalez de Clavijo left a description of the marketplace which was
here in his day:

'°s See Commentary § 70.
109 Riant, Exuviae sacrae, II, 389, s.v. S. Stephanus.
"'Russian Short List, supra, p. 153.
... See Commentary § 55.
"Z See Commentary § 51.
11 See Commentary §§ 54, 56.
"'Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, 216-19; and Petrus Gyllius, De Constantinopoleos

topographia (Lyons, 1632), 54-55, 196-97; Kleiss, Plan, Fd.
115 On the Baat),txtj Gate-Zindan kapi, see J. Pargoire, "Constantinople: La Porte basilike," EO,

9 (1906), 30-32; and Janin, CP byzantine2, 291-92, 319. I do not find that S. Salaville ("Note de
topographie constantinopolitaine. La Porte basilike," EO, 12 [1909], 262-64) has proved his conten-
tion that the imperial (BacrtXtxdj) Gate was the Ayazma kapi farther west along the Golden Horn; see
Van Millingen, op. cit., 212-13.

There were other "Imperial Gates" (BaanXtxai HI Xat), one near the Blachernae end of the Golden
Horn walls, the modern Balat kapi, and the other the Gate of Eugenius (Yal' Koskii kapi) near
Seraglio Point, with which the gate under discussion should not be confused; see ibid., 201-5, 227-40;
Schneider, "Mauern and Tore" (note 65 supra), 66-69, 91-93.
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The trading quarter of the city is down by the gates which open on the strand
[of the Golden Horn] and which are facing the opposite gates which pertain
to the city of Pera [i.e., Galata]: for it is here that the galleys and smaller
vessels come to port to discharge their cargoes: and here by the strand it is
that the people of Pera meet those of Constantinople and transact their
business and commerce.' 16

The market doubtless occupied the space at the end of the Great Porticoed Street
of Maurianos, where this major artery leading from the Mese midway between
the Fora of Constantine and Theodosius opened onto Perama and the Galata
ferry dock, that is, at the Basilike Gate."' A portico of the nearby Acacius
Church might well have faced on this market." I Outside the gate, near the ferry
dock, were "innumerable warehouses and shops for the sale of all sorts of goods
from abroad," continues the Spanish traveler."' Indeed, in the amazing con-
tinuity of land use in Istanbul, this area remains a marketplace today (called the
Yemi*iskelesi kapi, the fruit wharf gate), just as the nearby Bahkpazari kapi
(fishmarket gate) was called porta pescarie in Byzantine times. 120

§ 54. The Church of St. Nicholas at Basilike

"You go a little east from Basilike; there is a Church of St. Nicholas there. This
image of St. Nicholas gave a Christian a hundred rubles. [var.: There is a Church
of St. Nicholas there (where he is ?) painted on the wall, done lifelike. A certain
Christian who had been in a shipwreck at sea came and prayed (here), and the
hand of St. Nicholas was extended to him from this image, and in the hand was a
bag, and in the bag were a hundred large gold Frankish coins of pure gold]"
(Russian Anonymus).

A monastery of St. Nicholas, which is probably the same institution as the
Church of St. Nicholas "de Embulo Venetorum" mentioned in a Venetian
Translatio s. Theodori from the year 1257,121 is noted as a landmark in outlining
the limits of Constantinople's Venetian colony in an act from the year 1187.122

According to this document, the monastery and its church were located south-
east of the Gate of the Precursor, that is, of the Gate of St. John de cornibus, the
Basilike Gate (modern Zindan kapi).123 Since the Basilike Gate seems to have

16 Clavijo, 57; trans., 88.
1170n the Maxp6; i µ(3o? oc tiou Mauplavou (the "Great Porticoed Street of Maurianos"), see

Janin, CP byzantine2, 91 and passim; Schneider, "Mauern and Tore," 86.
1 e See Prinzing and Speck, "Fi:'nf Lokalitaten" (note 96 supra), 188-89.
19 Clavijo, 57; trans., 89. The mention of goods from abroad probably reflects the proximity of the

foreign concessions.
1 20 See Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, 213-19; Schneider, "Die Mauern and Tore,"

80-87; Schreiner, "Eine unbekannte Beschreibung der Pammakaristoskirche" (note 46 supra), 242
(nos. 3, 4, 5), and 246 (nos. 17, 18, 19).

121 Riant, Exuviae sacrae, I, 158.
' 22 K. Zacharia von Lingenthal, Jus Graeco-Romanum, III (Leipzig, 1857), 526-28.
121 See Commentary § 53.
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given its name to the Basilike Market near it,124 and since the Russian
Anonymus describes the location of this Church of St. Nicholas as "a little east
from Basilike," the Nicholas Churches in the Venetian and Russian sources must
be the same one (see pl. 1i, 54). The exact identity of this Church of St. Nicholas
cannot, however, be determined. It might be the Church of St. Nicholas de-
scribed as "near the Xenon of St. Panteleimon." The Xenon was located in the
area called id Hapcrov which was on the slope above the Basilike Gate,125 and
thus in the general area the Russian source would demand. Nothing is known of
the history of this church, save that it is mentioned in an act dating from 1349.' 26

The story of the miracle performed by the image of St. Nicholas in this church,
which is recounted by the Russian Anonymus (and developed in the "Dialogue"
version of the text), is not recorded in the standard collection of miracles
connected with St. Nicholas. 1 27

§ 55. The Frankish Church at Basilike

"... there is a Frankish church [at] the end of the large Basilike Market. It has
a crucifixion of Christ carved of wood, with the hands and feet nailed with nails; if
someone's teeth ache, he touches the nails in the feet and the teeth become
healthy" (Russian Anonymus).

It is not surprising to find the Russian anonymous text noting a "Frankish,"
i.e., Latin, church at Basilike Market, for the nearby Perama Gate (Bahkpazari
kapi, the old Jewish Gate a little to the east of the Baatkticf Gate and thus of the
Basilike Market) marked the northeast limit of the Venetian concession in
Constantinople.' 28 The Venetians had four churches in the city, apparently all
within their territorial concession which was located between Vigla and the Gate
of the Drungarius in the west, and the Perama or old Jewish Gate in the east. 1 29
Within the Venetian quarter only one of the four churches can be assigned even a
tentative location. This is the Church of St. Mary, which is specifically described
as being at Vigla, that is, at the west end of the concession, at the Drungarius
Gate (modern Odun kapi).' 30 Possibly the church which the Russian Anonymus
visited is that of St. Mark or that of St. Nicholas. Both are called de embulo (at the
portico) in sources,' 3' and thus either could well be the Russian text's "Frankish

' 24lbid.

'26Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 374; cf. also ibid., 387-88, 560-61; and idem, CP byzantine2,
395-96.

126Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 374.
127 Cf. Anrich, Hagios Nikolaos (note 2 supra), I-II (Leipzig-Berlin, 1913-17).
128 See Schneider, "Mauern and Tore," 80-87; Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, 213-19;

Janin, CP byzantine2, 248-49; cf. also Schneider, Byzanz, 91, no. 6; Kleiss, Plan, Fd no. 6. See also
Commentary § 56.

11 'On the extent of the Venetian concession, see the sources cited in the previous note. The Latin
churches in the concession are discussed in Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 571-73.

130 ]bid., 572.
131 Ibid., 571-73. The fantastic identification of this church with a Latin Church of the Theotokos
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church [at] the end of the large Basilike Market," which lay, as suggested above,
at the end of the porticoed Great Maurianos Street (see pl. ii, 55).132 The cross in
the church, which appears so worthy of note to the Russian traveler because the
corpus of the crucifix was a separate piece nailed to the cross, might be unusual to
a visitor from the Orthodox world where such crucifixes are traditionally frowned
on as statues, but it would hardly have merited note in a Latin church. That
such a cross in a Latin church in Constantinople healed toothaches also merits no
mention in other sources. Are we to assume that one touches the aching teeth to
the nails of the crucifix much as one touches' what is ailing to a sacred object for
cure in general?' 33

§ 56. The Guarantor Savior

"Then on the eighth day [of July, 1389] we venerated the holy image of Christ
which performed the miracle of Theodore the merchant..." (Ignatius). "You
go east from Basilike, between the walls and the sea, to the Guarantor Savior.
This Savior served as security for a Christian to a Jew. The Christian took the
Jew's goods and drowned in the sea. When the Jew heard that the Christian had
drowned with his goods, the Jew went to berate the Savior. He came up to the
Savior and began to berate the image. At that moment the sea spewed up his
silver. When the Jew saw this miracle he and his wife were baptized. The image is
painted on the city wall. [var.: There is an image of the holy Savior there which
stood as security for the merchant Theodore when he borrowed gold and silver
from Abraham the Jew. He was shipwrecked and the Jew went to curse the image
of the holy Savior. At that moment the sea spewed up a sum of gold and a letter
from the merchant with an inscription of the holy Savior written thus: `Do not
curse me, 0 Jew! I will not be indebted, neither will I allow my servant to suffer
that, so take what is yours; there are fifteen gold grivnas extra.' When the Jew saw
the miracle he was baptized and his wife and whole household were baptized]"
(Russian Anonymus).

The image of Christ which performed this miracle of Theodore the merchant,
the so-called "Guarantor Savior" (XptcioS o `Avitcp(wr]ir!S) mentioned by both
Ignatius of Smolensk and the Russian Anonymus, is well known from literary
sources. The legend surrounding this image was widely known in varying forms
in both the East and West in the Middle Ages. The Russian Anonymus' descrip-
tion of Constantinople presents a truncated version of the story of the miracle of
the Christian merchant Theodore and the Jewish moneylender Abraham, which
is somewhat amplified and recast in the variants to this text drawn from the
"Dialogue on the Shrines of Constantinople." 134 The oldest preserved text of

Bapayyuuttcraa and that of the Virgin `Yuxu16oatipia (G. Laskin, in Bu3BpeM, 5 [1898], 743) cannot
be taken seriously, particularly on topographical grounds.

132 See Commentary § 53.
111 See Commentary § 5.
114 In most versions of the story the merchant loses his ship and goods three times, and each time
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the story of the icon of Christ standing as surety for the merchant Theodore
probably only dates from the tenth century, although, as Mango points out,
there are signs of an earlier redaction.' 3 s According to the basic preserved text,
the miracle took place during the reign of the Emperor Heraclius (610-41) at a
domed tetrastyle built by Constantine the Great in the center of Constantinople.
The tetrastyle had a bronze tiled roof and contained a cross and, on the east side,
the icon of Christ which figures in the miracle story.' 36 The identity of this
tetrastyle is impossible to establish, but it is hardly part of the complex of
buildings at the Chalkoprateia Church of the Virgin, as the introduction to the
Greek Narratio would suggest,13' for Chalkoprateia dates only from the fifth
century,138 and as far as is known incorporated no Constantinian tetrastyle into
its buildings. Moreover, we have no mention of a chapel at Chalkoprateia built
by a Jew after his conversion and consecrated by Patriarch Sergius (610-38), as
in the story, 139 nor, for that matter, is such a shrine mentioned in the synaxaria
or other materials dealing with stational churches in Constantinople, as one
would expect given the popularity of the legend.

While the tetrastyle where the Savior image stood as surety for the merchant
must remain unidentified for the present, the Savior icon of the legend was at
Chalkoprateia comparatively early. The basic text of the legend of the Guar-
antor Savior icons calls the image of the Lord in the miracle story "ichv

the Jew lends him more money. The last venture is successful, however, and the money lent by the Jew
is carried back to him miraculously over the sea, while the cargo of tin which the merchant bought in
Britain miraculously turns to silver. As a result of the miracle, the Jew and his household are
converted. The best printed edition of this legend is in F. Combefis, Historia haeresis monothelitarum
(Paris, 1648), cols. 612-44; manuscripts of this legend are catalogued in BHG3, III, 112-13. On the
development and spread of this legend and its variants, see B. Nelson and J. Starr, "The Legend of the
Divine Surety and the Jewish Moneylender," Annuaire de l'Institut de Philologie et d'Histoire
Orientales et Slaves, 7 (1939-44), 289-338, who also discuss the Old Russian versions of the tale;
more recent remarks by Mango, The Brazen House, 142-48; and E. Kitzinger, "The Cult of Images in
the Age before Iconoclasm," DOP, 8 (1954), 102; all include further bibliography. The prototype of
this story is contained, as Mango notes, in the Life of St. John the Almoner, Patriarch of Alexandria
(Mango, op. cit., 143-44).

Speranskij, 97-98 note 2, makes a convincing case against the proximate source of the "Dialogue"
version of this legend being the Slavic Prologue text of the Life of St. John the Almoner. One need not
necessarily agree with Speranskij, however, that the "Dialogue" editor thus must have drawn on a
local oral tradition available in Constantinople. There were a number of versions of this legend in
circulation in Russia from which the "Dialogue's" specific material could have come; see Nelson and
Starr, op. cit., 307-12.

... Mango, The Brazen House, 144.
'36Combefis, Historia, cols. 613-16.
137 Ibid., col. 612. Might the tetrastyle in the story be the tetrapyle (Terp6muXov/Tctp&(3r)Xov)

"founded by Constantine the Great," according to the ff&¢pta (Preger, Scriptores, II, 181)? The
tetrapyle would have been described as "in the middle of the city," since it probably stood at the
intersection of the north branch of the Mese and the cross street which the modem Ataturk
Boulevard replaces (K. O. Dalman, Der Valens-Aquddukt in Konstantinopel, IstForsch, 3 [Bamberg,
1933], 54-56), that is, in the area of the 5ehzade Camii; the description in the II&tipta, however,
suggests more a monumental building than a tetrastyle.

"8 Janin, La Geographie de CP', 237.
139 Combefis, Historia, col. 641; unless we assume that this chapel is that of the Savior mentioned

by the Mercati Anonymus at Chalkoprateia which the Jew decorated after his conversion; see infra.
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Xa7 conpa'rsilw.... 'Avit(pc)vijitjc," 141 and a letter of Pope Gregory II to
Emperor Leo III, dating at least in part from somewhere around the year 735,
also speaks of the Guarantor Savior icon at Chalkoprateia (although confusing it
with the image of the Chalke Savior destroyed by the iconoclasts). 141 Thanks to
the testimony of the Mercati Anonymus, we know that by the middle of the
twelfth century the icon of Christ which served as surety for the merchant
Theodore was ensconced above the high altar of the Savior Church at
Chalkoprateia, one of the three churches on the grounds of the shrine.142 In the
year 1200 Anthony of Novgorod also seems to locate an icon of XptcnoS o

Avtit(pwviyrfjs at Chalkoprateia.143 It seems safe to assume from the various
sources cited that this is the original icon, which previously stood as surety for the
merchant Theodore, now moved from the original site of the miracle at the
tetrastyle to Chalkoprateia. Although this image does not figure in lists of the
sacred loot of the Crusaders,144 it probably disappeared during the period of
Latin rule in Constantinople. The only mention of this icon after 1200, that made
by Ignatius of Smolensk, gives no location which would connect it with the
Chalkoprateia shrine which, moreover, seems to have been largely abandoned in
the thirteenth century when its relics were dispersed.145 It would seem more
likely, given the general silence of the sources about this image in the Palaeologan
period, that Ignatius, like the Russian Anonymus, venerated the image "which
performed the miracle of the merchant Theodore" which was painted on the city
walls.

There is little difficulty in locating the image of the "Guarantor Savior"
mentioned by the Russian Anonymus. According to this text's information, the
image was "painted on the city wall," and since one must go between the walls
and the "sea" to get to the image, it is clearly outside the sea walls. Moreover,
according to the same source, it is east of the Basilike marketplace which is
located above the Galata ferry.146 Interestingly, the Perama Gate (the modern
Balikpazari kapi), the next gate to the east after Basilike and Zindan kapi where
the ferry dock was located, is also called the Jewish Gate in Byzantine sources,

110 ]bid., col. 612.
141 The Greek text of the letter is published in E. Caspar, "Papst Gregor II. and der Bilderstreit,"

Zeitschrift fair Kirchengeschichte, 52 (1933), 72-84; the Chalkoprateia icon of Christ is mentioned on
pp. 81-82. There is much controversy about the authenticity and dating of this letter, and its correct
text, all of which is summarized in Mango, The Brazen House, 113-15. It would seem logical,
however, that some tradition of the presence of the Antiphonetes Savior image in Chalkoprateia is
responsible for this reference, particularly given the other sources for the location of this icon.

142 Ciggaar, "Description de Constantinople," 250-55, which recounts the legend of the
Guarantor Savior in extenso, giving, however, the Chalkoprateia Church as the home of the icon
throughout the story. On the churches at Chalkoprateia, see Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 237-42.

143 Anthony, 21. While this section of Anthony's description of the shrines and relics is confused,
there is little reason to doubt that the source has this image at Chalkoprateia; cf. Kondakov,
Busanmuucxue yepxeu, 90.

144 Cf. Riant, Exuviae sacrae, index.
145 Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 237-38; see also Commentary § 46.
116 On Basilike, see Commentary § 53.
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since it was the site of Constantinople's Jewish quarter up to the eleventh
century.147 It was also an area much frequented by merchants. log

The image of the Guarantor Savior which the Russian Anonymus describes
could not be the original icon of the miracle story, for according to the Russian
account, the image he saw was "painted on the city wall"; the original stood, it
will be remembered, in a tetrastyle in the middle of the city,' 49 and was ap-
parently later enshrined at Chalkoprateia. The explanation of the information
supplied by the Russian Anonymus seems to be that the image which he (and
probably Ignatius of Smolensk) venerated was a copy of the original. The
Guarantor Savior developed into an iconographic type, a conventional depiction
of the Savior,' S0 and at least one copy of the original Guarantor Savior icon, the
miraculous copy to which the eleventh-century Empress Zoe was devoted, had
become quite famous. The flesh tints of this icon changed as a portent of future
good or ill; lightening of the skin color was a favorable omen, darkening of the
hue a negative sign. Zoe expressed her devotion to the Guarantor Savior by
founding a church of this name in which she was eventually buried.' S1

A minimum of imagination suggests why a copy of the icon of the Savior
responsible for the conversion of the Jewish moneylender Abraham should be
displayed by authorities in Constantinople's old Jewish quarter. The Jewish Gate
in the city wall itself would be the most likely place in this area for the display of
the image (see p1. ii, 56); gates were often sanctified by religious images in
medieval times.' 12 The presence of an image of XptctioS o 'Aviupwvr til at
the Perama-Jewish Gate is also suggested by a reference to a cistern 'rou
'Avtitcpwvrhou in the general area of the Genoese quarter. The old Genoese
quarter was not far from the Perama-Jewish Gate. l s3 Janin feels that the name of
the cistern bespeaks the presence in that region of a Church of the Guarantor
Savior in which the miraculous icon was preserved. He identifies the conjectured
church with the one of the same name founded in the mid-eleventh century by the

141 On the Perama-Jewish Gate, see Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, 216-19; Schneider,
"Mauern and Tore" (note 65 supra), 80-85; Kleiss, Plan, Fd. On the Jewish quarter here, see D.
Jacoby, "Les Quartiers juifs de Constantinople a 1'epoque byzantine," Byzantion, 37 (1967), 168-75;
idem, "Les Juifs Venitiens de Constantinople et leur communaute du XIIIP an milieu du XVe siecle,"
Revue des Etudes Juifs, 131 (1972), 397-400; Schneider notes the remains of a Late Byzantine
synagogue iii this neighborhood (Schneider, op. cit., 88 and pl. iv).

148 Clavijo, 57; trans., 88-89; see also Commentary § 53, on Basilike.
149 See supra. If the image described by the Russian Anonymus was the original, it would mean that

the Constantinian tetrastyle was part of the walls along the Golden Horn. Even allowing for this
remote possibility, however, one could hardly describe the walls as being "in the middle of the city,"
as does the text of the legend (see supra).

'soon the illusive iconographic conventions of the Guarantor Savior, see Mango, The Brazen
House, 146-48, who illustrates two preserved examples clearly labeled "o Aviupc0vT1Tfq."

151 Michael Psellos, Chronographia, ed. E. Renauld, I (Paris, 1926), 149-50; K. N. Sathas,
ME6aiwvucI BL(3Xto0flxrl, VII (Paris, 1894), 163.

112 Cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, 80; E. Baldwin Smith, Architectural Symbolism
of Imperial Rome and the Middle Ages (Princeton, 1956), passim.

i s3 See Janin, CP byzantine2, 250-51.
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Empress Zoe.' S4 We have no information on the location of the Church of the
Guarantor Savior founded by Zoe, but the testimony of the Russian Anonymus
on the presence of an image of the Guarantor Savior on the city walls near the
Italian concession"' would suggest that the cistern iou AvUt(pcovr]tiou was
named not after a church of that name posited in the area, but after the icon of the
Guarantor Savior near or at the Perama Gate. It was this copy of the Guarantor
Savior which attracted the attention of the later Russian travelers.

' 54Idem, La Geographie de CP2, 506-7.
' 55 At Basilike, above the Guarantor Savior, the Russian Anonymus notes a Frankish [i.e., Latin]

church (see Commentary § 55).



Chapter XII

THE EASTERN END OF THE CITY

§ 57. The Church of St. Eirene

"Nearby, going back from there [the Column of Constantine] toward St.
Sophia, is the great Church of St. Eirene" (Stephen).

The Church of St. Eirene, that is, the Church of "Holy Peace," still exists today
in Istanbul in a rather good state of preservation (see pl. 11, 57). The original
church dated from the early fourth century, but, like its neighbor, St. Sophia, it
was destroyed during the "Nika" revolt and rebuilt under Justinian, and prob-
ably refurbished again later. The church, which is basically basilical in form and
carries two domes, served in Ottoman times as an arsenal inside the precincts of
the sultan's palace; it is now open as an architectural monument.

Stephen's location of St. Eirene is somewhat misleading; to reach the church
one would have not only to go from the Column of Constantine' "toward" St.
Sophia, but in fact one would have to continue beyond St. Sophia, for the Church
of St. Eirene lies northeast of the Great Church.' This mistake is quite un-
expected, given Stephen's general accuracy in locating monuments.

§ 58. The Convent of the Virgin Iterapiotica

"... and not far from there [the Church of St. Eirene] is the Convent of the
Holy Mother of God called Iterapiotica [var.: Gerapiotyca, Iteraopitica], where
St. Eudocia is buried" (Stephen).

'On the Column of Constantine, see Commentary § 15.
'On the Church of St. Eirene, see W. S. George, The Church of St. Eirene at Constantinople, with a

historical notice by A. Van Millingen (Oxford, 1912); U. Peschlow, Die Irenenkirche in Istanbul.
Untersuchungen zur Architektur, with a contribution by P. I. Kuniholm and C. L. Striker, IstMitt,
Suppl. 18 (Tiibingen, 1977); A. Van Millingen, Byzantine Churches in Constantinople (London,
1912), 84-105; Schneider, Byzanz, 60; F. Dirimtekin, "Les Fouilles faites en 1946-1947 et en
1958-1960 entre Sainte-Sophie et Sainte-Irene, a Istanbul," Cahiers Archeologiques, 13 (1962),
161-85; P. Grossmann, "Zum Atrium der Irenenkirche in Istanbul," IstMitt, 15 (1965),186-207 and
pls.; C. Strube, Die westliche Eingangsseite der Kirchen von Konstantinopel in justinianischer Zeit
(Wiesbaden, 1973), 106-17; Krautheimer, Early Christian and Byzantine Architecture2, 263-65;
Mango, Byzantine Architecture, 154-57; Mathews, Early Churches of CP, 77-88; idem, Byzantine
Churches of Istanbul, 102-22; Miiller-Wiener, Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 112-17; Kleiss, Plan, Ge; DO
Bibliographies, 1,1, 255-56.
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According to Stephen of Novgorod, a convent dedicated to the Holy Virgin
was located near the Church of St. Eirene as one went east from St. Eirene down
the hill toward Mangana and the straits (see pl. 11, 58). Since there seems to have
been a multiplication of small monastic foundations in this area, the "First
Region," in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, it is not unlikely that
Stephen's information is correct.' No other sources speak of this particular
convent, nor does the archeological work done in this region aid in locating the
shrine.' Speranskij suggests that the name of the convent transcribed in the
Stephen manuscripts as Iterapiotica (or Gerapiotyca, Iteraopitica) might reflect a
Byzantine appellation for the Virgin lj OEpansuoitaaa, the "healer."' While
this title of the Virgin seems to be unknown in the Byzantine world, the term
would certainly be a likely title for the Byzantines to apply to the Mother of God,
and would be similar enough in pronunciation to the Slavic transcriptions in the
text to merit serious consideration. However, not only is this appellation of the
Virgin unknown in the Byzantine world, but no church of this name is mentioned
in Constantinople by any source except Stephen, and there, indeed, only in a
garbled form.6 The question of the shrine's name must thus be left in abeyance
until further information comes to light. Three manuscript synaxaria, however,
do mention the presence in Constantinople of the body of St. Eudocia which
Stephen's text locates in this Monastery of the Virgin while a Russian work says
that her body was "at the cross in a convent."' The testimony of these sources
suggests that Stephen's information on this shrine's existence and location
should be accepted.

§ 59. The Monastery of the Virgin Hodegetria

"Since it was Tuesday we went from there [the Monastery of the Virgin Tic
Ilavtavaaarlc] to the procession of the icon of the holy Mother of God. Luke the
Evangelist painted this icon while looking at [Our] Lady the Virgin Mother of
God herself while she was still alive. They bring this icon out every Tuesday. It is
quite wonderful to see. All the people from the city congregate. The icon is very

'Cf. G. Majeska, "The Sanctification of the First Region: Urban Reorientation in Palaeologan
Constantinople," Actes du XVe Congres international d'Etudes byzantines, Athenes,1976, II, (Athens,
1981), 359-65.

'See R. Demangel and E. Mamboury, Le Quartier des Manganes et la premiere region de
Constantinople (Paris, 1939); Archimandrite Leonid, O6o3peuue yapezpadcxux naMRmnuxoe,
19-20 = LIOH4P, 1870, bk. 4, pp. 37-38, identifies the church with that of the OEoT&xoq 'r(bv
rlaTpucia5, described in the II&Tpta as behind, that is, east of, St. Sophia (see Janin, La Geographie
de CPz, 217). While this identification is certainly tenable, a more likely identification of the Twv
IIarptxiaS Church is the Virgin Perec Convent; see infra, § 62.

5 Speranskij, 68.
6Might the variant readings for the name (Gerapiotyca, Iteraopitica) conceal the known appel-

lation of the Virgin Kupt&Ttaaa? See Commentary § 44, on this title. Kondakov, Bu3anmuucxue
yepxeu, 82, notes the proliferation of titles for the Virgin in Palaeologan times, and suggests that
scholars not commit themselves to an explanation of this name too easily.

' Synaxarium CP, col. 867, apparatus; Russian Short List, supra, p. 153. On the martyr Eudocia,
see BHG 3, I, 183-84.
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large and highly ornamented, and they sing a very beautiful chant in front of it,
while all the people cry out with tears, 'Kyrie eleison.' They place [the icon] on the
shoulders of one man who is standing upright, and he stretches out his arms as if
[being] crucified, and then they bind up his ayes. It is terrible to see how it pushes
him this way and that around the monastery enclosure, and how forcefully it
turns him about, for he does not understand where the icon is taking him. Then
another takes over the same way, and then a third and a fourth take over that
way, and they sing a long chant with the canonarchs while the people cry with
tears, `Lord have mercy.' Two deacons carry the flabella in front of the icon, and
others the canopy. A marvelous sight: [it takes] seven or eight people to lay
[something] on the shoulders of one man, and by God's will he walks as if
unburdened" (Stephen). "On the sixth day [of July, 1389] we went to [the Church
of] the All-holy Mother of God Hodegetria [var. add.: which means `guide' in the
Russian language], where we venerated and kissed [the Hodegetria icon]. We
received anointing with chrism, and gladly were we anointed" (Ignatius). "You
go east from St. Sophia toward the sea; on the right is the monastery called
`Hodegetria.' At this monastery the icon of the holy Mother Of God is brought
out into the monastery every Tuesday, and it performs a great miracle, healing
the sick and tiring the eight men [carrying it]. The body of St. Symeon is in this
church, and there is holy water there" (Russian Anonymus). "The icon of the
holy Mother of God in Hodegetria is brought out every Tuesday and performs
miracles. Whoever comes with faith receives health. Luke the Evangelist painted
this very icon. At one time there was Iconoclasm and this icon was preserved in
the Pantocrator Monastery, in the wall; in front of it a lamp was lighted, and this
same lamp in front of it did not go out for sixty years" (Alexander). "Nearby St.
Sophia is the Hodegetria Monastery where the All-pure [Mother of God] per-
forms a miracle every Tuesday" (Zosima).

The Hodegetria Monastery was a very popular shrine in Constantinople.
Located on the terrace above the Bosporus at the east end of the city, the shrine
apparently grew up around a miraculous fountain (ayiaaµa) where the blind, led
there by guides,' often received healing. In the mid-fifth century the icon of the
Virgin Hodegetria, traditionally ascribed, as in the texts of Stephen and
Alexander, to St. Luke the Evangelist,' was deposited in a chapel at the fountain,
along with other relics of the Virgin; a monastery was later added to the shrine.
The location of the church is known in part from the information supplied by the
various medieval travelers and descriptions: the Mercati Anonymus, for in-
stance, located the monastery between the Great Palace, St. Sophia, and the sea,' °
supplementing the notation of Zosima that it was "nearby St. Sophia" and the

8 These were called 66iyyoi, whence the name of the church as the chronicle variant to Ignatius' text
notes. Janin, La Geographie de CPz, 199-200, gives several other possible etymologies for this title.

G. Laskin, in Bu3BpeM, 5 (1898), 739-40.
11 Ciggaar, "Description de Constantinople," 249.
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Russian Anonymus' note that it was east of St. Sophia, on the right as one went
from there to Mangana and the sea. Partial excavations of the monastery site
suggested by the literary sources were carried out between 1923 and 1933. A
hexagonal building with two pools, one above the other, preceded by a porticoed
atrium was uncovered and may be identified with some certainty, given some of
the objects found in the excavations, as the ruins of part of the monastery and its
miraculous fountain (see pl. 11, 59)." The area where the main sanctuary and the
expected monastic buildings might be sought is covered by a Turkish military
installation and cannot be excavated. The Hodegetria shrine, then, would have
been midway between the modern Giilhane hospital and the ruins of Mangana,' 2

on the slope just beyond the lower wall of the old acropolis. Its location would
thus be well within the sea walls.

Like the relics of the Virgin preserved at Blachernae, the icon of the Virgin
Hodegetria served as a semiofficial palladium of Constantinople and of the whole
Byzantine Empire, particularly after the seventh century. It was carried in
procession around the city walls when the city was under siege, and new rulers of
the Empire rarely failed to pay their respects to this miraculous image of the
Virgin.' 3 In its function as protector of the city, the icon was occasionally
brought to St. Sophia;14 it was seen there by a Nestorian cleric." The icon was,
at least at one period, brought to the Pantocrator Church on Fridays and from
there to the imperial palace on Saturdays;' 6 it was also brought annually to the
imperial palace on the Thursday before Palm Sunday, remaining there until
Easter Monday." Anthony of Novgorod venerated the icon in the palace in the
year 1200.1 8 Alexander's story of how the icon was preserved from the "icono-
clasts" by hiding it in the wall of the Pantocrator Church seems actually to refer
to the Venetians who stole the icon from the Latin patriarch of Constantinople,
Thomas Morosini, in 1205 and kept it in the Pantocrator Church, the official
church of the Venetian Podesta, until the Byzantines retook the city in 1261.' 9

"Demangel and Mamboury, Le Quartier des Manganes, 71-111 and pls. Cf. also Schneider,
Byzanz, 90-91, no. 4; Mathews, Byzantine Churches of Istanbul, 200-5; Muller-Wiener, Bildlexikon
Istanbuls, 42-43; Kleiss, Plan, He. On the history of the Hodegetria Monastery, see C. Du Cange,
Constantinopolis christiana (Paris, 1680), IV, 88-92; Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 199-207.

12 On the site of the Mangana Monastery, see Commentary § 60; see also Demangel and
Mamboury, loc. cit.

' 3 On this image as patroness of Constantinople, see A. Frolow, "La Dedicace de Constantinople
dans la tradition byzantine," Revue de 1'Histoire des religions, 127 (1941), 61-127; and Janin, loc. cit.
Cf. also Nestor Iskander, Hoeecmb o ffapbzpade (ezo ocnoeanuu a e3amuu TypxaMu e 1453 zody), ed.
Archimandrite Leonid, flaMHTnmuI Z(peBHeH IIxcbMexaocrx x xcxyccTBa, 62 (St. Petersburg,
1886), 5-6, for the Russian tradition of the dedication of the city.

14Clavijo, 54; trans., 85.
' e "Rabban Sauma a Constantinople (1287)," ed. S. Brock, Memorial Mgr Gabriel Khouri-Sarkis

(Louvain, 1969), 246; cf. also ibid., 248-49.
16 Janin, La Geographie de CPZ, 203.
"Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, ed. J. Verpeaux (Paris, 1966), 231.
"Anthony, 21.
' 9 R. L. Wolff, "Footnote to an Incident of the Latin Occupation of Constantinople: The Church

and the Icon of the Hodegetria," Traditio, 6 (1948), 319-28.
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The Novgorod Chronicle simply notes of the Hodegetria icon that during the
pillage of the Byzantine capital in 1204 "God saved it through good people." 2°

The Spanish traveler Clavijo describes the picture as painted on a square
wooden panel six palms high and covered with a silver cover studded with
precious stones; according to Pero Tafur, the icon was a two-sided image with the
Crucifixion on the reverse side21 (a not uncommon Byzantine custom). The
iconography of the Byzantine image of the Virgin Hodegetria, and of the original
attributed to St. Luke, is unclear. The main attributes, however, seem to be that
the Virgin holds on her arm the young Christ who is attired in the robe of an
ancient philosopher and holds a furled scroll.22 As several texts indicate, each
Tuesday a great procession was held in honor of the Mother of God at this
monastery.23 In his narrative Stephen describes the procession in some detail.24
The Russian Anonymus and Alexander are among the few sources which con-
nect this procession with healing the sick, although earlier Byzantine traditions
ascribe miraculous cures to the holy fountain at the shrine, the "holy water"
which the Russian Anonymus locates at the monastery. The "miracle" which
impressed most visitors was the icon's directing the path of its blindfolded
bearers. According to Pero Tafur, the icon bearers for this ceremony came from
the same family and wore a special habit of red linen which covered their faces .21

No sources other than Ignatius speak of anointing in connection with the
procession of the Hodegetria icon, but such a custom would not be unusual. The
worshipers might well have been anointed with oil blessed at the vigil service
customarily held the evening preceding a holiday.26 Finally, it should be noted

20Hoezopodcxan nepeax nemonucb cmapiuezo u MAadutezo u3eodoe, ed. A. N. Nasonov (Moscow,
1950), 49.

21 Clavijo, 54; trans., 84; Tafur, 174; trans., 141.
22 On the iconography of the Virgin Hodegetria, see N. P. Kondakov, IYxonozpa95u8 6o2oMamepu,

II (St. Petersburg, 1915), 152-93; V. Lasareff, "Studies in the Iconography of the Virgin," Art
Bulletin, 20 (1938), 46-65; K. Onasch, Icons (London, 1963), 375-76, 380-82, 389, and pls.; A.
Jaaskinen, The Icon of the Virgin of Tikhvin: A Study of the Tikhvin Monastery Palladium in the
Hodegetria Tradition, Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen Seuran Toimituksia, 100 (Helsinki, 1976); the
last work also discusses the Russian tradition of this icon.

23 Besides Stephen, Alexander, the Russian Anonymus, and Zosima, see Ciggaar, "Description de
Constantinople," 249; Clavijo, 54; trans., 84; Tafur, 174; trans., 141; E. von Dobschiitz, "Maria
Romaia. Zwei unbekannte Texte," BZ, 12 (1903), 202; idem, Christusbilder: Untersuchungen zur
christlichen Legende, Texte and Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der altchristlichen Literatur, N.S. 3
(Leipzig, 1899), 258**.

24 Cf. the very similar accounts of the ceremony preserved by fifteenth-century Spanish visitors to
Constantinople: Clavijo, 54; trans., 84-85; Tafur, 174-75; trans., 141-42. The Mercati Anonymus
also mentions this procession, but gives few details (Ciggaar, loc. cit.). An early twelfth-century
Arabic source describes a similar procession with an icon of the Virgin, but at St. Sophia; see V.
Minorsky, "Marvazi on the Byzantines," Annuaire de l'Institut de Philologie et d'Histoire Orientales
et Slaves, 10 (1950) = IIayx&pnela. Melanges Henri Gregoire, 460-61. This might be another
account of the same ceremony since, as noted above, the Hodegetria image was occasionally brought
to St. Sophia.

25 Tafur, 174-75; trans., 141. They might, in fact, have been members of a religious confraternity;
see J. Nesbitt and J. Wiita, "A Confraternity of the Comnenian Era," BZ, 68 (1975), 382-84.

26 Tafur, 175; trans., 142, records that during the procession the clergy touched cotton wads to the
image which were then distributed to the people. Might these wads of cotton have been impregnated
with such "holy oil"?
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that the Russian Anonymus seems to be the unique source for the presence of the
body of a St. Symeon at Hodegetria; there is no way of knowing to which
particular St. Symeon he refers, or if his information is correct.27

§ 60. The Monastery of St. George at Mangana

"Going down from there [the Convent of the Virgin Iterapiotica] toward the
sea is the [Monastery of] St. George the Great Martyr, called Irjuni [var.: Rjuni,
Jur'i], meaning `invincible strength.' The Lord's Passion relics are there, locked
and sealed with the imperial seal. During Holy Week the emperor himself and the
patriarch unseal and kiss [them], and afterward it is impossible for anyone to see
them. We sinful men kissed the body of St. Anne which reposes there" (Stephen).
"You go from there [the Convent of the Virgin'cf1S IIavaxpaviov] to Mangana,
and enter the monastery from the south. There is a great stone cup on a column in
front of the church, and over the cup there is a lead-covered canopy; it is enclosed
by columns with stone bars between them. The evangelists and apostles are
carved on the bars, and the columns are carved too. As you enter the church you
go toward the altar; on the right side, in front of the altar, there is a large chest
with a silver crucifixion on top of the chest. In this chest is another chest, and in a
third chest repose the Lord's Passion relics. This chest is covered in gold. If any
poor man comes to venerate the Lord's Passion relics before Holy Thursday and
after the [service of] the Lord's Passion [Gospels], he comes and prostrates in
front of the chest and kisses the crucifixion and the chest, and great forgiveness
comes. The head of St. Andrew the Apostle reposes in the sanctuary, and on the
right-hand side in the narthex as you leave the church there are two icons. Leo the
Wise painted these icons; on one are painted the patriarchs, and on the other the
emperors. From his reign up to the end of Constantinople he painted eighty
emperors .and one hundred patriarchs. The last emperor will be Kalojan's son-
and then God knows; the last patriarch will be John [var.: Jonah. On one he
painted the emperors and on the other he painted the patriarchs. He painted
eighty emperors to the end of Constantinople, and he painted one hundred
patriarchs. On one he has painted eighty emperors less three, for there are still to
be three emperors, and on the other the patriarchs; there have been one hundred
thirty less one, and there are three yet to be. The end of Constantinople will be
when these emperors and patriarchs have passed; God comprehends His cre-
ation. According to Leo's prophecy, (counting) from the Apostle Andrew,
Emperor Manuel, the son of Kalojan, will be the eightieth, the last emperor at
Constantinople, and then only God knows, but there will be six patriarchs
more]" (Russian Anonymus). "Now in the monastery at Mangana are all the
Savior's Passion relics: the purple robe, the blood, the spear, the reed, the sponge,
and part of [His] beard. There is a multitude of holy relics in this monastery"

2' On the various Symeons venerated as saints in the Eastern Church, see BHG3, II, 255-61; III,
70-71. At least part of the relics of the St. Symeon most popular among Byzantine Christians, the
"Receiver of the Lord" in the Gospel narrative, was preserved at Peribleptos; see Commentary § 24.
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(Alexander). "The great St. George Mangana Monastery is there; in it are many
relics of saints" (Zosima).

The Monastery of St. George at Mangana was founded by Emperor
Constantine Monomachus, who lavished great sums of money on the building
itself, its decorations, and even on landscaping the monastery grounds. The
sanctuary eventually became the stational church for the imperial court's cele-
bration of the feast of St. George on April 23.28 The fame of this shrine which
overlooked the Bosporus is suggested by the name which French sources often
give to the straits at Constantinople, "le bras de St.-Georges.1129 Using the
information on the location of this monastery contained in written sources,
including the accounts of the Russian travelers, archeologists have uncovered
substantial remains of the substructure of what was probably the main church of
the monastery on the east shore of Constantinople, approximately midway
between the lighthouse and Topkapi point (see pl. 11, 60). This archeologically
confirmed location is in agreement with Stephen's description of the monastery
as lying below St. Eirene (and the Iterapiotica Convent)" on the way both to the
sea and to the seaside Savior Church at Mangana,31 for it lies, in fact, part way
down the hill leading to the strait. The preserved ruins identified with the St.
George Mangana Monastery are also north of the Church of the Virgin tiT q
Havaxpaviou-St. Basil (if our suggested location of this sanctuary is correct 12)
and above the Savior Mangana Church, as the text of the Russian Anonymus
suggests, and also in the area outlined by Deacon Zosima. The archeological
remains suggest a large church of the typically late Macedonian-early
Comnenian style, an inscribed cross-in-square plan with a central dome and
smaller cupolas at the four corners. The substructure of the triple apse that one
expects at the east end has been sheared off by the embankment for the railroad
which now circles the shore inside the ancient sea walls. Substructures of some of
the adjoining monastic buildings have also been uncovered.33

Entering the monastery grounds from the south, that is, from the
Panachrantou-St. Basil Convent, as the Russian Anonymus notes he did, and,
indeed, as our topographical analysis of his route would agree, one saw a
marvelous stone baptismal font (a "great stone cup on a column") covered by a
dome of beaten lead. According to the Spanish traveler Clavijo, this dome was

"Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, 244. The major ecclesiastical celebration of the feast,
however, was held at the martyrion of St. George in deutero (Synaxarium CP, col. 626).

29 on the history of this monastery, see Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 70-76.
'0 On St. Eirene, see Commentary § 57; on Iterapiotica, see Commentary § 58.
31 On the Mangana Savior Church, see Commentary § 61.
32 See Commentary § 63.
33Demangel and Mamboury, Le Quartier des Manganes (note 4 supra), 19-37; C. Mango, "A

Note on Panagia Kamariotissa and Some Imperial Foundations of the Tenth and Eleventh Centuries
at Constantinople," DOP, 27 (1973), 130-32; idem, Byzantine Architecture, 231; Mathews, Byzantine
Churches of Istanbul, 200-4; Miiller-Wiener, Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 136-38. Cf. K. Wulzinger,
Byzantinische Baudenkmaler zu Konstantinopel (Hannover, 1925), 4-28; Kleiss, Plan, He.
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supported by eight marble columns carved and ornamented with figures.34 The
Russian Anonymus' further information that the "stone bars" between these
carved columns, doubtless bas-relief panels enclosing the baptismal pool, were
carved with depictions of the evangelists and apostles, is not at all unlikely.3s

The main church of the monastery, as well as the monastery itself, was
dedicated to St. George the Great Martyr, as Stephen and Zosima note. This
early third-century military martyr was very popular in the Byzantine Church
where he normally bore the appellation the "Great Martyr" (MsyaXoµapiupoc),
as in Stephen's reference, or the "trophy bearer" (Tponato(popoc). Stephen's
naming of the saint (or the monastery) "invincible strength" would seem to be
related to the title "trophy bearer" often accorded this saint.36 The concept
underlying the title used by Stephen finds an echo in a short poem on this
monastery by Christopher of Mytilene, an eleventh-century poet,37 but the
reference still remains obscure. The meaning (or indeed the language) of the word
Irjuni (var.: Rjuni; Jur'i [ = George!]) which Stephen translates as "invincible
strength" remains unexplained, and if one can judge from the textual variants to
the phrase, was as much a mystery to the copyists as it is to us today.

The chief attraction of this church for foreign visitors was clearly the relics of
Christ's Passion, the major part of which were kept here in the fourteenth
century.38 The list of these relics which Alexander gives coincides quite closely
with the lists of Zosima and Clavijo for the Passion relics later at Petra.39 The
Russian Anonymus describes the reliquary in which these important relics were
preserved as a triple chest covered with gold, with a crucifixion scene in silver on
top. His description is not unlike that written by Clavijo of the case for the same
relics later kept at St. John the Baptist's Monastery in Petra'40 and should

34Clavijo, 48; trans., 77.
3'Remains of an octagonal baptistery which might be the one the travelers describe have been

discovered on the site of the presumed atrium of the church during the French excavations in the
1920's and 1930's; see Demangel and Mamboury, Le Quartier des Manganes, pl. iii (west of the
Church of St. George); Kleiss, Plan, He.

"On the hagiographic tradition of St. George of Diospolis, see BHG3, I, 212-23; and H.
Delehaye, Les Legendes grecques des Saints militaires (Paris, 1909), 45-76. The anonymous
Armenian pilgrim calls this church the "torments of St. George" (Armenian Anonymus, 87), giving
us yet another name for the shrine.

37 Eig tirly txxA,rlaiav tot ayiou Fcwpyiou, 'n' v tv tiotc Mayy&votiS, in Die Gedichte des Christo-
phoros Mitylenaios, ed. E. Kurtz (Leipzig, 1903), 61-62.

38Ioannes Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, Bonn ed, (1828), 305. In the fifteenth century they seem
to have been transferred to the Monastery of St. John the Baptist in Petra (see Commentary § 49).
There seems also to have been a. part of the relics of Christ's Passion preserved in the nearby Church
of the Virgin rf1S IIavravaoarlS throughout the Palaeologan period (see Commentary § 64). In the
period before 1204 the Passion relics. were housed at the Great Palace and at other churches from
which, they were dispersed widely over Western Christendom after 1204; see J. Ebersolt, Sanctuaires
de Byzance (Paris, 1921), 27-29;. and Riant, Exuviae sacrae, index. Most of these same relics,
however, continued to be venerated also at Constantinople, even according to Western sources; see
Commentary §§ 5, 49, as well as Mandeville's Travels: Texts and Translations, ed. M. Letts, Hakluyt
Society Publications, 2nd set., 101-2 (London, 1953), I, 6-10;1I, 233-36, 421.

39 See Commentary § 49.
4° Clavijo, 51-53; trans., 80-82. The "Dialogue" version of the Russian Anonymus speaks of

only a single Passion relic chest; and does not specify that it was gold; see supra, p. 141.
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probably be accepted as correct. The Russian Anonymus' information that the
Passion relics were kept at the right of the altar also seems acceptable.41
Tradition similarly notes that the coffer containing the Passion relics was sealed
with the official imperial seal, as described by Stephen of Novgorod.42 On
Thursday of Holy Week these relics were brought to St. Sophia and displayed
there,43 and then resealed in their coffer and returned to their normal resting
place. This is the meaning of Stephen's remarks and the comments to the same
effect preserved in the text of the Russian Anonymus, namely, that after Holy
Week it is impossible to see these relics. At other times worshipers can venerate
only the case which contains them.44 A detailed analysis of the text of the
Russian Anonymus on this point suggests a schedule for these relics. They were
brought to St. Sophia for Vespers on the evening preceding Holy Thursday,
which would be the beginning of Holy Thursday according to Byzantine litur-
gical practice, and returned to Mangana Thursday evening when the service
of the Lord's Passion Gospels was conducted.45 Actually, the typicon of St.
Sophia would have the "holy lance," which seems to be a metanomy for the
collection of the relics of Christ's Passion, available for the veneration of the
faithful in St. Sophia Holy Thursday and Good Friday "from dawn until the
sixth hour" (normally chanted at noon46). While it seems certain that the
emperor was the official custodian of the Passion relics and that they were kept
under his seal, as Stephen says,47 there is no record in the preserved Byzantine
ceremonial books of the emperor's participation in the ceremony of breaking
these seals.48 It is surprising that Ignatius of Smolensk makes no mention of

41 It is unlikely, however, that on the basis of this information alone one can outline the chest on a
floor plan of a putative recreation of the church, as is done in Demangel and Mamboury, Le Quartier
des Manganes, pl. v.

42 Cf. Clavijo, 51; trans., 80; and Commentary § 49.
4s See Commentary § 5.
44 At least in the fifteenth century, influence could bend this rule. Clavijo was given a special display

of these relics at St. John the Baptist in Petra (Clavijo, 51-53; trans., 80-83).
45 J. Mateos, Le Typicon de la Grande Eglise, II, OCA, 166 (Rome, 1963), 78. When describing the

table on which the Passion relics were displayed at St. Sophia, the Russian Anonymus reiterates that
these relics were available for veneration only on Holy Thursday, and only at St. Sophia; see
Commentary § 5.

46]bid., 72-78.
47 Clavijo, who saw these relics in a later period at the Monastery of St. John the Baptist in Petra,

also notes that they were sealed with two (for one of the chests of relics, four) seals, doubtless those of
the emperor and patriarch (Clavijo, loc. cit.), since Clavijo had to be accompanied by an imperial
official when the seals were broken. Note also that an imperial official (a Protostrator) seems to have
stood guard over these relics in St. Sophia when Stephen venerated them there during Holy Week of
1349; see supra, p. 30.

48 In the ninth century the emperor venerated the holy lance in the Great Palace immediately after
the reading of Sext on Good Friday (Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De cerimoniis, Bonn ed. [1829],
179-80; ed. A. Vogt [Paris, 1935-39], I, 168). Could it be that these relics were available for the
veneration of the faithful only until Sext, the "sixth hour," in St. Sophia because they were then
brought to the palace for,the emperor's veneration? In this period the emperor attended services in
various of the chapels of the Great Palace and at Blachernae on Holy Thursday and Good Friday
(ibid., 177-80; ed. Vogt, I, 165-68), not at either St. Sophia or St. George at Mangana. According to
Pseudo-Codinus, in the Palaeologan period the emperor attended services in a palatine chapel on
these days (Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, 228-32). This document makes no mention of the
emperor's veneration of the Passion relics.
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visiting this major shrine of Constantinople or the relics of Christ's Passion
preserved there.

Stephen is alone in placing the body of St. Anne at the Church of St. George
Mangana. According to the Russian Anonymus, this relic was in the nearby
Monastery of the Merciful Savior.49 There seems to be no compelling reason to
accept or reject either of these texts, although given the proximity of the two
establishments where travelers record the body of this saint, it is very likely the
same relic which one of the texts locates incorrectly. We can safely assume,
however, that the St. Anne in question was not the mother of the Virgin, the
"Grandmother of the Savior." If such had been the case, the annual liturgical
commemoration of this saint would have been held at one of these sanctuaries.
The stational churches for the feast of St. Anne the mother of the Virgin were at
Chalkoprateia and at the Church of St. Anne in deutero.50 As a matter of fact, a
tardy and not very trustworthy tradition locates her relics in the latter church.5l
The body of St. Anne in this church must be that of another saint of that name.52
On the other hand, the Russian Anonymus is not alone in placing the head of
St. Andrew at St. George Mangana. The early fifteenth-century anonymous
Armenian pilgrim also mentions the head of the Apostle Andrew in this church,
although, unlike the Russian Anonymus, he does not specify the sanctuary of the
church as its resting place.53

The Russian description of the icons which depicted the emperors and
patriarchs of Constantinople in the north part of the narthex, that is, on the right
as one leaves the church, is not as surprising as one might at first assume. As
Mango has demonstrated, there is substantial evidence in both Byzantine and
other sources as to the presence in St. George Mangana of portraits of the
emperors and patriarchs of Constantinople ascribed to Emperor Leo the Wise. s4

49 See Commentary § 61.
50 Synaxarium CP, cols. 29, 841-42. On the Byzantine hagiography of St. Anne the Mother of the

Virgin Mary, see BHG3, I, 44-45.
51 Hptpta, Preger, Scriptores, II, 244.
52 On other saints named Anne revered in the Byzantine world, see BHG3, 1, 44-45. Speranskij,

68-69, suggests that this body is that of the Anne who gave her land to Justinian for the building of
the new Church of St. Sophia in which she was buried (cf. Anthony, 4); this is but a surmise. Note that
the "Dialogue" version of the Russian Anonymus' text specifically identifies the relic at the Savior
Mangana Church as that of St. Anne the Martyr, that is, one of the forty martyred virgins of Heraclea
(see Commentary § 61). On St. Anne of Heraclea, see BHG3, III, 51. In the sixteenth century, relics of
"St. Anne" are reported at Pammacaristos, the patriarchal cathedral of that time (P. Schreiner, "Eine
unbekannte Beschreibung der Pammakaristoskirche [Fethiye Camii], and weitere Texte zur
Topographie Konstantinopels," DOP, 25 [1971], 223, 237).

53 Armenian Anonymus, 87. Might the presence of this relic at St. George Mangana be responsible
for Pope Innocent IV's calling the church "St. Andrew of Mangana"? Cf. Janin, La Geographie de
CP2, 72. The relic was later brought to Patras, and then to Rome (D.'Zakythinos, Le Despotat grec du
Moree, I [Paris, 1932; repr. London, 1975], 288).

54 See C. Mango, "The Legend of Leo the Wise," ZVI, 6 (1960), 59-93, esp. 76-78, which con-
veniently collects the sources for these paintings at Mangana. Similar "pictorial diptychs" might also
have existed in other important churches in the capital, including St. Sophia. The Novgorod Chronicle
mentions portraits of all the patriarchs in the narthex (np3TSOp) of St. Sophia (Hoezopo0cxaa nepeaa
nemonucb, ed. Nasonov [note 20 supra], 47). The "imperial portraits" in the galleries of St. Sophia (cf.
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The numbers of emperors and patriarchs which the text gives are, needless to say,
incorrect, although by carefully juggling and excising the heretics, iconoclasts,
and "usurpers" from the standard lists one could probably accommodate the
numbers of emperors and patriarchs to those given in the work. This particular
section of the Russian Anonymus' description seems to be less textually corrupt
in the "Dialogue" version of the work than in the "Tale" edition, and it is the
"Dialogue" version which is accepted here. In this version, Manuel (II,
"Kalojan's son," ruled 1391-1425) is seen as the eightieth and last emperor, a not
unlikely prediction given the controversies rampant ca. 1390 and the increasing
Turkish pressure on the Byzantine capital.-5-5 The corresponding section of the
"Tale" version of the Russian Anonymus, too, sees the future Manuel II as the
eightieth and last emperor, but notes that two more emperors would rule before
him. The latter version's treatment of the patriarchs of Constantinople, however,
is a jumble of contradictions and probably of textually corrupt passages, for it
claims that there were to be three more patriarchs and at the same time six. It is
interesting that none of the manuscripts of either the "Tale" version of the
Russian Anonymus' description of Constantinople, or of the "Dialogue on the
Shrines of Constantinople" related to it, correct these prophecies after the fact, as
they well might have, for all the preserved manuscripts date from well after

1453.-56

§ 61. The Church of the Savior DtXavOpcoiroq at Mangana

"Beyond the wall overlooking the sea there [near the Monastery of St. George
Mangana], Christ Himself appeared, and so the church there is called `Christ
Standeth.' Many sick lie there, and they are also brought from other cities to
receive healing. St. Abercius lies there, and we kissed his body. This place is like
the pool of Solomon in Jerusalem" (Stephen). "From there [the Nea Church of
the Palace] we went to the edge of the sea where the Holy Savior Church stands

Anthony, 23; C. Mango, Materials for the Study of the Mosaics of St. Sophia at Istanbul, Dumbarton
Oaks Studies, 8 [Washington, D.C., 1962], 27-29, 46-47) might somehow be connected with the
custom of depicting the emperors in churches. The galleries of churches, like the narthexes, seem to
have been considered not quite "consecrated" parts of the church, for secular decorations, par-
ticularly portraits of donors, often find their place there, as in the Churches of St. Sophia both in
Constantinople (cf. ibid., 23-25 and passim) and in Kiev (cf. N. I. Kresal'nyj, Cor iucbKUU sanoeidnurc
y Kueei [Kiev, 1960], 118-24,130-35; and 0. Powstenko, The Cathedral of St. Sophia in Kiev, Annals
of the Ukrainian Academy of Arts and Sciences in the United States, III, no. 4-IV, nos. 1-2 [New
York, 1954], 129-33, 136-41, and pls. 170-99).

"On the dynastic and political upheavals of this period, see Commentary § 81.
56 As noted in the introduction (see supra, p. 116), the "Dialogue" was probably composed well after

the fall of Constantinople. Given this fact, it is odd that it gives incorrect names for the last patriarch
of Constantinople (John or Jonah). Surely someone involved with this compilation must have known
these names were historically incorrect. (The last patriarch of Constantinople before the fall of the
city to the Turks was Gregory III.) Clearly, even in a reediting and recasting the original text was still
considered scriptores sacrae, unlike Nestor Iskander's description of the siege of Constantinople in
1453, where a copiest felt free to insert into the text a chronology of Byzantine emperors through
Constantine XI, giving a total number of eighty-five emperors, of whom seventeen were heretics; see
Nestor Iskander, Hoeecmb o I4apvzpade (note 13 supra), v.
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on the healing sand. Inside is a miraculous image of the Lord and the body of St.
Abercius" (Ignatius). "Behind Mangana, nearby, to the east, overlooking the sea
is a church [where] the holy Savior himself appeared on the wall. This Savior
heals many sick. The body of St. Abercius reposes in this church; every
Wednesday and Friday they lift St. Abercius and lay him on the sick and healing
comes from him. Similarly, Christians worship at St. Anne [var. add.: the
martyr], for forgiveness comes from her. There is holy water below the Savior
[Church] in a stone cistern enclosed between the city wall and the sea. People
wash with this water and drink it and healing comes from it. Ailing legs are buried
in the sand along the sea here, near the holy water, and they become healthy when
the worms run out of the legs and out of the whole body" (Russian Anonymus).
"Behind this monastery [St. George Mangana] is the Holy Savior Church; the
relics of St. Abercius and healing water are there" (Alexander). "The Convent of
Christ the Merciful is near St. Sophia. In it there is holy water below the church,
and innumerable sick and lepers receive healing by burying their feet in the sand
[there]" (Zosima).

The Holy Savior Church, more commonly known as the Church of Christ the
Merciful, or DtXav8pwmo;, was located on the eastern tip of Constantinople just
below the Mangana palace and the St. George Monastery, to the east, as the
Russian Anonymus notes, and "behind," as the same source and Alexander
put it. The shrine is near St. Sophia, as the text of Zosima would have it, only
according to the relativity of distance common in this text. Some of the remains
of the building, which was built on and into the Theodosian sea walls, are still
extant overlooking the straits, the "sea" of Stephen and the Russian Anonymus
(see pl. ii, 61).57 The identification of these ruins with the Holy Savior Church is
largely on the basis of topography.

We know nothing about the early history of the church and the monastic
complex connected with it from pre-Palaeologan sources. In the early fourteenth
century, however, a community of nuns seems to have reestablished monastic life
in a disused monastic complex here. The community, which quickly grew to
sizable proportions, also counted a male monastery.58 Archeological investiga-
tion of the site confirms, on the basis of the clearly Palaeologan brickwork, that
this was the most flourishing period of the community's life. The substructures of
the various monastic buildings can be studied only superficially, however, be-
cause of the modern Turkish railroad running through the complex. The sub-

57 The archeological investigations of this site have been published in Demangel and Mamboury,
Le Quartier des Manganes (note 4 supra), 49-68 and pls.; cf. Wulzinger, Byzantinische Baudenkmdler
zu Konstantinopel (note 33 supra), 4-28; Mathews, Byzantine Churches of Istanbul, 200-4; Muller-
Wiener, Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 109, 136-37; Kleiss, Plan, He.

5s On the history of the Holy Savior community at Mangana, see V. Laurent, "Une Princesse
byzantine au cloitre," EO, 29 (1930), 29-60; and Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 527-29. The latter
includes references to the other relevant literature. See also Kondakov, Busanmuucxue ifepiceu, 81-82.
On the proliferation of new and restored religious houses in this area in Palaeologan times, see
Majeska, "The Sanctification of the 'First Region"' (note 3 supra), 361-64.
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structures do seem, however, to indicate a pre-Palaeologan monastic foundation
on this site, which was much repaired and changed in connection with the regular
repairing and strengthening of the sea walls into which the community's build-
ings were built. Again, the most extensive work visible is Palaeologan, although
there is insufficient archeological material to reconstruct the architecture of the
convent's main church, the usual object of pilgrimage.s9

All of the later Russian pilgrims visited the Church of the Holy Savior,
apparently for several reasons. According to both Stephen of Novgorod and the
Russian Anonymus, the wall of the Holy Savior Church was the scene of an
apparition of Christ. This apparition, according to Stephen, gave rise to the
popular name of the church, "Christ Standeth." 60 The apparition might also
have given rise to the miraculous image of Christ which Ignatius mentions in the
church. Possibly at his appearance Christ left a miraculous depiction of the event
on the wall.61 The Church of the Savior Philanthropos was also the resting place
of the body of St. Abercius (Averkij). This relic was noted in the church by all the
Russian pilgrims to Constantinople except Zosima. In the year 1200, Anthony of
Novgorod reports the presence of this saint's body in St. Sophia, however. 12 The
Abercius in question was probably the second-century bishop of Hieropolis in
Phrygia, Abercius Marcellus, much famed for his exorcisms of evil spirits, rather
than one of the martyrs of the same given name. The existence of a church in the
patriarchal palace dedicated to the Phrygian St. Abercius suggests a local de-
votion to the sainted bishop. Possibly the Church of St. Abercius in the patriar-
chal palace, a building which connected with St. Sophia, is where Anthony
actually saw the body in 1200.63 Later the body must have been moved to the
Philanthropos Church where, according to the Russian Anonymus, special
healing services were held in honor of the saint every Wednesday and Friday.
This same source also notes the presence of a body of St. Anne at the sanctuary;
this might be the same relic which Stephen notes in the nearby St. George
Mangana Monastery, but no more can be said of this relic .61

The chief attraction of this shrine was a miraculous fountain which sanctified
the sand onto which the water flowed. The fountain continued to flow into the
nineteenth century, up to which time it was still visited by the Greek community
of Istanbul, especially on August 6, the feast of the Transfiguration of Christ,
which was probably the patronal holiday of the church. Visitation of the shrine in

59 Demangel and Mamboury, loc. cit.
6° The Byzantine version of this name was probably He pavcpwµevoS, "Christ who has appeared,"

for Patriarch Gennadius Scholarius mentions a monastery of that name in the same area, near the
Monastery of St. George Mangana ((Euvres completes de Georges Scholarios, ed. L. Petit, et al., I
[Paris, 1928], 428; cf. Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 524).

61 See the pertinent remarks in von Dobschiitz, Christusbilder (note 23 supra), 69-71.
62 Anthony, 16.
63 Cf. Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 3. On the life of this saint and the famous inscription about

him, see H. Leclercq, "Abercius," Dictionnaire d'Archeologie Chretienne et de Liturgie, 1,1, cols.
66-87; and BHG3, I, 1-2.

64 See Commentary § 60. Laskin (note 9 supra), 738, claims other sources confirm that the
bodies of SS. Anne and Abercius were in this church, but gives no details.
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the modern period took place in spite of the fact that the fountain was located on
the grounds of the sultan's palace, below the now destroyed Incili Kiosk. The
living tradition of the location of this miraculous spring of Christ Philanthropos
is obviously the chief argument for identifying the ruins near the fountain with
the shrine of the same name.65 All of the later Russian pilgrims mention the
"healing waters" available at the shrine, likening its powers, in the case of
Stephen, to the efficacy of the waters in Solomon's pool during the earthly life

of Christ.66 The fountain was located under the church ,61 as the Russian
Anonymus and Zosima note, and, as the Russian Anonymus continues, the
water flowed into a stone cistern on the beach outside the sea walls. Remnants of
this cistern are still preserved;68 from the cistern the water flowed out onto the
sand. As several of the texts note, the sand around the cistern moistened by the
sacred water of the spring partook of the curative powers of the water, curing
diseased members buried in the sand.

§ 62. The Convent of the Virgin Perec

"From there [the Church of the Savior at Mangana] we went to the Monastery
of the Holy Mother of God which is called Perec [var.: Perec']; we venerated and
kissed the head of John Chrysostom which reposes there" (Stephen). "Nearby
[the Monastery of St. Lazarus] is a similar monastery, female, where the head of
John Chrysostom is" (Zosima).

The "First Region" of Constantinople possessed a sanctuary where the head
of John Chrysostom was displayed, according to several foreign pilgrim descrip-

tions.69 Thus, as the late thirteenth-century Nestorian ecclesiastic Rabban
Sauma left Constantinople by sea, he saw a monastery on the shore of the sea
(doubtless the Bosporus) where the head of St. John Chrysostom waspreserved
in a silver casket.7p Stephen, Zosima, and the Armenian Anonymus71 agree that
the sanctuary belonged to a monastic community. Zosima adds that it was a
convent of nuns, and Stephen and a Russian list that it was dedicated to the

61 See Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, 252-54; Demangel and Mamboury, Le Quartier
des Manganes, 57. Pierre Gilles also alludes to Greek veneration of ruins of this shrine in the sixteenth
century; see Petrus Gyllius, De Constantinopoleos topographia (Lyons, 1632), 46.

66 Cf. John 5:2-4.
67 Kondakov notes an Athonite icon which seems to depict this shrine. It shows Christ standing at a

church below the city walls and looking down at a pool. Beyond is the sea. Two processions along the
shore converge on the shrine, one with an icon of the Virgin. The icon is apparently the Hodegetria
Virgin whose shrine was very near the Philanthropos Church (Kondakov, Busaxmuucxue yepxeu, 82).
On the Hodegetria Church, see Commentary § 59.

6e See Demangel and Mamboury, Le Quartier des Manganes, 66 and fig. 70. This same natural
spring was used for a Turkish fountain (ibid.).

69 This same relic, of course, is supposed to have been sent to the West during the Latin occupation
of Constantinople, first to the Monastery of Clairvaux, and from there to the abbey church of St.
Bernard, a daughter house of Clairvaux in Paris (Riant, Exuviae sacrae, II, 196-97).

70 "Rabban Sauma a Constantinople," ed. Brock (note 15 supra), 247; cf. also ibid., 252-53.
"Armenian Anonymus, 86.
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Mother of God and, Stephen notes, called Perec (IIepeu) or Perec' (Hepeqb).72
The Armenian Anonymus' gives the name of the convent as Tapratse. Brock, the
editor of the Armenian text, suggests that Tapratse is an obscured transcription
of Patrikios and might refer to the Church of the Mother of God "icov
IIaiptxiaS." 73 Indeed, the form perec/perec ' preserved in Stephen of
Novgorod's text could be the result of a similarly garbled transmission of the
Greek IIacptKiuS.74

The location of the Church of the Virgin tthv Hatpuxiaq certainly makes its
identification with the Virgin Convent under discussion not implausible. The rcov
IIaiptxiaS Church was east of St. Sophia,75 that is, in the "First Region," the
same area where the foreign visitors locate the convent which displayed
Chrysostom's head. According to the IIatipta, the emperor and empress changed
their ceremonial robes at the'civ IIatipuxiaS Church as they went in procession
to St. Sophia;76 unfortunately, this source does not say where the procession
originated, information which could be used to locate the shrine more precisely.
From the information preserved in the IIa'pta, however, one could tentatively
locate this shrine on the slope of the hill east of St. Sophia, above the Theodosian
sea walls. Such a location would not be denied by the testimony of the foreign
sources, for the Virgin Convent would thus be between the Holy Savior at
Mangana and the Church of the Virgin'cf1S IIavaxpavtiou, as Stephen suggests,
and between the latter church and (with intervening shrines) the Monastery of
St. Lazarus, the area suggested by a careful reading of the texts of Zosima and
the Armenian Anonymus (see p1. it, 62).77

§ 63. The Monastery of the Virgin titjS IIavaxpavtiou

"From there [the Perec Monastery of the Virgin] we went to the Panachrantos
Monastery where St. Basil's head is" (Stephen). "Nearby this monastery [the
Monastery of the Mother of God Pantanasse] is the Convent of St. Basil; there
the head of Basil of Caesarea reposes in a separate chapel on the left side"
(Russian Anonymus). "Nearby [the Savior Monastery at Mangana] is a convent;

"Russian Short List, supra, p. 153. There was a convent of Cistercian nuns in Constantinople
during the Latin Empire of the thirteenth century with the similar name "Sancta Maria de Percheio,"
but there is reason to suppose that this foundation was in Petra, near Blachernae, rather than in the
"First Region"; see Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 581-82.

"Armenian Anonymus, 94.
"Both the transcription into Old Russian and into Armenian would be assumed to show the

predictable palatalization of k to c to c [ts] before i. The second palatalization in the Russian text
would be simply the normal Novgorodian dialectical development c to c. That the name of the
convent was unfamiliar to Russian scribes is suggested not only by the Hludov variant rlepeu, but
also by the erasure at this point in MS Academy 1 over which was written Ilepegb; see supra, p. 37,
apparatus.

Speranskij, 69, suggests "urccpetirlq" (6nilp tr1S, servant?) as the original word garbled by a scribe.
This is an unlikely title for the Virgin, or, for that matter, for a donor.

'SPreger, Scriptores, II, 279. See also Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 217.
76 Preger, loc. cit. No other sources, including those describing imperial processions, mention a

church of this name.
"Armenian Anonymous, 86. On the location of these shrines, see Commentary §§ 61, 63, 65.
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the head of St. Basil of Caesarea is there" (Alexander). "The Convent of
Panachrantos is there near St. Sophia. The head of Basil of Caesarea and the
footprints of St. Paul the Apostle, well outlined in stone, are there" (Zosima).

We know nothing about the foundation of the Monastery of the Virgin ti>1S

IIavaxpaviou (the All-pure), as Janin has noted. However, it is mentioned in an

act of the year 1073, clearly a terminus ante quem for its existence.78 From the
denomination of the monastery given by the Russian Anonymus we might

assume that at least in popular usage the monastery was called "St. Basil" after
the chief relic of the church, the head of St. Basil of Caesarea.79 Sometime after
134980 and before 1390 the monastery, like its nearby sister institution, the
Monastery tif1S IIavtiavac cr j , seems to have come into the possession of nuns,81
for the anonymous Russian pilgrim, Alexander, and Zosima all speak of the

shrine as a "convent."
From the information contained in travel accounts, the church was located in

the "First Region" of the Byzantine capital, on the path from Hodegetria to the
Savior Philanthropos and St. George Mangana Monasteries on the shore of the
Bosporus (see pl. 11, 63).82 Any more precise pinpointing of the location of this
monastic complex is destined to founder, given the available literary and ar-
cheological sources. The routes traced by Stephen and the Russian Anonymus
locate Panachrantos near the Savior Monastery and St. George Mangana at the

sea walls on the Bosporus, while according to their itinerary the Pantanasse
shrine of the Virgin was located up the hill somewhat, near the Hodegetria
Monastery. Zosima and the Armenian Anonymus pilgrim intimate in their
itineraries that the Panachrantos Convent was near Hodegetria and its neighbor-
ing monasteries,83 and, conversely, that Pantanasse was nearer Holy Savior and
St. George at the sea walls. If, on the one hand, Alexander the Clerk says clearly
that Panachrantos is near the Savior Church of Mangana, on the other hand the
Life of St. Gregory the Sinaite specifically locates this monastery in the environs
of St. Sophia,84 i.e., nearer Hodegetria than a seaside location near Mangana
would allow. The notes on the location of this monastery by Janin,85 and the
tentative identification of Byzantine ruins at Mangana with the Panachrantos
Monastery suggested by Demangel and Mamboury,8fi must be treated with the

utmost caution.
As noted previously, the chief relic of this monastic community wasthe head of

78 Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 214.
79Ibid., 215; Laskin (note 9 supra), 740.
"Doubtless after St. Gregory of Sinai and the future Patriarch Callistus I lived there (cf. Janin, loc.

cit.).
e' See Commentary § 64, on the Monastery of the Virgin 2fS IIavtav&o qI .

"On these shrines, see Commentary §§ 59, 60, 61.
"Armenian Anonymus, 86.
"'See Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 215.
"Ibid.
86 Demangel and Mamboury, Le Quartier des Manganes (note 4 supra), 35-37 and pls. i, in.
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St. Basil the Great, bishop of Caesarea;87 all of the Russian pilgrims who left
accounts of this monastery noted this relic, as did the unidentified early fifteenth-
century Armenian visitor.88 The chapel to the left of the monastery church
where, according to the Russian Anonymus, the head of St. Basil was kept might
well have been dedicated to the Three Hierarchs, as Janin suggests.89 Zosima
notes that the monastery also boasted the imprint of the feet of St. Paul the
Apostle in stone, a relic which called forth a long panegyric poem by the late
thirteenth-early fourteenth-century Greek poet Manuel Philes,90 which I would
assume confirms its presence in the convent.

§ 64. The Convent of the Virgin if1S IlaviavaaarlS

"Not far from there [the Panachrantos Monastery] is the Pantanasse
Monastery where the Lord's Passion relics are; they are sealed just as the Lord's
Passion relics at St. George are. They are divided in two" (Stephen). "There is a
convent in honor of the holy Mother of God on the right as you go from there
[the Monastery of St. Lazarus] toward Mangana, and part of the Lord's Passion
relics are in this convent. There is an icon of the holy Savior in this church, and it
was this icon which went by sea to Great Rome as an ambassador with a letter,
and returned from Great Rome with another letter in one day [var. add.: under
Patriarch Germanos and Pope Leo]. On the right side there is the leg of St.
Ignatius the Godbearer" (Russian Anonymus). "Near this monastery [the Savior
Mangana] is the Convent of Pantanasse where part of Christ's Passion relics and
some of the robe, blood, and hair of the All-pure [Mother of God] are" (Zosima).

The Monastery of the Virgin if1S Haviavaaar)S (Queen of All) was founded
by Marie of Antioch, widow of Manuel I, in the late eleventh century.91
According to the anonymous Armenian pilgrim who visited the monastery in the
early fifteenth century, the church was quite beautiful and had marble floors
"made like the waves of the sea," 92 doubtless meaning with the graining of the
marble matched, as was often done in Constantinople. From the change in the
denomination of this monastic foundation from "monastery" (Stephen) to
"convent" (Russian Anonymus, Zosima), it would seem that the buildings were
given over to a community of nuns in the last half of the fourteenth century.93

"On the life of this fourth-century Cappadocian bishop, see BHG 3, I, 86-93.
88 Armenian Anonymus, 86. This source Armenianizes the name of the shrine to "Pana-

xrontoskasen," much as Stephen ofNovgorod's text Russianizes "Panachrantos" to "Ponaxradnov."
This relic of Basil of Caesarea is now shown in the Great Laura on Athos.

89Janin, La Geographie de CPz, 215. "Three Hierarchs" is a common dedication of Greek
churches today. The "Three Hierarchs," "Doctors of the Church" in Western parlance, were John
Chrysostom, Gregory Nazianzen, and Basil of Caesarea, who were feted together on January 30.

90EiS To ixvoq Tou µsydkou Hw5 ou suptwoµsvov ev T µov71 tflS llavaxpavtoo, in Manuelis
Philae Carmina, ed. E. Miller (Paris, 1855), I, 198-202.

91 Janin, La Geographie de CPz, 215-16.
12 Armenian Anonymus, 87.
"The Armenian Anonymus' text does not distinguish between male and female monastic

communities.
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Although the Russian. Anonymus does not indicate which convent of the Virgin

he is describing, it is clear from the coincidence of relics which he saw there, and

the part of the city he is discussing at this point, that he refers to the Convent
ii1S Zosima and Stephen also locate Passion relics in this

Monastery of the Virgin between Hodegetria and Mangana, and the fifteenth-

century anonymous Armenian pilgrim specifically locates the legs of St. Ignatius

the Godbearer in a monastic community named "Pantanassa" located between
Hodegetria and St. George Mangana.95 It is on the basis of the attested presence
of some of the relics of Christ's Passion at this monastery that the reading
"Pantanasse" in the Zabelin and Hludov manuscripts of Stephen's text is prefer-

red to the obviously incorrect reading in the basic manuscript "Pantocrator." 96

While it is clear from the routes followed by the Russian travelers and by the
Armenian Anonymus that this community was located in the "First Region"
of Constantinople somewhere between the Hodegetria Monastery and the
Monasteries of St. George and of the Merciful Savior at Mangana,97 a more
specific location cannot be determined (see pl. 11, 64). The itineraries of Stephen

of Novgorod and the Russian Anonymus would seem to place the monastery
near Hodegetria (and the Monastery of St. Lazarus), while they place the nearby

Monastery of the Virgin Panachrantos near the Monasteries of St. George and

the Merciful Savior at Mangana.98 Zosima and the Armenian Anonymus,
however, seem to locate Pantanasse near St. George Mangana, and conversely,
Panachrantos near Hodegetria (and the Lazarus Monastery).99 The exact site of

this community can be determined with no more exactitude at this moment than

can that of its neighboring community, that of the Virgin Panachrantos.loo
At least according to the reports of two of the Russian travelers of the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, relics of Christ's Passion were preserved in this

convent in Palaeologan times. 1 °' If one accepts the testimony of Deacon Zosima
who visited the convent in the 1420's, this group of Passion relics remained in the

convent into the fifteenth century, even after those at the nearby Monastery of St.

George Mangana (the "other part" of the Passion relics) had been transferred to

the Monastery of St. John the Baptist in Petra.102 Doubtless the Passion relics at

the Monastery of the Virgin Tf S IIavTavac cnic were as well guarded as were

those at the St. George Monastery, as Stephen notes.

94 Laskin (note 9 supra), 739-40, identifies the foundation discussed here by the Russian
Anonymus with the Church of the Mother of God TCov narpuxiaS. That church, however, was
considerably closer to St. Sophia; see Commentary § 62.

95 Armenian Anonymus, loc. cit.
96 Stephen, in fact, visits the Pantocrator Church considerably later; see Commentary § 28.

97 See Commentary §§ 59, 60, 61.
98 On the Monastery of the Virgin Tf q Uavaxpavtoo, see Commentary § 63.
90Armenian Anonymus, loc. cit.

See Commentary § 63. On the history of the community of the Virgin TfjS navtava66rlS, see
Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 215-16. Demangel and Mamboury, Le Quartier des Manganes, 35-37
and pl. in, suggest possible sites for this community on the basis of their excavations at Mangana.

101 These relics were also supposed to be in Western Europe after the Fourth Crusade; see Riant,

Exuviae sacrae, index.
102 See Commentary § 49.
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The Russian Anonymus' notation that the leg of St. Ignatius the Godbearer
(Oso(popos) was preserved at the Pantanasse Monastery is confirmed by similar
information preserved in the fifteenth-century Armenian Anonymus' description
of Constantinople, which speaks of two legs, but unlike the Russian visitor he
does not specify where in the church these relics were kept.los The presence at
this monastery of other relics mentioned by the Russian travelers is less well
founded in other sources. For instance, the image of the Savior which was sent
over the sea as an ambassador to Rome is mentioned by no other sources for
Constantinople after 1200. The story which the Russian Anonymus seems to
allude to is of an icon of Christ which Patriarch Germanos of Constantinople
(715-30) placed in the sea to seek refuge with the Pope of Rome during the
opening days of Emperor Leo III's attacks on icon worship. According to
tradition the icon returned to Constantinople when the iconoclast menace had
abated, and it was then placed in the Church of Chalkoprateia. However, in 1200
Anthony of Novgorod saw this icon in St. Sophia,' 04 and it is not listed among
the relics transferred to the West after the Fourth Crusade. It is, thus, by no
means impossible that the Russian Anonymus was shown this icon in the Church
of the Virgin Pantanasse in 1390.' 05 In the same way, the relics of the Virgin
which Zosima locates at the Pantanasse Convent are not otherwise attested
(parts of the Virgin's robe, as well as relics of her hair and blood). 106 It would
seem prudent to ignore Zosima's unique references to these relics.

§ 65. The Monastery of St. Lazarus

"As you go north from Hodegetria toward Mangana, on the right is the
Monastery of St. Lazarus; there reposes St. Lazarus the Friend of God sealed in a
column on the right, while his sister Martha reposes there on the left-hand side.
There also reposes St. Meletius on the right-hand side, while immured in a
column on the left is Mary Magdalen" (Russian Anonymus). "In the Monastery
of St. Lazarus, St. Lazarus and his two sisters, Martha and Mary, are enclosed in
the sanctuary" (Alexander). "Near this monastery [Hodegetria] is a second

"'Armenian Anonymus, loc. cit. On the Life of St. Ignatius Theophorus, a second-century
martyred bishop of Antioch, see BHG3, I, 260- 62. His head was apparently preserved at
Pammacaristos (see Commentary § 50).

"'Anthony, 2.
oe The story of the miracle seems to have been known in Russia, for both Anthony (loc. cit.) and

the "Dialogue" variants to the Russian Anonymus know the name of the patriarch of Constantinople
who dispatched the icon to Rome. Possibly one of the versions of the Life of Patriarch Germanus,
which describes this miracle, existed in Russia; cf. Archbishop Sergij, Hosnbeu nMecRyecsoe eocmoxa,
2nd ed. (Vladimir, 1901), II,1, 139-40. In the Greek account of the icon, moreover, there is no
mention, as in the Russian Anonymus' version, of a letter. The icon seems to have gone to Rome for
refuge in-the original story, not to deliver a message (Mango, The Brazen House, 119-21). The Pope
in question was not, however, Leo, as the "Dialogue on the Shrines" variant to the Russian
Anonymus has it; Leo was the Byzantine emperor introducing Iconoclasm.

106 The Virgin's robe, or at least the major relic described as the Virgin's robe, was kept at
Blachernae, although it is also reported in the West (see Commentary § 46). Relics of the Virgin's hair
were sent to Western Europe in the thirteenth century (Riant, Exuviae sacrae, I, 20; II, 176). No post-
Crusade source other than Zosima lists the Virgin's blood as a relic preserved in Constantinople.
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monastery, Lazarus 'Four-Days[-Dead],' in which are his relics, sealed in a
column, his sister Mary, and a second Lazarus, bishop of Galesium" (Zosima).

The Monastery of St. Lazarus was a richly endowed monastic community
apparently at one time restricted to eunuchs. It was founded by Leo VI ca. 900
and possessed a magnificent church dedicated to St. Lazarus the "Friend of
God" or the "Four-Days-Dead," that is to say, to the Lazarus of the Gosepls.107
The exact location of this monastery is not ascertainable, but from the infor-
mation preserved by various travelers, including the Russian Anonymus and
Zosima, the church was in the immediate environs of Hodegetria (see pl. ii,
65).108 One cannot specify a more exact location for this shrine with any
certainty.109

Byzantine sources confirm that the chief relics of this monastery were the
bodies of Lazarus and Mary Magdalen preserved to the right and left of the altar,
respectively. These relics were transported to this church for the dedication of the
monastery. 1 1 o Travelers who visited this monastery church are unanimous in
noting the body of St. Lazarus there.' 11 The Russian Anonymus locates this relic
at the right side of the church, where other sources have it.1 12 When the body of
Lazarus was interred in the Lazarus Monastery, according to the Byzantine
sources, so was that of Mary Magdalen.' 13 Among the later Russian visitors,

111 Cf. Armenian Anonymus, 86. On the history of this monastery, see Du Cange, Constantinopolis
christiana (note 11 supra), IV, 127- 28; Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 298- 300. On the Byzantine
hagiographic tradition on Lazarus, see BHG3, III, 39-43. The Lazarus of the Gospels (cf. John
11:1-45) is often called the "Friend of God" (o (pikog Osou), and sometimes, more correctly, the
"Friend of Christ" (o (pi%o5 Xpwtoo), as well as "Four-Days-Dead" (o tiarpaljµspoq) in the Eastern
Church.

"'See also Ciggaar, "Description de Constantinople," 249; and Armenian Anonymus, 86, who
also note the proximity of this shrine to Hodegetria. On the Hodegetria Church, see Commentary
§ 59.

109 Since Byzantine sources note that one could descend directly from the Church of St. Eirene to
the small port of St. Lazarus at the Tower of Theophilus, Demangel and Mamboury (Le Quartier des
Manganes, 78-79 if. and pl. 1) have posited an identification of the Lazarus Monastery (or part of it)
with the minor ruins along the probable path for the "descent" (xa'ra[3a61ov) of St. Lazarus beside
the walls of the Old Seraglio in the part of the First Region called tiomrot. These ruins, now
incorporated into the Giilhane hospital, might in fact be from the St. Lazarus Monastery, although
the present state of scholarship demands this identification be but tentative. Cf. also A. D.
Mordtmann, Esquisse topographique de Constantinople (Lille, 1892), 52-53.

1O See the sources cited in Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 298-99; and Ebersolt, Sanctuaires de
Byzance (note 38 supra), 108; as well as [Pseudo-]Codinus, De aedificiis Constantinopolitanis, Bonn
ed. (1843), 128.

"' Besides the Russian travelers quoted above, see the Mercati Anonymus, Ciggaar, "Description
de Constantinople," 249; Armenian Anonymus, 86. Rabban Sauma also saw these relics with those
of Mary Magdalen, but he does not specify in which church of Constantinople they were ("Rabban
Sauma a Constantinople," ed. Brock [note 15 supra], 246; cf. ibid., 250).

' 12 The Armenian Anonymus (loc. cit.) locates it to the left of the altar, which would be the same
place. See also Nicephorus Callistus, Sermo in s. Mariam Magdalenam, PG, 147, col. 573. No non-
Russian sources place the body in a column.

113 See the sources cited in Janin, loc. cit.; Nicephorus Callistus, loc. cit.; and Ciggaar, "Description
de Constantinople," 249.
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only the Russian Anonymus records this relic at St. Lazarus.14 Since, like
Nicephorus Callistus, he locates it on the left side of the monastery church,'ts
some weight is added to his testimony. Alexander the Clerk adds to the list of
evangelical relics at the Lazarus Monastery the bodies of Lazarus' sisters Martha
and Mary.1I The late eleventh-early twelfth-century Mercati Anonymus also
mentions these relics, and in a way which seems to suggest that these too were
enshrined there by "Emperor Leo.""' The Russian Anonymus, for some
reason, notes only the body of Lazarus' sister Martha, forgetting Mary; Zosima
does the opposite. 1I The body of Meletius, which the Russian Anonymus also
places in this sanctuary, was seen there too by the Armenian Anonymus, who
identifies the saint in question as the (fourth-century) patriarch of Antioch,
although he does not specify where in the church his body was kept.19 More
likely, the body was that of St. Meletius, a monk of this monastery, who was
punished for his anti-Unionist activities under Emperor Michael VIII.'2o

Deacon Zosima is the only source that notes the preservation in the Lazarus
Monastery of relics of the eleventh-century sainted monk Lazarus of Galesium,
although there is independent evidence that his relics had been transferred to
Constantinople.' 2' Since the Byzantines often placed relics of a saint in a church
dedicated to another saint with the same name, Zosima's statement should prob-
ably be accepted. Janin's suggestion122 that Zosima here speaks of a separate
Monastery of St. Lazarus of Galesium is not justified by the Russian source;
more likely the monastery discussed here was sometimes called the Monastery of
St. Lazarus of Galesium because of the relics of that saint venerated there.
Perhaps St. Meletius, who was, as noted previously, buried in this monastery,
bore the sobriquet " Fa7,,rlatt; rill" (the Galesiote) partly because of the unofficial
name of the foundation.

""The Armenian Anonymus places this relic in the Monastery of Kyra Martha with the bodies of
Mary Cleophas and Salome (Armenian Anonymus, 88). On Kyra Martha, see Commentary § 33. On
Mary Magdalen, see Luke 7:37-82, as well as BHG3, II, 82-83, for the Byzantine hagiographic
tradition. A head of Lazarus was preserved at the Pammacaristos Monastery in 1564; see M. Gedeon,
'ExxArlGIat (3ucav2tvai Ei;axptpouµevat (Constantinople, 1900), 138.

'' 5 Nicephorus Callistus, loc. cit.
16 So does the Armenian Anonymus, 86.
"' Ciggaar, loc. cit. Cf. Luke 10:39-42 if., on the sisters Martha and Mary of the Gospels. They

are usually commemorated together with Lazarus in the Byzantine Church; cf. BHG3, III, 39-43.
"'Several of the holy women listed as being buried in this church in Palaeologan times are

generally counted among the "myrrh-bearing women" of Easter morning (cf. Matt. 28:1-8, Mark
6:1-8, Luke 24:12), who were, at least earlier, thought to be buried at Chalkoprateia (II&ipta,
Preger, Scriptores, 263; Ciggaar, "Description de Constantinople," 255).

19 Armenian Anonymus, loc. cit. On the Life of St. Meletius of Antioch, see BHG3, II, 109-10.
'20Pachymeres, De Andronico Palaeologo, Bonn ed. (1835), II, 17; cf. BHG3, II, 110 (Meletius

Galesiota); M. Gedeon, Bucavrtv6v `Eopio; 6ytov (Constantinople, 1899), 61.
121 Synaxarium CP, col. 826; F. Miklosich and J. Muller, Acta et diplomata graeca medii aevi sacra

etprofana, V (Vienna, 1887), 264-67. On the Life of St. Lazarus of Galesium, an eleventh-century
stylite of Syria, see BHG3, II, 53.

122 Cf. Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 298.
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§ 66. The Monastery of St. Cyprian the Sorcerer

"From there [the Church of St. Theodosia] we went farther than a good mile

through the city to go to St. Cyprian where we kissed his body" (Stephen). "Near
this [the Perec Convent] is another monastery; St. Cyprian the Sorcerer's body is

there" (Zosima).

Zosima's account of Constantinople is the only source from the Palaeologan
period to give a location for the shrine of St. Cyprian the Sorcerer; this text
locates the shrine which housed the saint's body between the Monastery of the
Virgin Perec (and the Lazarus Monastery) and the shrine of St. Andrew Salus

near the Panachrantos Convent.123 Given the tentative locations of these other
shrines, we are safe in assuming only that the Monastery of St. Cyprian the
Sorcerer was somewhere in the "First Region," doubtless on the east slope of the
"first hill" of the city (see pl. 11, 66). The location suggested by Zosima would fit
with Stephen's remark that he had to traverse a good part of the city to come
to this shrine from the Church of St. Theodosia.124 A short Russian list of
shrines also notes that St. Cyprian's body was in a Constantinople monastery
dedicated to him, while the fifteenth-century Armenian Anonymus mentibns the

presence of "relics" of "Bishop Cyprian" in Constantinople, without, however,
giving any location for these relics.125 According to hagiographic tradition,
Cyprian the Sorcerer became "Bishop Cyprian" after his conversion. After
being elected bishop of Antioch, he died a martyr's death.126 Thus theArmenian
source, as well as the Russian texts, would refer to the body of the same
saint.121 In addition, the synaxaria of Constantinople signal a martyrion of SS.
Cyprian the Sorcerer and Justina the Martyr. 128 The existence of a martyrion
normally presupposes the presence of the martyr's body. The martyrion where St.
Cyprian the Sorcerer's feast was kept was not in Constantinople proper, but in an

area called id EoXoµ&voc, almost assuredly across the Golden Horn from
Constantinople.129 Father Janin is probably correct in suggesting that by the
fourteenth century the relics had been brought from the Pera side of the Golden
Horn to Constantinople.13 0 The "First Region" of the city was a favorite place
to enshrine relics brought from suburbs and outskirts of the city for safekeeping.

113 On these shrines, see Commentary §§ 63, 64, 65, 67.
124 See Commentary § 51, on the Church of St. Theodosia.
125 Russian Short List, supra, p. 153; Armenian Anonymus, 88.
121 On the Byzantine hagiographic tradition of St. Cyprian Magus, usually commemorated with

St. Justina, see BHG3, I, 137-40. The historicity of the details of his life as recorded in the various
vitae is highly suspect; see H. Delehaye, "Cyprien d'Antioche et Cyprien de Carthage," AnalBoll, 39

(1921), 314-32.
121 The head of Cyprian the "martyr," doubtless the same saint, had been expropriated by the West

in the thirteenth century. See Riant, Exuviae sacrae, I, 121. It is likely, then, that the. Constan-
tinopolitan relic was headless.

"I Synaxarium CP, col. 100.
129ev t auTUrv µapTUpsilp tiw ov'n nepav Ev tiolq Eo%oµcovo5. The region Td EoAoµrilvoc is

unfortunately not discussed in Janin, CP byzantine2.
"'La Geographie de CP2, 290-91.
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§ 67. The Monastery of St. Andrew Salus in the "First Region"

"There is another monastery [here, in the `First Region'], St. Andrew the Fool
for the Sake of Christ; up to the present he cures people possessed" (Zosima).

Zosima locates a Monastery of St. Andrew the "Fool for the Sake of Christ"
(that is, St. Andrew Salus) between the Monastery of St. Cyprian the Sorcerer
and the Convent of the Virgin Panachrantos (see pl. n, 67). Since both of these
foundations were in the "First Region" of the city, 131 so also must have been the
Monastery of St. Andrew. It is probably identical with the Church of St. Andrew
of Mangana mentioned as coming under the personal protection of Pope
Innocent IV in 1244 as a result of disputes among the Crusaders in Con-
stantinople.132 There seem to be no other references to this Monastery of St.
Andrew in the sources, unless it is one of those of unknown location listed by
Janin.133 As Zosima's narrative suggests, St. Andrew Salus was often invoked in
cases of demoniacal possession. While such intervention might indeed have been
sought at this shrine, it was not before his body that the faithful prayed.
According to tradition, the body of St. Andrew the Fool for Christ disappeared
at his death, probably being taken directly into heaven as the saint desired; in his
humility he tried to prevent any cult from developing around his person.134 The
chief relic of this saint venerated in Constantinople was his iron staff, which was
kept in a small monastery dedicated to him near that of St. Andrew in Crisi. 1 3 s

§ 68. The Convent with the Head of St. Panteleimon

"The convent where St. Panteleimon's head and his blood are is nearby [the
Monastery of St. Cyprian the Sorcerer] ..." (Stephen).

Stephen of Novgorod is the only source from the period after the Byzantine
reconquest of Constantinople in 1261 to note the presence of the head and blood
of St. Panteleimon the Great Martyr in Constantinople. 136Before the period of
Latin rule in Constantinople these relics were reported in various places. Between

131 See Commentary §§ 63, 66.
132 Cf. Les Registres d'Innocent IV, I, ed. E. Berger (Paris, 1884), 124.
133Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 27-32. Janin's discussion of this monastery (ibid., 32-33)

inexplicably confuses it with the Monastery of St. Andrew Salus near St. Andrew in Crisi (see
Commentary § 37).

It is not impossible, allowing for Zosima's incorrectly identifying the St. Andrew in question, that
he is speaking of the Monastery of the Mighty Savior, where St. Andrew of Crete was buried,
according to the Russian Anonymus, although this shrine would seem to be somewhat to the
northeast of the area suggested by Zosima's text. See Commentary § 69.

114 See S. Murray, A Study of the Life of Andreas, The Fool for the Sake of Christ (Borna-Leipzig,
1910), 118 and passim. On St. Andrew Salus, see also BHG3, I, 35-37. On the basis of Khitrowo's
incorrect rendering of the Russian travel tales, Janin (La Geographie de CP2, 32-33) assumes the
saint's body was in Constantinople.

135 See Commentary § 37.
136 On St. Panteleimon (Pantaleon) in Byzantine tradition, see BHG3, II, 166-69.
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1063 and 1200 the blood of St. Panteleimon is reported in St. Sophia, as is his
head at the latter date. 13' In the mid-twelfth century the head of St. Panteleimon
was noted in the Church of the Holy Apostles,138 while the Great Martyr's blood
was seen not only at St. Sophia,139 but in the same period in the Great Palace.' 4°

In an earlier period the head of St. Panteleimon had been kept at the church
dedicated to that saint in the area called id Napaou (apparently on the Golden
Horn), or at least it was brought to that church on the feast of the saint to
be publicly venerated by the imperial court.'4' After 1204 the head of St.
Panteleimon was supposedly transferred to Cologne,142 although the reliquary
of the saint's blood mixed with milk143 does not find a place in the lists of relics
expropriated by the Western Christians. It is quite possible that Stephen of
Novgorod did see this relic at a convent near the sanctuary of St. Cyprian the
Sorceror in the "First Region" (see pl. 11, 68), as he says,144 and a head with it
which might or might not have been genuine. An Armenian traveler mentions
relics of St. Panteleimon at the nearby Monastery of St. George of Mangana,145
which might in fact be the relics described by Stephen.146

§ 69. The Convent of the Mighty Savior

"As you go west from Mangana, toward Basilike, there is the church [var.
add.: of St. Andrew] [where] the body of St. Andrew of Crete reposes on the right
side as you enter the church; Christians worship at it, for healing comes from it"
(Russian Anonymus).

In the course of digging in the church of the Convent of the Mighty Savior (tiov
Fail poS 'roO Kpatiatou) in Constantinople in the mid-fourteenth century, re-

' Anthony, 2; Ciggaar, "Description de Constantinople," 246.
136 Anonymus of ca. 1150, in Riant, Exuviae sacrae, II, 212.
'39 Aid.; Anthony, loc. cit.; Ciggaar, loc. cit.
' 4° Nicholaus Thingeyrensis, in Riant, Exuviae sacrae, II, 214.
141 Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De cerimoniis, 560-62; cf. Janin, La Geographie de CP2,

387-88.
' 42 Riant, Exuviae sacrae,1I, 87 and passim. There is also a tradition that it had been transferred to

Western Europe even earlier; see Du Cange, Constantinopolis christiana (note 11 supra), IV, 132. This
relic is also shown at the Russian Monastery of St. Panteleimon on Mount Athos.

111 Cf. Anthony, loc. cit.; Riant, Exuviae sacrae, 11, 212, 214. When St. Panteleimon was beheaded,
first blood and then milk flowed from the wound, which explains this unusual relic; see Synaxarium
CP, col. 848; cf. BHG3, II, 166-69.

'44On the Church of St. Cyprian the Sorcerer, see Commentary § 66.
145 Armenian Anonymus, 87.
116 The convent where Stephen claims to have venerated these relics could well have been dedicated

to St. Panteleimon. Several of the sanctuaries dedicated to this saint have not been firmly located in
the city. See Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 386-88. It is not impossible, also, that the convent housing
these relics belonged to the nearby Mangana complex where the Armenian source lists relics of the
saint. Relics of the Great Martyr Panteleimon are said also to have been preserved at St. John the
Baptist in Petra and at Blachernae (see Commentary §§ 46, 49). According to Clavijo, the arm bone of
the saint was among the relics at Pera, the Genoese colony at Constantinople across the Golden Horn
(Clavijo, 60; trans., 92). Earlier, at least, there were also relics of St. Panteleimon at the Church of
Homonoia in Constantinople (cf. Janin, op. cit., 382).
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mains were discovered which were taken to be the body of St. Andrew of Crete, the
famed composer of liturgical hymns. These relics were enshrined "in the founda-
tion" (sv tij) E6(pct) of the church.' 47 (The more generally accepted tradition is
that St. Andrew of Crete's body remained on Lesbos where it was originally
buried.148) On the basis of the relics he locates here, it would seem that it is the
church of the Convent of the Mighty Savior which the Russian Anonymus
describes. The relics of St. Andrew of Crete must have been reburied in the
southwest corner of the building, or "on the right side as you enter," in the
Russian Anonymus' phraseology. Assuming the identification of the sanctuary
suggested above is correct, the Convent of the Mighty Savior must have been
neat the mouth of the Golden Horn, for the Russian text puts it west of
Mangana, the eastern tip of Constantinople, and on the way to Basilike, the
market square above the Galata ferry landing (see pl. 11, 69).149

§ 70. The Monastery of St. Stephen at Mangana

"... and from there [the Convent with St. Panteleimon's head] we went to St.
Stephen's Monastery where his head is" (Stephen).

From the general topographic information preserved in the last few lines of
Stephen's "Wanderer," the Monastery of St. Stephen where that saint's head was
preserved in the fourteenth century would seem to have been in the "First
Region" of the city, the eastern end of the triangle of Constantinople. The
author, it will be remembered, visited this monastery on the way from the
convent where the head of St. Panteleimon was enshrined; this convent was, in
turn, near the Church of St. Cyprian the Sorcerer; both shrines were clearly in the
"First Region."'I I From the St. Stephen shrine, he went on to a Church of St.
Barbara, quite likely that which stood at Seraglio Point and gave its name to the
nearby gate in the sea wall.' S1 Given its apparent proximity to the Church and
thus also to the Gate of St. Barbara, one might tentatively assign the Stephen
Monastery to the northern end of the eastern part of the triangle on which
Constantinople stands (see pl. 11, 70). The only other clear reference to a shrine
of St. Stephen in the "First Region" of Constantinople is in the text of the
late fourteenth-early fifteenth-century Armenian pilgrim. This text places

' 47 Nicephorus Gregoras, Byzantina historia, III, Bonn ed. (1855), 244-45. On the Convent of the
Mighty Savior (Toe xpaTatou), see Janin, La Geographie de CPZ, 510-11. On the hagiographic
tradition of St. Andrew, Bishop of Crete, see BHG3, I, 34-35.

148 Maxapiou Tou Maxpfj, Bioq Tou `Ayiou 'AvSpeou, a'pxtcmtcnc rmou KpflTrgq, Tou `Ispo6a-
%uµiTou, ed. B. Laourdas, in KprjTtxd Xpovtxa, 7 (1953), 74. St. Andrew of Crete, the bishop and
hymnographer, should not be confused with St. Andrew in Crisi, martyr of the iconoclast period who
was born in Crete. The latter saint was buried at a Church of St. Andrew in the southwestern part of
the city, as the Russian Anonymus notes later in his text; see Commentary § 36.

"I On Basilike, see Commentary § 53. Possibly after the discovery of the relics of Andrew of Crete,
the convent church came to be known as "St. Andrew"; at least the "Dialogue" version of the
Russian Anonymus' text would suggest this. Cf. Russian Short List, supra, p. 153.

'10 On the location of these two shrines, see Commentary §§ 66, 68.
151 See Commentary § 71.
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a Monastery of St. Stephen the Protomartyr between the churches of
Panachrantos and Pantanasse, and thus in the "First Region," 152 the area where

Stephen of Novgorod's text would locate it. Although no Byzantine texts speak

of a shrine of the Protomartyr Stephen in this area, 15 3 the agreement of these two

independent foreign works makes the existence of such a monastery quite
certain. Possibly it should be identified with the Church of St. Stephen where, in

1401, the monks of the Monastery of St. George at Mangana asked permission to

celebrate the liturgy regularly;154 it was probably a daughter house of the
community. The monastery was probably of late foundation, and quite likely a

part of the general movement of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries which led

to the proliferation of monastic foundations and religious shrines in this part of
the City. 's5

There is no evidence other than that of Stephen ofNovgorod that the head of

St. Stephen was preserved in Constantinople's "First Region," or, indeed, any-
where in the city after the Latin occupation of the thirteenth century. In the year

1200, however, Anthony of Novgorod visited a Constantinopolitan Church of
St. Stephen the Protomartyr which displayed St. Stephen's skull, doubtless the

same relic described by Stephen of Novgorod as the saint's head.156 Accprding
to Anthony, this church was near a Monastery of St. Basil which boasted the
stole of St. Basil and a hand bone of St. Symeon the "Receiver of the Lord."' S7
Although Anthony's text appears to locate this monastery of St. Basil near the
body of St. Romanus Melodus, which lay at the land walls, at the absolute
opposite end of the city from Stephen of Novgorod's Monastery and the head of
St. Stephen the Martyr,158 there is a possibility that Anthony's text is defective

here and might refer to the "First Region." It is in the latter area that relics of St.

Basil and St. Symeon were preserved, at least later.159 In any case, by the late
thirteenth century the head of St. Stephen the Martyr which Stephen of
Novgorod claimed was in Constantinople's "First Region" is listed among the
religious treasures of Soissons, while the capitis testa (top of the skull?) of St.

"'Armenian Anonymus, 86-87. On the location of the churches of the Virgin Panachrantos and
Pantanasse, see Commentary §§ 63, 64.

53 Constantinopolitan liturgical sources speak of a martyrion of St. Stephen in Placidianae
(Synaxarium CP, col. 386, apparatus; Gedeon, Bucavnvov `Eoptioa,oytov, 57), and although there

was a Placidianae in the "First Region," there was also such an area in the Constantinianae region,
where the two major martyria of St. Stephen were located (Janin, CP byzantine2, 413; idem, La
Geographie de CP2, 474-77; see also Commentary § 52). It is doubtless to one of these well-known
shrines that the liturgical sources refer, rather than to the Monastery of St. Stephen in the "First
Region" mentioned by the Russian visitor.

'54Miklosich and Muller, Acta et diplomata, II (Vienna, 1862), 562-63.
55 See Majeska, "The Sanctification of the `First Region"' (note 3 supra), 361-64.

116 The head of St. Stephen, the first deacon and Christian martyr, was broken by stoning (cf. Acts
6-7). On the Byzantine hagiographic tradition surrounding St. Stephen, see BHG3, II, 247-53.

"'Anthony, 31.
158Ibid. St. Romanus was buried at the Church of the Virgin to Kupou at the Romanus Gate

(Topkapi); see Commentary § 44.
`9 See Commentary §§ 59, 63.
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Stephen was at Halberstadt. 16 0 The anonymous Armenian pilgrim who visited
the Monastery of St. Stephen at Mangana knew nothing of relics of St. Stephen
there; he lists only relics of SS. Christopher, James the Persian, and Irawap`af
(Themistades?), although the anonymous Russian Short List of shrines and relics
in Constantinople echos Stephen's note that the head of St. Stephen was pre-
served in a Monastery of St. Stephen.161

§ 71. The Church of St. Barbara

"From there [the Monastery of St. Stephen at Mangana] we went to St.
Barbara's where her head is" (Stephen).

Although Byzantine sources do not speak specifically of a Church of St.
Barbara in the "First Region" of Constantinople, the presence of such an edifice
is strongly suggested by numerous references to the gate in the sea walls just south
of Seraglio Point as the "Gate of St. Barbara." It is difficult to imagine the gate
gaining its name otherwise than from its proximity to a nearby church or chapel
dedicated to the martyr Barbara.162 It is clearly to this Church of St. Barbara
that Stephen of Novgorod made his way at the end of his recorded tour of
Constantinople, for he visited several other churches in the Mangana area just
previous to the St. Barbara shrine.163 Stephen's is the only reference to the
preservation of the head of St. Barbara in Constantinople. Relics of this saint
were kept at her shrine in the region called id BaatXiaicou, just west of the south
end of the hippodrome, around the year 1200,164 although her body (headless,
perhaps?) was in Venice.161

'6o Riant, Exuviae sacrae, I, 7, 21; II, 33, 35, 84, and passim.
161 Armenian Anonymus, 87; Russian Short List, supra, p. 153.
112 The Gate of St. Barbara was called by the Turks Topkapi because it led to the Topkapi Palace,

and also Degirmen kapi. The gate was destroyed in the nineteenth century with the building of the
railroad around Seraglio Point. On the gate and shrine of St. Barbara here, see Van Millingen,
Byzantine Constantinople, 249-50; A. M. Schneider, "Mauern and Tore am Goldenen Horn zu
Konstantinopel," NachrGott, 5,5 (1950), 94; Janin, La Geographie de CPz, 57; Kleiss, Plan, He. Cf.
Wulzinger, Byzantinische Baudenkmkler zu Konstantinopel (note 33 supra), 28-37. On St. Barbara
the Martyr of Nicomedia, see BHG3, I, 75-78.

163 The Monastery of St. Cyprian the Sorcerer, the convent boasting the relics of St. Panteleimon,
and the Monastery of St. Stephen, which Stephen of Novgorod visited on his way to the shrine of St.
Barbara, were all in the "First Region"; see Commentary §§ 66, 68, 70.

'64Anthony, 30. Cf. Janin, La Geographie de CPz, 56, who takes Stephen of Novgorod's infor-
mation on the Mangana shrine of St. Barbara as referring to the church at Th Barn7doicou.

"I Du Cange, Constantinopolis christiana (note 11 supra), IV, 144-45; Janin, loc. cit. Other relics
of St. Barbara were preserved at Halberstadt (Riant, Exuviae sacrae, I, 21).



Chapter XIII

THE ROUTE TO CONSTANTINOPLE OF IGNATIUS OF SMOLENSK

§ 72. The Background to Metropolitan Pimen's Trip to Constantinople

The history of Russia in the second half of the fourteenth century is marked by
the competition of Moscow and Lithuania for hegemony over a united Russia.
While the West Russian principalities had fallen under the suzerainty of the
grand prince of Lithuania as the power of the Mongols waned, in East Russia,
where the Mongol power deteriorated much more slowly, serveral regional
power centers grew up, each ruled by a Russian vassal of the Mongols. By the
latter half of the fourteenth century, however, Moscow had assumed the chief
place among the East Russian principalities, gaining control over some of the
other centers of power and establishing alliances with others, until its only
serious rival for control over a united Russia was Lithuania under Grand Prince
Olgerd.

One of the factors which contributed to the strengthening of Moscow's
position among the other East Russian principalities, and thus to the con-
sequent Muscovite-Lithuanian rivalry for hegemony, is particularly important
for understanding the background of Ignatius' trip to Constantinople:
the role played by the Church. Continuing the policies of his predecessor,
St. Peter of Moscow, Theognostus, metropolitan of Kiev and All Russia,
formalized the transferral of the metropolitan seat to the growing principality
of Moscow in 1328, thus giving the comparatively young principality of
Moscow an aura of sanctity and tradition. The rivalry between the West
Russian-Lithuanian state and the northeast configuration of principalities
gathered around Moscow was to be fought not only on the military and
political level, but also on the ecclesiastical. One of the first actions of
Metropolitan Theognostus after transferring his seat to Moscow was to
persuade the patriarchate of Constantinople to suppress the independent
Lithuanian metropolitanate established before 1317-which was subservient to
the Lithuanian grand prince-and to assign all of Russia, East and West, to
his ecclesiastical jurisdiction.

When Theognostus died in 1353, he recommended as his successor a Russian,
Alexis, godson of the recently deceased Grand Prince Ivan Kalita of Moscow. In
opposition, Grand Prince Olgerd of Lithuania proposed the monk Romanus of
Tver', a relative of his wife, as his candidate for the metropolitan throne of Kiev
and All Russia, stipulating that the metropolitan should reside in Kiev, that is, in

388
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Lithuanian territory.' Alexis had been consecrated before the Lithuanian can-
didate reached Constantinople, but in deference to the Lithuanian prince's hint
that if Romanus were appointed Olgerd might join the Orthodox Church (he was
still pagan), Romanus was appointed metropolitan of Lithuania, an action
which removed West Russia and Lithuania from the jurisdiction of the
Muscovite metropolitan. When Romanus died in 1362, the new regime in
Byzantium refused to appoint a successor to Romanus as metropolitan of
Lithuania and reunited the West Russian metropolitanate to that of Moscow,
hoping thereby either to gain Muscovite support for Emperor John V in any
future dynastic upheavals, or possibly to bring West Russia under the ecclesias-
tical influence of the Palamite-Hesychast party now in firm control in
Constantinople and Moscow.'

Needless to say, Olgerd was not content with the reunification of the Russian
Church, for Metropolitan Alexis was obviously on the side of Moscow in the
struggle for power over a united Russia. When the Orthodox in Galicia were
given their own metropolitan in 1371, after King Casimir of Poland, who
controlled the area, threatened to convert all the Orthodox in his realm to
Roman Catholicism if an autonomous metropolitan of Galicia were not ap-
pointed by Constantinople, Olgerd's demands for similar rights grew more
persistent. The Lithuanian grand prince complained to the patriarch that Alexis
never visited his dioceses in Lithuanian territory, not even Kiev, his traditional
seat, and that Alexis preached not peace but war against Lithuania. The facts in
this case were no less interesting than Olgerd's charges. The one time that Alexis
had visited his traditional seat at Kiev he had been arrested at Olgerd's orders
and barely escaped harm. On the other hand, Alexis had excommunicated all
those who aided pagans (i.e., Lithuanians) against their fellow Christians (that is,
Muscovites).

The ecumenical patriarchate responded to Olgerd's charges by dispatching an
official investigator, the priest-monk Cyprian, to both East and West Russia to
report on the situation. Cyprian was the perfect man for this task: a Bulgarian by
birth, he was fluent in Slavic; he had lived as a monk on Mount Athos for several
years and was an ardent defender of the Hesychast position pervasive in
Constantinople at the time. Having close ties with several people intimately
connected with the patriarchal chancery, he was also a very astute politician. He
was, in fact, destined to reunite the metropolitanates of East and West Russia in
his own hands, as Ignatius of Smolensk records in his account of Constantinople.

Cyprian left Constantinople for Moscow in 1373. Once in Moscow, he con-
vinced the aging Metropolitan Alexis that it was unnecessary for him to appear
in Constantinople to answer Olgerd's charges. Cyprian then continued on to
Lithuania, where he immediately became a favorite of the Lithuanian grand

'The appointment of a Tverian as metropolitan of Russia might have drawn several of the semi-
independent northeast Russian principalities into Olgerd's sphere of influence.

2 Romanus had apparently supported the anti-Palamites. See J. Meyendorff, "Alexis and Roman:
A Study in Byzantino-Russian Relations (1352-1354)," Byzantinoslavica, 28 (1967), 278-88.
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prince. Not without Cyprian's prompting, Olgerd wrote an official letter to the
patriarch using a threat similar to the one which King Casimir of Poland had
found successful in obtaining an independent metropolitanate for his territory: if
Constantinople would not create a metropolitanate of Kiev and Lithuania with
Cyprian at its head, Rome would supply a Catholic metropolitan and Olgerd
would convert all his people, pagan and Orthodox, to Roman Catholicism. The
threat obviously moved the ecclesiastical powers in Constantinople to agree
to Olgerd's demands. Cyprian, in turn, reported such a black case against
Metropolitan Alexis that the Bulgarian monk was appointed "Metropolitan of
Kiev. and All Russia" to rule not only Lithuania and West Russia, but also East
Russia when Alexis had been deposed or (in the contingency that Alexis were not
adjudged guilty) died.

The two patriarchal investigators subsequently sent to Moscow found Alexis
guiltless, and the world was presented with the anomaly of two metropolitans of
"Kiev and All Russia." Especially discouraging for Moscow was the fact that
under the terms of Cyprian's appointment, the Bulgarian was to become the sole
metropolitan of All Russia at Alexis' death. Losing the West Russian dioceses
to a supporter of Olgerd was bearable for the grand prince of Moscaw, but
having Olgerd's confidant rule the entire Russian Church, including Moscow,
from Lithuania was completely unacceptable. Ignoring the decree from
Constantinople, Metropolitan Alexis attempted to recommend St. Sergius of
Radonez as his successor. Then when St. Sergius refused this office, the dying
metropolitan recommended to the patriarchate the favorite of Dimitry of
Moscow, the grand prince's confessor and most trusted counselor, the parish
priest Mitjaj, who had lately become the Abbot Michael of the Moscow
Kremlin's Novospasskij Monastery. The Russian hierarchy assembled at Alexis'
death (1378) joined in the late metropolitan's recommendation, and apparently
Macarius, the anti-Palamite patriarch of Constantinople appointed by the usur-
per Andronicus IV, concurred, warning the Muscovite grand prince to accept
Cyprian on no account.3 In fact, when Cyprian did go to Moscow to take over his
promised inheritance, he was immediately arrested and expelled from the
Muscovite lands.

After much discussion of whether the Russian bishops assembled in Moscow
could consecrate Mitjaj as metropolitan, it was finally decided that the candidate
should go to Constantinople for his consecration. In July of 1379 Mitjaj set out
for Constantinople with a suite worthy of the grand prince's closest advisor and
the future metropolitan of All Russia. Accompanying Mitjaj were many clerics

3 The relationship between contemporary Byzantine ecclesiastical politics (Palamites vs. anti-
Palamites) and the Russian situation is somewhat unclear (but see A.-A. Tachiaos, 'Ent6paa£tis To6
Tl(YUxctahoU £iS TflV £KKXTla1aCYTt flV TCoXtTtKf1V EV `Pcuaia, 1328-1406 [Thessaloniki, 1962]). The
fact that Patriarch Macarius sanctioned Mitjaj's nomination to the Muscovite metropolitan throne
suggests that Mitjaj, like Macarius, was closer to the anti-Palamites in theology. This interpretation
is further suggested by Mitjaj's background: he was originally a secular, married priest. The chief
support of the Palamites came from the monastic clergy.
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and notables, both ecclesiastical and secular. Among the ecclesiastical notables
in the metropolitan-elect's party was Pimen, Abbot of the Goritskij-Dormition
Monastery in Pereyaslavl-Zaleski. As a mark of his high regard for the
metropolitan-elect, Grand Prince Dimitry supplied him with signed and sealed
blanks. The blanks were to be used to draw money against the grand prince's
credit from bankers in Constantinople. They were also to be used if it should be
necessary for the metropolitan-elect to file any official documents in the prince's
name.

The party was accompanied by the grand prince and the boyars of Moscow far
beyond the city. On the first leg of the journey, the metropolitan-elect's party
traveled by boat down the river Oka to Kolomna and Ryazan. From Ryazan the
party traveled overland to Sarai, the seat of the Golden Horde, suzerains of
Moscow. Having received the promise of an official jarlyk (patent) for the
metropolitan throne from the Tatar ruler Mamai, the party continued on to the
Black Sea and took ship for Constantinople. However, as the ship passed
through the Bosporus, and Constantinople was coming into view, Metropolitan-
elect Mitjaj suddenly took ill and died. At approximately the same time that
Mitjaj died, Andronicus IV was deposed from the Byzantine throne and John V
Palaeologus was restored. Patriarch Macarius, Andronicus' appointee to the
patriarchal throne, was likewise deposed and sought refuge with his patron
among the Genoese of Galata, across the Golden Horn from Constantinople.

The motivations for the actions of the Muscovite embassy after Mitjaj's death
and Macarius' deposition are not clear. The suite of the late metropolitan-elect
took it upon itself to present one of their number, the Abbot Pimen, to the new
patriarch as the candidate of Grand Prince Dimitry of Moscow. To this end the
emissaries used the sealed blanks given Mitjaj by the grand prince in order to file
official requests for Pimen's consecration and to draw funds to cover the party's
expenses, including, one suspects from the punishment meted out to members of
this group on their return to Moscow, large sums for themselves as well as for
officials in Constantinople. So it was that in the spring of 1380 Pimen, generally
known in Constantinople not to be the grand prince's original candidate for the
Moscow metropolitanate, was consecrated by the new patriarch, Nilus, as
"Metropolitan of Kiev and Great Russia," to reside in Moscow.'

Metropolitan Cyprian, who had been in Constantinople during most of the
negotiations, abruptly left Byzantium before Pimen's consecration and returned
to Lithuania with a less important title than he had earlier possessed; he was now
only "Metropolitan of Little Russia and Lithuania."

News of the action of his embassy in Constantinople so infuriated Grand
Prince Dimitry that, contrary to his previous decision, he invited Cyprian to

4Any explanation of the behavior of Michael's suite after his death must center on the party's
feeling that Grand Prince Dimitry desired a new metropolitan, but would absolutely refuse to accept
Cyprian.
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come from Lithuania and rule as metropolitan in Moscow.' In May 1381, then,
Cyprian was officially welcomed to Moscow by the grand prince, and shortly
thereafter was enthroned. When Pimen finally gathered up the courage to travel
to Moscow seven months later, he was arrested and confined in an obscure
monastery in the Kostroma region, while several of the secular officials who had
been accomplices to his appointment were even more severely punished.

In October of the following year, however, Cyprian was deposed by Dimitry,
either because during a Tatar raid the metropolitan had fled from Moscow to the
principality of Tver', a staunch enemy of Moscow and an ally of Lithuania, or
because of orders from the patriarchate that Cyprian must return to his own see
and Pimen must be accepted in Moscow. Indeed, Pimen did take up his post as
metropolitan of Great Russia shortly thereafter. The return of Archbishop
Dionysius of Suzdal to Moscow in early 1383, however, put Pimen out of favor
with the grand prince once more; apparently Dionysius, who had been in
Constantinople during Pimen's negotiations for the metropolitan throne,
brought the prince further details of the intrigues connected with Metropolitan
Pimen's appointment. The following year Dionysius was sent with Abbot
Theodore of the St. Simon Monastery to Constantinople to present Grand
Prince Dimitry's demand for a new metropolitan who would be neither Cyprian
nor Pimen. On his trip back to Moscow, Dionysius, the prime candidate for the
Moscow see, was arrested in Lithuanian Russia at Cyprian's orders and died
there in imprisonment.

In response to Grand Prince Dimitry's demands, the patriarchate sent two
Greek metropolitans, Matthew of Adrianople and Nicander of Ganos, to in-
vestigate the situation in Moscow. The legates of the patriarch apparently
reached no decision on Pimen's guilt and, probably contrary to the wishes of the
grand prince, Pimen set of to plead his case in Constantinople personally. He left
in early May 1385, and traveled by boat down the Volga to Sarai, and from there
to Constantinople. Metropolitan Cyprian also appeared in Constantinople to
answer a patriarchal summons; his arrival was shortly followed by that of Abbot
Theodore of the St. Simon Monastery, who brought new complaints against
Pimen from Grand Prince Dimitry. Theodore, however, soon moved to the side
of Pimen, and when it had become obvious that the patriarchal synod was about
to declare in favor of Cyprian, both Pimen and Theodore secretly left
Constantinople.6 Not hearing a patriarchal decision apparently removed some

5 Doubtless Grand Prince Dimitry hoped to gain some influence in Lithuanian Russia by having
the metropolitan of All Russia rule from Moscow. This hope, perhaps, seemed much more attainable
than it had earlier, since Grand Prince Olgerd of Lithuania had died and the outcome of the
subsequent Lithuanian succession crisis was in question,

6The most plausible explanation of Theodore's strange behavior, bringing charges against Pimen
to the patriarchate and then joining with Pimen in the latter's flight back to Moscow, is offered by I.
N. Sabatin, "Ha xcTOpxu pyccxoi uepxsn...(1378-1448 r.)," Becmnux pyccxozo 3anadno-
eeponeucxozo IZampuapusezo 9x3apxarna, 13 (1965), 187. Grand Prince Dimitry had instructed
Theodore to plead for a new metropolitan for Moscow, but in case he was unsuccessful in this
endeavor, he was authorized by the grand prince to accept Pimen in preference to Cyprian.
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of the onus of disobeying the decision; Cyprian had acted somewhat similarly in
1380 when he left Constantinople before Pimen's consecration.

After leaving Constantinople, Pimen sought support among the Turks of Asia
Minor. Pimen's warm relations with the Turks (as with the Genoese of Galata)
probably evolved from his indebtedness to Genoese and Turkish bankers incur-
red in 1379 when, it will be remembered, he had cashed the grand prince's notes
with them. While in Asia Minor, apparently with the aid of Greek bishops,
Pimen rewarded Theodore for his support by consecrating him archbishop of
Rostov.

Possibly because of his responsibility in the imprisonment of Archbishop
Dionysius, Cyprian was afraid to take up his position in Moscow immediately
after the patriarchal decision. Pimen, however, taking advantage of Cyprian's
absence, arrived in Moscow in July 1388, and in spite of his demotion was
accepted by the grand prince as legitimate metropolitan of Great Russia.

It is against such an involved ecclesiastical background that Ignatius' record of
Pimen's journey to Constantinople in the spring of 1389 must be viewed. The
reasons why Pimen should choose to travel to Constantinople at that particular
moment are unknown. Certainly, under normal circumstances, Tuesday of Holy
Week would not be the proper time for a bishop to leave his diocese. Nor would
an Orthodox hierarch normally choose to spend Easter on a boat as Pimen did.
The coincidence of the following facts, however, might account for Pimen's
choosing to go to Constantinople when he did. Certainly by April 1389 Pimen
would have heard of the enthronement of the new patriarch of Constantinople,
Anthony IV, which had taken place in January of that year (Patriarch Nilus had
died in late 1388). A new patriarch would mean a new chance for Pimen to
exonerate himself of all previous guilt and to receive an official reappointment
to the Moscow metropolitanate which he ruled only de facto. Pimen must also
have known that Cyprian, the more recent patriarchal appointee to the Moscow
see, was already in Constantinople seeking patriarchal aid in taking possession of
his throne. Doubtless Pimen wished another chance to plead his case against
Cyprian, this time before a new patriarchal judge.'

On this tangled period of Russian ecclesiastical history, see John Meyendorf, Byzantium and the
Rise of Russia (Cambridge, 1981), which the author graciously allowed me to read in typescript. See
also E. Golubinskij, Ilcmopun pyccxou yepxeu, II,1 (Moscow, 1900), 145-356. These works may be
supplemented with the useful, although not always reliable, study of P. Sokolov, Pyccxuu apxuepeu
u3 Busaumuu u npaeo ezo uasnaueuuft do na'ana XV eexa (Kiev, 1913), 290-557; and with several
other modern studies: A. V. Kartasev, Ouepxu no ucmopuu pyccxou yepxeu, I (Paris, 1959), 304-39;
gabatin, "113 HCTOpxx pyccxou uepxsx," 36-45, 102-15, 186-94, 237-57; ibid., 14 (1966), 46-62,
139-62; I. gevicenko, "Russo-Byzantine Relations after the Eleventh Century. III. Ecclesiastical
Relations in the Fourteenth Century: Two Alternatives," Proceedings of the XIIIth International
Congress of Byzantine Studies, Oxford, 1966, ed. J. M. Hussey, et al. (London, 1967), 99-104; F. von
Lilienfeld, "Russland and Byzanz im 14. and 15. Jahrhundert," ibid., 105-15; F. Tinnefeld,
"Byzantinisch-Russische Kirchenpolitik im 14. Jahrhundert," BZ, 67 (1974), 359-83; A.-A.
Tachiaos, `O µrltpono%ITr1S `Pcociag Kwtptav6S T6aµnkax, in AptaEo'rEWov IIavaictac i uov
0666akoviic l , 'Entacilgovrxrl 'EmetrlpiS T q OsokoyucfS ExoXfc, VI (Thessaloniki, 1961),
161-241; and D. Obolensky, "A Philorhomaios Anthropos: Metropolitan Cyprian of Kiev and All
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From Ignatius' rather straightforward narrative of Pimen's trip it seems clear
that Grand Prince Dimitry Donskoj of Moscow was not adverse to Pimen's

attempt to regularize his position as Metropolitan of Moscow. The stately pace
at which Pimen's party traveled from Moscow to Ryazan' belies the suggestion
in the chronicle version of Ignatius' text that Pimen left Moscow secretly, as it

were, without the permission of the grand prince, and thus aroused the ruler's
ire.' Dimitry Donskoj wielded a heavy and effective hand in Church politics, as
the treatment he had earlier accorded both Cyprian and Pimen shows; he could
easily have restrained the metropolitan in Moscow had he wanted to. The
presence of at least three bishops in Pereyaslav-Ryazanskiwhen Pimen arrived' o
suggests that a meeting there had been arranged earlier, a fact which could hardly
have escaped the attention of the Muscovite prince. Indeed, the speedy return to
Moscow of two of the bishops who had met with Pimen in Ryazan and had
solemnly seen him off on his voyage to Constantinople" does not suggest that
the bishops feared incurring the wrath of the grand prince by abetting Pimen's
plans to appear personally before the patriarch at Constantinople. Dimitry
wanted Pimen's position regularized. Statements in the chronicle redaction of
Ignatius' text which would suggest the contrary are later editorializahtions
inserted to witness to the legitimacy of Cyprian's position, and were possibly
written under his influence.

§ 73. Ecclesiastical Figures

The two major figures accompanying Metropolitan Pimen onhis journey were

Bishop Michael of Smolensk and Abbot (Archimandrite) Sergius Azakov.
Michael had been consecrated bishop of Smolensk, probably by Metropolitan
Pimen, in early 1383 to replace Bishop Daniel, who had been consecrated to that

see in 1375.' 2 For unknown reasons Daniel had left his diocese in 1382 to live in
Moscow, where he served as a sort of auxiliary bishop to the metropolitan. In
Moscow he was called the "bishop of Zvenigorod" (after the town of that name
53 km. west of Moscow, where he seems to have kept his residence).' 3 The latter

Russia (1375-1406)," DOP, 32 (1978), 77-98. The very important study by G. M. Prohorov,
Hoeecmb o Mumne. Pycb U BU3anmuR e snoxy Kynurmecxou 6umebe (Leningrad, 1978), did not reach

me until after the completion of the present work; it should be consulted on this question. The secular
aspects of the ecclesiastical crisis are treated in A. E. Presnjakov, O6pa3oeanue eenuxopyccxozo
zocydapcmea (Petrograd, 1918); English trans. (Chicago, 1970).

On the travel times of Pimen's party, see Commentary § 77.
See supra, p. 77 and apparatus. The interpretation of Pimen's departure presentedin the chronicle

version of the "Journey of Ignatius of Smolensk" is accepted by Prokof'ev, "Pyccxxe xoac,genxa,"
153-55, but because he assumes the chronicle redaction of Ignatius' work is closer to theoriginal than
the autonomous redaction. See supra, pp. 69-70, on this question.

io See infra, p. 396.
See supra, p. 78.

' a P. Stroev, Cnucxu uepapxoe u nacmoRmeneu Monacmbipeu poccuuCKUR gepueu (St. Petersburg,

1877), col. 589.
13 lbid.
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title is the one given him by the chronicle redaction when he is mentioned as
escorting Pimen on his way from Pereyaslav.

Sergius Azakov was the abbot of the Novospasskij Monastery in the Moscow
Kremlin. As a priest-monk, or possibly as a prior (igumen), he had accompanied
Metropolitan-elect Mitjaj to Constantinople in 1379, and was thus probably
involved in the illicit appointment of Pimen to the metropolitan throne.
Considering the harsh treatment accorded other parties involved in Pimen's
appointment,14 Sergius must either have disassociated himself from the others in
Mitjaj's retinue or found some other means of returning to Grand Prince
Dimitry's good graces in order to warrant an appointment as head of the Kremlin
monastery.) s Sergius' participation in Pimen's third trip to Constantinople in
1389, however, probably resulted in the abbot's enforced retirement for several
years, once Cyprian had replaced Pimen as metropolitan of Moscow. In 1404 a
certain Theodosius, rather than Sergius, is mentioned as Abbot of the
Novospasskij Monastery,16 suggesting Sergius' retirement. Sergius could not
have been appointed to his next known position, abbot of the St. Simon
Monastery on the outskirts of Moscow, until late 1406, when his predecessor in
that post was consecrated bishop of Kolomenskoe.' 7 The dates of Sergius'
tenure as abbot of the St. Simon Monastery are not known;" 8 however, in 1423

Sergius is mentioned as bishop of Ryazan.19 He had by then apparently purged
himself of his sins in the sphere of ecclesiastical politics.

Following custom, each of the bishops must have traveled with retainers, as
the chronicle editor chose to spell out in the case of the metropolitan who, he
says, brought with him "his chaplain, servants, an archpriest, and a protodeacon,
and other priests and deacons"; the "other priests and deacons" are quite likely
from the retinue of Bishop Michael and Abbot Sergius. The basic text mentions,
in the context of the Genoese boarding of the metropolitan's ship at Azov, not
only the metropolitan's deacon, but also an otherwise unidentified "Herman,"
probably a personal servant of Pimen.20 At Astrabike in Asia Minor the text also
mentions the "monk Michael," whom Pimen sent ahead to Constantinople.
Ignatius was apparently in the train of Bishop Michael of Smolensk, as both his
sobriquet ("of Smolensk") and his being dispatched by Michael to Constan-
tinople from the city of Astrabike show. In the same sentence it becomes clear
that Abbot Sergius had at the very least a monk with him whom he sent on to the
Byzantine capital with the other traveling companions.

"See supra, p. 392.
15 See Golubinskij, Idcmopua pyccxou yepxeu, 11, 1, 259 note 1.
16 Stroev, Cnucxu uepapxoe, col. 142.
"Ibid., col. 149.
18 Ibid.
19lbid., col. 413.
20Cf. the chronicle version here: "Archpriest John, Protodeacon Gregory, Archdeacon Herman,

and his clerk Michael."
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The identity of the bishop of Ryazan who met Pimen's party as it crossed into
the Ryazan principality is of some interest. The only nonchronicle manuscript
which exists for this part of the Ignatian text, Pogodin 1563, gives his name as
Theognostus; all of the chronicle redaction manuscripts give the name as
Jeremiah, adding that he was a Greek. In point of fact, there were two "bishops
of Ryazan" in 1389. Shortly after attaining the metropolitan throne of Moscow,
Pimen had appointed Theognostus to that see.21 The Greek bishop, Jeremiah,
was appointed to the same diocese by the patriarch of Constantinople, but it is
unclear when. Given the dubious canonical position of Pimen as metropolitan of
Moscow, the patriarchate would have had the right to make such an appoint-
ment.22 More to the point, sending a Greek to rule in Ryazan could allow the
bishop to exert his influence on the local prince regarding the principality's pro-
Lithuanian leanings, and possibly to use Ryazan in the Byzantine campaign to
enlist Lithuanian military aid against the Turkish threat to what remained of
the Byzantine Empire.23 The chronicle redaction of Ignatius' "Journey," written
after Cyprian had finally taken possession of the metropolitan throne of
Moscow, would have recognized Jeremiah as bishop of Ryazan rather than
Theognostus, whose appointment by Pimen it would have counted illicit."

Bishop Sabas of Sarai, who with Daniel of Smolensk ("of Zvenigorod")
escorted Pimen's party from Pereyaslav, had been consecrated "bishop of Sarai"
in 1382. The title was, in actuality, but titular, since, as was customary, the
"bishop of Sarai" resided in Moscow and functioned as auxiliary to the metropol-
itan.24 It can hardly be accidental that three bishops, Theognostus, Daniel, and
Sabas, were in Pereyaslav-Ryazanski when Pimen's party stopped there, par-
ticularly since one would expect bishops to be spending Easter week in their
dioceses. Quite clearly, a conclave had been arranged here, doubtless to discuss
Pimen's trip to Constantinople and the whole problem of who should rule the
Moscow metropolitanate. The editor of the chronicle version of Ignatius'
"Journey" seems to have understood this fact, and added three to the number of
bishops present in Pereyaslav at this time: Theodore of Rostov, Isaac of
Chernigov, and Euphrosynus of Suzdal. While it is possible that the first two
attended the metropolitan in Pereyaslav, the fact that the last named could not
have been there suggests rejection of the chronicle list as an emendation from a
later time. Euphrosynus was not consecrated bishop until July of 1389. In April
of that year he was still officially only the abbot of the Ascension-Caves
Monastery in Nizhny Novgorod, and, moreover, was in Constantinople, not
Pereyaslav.25

21 IICPJI, 11 (1897), 93; see also Sokolov, Pyccxuu apxuepeu u3 Bu3anmuu, 549.
22 Cf. Sokolov, op. cit., 562.
23Prokof'ev, "Pyccxxe xoxcgeaxa," 127.
24Stroev, Cnucrcu uepapxoe, col. 1033.
25 Golubinskij, I'IcmopuR pyccxou geptteu, 11,1, 301 note 4; cf. Stroev, op. cit., cols. 610, 654.
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§ 74. The Route from Moscow to the River Don

It is unclear whether Metropolitan Pimen's party made the trip from Moscow
to Pereyaslav by boat or on horseback. The 29-38 km. the party covered on an
average day could have been made quite easily either way.26 Following the
Moscow River to its confluence with the Oka, and then the Oka River to
Pereyaslav, would have been the normal and expeditious route by horse or by
boat.27

There are several possible routes from Pereyaslav to the river Don. The
shortest route between these points, approximately 108 km., which led from
Pereyaslav to the source of the Don, Lake Ivan, was little used for two reasons:
there was very little waterway which could be conveniently followed, and once
reached, the Don was not navigable so close to its source. Of the two water routes
favored by the inhabitants of the Ryazan principality for travel between
Pereyaslav and the Don, the one most commonly used in the fourteenth century
descended the Oka to the mouth of the Pronja and then followed the latter river
and its tributary, the Ranova, to the mouth of the Verda. From the upper reaches
of the Verda a portage led to the Tabola Mokraja, which falls into the Don (see
frontispiece). It was this route of approximately 123 km. which, under normal
circumstances, Pimen's party would have followed.28

Several facts noted in Ignatius' description of Pimen's journey, however,
suggest that the party followed an overland route: a "flatboat on wheels" was
brought with the party from Pereyaslav; the first mention of "launching" the
boats is made when the group has reached the river Don; and the escort did not
turn back until the party reached Cjur-Mihajlovyj. There, according to Ignatius,
those going to Constantinople "all boarded the boats ... and set out from there
on the Don." A "flatboat29 on wheels" would have been of little practical use if

26 See Commentary § 77.
27 This is the route to Pereyaslav-Ryazanski followed by Pimen earlier when he accompanied

Mitjaj on his ill-starred journey to the patriarchate at Constantinople. That part of the trip was made
with great pomp. See "HoBecTm o MHTae;" IICPJI, 11, p. 39.

28The southern route-down the Oka to the Pronja, up the Pronja to the Ranova, and up its
tributary the Hupta, from the upper reaches of the Hupta by a portage to the Rjasa, down the Rjasa
to the Voronezh which flows into the Don-was little used in this period because it was open to attack
by the Tatars of the wild steppe. Ignatius' notes specifically exclude the party's use of this route, since
he mentions sailing down the Don past the mouth of the Voronezh River on May 7 (see supra, p. 81).

29Flatboat (Haca,u): Archimandrite Leonid, "3aMeTxa no nosOAy `Xoxcuexnx 14rnaTHH
CM0nHHHHHa,` Coo6ulenuft Hpaeocnaeuozo 17anecmuncxozo O6u{ecmea, 12 (1887), 214, sees in the
phrase "and a flatboat" (ua Hacau, Pogodin, Chron.; uo Hacaj, all other manuscripts) a copyist's
error for "to [the town of] Isada" (go Hcagbi). No community of that name, however, is mentioned
in any known source for the history or geography of the region in question, while nasad, a type of
boat, is an attested usage (cf. I. Sreznevskij, Mamepuanma OiR cnoeapx apeenepyccxozo x3bwa
[Moscow, 1893-1912], S.V. Hacau)

For a moderately accurate depiction of the kind of boats the other three must have been, see the
miniature from MS Academy 31.7.30, published in N. A. Baklanova, "OnncaHna pycexoI npxpoubi
B Xoxc,ueHHH MHTpononHTa IIHMena B I4apbrpau B 1389 F. H oTo6paxceHHe 3TOrO OHHC HHA B
MHHHaTropax JlHUeBoro neTOnxcHoro cBoua XVI B.," Tp,£[pJIHT, 24 (1969), pl. 1; cf. also ibid., 124.
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the boats were to travel with the party by river, making only short portages.
Likewise the launching of the boats at the Don would not have merited mention
if the greater part of the trip from Pereyaslav had been made by boat, or even by
floating the empty boats in the smaller streams while the party walked along the
river bank (as was done between the time the boats were launched in the Don and
the time the party boarded them at Cjur-Mihajlovyj). Similarly, the fact that the
escort left the party and returned home when Pimen's suite boarded the boats
suggests that the escort was prepared to travel only by land, and separated from
its charges when the party took to their boats.

The traditional overland route from Pereyaslav to the Don went southwest
from Pereyaslav to the present village of Mihajlovo, site of the ancient village of
the same name on the Pronja River, and then continued almost due south to the
Tabola River, and along its banks to the Don near the town of Dubok, 14 km.
below its confluence with the Neprjadva River and 1,888 km. from Azov, the
port city at the mouth of the Don30 (see frontispiece). There it was possible to
float the boats, unburdened, down the Don.31 Even if the boats were carried or
dragged, the 123 km. between Pereyaslav and the Don which this route entailed
could have been covered quite easily in the five days which Ignatius allots to this
part of the journey.

§ 75. Cjur-Mihajlovyj

The identity of Cjur-Mihajlovyj is uncertain. The Nikon Chronicle uses the
name to designate both the place mentioned in Ignatius' "Journey" and a river
mentioned in the chronicle's account of the battle of Kulikovo Field. In the latter
section a certain Thomas Kacybej is described as coming from a fortress on the
river Cjur-Mihajlovyj.32 Several scholars have derived the name of the river from
a posited name of the fortress from which Kacybej came, Cjur-Mihajlovyj. The
fortress, they suggest, might have been founded by Prince Michael (Mihail) of
Pronsk (d. 1217) to protect the upper Don against nomad attacks, and might
have been named after the princely founder, Kir Mihail, Lord Michael.33

3"A11 distances along the river Don are given in the number of river kilometers between the points
in question. These distances are based on the table of distances between mouths of the tributaries on
the Don furnished by the Don-Kuban River Transport Commission for inclusion in the official
handbook of water resources of the U.S.S.R., and reprinted in K. V. Kudrjassov, Honoeemcxaa cmenb
(Moscow, 1948), 160.

31 This is a route suggested by Kudrjassov, ibid., 19-20 and note 45. On the route of Pimen's party,
see also M. N. Tihomirov, "Poccxa H BH3aUTHR B XIV-XV cToneTI3Hx," ZVI, 7 (1961), 24; idem,
"llyro x3 Poccxx B BFI3aHTFDO B XIV-XV BB.," Bu3anmuucxue ouepxu (Moscow, 1961), 4-8; both
are reprinted idem, Ilcmopunecxue CGR3u Poccuu co cnaCRUCxuMU cmpanamu u Bu3anmueu (Moscow,
1969), 29, 49-53; see also idem, CpedneeexoeaR Mocxea e XIV-XV eexax (Moscow, 1957), 121-26.
On other possible routes for Pimen's party, see M. A. Venevitinov, "IIo noBORy noTxcToneTxa
nepBOro pycexoro nyTemecTBxa no ,L oay," J(peenocmu. Tpydba HMnepamopcxozo Mocxoecxozo
Apxeo,iozuuecxozo O6ulecmea, 14 (1890), 316-18.

32 IICPJI, 11, pp. 58, 95-96.
13 Venevitinov, op. cit., 318-19.
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However, since Kir (Kup, Lord) was rarely used as a title for princes in medieval
Russia, and indeed the form Kir Mihajlovyj or Kir Mihail is not attested in any of
the sources,34 Kudrjasov seems correct in rejecting this etymology. He derives
the name of the fortress and the river from cur mihajlovyj, Michael's frontier,35 a
fitting designation for the river which formed the boundary of Michael's princi-
pality and for a fortress located on that river.

Three facts preserved by Ignatius' narrative can aid in locating Cjur-
Mihajlovyj, whatever its etymology. According to the text, Cjur-Mihajlovyj was
the former site of a town located two days' travel below where the party first
launched the boats into the Don, and at a point in the river where it was possible
to float the loaded boats. Two known sites seem to fulfill these conditions, the
villages of Staryj Dankov and of Ko6urovskoe.36 Staryj Dankov (or Donkov) is
located approximately 63 km. down the Don from the mouth of the Tabola
River, where the empty bottoms were first launched in the Don. The identifi-
cation of this village with Cjur-Mihajlovyj of Ignatius' narrative is suggested by
the fact that not only does the village fulfill the requisites outlined above, but in
the late sixteenth century its replacement, Novyj Dankov, 21 km. farther down
the Don, was an important shipping center with a large wharf. In the sixteenth
century, goods were loaded on boats at Novyj Dankov to be sent down the Don
to Azov and the Crimea, for laden boats could not sail above this point in the
river. It is reasoned that Staryj Dankov probably served the same purpose before
it was leveled by the Tatars in 1237, and that Pimen's party could have entered
the boats at the site of Staryj Dankov.37

Kudrjasov, however, coincident with his derivation of Cjur-Mihajlovyj from
cur, "frontier," suggests that the little river Kocur, the name of which seems to

34A variant to the Nikon Chronicle (IICPJI, 11, p. 58), however, does give the name of the river in
question as Cir Mihajlovyj, a later, and consequently palatalized, form of the conjectured original
form, Kir Mihajlovyj, and the index to the Nikon Chronicle (HCPJI, 14,2 [1918], 205) describes
"Cjura-Mihajlova" as a variant of "Kir-Mihajlovo." While this derivation is philologically possible,
the suggested original form remains unattested.

35 Kudrjasov, Ilonoeemcxas cmenb, 20 and note 51. On cur = "frontier," see M. Vasmer,
Russisches etymologisches Worterbuch, 3 vols. (Heidelberg, 1953-58); and V. Dal', Tonxoebtu
cnoeapb Weueo2o eenuxopyccxozo ft3btxa (Moscow, 1955), both s.v. qyp.

36Kudrja`sov, op. cit., 20, seems justified in dismissing the unattributed identification of Cjur-
Mihajlovyj with the village of Kirkino (sometimes thought to be the site of an ancient town) on the
upper reaches of the Kerd' River, a tributary of the Pronja. The village is not on the Don, as,
according to Ignatius, Cjur-Mihajlovyj was, and its position on the road from Pereyaslav to the Don
via the city of Pronsk does not put it on the route followed by Pimen's party; the city of Pronsk would
certainly have been mentioned if the group had visited it.

37 Venevitinov, "Ho noBO,gy nsTncToneTlw nepBoro pyccxoro nyTeiuecTBHH," 318-19;
Tihomirov, " PoccHR H Bn3aHTna," 24 (repr. Hcmopuuecxue ces3u, 29). Venevitinov (loc. cit.) also
suggests that Staryj Dankov would be a logical place for the escort supplied by the prince of Ryazan
to leave the metropolitan's party, not only because the party took to their boats at this point, but also
because Staryj Dankov marked the border of the Ryazan Principality with the Principality of Elec
(Yelets). The border, however, was well below Staryj Dankov; cf. B. D. Grekov, et al., Ouepxu
ucmopuu C. C. C.P. Hepuod OeodanucMa IX-XV e.e. (Moscow, 1953), II, map 1. On medieval river
transport in this area, see also A. L. Mongajt, PR3aucKaft 3eMRR (Moscow, 1961), 311-12.
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preserve part of the place-name Cjur-Mihajlovyj, may indeed also preserve the
location of the site of an old town. His argument for this identification is
convincing, for, at the confluence of the rivers Kocur and Don, approximately 40
km. below the Tabola River, stands a small village, Kucurovskoe, built on the

site of an earlier town (see frontispiece). Kudrjasov identifies the remains of the
earlier settlement with the fortress Cjur-Mihajlovyj and the site of a town of that

name noted by Ignatius. The preservation of the root Cjur/cur in the name of the
settlement makes it, rather than Staryj Dankov 23 km. farther downstream, the

more likely site for launching the boats with the passengers.38 The boats of
Pimen's party were, quite likely, smaller than the sixteenth-century cargo boats,
which could only float below Staryj Dankov, and could thus be floated a few
kilometers farther upstream.

§ 76. Terkli

From the information contained in Ignatius' "Journey," Terkli was located on
the Don between the red stone mountains and Velikaja Luka. Indeed, in this
region, near Trehostrovjansk, the remains of an earthworks fortification were
recorded during the time of Peter the Great,39 at approximately the safhe spot
where an eighteenth-century Dutch cartographer indicated a ford (ocTpoB
nepeso3HbrI3, a "ford island"). This ford was apparently employed in connection
with the important Volga-Don portage, which ended there and which the
earthworks fortifications doubtless had been built to protect (see frontispiece). 40

The location of the ruin and fording place just above the mouth of the Sakarka
River, that is, approximately 130 km. below the northern end of the red stone
mountains and 32 km. above the beginning of the Great Bend (Velikaja Luka),
fits with the speed of Metropolitan Pimen's party along this part of the Don,
which was between 81 and 92 km. per day.41

Many scholars have seen in Ignatius' "Terkli" (var.: Terhli, Terklija) a ref-

erence to Sarkel, the ancient Khazar fortress on the river Don.42 This identifi-
cation is based on a conjectured copyist's error in transcribing Terkli, etc., for

38 Kudrjasov, Honoaemcxan cmenb, 20 and notes 50, 51. The chronology of Pimen's trip does not _
aid in determining which of these suggested locations was Cjur-Mihajlovyj. While the party's
overland speed from Pereyaslav to the Don can be calculated as approximately 25-31 km. per day,
depending on when on Thursday, April 29, the group reached the Don (see Commentary § 77), the
only information on the duration of the water trip from the first launching of the unburdened boats to
Cjur-Mihajlovyj is that the latter place was reached "on the second day of sailing." Whether the two
days, Friday and Saturday, were full days of sailing or something less is not specified. The distances
from the launching point both to Staryj Dankov (63 km.) and to Kocurovskoe (40 km.) could have
been covered in one or two days, given the speed the party had attained overland.

39 Kudrjasov, op. cit., 33 and note 94.
40 Ibid., 30. On the history and location of the portage, see ibid., 28-29.
41 See Commentary § 77.
42 N. Karamzin, Mcmopun zocydapcmea poccuuexozo (St. Petersburg, 1818-29, and later editions),

V, note 133; D. Ilovajskij, PasblCKauuR o xa'Iane Pycu (Moscow, 1882), 269-72; S. M. Seredonin,
Hcmopuuecxan zeozpayiux (Petrograd, 1916), 105; Venevitinov, "Ho noBOUy nsTxcToneTxa
nepBOro pyccxoro rryTecueUBH51," 325-26.
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Sarkel in the archetype of the preserved Ignatian manuscript tradition .41 Sarkel
would have served, this line of reasoning continues, to protect the ford as well as
the important portage between the Volga and the Don. Kudrjasov, the leading
contemporary exponent of this theory, thus identifies Terkli-Sarkel with the
unexplored ruins at Trehostrovjansk, or possibly with still undiscovered ruins at
or near Kacalinsk, the traditional western end of the Volga-Don portage;
Kacalinsk is located 11 km. above Trehostrovjansk, on a left-bank oxbow of the
river which once served as the main channel of the Don.44

While the ruins of the Kacalinsk-Trehostrovjansk area are almost certainly the
ruins of Terkli noted by Ignatius, modern scholarship tends to reject the identifi-
cation of these ruins with Sarkel, preferring, rather, to see Sarkel in the ruins
excavated at Tsimlyansk, 317 km. down the Don from Trehostrovjansk.45
Sarkel is generally considered to have been closer to the mouth of the Don than
Kacalinsk-Trehostrovjansk and was designed to protect not the Volga-Don
portage, but the Black Sea littoral territory of the Khazars, and, incidentally, the
Byzantine colonies in the Crimea, against nomad incursions.46 While the argu-
ments for identifying the fortress excavated at Tsimlyansk as Sarkel are not
completely convincing, the Tsimlyansk excavations have certainly uncovered a
Khazar fortress.47 The ruins at Kacalinsk-Trehostrovjansk have yet to be
investigated.

§ 77. Speeds During the Journey, Moscow to Constantinople

The specific information supplied by Ignatius' travel log allows for a general
analysis of his party's travel times. The results, however, must be expressed in
ranges of distances traveled per day rather than in specific distances. This is so for
two reasons: first, the information presented by the text never specifies at what
time of day the party left, arrived, or passed a landmark, and second, most
landmarks are described as being passed rather than attained, a fact which limits
knowledge of whether the distance relates to all or part of a travel day.

43An error corrected by Saharov in his 1841 and 1849 editions where the textus receptus Terkli,
etc., becomes "Ser'klija."

44Kudrjasov, Honoeemcxan cmenb, 28-34.
45 M. I. Artamonov seems to have withdrawn his suggestion that Ignatius' Terkli was the Khazar

Sarkel but was located downriver from Trehostrovjansk at the site of the left-bank excavation at
Tsimlyansk (M. I. Artamonov, Cpedneeexoeble nocenenun ua nuxcne.M JJony [Leningrad, 19351,
82-86). See also infra, note 47.

46 Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De administrando imperio, ed. Gy. Moravcsik and R. J. H.
Jenkins, new rev. ed. (Washington, D.C., 1967), 182-85. On the other sources on Sarkel and the
relevant secondary literature, see ibid., II, Commentary (London, 1962), 154-55.

47The archeological reports of the excavations at Tsimlyansk are published as Tpydbt Bonza-
,lJoncxou apxeonozuuecKou sxcneduquu, I-III, ed. M. I. Artamonov, Marepxanbi x 14cene,gosaaHM
no Apxeonorxrr C.C.C.P., vols. 62, 75, 109 (Moscow, 1958-63). A fourth and final volume has been
promised. See especially Artamonov, "Capxen-Benaa Bexca," Tpyd bt, I, 7-84, where the difficulties
of identifying Tsimlyansk as Sarkel are clearly outlined. Before the completion of these excavations,
the site was flooded as part of the Don-Tsimlyansk Reservoir.
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TRAVEL TIMES FOR METROPOLITAN PIMEN'S PARTY:
MOSCOW TO AZOV

LACE DISTANCE DAYS KM. PER DAY
DAY DATE P

Tues.
Sat.

Apr. 13
17

Moscow
to Kolomna 115 3-4 29-38a

Sun. 18 to Pereyaslav 96

----------------------------------------------------

Sun. 25 Pereyaslav
Thur. 29 to River Don
Sat. May 1 to Cjur-Mihajlovyj

Sun. 2 Cjur-Mihajlovyj
Mon. 3 pass Bistraja Sosna
Tues. 4 pass Ostraja Luka
Wed. 5 pass Krivyj Bor
Fri. 7 to Voronezh River

----------------------------

Sun. 9 Voronezh River

Sun. 16 to Belyj Jar
Mon. 17 pass Red Stone Mtns.
Tues. 18 pass Terkli
Wed. 19 pass Velikaja Luka
Fri. 21 pass Cerlenyj Mtns.
Mon. 24 to Buzuk River
Wed. 26 to Azov

Distance sailed:

a Traveling either by boat or on horseback
b Portaging boats
e Floating unburdened boats

123 4-5 25-alb
40 1-2 20-40°

152 1-2
56 1 63-95
82 1

89 2

652 6-8
38 1

130 1

30 1 81-92
80 2

495 3?

50 1

1,853° 20-24 77-93 average

d Individual distances do not equal total because of rounding of

Thus, in the twenty to twenty-four days of sailing after embarking at Ojur-
Mihajlovyj, the party covered 1,853 km.; the average speed was between 77 and

93 km. per day, with the speed increasing with the width, depth, and speed of the

river as it flowed nearer the sea.48 The total distance the party traveled from
Moscow to Azov was 2,227 km.

48 Cf. the similar calculations in Kudrja"sov, IIosoeemcxaA cmenb, 17.
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TRAVEL TIMES FOR METROPOLITAN PIMEN'S PARTY:
CRIMEA TO CONSTANTINOPLE

DAY DATE PLACE DISTANCE DAYS MI. PER DAY

Sat. June 5 Surozh

Thur. 10 to Sinope 215

Sat. 12
Mon. 14
Tues. 15
Wed. 16

Fri. a.m. 25
Sat. noon 26
Sun. 27
Mon. 28

Sinope
pass Amastris 143
pass Heraclea 51
return Heraclea

pass Diospolis 16
pass Sangarios River 21
to Chile 43

5 43

3 47
1 51

1

1/2
30

1-1/2
to Constantinople 40 1

Distance sailed, Sinope-Constantinople: 315a 8 39 average
Total distance sailed, Surozh-Constantinople: 560a 13 41 average

a Individual distances do not equal total because of rounding off.

The average speed at which Pimen's party traveled by sea was about 41
nautical miles per day, or somewhat over 39 miles per day if the storm-tossed
voyage from Surozh and Kalra in the Crimea to Sinope is excluded from the
calculations. In the larger ship which brought the Russian group as far as
Heraclea Pontica, the average speed attained was approximately 49 miles per
day; from Heraclea to Constantinople in a smaller boat the average speed was
about thirty miles per day. A few years later (1404), the Castilian ambassador
Gonzalez de Clavijo made the same trip in the opposite direction; it took him
eight and one-half days of sailing as opposed to Ignatius' eight: three days from
Constantinople to Heraclea (cf. four days for Ignatius) and five and one-half
days from Heraclea to Sinope (cf. Ignatius' four). Clavijo, too, was detained at
Heraclea by poor weather. Clavijo's return trip a year later took somewhat
longer. The same journey took approximately twenty days by land, judging from
al-Idrisl.49

§ 78. Metropolitan Pimen in Astrabike

One would assume that in case of a disturbance, Metropolitan Pimen would
have been in as much danger from the Turks as were his subordinates, since the
feared disturbance "in the Turkish state" would no doubt have taken the form of
an anti-Christian riot by the Turks in reprisal for the killing of their sultan by the
Christian Serbs. Yet Pimen chose to remain in Turkish Astrabike and later to

49 See al-Idrisi, Eanzapun u cacednume u seMu npes XII eex cnoped `Teozpag5unma" na Hdpucu,
trans. B. Nedkov (Sofia, 1960), 94-99; Clavijo's voyage is recorded in Clavijo, 69-72, 245; trans.,
103-7,336-37.
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make his way, via Turkish territory, to Chalcedon, the Turkish-held city across

the Bosporus from Constantinople.50 Ignatius' interpretation of the reason why

Pimen sent the others in the party on to Constantinople while he himself

remained in Turkish territory must be considered euphemistic. Pimen by now

surely knew of the decision taken against him in February by the new patriarch,

Anthony." Given his excommunication, Pimen would certainly have preferred

not to put himself in the hands of his enemies in Constantinople. Rather, he chose

to take advantage of the good relations he enjoyed with the Ottoman Turks and

to plead his case at the patriarchate through emissaries while remaining in safety

among the Turks. Bishop Michael and Abbot Sergius Azakov were probably

expected to serve as Pimen's spokesmen in the Byzantine capital, which is

doubtless why they remained with Pimen temporarily while the others went on to

Constantinople, probably to report on the situation in the capital.52
It is possible, however, to conceive an even more specific reason why Pimen

chose to remain in Astrabike at this particular time. Serbia's defeat at the battle

of Kosovo had settled all doubts about who would control the Balkans, for at

that battle the strongest Christian force in that part of Europe had been defeated.

Is it not likely that on hearing this news Pimen decided to see what the new

Turkish sultan planned to do in Constantinople? Should the Turks take

Constantinople at this point, would not Pimen's chances of exonerating himself

and of being reappointed to his see be better if he delayed his appeal until it could

be heard by a patriarch appointed with the blessing of the Turks? A second

possible result of the Kosovo battle might have been a decision by the Turks to

topple the Byzantine Emperor John V and set up in his place John VII, the

Turkish-sponsored heir to the Byzantine throne now living in Galata (the

Genoese also supported him). If this were to happen, John VII would no doubt

restore to the patriarchal throne of Constantinople Macarius, the patriarch

appointed by his father during the latter's three-year usurpation of the Byzantine

throne.53 Macarius would support the claims of Pimen rather than those of

Cyprian. Had either of these eventualities come to pass, Pimen could have best

taken advantage of the new situation by being on the side of the Turks and the

Genoese.

§ 79. The Death and Burial of Metropolitan Pimen

Pimen, it should be noted, never entered the confines of the Byzantine Empire

to plead his case before the patriarchal synod, but died in Turkish territory,

across the straits from Constantinople in the Turkish-held city of Chalcedon,

the modern Kadlkoy.
The place of Pimen's burial demands some discussion. Janin identifies the

Church of St. John the Baptist "on the seashore outside Constantinople, op-

See Commentary § 72; cf. Commentary § 79.

Cf. F. Miklosich and J. Muller, Acta et diplomata Graeca medii aevi sacra etprofana, II (Vienna,

1862), 116-29.
52 See also supra, p. 94.
53This did in fact happen, but in 1390, after Pimen's death. See also Commentary § 72.
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posite Galata," where Pimen was buried, with a late fourteenth-century church
of St. John the Baptist located on the littoral of the Golden Horn below the sea
walls at the western Imperial Gate.54 However, this western Imperial Gate,
the modern Balat kapi, is not really opposite Galata; rather, it is more than three
kilometers away from that part of the shore which would normally be described
as "opposite Galata." While all the extant manuscripts of Ignatius' "Journey"
preserve the reading in this passage as "in the Church of [St. John] the
Forerunner on the seashore, outside Constantinople, opposite Galata," the
canonical status of Pimen, who was ruling the Moscow metropolitanate in
flagrant violation of the wishes of the patriarchate,55 raises a question about the
reliability of this portion of the textus receptus of Ignatius' report. It is unlikely
that the patriarch and synod of Constantinople would have had the body of
Pimen brought to Constantinople from Turkish territory for solemn entomb-
ment in the Byzantine capital, or even just outside its walls, when Pimen had been
officially removed from his see. Such honors in death would hardly have been
accorded a metropolitan who refused to cross the Bosporus to answer a patriar-
chal summons.56

More likely, Ignatius' original text noted that Pimen was buried "outside
Constantinople, opposite the city, in Galata." Several facts point to the sug-
gested emendation. Galata was in the hands of the Genoese, with whose bankers
Pimen's relations had been quite close; he had been in their debt from the time of
his first appointment to the see of Moscow.57 In this period, Galata was also the
refuge of John VII Palaeologus whom the Genoese (and Turks, who seem to have
been quite hospitable to Pimen) intended to set up on the Byzantine throne as
they had his father earlier. 5 s It was also the refuge of John VII's candidate for the
patriarchate, the former patriarch, Macarius, who during his tenure under the
usurper Andronicus IV, John VII's father, had first agreed to the appointment of
a separate metropolitan for Moscow, the Muscovite grand prince's candidate
Mitjaj, whose appointment fell to Pimen upon the latter hierarch's unexpected
death.59 The Genoese and their minions would certainly have rendered high
honors to their candidate for. the Moscow metropolitan throne at his death,
much as they had years before when Metropolitan-elect Mitjaj had died before
reaching Constantinople; he, it should be noted, was buried in Genoese Galata.6o
Further support for the proposed emendation is gained from the presence in
Galata of a famous Church of St. John the Forerunner which was a mere 200 m.
from the edge of the Bosporus (see pl. u, 79),61 a location much more in keeping

54Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 411, no. 4; A. M. Schneider, "Mauern and Tore am Goldenen
Horn zu Konstantinopel," NachrGott, 5,5 (1950), 71, no. 22; idem, Byzanz, 42 note 12; Kleiss, Plan,
Db.

ss See Commentary § 72.
56 See Commentary § 78. -

57 See Commentary § 72.
58 See Commentary § 81.
59 See Commentary § 72.
60HCPJI, 11, p. 39.
61 Janin, La Geographie de CPZ, 411, no. 6; A. M. Schneider and M. I. Nomidis, Galata.

Topographisch-archdologischer Plan (Istanbul, 1944), 21 and map F3.
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with Ignatius' phrase "on the seashore" (Ha xpal MopA)than is the church of that

name at the western Imperial Gate.61

§ 80. Metropolitan Cyprian's Appointment and Journey to Moscow

In spite of his close relationship to the late Metropolitan Pimen, Bishop
Michael of Smolensk returned to Moscow by way of Kiev in company with
Pimen's former competitor and now replacement, Cyprian, metropolitan of Kiev
and All Russia.63 Evidently Michael, like most of the others of importance, had
accepted the new situation. Abbot Theodore of the Simonov Monastery in
Moscow, who also accompanied Cyprian from Constantinople to Moscow, had
probably come to Constantinople as an emissary of the new grand prince of
Moscow to announce the prince's willingness to accept Cyprian's appointment
as metropolitan of All Russia. Theodore had been father confessor to the late
Grand Prince Dimitry Donskoj, who had died shortly after Pimen had set out for
Constantinople.64 The final reconciliation between the Cyprian and Pimen
factions was symbolized by Patriarch Anthony's recognition of Theodore's title
of archbishop of Rostov,65 a title, it should be remembered, bestowed on
Theodore by Metropolitan Pimen during their flight from Constantinople
through Turkish territory in 1387. The two Greek metropolitans who accom-
panied Cyprian to Kiev and thence to Moscow, Matthew of Adrianople and
Nicander of Ganos, were the same two who had been sent to Moscow by the

patriarch to hear the charges against Pimen in 1384-85.66
The Bishop John (in a variant reading, Jonah) of Volyn is not mentioned by

any contemporary sources other than Ignatius' "Journey." The episcopal lists
for Vladimir in Volhynia (i.e., Volyn), however, show a hiatus between the years
1363 and 1405,67 which, it seems, could be filled with the name of Bishop John
(Jonah) of that city. Given the large sum which Cyprian is known to have spent
shortly before he left Byzantium, Golubinskij's suggestion that the bishop of
Vladimir in Volhynia had come to Constantinople to bring funds from the West
Russian metropolitanate to his superior, Metropolitan Cyprian'68 seems a quite

plausible explanation of the West Russian's presence in Constantinople. The
bishop must have accompanied Cyprian only as far as Kiev, since he is not
mentioned among the bishops who attended Cyprian at his arrival in Moscow.69

From Belgorod (Akkerman, modern Belgorod Dnestrovski), where the ships

62 The corruption of the clause in question in the Ignatian text could be a result either of a very
simple scribal error, or of an attempt on the part of a Russian copyist to legitimize the position of

Pimen.
63IICPJI, 11, p. 122.
64 Cf. Golubinskij, Hcmopun pyccxou yepxeu (note 7 supra), 1I,1, 300-1.
6s Cf. r1CPJI, 8 (1859), 60; ibid., 11, p. 122.
66fCPJI 8, p. 60; ibid., 11, p. 122; see also ibid., 8, p. 49; ibid., 11, p. 85.
67 Stroev, CnucKU uepapxoe (note 12 supra), cols. 1037-38; Ieromonah Amvrosij, Hcmopun

poccuucxou uepapxuu, I (Moscow, 1807), 221.
68Golubinskij, loc. cit.
69IICPJI 8, p. 60; ibid., 11, p. 122.
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carrying the ecclesiastics to Russia landed after their stormy voyage, the party
made its way to Kiev (possibly via the Dniester River),71 where the metropolitan
arrived during "that winter," that is, 1389-90.71 Metropolitan Cyprian left Kiev
for Moscow before February 6, the beginning of Lent, accompanied by the same
clerics with whom he had journeyed from Constantinople, except the bishop of
Vladimir in Volhynia. Cyprian arrived in Moscow on April 6, the Sunday of the
Adoration of the Cross; he was escorted into the city by Grand Prince Basil
Dmitrievic himself and all Moscow's boyars and dignitaries, and "there was
great joy." 72 On the road to Moscow, Metropolitan Cyprian was also joined by
Bishop Euphrosynus of Suzdal, the Greek Jeremiah, bishop of Ryazan, Bishop
Isaac of Chernigov, and Bishop Daniel of Zvenigorod.73 As the Nikon Chronicle
remarks, "Then all the Russian bishops accepted their metropolitan and came to
Metropolitan Cyprian in Moscow and spoke thus, `Lo, now is Cyprian metro-
politan of All Russia, for he has come. from Kiev to Moscow to occupy his
metropolitan throne."' 74 Thanks, at least to some extent, to divine intervention,
as the Chronicle variants to this section of Ignatius' "Journey" note, the ec-
clesiastical "Time of Troubles" was temporarily over for the Russian Church.

71 On the route from Belgorod to Moscow, see supra, pp. 178-80 and frontispiece.
71IICPJI, 11, loc. Cit.
72Ibid.; see also IICPJI, 8, p. 60. Unlike his recently deceased father, Dimitry Donskoj, Basil was

apparently quite willing to accept Cyprian as metropolitan of All Russia, particularly since the latter
had agreed to rule both Muscovite and Lithuanian Russia from Moscow.

73IICPJI, 11, p. 122. All of these bishops had attended Pimen at the meeting of the hierarchy in
Pereyaslav the previous spring as Pimen journeyed to Constantinople to plead his cause against
Cyprian's claim to the metropolitan throne of Moscow. See Commentary § 73.

74IICPJI, 11, loc. Cit.



Chapter XIV

THE UPRISING OF 1390 IN CONSTANTINOPLE

§ 81. The Background to the Uprising of 1390

Sphrantzes, Chalcocondylas, and Ducas, the three Byzantine sources nor-
mally consulted for events in the last quarter of the fourteenth century, offer
almost no information on the political events in Constantinople in the years 1390
and 1391. A brief Byzantine chronicle of comparatively late date, which exists in
two versions, does give important information on this period, however, which
confirms and complements Ignatius' description of the dynastic struggle in these
years.' Material from the archives of the Senate of Venice also sheds light on the
political events of this time.' 11

The dynastic controversies responsible for the events which Ignatius describes
in part three of his work are quite complex. John V Palaeologus, the old Emperor
Kalojan of Ignatius' narrative, succeeded his father, Andronicus III, on the
throne of Constantinople in 1341. In 1347 he was overthrown by John VI
Cantacuzenus, but was reinstated in 1354 with the aid of the Genoese. While
John V was in Italy seeking Western aid against the Turks in 1369-71, his eldest
son, Andronicus IV, ruled as his viceroy. When Andronicus refused to vacate the
throne on his father's return, Emperor John was forced to seek the aid of the
Turkish sultan, Murad. Because of Andronicus' behavior, John disinherited
him, and on September 25, 1373, proclaimed his second son, Manuel, coemperor
and heir apparent.' Andronicus then revolted, and with Genoese support re-
occupied Constantinople in 1376, imprisoning his father and brother. The
Venetians helped John and Manuel to escape from prison in 1379, and with the
support of Murad they retook Constantinople in July of the same year. Among
the pledges extracted from John by Murad as the price of Turkish aid in retaking
the city was an agreement that Andronicus and his son, John (VII), the Kalojan

' Both versions are published in parallel columns in P. Schreiner, Die byzantinischen
Kleinchroniken, I (Vienna, 1975) (hereafter Schreiner, followed by Chronik and page nos.), as
Chronik no. 7. This chronicle was published earlier as nos. 15 and 52 in Bpaxea xpovrxa, ed.
S. Lampros and K. Amantos, Mvrlµsia TfS tXX lwlcf)S iutopiaq, 1,1 (Athens, 1932), 31-33, 88-89.

2 These documents are published as an appendix to N. Iorga, "Venetia in Marea Neagra," Analele
Academiei Romane, Ser. 2, vol. 36, Memoriile Sectiunii Istorice (1913-14), 1043-1118; and are
discussed idem, "La Politique venitienne dans les eaux de la Mer Noire," Bulletin de la Section
Historique, Academie Roumaine, 2 (1914), 289-370. See also F. Thiriet, Regestes des deliberations de
Senat du Venise concernant la Romanie, I (Paris, 1958).

'See infra, on the nature of this ceremony.
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of Ignatius' description, be declared heirs to the Byzantine throne in place of
Manuel. This agreement was officially sanctioned by the Church in May 1381.4

Annoyed by such recompense for his filial loyalty, Manuel went to
Thessalonica; when this city fell to the Turks in 1387, he took refuge temporarily
on the island of Lesbos. He was reconciled with his father (and with Murad) in
1387, but was sent to Lemnos where he apparently remained in "honorable exile"
until coming to his father's aid during John VII's siege of Constantinople in
1390.5

When Andronicus died in 1385, John V, with Murad's concurrence, appointed
Andronicus' son, John (VII), to rule in Selymbria. After a trip to Genoa,
however, and with the aid of the new Sultan Beyazid and the Genoese, the young
John laid siege to Constantinople and forced his grandfather to take refuge in the
fortress at the Golden Gate (see pl. 11, 83).6

§ 82. John VII Besieges Constantinople

The short chronicle which recounts John VII's capture of Constantinople gives
no date for the beginning of the siege of the city, but one version does note that
the young usurper came overland from Genoa and confirms Ignatius' statement
that John had Turkish troops with him.' On April 9, 1390, the Senate of Venice
was considering an appeal from John (VII) for aid in his struggle against his
grandfather. This fact suggests that the siege, or at least plans for it, were known
already in Italy by early April.8 The Byzantine sources fail to mention Manuel's
Holy Thursday (March 31) arrival from Lemnos in 1390;9 one wonders how
much earlier the siege of the city must have started to allow Manuel to gather
forces to aid his father. The punishment of John VII's supporters on Holy

4F. Miklosich and J. Miiller, Acta et diplomata graeca medii aevi sacra et profana, II (Vienna,
1862), 25.

5 On this poorly documented period in Manuel's life, see Barker, Manuel II, 65-68, esp. note 186.
'On the political history and dynastic controversies of this period, see ibid., 1-83. On more

specialized topics, see P. Charanis, "The Strife among the Palaeologi and the Ottoman Turks,
1370-1402," Byzantion, 16 (1942-43), 286-314; idem, "Les Bpaxea Xpovuca comme source his-
torique" (in English), ibid., 13 (1938), 335-62; F. Dolger, "Johannes VII., Kaiser der Rhomaer
1390-1408," BZ, 31 (1931), 21-36; P. Wirth, "Zum Geschichtsbild Kaiser Johannes' VIL
Palaiologos," Byzantion, 35 (1965),592-600; R. Loenertz, "La Premiere Insurrection d'Andronic IV
Paleologue (1373)," EO, 38 (1939), 334-45; G. T. Dennis, The Reign of Manuel II Palaeologus in
Thessalonica, 1382-1387, OCA, 159 (Rome, 1960); R. Loenertz, "L'Exil de Manuel II Paleologue a
Lemnos, 1387-1389," OCP, 38 (1972),116-40; Ai. Christophilopoulou, 'EiXoyi, avayopsuoiS xai
attijnS Tou BucavTtvou a&ToxpaTopog, in IZpay tcTS%at Tf1S Axa8 piaS A9rlvwv, 22,2 (Athens,
1956), 197-203.

Schreiner, Chronik no. 7, p. 68. See also J. Barker, "John VII in Genoa: A Problem in Late
Byzantine Source Confusion," OCP, 28 (1962), 213-38, where the point is well made that John VII
had been in Genoa shortly, but not necessarily immediately, before his attack in 1390.

B Archives of the Senate of Venice, Senato misti. 38, fol. 80 ff., in lorga, "Venelia in Marea Neagra,"
1104.

9Charanis, "The Strife," 302-3; Loenertz, "L'Exil de Manuel II," 138-39; Barker, Manuel II,
71-72.
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Saturday (April 2) noted by Ignatius (and recorded nowhere else) was clearly a
wise move for the beleaguered government of John V, given Ignatius' account of
the number of supporters the insurgent could claim in the city.

The Russian text's recording of the old emperor's securing all the city's gates,

except for the one near a Prodromos Monastery, raises a problem of identifi-
cation. Constantinople had at least eight monasteries named after St. John the
Baptist (or Hpo6poµos-the Forerunner).10 Short Chronicle no. 7 says that on
April 14 John VII entered the city through the Gate of Charisius,' 1 that is, the
Adrianople Gate (modern Edirne kapt) (see pl. 11, 82); given its geographic
position, this gate would be a logical entry point into the city for amilitary force
coming overland from Genoa, or, for that matter, from Genoese Galata across
the Golden Horn from Constantinople. In turn, it would seem that the insurgents
would choose to enter through the city's only unsecured gate. The identification
of the Gate of Charisius as the unsecured gate referred to by Ignatius is further
suggested by the former existence of a monastery of St. John Prodromos at this
spot. t 2

Ignatius' description of John V's order to lay in stores for use during the siege is

confirmed by records of the Venetian Senate, which note the Senate's concern
over the old emperor's detention of their ships loaded with wheat. The old
emperor confiscated these ships because of his fear that an attack by Murad's son
would cut off the city's food supply.13 The old emperor's fear of an attack was
justified. However, as Ignatius makes clear in the second paragraph of this
chapter, the danger was to come not only from Murad's son, Beyazid, but also
from the old emperor's own grandson, Kalojan, John (VII).14

§ 83. John VII Takes the City

None of the Byzantine or Venetian sources mentions the popular support for
John VII which caused the common people to open a city gate for him on the

10 See Janin, La Geographie de CP2, 410.
11 Schreiner, Chronik no. 7, p. 68; cf. R. Salomon, "Zu Ignatij von Smolensk," Beitrage zur

russischen Geschichte Theodor Schiemann dargebracht, ed. O. Hoetzsch (Berlin, 1907), 259, with
references to the earlier literature.

12Janin, loc. cit. The Charisius Gate location of the Prodromos Monastery would coincide with
Janin's assumption that the Prodromos Monastery here was one of Byzantine foundation. G. Kolias'
identification of Ignatius' Prodromos Monastery with the Prodromos Monastery in Petra, which he
confuses with the Monastery of St. John Prodromos "in Trullo" (`H avtiapaia'I odvvou Z' evavtiiov
'Iwavvou E' IIakatoA.oyou [1390], in `EXkrlvtxa, 12 [1952], 54-55), must be rejected on the grounds
that both monasteries he speaks of are at some distance from the gate in question. Janin, on the other
hand, has shown that a Prodromos Monastery was located right at the gate which was unsecured.
According to Janin (loc. cit.), this monastery is still extant as the Mosque of Bayram Pa5a. On the two
other Prodromos Monasteries in question, see ibid., 421-29, 441-42; and supra, Commentary § 49.

On the Gate of Charisius, see Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, 83-89; B. Meyer-Plath
and A. M. Schneider, Die Landmauer von Konstantinopel, II, Denkmaler Antiker Architektur, 8
(Berlin, 1943), 70-71 and pls.; Janin, CP byzantine2, 281-82; Kleiss, Plan, Cb.

13 Archives of the Senate of Venice, in Iorga, "Venetia in Marea Neagra," 1104.
14 Cf. Schreiner, Chronik no. 7, p. 68.
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night of April 13-14,11 but John's popularity and the consequent aid given him
by the populace is supported by the whole tenor of Ignatius' account. That the
citizens of the capital would not admit young John's Turkish allies is not
surprising. Probably his Genoese backers were admitted, however; at least they
appear very soon thereafter in John VII's camp.

Ignatius' subsequent mention that Manuel fled to Lemnos would seem to be at
variance with Short Chronicle no. 7, which says that Manuel fled "directly to the
friars at Rhodes" (suSuc ... Ewc tiflc `PoSou sic tiot)c (Dpcpiouc).16 Actually, the
only contradiction is in the word "directly." Since Manuel had been living on
Lemnos, it is likely that, as Ignatius suggests, he first applied to his supporters
there for aid and then toured the Mediterranean, gathering forces for retaking
the city. He returned to Constantinople with at least one ship from Lemnos and
the support of the Knights-Hospitalers of St. John on Rhodes, who must be the
"friars" of Short Chronicle no. 7.

The castle into which the old emperor fled when his grandson took the city was
the fortress of the Golden Gate (io xac iEXXtov itjc Xpuasiac; see pl. 11, 83),17 a
fortification with many associations for the old emperor; the fortress, situated in
the southwest corner of the city, had been repaired and strengthened by John V's
rival, John VI Cantacuzenus, and in part torn down by John V himself.18 In 1376
John V and Manuel took refuge from Andronicus in this castle, 19 just as John did
in 1390 when under attack from Andronicus' son. Ignatius' description of this
fortress ("A stone wall with high towers extended to the water's edge so that the
enemy was unable to reach him [the old emperor] either by sea or by land") and
the means which young Kalojan and his Genoese and Galatan allies had to use in
their attempts to destroy the fortress suggest the strength of the castle's fortifi-
cation after John V had reinforced the fortress and extended its protective walls
down to the beach.20

"WhileWhile Ignatius places these events in the middle of the night on Wednesday of the second week
after Easter, that is, April 13, 1390, the Greek source for these events (Schreiner, loc. cit.) gives the
date as "April 14, Thursday of St. Thomas Week" (i.e., of the second week after Easter). The taking
of the city by the young usurper obviously happened during the night of April 13-14.

' 6 Schreiner, loc. cit. By the evening of April 22, Manuel had also visited the island of Kos which
was occupied by the Knights of St. John of Rhodes; see P. Wirth, "Manuel II. Palaiologos and der
Johanniterorden. Zur Genesis der Allianz gegen Johannes VII. (1390)," Byzantina, 6 (1974), 385-89.

" Schreiner, Chronik no. 7, p. 68; see also Kolias, `H avtiapoia 'Iuwavvou Z', 55-57. On the castle
of the Golden Gate, see Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, 69-71; Meyer-Plath and Schnei-
der, Die Landmauer von Konstantinopel, 39-63 and pls.; Janin, CP byzantine2, 269-73; Muller-
Wiener, Bildlexikon Istanbuls, 297-300, 338-41; Kleiss, Plan, Ag; see also DO Bibliographies, I,1,
285-86. The fortress of the Golden Gate is mentioned by only one of the later Russian travelers in
their descriptions of the city, and then only in passing; see supra, pp. 145-47.

18loannes Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, III, Bonn ed. (1832), 292-93, 304.
19 Barker, Manuel II, 28.
21 Cf. Schreiner, Chronik no. 7, p. 68; Ducas, Historia byzantina, Bonn ed. (1834), 47-48. See also

C. Mango, "The Date of the Anonymous Russian Description of Constantinople," BZ, 45 (1952),
383-84; Barker, ManuelII, 467-68. Charanis, "The Strife," 304-12, would date the strengthening of
the fortress to the period between September 13, 1390, and February 16, 1391, noting that such a
dating would agree better with Ducas' details. Such a further strengthening of these fortifications
could have precipitated Beyazid's demand that the castle be dismantled. See infra.
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§ 84. John VII Establishes Control of Constantinople

No sources other than Ignatius describe John VII's subduing of the city;
Ignatius' description of the scene should be taken at face value. The vivid details
he records suggest a genuine eyewitness report and depict a by no means
unexpected scene, given the circumstances. From the context of Ignatius' narra-
tive it is clear that the popular acclamation on the night of April 13, which
Ignatius records in Greek, "Long live Andronicus," refers to the successful
usurper John VII, Ignatius' "Kalojan"; yet the use of the name Andronicus in the
acclamation has generated considerable dispute. Scholars have generally seen in

the name an appeal to the memory of John VII's father Andronicus IV, and thus
to the line of inheritance through primogeniture solemnly ratified by John V in
1381.21 Zachariadou has confirmed this interpretation, and, indeed, has put it on
a firm historical foundation by citing several documents wherein John VII is
clearly called "Andronicus." 22 Citing historical precedents of sons adopting
their fathers' names, she makes the very plausible suggestion that John changed
his name to Andronicus after his father's death in 1385 in order to advance his
campaign to inherit the imperial throne, or possibly changed it in 1390 to distin-
guish himself from his grandfather, the Emperor John V, in acclamations during
the revolt chronicled by Ignatius.23 The cheers for the usurper demanded bythe
partisans of John VII might be, in fact, a vestige of the public acclamations
traditional at the naming of an emperor.24

§ 85. The Return of Manuel to Constantinople

We know nothing from other sources about the first two attempts by Manuel
to reenter the city, or at least to reach the fortress where his father had retreated,
nor is it clear who were the Frankish allies mentioned by Ignatius in these
encounters. The troops which Ignatius claims were hired by John VII, however,
can be identified as the men of Galata (t by Fukucty&v) who aided him in his
siege of the fortress, according to Short Chronicle no. 7.2 5 Manuel's third assault
on Constantinople, when he apparently penetrated the small harbor at the
Golden Gate fortress, succeeded in bringing his new forces into the castle. The
attack probably took place sometime during August 1390, when he arrived "with
two galleys from Rhodes, [galleys] from Lemnos and from Christopoliticos, his

own civilian ship, and other small ones." 26 Ignatius' "Romans" with the white

21 Kolias, 'H avrapaia 'Icwavvou Z', 57-61; Barker, Manuel II, 73-74 note 196; Ai.
Christophilopoulou, H£pi to mp6[3Xrlµa Tflq avaS£il;£wil cob But;avTrvou a6To1Cparopoq, in
'Eitwniµovrxrl 'Em£Trlpiq Tf S tDtXoao( ucflC ZxoXflc ToO IIav£nratrlgioU A9rlv6)v, 13 (1962-63),
390-93.

22 E. Zachariadou, "John VII (Alias Andronicus) Palaeologus," DOP, 31'(1977), 339-42.
23 mid.

24Christophilopoulou, II£pi To rmp6[3x,rlµa, 392-93.
25 Schreiner, Chronik no. 7, p. 68.
26Ibid., 69; a previous edition of this chronicle (Lampros and Amantos, BpaXEa xpovlxa [note 1

supra], 32) gives the date as August 25, but this is apparently not the reading in the manuscript.
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cross on their chests were Knights-Hospitalers of St. John from Rhodes, who
did, indeed, supply Manuel with two galleys for use against his nephew .2 ' The
Knights are, no doubt, also to be identified with the Frankish forces mentioned
by Ignatius, and the "friars" of Short Chronicle no. 7,28 since these are the only
foreign forces known to have taken part in Manuel's attack. The ship (or ships)
from Lemnos doubtless carried supporters of Manuel from his recent period of
rule there. The ship (or ships) from "Christopoliticos" refers very likely to a
contingent of supporters of John V fromChristopolis (ancient Philippi, the
modern Kavalla) in Thrace. Christopolis was one of the few small enclaves of
Byzantine political influence in Thrace, and it had close relations with Emperor
John V. It is possible that Manuel had once ruled Christopolis as a vassal of the
Turkish ruler Murad, a fact which would certainly have given him reason to
search for support there .21

§ 86. Manuel Defeats John VII

The short chronicle dealing with the events of September 17, 1390, agrees in
general with Ignatius' description of Manuel's attack, but includes different
details: "When all the forces except the friars had left the Golden Gate fortress on
foot, Emperor Kyr John [VII] fled out of the city and Emperor Kyr Manuel took
over the city again." 30 "In the year 6899 [1390], the fourteenth year of the
indiction, on Saturday the seventeenth of the month of September, Emperor Kyr
Manuel Palaeologus left [the fortress] of the Golden Gate with foot soldiers and
some mounted soldiers, drove his nephew out [of the city], and took
Constantinople." 31 The question of whether, as Ignatius and the Venetian
version of Short Chronicle no. 7 state, all of Manuel's troops took part in this
sortie (possibly leaving John V's men to hold the fortress), or whether the
Knights of St. John (the "friars" of Short Chronicle no. 7 in the Athonite version)
were left to guard the castle, cannot be finally answered. Ignatius' earlier note that
the "Romans contended bravely with their enemies" does seem to suggest that
the Knights took part in the most important campaign against John VII, that of
September 17. The participation of mounted soldiers in this sortie is mentioned

Genoese documents also mention Manuel's ships; see Barker, Manuel II, 77 note 206. On the small
harbor at the Golden Gate fortress, see supra, p. 411 and note 17.

27 Schreiner, loc. cit.; Archives of the Senate of Venice, Senato misti 38, fol. 110, in lorga, "Venetia
in Marea Neagra," 1105. See also Barker, Manuel II, 76-77 note 204, on Manuel's ties with the
Knights of Rhodes. On the costume of the Knights of St. John (a red surcoat with a white cross on the
chest), see J. Riley-Smith, The Knights of St. John in Jerusalem and Cyprus, c. 1050-1310 (London,
1967), 238-39, 254-57; cf. Xoa,cenue unoxa 3ocuMb:, ed. H. M. Loparev, IIIIC, 24 (1889), 24.

28 Schreiner, Chronik no. 7, pp. 68, 69.
29 See Barker, Manuel II, 62-63, who cites the literature on Manuel's possible tenure at

Christopolis. See also P. Lemerle, Philippes et la Macedoine orientale a 1'epoque chretienne et
byzantine, I (Paris, 1945), 217-21; and G. Ostrogorsky, CepcKa o6nacm nocne dyuiauoee cMpmu,
IIoce6na u3uan>a BH3auTonouncor hIacTHTyTa, 9 (Belgrade, 1965), 71 note 75.

30 Schreiner, loc. cit. (Athonite manuscript).
31 Ibid. (Venetian manuscript). Cf. also ibid., Chronik no. 10, p. 103.
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only in the source quoted. Several of Ignatius' details on the circumstances of
Manuel's victory are confirmed by none of the other sources for the events of
September 17, but the other sources are much more summary in their treatment
than is Ignatius.

It is difficult to identify John VII's "relative Gattilusi," who, according to
Ignatius, held out longest against Manuel's men. John V had given his sister
Maria as wife to Francesco I Gattilusi of Lesbos in 1355, in return for the
Italian's help in his struggle against Cantacuzenus. Francesco I died in 1384 and

was succeeded by his son Francesco II Gattilusi, who ruled until 1404. John V
was Francesco's uncle; Manuel II, his first cousin; and John VII, his second
cousin. John VII did marry the daughter of Francesco II, but not until later.3-

Ignatius, then, is probably guilty of an anachronism, since in 1390 any Gattilusi
would have been more closely related to John V and Manuel than to John VII.
More likely, a Gattilusi was fighting in John VII's behalf not because he was a
relative of the insurgent, but because the Gattilusi were Genoese and .Genoa
supported John VII in his struggle against the old emperor.33

§ 87. The Death of John V and the Succession of Manuel %

Ignatius seems to have compressed the events noted in the penultimate para-
graph of his description of John VII's uprising. John V died in February 1391;34

and Ignatius, Short Chronicle no. 7, and the historian Ducas agree that he died
shortly after being forced to tear down the castle in question.35 In other words,
John V's destruction of the fortress and his death occurred up to five months
after the September 1390 expulsion of John VII from Constantinople, a time
lapse which is much longer than Ignatius seems to suggest. Logic favors a time
lapse. It would seem that the sultan leveled his threat and the castle was sub-
sequently dismantled sometime during the winter of 1390-91, when Manuel was
on campaign with Beyazid36 and in his power, rather than shortly after
September 1390, as Ignatius' text would lead one to believe. The sources do not
specify when Manuel went to Beyazid to make his obeisance, but it was probably
sometime that autumn when he also went on campaign with Beyazid.as a vassal

11G. Dennis, "An Unknown Byzantine Emperor, Andronicus V Palaeologus (1400-1407?),"
JOBG, 16 (1967), 178-79; idem, The Short Chronicle of Lesbos, 1355-1428 (Mytilene, 1965), 13-17;
Dolger, "Johannes VII." (note 6 supra), 29-31 and note 5. Cf. also N. Oikonomides, "John VII
Palaeologus and the Ivory Pyxis at Dumbarton Oaks," DOP, 31(1977), 329-37 and pls. The case for
John VII already being married to Eugenie/Irene Gattilusi in 1390 is advanced rather tentatively in

Barker, Manuel II, 462-66.
"Note the eminent lack of hospitality Francesco II showed Manuel when the latter came as a

refugee from Thessalonica's fall to the Turks in 1387. He was not even allowed to enter the city of
Mytilene; see Barker, Manuel II, 59-63. On the role of the Gattilusi family in this period, see W.
Miller, "The Gattilusj of Lesbos (1355-1462)," BZ, 22 (1913), 406-47. On the Gattilusi's relations
with John VII, see Kolias, 'H avtiap6ia 'Icoavvou Z' (note 12 supra), 61-64.

34 See the discussion of the date of his death, in Barker, Manuel II, 80-81 note 214.
35 Schreiner, Chronik no. 7, p. 69; Ducas, Historia byzantina, 49.
16 Cf. Charanis, "The Strife," 304-312; Barker, Manuel II, 467-68.
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of the Turk.37 The French traveler de la Broquiere was shown the ruins of a castle
at one end of the land walls; he comments that the Turks had forced an emperor
to tear it down.38 Doubtless he is referring to the castle of the Golden Gate which
John V tore down at Beyazid's direction.

Ignatius' note that upon his father's death the Turks freed Manuel to become
emperor is contradicted by Ducas' information. According to Ducas, who is
more likely to be correct in such matters, Manuel fled Beyazid's camp in the
middle of the night when he heard of the old emperor's death.39 Beyazid was
furious over Manuel's escape, since the Turkish ruler had planned to give the
throne of Constantinople to the more trustworthy John VII.40

3' Barker, op. cit., 79-80, on the destruction of the Golden Gate fortress; see also supra, note 36,
and p. 411 note 20.

39 De la Broquiere, 151-52; trans., 518. Clavijo also mentions a tower torn down by John V under
similar threats, but this tower was located near Blachernae and is probably the Tower of Anemas
(Clavijo, 50, 55-56; trans., 79, 85-87). Cf. de la Broquiere, loc. cit., who speaks of an emperor being
forced by the Turks to destroy two castles and the area before St. Sophia as the price of his freedom;
Barker, ManuelII, 457. On the Tower of Anemas, see Janin, CP byzantine2, 126, 172-73, 266, with
references to the literature.

39 Ducas, Historia byzantina, 49. Manuel must have arrived in Constantinople before March 8,
since a notation in the archives of the Genoese colony at Constantinople mentions the expenses
incurred by a Genoese committee in welcoming the new emperor to Constantinople. See Barker,
Manuel II, 82-83.

40 Cf. Dolger, "Johannes VII.," 28; Barker, Manuel II, 83-85.



Chapter XV

THE CORONATION OF MANUEL II

§ 88. The Background to the Coronation of 1392

Few Byzantine sources mention the coronation of Manuel II after his father's
death, and only one of them seems to confirm Ignatius' date of February 11,
1392, for the ceremony.' The fragment of an anonymous Greek description of
Manuel's coronation which was edited by Verpeaux2 must be used with caution,
since it is based at least in part on written material, notably on the common
source drawn on by Pseudo-Codinus and John Cantacuzenus,3 and partly, it
would seem, on a euchologion or service book containing the rubrics and texts of
prayers necessary for clergy officiating at services in which the emperor took part
in Constantinople's Church of St. Sophia. This text does, however, provide a
terminus post quem for Manuel's coronation, at least in the mind of its compiler,

' The source in question is a "short chronicle" of the Monastery iou AagµwvoS on the island of
Lesbos, published as Chronik no. 10 in P. Schreiner, Die byzantinischen Kleinchroniken, I (Vienna,
1975), 104, which in actuality reads February 11, 1393, but is regularly one year in advance in its
dating in this section (see ibid., 102). This entry, like the Ignatian narrative, also notes the partici-
pation of Patriarch Anthony in the service (ibid., 104). Cf. idem, "Hochzeit and Kronung Kaiser
Manuels II. im Jahre 1392," BZ, 60 (1967), 75.

Sphrantzes ([Phrantzes], Annales, Bonn ed. [1838], 56) notes that John V "passed the sole rule of
the empire to his son, Kyr Manuel, and crowned him emperor in the year 6800 [1292]." This date,
however, is obviously incorrect. The emendation 6900 [1392] suggested by J. B. Papadopoulos, in
Georgius Phrantzes, Chronicon (Leipzig, 1935), 61, should be accepted on the basis of other sources
(see infra). Accepting Papadopoulos' emendation, however, raises other problems which point
up the inaccuracy of much of Sphrantzes' information. John V died in 1391, and consequently
could not have crowned his son in 1392. In fact, Manuel took possession of the throne shortly
after his father's death in 1391. While in a manner of speaking John V did indeed pass the rule
of the Empire to Manuel, and while Manuel was indeed crowned in 1392, the circumstances were
not those suggested by Sphrantzes. (On the shortcomings of Sphrantzes' Annales as a historical
source, see R. Loenertz, "Autour du Chronicon Mains attribue a Georges Phrantzes," Studi e
Testi, 123 [Vatican City, 1956] =Miscellanea Giovanni Mercati, 273-311.) The other sources
normally consulted for this period are unanimously silent about this coronation. See also Barker,
Manuel II, 102-4.

2 "Sur le couronnement de Manuel II," in Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, ed. J. Verpeaux
(Paris, 1966), 351-61. On the unique manuscript of this text, the history of its publication, and its
discovery, see ibid., 351-52; and Schreiner, "Hochzeit and Kronung," 75-76.

3 On the common literary source of Pseudo-Codinus and Cantacuzenus, see Pseudo-Kodinos,
op. cit., 24; and Schreiner, "Hochzeitund Kronung," 76. On the date of Pseudo-Codinus' writing (ca.
1347), see I. Sevicenko, Etudes sur la polemique entre Theodore Metochite et Nicephore Choumnos
(Brussels, 1962), 158 note 1; and R. Loenertz, "Le Chancelier imperial a Byzance an XIVe et an XIIle

siecle," OCP, 26 (1960), 290.
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and one which agrees with Ignatius' chronological information. The Greek text
includes an acclamation for "Helen Augusta," 4 that is, for Manuel's consort, the
Empress Helen Dragas (Aparya(7,9S), the daughter of the Serbian Prince
Konstantin Dejanovic, whom he married on February 10, 1392, that is, the day
before his coronation,I and who, according to both Ignatius and the Greek text
itself,6 was Manuel's wife when he was crowned. Both Ignatius and the anony-
mous Greek description thus date the coronation service to sometime after
February 10, 1392.

A terminus ante quem for Manuel's coronation in the 1390's is provided by
Venetian documents. Pantaleon Barbo, a Venetian official in Constantinople,
mentions in a report dated March 8, 1392, that he congratulated the Emperor
"de felici coronatione."' The February 11, 1392, date for the coronation pre-
served by the Ignatian description of the ceremony falls within the span of time
between Manuel's wedding and the report of the Venetian official. Moreover, the
internal evidence in Ignatius' account suggests that the specific date which
Ignatius gives for the ceremony should be accepted. The Sunday of the Prodigal
Son, when Manuel was crowned, according to Ignatius, fell on February 11 in
1392,8 as Ignatius says. This fact, along with the termini post and ante quem
established above, demands the acceptance of the 1392 date given in the auto-
nomous redaction of Ignatius' work (and rejection of the year 1391, suggested by
the chronicle version of Ignatius' text, when Emperor John V was still living and
would have taken part in the service, which he did not do9). The 1393 date
recorded in Short Chronicle no. 10 falls after the terminus ante quem established
above, and thus should also be rejected.l ° The validity of the 1392 dating in the
autonomous version of Ignatius' work is further strengthened by the fact that
Patriarch Anthony, whom Ignatius mentions as officiating at the service, had
been restored to office in March, 1391.11

There remains a problem still more basic than the question of dating Manuel's
coronation, namely, why should such a coronation have taken place in 1392

4 "Sur le couronnement," 357.
'On this marriage, and particularly the date, see Schreiner, "Hochzeit and Kronung," 70-73; and

Barker, Manuel II, 99-104; cf. also ibid., 474-78.
6 "Sur le couronnement," 355.
'Archives of the Senate of Venice, Senato misti42, fol. 47, in N. Iorga, "Venetia in Marea Neagra,"

Analele Academiei RomBne, Ser. 2, vol. 36, Memoriile Sectiunii Istorice (1913-14), 1081. On the
biography of Manuel II, see Barker, Manuel II; G. T. Dennis, The Reign of Manuel II Palaeologus in
Thessalonica, 1382-1387, OCA, 159 (Rome, 1960); and Th. Khoury, "L'Empereur Manuel II
Paleologue (1350-1425). Esquisse biographique," Proche Orient Chretien, 15 (1965), 127-44.

'V. Grumel, La Chronologie (Paris, 1958),262, 312-13. Cf. Barker, ManuelII,102-4, esp. note 27.
Schreiner, "Hochzeit and Kronung," 75, errs in his statement that February 11 fell on a Monday in
1392; possibly he errs in neglecting the fact that 1392 was a leap year.

'See supra, text and apparatus; see also infra, p. 419.
' °Schreiner, Die byzantinischen Kleinchroniken, I, 104; cf. ibid., 102.
" Grumel, La Chronologie, 437; he ruled until 1397. The rou Actli@voq chronicle also preserves

the tradition that Patriarch Anthony officiated at the service (Schreiner, Die byzantinischen
Kleinchroniken, I, 104).
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when Manuel had been crowned much earlier, almost assuredly in 1373.1 z

Second coronations are rare but not unknown in Byzantium; they are, however,
normally restricted to cases where there is serious doubt about the efficacy of the
first coronation ceremony. John VI Cantacuzenus, for instance, was crowned
emperor twice, once in Adrianople by the patriarch of Jerusalem, and again later
in Constantinople by the patriarch of that city, t 3 but the repetition of the

12 Ducas, Historia byzantina, Bonn ed. (1834), 44-46, and the contemporary marginal note
incorporated in Bulliadus, "Notae ad Ducam," ibid., 555, which explains the astrological reasons for
performing the ceremony on September 25 of that year; and Short Chronicle no. 9 (Schreiner, Die
byzantinischen Kleinchroniken, I, 96). There is every reason to think that Manuel's coronation in 1373

was as coemperor with the right of succession, given the political background of his proclamation as
emperor (see Commentary § 81); that is, that the ceremony was not comparable to that of 1259 which
raised Michael VIII to the status of coemperor, but without the right of succeeding his "senior
colleague" (cf. Nicephorus Gregoras, Byzantina historia, I, Bonn ed. [1829], 79; Bulliadus, loc. cit.).

Ai. Christophilopoulou's suggestion, 'ExXoyij, avayopauotq icai cteNtc TOO BucavTrvou auTo-
xp6.TopoS,inHpa7gaTSiatTilS Axa6ilpiaq ABrlvwv,22,2(Athens,1956),199-201, that the date 6800
[1292] given by Sphrantzes, the date which we have preferred to read as an error for 6900 [1392], be
emended to 6887 [1379] on the basis of a conjectured accidental omission of the last two digits of the
Greek figure is of little value. This emendation fails to agree with Sphrantzes' statement thatJohn V
passed the sole rule over the Empire to his son in that year, since John V, in fact, continued to rule
until his death in 1391, except for the brief periods when Andronicus IV and John VII ruled illegally.
Christophilopoulou chooses the year 1379 as her emendation rather than the year 1373, the date
suggested by Ducas, Historia byzantina, 44, and by Short Chronicle no. 9 (Schreiner, loc. cit.), as part
of an attempt to explain Ducas' mention of the coronation in two different passages. She feels that
Ducas, loc. cit., refers to the proclamation of Manuel as coemperor ([3amkc6c) in 1373, while Ducas,
ibid., 46, refers to his proclamation as emperor (aOToxpanop) after Andronicus' defeat in 1379.She
would also emend the reading of the date for Manuel's coronation in an anonymous list of emperors
(published as part of a short chronicle, in (3paxea Xpovtxa, ed. S. Lampros and K. Amantos,
Mvrlµsia TflC t?Jc lvucf q i6Topiaq, 1,1 [Athens, 1932], 54) from 6885 [1377] to 6887 [1379] to agree
with her hypothesis. Since the 1379 date is not given in any of the sources, Dolger's explanation of
Ducas' repetition of the information on the coronation, that is, that both passages refer to events in
1373, seems to be more acceptable (F. Dolger, "Johannes VII., Kaiser der Rhomaer 1390-1408," BZ,
31 [1931], 21-25; see also P. Charanis, "The Strife among the Palaeologi and the Ottoman Turks
1370-1402," Byzantion, 16 [1942-43], 295-301, who shows that Andronicus, not Manuel, was
recognized as coemperor with the right of succession around the year 1379). The source problems
surrounding the 1373 coronation of Manuel are discussed in Schreiner, "Hochzeit and Kronung,"
73-75; and Barker, Manuel II, 23 and note 53.

Christophilopoulou's further suggestion (op. cit., 202 note 3; and idem, Ilspi To mp6(i7,,nlµa Tfs
avaSei,cw TOO aOTOxpaTOpoq, in 'Eitt6Trlµovtxfl 'ErzctTIpiq Tf q'Dt%ouocptxf15 Exok fi
Too Havsat6Trlgiou A3Tlvwv, 13 [1962-63], 393-99) that the ceremony described by Ignatius was
Manuel's marriage to Helen Dragas (on the probable date of this wedding, see supra) must be rejected
on two grounds: first, because both Ignatius' account and the anonymous Greek description
obviously describe a coronation ceremony as we know it in this period (see infra) and do not reflect
the liturgical ceremonies accompanying the Byzantine wedding rite, a ritual with which an Orthodox
cleric from Russia would certainly be familiar. (On the Byzantine wedding ceremony, see J. Goar, ed.,
Euchologion sive rituale graecorum [Venice, 1730; repr. Graz, 1960], 314-25.) Second, imperial
marriages were not solemnized in St. Sophia, but in one of the chapels of the imperial palace (cf.
Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De cerimoniis, Bonn ed. [1829],196-202; ed. A. Vogt [Paris, 1935-40],
II, 6-10; Commentaire, II, 13-21). Since the Great Palace was no longer in regular use in this period,
imperial weddings, which were considered private court functions rather than public ceremonies,
would have been celebrated in one of the chapels of the palace in use, probably in the church at
Blachernae, the normal residence of the Byzantine emperors in this period (cf. Janin, CP byzantine Z,

125-28).
13loannes Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, II, Bonn ed. (1831), 29; Ducas, Historia byzantina, 38.
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coronation service was in this case planned to still doubts about the legitimacy of
the Adrianople service, and to strengthen the usurper's position.' 4 Heraclius was
also crowned twice, first by the metropolitan of Cyzicus and then by the patriarch
of Constantinople, who, it appears, alone could crown an emperor to everyone's
satisfaction.) 5 Schreiner presents a plausible case for similar circumstances being
operative in 1392.1.6 He notes that John V's conversion to Roman Catholicism in
1369 probably precluded the senior emperor's taking part in the Greek Orthodox
rite of coronation for his son, and that, therefore, Manuel's coronation in 1373
must have entailed only the secular part of the coronation, which the emperor
could perform without the active participation of the Orthodox clergy. The
ecclesiastical rite which the Late Byzantine Empire felt was necessary to com-
plete the formal coronation of an emperor, and which included, among other
things, the imperial anointing by the patriarch, would thus have been put off until
the "difficulty of protocol" had been solved. The problem was solved by the
death of the Emperor John V; once the senior emperor was deceased, he could
not, of course, be. expected to join the patriarch in the liturgical service of the
coronation of his successor. Schreiner cites as precedents for Late Byzantine
coronations without the participation of the patriarch of Constantinople not
only the coronation of John VI Cantacuzenus in 1341 by the patriarch of
Jerusalem, but also that of his son Matthew in 1353. Such coronations were
performed not with the imperial crown (6tiEµµa), but rather with a jeweled
imperial headdress, the itiXoS," which might in fact be the "caesar's crown"
(BtHeub Kecapbcxbrx) which, according to Ignatius, Manuel wore preceding the
actual imposition of the imperial crown during the coronation service. Indeed,
the Ignatian description goes out of its way to distinguish the "caesar's crown"
from the "imperial crown" (uapcKHH BtHeub), which was brought to the pa-
triarch for the actual rite of coronation later in the service.' 8

Acceptance of Schreiner's explanation of the apparent "double coronation,"
however, points to a serious deficiency in Ignatius' description of the coronation
service of 1392. The Russian text does not mention the patriarch's anointing the
new emperor, a rite which was, in fact, the major reason the patriarch of
Constantinople was needed to participate in the ceremony; it was, of course,
assumedly the lack of anointing by the patriarch at his coronation in 1373 which

"Cf. Bulliadus, "Notae ad Ducam," in Ducas, op. cit., 549-50.
's See W. Ensslin, Zur Frage nach der ersten Kaiserkronung durch den Patriarchen and zur

Bedeutung dieses Aktes im Wahlzeremoniell (Wurzburg, n.d.), 26-27, with references to the literature.
16 Schreiner, "Hochzeit and Kronung," 74-75.
"Ibid., with references to the literature.
's See Commentary § 92.
Barker, Manuel 11,102-4, explains the 1392 ceremony in terms of dynastic politics, that is to say,

that the recoronation of Manuel was undertaken to strengthen his position vis-a-vis young John VII,
who had not only a legal right to the imperial crown, but also the backing of the Turks and Genoese.
The coronation would add a de jure element to Manuel's de facto rule and, with the simultaneous
coronation of his new wife Helen, would aid in extending the line of succession to any children they
might have in the future. Certainly such ideas could not have been far from Manuel's mind in
planning this impressive ceremony.
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necessitated Manuel's coronation a second time. In the late fourteenth century
anointing by the patriarch had come to be of equal importance with the im-
position of the crown itself in formalizing succession to the Byzantine throne. 19
Since the anonymous Greek description of the 1392 coronation specifically notes
Manuel's anointing by the patriarch, however, one should probably assume that
Ignatius simply did not record this detail of a rite unknown in Russia and thus
quite unfamiliar to him.2 °

§ 89. The Beginning of the Coronation Service

According to Cantacuzenus and Pseudo-Codinus, coronations began at the
palace at the second hour (i.e., midway between dawn and midmorning).21
Ignatius notes the start of the coronation service in the church at the beginning of
the first hour. If the nonliturgical precoronation ceremonies were held in 1392
and began at the traditional time, the second hour, the church service could not
have begun at the first hour, that is, at daybreak. Ignatius' "first hour," however,
could refer to the liturgical office of the first hour, i.e., Prime.22 While it is
possible that the celebration of Prime could have been delayed until the arrival of
the emperor, "when the first hour of the day began," as Ignatius puts it, it is more
likely that the preliminary coronation services outside the church, basically the
raising of the new emperor on a shield and his presentation to the populace, were
not held in 1392, since they had already been performed in 1373.23 The ecclesias-
tical ceremonies could then have begun at dawn, the "first hour."

Ignatius' description of the congregation gathered for Manuel's coronation
presents an unusually detailed picture of the crowd gathered for that event. His
text, for instance, is one of the clearest sources for the continued use of the
galleries by women during services, or at least during special services, in the Great
Church.24 The reason traditionally cited for the segregation of women is that

' 9 See Goar, Euchologion, 727; Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, 353-55, 358-59; Canta-
cuzenus, Historiarum, I, Bonn ed. (1828), 197-98, 202; Symeon of Thessalonica, De sacro templo,
PG, 155, cols. 353-54; cf. ibid., cols. 351-52. See also L. Brehier, `Iapauc xai Baot?,6q, in Memorial
Louis Petit, Archives de ]'Orient Chretien, 1 (Bucharest, 1948), 41-45; G. Ostrogorsky, "Zur
Kaisersalbung and Schilderhebung im spatbyzantinischen Kronungszeremoniell," Historia, 4
(1955), 246-56 (repr. idem, Zur byzantinischen Geschichte. Ausgewahlte kleine Schriften [Darmstadt,
1973], 142-52); D. Nicol, "Kaisersalbung. The Unction of Emperors in Late Byzantine Coronation
Ritual," Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies, 2 (1976), 37-52; C. Walter, "The Significance of
Unction in Byzantine Iconography," ibid., 53-73. On Byzantine coronation ritual in general, see
Christophilopoulou, 'Exkoyn, avayopauols xai 6rETtq; and F. Brightman, "Byzantine Imperial
Coronations," Journal of Theological Studies, 2 (1901), 359-92.

20 See Commentary § 93.
21 Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, 196; Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, 252. On Byzantine

reckoning of the second hour, see Grumel, La Chronologie, 163-64.
220. Strunk, "The Byzantine Office at Hagia Sophia," DOP, 9-10 (1955-56), 178, notes that the

monastic office (which would include Prime) was the normal one at St. Sophia in this period.
23 See supra.
24 See Leo Allatios, The Newer Temples of the Greeks, trans. A. Cutler (University Park, Pa., 1969),

31, 34; Symeon Metaphrastes, Vita S. Ioannis Chrysostomi, PG, 114, col. 1113; The Correspondence
of Athanasius I, Patriarch of Constantinople: Letters to the Emperor Andronicus II, Members of the
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noted by Ignatius, that their charms not distract the male worshipers, and
particularly the clergy.25 Indeed, Ignatius' explanation of the function of the
translucent drapes in the galleries, that they were meant to hide the beauty of the
female worshipers, is also the rationale for the drapes given by Symeon
Metaphrastes.26 Some of the hooks from which drapes must have hung are still
preserved in situ in St. Sophia.21

Ignatius' notes on the dress of the choir members are of some interest. The
sticharion (atitxaptov), the vestment to which Ignatius compares the robes of the
choristers at the coronation, was a long, flowing, sleeved robe, roughly equivalent
to the Western alb. In its wide-sleeved form it is the normal liturgical dress of
lower clergy in the Orthodox Church, where it is regularly worn unbelted. While
none of the Byzantine sources describes the robes of the singers at imperial
coronations, Pseudo-Codinus describes what the choirs wore at the great
Christmas vigil ceremonies. The singers wore igarta (tunics) and Eintpptncapta
(cowls or hoods) with an outer garment, the icapiatov, which was a special kind
of cape (a short cD6,6)vtov).28 A igd rtov could easily be described as a atitxaptov,
and from Ignatius' description of Manuel's 1392 coronation one may conclude
that at that service the singers wore lgdrta, but not xaglata over them. The
pointed hats (ocxpllma, ocxpbrnubi ocTpbt) of Ignatius' description are doubt-
less the cowls or hoods (Emtpptmiapta) mentioned by Pseudo-Codinus.29 These
hoods, as was true for the ceremonial headgear of officials present at the rite, were
probably removed at the most solemn moments of the service.30 The anonymous
Greek description of Manuel's coronation notes that some of the singers wore
gold apparels on their vestments, as does Ignatius' text. These decorations, we
are told by the same work, came from the imperial wardrobe.31 Those so vested,
according to the Greek description, were the "masters with good voices." 32 The
singers were arranged in two choirs on a wooden platform, or more likely on two
wooden platforms, between the ambo and the sanctuary.33 The two choir leaders

Imperial Family, and Officials, ed. A.-M. M. Talbot, Dumbarton Oaks Texts, 3 (Washington, D.C.,
1975), 94; C. Strube, Die westliche Eingangsseite der Kirchen von Konstantinopel in justinianischer Zeit
(Wiesbaden, 1973), 87-96; Mathews, Early Churches of CP, 130-33.

25 Allatios, loc. cit.; Metaphrastes, loc. cit. The Correspondence ofAthanasius I, ed. Talbot, loc. cit.,
dwells at some length on the women in the gallery "showing themselves off" with their clothes, jewels,
and painted faces.

26 Metaphrastes, loc. cit.
2' It is probably because of these drapes that the early twelfth-century Moslem visitor Marvazi

speaks of a hall in the Great Church where the walls are overhung with textiles. See V. Minorsky,
"Marvazi on the Byzantines," Annuaire de 1'Institut de Philologie et d'Histoire orientales et slaves, 10
(1950) = IIayicaptcata. Melanges Henri Gregoire, 460.

28 Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, 189-90; on the nature of these vestments, see ibid.,
apparatus, with references to the literature.

29Ibid. On ocxpunyu as a Russian word for Byzantine choristers' headdresses, see V. I. Antonova
and N. E. Mneva, Kamanoz dpeenepyccxou rcu6onucu XI- naYaaa XVIII e.e., II (Moscow, 1963),
no. 625.

30 Cf. Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, 258; and Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, 198.
31 "Sur le couronnement," in Pseudo-Kodinos, op. cit., 356.
3 2 Ibid.
13 Pseudo-Kodinos, ibid., 262-63; Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, 197. See pl. i.
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were the HponoWaXirjS and the AoREc rtxoc, and it is doubtless one of these
choirmasters, described as radiant (4700 in the Greek description,34 who was
the "handsome man [with robes] white as snow" noted as the choir director by
Ignatius. At least on other occasions the choir leaders were distinguished from
the other singers by their white robes .31

§ 90. The Imperial Throne in St. Sophia

Ignatius' description of the "Frankish," in this case, Italian, delegations
present at Manuel's coronation correctly reflects both the numerical and political
importance of the Genoese and Venetians in the life of late fourteenth-century
Constantinople. From the Ignatian picture of their arrangement in similarly
garbed groups one should assume that these witnesses to the ceremony were the
official leaders of the Italian colonies in Byzantium, dressed in their robes of
ofce.36

John Cantacuzenus has left a description of the throne dais and the "cham-
ber," a kind of changing room (}tlniaic)ptov), used during coronations in St.
Sophia, which expands on that furnished by Ignatius:

a wooden chamber (oixiaxoq) built for this purpose.... Around the
aforementioned chamber a dais (ava[3a4pa) has been prepared beforehand,
also of wood, covered on all sides with red silk coverings. According to the
number of emperors, gold thrones are placed on this platform, not the
normal type, but elevated on four or five steps by which the emperors mount
the thrones when coming from the chamber.37

We do not know how many steps the dais had in addition to the steps leading
to the thrones; Robert of Clari, however, describes the throne in St. Sophia used
at the coronation of Baldwin as "high." 38 According to tradition, the imperial
coronation dais was erected on the rectangle of special pavement made of
granite, porphyry, and mosaic fragments on the south side of the body of the
church, between the easternmost columns of the nave.39 Among others, Anthony
of Novgorod mentions the "purple marble" on which the throne was erected

34 "Sur le couronnement," loc. cit.
3 s Pseudo-Kodinos, op. cit., 190.
"See, for instance, E. Skrzinskaja, "I'exyec1jb1 B KOHCTaHTHHOIIOJIe B XIV B., "Bu3BpeM, 1

(1947), 215-34.
J7 Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, 197; cf. the similar descriptions in Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des

offices, 256-57, which calls the chamber an otxrlga. The anonymous Greek description also mentions
a dais for the imperial thrones ("Sur le couronnement," 358-59 ff.), but does not describe it.

38 Robert of Clari, La Conguete de Constantinople, ed. P. Lauer (Paris, 1924), 95; trans. E. McNeal
(New York, 1936), 117.

39 R. L. Van Nice, Saint Sophia in Istanbul: An Architectural Survey (Washington, D.C., 1965),
pl. 10. O. Demus, The Church of San Marco in Venice. History, Architecture, Sculpture, Dumbarton
Oaks Studies, 6 (Washington, D.C., 1960), 49. Mathews, Early Churches of CP, 133-34, suggests
another, albeit nearby, location for the imperial throne, at least on non-coronation occasions, but
that area is quite small and would give no view of the sanctuary; possibly the markings he notes are
from the temporary chamber under the gallery where the emperor vested. See also pl. i.
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for coronations.40 A dais two sazhens (i.e., approximately 2.84 m.) wide, as
described by Ignatius,41 would fit nicely over the unpolished circular center of
this pavement panel, which has a diameter of approximately 3.5 m.42 Such
placement of the throne would leave the highly decorative porphyry and marble
inlay sections of the panel exposed. The "chamber" was probably behind the
platform, under the south gallery, as Ignatius suggests.

§ 91. The Entrance of the Emperor

The information which Ignatius gives about where the emperor had been the
night before his coronation and from where he entered the church at the first hour
is in opposition to the tradition recorded by the two preserved general descrip-
tions of fourteenth-century Byzantine coronations. Pseudo-Codinus and John
Cantacuzenus both say that the emperor spent the eve of his coronation in
the palace, the tradition recorded earlier by Constantine Porphyrogenitus.43
Further difficulty in this regard comes from the fact that Ignatius' phrases "flown
TOA uapb Ha rionaTax 6btcTb" and "cHHAe uapb c nonaT" can be construed to
mean either "that night the emperor had been in the galleries" and "the emperor
descended from the galleries," but also, possibly, "that night the emperor had
been in the palace" and "he came from the palace.." 44 The word nonambi, in
general, can mean "palace" or the "galleries of a church." 45 Ignatius, however,
uses the word nonaTbi only for galleries of a church or for a fortified castle.46 He
calls the Great Palace the "imperial building" (3AaHxe uapcxo) or the "palace"
()IBOp), the same word he uses when speaking of the palace at Blachernae.47
Moreover, cnude, the verb which Ignatius uses to describe the emperor's ap-
proach to the imperial doors of St. Sophia, most commonly means "descended,"
rather than "left." 48 The reason for the divergence from normal custom chroni-
cled by Ignatius is not difficult to discover. The chief reason an emperor spent his

"Anthony, 15.
On Ignatius' measurements, see Commentary § 8.

42 Van Nice, loc. cit.
43 Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, 252; Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, 196; Constantine

Porphyrogenitus, De cerimoniis, 191-92; ed. Vogt, II, 1. The anonymous Greek description of the
ceremony begins only after the emperor has entered the sanctuary at the end of the "Little Entrance"
of the liturgy (see infra).

44 The latter translation is the common one in modern scholarship on the Ignatian description of
Manuel's coronation; see, for instance, R. Salomon, "Zu Ignatij von Smolensk," Beitrdge zur
russischen Geschichte Theodor Schiemann dargebracht, ed. O. Hoetzsch (Berlin, 1907), 261-62; and
Schreiner, "Hochzeit and Kronung" (note I supra), 82; but not B. de Khitrowo, Itineraires russes en
Orient, I,1 (Geneva, 1889), 144.

111. Sreznevskij, Mamepuanbi dAn cnoeapn dpeenepyccuozo 13bixa (Moscow, 1893-1912), s.v.
nonaTbI.

46 See supra: "the men inside the holy church, the women in the galleries" (Ha nonaTax) (p. 105);
"under the galleries (nou no.naTaMH) on the right-hand side was a chamber" (p. 107); "Emperor
Kalojan locked himself in his castle" (B CBOHX noiiaTax, i.e., the castle of the Golden Gate) (p. 103);

all summer long he shelled the castle" (6HCACA y nonaTb) (p. 103), etc.
47 See supra, pp. 93, 97, 105.
48 Cf. Sreznevskij, Mamepuanbi, S.V. cbHHTH.
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precoronation night in the palace was the necessity of his performing certain
rituals in or near the palace on the morning of the coronation, preceding the
liturgical ceremony in St. Sophia. It was necessary, for instance, for the emperor
to be raised on a shield and acclaimed.49 The secular precoronation ceremonies,
which were also performed for coemperors when they were appointed and
crowned,50 however, had been performed for Manuel in 1373 when he was
crowned coemperor by his father. If, as is probably the case, these ceremonies
were not repeated at a second coronation, the emperor could have been present
for at least part of the All-night Vigil Service preceding his coronation, and, if so,
would probably have followed the services from the imperial box in the galleries,
where he could also have followed the beginning of the morning service.51 The
emperor would then have gone via the galleries to the west end of the building
where he would have "descended from the galleries" to the narthex for the
customary ceremonial entrance through the "imperial doors."

Ignatius' description of the solemn entry of the new emperor into the nave
reflects what is known of this ceremony from other sources,52 although one
should assume literary exaggeration in his statement that it took three hours for
the emperor and his entourage to cover the less than 50 m. between the imperial
doors and the chamber! Emperor John VI Cantacuzenus also remarks, as does
Ignatius, on the extremely complicated music sung at imperial coronations, in
keeping with the solemnity of the service.53 The twelve men in armor mentioned
by Ignatius are probably members of the Varangian corps, the personal body-
guard of the emperor in this period; at least members of this elite group escort
the emperor at the great entrance procession during the liturgy which ac-
companies the coronation. They, like the standard-bearers noted by Ignatius, are
uniformed in red.54 The heralds who preceded the honor guard and standard-
bearers are not mentioned in other sources; they were probably important
functionaries of the palace guard.55

§ 92. The Robes of the Emperor and his Participation in the Liturgy

Cantacuzenus agrees with Ignatius that the emperor was vested in "the purple
and the diadem" at this point in the service.56 Pseudo-Codinus says that he was

49 Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, 196-97; Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, 252-56; Ostrogorsky,
"Zur Kaisersalbung and Schilderhebung," 246-56 (repr. idem, Zur byzantinischen Geschichte,
142-52 [note 19 supra]); Christophilopoulou, 'Eickoyij, 6vayopcu61S xai atttytq (note 19 supra),
passim; Brightman, "Byzantine Imperial Coronations" (note 19 supra), 387-88; C. Walter, "Raising
on a Shield in Byzantine Iconography," REB, 33 (1975), 157-66.

50 Cf. Pseudo-Kodinos, op. cit., 255-56.
5' On the imperial box in the galleries, cf. ibid., 269; Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, 202; Strube, Die

westliche Eingangsseite, 72-75, 79-81; and H. Kahler, Die Hagia Sophia, with a chapter by C. Mango
(Berlin, 1967), 59-62, who describes the imperial motifs of the decoration at the southeast end of the
galleries.

52 Cf. Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, 197; Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, 256.
" Cantacuzenus, op. cit., 199; Pseudo-Kodinos, op. cit., 263.
54Cantacuzenus, op. cit., 200; Pseudo-Kodinos, op. cit., 263-64.
55 Cf. Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De cerimoniis, ed. Vogt, I, Commentaire, 49-50.
16 Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, 197. "The purple" originally meant a long purple military cloak,
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vested in "the saccos and the diadem." 57 The latter source also notes that the
saccos was always worn when the crown and diadem were worn by the em-
peror.s$ Since Cantacuzenus' and Pseudo-Codinus' discussions of imperial
coronations are textually related, it is safe to assume that by the fourteenth
century "the purple" was not, as it once was, a chlamys, or cape, but rather the
6axxo; or 6t(3r)itj6tov, a long, wide-sleeved flowing robe. A similar vestment,
still called a 6aicxoS, is at present the liturgical dress of Eastern Orthodox
bishops. The "dalmatic of Charlemagne" preserved in the treasury of St. Peter's
basilica in the Vatican is probably an imperial saccos.59

The diadem in the Late Byzantine period is a type of necklace, or possibly a
belt, regularly worn with the crown.60

Ignatius' use of the phrase, "Caesar's crown with crenellations," 61 to describe
the headdress worn by Manuel during the first part of his coronation ceremony
distinguishes this crown quite clearly from the "imperial crown" which he wears
after his actual coronation. According to preserved pictorial evidence, emperors
in the Palaeologan period wore hemispherical crowns surmounted by a cross;
sometimes they were divided vertically into two equal halves, but they never had
crenellations.62 Byzantine empresses, however, did wear crenellated crowns such

the paludamentum. This symbol of imperial power developed over time into the zAni nc, a cape which
could be of various colors; see P. Grierson, Catalogue of the Byzantine Coins in the Dumbarton Oaks
Collection and in the Whittemore Collection, II: Phocas to Theodosius III (Washington, D.C., 1968),
pt. 1, 76-77; ibid., III: Leo III to Nicephorus 111 (1973), pt. 1, 117-20; M. Hendy, Coinage and Money
in the Byzantine Empire, 1081-1261, Dumbarton Oaks Studies, 12 (Washington, D.C., 1969), 65. By
the mid-fourteenth century, however, the use of the xXaµtc as a specifically imperial robe apparently
fell into disuse. Investiture with the ykag6q is not mentioned as part of the coronation ceremony by
any of the fourteenth-century sources, although in earlier periods this investing was second in
importance only to the imposition of the crown; cf. Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De cerimoniis,
192-93; ed. Vogt, II, 2; Goar, Euchologion (note 12 supra), 726, 728; Brightman, "Byzantine
Imperial Coronations," 379-80, 391-92.

57 Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, 256.
58Ibid., 200.
590n the 8t(3rlTtj6tov-66ncxoc, see Grierson, Catalogue of the Byzantine Coins, III,1, 119-20;

Hendy, Coinage and Money, 67. D. Talbot Rice, Art of the Byzantine Era (London, 1963), 123, 263,
illustrates a purple imperial SiiryTtj6tov and the "dalmatic of Charlemagne."

60 Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, 199-200. Cf also J. B. Bury, A History of the Later Roman
Empire from the Death of Theodosius T.., I (London, 1923), 315, where the diadem is equated with
the imperial collar piece, the µavtaxtov. Such jeweled necklaces are quite common on pictures of
Byzantine emperors. See S. Lampros, Asuxwµa a6ToicpaT6pwv (Athens, 1930), pls. But
see also Grierson, Catalogue of the Byzantine Coins, III,1, 122-23.

61 BtHeub xecapbcxxx c cToim bu txn. The old Russian word cmonnbquK, literally "little column," is
a calque of the Greek mupyoS, tower or column, which, with reference to a crown, means crenellation.
Thus the corona muralis of the tutelary deity of a city is called mupycotds ctSCpavoS in Greek; see A. I.
Kirpicnikov, "Llygecxble craTyx B KoncTauTuxonone," Jlemonucb ucmopuKo-Ounonozugecxozo
odutecmea Hoeopoccuucxozo Ynueepcumema, Bn3aumuucxoe omdenenue, 2 (Odessa, 1894), 27. See
also the 1589 description by the Greek Bishop Arsenius of the crown of Irene, consort of the Russian
Tsar Fedor Ivanovic, as having mupyouS &ib&&Ka, i.e., twelve towers or crenellations. The text is
published in K. N. Sathas, Btoypacptxov 6xc8iaopa mcpi Tou HaTpt&pxou `Icpsµiou B' (Athens,
1870), 64. I am indebted to Professor Ihor Sevicenko for the Sathas reference.

"See Lampros, Asuxwµa aOtoKpac6pwv, pls.; cf. Grierson, Catalogue of the
Byzantine Coins, III,1, 127-30; and Hendy, Coinage and Money, 67-68, on imperial crowns of a
somewhat earlier date which are quite similar.
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as the one Ignatius describes.63 Emperors who had been crowned without the
participation of the patriarch, judging from the reports of John Cantacuzenus of
his own and his son's coronations, were crowned only with a n1kog, a special

jewel- and pearl-decorated imperial headdress,64 and therefore not with a
atcµµa, the normal imperial crown of the period. It is such a nikoS-crown as this
that one would expect Manuel to be wearing during the first part of the service
Ignatius is describing. The Cantacuzenus and Pseudo-Codinus coronation
descriptions seem to be allowing for this eventuality by noting that at the begin-

ning of the service the imperator coronandus wears on his head either a filet
(aiE(pavoq), or whatever seems appropriate. The Greek description of Manuel's
coronation says that before his coronation he wears a " rr' CDavoq," but this word

is probably only a generic term for an imperial headdress.65 Lacking iconograph-
ic evidence on the appearance of the 7ntkog, we should accept Ignatius' descrip-
tion of this "Caesar's crown" as crenellated and thus assume that it resembled
that worn by an empress.66

The Byzantine sources do not mention how the consort is escorted to the dais,

or from where. Judging from the Ignatian description of the coronation of
Manuel II, however, it seems likely that she, like the emperor, was in thegalleries
of the church, probably in the imperial box of the gynaeceum, her customary
place during services in the Great Church,67 and descended to the narthex where
she was met by her husband and conducted by him to their thrones on the dais on
the south side of the nave. There, contrary to the usual custom in the Orthodox
Church, they were seated, as Ignatius notes, rising only at the most solemn

moments in the service.68
Cantacuzenus and Codinus describe an imperial coronation followed by

the normal festival liturgy,69 as does Ignatius.70 Goar's twelfth-century

63 Lampros, op. cit., pls. 43, 45, 58, 59, 83, 84, etc. See also Grierson, op. cit., 130. This type of
crown, it seems, derives from the ancient Roman corona radiata; see G. Galavaris, "The Symbolism
of the Imperial Costume as Displayed on Byzantine Coins," American Numismatic Society,Museum

Notes, 8 (1958), 103.
64Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, II, 166; ibid., III, Bonn ed. (1832), 269; see Schreiner, "Hochzeit

and Kronung" (note 1 supra), 73-75, 82 note 66; as well as Salomon, "Zu Ignatij von Smolensk"
(note 44 supra), 267-68, who sees in the crenellated "Caesar's crown" a "prince's crown." On
Manuel's earlier coronation, see Commentary § 88.

61 Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, 197; Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, 256; "Sur le couronne-
ment," 358.

66 On special types of crowns for those apparently in line of inheritance for the throne, see
Grierson, Catalogue of the Byzantine Coins, II,1, 84; and Hendy, Coinage and Money, 67-68.Cf. also
E. Piltz, "Couronnes Byzantines reflechies dans les sources litteraires-tentative de typologie,"
Bucavtiiva: Nordisk tidskrift for byzantinologi, 3-4 (1974-75), 3-24, esp. p. 9. Curiously, in Russian
medieval iconography a crenellated crown marks an independent, nonvassal ruler; see A. V.
Arcihovskij, ,1gpeenepyccxue Muuuamropbl xax ucmopunecxuu ucmouuux (Moscow, 1944), 111-18.

67 On the empress' normal place in the church, see Strube, Die westliche Eingangsseite, 87-96;
Mathews, Early Churches of CP, 130-33.

68 Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, 199; Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, 262.
69 Cantacuzenus, op. cit., 199-202; Pseudo-Kodinos, op. cit., 262-69; cf. Constantine Porphy-

rogenitus, De cerimoniis, 193-94; ed. Vogt, II, 2-3.
"See also "Sur le couronnement," 353-59.
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Euchologion, however, says that immediately after the emperor's coronation he
receives communion from the reserved sacrament (xotvcovsi nporjytacgt& .71

The explanation of this apparent duality of customs lies in the two types of
imperial coronations, immediate and planned. Since the liturgy was solemnly
celebrated in St. Sophia only on Sundays and festivals, if an emperor needed to be
crowned immediately to fill a vacant throne, and no liturgy was scheduled for
that day, the newly crowned emperor would receive communion from the
reserved sacrament. If the coronation were being held for a coemperor, the
ceremony could be arranged for a more convenient day when the liturgy was
regularly celebrated.71

The general Byzantine sources for imperial coronations in this period do not
specifically mention the emperor's participation in the first procession of the
liturgy (tj µtxpa siaoSo;) chronicled by Ignatius for the coronation of Manuel,
and, indeed, the close textual similarity between the Russian descriptions of the
emperor's participation in the first and second processions of the liturgy would
suggest that this section of his narrative is a rather usual type of scribal emenda-
tion. Yet the anonymous fragmentary Greek description of this same ceremony
opens with the emperor entering the sanctuary to cense and, in turn, to be censed
by the patriarch before going with him to the ambo for the actual coronation .71
It would be difficult to explain the emperor's presence in the sanctuary at this
point if he had not taken part in the procession. One might suggest that the
apparent contradiction between the general sources for imperial coronations in
this period and the two texts dealing with Manuel's coronation in 1392 stems
from the fact that, unlike the usual imperator coronandus, Manuel II is an already
crowned emperor and thus follows customs reflecting his imperial status, such as
taking part in the "Little Entrance" of the liturgy.

The detailed information which Ignatius gives on the emperor's participation
in the first procession in general reflects that noted by the Greek sources for the
emperor's participation in the second procession.74 The chief deacons approach
the emperor and he goes with them to the sanctuary; apparently, armed
Varangian guards (Ignatius' "men-at-arms") walk on either side of him, for the
honor guard, along with court notables, is mentioned accompanying the em-
peror when the actual procession moves around the church. Doubtless, since
they were laymen they did not enter the sanctuary with the emperor and clergy,
but remained outside the chancel screen, as Ignatius notes. Once inside the
sanctuary the deputati, minor officials of St. Sophia, vested the emperor in a gold
mantle (µavSuaq) on top of "the purple and the diadem." 75 The gavbua;

" Goar, Euchologion, 727. The Barberini codex of the Euchologion says that the emperor receives
communion from the reserved sacrament during the celebration of the Liturgy of the Presanctified
(xai notcov nporlytaagEva µcTaSISwoty aOTt T f q wonotov xotv(oviaq, ibid., apparatus).

72Brightman, "Byzantine Imperial Coronations," 383.
73 "Sur le couronnement," 353.
74Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, 199-200; Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, 263-67; "Sur le

couronnement," 358.
15 On "the purple and the diadem" in this period, see supra.
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mentioned in the fourteenth-century Byzantine sources seems to equal the
XXaµuc or ceremonial cape of the earlier emperors.76 In the later period, the
xXaµuc, which came to be of various colors, was tailored to allow the emperor
free use of his hands when wearing it; this was done by shortening the front of the
robe.77 The phelonion ((paXthvtov), the outer liturgical vestment worn by the
Byzantine priest, is a large circle of cloth with a hole in the middle for the head.
Since it normally reaches to the ankles, the hands can be used only by raising the
front of the garment.78 Ignatius' description of the imperial xXaµuc, or mantle,
as a "short little phelonion" (4)enoxeub Man) or "little phelonion" (4)enoxeub)
reaching to the waist would thus suggest a tailored xXag'q.79 Whether the one
worn by Manuel was gold, as the Greek sources say, or purple, as in Ignatius'
description, is impossible to say. There is a further difference in detail between the
Russian and the Greek descriptions; while Ignatius has the emperor walk in the
procession carrying a candle, the relevant Greek descriptions of coronations are
unanimous that during such processions the emperor carried a a wand,
in his capacity as SETtotatioS of the Great Church.80

§ 93. The Rite of Coronation

As mentioned previously, both the Greek description of Manuel's coronation
and Ignatius' account record the patriarch and emperor walking together to the
ambo. Cantacuzenus and Pseudo-Codinus, on the other hand, have the patriarch
go to the ambo with other ecclesiastical dignitaries before the singing of the
"thrice-holy hymn" (tipt(Y67tov), that is, immediately after the first procession (tj
µtxpa ct(ToSoS), and send clergymen to invite the emperor to join him.8 t
According to the Greek texts, the patriarch then reads a prayer for the emperor
and for the success of his reign, and after he has intoned the word "Holy" three

76 See supra. The identification of the µav8uag with the xx.aµu5 is strengthened by Constantine
Porphyrogenitus' note (De cerimoniis, 16; ed. Vogt, I, 12) that the emperor wore a xA,aµus during the
offertory procession, when the later sources mention his wearing a pav66ag. Cf. Hendy, Coinage and
Money, 65. Pseudo-Codinus would view the gold cape which the emperor wears while taking part in
the processions in the liturgy as the symbol of his rank as referendarius, a patriarchal official; (Pseudo-
Kodinos, Traite des offices, 267). This seems very unlikely. On the office of the referendarius, see Goar,
Euchologion, 236.

77 Lampros, Asuxwµa Bui;avnv by auToxpatopwv (note 60 supra), pls. 60, 63, 64, 69, 84; and
Talbot Rice, Art of the Byzantine Era (note 59 supra), 123 (the angel). See also Grierson, Catalogue of
the Byzantine Coins, III,1, 117-20.

78 Cf. the upper left-hand illustration in Goar, Euchologion, 98.
79 For a purple xXaµuS(?) which looks very much like a cpcXhvtov, see Lampros, Aeuxwµa

Butavtitvt v au'roxpaiopwv, pl. 65.
so "Sur le couronnement," 358. He also carried a cross (Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, 200; Pseudo-

Kodinos, Traite des offices, 264). The deputatus was a minor official of St. Sophia, a sort of verger; cf.
Goar, Euchologion, 198, 230; Pseudo-Kodinos, op. cit., 264. Brightman, "Byzantine Imperial
Coronations," 390 note 1, notes the analogical situation in the West where emperors of the Holy
Roman Empire were ordained to the subdeaconate and installed as canons of St. Peter's at their
coronation. In his De sacro templo, Symeon of Thessalonica connects the emperor's investiture with
the deputatus' wand with the emperor's role as defender of the Church (PG, 155, col. 356).

81 Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, 197; Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, 257-58. See Goar,
Euchologion, 54-55, on the place of the Trisagion hymn in the liturgy.
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times, a chant which is taken up by the clergy and the congregation in turn, he
anoints the emperor's head with chrism (µupov) in the form of a cross.82 As
noted earlier, Ignatius does not mention the patriarch anointing the emperor, a
rite of supreme importance in this period.83 However, for all of its importance in
the late fourteenth century, anointing was a comparatively new constituent of the
coronation rite.84 It was unknown in Russia in this period and certainly un-
familiar to the Russian traveler, which is doubtless why he did not record it.85

Contradicting Ignatius, both Cantacuzenus and Pseudo-Codinus say that the
emperor's crown is brought from the sanctuary by two vested deacons, but that
the empress' crown is treated differently. It is brought by the two relatives or
eunuchs who escort the empress to the center of the church.86 According to these
sources, however, this is done only after the emperor has been crowned.87 These
sources, as well as the anonymous Greek description, note that the empress is
escorted not to the ambo, but only to the solea, the raised platform connecting
the sanctuary with the ambo; it was here, as Ignatius suggests later, that the
emperor crowned her after stepping down from the ambo.88

The description of the actual imposition of the imperial crown on the head of
Manuel by Patriarch Anthony (as emended in the present edition)89 is quite
similar to the account given in the anonymous Greek description of the rite,
although the Greek source, more knowledgeable about court attire, includes the
information that the patriarch first placed a hood (icouxou'Xtov) on the emperor's

82 "Sur le couronnement," 353-55; see also Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, 197-98; and Pseudo-
Kodinos, Traite des offices, 258. The patriarchal prayer, which is recorded in the Greek description
("Sur le couronnement," loc. cit.), is based on the earlier prayer for investing the emperor with the
xXaµ65 and fibula and the prayer for the imposition of the crown, preserved in Goar, Euchologion,
726-27. The references to anointing of kings were probably added at the period when the vesting of
the new emperor with the x%aµOS and fibula was replaced by the imperial anointing as the second
most solemn moment in the service.

88 See supra, pp. 419-20.
84See supra, p. 420 note 19, on the literature.
8s Schreiner's suggestion ("Hochzeit and Kronung" [note 1 supra], 83 note 71) that Ignatius is

describing the anointing of the emperor by the patriarch in the phrase, "The patriarch placed a cross
on the emperor," for which I prefer to read, "The patriarch placed the crown on the emperor," is
ingenious, although Ignatius mentions the patriarch's imposition of a cross on the emperor only after
the imperial crown had been brought to the ambo, which changes the sequence of the ritual (see infra).
Moreover, this explanation does not address the fact that Ignatius would be describing a coronation
ceremony without noting the imposition of the crown!

86 Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, 199; Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, 259, 261. The anony-
mous Greek description does not mention how the crowns are brought to the ambo. On the imperial
crowns in this period, see supra.

87 Cantacuzenus, loc. cit.; Pseudo-Kodinos, loc. cit.; possibly Ignatius identifies the escorts as
deacons because official court dress was similar to clerical vestments.

88 Cantacuzenus, loc. cit.; Pseudo-Kodinos, loc. cit.; "Sur le couronnement," 355; on the so lea of
St. Sophia, see S. Xydis, "The Chancel Barrier, Solea, and Ambo of Hagia Sophia," Art Bulletin, 29
(1947),1-24; and G. Majeska, "Notes on the Archeology of St. Sophia at Constantinople: The Green
Marble Bands on the Floor," DOP, 32 (1978), 304-8 and fig. A.

89 The description of the placing of the crown on the emperor's head is missing in most of the
manuscripts of the autonomous version of Ignatius' work and has been rather amateurishly supplied
in the chronicle version; see supra, p. 109 and apparatus and p. 108 note 181, on this lacuna in the text
and the editor's emendation.
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head.90 The custom of the patriarch intoning "Worthy!" ("A41oc!) three times as
he lays the crown on the emperor's head, and the clergy and congregation
repeating the chant in turn, finds no place in either of the descriptions of
Manuel's coronation, although it is recorded in other sources on imperial coro-
nations in the Palaeologan period.91 Possibly the 1392 sources simply neglected
to mention this ritual, or possibly the custom had gone out of use at this point.
On the other hand, the anonymous Greek description of Manuel's coronation
substantiates Ignatius' statement that the patriarch "put a cross into his
hand." 92 The other sources for Late Byzantine coronations do not mention the
presentation of a cross to the emperor at his coronation.93 Pseudo-Codinus,
however, does mention that the emperor holds a cross while seated on the throne
immediately after his coronation; his consort holds a wand ((3ai,ov).94 The
emperor also carries a cross in his right hand during the second procession of the
liturgy.95 This cross is quite likely the cross-topped scepter which the emperor
often holds in representations, particularly those on Byzantine coins.96

The Greek description of Manuel crowning his consort represents basically the
same ceremony discussed by Ignatius, but with added detail: "[The emperor and
the patriarch] descend [from the ambo] and stand on the solea. The empress
comes and bows her head, and her husband, the crowned emperor, places the
crown appropriate to empresses on her head. He then places a gold wand ((3aIov)
decorated with precious stones and pearls in her right hand." 97 The anonymous
Greek description of Manuel's coronation also confirms Ignatius' note that after
the actual coronation, the emperor and empress return to their special thrones,
while the patriarch returns to the sanctuary, thus completing the procession.98

90 "Sur le couronnement," 355. The xouxou?uov was meant to be worn under the imperial crown,
the 6tieµµa.

91 Cf. Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, 198; Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, 259.
92 "Sur le couronnement," 355.
93Nor do they note the patriarch's placing a "cross on the emperor," as the textus receptus of

Ignatius' description would lead one to expect. By the same token, pectoral crosses are not visible on
Byzantine depictions of emperors. The imposition of a pectoral cross was, however, a regular
constituent of the ritual of crowning Russian tsars; cf. G. P. Georgievskij, Koponaeanue pyccxux
zocydapeu (Moscow, 1896), 20; D. F. Beljaev, E?cedneenbie u eocxpecnbie npuembi ausanmuucxux
yapeu, 3annciu pyccxoro apxeonorxuecxoro o61uecrBa, 6 (1892) = Bu3anmuna, 2 (St. Petersburg,
1893), pl. 4; and M. Cherniavsky, Tsar and People. Studies in Russian Myths (New Haven, 1961), 61.

94Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, 262. The Greek description of Manuel's coronation notes
that the emperor presents his consort with a gold wand ((3ai:ov) adorned with precious stones and
pearls after he has laid the crown on her head ("Sur le couronnement," loc. cit.), an obvious analogy
to the patriarch's presenting the emperor with a cross after crowning him.

9s Ibid., 264; Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, 200, adds that the emperor carries this cross whenever
he wears the crown.

"See Grierson, Catalogue of the Byzantine Coins, III,1, 138-42 and passim; H. Goodacre, A
Handbook of the Coinage of the Byzantine Empire, III (London, 1933), pls.; and Lampros, Asuxwµa
Butavnv&v au,roxpatiopwv, pls. 69, 73, 74, 77, 80, and esp. 84, an illumination from a Greek
manuscript of the year 1402, now in the Louvre, which shows Manuel II holding a cross-topped
scepter while his consort and children hold wands ((3ai.a).

9' "Sur le couronnement," loc. cit.; cf. also Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, 198-99; Pseudo-
Kodinos, Traite des offices, 259-62.

98 "Sur le couronnement," 355-56. Cf. also Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, 199; Pseudo-Kodinos,
Traite des offices, 262.
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The Greek text, however, also adds that after the patriarch has returned to the
sanctuary and the emperor and empress have been seated on their thrones,
deacons intone the official acclamations of the imperial family.99 The chief
liturgist (np(otioxavovapxoS) gives the pitch from the ambo, and the directors of
the choirs (the IIpwioyrakTT1; and the Aops6itxos) intone the acclamations from
the solea. The acclamations are then repeated by the choirs from their specially
erected platforms. The antiphonal chanting of the imperial acclamations con-
tinues throughout the liturgy, except during the most important moments of the
service.' 00

The anonymous Greek description supplies the information that the scripture
readings in the service were not those regularly appointed for the Sunday of the
Prodigal Son.` The Epistle reading was Heb. 12:28-13:8 ("Wherefore we,
receiving a kingdom which cannot be moved, let us have grace..."); the Gospel
reading was John 10: 1-8 ("...He that entereth not by the door into the sheep-
fold ...").102 The reading of the scriptures at the liturgy in the Byzantine
church is normally according to the calendar rather than according to the topical
nature of a special service celebrated in conjunction with the Divine Liturgy. The
Greek Anonymus' information on the scripture readings at Manuel's coro-
nation, however, raises the possibility that the canons for the selection of scrip-
ture readings during the liturgy were not universally observed in the Late
Byzantine period, and that liturgies with something of the spirit of the Western
"votive mass" were not unknown. The peculiar relevance of the parable of the
Good Shepherd known by his flock to the position of Emperor Manuel vis-a-vis
his nephew John VII suggests that these scripture readings were specially chosen
for Manuel's coronation rather than used for imperial coronations in general.

§ 94. The Great Entrance of the Liturgy

The Ignatius description of the emperor's participation in the offertory proces-
sion (tj µ£y6X71 EiaoSoq) is very similar textually to the description of the
emperor's participation in the earlier procession, that with the Gospel book (tj
µtxpd atco6os). It is possible that the scribe of the manuscript from which all the
preserved versions of Ignatius' description derive simply applied the material
from the second procession to the first procession because he felt that the

99 "Sur le couronnement," 356-57. See also the brief note on the acclamations in Cantacuzenus,
loc. cit. The acclamations chanted during the coronation ceremony of Manuel II, as recorded in the
anonymous Greek description ("Sur le couronnement," 357-58), are quite similar to, and in some
cases exact repetitions of, those preserved from the tenth century by Constantine Porphyrogenitus
(De cerimoniis, 190-96, ed. Vogt, II, 2-5).

100I e., during the coronation(?), the readings from the Holy Scriptures, the offertory procession,
the recitation of the creed and of the Lord's Prayer, and during the elevation of the sacred species
("Sur le couronnement," 356-58). At certain of these moments the emperor and empress rise
(Cantacuzenus, loc. cit.; Pseudo-Kodinos, loc. cit.).

"I I Cor. 6:12-20 and Luke 15:11-32.
102 The Epistle pericope in question is normally read on Lazarus Saturday, the eve of Palm Sunday

in the Byzantine calendar, while the Gospel lection noted is appointed for Thursday of the fifth week
after Easter ("Sur le couronnement," intro., 352).
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emperor should have taken part in the procession of the Gospel book.'03 In any

case, the Ignatian description of the emperor's actions during the "Great
Entrance" is very close to that in the Greek sources. According to the anonymous
Greek description of Manuel's coronation, an archdeacon summons the em-

peror to the sanctuary.104 Cantacuzenus and Pseudo-Codinus add that the most
illustrious deacons of the church then lead the emperor to the prothesis, the table

in the north wing of the sanctuary where the oblations are prepared before they

are transferred to the high altar during the offertory procession. This table lies
behind the north lateral door of the iconostasis through which the procession
passes.' 0s After being vested in the same manner as he had been for the earlier
procession, the emperor, surrounded by his honor guard, makes the circuit of the
church, again carrying a wand (vdpa q ), or possibly a wand and cross - but not
the candle Ignatius notes.106 The emperor enters the holy or central doors of the
sanctuary as the procession arrives at the altar, and as the clergy pass they make
commemoration of the newly crowned emperor as they do of the patriarch.' o'

Contrary to the Ignatian account, the Byzantine sources do not mention the
emperor censing at this point in the service, although he does cense the altar
before taking communion. Censing at this later part of the service was ore of the

privileges of emperors.' 08 Similarly, although Ignatius claims that the emperor
remained in the sanctuary after the Great Entrance, the fourteenth-century
Byzantine sources are unanimous that after the offertory procession the emperor

returns to the dais in the nave of the church.' 09

§ 95. The Communion of the Emperor and Empress

While, unlike Ignatius, the Greek sources on coronations in the fourteenth
century have the emperor return to his throne on the dais in the body of the
church, they prescribe exactly the same ceremony for inviting the emperor to the
sanctuary for communion as Ignatius describes for inviting the empress. They

say nothing, however, of how the empress is summoned to the sanctuary or
receives communion.' 10 Very likely, however, the empress was given com-
munion not in the south wing of the sanctuary, as Ignatius suggests, but rather at
the south door of the chancel barrier which opened on the metatorion, the
imperial oratory in the southeast corner of the church.I " Women were excluded
from the sanctuary area of St. Sophia. The destruction of the drapery on the
imperial dais after the empress leaves to take communion is noted by no other

10 1 See supra.
'o4"Sur le couronnement," 358.
'o5Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, 199-200; Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, 263-64.
'0' See supra.
1O7 Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, 200-1; Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, 263-67.
'o' Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, 201; Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, 267-68.
' 09 "Sur le couronnement," 358; Cantacuzenus, loc. cit.; Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, 267.

10"Sur le couronnement," 358-59; Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, 201-2; Pseudo-Kodinos,
Traite des offices, 267-68.

"' On the imperial .t tatd ptov in the southeast corner of the church, see supra.
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sources, and might be more an ad hoc action of souvenir hunters than a
traditional Custom. 112

The Greek description of Manuel's coronation says simply that the emperor
took communion in the sanctuary with his own hands.13 Cantacuzenus' ac-
count is more specific and gives a number of details which fill out the Russian
description: after censing the high altar which he approaches to receive holy
communion, the emperor gives his crown to the deacons and receives a particle of
the consecrated bread in his hands from the patriarch. The emperor then drinks
like a priest from the chalice held by the patriarch, rather than receiving the wine
on a spoon with the bread, as laymen do."4

§ 96. The Patriarchal Charge to the Emperor and the "Momento Mori"

The patriarchal discourse and the sermon of the stoneworkers are mentioned
only in the chronicle redaction of Ignatius' work. The anonymous Greek descrip-
tion of Manuel's coronation notes simply that after taking communion the
emperor leaves the sanctuary,"' probably to join the empress in the metatorion,
and at the end of the service leaves the church to return to the palace on
horseback for a ceremonial reception."6 Cantacuzenus and Pseudo-Codinus"'
also fail to mention a patriarchal discourse, although they do suggest that
additional ceremony took place before the emperor left the church: at the end of
the coronation liturgy the emperor receives the blessed bread'', with the con-
gregation, is blessed by the patriarch and assembled hierarchs, whose hands he
kisses, and goes with the imperial family to a dais in the galleries where he is
acclaimed by the people;"' he then returns to the palace. Constantine VII's
ceremonial handbook, the Euchologion of the Great Church, and Symeon of
Thessalonica's De sacro templo do not mention a patriarchal discourse directed

... Schreiner, "Hochzeit and Kronung" (note 1 supra), 84 note 77, suggests that tearing up these
hangings for souvenirs might be a Russian custom which a scribe has interpolated into the text.

' 13 "Sur le couronnement," 358-59.
14Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, 1, 202; cf. Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, 268.
Symeon of Thessalonica's notation (PG, 155, col. 352) that at his coronation the emperor

communicates not at the high altar (i v 'rU ayia rpangs ij), but at a portable altar (Ex itXayiou
avTiµrlvcnou tv Tpanetaic )) at the corner of the high altar should be rejected on the basis of the
other sources dealing with imperial coronations in the Palaeologan period, which are, in reality, more
reliable. It is important to note in this context that in Russia, where a serious attempt was made to
preserve Byzantine court and ecclesiastical ceremonies, newly crowned tsars also received com-
munion at the high altar. See V. Savva, Mocxoecxue yapu u eu3anmuucxue eacuneecbi (Kharkov,
1901), 153; and E. V. Barsov,,f(peene pyccirue na uxmnuiru ceftuyenuoao eeuuanun yapeu na yapcmeo
(Moscow, 1883) = LIOHaP, 1883, bk. 1, pt. 1, p. xxix. On liturgical prerogatives of Byzantine
emperors, see L. Brehier, `lepsuS xai Bacrt46g, Memorial Louis Petit, Archives de 1'Orient Chretien,
1 (Bucharest, 1948), 41-45.

"Sur le couronnement," 358-59.
16lbid., 359-61.

Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, 202; Pseudo-Kodinos, Traite des offices, 268-69.
1 s This is avriSopov, the remains of the bread from which the communion bread was taken. This

bread is normally distributed to the faithful at the end of the liturgy in Byzantine churches.
119 According to the Greek description of Manuel's coronation, the popular acclamations take

place later, and at a dais within the precincts of the imperial palace ("Sur le couronnement," loc. cit.).
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to the emperor. There is no reason to conclude, however, that such sermons were
not given; so usual a thing as a sermon would not necessarily be mentioned in
works such as those cited above.

Sermons similar to the one which Ignatius chronicles are known to have been

given regularly in Muscovite coronations,' 20 which, as was mentioned earlier,
attempted to preserve the Byzantine traditions. These sermons were apparently
repeated verbatim at all coronations. Barsov quotes the coronation sermon
addressed to Tsar Fedor Alekseevic in 1676; 121 its content is very similar to that
which the chronicle version of Ignatius' "Journey" records, except for the
exclusion of a reminder of man's mortality. It is impossible to determine finally
whether the presence of such a sermon in the Muscovite rite of coronation
bespeaks an unattested Byzantine tradition, or whether the editor of the chron-
icle version of Ignatius' "Journey" inserted this sermon from a Russian source.
The latter hypothesis, however, seems more probable.' 22

The section in the chronicle version of Ignatius' description of the coronation
of Manuel II which describes the actions and speech of the marble carvers and
tomb builders is taken from the nineteenth chapter of Leontius ofNeapolis' Life
of St. John the Almoner, Archbishop of Alexandria.12 ' A Slavic translation of this
work was in existence at the time of the compilation of the Nikon Chronicle in
which the chronicle version of Ignatius' work is found, and an edited version of
the Slavic translation of Leontius' work was included in Metropolitan Macarius'
sixteenth-century collection of religious writings current in Russia, the Great
Lection Menology.' 24 It is clear that the chronicle editor used either Macarius'
collection of religious writings or one of the texts which Macarius copied, since
several lines of exact quotation are common to both texts.

There is no question but that at one period at least the coronation rite
contained a dramatic ceremony to remind the newly crowned emperor of his
mortality. Leontius' mention of the emperor's encounter with the marble carvers
and tomb builders has already been noted. In the eleventh century Peter Damian,
a Western theologian, mentions that "among the Greeks" the newly crowned
emperor is met by a man holding in one hand a vessel full of bones and the dust of
the dead, and in the other a skein of flax which is devoured by flame in the
twinkling of an eye before the emperor's eyes. This ceremony serves to remind the
emperor of his mortality and the transitory nature of his power.125 These two

120 Cf. Barsov, lapeeue pyccxue naMftmuuxu, xxix-xXXi.
'2' Ibid.
'22The sentiments expressed in the sermon are basically those of Agapetus, a sixth-century

ideologist; see I. Sevicenko, "A Neglected Byzantine Source of Muscovite Political Ideology,"
Harvard Slavic Studies, 2 (1954), 141-79. The sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Muscovite coro-
nation charges sometimes also draw verbatim from the "Testament" of Basil the Macedonian; see
H. Loparev, "0'HHe BeHHannA pyccxxx uapex," JKMHH, 1887, no. 10, pp. 312-19.

123Text published by H. Gelzer, Leontios' von Neapolis Leben des Heiligen Johannes des
Barmherzigen Erzbischofs von Alexandrieh (Freiburg i.B.-Leipzig, 1893), 36-37.

' 24Benuxux Muueu uemuu: Hort6pb, duu 1-12 (St. Petersburg, 1897), cols. 836-37.
121 Petrus Damianus, De brevitate vitae Pontificum romanorum, et divinaprovidentia, PL, 145, cols.

479-80.
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customs recorded by Leontius and Damian might reflect actual parts of the
Byzantine coronation ceremony in different periods, or, more likely, oral tradi-
tions growing up around the actual custom of the emperor's holding, on certain
state occasions, the axaxia or ave4txaxia, a small purple bag containing earth,
or dust from a grave, as a symbol of humility and the;corruptibility of power. t 26

§ 97. The Imperial Recessional

Ignatius' description of the emperor's being showered with coins as he left the
church is unique, for nothing is known of a Byzantine custom of showering a
newly crowned emperor with coins. Such a custom is well attested in Muscovy,
however. When Ivan III crowned his grandson Dimitry Ivanovic in 1498, the
newly crowned ruler was "showered with gold and silver coins" as he left the
church after his coronation.' 27 Barsov suggests that showering a newly crowned
ruler was a custom derived from the Russian tradition of showering newlyweds
with grain after their wedding as a symbol of hope for their fruitfulness.' 2 8 While
his suggestion is interesting, the custom is more likely derived from the generally
attested Byzantine practice of throwing largesse to the populace in the form of
bags of coins (9mic6p(3ta) on the occasion of imperial coronations.' 29 Judging
from Ignatius' description of the coronation of Manuel II, the epikombia flung to
the people in an earlier period, which contained nine coins (three gold, three
silver, three copper),13' had by 1392 given way to less valuable silver staurata in
keeping with the sad financial plight of the Empire.' 31

Interestingly enough, the Russian custom of showering a newly crowned tsar

' 26 Symeon of Thessalonica, PG, 155, cols. 355-56. C. Du Cange, Glossarium ad scriptores mediae
et infimae Graecitatis (Lyons, 1688), s.v. axaxia; Grierson, Catalogue of the Byzantine Coins, III,1,
133-34; cf. Hendy, Coinage and Money, 67.

The late ninth-century Arab writer Harun Ibn Yahya claims he witnessed a formal procession in
which the emperor carried a golden box of earth in his hand; he opened the box to kiss the contents
every two paces at the words of his minister " µeµvrlc& tioii Oavatou" (A. A. Vasiliev, "Harun-ibn-
Yahya and His Description of Constantinople," Seminarium Kondakovianum, 5 [1932], 159). Barsov,
4peene pyccxue nananmuuxu, 23 note 14, notes that Gorskij drew a parallel between the custom of
reminding a newly crowned Byzantine emperor of his mortality and Muscovite tsars going to the
Archangel Cathedral in the Kremlin immediately after their coronations to pay their respects at the
tombs of their ancestors.

127 The contemporary manuscript description of this ceremony, which includes the showering with
coins, was published in Barsov, op. cit., 32-38. The same description was included, with minor
changes, in the Nikon Chronicle under the year 1498 (HCPJI, 12 [19011, 246-48); see also G. Majeska,
"The Moscow Coronation of 1498 Reconsidered," Jahrbuch fair Geschichte Osteuropas, 26 (1978),
353-61.

128 Barsov, op. cit., xxxii.
129 See "Sur le couronnement," 360-61; Cantacuzenus, Historiarum, I, 203; Pseudo-Kodinos,

Traite des offices, 255, 271.
'30Cantacuzenus, loc. cit.; Pseudo-Kodinos, loc. cit.; "Sur le couronnement," loc. cit. These

works, however, owe much to a common, and anterior, literary source.
' 31 It should be noted that in Venice, a city with very close Byzantine ties in the Palaeologan period,

newly installed doges threw gold and silver coins (not small bags of coins) to the populace after the
church service of installation. See F. C. Hodgson, Venice in the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries
(London, 1910), 146.
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with coins may derive ultimately not only from the Byzantine custom of throw-

ing largesse to the people on the occasion of an imperial coronation, but more
precisely from Ignatius' peculiar word choice in describing the flinging of coins to

the people. No sources other than Ignatius use the particular phrase "showering

an emperor with coins" to describe such a Byzantine ritual, yet the first Muscovite

"imperial" coronation, that of Ivan IV performed by Metropolitan Macarius of

Moscow in 1547, which was modeled as closely as was practicable on the
Byzantine coronation ceremony (as was the 1498 coronation of a "coruler"
mentioned earlier), ended with the newly crowned tsar being showered with gold

and silver coins as he left the church. 112 The probability that this rite was
adopted in imitation of Ignatius' record of a Byzantine coronation is
strengthened by the fact that a copy of Ignatius' "Journey" was in the hands of
Metropolitan Macarius and his circle; they included it in the Nikon Chronicle.) 3 3

This same group, led by Macarius himself, also entered Ignatius' description of
the coronation of Manuel II into the Great Lection Menology,134 suggesting the

editors' special interest in that part of Ignatius' work which described the
emperor being showered with coins as he left the church after his coronation. It

was this same Metropolitan Macarius, of course, who composed the coronation
ceremony for Ivan IV on the basis of the available literature on Byzantine

ritual. 135 Quite likely Macarius accepted Ignatius' report of the coronation as an

accurate picture of the Byzantine ceremonial and proceeded to imitate it for Ivan

the Terrible.

132rICPJI, 13 (1904), 453; and Barsov, ,lJpeene-pyccxue nawAmnuKU, 65, 89.
133 See supra, pp. 63-64.
134 See supra, p. 61.
13'On the literary and political work of Macarius, see D. Miller, "The Literary Activities of

Metropolitan Macarius. A Study of Muscovite Political Ideology in the Time of Ivan IV" (diss.
Columbia University, 1967); and A. N. Pypin, HcmopuR pyccxou numepamypbl, 4th ed. (St.
Petersburg, 1911), II, 163-67, 179-84, 193-200.
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GENERAL WORKS ON THE TOPOGRAPHY OF CONSTANTINOPLE

The topography of Constantinople, particularly what one can call the
"Christian topography" of the city, has intrigued savants since the Middle Ages.
Three Byzantine works, in fact, would qualify as synthetic works on the physical
configuration of the city. Book I of Procopius of Caesarea's De aedificiis, while
certainly planned as an encomium on Justinian the builder, serves also as a
record of the monuments of the sixth-century city. More clearly planned to
describe the city and its monuments, and to preserve the popular tradition
of their origins and significance, are the various versions of the IIaipta
Kcsv6iavtitvoumoXcwa and the IIapaniacEtq Guvioµot xpovtxai, published by
Theodor Preger in Scriptores originum constantinopolitanarum (Leipzig, 1901),
as well as Nicetas Choniates' De signis constantinopolitanis, a lament on the
monuments of the city pillaged in the Fourth Crusade.

Modern scholarship on the Byzantine capital begins with Pierre Gilles' (Petrus
Gyllius') fascinating De topographia Constantinopoleos (Lyons, 1562), which is
based on the author's on-site observations as well as on literary sources. Basically
theoretical, but far more careful and complete, is Charles Du Cange, Con-
stantinopolis christiana, seu descriptio urbis Constantinopolitanae (Paris, 1680).
Du Cange, of course, had available to him the additional primary sources on
Constantinople published after Gilles had written.

Nineteenth-century nationalism reinvigorated interest in the old Byzantine
city among the Greeks. Thus Konstantios, Archbishop of Sinai and later
Patriarch of Constantinople, published his Constantiniade, KcuvciavitvthS,
naXata 'CE xai vcrhtEpa, "Mot nsptypacptj Kcwv6tiavitvoun6a,ECUs (Constan-
tinople, 1824), which was translated into both French and English. A generation
later Skarlatos Byzantios published his three-volume `H Kcov6iavitvo1)'ico?,tq, tl
mcptypacptj io1oypwptxtj, apxatoXoytxtj xai iaioptxtj if1S mcptwv» µou iaui11S
psyakamoXEco; (Constantinople, 1851-69). Manuel Gedeon, 'ExiXgciat
Bucav,ctvai > axpt j3ou jEvat (Constantinople, 1900), concentrated on preserved
ecclesiastical monuments; the same author is also responsible for the useful
and more comprehensive article on Constantinople in the MEyaX1 `EkkTlVtxtj
syxu1A,o1tat6Eia (Athens, 1931). Last of the substantial Greek treatments of
the city was J. B. Papadopoulos' study of the "fourteenth region," Les Palais
et les eglises des Blachernes (Thessalonica, 1928). These Greek works are still
important, particularly for their record of local traditions about the city's
monuments.
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Publication of the Russian pilgrim descriptions ofConstantinople stimulated

Russian scholarly interest in the topography of medieval Byzantium.
Archimandrite Leonid [Kavelin], who would later prepare scholarly editions of
Russian pilgrim tales, published a study of Constantinople based almost com-
pletely on the pilgrim tales, 06o3penue gapeapadcxux naMRmnuxoe U CGRmbinb
XIV-XV eexoe no pyccxuM nanomHUKOM (Moscow, 1870) = WOHAP, 1870, bk.

4. This study was not very successful because of the author's unwillingness to
collate his sources with non-Russian material and because of his use of the
bowdlerized Saharov edition of the Russian travel tales as his source. Nikodim
Kondakov drew heavily but astutely from the Russian pilgrims for topograph-
ical facts in his largely architectural study, Bu3anmuucxue yepxeu u naMRmnuxu
KoncmanmunonoA,q (Odessa, 1886). Publications of the various texts of the
medieval Russian pilgrims often included introductions which treated problems
of Constantinopolitan topography, and sometimes extensive topographical
notes. These publications (P. Savvaitov, Hymeurecmeue noeaopodcxoao
Apxuenucxona AnmonuB e IArapbapad [St. Petersburg, 1872]; Archimandrite
Leonid, Xo.Ncdenue PIanamua CMOIIHRnuna, IIIIC, 12 [1887]; H. Loparev,
Xo.wenue uuoxa 3ocuMbl, IIIIC, 24[1889]; and idem, Knuaa nano.wtnux: cKa3anue

mecm ceRmbdx 6o Ijapeapade AnmonuR Apxuenucxona Hoeaopodcxoao, IIIIC, 51
[1899]; L. Majkov, "MaTepHanbl H HccnegOBaHHA no cTapHHHOH pyccxoi

nHTepaType 1: Becega o CBATbIHAx H gpyrHx AocTOnaMATxocTxx I1aperpaga,"
C6opnux OmdenenuR Pyccxoao H3bixa u Cnoeecnocmu AxadeMuu Hayx, 51,4
[1890], 1-50) evoked serious and detailed reviews and topographical exegeses,
such as those by G. Destunis, in 3KMHH, 1890, no. 9, pp. 233-69; G. Laskin, in
Bu3Bpeiw, 3 (1896), 337-40; ibid., 5 (1898), 738-46; D. Ajnalov, in }KMHII,
1906, no. 6, pp. 233-76; ibid., 1908, no. 11, pp. 81-106; and idem, in C6opnux

cmameu a uecmb J. A. Kopcaxoea (Kazan, 1913), 181-86.
Toward the end of the nineteenth century Western European scholars moved

again into the field of Constantinopolitan topography. A. D. Mordtmann's
Esquisse topographique de Constantinople (Lille, 1892) brought Du Cange's
work, based largely on Byzantine sources, up to date and provided a good map of
the city. Alexander Van Millingen took advantage of his long residence in
Istanbul to study the preserved remains of the city in conjunction with the written

sources and the oral tradition of the city's modern inhabitants. His two books,
Byzantine Constantinople. The Walls of the City and Adjoining Historical Sites
(London, 1899) and Byzantine Churches in Constantinople (London, 1912), are
still important. The art historian Jean Ebersolt attempted a hypothetical recrea-
tion of the imperial palace in Le Grand Palais de Constantinople et le Livre des
ceremonies (Paris, 1910), and also wrote a more successful theoretical study of
the major Christian shrines of the city, Sanctuaires de Byzance (Paris, 1921). He
had already published a work on the extant churches of the city with Adolphe
Thiers, Les Eglises de Constantinople (Paris, 1913), which has an accompanying
folio of excellent plates. The longtime resident of Istanbul, Ernest Mamboury, a
Swiss scholar, cooperated with R. Demangel to publish the results of the first
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large-scale professional archeological work done in Istanbul, Le Quartier des
Manganes et la premiere region de Constantinople (Paris, 1939). This important
study of the eastern tip of the city grew out of an archeological survey conducted
during the French military occupation of Istanbul; it is still regularly consulted.
Mamboury's guide book, Istanbul touristique (several editions), is a model of its
genre; it is clearly written for the literate layman by a careful scholar who knew
the city intimately, and who had, over the years, investigated carefully whenever
workmen dug a hole for any reason at all. In the early twentieth century a number
of studies of individual Byzantine monuments and neighborhoods came from
the community of the Augustinian friars of the Assumption based in Istanbul.
The studies were published for the most part in their journal Echos d'Orient.

The name of Alfons Maria Schneider is extremely important in the history of
the study of Byzantine Constantinople. His Byzanz. Vorarbeiten zur Topographie
and Archaologie der Stadt, IstForsch, 8 (Berlin, 1936) is the basic archeological
survey report on the city. The archeological map and bibliography in this work
were brought up to date and made more precise in Wolfram Kleiss,
Topographisch-archaologischer Plan von Istanbul. Verzeichnis der Denkmaler and
Fundort (Tiibingen, 1965). Schneider also published several standard works on
individual parts of the city, most notably: (with M. I. Nomidis) Galata.
Topographisch-archaologischer Plan (Istanbul, 1944); "Mauern and Tore am
Goldenen Horn zu Konstantinopel," NachrGott, 5,5 (1950), 65-107; and "Die
Blachernen," Oriens, 4 (1951), 82-120. They remain the basic treatments of these
areas of the city.

In the commentary to his edition and translation of Constantine
Porphyrogenitus' De cerimoniis, Le Livre des ceremonies, 2 vols. (Paris,
1935-40), Albert Vogt included considerable researchon the relationship of the
various buildings of the Great Palace complex and produced a very interesting
conjectural ground plan of the area. Over the years Rodolphe Guilland has
published a large number of careful studies of the palace and adjoining areas;
most of them are included in his Etudes de topographie de Constantinople
byzantine (Berlin-Amsterdam, 1969). Central to study of the area around the
palace and the great Augusteon square is Cyril Mango, The Brazen House. A
Study of the Vestibule of the Imperial Palace of Constantinople (Copenhagen,
1959).

By far the most ambitious attempts to gather and evaluate all possible sources
on the Byzantine capital are the two volumes of Raymond Janin, Constantinople
byzantine (Paris, 1950; 2nd ed., 1964), and La Gpographie ecclesiastique de
l'Empire byzantin, I: Le Siege de Constantinople et le patriarcat acumenique, 3:
Les Eglises et les monasteres (Paris, 1953; 2nd ed., 1969). Not always exact, and
sometimes simply wrong, these volumes are still the starting point for anyone
investigating Constantinople in the Byzantine period. The archeological and
photographic material relevant to the topography of the Byzantine capital is
gathered in Thomas Mathews, The Byzantine Churches of Istanbul: A
Photographic Survey (University Park, Pa.-London, 1976), and especially in
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Wolfgang Miiller-Wiener, Bildlexikon zur Topographie Istanbuls (Tiibingen,
1977). Recent studies on the topography of Byzantine Constantinople, however,
have tended to be analyses of individual monuments such as those cited in the
notes to the commentary section of the present work.
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References to the texts published in Part One of the present work are given first and
followed by a semicolon; where there is a main entry on the subject, it follows the
semicolon directly. §-references indicate sections in Commentary, and, for Constantino-
politan monuments, numbers on the map at the end of the volume.

"Abbreviated Chronicle," see Ignatius of
Smolensk

Abercius, St., body, 37,97,141,161; 373; church
in patriarchal palace, 373

Abgar, King of Edessa, see Christ, letter to King
Abgar; Christ, images, portrait sent to King
Abgar

Abraham, bishop of Suzdal, 20
Abraham, Old Testament patriarch, 1; Table of,

33,93,133,161,183;228-30,205,221,227
Abraham the Jew (of miracle story), 153; 356,

359
Acacius, St., church, 320, 354
Acathistos hymn, 8-9, 269, 335
acclamations, imperial, 103; 420, 424, 431, 433
Adrianople, city, 418, 419; gate, see Charisius,

gate of
Advent, see Phillip's fast
Aetius, cistern of, 340, 345
Afanasij Nikitin, Russian traveler, 59, 238
Agapetus, Byzantine political theorist, 434
Agrefenij, see Grefenij
Ak Bug, Tatar official, 85; 84
akakia, imperial regalia, 435
al-Idrisi, Moslem geographer, 403
Alexander and his companions, St., martyrion,

322
Alexander the Clerk, "On Constantinople,"

156-65, 118, and passim
Alexandria, city, 153; 115
Alexis, metropolitan of Russia, 388, 389, 390
Alexius I Comnenus, emperor, 231, 298, 301,

340
Alexius Strategopoulis, Caesar, 216
All Saints, church, 306
Amastris, city, 89, 99; 88, 403
Ananias, Azarias, and Misael, holy children,

bodies, 153; 329
Anastasia, St., body, 45, 151; 336-37, 289;

church, 289, 337; relics, 101; 289 (§ 27), 337
Anastasis, church, 337
Anastasius, emperor (?), 133; 213, 216
Anastasius, St., martyrion, 213

Anastasius the Patriarch, St., relics, 41; 319
Andrew the Apostle, St., 141; church, Mangana,

see Andrew Salus, St., monastery, First
Region & Christ, convent, Mighty Savior &
George, St., monastery, Mangana; head, 141;
370; monastery near gate of Saturninus, 314,
315, 316; staff, 315-16

Andrew of Crete (hymnographer), St., body,
141, 153; 384-85, 117, 314-15, 383. See also
Andrew in Crisi, St.

Andrew in Crisi (martyr under Iconoclasm), St.,
body, 41, 149, 153; 314-15, 320, 328, 385;
convent, 41, 149, 153; 314-15 (§ 36), 275, 277,
316, 317, 318, 321, 383, 385

Andrew Salus, St., 335; body, 149; 315, 383;
monasteries: - First Region, 183; 383 (§ 67), -
Metochion of the Mother of God Evergetis
Monastery, 131, 149, 153; 315-16 (§ 37), 115,
200, 201, 204, 309, 314, 317, 318, 323, 383;
staff, 149; 315-16, 148, 383

Andrew Stratelate, St., body, 149; 315
Andronicus II Palaeologus, emperor, 118, 268,

. 306, 311, 349
Andronicus III Palaeologus, emperor, 311, 408
Andronicus IV Palaeologus, emperor, 390, 391,

405, 408, 409, 411, 412, 418
Andronicus Palaeologus, despot, 193; 192, 167
Anemas, tower of, 334, 415
angel column at Holy Apostles Church, 185-87;

306
angels, Church of Nine Ranks of, see Nea

Church; icon in St. Sophia, 229
Aninas, St., convent, 282, 309, 351
Anna, Russian princess and wife of Emperor

John VIII, 189, 191; 311-12, 118, 190
Anna Comnena, Byzantine princess and author,

319
Anne, mother of the Virgin Mary, church,

Deutero, 370; holiday, 322
Anne, St., body, 37, 141; 370, 373
Anne the Martyr, St., commemorated with St.

Elizabeth, 322
Anne the Virgin, St., body, 332

441
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anointing, 31, 95; 222, 365; imperial, 419, 420,
429

"Anonymous Description of Constantinople,"
114-54, 322-23, 325, and passim

Anthimus, St., monastery, see Christ, monas-
tery, Chora

Anthinogenus, priest (of miracle story), 212, 227
Anthony IV, patriarch of Constaninople, 95, 99,

105,109,111,113,161;94,156,393,404,406,
416,417,428-33

Anthony of the Desert, St., 1
Anthony of the Kiev Caves Monastery, St., 177;

3,178,215
Anthony of Novgorod, archbishop and traveler,

vii, 3, 7, 22, 115, 122, 124, 125, 203, 205, 210,
211,214,216,218,222,223,224,225,227,228,
229,231,234,248,249,255,259,260,265,277,
278,279,280,281,282,286,287,292,295,297,
300, 302, 303, 305, 308, 309, 311, 313, 315-16,
317,318,319,320,321,327,328,330,332,333,
334,336,337,340,341,343,346,347,348,349,
351, 358, 364, 370, 371, 373, 379, 384, 386, 387,
422, 423, 438

antidoron, blessed bread, 433
Antioch, city, 286, 346
Antiphonetes, cistern of, 359-60
Apocaucus, Alexius, grand duke, 244
Apolikaptii, monastery, 187; 295-96 (§ 29), 168,

257, 296, 297
Apollo, statue, see Constantine (I) the Great,

emperor, column
Apollonius of Tyana, magician, 254, 255
Apostles, 179; Church of the Holy Apostles, 43,

93-95, 149-51, 153, 161-63, 185-87; 299-
306 (§ 32), 2, 16, 40, 116, 117, 118, 132, 134,
168,213,225,279,281,296,298,307,310,323,
340, 343, 351, 384; column in front of Church
of the Holy Apostles, 185-87; 306; depiction,
139; 201; holiday, 93; 92; relics, 161; 301

Arabia and Arabs, 133; 213, 240, 269, 270
Arcadius, emperor, 272; column, 185; 272 (§ 20),

168
Armenia and Armenians, 56; see also Armenian

Anonymus
Armenian Anonymus, traveler, 210, 216, 225,

261, 262, 278, 279, 292, 293, 295, 301, 302, 304,
308, 327, 334, 336, 337, 338, 342, 343, 344, 368,
370, 374, 375, 376, 377, 378, 379, 380, 381, 382,
384,385-86,387

Arsenij Suhanov, "Proskynetarion," 171
Arsenius, St., patriarch of Constantinople,

body, 31, 93, 133, 161, 183; 221-22, 118, 218,
227, 228, 268

Arsenius of Thessalonica, author of description
of Jerusalem, 57

Ascension of Christ, holiday, 85; 84
Astrabike, city, 91; 90, 71, 94, 395, 403, 404
astronomy, 145; 255, 257
Athanasius I, patriarch of Constantinople, St.,

272, 273, 420-21; monastery, 95-97, 153;
272-73 (§ 21), 277, 319; relics, 97, 153; 273

Athanasius of Alexandria, body, 153; 273
Athanasius Vysockij, Russian prior, 278, 285
Athos, Mount, monastic enclave, 40, 100; 3, 5,

22,54,55,56,100, 102,169,176,180,194, 265,
278, 279, 280, 308, 333, 336, 342, 343, 344, 374,
377, 384, 389; see also Ignatius of Smolensk,
"Description of Thessalonica and the Holy
Mountain"

Atik Mustafa pa*a Camii, 323
Attaliates, Michael, historian, 262, 263
Augusteon, plaza, 28,34, 136,144, 202, 203, 205,

237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 243, 251, 258, 260; see
also Justinian the Great, emperor, column

Augustine, St., 1
Avars, tribe, 335, 338
Aya kapi, 347, 248
Ayazma kapi, 353
Azov, city, 85; 48,49,50,80,82,84,86,395,398,

399, 402; sea 85, 87; 84, 86

baion, wand, 430
Balat kapi, 353, 405
baldachins, 43, 133, 135, 139, 149; 132, 213, 215,

232,302,303,367-68
Bahkh, neighborhood, 325-26
Balikpazari kapi, see Perama, gate
Balkans, 54, 56, 57, 59, 60
baptisteries, see fountains; Sophia, St., church,

baptistery
Barbara, St., body, 387; church: - ta Basiliskou,

387, - Mangana, 45; 387 (§ 71), 385; gate, 385,
387; head, 45; 387; relics, 387

Bari, city, 281
Basil, St., chapel, Mother of God Panachrantos

Monastery, 377; convent, see Mother of God,
monastery, Panachrantos; head, 37, 139, 161,
183; 376-77, 386; monastery, 386; stole, 386

Basil I, emperor, 247,248,249,274,297,313,434
Basil I Dmitrievic, grand prince of Moscow,

189;170,190,311,407
Basil (Gregory) Kaleka, archbishop of Nov-

gorod, 5, 18, 119
Basil the Merchant, Russian traveler, 56
Basilike, market, 141, 151-53; 353-54 (§ 53),

347, 355, 356, 358, 360, 385; gate, 353-54, 355,
see also Imperial Gate

baskets of morsels of bread, see bread, remnants
of miraculously multiplied

baths, of Constantine, 143; 247, 117, 142; of
Zeuxippus, 253, 258

Bayram pasa Camii, 410
Belaya River, 82
Belgorod (Akkerman, Cetatea Alba), city, 99,

181;180,98,166,178,406,407
Belyj Jar, site on Don River, 83; 82, 402
Benjamin of Tudela, Jewish traveler, 234
"Beseda o svjatynjah...Caregrada," see "Anony-
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mous Description of Constantinople"
Bethlehem, 1
Beyazid, Ottoman sultan, 409, 410, 411, 414, 415
Bishop of Venedin/Renedin, 153; 115, 117, 125,

135
Bitjug River, 81; 82
Blachernae, neighborhood, 270, 281, 289, 298,

323, 328, 332, 334, 337, 338, 339, 340; imperial
palace, see places, imperial, Blachernae

Black Sea, 48, 50, 51, 86, 88, 391
Blind Man, Sunday of, 85; 84
blinding, punishment, 101
body of male saint (unidentified) in a secular

church, 153; 154
bones of Empire's enemies, 39; 269-71, 266
Boniface, St., head, 163; 342
Bonus, cistern of, 298
books, Russian 39, 41; 25, 269
Bratslav, city, 179; 178
bread, of Last Supper, 189;.344; remnants of

miraculously multiplied, 35, 145, 185; 262
brick with portrait of Christ, 2
Britain, 1
Broquiere, Bertrandon de la, French traveler,

216, 217, 229, 230, 234, 239, 240, 252, 269, 270,
271, 292, 294, 301, 305, 343, 415

Bucoleon, harbor, 245-46, 247, 265; imperial
palace, 245-47, 244, 252, see also, palaces,
imperial, Great

Bug River, 179; 178
Bulat (Pulad), Bek, Tatar khan, 85; 84
Buondelmonti, Cristoforo, Italian traveler, 216,

231,234,238,240,246,248,251,252,253,254,
256,258,266,269,270,272,277,292,301,303,
306, 343, 344

Buzuk River, 85; 84, 402
byliny, Russian folk epics, 4

Calia, St., body, 189-91; 283
Callimachus (General ?), 133; 213, 216
Callistus I, patriarch of Constantinople, 376
candelabra, see lamps
candles, offering of, 33, 45
canonarchs, ecclesiastical functionaries, 37; 36
canopies, 37; see also baldachins
Cantacuzenus, John, see John VI Cantacu-

zenus, emperor and author
Cappadocia, 1
Carpus, St., body, 153; 346
Carpus and Papylus, SS., martyrion, 346
Casimir, King of Poland, 389, 390
Castle of Kalojan, see Fortress of the Golden

Gate
Caves Monastery, Kiev, 133, 177; 3, 119, 178,

215, 285
Cedrenus, George, chronicler, 246, 262, 297
cemberlitas, see Constantine (I) the Great,

emperor, column
censing by emperor, 111; 427, 432, 433

Cerlenyj Jar, area near Don River, 81; 82; River,
82

Cerlenyj Mountains, 85; 84, 402
chain of St. Paul, see Paul the Apostle, St., chain
Chalcedon, city, 99; 94, 98, 246, 259, 319, 404;

Council of, 143; 142, 259, 319, 320
Chalcocondylas, Laonicus, historian, 408
chalice, miraculously preserved, 135; 124, 125,

topaz, 97; 280
Chalke Gate of Great Palace, 137; 241-42 (§ 10),

211, 223, 280, 304, 350; see also Christ, images,
Chalke

chamber, imperial, in St. Sophia, 107, 109, 111;
422-23, 424

chapels and churches, Constantinople, St.
Abercius, patriarchal palace, 373; St.
Acacius, 320, 354; St. Alexander and his
companions, martyrion, 322; All Saints, 306;
St. Anastasia, 289, 337; Anastasis, 337; St.
Anastasius, martyrion, 213; Andrew the
Apostle, St., Mangana, see Andrew Salus, St.,
monastery, First Region & Christ, convent,
Mighty Savior & George, St., monastery,
Mangana; Angels, Nine Ranks of, see Nea
Church; St. Anne, Mother of the Virgin Mary,
Deutero, 370; St. Anthimus, chapel, Christ
Chora Monastery, 346; Holy Apostles, 43,
93-95, 149-51, 153, 161-63, 185-87; 299-
306 (§ 32), 2, 16, 40, 116, 117, 118, 132, 134,
168, 213, 225, 279, 281, 296, 298, 307, 310,
323, 340, 343, 351, 384; St. Barbara: - to
Basiliskou, 387, - Mangana, 45; 387 (§71),
385; St. Basil, chapel, Mother of God Pan-
achrantos Monastery, 377; SS. Carpus and
Papylus, martyrion, 346; Christ: - Chalke,
137; 241-42, 117, - Chalkoprateia, 358, 359,
379, - Christ Standeth, see Christ, Phi-
lanthropos, Mangana, - Guarantor, 359-60,
- Merciful, see Christ, Philanthropos,
Mangana, - Philanthropos, Mangana, 37, 97,
141, 161, 183; 371-74 (§ 61), 117, 146, 367,
370, 375, 376, 378; St. Clement, oratory,
Great Palace, 297; St. Constantine the Great,
chapel, 263; SS. Cyprian the Sorcerer and
Justina the Martyr, martyrion, 382; Daniel the
Prophet, 41-43, 149, 153, 163-65, 191; 326-
29,117,158,168,317,321,322,323,324,325,
330, 348; St. Demetrius: - Acropolis, 267, -
Apparition of, 332, - Great Palace, 267; St.
Diomedes, 147-49; 313-14 (§ 35); St. Eirene,
35; 361 (§ 57), 16, 303, 362, 367, 380; St.
Euphemia: - Dexiokrates, 348, - martyrion,
143; 258-60 (§ 14), 243, 245, 319, 320, 324;
SS. Florus and Laurus, martyrion, 293; Forty
Martyrs: - church, 280, - tetrapyle, 230-31;
St. Francis, Galata, 281; Frankish, Basilike,
151; 355-56 (§55), 353, 360; St. George,
Kyparission, 322; Homonoia, 384; St. Igna-
tius the Godbearer, chapel, Christ Chora
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Monastery, 346; St. Irene, 311, see also St.
Eirene; St. James the Apostle, Chalkoprateia,
231; St. John the Apostle, 308; St. John the
Baptist: - Galata, 99; 404-06 (§ 79), 98, -
Monastery of the Egyptians, 336-37; St.
Lawrence, 347; St. Mamas, 280; St. Mark,
Venetian, 355-56; St. Mary, Venetian, Vigla,
355; St. Michael the Archangel: - chapel, 95,
129-31; 202-06, 94, 115, 130, 229-30, -
church, see Nea Church & Christ, monastery,
Pantocrator; Mother of God: - Blachernae,
45, 93, 151, 163, 187, 191; 333-37 (§ 46), 16,
59, 72, 117, 168, 231, 271, 331, 342, 369, 379,
384, 418, -Chalkoprateia Chapel, see Mother
of God, Blachernae, - Chalkoprateia Church,
279, 281, 334, 336, 357, 358, 370, 381, - ton
Diakonisses, 274, - Eleousa, see Christ, mon-
astery, Pantocrator, - Embolos, 313, - forum,
274, - Gorgopikos, 316, 318, - Kyriotissa,
362, - to Kyrou, 101, 149; 329-31 (§ 44), 117,
315, 386, - open-air shrine, see Mother of
God, convent, - to mikra Romaiou; - ton
Patrikias, 362, 375, - Pharos, 246, 248, 343, -
Psychosostria, 355-56, - St. John Calybites,
153; 154, - Varangiotissa, 355-56, - Venetian,
Vigla, 355; Nea, 37-39, 97; 247-50 (§ 12), 36,
38, 230; St. Nicholas: - chapel, St. Sophia
Church, 137-39; 223, 224, 225, 227, - Basi-
like, 151; 354-55 (§ 54), 353, - Blachernae, 45;
337-38 (§ 47), 332, - de Embulo Venetorum,
see Basilike, - Venetian, see Frankish, Basi-
like; Nine Ranks of Angels, see Nea; St. Pan-
teleimon: - chapel, Blachernae, 337, - to
Narsou, 384; St. Paul, 153; 154; St. Peter:
- chapel, St. Sophia Church, 210, 216, 223, -
church, 302; St. Plato, 308; St. Polyeuctus,
302; SS. Priscus and Nicholas, see St. Nicho-
las, Blachernae; St. Procopius, Chelone, 296;
Resurrection, 337; St. Romanus, see Daniel
the Prophet; secular: - near the Righteous
Judges, 145; 273-74 (§ 22), 275, - unidentified,
153; 154; SS. Sergius and Bacchus, 39, 153,
165; 264-65 (§ 16), 266, 267, 293; St. Sophia,
see Sophia, St., church; St. Stephen the Pro-
tomartyr: - Great Palace, 352, - martyrion,
Constantinianae, 97; 351-53 (§ 52), 310, 386,
- martyrion, Placidianae, 386, - martyrion,
Zeugma, 351-52, 386; St. Theodore, 35; 34,
261; St. Theodosia of Caesarea, 45, 151; 346-
51 (§ 51), 16, 17, 308, 309, 332, 345, 353, 382;
St. Theodosia of Constantinople, see St.
Theodosia of Caesarea; Three Hierarchs,
chapel, Mother of God Panachrantos Monas-
tery, 377; see also convents, Constantinople;
monasteries, Constantinople

chariot racing, 251-52, 257
Charisius, gate of, 34, 298, 339, 410
Charsianon, neighborhood, 317
chartophylax, great, ecclesiastical official, 193;

194, 282
Cherubimic hymn, 111; 110
child to whom St. Michael appeared, see

Michael the Archangel, St., appearance to
child

Chile, city, 91; 90, 403
chlamys, imperial, see purple, imperial
Chora, see Christ, monastery, Chora
Chosroes I, shah of Persia, 39; 269, 270
Christ, blood, 97, 163; 216, 295, 342, 343, -

from icon, 137-39, 189; 342, 343; churches: -
Chalke, 137; 241-42, 117, - Chalkoprateia,
358, 359, 379, - Christ Standeth, see Philan-
thropos, Mangana, - Guarantor, 359-60, -
Merciful, see Philanthropos, Mangana, -
Philanthropos, Mangana, 37, 97, 141, 161,
183; 371-74 (§ 61), 117, 146, 367, 370, 375,
376, 378; column of flagellation, 43, 93, 149-
51, 163, 185; 300-01, 168; convents: - Kra-
taios, see Mighty Savior, - Mighty Savior,
141, 153; 384-85 (§ 69), 383, - Philostratos,
297; crown of thorns, 216; Guarantor, cistern
of, see Antiphonetes, cistern of; hair from
beard, 161; 344; images: - addressed Emperor
Maurice, see Chalke, - appeared on wall of
Philanthropos Church, Mangana, 97, 141;
373, - Ascension, 32, 209, 225, - carved stone
in St. Sophia, see Sophia, St., church, mosaic,
- Chalke, 97, 137, 147; 210-11, 241-42, 146,
280, 282, 308, 350, 358, - Chalke, St. Sophia,
29, 131; 210-12, 213, 217, 218, 227, 242, -
Chalke image, holiday, 137, - Chalkoprateia,
379, see also Guarantor, - Confessor, 161,
183; 209, 207, - forgave man on his bed, 95;
305-06, - Guarantor, 95, 151-53; 356-60
(§ 56), 353, - marble, narthex of St. Sophia,
see Confessor, - mosaic, Christ Pantocrator
Monastery, 43; 291, - mosaic, Nea Church,
249; - mosaic, narthex of St. Sophia, 135;
235-36; - mosaic, St. Sophia, 31, 133; 218-
19, 217, see also Christ, images, Chalke, St.
Sophia, - Mount of Olives, 31; 30-32, 209,
225, - Pantocrator, 249, - Philanthropos
Church, Mangana, see appeared on wall of
Philanthropos Church, Mangana, - portrait
sent to King Abgar, 2, - St. Sophia, 93; 212,
- sent as ambassador to Rome, 139; 379, -
stabbed by a Jew and bled, 137-39; 224-25,
304, 342, 343, - statue in Nea Church, 37-39,
249, - struck with knife and bled, 43; 304, 225,
- to which lecherous monk confessed, 185;
306, 209, - Transfiguration, 209; lance with
which stabbed, see Passion relics; letter to
King Abgar, 2; monasteries: - Acataleptos,
296, - Chora, 163; 162, 296, 346, - Evergetes,
189; 348-49, - Pantocrator, 27, 43, 95, 97,
151, 153, 161, 163, 187; 289-95 (§ 28), 16, 69,
117, 168, 265, 277, 280, 296, 297, 298, 302, 305,
311, 331, 337, 343, 344, 345, 347, 364, 378, -
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Philanthropos, see Constantine (I) the Great,
emperor, Convent of St. Constantine; nail of
crucifixion, 144, 145; 261-63, 216; Passion
relics, see Passion relics; purple robe, see
Passion relics; reed, see Passion relics; slab, 43,
95, 151, 153, 163, 187; 292-93, 344; spear with
which stabbed, see Passion relics; sponge, see
Passion relics; stone: - of anointment, see slab,
- placed under head of, 189; 344; swadling
clothes, 2; towel, 163; 342-43, 162

Christmas, 100, 421
Christopher, St., relics, 387
Christopher of Mytilene, poet, 368
Christopolis (Philippi, Kavalla), city, 412, 413
Christopoliticos, see Christopolis
Chronicle, Abbreviated, see Ignatius of Smo-

lensk; Nikon, 23, 52, 53, 56, 63-64, 65, 66, 70,
71, 74,76-113 passim, 398, 399, 407, 434, 435,
436; Novgorod Fourth, 156, 158, 159, 162;
Resurrection-New Jerusalem, 98; Russian
Primary, 4, 270, 285; Sophia I, 60, 171

chronicles, Byzantine short, 49, 221, 408,
409, 410, 411, 412, 413, 414, 416, 417, 418;
Novgorodian, 334, 365, 370

Chronicon paschale, 261, 262
Chronograph, of 1512, 242; Siberian, 62
churches, see chapels and churches, Constan-

tinople
ciboria, see baldachins
Ciriaco of Ancona, Italian traveler, 239
cisterns, Constantinople, 143,151,153;234,257,

258, 325, 359-60; of Aetius, 340, 345; of the
Antiphonetes, 359-60; of Bonus, 298; of the
Guarantor Savior, see of the Antiphonetes;
"Jordan River," see Sophia, St., church, holy
well; of St. Mocius, 325; see also fountains &
Sophia, St., church, baptistery, fountains,
holy well

Cjur-Mihailovyj, site on Don River, 79; 398-400
(§ 75), 80, 397, 402

Clavijo, Ruy Gonzalez de, Spanish traveler, 180,
207,221,230,231,234,235,252,253,255,256,
277, 278, 279, 281, 292, 295, 334, 337, 341-42,
343,344,346,353-54,359,364,365,367-68,
369, 384, 403, 415

Clement, pope of Rome, St., head, 297
Clement of Ancyra, St., body, 43, 187; 296-97;

Palace oratory, 297
clerks, 157
Codinus [Pseudo], George, author, 204, 239,

240,261,263,303,313,329,364,367,369,380,
416,420,421,422,423,424,425,426,427,428,
429, 430, 431, 432, 433, 435

coins, 113, 145, 151, 153; 52, 112, 144, 435;
showering emperor with, 113; 435-36, 52

columns, Constantinople churches, 97,183; 248;
of Christ's flagellation, 43, 93, 149-51, 163,
185; 300-01, 168; at which Peter wept, 43,
93-95, 133, 151, 163, 185; 300-01, 132, 134,
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168, 215: of Jermiah the Prophet, 133; 215; see
also Sophia, St., church, columns and pillars

columns, outdoor in Constantinople, 29, 93,
143-45; 2, 144, 240, 245, 246, 247, 252, 253,
254, 291, 306, 317-18; angel column at Holy
Apostles Church, 185-87; 306; Arcadius
column, 185; 272 (§ 20), 168; column of
Constantine, 35, 145, 185; 260-63 (§ 15), 16,
117, 168, 184, 258, 289, 361; colossus of
Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus, 254, 256,
261; Justinian column, 29, 35, 135-37, 185;
237-40 (§ 9), 8, 16, 25, 117, 134, 168, 202, 251,
258, 260; serpent column, 93, 145, 165, 185;
254-56, 253, 257; obelisk of Theodosius, 145,
185; 256-57, 144, 253; inscriptions on col-
umns, 29; 28, 272

communion of emperor and empress, 111;
432-33, 427

Constantine, baths of, 143; 247, 117, 142
Constantine (I) the Great, emperor, 153; 1, 2,

190,201,205,229,240,243,247,254,261,262,
300, 357; chapel of, 263; column 35, 145, 185;
260-63 (§ 15), 16, 117, 168, 184, 258, 289, 361;
Convent of St. Constantine, 43, 187; 296-98
(§ 30), 168; forum of, see fora, Constan-
tinople, of Constantine; statue, see column,
see also Michael VIII Palaeologus, emperor,
statue; tomb, 43, 95, 149, 151, 161-63, 185;
304-06, 239

Constantine V, emperor, 279
Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus, emperor and

author, 138, 199, 207, 222, 223, 245, 247, 250,
263,305,331,369,384,401,418,423,424,425,
426, 428, 431, 433; colossus of, 254, 256, 261

Constantine IX Monomachus, emperor, 367
Constantine XI Palaeologus, emperor, 193; 192,

371

Constantine Lips, drungarius of the fleet, 309
Constantine of Synada, St., 297
Constantinianae, neighborhood, 351, 352
Constantinople, passim; map at end of volume
Contoscalion, harbor, 39; 265-66 (§ 17), 17, 19,

264, 267, 268; gates, 39; 266
convents, Constantinople, St. Andrew in Crisi,

41, 149,153; 314-15 (§ 36), 275, 277, 316, 317,
318, 321,383,385; St. Andrew of Crete, see St.
Andrew in Crisi; St. Aninas, 282, 309, 351; St.
Basil, see Mother of God, monastery,
Panachrantos; Christ: - Krataios, see Mighty
Savior, - Mighty Savior, 141, 153; 384-85
(§ 69), 383, - Philostratos, 297; St. Con-
stantine, 43, 187; 296-98(§ 30), 168; SS.
Cosmas and Damian, see Mother of God, to
mikra Romaiou; St. Eudocimus, 149; 316-18
(§ 38); St. Euphemia, 149; 319-21, 318, 322,
323; Gerapiotyca, see Mother of God,
Iterapiotica; St. John Damascene, see Mother
of God, Cecharitomene; Kyra Martha, 43,
153, 165, 189; 306-09 (§ 33), 168, 283, 300,
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310, 311, 350, 351, 381; St. Mary de Percheio,
375; Mother of God: - Cecharitomene, 43,
153, 187; 298 (§ 31), 168, 297, 339, -
Iterapiotica, 35, 153; 361-62 (§ 58), 367, -
Lips, 153, 189; 309-12 (§ 34), 117, 118, 168,
280, 295, 307, 323, 347, - to mikra Romaiou,
41,149,189; 321-25 (§ 41), 188, 328, 332, 347,
-Perec, 37,153,183; 374-75 (§ 62), 302, 382, -
Therapeuotissa, 362; St. Nicholas, Petra, 163;
339 (§ 48), 162, 298; St. Panteleimon (?), 45;
383-84 (§ 68), 337, 342, 385, 387; Povasil;jas,
189-91; 283 (§25), 168; Convent with two
relics (?), 153; 154; see also chapels and
churches, Constantinople & monasteries,
Constantinople

coronations, Byzantine imperial, 51, 52, 62, 63,
244, see also Manuel II Palaeologus, emperor,
coronation; Russian, 434, 435, 436

Cosmas and Damian, SS., convent, see Mother
of God, convent, to mikra Romaiou; heads,
45, 151, 163; 333; monastery, Cosmidion, 45,
151,163; 331-33 (§ 45), 16, 117, 321, 323, 328,
338, 347; relics, 210

Cosmidion, see Cosmas and Damian, SS.,
monastery

Crimea, 86, 399, 401, 403
cross, emperor's, 109; 430,432; true, 131; 222, 2,

263
crown, caesar's, 109; 425-26, 108, 419;

emperor's, 109; 425-26, 115, 419, 429, 430,
433; empress', 109; 425-26, 108, 429, 430

crucifixion, depiction of, 141, 147, 151; 277, 356,
365, 368

Crusaders in Constantinople, 133, 135,143, 145;
213,216,217,222,225,229,230,232,235,239,
240, 244, 246, 247, 248, 249, 253, 254, 255, 259,
263,265,270,271,274,275,278,281,286,289,
297,301,304,305,308,309,313,314,318,331,
334-35, 336, 337, 342, 349, 352, 353, 358,
364, 368, 378, 379, 383, 384, 386; see also
Franks

cubits, see sazhens
cures, miraculous, 31, 33, 37, 45, 129, 131, 133,

135,137,139,141,143,145,149,151,161,183,
185,189,191;211,213,214,219,222,326,349,
356, 363, 365, 373-74

Cyprian, metropolitan of Russia, 99; 48, 59, 70,
98, 180, 278, 285, 389, 390, 391, 392, 393, 394,
395, 396, 404, 406, 407

Cyprian the Sorcerer, St., body, 45, 153, 183;
382; head, 382; monastery, 45, 153, 183; 382
(§ 65), 383, 384, 385, 387

Cyprian the Sorcerer and Justina the Martyr,
SS., martyrion, 382

Cyricus the three-year old, tomb, 183; 227-
28

Cyril of Belozersk, ST., 238
Cyrus, patrician, 330
Cyzicus, metropolitan of, 419

Daniel, bishop of Smolensk/Zvenigorod, 79;
394-95, 396, 407

Daniel, "Prior of the Russian Land," traveler, 3,
5, 6, 7, 8, 15, 21, 22, 23, 24, 50, 59, 122, 169,
170, 171, 172, 176, 208, 229, 231, 281

Daniel the Prophet, body, 149, 163; 327-29;
Church, 41-43, 149, 153, 163-65, 191;
326-29, 117,158, 168, 317, 321, 322, 323, 324,
325, 330,348; seal, 43,149; 329; tomb, 41, 101,
149, 191; 327-29 (§ 43)

Daniel the Scetiote, St., 324
Dankov (Donkov), town, 399, 400
Danube River, water from, 151; 345
Daphonousias, city, 89, 99; 88
date palms, 139; 201
deacons, 37, 109, 111; 427, 429, 432, 433
Delphi, city, 254
Demetrius, St., churches: - acropolis, 267, - ap-

parition, 332, - palace, 267; monastery, 39;
267-68 (§ 18), 265, 266, 269; myrrh, 165, 191;
287

Demetrius the merchant (of the Nicholas
legend), 137; 223

Demetrius Palaeologus, despot, 193; 191, 167
deputati, church officials, 427, 428
"Description of Constantinople," ed. Ciggaar

(Mercati Anonymus), 207, 208, 210, 225, 229,
230,259,262,279,282,286,298,302,314,320,
327, 329, 334, 336, 343, 352, 357, 358, 363, 365,
380, 381, 384

Deuteron, neighborhood, 322
Dexiokrates, neighborhood, 348, 350
diadem, imperial, 109; 424-25, 110, 427
dialogue, literary genre, 116
"Dialogue on the Shrines.. .of Constantinople,"

see "Anonymous Description of Constan-
tinople"

Diegesis peri tes Hagias Sophias, 201, 203, 204,
207, 214, 224, 234, 235, 265

Dimitry Donskoi, grand prince of Moscow, 77;
48,54,78,86,390,391,392,394,395,405,406,
407

Diomedes, St., church, 147-49; 313-14 (§ 35);
relics, 313-14

Dionysius, archbishop of Suzdal, 392, 393
Dionysius, St., monastery, 314
Dionysius of Fourna, iconographer, 229
Dionysius the Russian, monk of Studius, 285
Diospolis, city, 89; 88, 403
disciples, seventy, relics, 2
Dius, St., monastery, 280
divetesion, see saccos, imperial
djak, see clerks
Dnieper River, 9
Dniester River, 179-81; 98, 178-80, 407
Dobrinja Jadrejkovic, see Anthony of

Novgorod
domestikos, imperial official, 421-22, 431
Don River, 79-85; 48, 49, 50, 51, 78, 80, 82, 397,
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398, 399, 400, 401, 402
Donskaja Beseda, landmark on Don River,

80
doors, church, 43, 149, 185-87; 291, 301, 306,

315, see also Sophia, St., church, doors &
doors, imperial; sanctuary, 149; see also
Sophia, St., church, doors, holy

Dorotheus of Monembasia, writer, 214
drama, liturgical, see "Play of the Three Holy

Children"
Drungarius, gate of the, 355
Dubok, village, 398
Ducas, historian, 244, 312, 347, 349, 350, 408,

411,414,415,418

earthquakes, 105; 54, 71, 104
Easter, 77, 101; 3, 6, 50, 166, 169, 170, 341, 393,

396
Easter Friday, 326
Edirne kapi, see Charisius, gate of
Egyptians, monastery of the, see John the

Baptist, Church of the Monastery of the
Egyptians

Eirene, St.; see also Irene, St.; church, 35; 361
(§ 57), 16, 303, 362, 367, 380

Eis Pegas, neighborhood, 289, 337
el Herewy, All, Arab traveler, 238, 239, 240
Elebichou, neighborhood, 330
Elec (Elets), Russian principality, 399
Eleutheriou, ta, neighborhood, 223
Eleutherius, harbor of, 266, 267, 268, 269
eleven infants, see Holy Innocents
Elisej, monk of Trinity-St. Sergius Monastery,

scribe, 60
Elizabeth of Constantinople, St., body, 41, 149,

189;322-25,328
Elizabeth the Martyr, St., companion of St.

Alexander et al., body, 322
Elizabeth, mother of John the Baptist, St., see

Elizabeth of Constantinople, St.
Elizabeth the Wonderworker, St., 322
emperor's convent, see Mother of God, convent,

Lips
emperors, 35, 43, 129, 131, 135, 137, 139, 141,

153;12,115,117,125,138,207,239,241,242,
244,257,263,275,331,335,341,369,370-71,
see also 416-36 passim; Alexius I Comnenus,
231, 298, 301, 340; Anastasius (?), 133; 213,
216; Andronicus II Palaeologus, 118, 268,
306, 311, 349; Andronicus III Palaeologus,
311, 408; Andronicus IV Palaeologus, 390,
391, 405, 408, 409, 411, 412, 418; Arcadius,
272; Basil I, 247, 248, 249, 274, 297, 313, 434;
Constantine (I) the Great, 153; 1, 2, 190, 201,
205,229,240,243,247,254,261,262,300,357;
Constantine V, 279; Constantine VII
Porphyrogenitus, 138,199,207,222,223,245,
247,250,263,305,331,369,384,401,418,423,
424, 425, 426, 428, 431, 433; Constantine 1X
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Monomachus, 367; Constantine XI
Palaeologus, 193; 192, 371; Heraclius, 239,
334,357,419; John I Tzimisces, 241, 247; John
II Comnenus, 311; John III Ducas Vatatzes,
267; John IV Lascaris, 39; 216, 267-68; John
V Palaeologus, 101, 103; 49, 51, 100, 118,
146, 389, 391, 404, 408, 409, 410, 411,
412, 413, 414, 415, 416, 417, 418, 419, 424;
John VI Cantacuzenus, 244, 247, 266, 311,
368,408,411,414,416,418,419,420,421,422,
423,424,425,426,427,428,429,430,431,432,
433, 435; John VII Palaeologus, 101, 103; 49,
51, 55, 102, 156, 158, 252, 266, 404, 405, 408,
409,410,411,412,413,414,415,418,419,431;
John VIII Palaeologus, 191, 193; 170,190-92,
311, 312; Justinian the Great, 137, 153; 199,
201,204,205,239,264,290,300,338,361,370;
Laskariasaf, see John IV Lascaris; Leo III the
Isaurian, 241,282,319,349,350,358,379; Leo
V the Armenian, 338; Leo VI, "the Wise,"
141,143,145,149,165,187;118,120,208,236,
246, 253, 255, 257, 296, 297, 370, 380, 381;
Manuel I Comnenus, 262; Manuel II
Palaeologus, 101-05, 141, 161, 191, 193; 51,
102,104,118,156,158,167,190,192, 371,408,
409, 411-14, see also Manuel II Palaeolgus,
emperor, coronation; Maurice, 97, 147, see
also Christ, images, Chalke; Michael III, 246;
Michael VIII Palaeologus, 216, 267, 268, 271,
306, 307, 309, 381, 418; Romanus I
Lecapenus, 241; Romanus III (?), 201; 204;
Theodosius (I) the Great, 239, 256, 257;
Theodosius II, 239; Theophilus, 253;
Valentinian, 275; costumes of, 109, 111;
424-26, 275, 432, see also Justinian the Great,
emperor, column; escorts of, 107-09; 424,
427, 429, 432; sermons to, 111-13; 433-35,
110

emperors and patriarchs, depictions, 141;
370-71, 120, 140

empress, convent of, see Martha, Kyra, convent
of

empresses, 111, 189, 191; 118, 190, 311-12, 427,
429, 430, 431, 432, 433; see also Anna, Russian
princess; Helen Dragas; Helen, empress, St.;
Irene of Braunschweig; Irene Ducas; Marie of
Antioch; Theodora Palaeologus; Zoe

Ephesus, city, 292
epicombia, bags of coins, 435
Epimachus, St., blood, 265
Epiphanius the Wise, Russian writer, 5,180, 238,

240
Epiphany, holiday, 95; 201, 293
epirriptaria, cowls, 421
Euchologion, service book, 201, 416, 420, 425,

426-27, 428, 429, 433
Eudocia, St., body, 35, 153; 362
Eudocimus, St., body, 149; 314, 315; convent,

149; 316-18 (§ 38)
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Eugenius, gate of, 353
Euphemia of Heraclea, St., 320
Euphemia the Virgin, St., arm, 259; body, 41,

149; 319-21 (§ 40),259-60,314,315, 317,328;
church, Dexiokrates, 348; convent, 149;
319-21, 318, 322, 323; head, 143; 142, 259,
320; martyrion, 143; 258-60 (§ 14), 243, 245,
319, 320, 324; tomb, 259, 319, 320

Euphemius, patriarch of Constantinople, body,
287

Euphrosynus, bishop of Suzdal, 79; 396, 407
Euphrosynus, monk of Monastery of St. Cyril-

Belozersk, scribe, 59
Eustathius of Thessalonica, writer, 341
Euthymius, patriarch of Constantinople, St.,

body, 191; 287; monastery, 287
Euthymius, prior of the Volokolamsk

Monastery of St. Joseph, 61
evangelists, depiction of, 139
Evfrosinija, princess of Polotsk, 3
Evliya (elebi, Turkish traveler, 207, 208, 234,

235, 236, 255, 257, 345
Exakionion, neighborhood, 317

fans, liturgical, see flabella
Fedor Alekseevic, tsar, 434
ferries, 151, 179, 181; 353, 354, 358
Fili, see Chile
first hour, 107; 420, 423
fishes, holy, 149; 326
flabella, 37; 36
flatboat, 79; 397-98
floor, church, 33, 41; 234, 288, 290-91, 377
Florence, council of, 5, 20, 116
Florus and Laurus, SS., heads, 43,153,163,187;

293; martyrion, 293
fora, Constantinople, Amastrianum, 34, 275; of

Arcadius, 272; of Constantine, 258, 260, 261,
262, 273, 274, 275, 354; Tauri, 223, 240,
289, 354; of Theodosius, see Tauri

274,

Fortress of the Golden Gate, 103-05, 135,
145-47; 411 (§ 83), 100, 118, 144, 146, 275,
277, 284, 313, 409, 412, 413, 414, 415

Forty Martyrs, church, 280; relics, 133; 230-3 1,
162; Tetrapyle, 230-31

fountains, 139, 143, 145; 247, 256, 325, 326, 333,
334, 363, 364, 365, 367, 368, 373-74; see also
Mother of God, church, Pege; Sophia, St.,
church, fountains

Fourteen Thousand Infants, see Holy Innocents
Francis, St., church, Galata, 281
Frankish church, Basilike, 151; 355-56 (§ 55),

353, 360
Franks, 103,107,133,135,137,143,145,151; 51,

86, 144, 150, 412, 422; costumes of, 107, 145;
422; see also Crusaders in Constantinople;
Genoa and Genoese; Rhodes, Knights-
Hospitalers of, Venice and Venetians

Fridays, 45,141,149,151; 16, 321, 326, 331,334,

349, 364, 373
Frol and Lavr, SS., see Florus and Laurus, SS.
"Furnace of the Three Holy Children," see

"Play of the Three Holy Children"

Galata, suburb of Constantinople, 99, 107, 137,
151, 191; 48, 86, 98, 106, 167, 190, 231, 281,
337, 342, 346, 353, 354, 358, 384, 391, 393, 404,
405, 410, 411, 412

Galicia, 11, 389
galleries, church, 371; see also Sophia, St.,

church, galleries
galleys, see ships and boats
Gastria monastery, 317
gates, city, Constantinople, 101; 410;

Adrianople, see of Charisus; Aya kapi, 347,
348; Ayazma kapi, 353; Balat kapi, 353, 405;
St. Barbara, 385, 387; Basilike, 353-54, 355,
see also Imperial; of Charisius, 34, 298, 339,
410; Contoscalion, 39; 266; of the Drungarius,
355; Edirne kapi, see of Charisius; of
Eugenius, 353; Golden Gate, 41, 149; 34, 40,
144,146, 281, 313, 321; imperial, 353, 405, see
also Basilike; Jewish: - Golden 144n, see
Perama, - Propontis, 39; 268-71 (§ 19), 265,
266, 267; St. John de cornibus, see Basilike;
Pege, 317, 321, 322; Perama, 267, 269, 353,
354, 355, 358, 359, 360; Pescarie, 354; St.
Romanus, 287, 289, 317, 322, 323, 325, 327,
328, 330, 331, 337, 386; Silivri, see Pege; St.
Theodosia, 348; Xylokerkus, 317, 325, 328;
Yemi§iskilesi kapi, 354; Zindan kapi, see
Basilike

gates, monastery, 147; 277
Gattilusi, family, 103; 192, 414
Gennadius Scholarius, patriarch of Constan-

tinople, 373
Genoa and Genoese, 85-87, 107,191; 12,17, 48,

49, 50, 53, 84, 86, 106, 167, 178, 180, 190, 192,
266,267,359,360,384,391,393,395,404,405,
408, 409, 410, 411, 413, 414, 419, 422; see also
Franks

George, St., 230, 260; body, 133; 214; church,
Kyparission, 322; iron pallet, 133; 230; mon-
astery, Mangana, 35-37, 139-41, 161,
183-85, 191; 366-71 (§ 60), 16, 120, 168, 216,
217, 337, 338, 342, 343, 344, 364, 372, 373, 376,
378, 384, 386; relics, 147; 214, 281

Georgia and Georgians, 56
Georgius Monachus (Hamartolus), chronicler,

238, 242, 249, 263, 269, 270, 280
Gerapiotyca, convent, see Mother of God, con-

vent, Iterapiotica
Germanos, patriarch of Constantinople, 139;

162, 379
Germans, see Franks
Gilles, Pierre (Petrus Gyllius), 239, 252-53, 334,

353, 374, 437
girl boiled in tar, 151; 337
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glass, stained, 291
Glycas, Michael, chronicler, 262, 263
God, apparition of, to old man, 39; 269-70
Golden Gate, 41, 149; 34, 40, 144, 146, 281, 313,

321; Fortress, see Fortress of the Golden Gate
Golden Horde, see Tatars
Golgotha, mount, 1, 56
Good Friday, 16, 30, 206, 216, 369
Gospel written in gold by Emperor Theodosius

II, 97; 294-95
Great Street, see Mese
Greece, 41, 166, 167
Grefenij, "Journey," 59, 60, 72, 180
Gregoras, Nicephorus, historian, 232, 238, 244,

263, 266, 273, 288, 297, 306, 385, 418
Gregory, St., head, 45; 338
Gregory III, patriarch of Constantinople, 371
Gregory II, pope, 358
Gregory the Great, St., see Gregory Nazianzen,

St.
Gregory the Illuminator of Armenia, St., head,

338
Gregory Kaleka, see Basil Kaleka
Gregory Nazianzen (the Theologian), St., body,

41, 43, 95, 153; 303-04, 40, 213, 279; head, 41,
97,165,187; 278-79,303, 338; relics,133,153;
213, 154, see also Gregory the Wonderworker,
St., relics; tomb, see body

Gregory of Neocaesarea, St., see Gregory the
Wonderworker, St.

Gregory of Nicomedia, St., body, 97, 147, 187;
279

Gregory of Nyssa, St., I
Gregory of Sinai, St., 376
Gregory the Theologian, St., see Gregory

Nazianzen, St.
Gregory the Wonderworker (of Neocaesarea),

St., relics, 133; 213-14; right hand, 279
gridiron of the martyrs, see pallet of the martyrs
grivnas, see coins
guide books, 114, 119-21
guides in Constantinople, 45-47, 95; 16-17,

18-19,169,271,363
Gill Camii, 307, 347

Habakkuk the Prophet, body, 329
Halic, see Galicia
harbors and ports, Constantinople, Bucoleon,

245-46, 247, 265; Contoscalion, 39; 265-66
(§ 17), 17, 19, 264, 267, 268; of Eleutherius,
266, 267, 268, 269; St. Lazarus, 380; Vlanga,
266, 267, 268, 269, 270, 271

healing, see cures
Helen, empress, St., 153; 2, 328, 329; tomb, 149,

161-63,185;304-05
Helen Dragas, empress, wife of Emperor

Manuel II, 105, 109, 111; 417, 418, 419
Heraclea, Pontic, city, 89; 88, 403
Heraclius, emperor, 239, 334, 357, 419

heralds, see emperors, escorts of
Herman, fellow traveler with Ignatius of

Smolensk, 87; 395
hesychasm, 389, 390
Hexi Marmara, see Hexikionion
Hexikionion, neighborhood, 317-18
Hilarion, Blessed, 1
himation, tunic, 421
Hippodrome, 39, 93, 143-45, 165, 185; 250-58

(§ 13), 117, 157, 168, 234, 240, 243, 245, 259,
261, 264, 265, 266, 275, 387

Holy Fathers of Nicaea, Sunday of, 85; 84
Holy Innocents, relics, 133, 147; 230-31, 146,

281
Holy Land, see Palestine
Holy Saturday, 101, 133; 216, 410
Holy Sepulchre, Jerusalem church, 93; 1, 3, 4, 5,

6,7,50,169,207-08,225,292
Holy Thursday, 101, 133, 141; 30, 206, 216, 217,

369, 409
holy water, 31, 97, 139, 141, 161, 183, 191; 201,

219, 293, 325, 326, 365, 374
Holy Week, 29, 35, 77; 16, 17, 30, 216, 217, 343,

369, 393
Homonoia, church, 384
Hoper River, 83; 82
hospital, Pantocrator, 292
hoidenie, see pilgrim tales, Russian
"Hoidenie d'jaka Aleksandra v Car'grad," see

Alexander the Clerk
"Hoidenie Ignatija Smolnianina," see Ignatius

of Smolensk
"Hoienie inoka Zosimy," see Zosima the

Deacon
Hungarians, 107
Hupta River, 397

Ibn Battuta, Arab traveler, 201
Ibn Yahya, Harun, Arab traveler, 255, 435
Iconoclasm and Iconoclasts, 29, 137, 161, 163;

211, 218, 241, 259, 279-80, 282, 284, 308,
314-15, 319, 320, 335, 349-51, 358, 364, 371,
379

icons, see images
Ignatius, abbot of the Moscow Novospaskij

Monastery, 53
Ignatius, patriarch of Constantinople, 351
Ignatius the Godbearer, St., bone, 346; chapel,

Christ Chora Monastery, 346; head, 101, 153,
163; 346, 379; leg, 139; 378-79, 346

Ignatius the Greek, see Ignatius the Painter
Ignatius the Painter (Ikonnik), 53
Ignatius of Smolensk, Russian traveler, 48-113;

"Abbreviated Chronicle," 53-55, 52, 56, 57,
58, 67; "Description of Thessalonica and the
Holy Mountain," 55-56, 52, 53, 57, 58, 67,
287; "Journey to Constantinople," 48-113,
388-436, and passim; "Journey to
Jerusalem," 56, 64, 71, 233
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Ikorec River, 82
images, 33, 41; 2, 9; angels, icon, 229; apostles,

139; 201; crucifixion, 141, 147, 151; 277, 356,
365, 368; emperors and patriarchs, 141;
370-71, 120, 140; evangelists, 139; last judg-
ment, 147; 277; St. Mary of Egypt, icon, 208;
St. Michael the Archangel, 95, 129-31;
202-06, 94, 115, 130, 229-30; Mount of
Olives, 31; 30-32, 209, 225; St. Nicholas, 151;
355, - tapestry, 223; painted by unseen hands,
2; performs miracles on Sundays, icon, 145;
273-74; Trinity, icon, 133; 229, 205; see also
Christ, images; Mother of God, images;
statues

Imperial Gate on Golden Horn (western), 353,
405; see also Basilike, gate

infants, holy, see Holy Innocents
Innocent IV, pope, 370, 383
inscriptions on columns, 29; 28, 272
Irawap'ar, St., relics, 387
Irene of Braunschweig, empress, wife of

Emperor John II Comnenus, body, 189;
310-11, 309

Irene Ducas, empress, wife of Emperor Alexius I
Comnenus, 298
Irene, St., body, 153, 165; 310-11, 309; church,

311; see also Eirene, St.
Irjuni, see George, St., monastery, Mangana
iron bed of the martyrs, see pallet of the martyrs
Isaac, bishop of Chernigov, 79; 396, 407
Isada, village, 397
Isaiah, Elder, author, 22
Isaiah the Prophet, relics, 347
Isidore, metropolitan of Russia, 20, 57, 58
Isidore, patriarch of Constantinople, 31; 17, 25,

321
Istanbul, see Constantinople
Iteraopitica, see Mother of God, convent,

Iterapiotica
Iterapiotica, see Mother of God, convent,

Iterapiotica
itineraries in Constantinople, 45-47 and passim;

16, 17, 116-18, 124, 157-58, 167-68, 264,
284,322-23,328,332,345,361,372

Ivan I Kalita, grand prince of Moscow, 388
Ivan III the Great, grand prince of Moscow, 72,

435
Ivan IV the Terrible, tsar, 436
Ivan, lake, 397
Ivan and Dobrila, Novgorodians in Constan-

tinople, 25

Jacob, well of, see Sophia, St., church, holy well
James the Apostle, St., church, Chalkoprateia,

231; head, 147; 281
James the Persian, St., head, 43, 95, 153, 163,

187; 293; relics, 387
Jeremiah the Greek, Bishop of Ryazan, 77, 79;

396, 78, 407

Jeremiah the Prophet, column of, 133; 215
Jerome, St., 1
Jerusalem, 29, 31, 37, 43, 93, 133, 153, 161, 177;

1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 15, 21, 50, 56, 57, 132, 169, 170,
208, 214, 215, 225, 236, 270, 301, 327; pa-
triarch of, 418, 419

Jewish Gate, on Golden Horn, see Perama, gate;
on the Propontis, 39; 268-71 (§ 19), 265, 266,
267

Jews, 39, 137-39, 151-53, 163, 165; 267, 268,
304,342,356-60

John, bishop of Volyn, 99; 406, 98
John, patriarch of Constantinople (?), 141; 140,

371
John I Tzimisces, emperor, 241, 247
John II Comnenus, emperor, 311
John III Ducas Vatatzes, emperor, 267
John IV Lascaris, emperor, 39; 216, 267- 68
John V Palaeologus, emperor, 101, 103; 49, 51,

100,118,146,389,391,404,408,409,410,411,
412, 413, 414, 415, 416, 417, 418, 419, 424

John VI Cantacuzenus, emperor and author,
244,247,266,311,368,408,411,414,416,418,
419,420,421,422,423,424,425,426, 4`27, 428,
429, 430, 431, 432, 433, 435

John VII Palaeologus, emperor, 101, 103; 49, 51,
55, 102, 156, 158, 252, 266, 404,405,408, 409,
410, 411, 412, 413, 414, 415, 418, 419, 431

John VIII Palaeologus, emperor, 191, 193; 170,
190-92,311,312

John the Almoner (the Merciful), St., body, 43,
153, 165; 308; Life, 63, 70, 357, 434, 435

John the Apostle, St., church, 308
John the Baptist (the Forerunner), St., beard,

147; 278; bone of skull, 147; 278; churches: -
Galata, 99; 93, 404-06 (§ 79), - of the
Monastery of the Egyptians, 336-37; hand,
41, 45, 97, 147, 165, 187; 278, 341-42; head,
278,2,140,286; holiday, 89; 341; monasteries:
- near the land walls, 101; 410, - Petra, 43-45,
95, 151, 153, 163, 187-89; 339-45 (§ 49), 16,
216,217,278,285,295,323,334,337,368,369,
378, 384, 410, - "Rich by God," see Petra, -
Studite, 39-41, 45, 93, 147, 165, 185, 191;
283-88 (§ 26), 16, 25, 49, 117, 168, 265, 267,
268, 272, 277, 313, 314, 325, 340, - in Trullo,
410; relics, 163; 341-42

John Calybites, St., body, 153; 154; church, see
Mother of God, church, St. John Calybites

John Chrysostom, St., 1; head, 37, 153, 183;
374-75, 302; relics, 95; 302-04; staff, 133-35,
183; 219-20; tomb, 43, 135, 149, 161; 302-04,
134

John Damascene, St., body, 153, 187; 298; con-
vent, see Mother of God, convent,
Cecharitomene

John de cornibus, gate, see Basilike, gate
John the Faster, St., 341-42; hand, 45, 95, 151,

153,163;341-42
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John the Forerunner, St., see John the Baptist,
St.

John Ktitor, St., see John the Faster, St.
John the Merciful, St., see John the Almoner, St.
John the Prior, St., see John the Faster, St.
John Palaeologus, sebastocrator, 216
John the Warrior, St., body, 189; 308
Jonah, bishop of Volyn, 99; 406
Jonah, patriarch of Constantinople (?), 140, 371
Jordan River, 33, 93; 4, 6, 225, 226
Joseph, bishop of Thessalonica, St., body, 286,

287
Joseph, patriarch of Constantinople, 193; 192
Joseph of Arimathea, St., 292
Joseph Bryennius, writer, 336, 342, 343, 349
Joseph the Hymnographer, St., 329
jousting, 252
Jurii, see George, St., monastery, Mangana
Jurij, prince of Elec, 81; 80
Jurij Svjatoslavic, prince of Smolensk, 54
Justina the Martyr, St., see Cyprian the Sorcerer

and Justina the Martyr, SS.
Justinian the Great, emperor, 137, 153; 199, 201,

204, 205, 239, 264, 290, 300, 338, 361, 370;
column, 29, 35, 135-37, 185; 237-40 (§ 9), 8,
16, 25, 117, 134, 168, 202, 251, 258, 260; tri-
clinium of, 38

Kacalinsk, village, 401
Kaffa, city, 87, 98; 86, 403
kaleki, see pilgrims, Russian
Kalojan, see John V Palaeologus, emperor; John

VII Palaeologus, emperor; castle of, see
Fortress of the Golden Gate

Karphia (Karmpe, Calpe), city, 89; 90
Kaulea, ton, Monastery, 283
Kefeli Mescidi, 339
Kerch, straits of, 86
Kerd' River, 399
Khitrowo, B. de, translator, 25-26, 66, 123, 159,

162, 173, 286, 383, 423
Kiev, city, 177,179; 3,10,166,167,176,178,180,

215, 216, 371, 388, 389, 390, 406, 407
Kirik the priest, writer, 3, 62
Kirkino, village, 399
kneeding trough on which Mother of God ap-

peared, 39, 41; 287
Kniga Palomnik, see Anthony of Novgorod
Kocur River, 399-400
Kocurovskoe, village, 399, 400
Kolomenskoe, town, 395
Kolomna, city, 77; 76, 391, 402
Kos, island, 411
Kosovo, battle of, 404
Kostroma, city 392
koukoulion, imperial headdress, 429-30
Krivyj Bor, landmark on Don River, 81; 80, 402
Kulikovo field, battle site, 398
kuny, Nvogorodian coin, 145; 121

Kyparision, neighborhood, 322
Kyra Martha, convent, see Martha, Kyra,

convent
Kyrou, ta, neighborhood, 322, 324-25, 330
Kyshina, Miterevye, town, 179; 178, 180

lamps, 5, 7; burned for sixty years, 161; 364; fell
without breaking, 33, 131; 211-12, 227-28;
see also Sophia, St., church, lamps

lance, holy, see Passion relics
language of Russian pilgrim tales, 7, 19, 51, 53,

56, 69, 121, 168-69
largesse distributed at coronations, 435, 436
Laskariasaf, emperor, see John IV Lascaris,

emperor
last judgment, depiction, 147; 277
Latins, see Franks
Laura, great Mount Athos, 55, 56; Kiev caves,

see Caves Monastery, Kiev; Trinity-St.
Sergius, see Trinity-St. Sergius Monastery,
Russia

laurel trees, 139; 201
Laurus, St., see Florus and Laurus, SS.
Lawrence, St., 230; church, 347; gridiron of,

230
Lazar, Serbian prince, 91; 90 336
Lazarus, St., body, 139, 165, 183; 380-81; head,

381; monastery, 139, 165, 183; 379-81 (§65),
157, 308, 375, 378, 382; port, 380

Lazarus of Galesium, St., monastery, 381; relics,
183; 381

Lemnos, island, 101, 193; 100, 102,167,192, 259,
319, 409, 411, 412, 413

Lent, 407
lentil, see Christ, towel
Leo, pope (?), 139; 379
Leo III the Isaurian, emperor, 241,282,319,349,

350, 358, 379
Leo V the Armenian, emperor, 338
Leo VI, "the Wise," emperor, 141, 143,145,149,

165,187;118,120,208,236,246,253,255,257,
296, 297, 370, 380, 381

Leo Diaconus, historian, 247
Leo Grammaticus, chronicler, 238, 249, 269
Leontius, St., head, 45; 338
Lesbos, island, 192, 315, 385, 409, 414
lighthouses, 91, 143, 181; 51, 90, 180, 245, 246,

247, 248, 367
Lipesi Monastery, see Mother of God, convents,

Lips
List of Shrines and Relics in Constantinople

(MS Zabelin 416), see Short List of Shrines
and Relics in Constantinople

Lithuania and Lithuanians, 181; 10, 11, 18, 34,
53, 54, 78, 178, 180, 388, 389, 390, 391, 392,
396, 406, 407

liturgy, divine, 45, 93, 101, 109-11; 51, 92, 100,
227, 234, 235, 349, 426-27, 431

Liutprand, bishop of Cremona, traveler, 248
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Luke the Evangelist, St., see Mother of God,
images, painted by St. Luke

L'vov (L'viv), city, 180

Macarius, metropolitan of Moscow, 52, 61, 434,
436

Macarius, patriarch of Constantinople, 390,
391, 404, 405

Maccabees, Old Testament figures, 286
Mamai, Tatar ruler, 84, 391
Mamas, St., church, 280
Mature, oak of, 33, 161, 183; 1, 25, 229
Mandeville, Sir John, writer, 217, 240, 278, 302,

344, 368
mandyas, vestment, 427-28
Mangana, neighborhood, 139-41; 362, 364, 378,

385; see also George, St., Monastery,
Mangana

maniakion, see diadem, imperial
Manuel I Comnenus, emperor, 262; tomb,

292-93
Manuel II Palaeologus, emperor, 101-05, 141,

161,191,193;51,102,104,118,156,158,167,
190, 192, 371, 408, 409, 411-14; children of,
191-93; 8, 169, 190, 192, see also individual
names; coronation, 105-13; 416-36 (§§

88-97), 8, 50, 51, 56, 59-66, 70, 71-72
Manuel Philes, poet, 328-29, 377
manuscripts, Kazan, Kazan University Library:

- Kazan 4555 = 21367/96, 62-63, 66, 68, 70,
74; Kiev, Library of the Ukrainian Academy
of Sciences: -Kiev-Sophia Cathedral 173/157,
23-24, 26; Leningrad, Library of the
Academy of Sciences: - Academy 4.3.15, 60,
59, 68, 72, 74, - Academy 16.3.2, 158, 159, -
Academy 16.8.13 = To lstoj 436, 20-21, 23, 24,
26, 27, 58, 66, 67, 68, - Academy 17.2.25, 63,
64, 65, 66, 68,-Academy 31.6.27, 64, 66, 68, -
Academy 31.7.30, 63, 64, 65, 66, 68, 80, 397, -
Academy 32.14.8,63,64,65,66,68, -Academy
33.14.4, 22-23, 26, 27, -Archangel D-193, 61,
68, 72, 74; Academy of Sciences, Institute of
History, Leningrad Section: - Archeographic
Commission 244, 23, 26, 27; Central State
Archive: -MS 1305 (collection 834, inventory
2), 24; State Public Library: - F.IV.225+,
F.IV.223, 64, 65, 68, - F.IV.235 = Frolov
Codex, 158, 159, - F.IV.237, 64, 65, 68, -
F.IV.238 = Dubrovskij Codex, 158, 159, -
F.IV.679, 171-72, 173, 174, 175, - Kirillo-
Belozersk 9/1086, 59, 66, 68, 72, 74, -
Mihajlovskij 548, 172, - Pogodin 1563, 60, 66,
68,69,70, 74, - Pogodin 1952, 61-62, 66, 68, -
Q.L214 = Tolstoj 11/12, 62, 66, 68, 73, -
Q.IV.138 = Tolstoj Codex, 158, 159, -
Q.XVII.50 = Tolstoj 341, 61, 66, 67, 68, 72,
73, - Q.XVIL62 = Golicyn Codex, 158, 159, -
Q.XVII.76 = Tolstoj Codex, 170, 172, 173,
174,175,-Q.XVII.184, 121-22,123,124,125,

126, - Solovec 922/1032 = 682, 170-71, 173,
174,175,-Solovec 1245/1135 = 690,171,173,
174, - Sophia 1464 = St. Petersburg Theo-
logicalAcademy 617, 57-58, 21,66,67,68,71,
-Sophia 1465, 58, 21, 67, 68, - Stroev-Pogodin
2035, 158, 159; Moscow, Central State
Archive of Ancient Acts: - Mazurin 294, 64,
68, - Mazurin 344, 171, 173, 174, 175, -
Obolenskij 163, 64, 65, 68; Lenin Library: -
Museum 3271, 59-60, 68, 72, 73, 74, -
Rumjancev 35, 58, 66, 67, 68, -Rumjancev 419,
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, - Tihonravov 72 = 223, 122,
123, 124,125, 126, - Tihonravov 522,172, 174,
- Trinity 97, 64, 65, 68, - Trinity 224 = 1072,
60-61, 66, 68, 72, 73, 74, - Trinity 765 = 1654,
58-59, 66, 68, 71, 72, 74; Main Archive of
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: - 7/20, 64, 65, 68,
-15/pt. IV, 64, 68,-351, 64, 68, -20125,158,
159; State Historical Museum: - Barsov 1530,
123, 124, 125, - Oertkov 115a+b, 64, 68, -
Cudov 276, 62, 68, 73, - Great Lection
Menology, Uspenskij Codex, 61, 68, 72, 73; -
Great Lection Menology, Carskij Codex, 61,
68, 72, 73, - Hludov 249, 22, 26, 27, - Museum
939, 58, 23, 26, 27, 67, 68, -Museum 1428,122,
124, 125, 126, - Scukin 1171, 171, 173, 174,
175, - Synod 152/46, 158, 159, - Zabelin 416
= 314, 21-22, 26, 27,121,123,124,125,126, -
Uvarov 541 = 1812 = Carskij 407, 171, 173,
174, 175; Odessa, Gorkij State Library: -
Novorossijsk University 81, 158, 159; Rostov,
Local Museum: - 1304, 172; Yaroslavl,
Yaroslavl-Rostov Regional Museum: -
Yaroslavl108/255 = Yaroslavl Savior Monas-
tery 813, 63, 65-66, 68, 70, 72, 74; location
unknown:-N. V. Barsov, 25,-P. E. Cernikov,
24-25, - Lihacev Chronicle, 63, 68, 71, -
Russkij Vremennik = Kostroma Chronicle, 63,
65, 66, 68, 74, - Sofonov, 173, - Synod, 64, -
Teiilov, 172-73, - Volokolamsk Monastery of
St. Joseph, 64

map, Constantinople, at end of volume; Routes
of Ignatius and Zosima, frontispiece

marble workers, sermon to emperor of, 111-13;
433-35

Marie of Antioch, wife of Emperor Manuel I,
203, 205, 377

Marina, St., head, 153; 154; monastery, 153; 154
Mark, St., Venetian church, 355-56
Martha, Kyra, convent of, 43, 153, 165, 189;

306-09 (§ 33), 168, 283, 300, 310, 311, 350,
351,381

Martha, St., body, 139, 165; 381
martyria, see chapels and churches, Constan-

tinople
martyrs, cult of, 1
Marvazi, Moslem traveler, 421
Mary, St., convent, de Percheio, 375; church,

Venetian, Vigla, 355
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Mary Cleophas, St., relics, 43, 153, 165, 189;
307-08, 381

Mary of Egypt, St., icon of, 208; see also Mother
of God, images, spoke to St. Mary of Egypt

Mary Magdalen, St., body, 139, 153; 380-81,
308

Mary (Martha), sister of Emperor Michael VIII,
307

Mary the Patrician, St., see Theodosia of
Constantinople, St.

Mary, sister of Martha, St., body, 165, 183; 381
matins, 234
Matthew Cantacuzenus, despot, 419
Matthew, metropolitan of Adrianople, 99; 392,

406, 407
Maurianos, embolos of, 354, 356
Maurice, emperor, 97, 147, see also Christ,

images, Chalke; body, 147; 280
Mecja (Krasivaja Meca) River, 79; 80
Mediterranean Ocean, 48
Medveditsa River, 83; 82
Mehmed (Mohammed) II, the Conqueror,

sultan, 254, 255, 300
Meletius, St., body, 139; 381
men at arms, see emperor, escorts of
Menology, Great Lection, 52, 61, 208, 223, 242,

434, 436; see also manuscripts, Moscow, State
Historical Museum, Great Lection Menology

Mercati Anonymus, see "Description of Con-
stantinople," ed. Ciggaar

Mese, main street of Constantinople, 35, 145; 34,
40, 117, 144, 258, 261, 272, 273, 274, 275, 277,
284, 289, 313, 354, 357

Methodius, patriarch of Constantinople, 208
Metropolitan of All Russia, 11, 18,388,389,390,

391, 392, 407; see also Alexis, metropolitan of
Russia, Cyprian, metropolitan of Russia,
Isidore, metropolitan of Russia, Macarius,
metropolitan of Moscow, Mitjai, metropo-
litan of Russia, Peter, metropolitan of Russia,
Pimen, metropolitan of Russia, Theognostus,
metropolitan of Russia

Michael, bishop of Smolensk, 77, 85, 87, 91, 95,
99;394-95,53,54,55,94,404,406,407

Michael, monk, fellow traveler with Ignatius of
Smolensk, 91; 395

Michael III, emperor, 246
Michael VIII Palaeologus, emperor, 216, 267,

268, 271; 306, 307, 309, 381, 418; statue, 187;
306

Michael the Archangel, St., 153; 115, 248; ap-
pearance to child, 129-31; 202-06, 130, 229;
chapel, see image where appeared to child;
churches, see Nea Church & Christ, monas-
tery, Pantocrator; image where appeared to
child, 95, 129-31; 202-06, 94, 115, 130,
229-30; statue, 306

Michael of Chalcedon, St., body, 143; 260
Michael of Jerusalem, St., body, 294

Michael the Martyr, see Michael of Zobe, St.
Michael the Monk, see Michael of Zobe, St.
Michael of Pronsk, prince, 398
Michael of Synada, St., body, 294
Michael Syncellus, St., 346; relics, 163; 162
Michael of Tver, grand prince of Vladimir,

84
Michael the Younger, see Michael of Zobe,

St.
Michael of Zobe, St., body, 43, 153, 187; 294
Mihajlovo, village, 398
miles, unit of measurement, 101, 179; 100-02,

178
Milion, monument of Constantinople, 35; 34,

240, 260, 261
Miterevye Kyshina, see Kyshina, Miterevye
Mitjai, metropolitan of Russia, 59, 86, 390, 391,

395, 397, 405
Mocius, St., cistern of, 325; monastery, 282, 309,

316, 317, 323, 324, 351
Modion, monument of Constantinople, 275
Moldavia, see Wallachia and Wallachians
monasteries, Constantinople, St. Andrew, near

Gate of Saturninus, 314, 315, 316; St. Andrew
Salus: - First Region, 183; 383 (§ 67), -
Mother of God Evergetis Metochion, 131,
149, 153; 315-16 (§ 37), 115, 200, 201, 204,
309, 314, 317, 318, 323, 383; Apolikaptii, 187;
295-96 (§ 29), 168, 257, 297; St. Athanasius,
patriarch of Constantinople, 95-97, 153;
272-73 (§ 21), 277, 319; St. Basil, 386; Christ:
-Acataleptos, 296, - Chora,163;162, 296, 346,
-Evergetes,189; 348-49,-Pantocrator, 27, 43,
95, 97, 151, 153, 161, 163, 187; 289-95 (§ 28),
16, 69, 117, 168, 265, 277, 280, 296, 297, 298,
302, 305, 311, 331, 337, 343, 344, 345, 347, 364,
378, - Philanthropos, see Constantine (I) the
Great, emperor, Convent of St. Constantine;
SS. Cosmas and Damian, Cosmidion, 45, 151,
163; 331-33 (§ 45), 16, 117, 321, 323, 338, 347;
St. Cyprian the Sorcerer, 45, 153, 183; 382
(§ 65), 383, 384, 385, 387; St. Demetrius, 39;
267-68 (§ 18), 265, 266, 269; St. Dionysius,
314; St. Dius, 280; of the Egyptians, 336-37;
St. Euthymius, patriarch of Constantinople,
287; Gastria, 317; St. George, Mangana,
35-37, 139-41, 161, 183-85, 191; 366-71
(§ 60), 16, 120, 168, 216, 217, 337, 338, 342,
343, 344, 364, 372, 373, 376, 378, 384, 386; St.
John the Baptist: - near the land walls, 101;
410, -Petra, 43-45, 95, 151,153,163,187-89;
339-45 (§ 49), 16, 216, 217, 278, 285, 295, 323,
334, 337, 368, 369, 378, 384, 410, - Studite,
39-41, 45, 93, 147, 165, 185, 191; 283-88
(§ 26), 16, 25, 49, 117, 168, 265, 267, 268, 272,
277, 313, 314, 325, 340, - in Trullo, 410; ton
Kaulea, 283; St. Lazarus, 139, 165, 183;
379-81 (§ 65), 157, 308, 375, 378, 382; St.
Lazarus of Galesium, 381; St. Marina, 153;
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154; St. Mocius, 282, 309, 316, 317, 323, 324,
351; Mother of God: - Evergetis, 316, -
Evergetis Metochion, see St. Andrew Salus, -
Hodegetria, 37, 95, 139, 161, 183; 362-66
(§ 59), 16, 94,117, 167, 215, 243, 302, 331, 374,
376, 378, 380, - Palevrii, 153; 154, -
Pammacaristos, 153, 163; 345-46 (§ 50), 117,
154, 302, 332, 347, 370, 379, 381, -
Panachrantos, 37,139,161,183; 375-77 (§63),
296, 367, 378, 382, 383, 386, - Pantanasse, 37,
139, 183; 377-79 (§64), 344, 346, 368, 376,
386, - Pege, 97, 149, 191; 325-26 (§ 42), 15,
117, 168, 328, - Peribleptos, 41, 45, 97, 147,
165, 187; 276-83 (§ 24), 16, 140, 146, 152, 168,
222,225,231,242,272,275,284,295,297,303,
314, 328, 338, 342, 366; Myrelaion, 280;
New Jerusalem, see Diomedes, St., church;
Palevrii, see Mother of God, Palevrii;
Pantanasse, see Mother of God Pantanasse;
Panachrantos, see Mother of God Pana-
chrantos; of the Patriarch, 319; St. Peter, 210;
"Rich by God," see St. John the Baptist,
Petra; St. Stephen the Protomartyr: - Con-
stantianae, 97; 351-53 (§ 52), 310, 386, -
Mangana, 45, 153; 385-87 (§70), 352-53; St.
Tarasius, 319; gates, 147; 277; see also chapels
and churches, Constantinople; convents,
Constantinople

Monday after Easter, 364
Mondays, 151; 349
Mongols, see Tatars
Morea, Peloponnesus, section of Greece, 193;

192
Morosini, Thomas, Latin patriarch of Constan-

tinople, 364
mosaics, 219, 291; see also Christ, images;

Michael the Archangel, St., image where ap-
peared to child

Moscow and Muscovy, 77, 177; 10, 11, 18, 19,
34, 48, 49, 76, 78, 98, 166, 167, 170, 204, 221,
279, 311, 388, 389, 390, 391, 392, 393, 394,
396, 402, 405, 406, 407

Moscow River, 76, 397
Moses, Old Testament patriarch, 185
Mother of God, Virgin Mary, 97; 269, 270, 271,

273; apparition on a kneeding trough, 39-41;
287,292; blood, 183; 379; cap, 45; 336; chapel,
Chalkoprateia, see church, Blachernae;
churches: - Blachernae, 45, 93, 151, 163, 187,
191; 333-37 (§ 46), 16, 59, 72, 117, 168, 231,
271, 331, 342, 379, 384, 418, - Chalkoprateia
Chapel, see church, Blachernae, -
Chalkoprateia, 279, 281, 334, 336, 357, 358,
370, 381, - ton Diakonisses, 274, - Eleousa,
see Christ, monastery, Pantocrator, -
Embolos, 313, - Forum, 274, - Gorgopikos,
316, 318, - Kyriotissa, 362, - to Kyrou, 101,
149; 329-31 (§ 44), 117, 315, 386, - ton
Patrikias, 362, 375, - Pege, see Monastery,

Pege, - Pharos, 246, 248, 343,- Psychosostria,
355-56, - St. John Calybites, 153; 154, -
Varangiotissa, 355-56, Venetian, Vigla, 355,
convents: - Cecharitomene, 43, 153, 187; 298
(§ 31), 168, 297, 339, - de Percheio, 375, -
Iterapiotica, 35, 153; 361-62 (§ 58), 34, 367, -
Lips, 153, 189; 309-12 (§ 34), 117, 118, 168,
280, 295, 307, 323, 347, - to mikra Romaiou,
41, 149, 189; 321-25 (§ 41), 188, 328, 332, 347,
-Perec, 37,153,183; 374-75 (§ 62), 302, 382,-
Therapeuotissa, 362; girdle, 39, 45, 93, 151,
163,187; 336,271; hair, 183,189; 344-45,379;
images: - appeared to hermit, 95; 304, -
Blachernae, 334-35, 119, 215, 331, -
Hodegetria, 37, 95, 129, 139, 161; 363-65, 16,
59, 60, 72, 215, 331, 374, - on a kneeding
trough, 39-41; 287, - Kyriotissa, 101, 149;
330-31, - miraculous icon, 129, - painted by
St. Luke, 2, see also Hodegetria & Kyriotissa,
- in secular church, 145; 274, - seen by St.
Andrew Salus, 163; 335, - sent architects to
Kiev, 133; 215-16, 119, 217, - spoke to St.
Mary of Egypt, 93, 161, 183; 207-09, 212, -
stabbed by a Jew, 165; 282-83, '225, -
wept, 133, 213; 215-16; milk, 189; 344-45;
monasteries: - Evergetis, 316, - Ever-
getis Metochion, see Andrew Salus, St.,
monastery, - Hodegetria, 37, 95, 139, 161,
183; 362-66 (§ 59), 16, 94, 117, 167, 215, 243,
302, 331, 374, 376, 378, 380, - Palevrii, 153;
154; - Pammacaristos, 153, 163; 345-46
(§ 50), 117, 154, 302, 332, 347, 370, 379, 381, -
Panachrantos, 37, 139, 161, 1:83; 375-77
(§ 63), 296, 367, 378, 382, 383, 386, -
Pantanasse, 37, 139, 183; 377-79 (§ 64), 344,
346, 368, 376, 386, - Pege, 97, 149, 191;
325-26 (§ 42), 15, 117, 168, 328, - Peribleptos,
41, 45, 97, 147, 165, 187; 276-83 (§ 24), 16,
140, 146, 152, 168, 222, 225, 231, 242, 272,
275, 284, 295, 297, 303, 314, 328, 338, 342,
366; omophorion, 336; open-air shrine, see
Mother of God, convent, to mikra Romaiou;
robe: 45, 93, 151, 163, 183, 187; 333-36, 8, 59,
60, 72, 269, 270, 271, 379, - deposition of
(holiday), 93; robes, 151; 333-36; tears, 133,
213; 215-216, see also Christ, slab

"Mount of Olives," image, see Christ, images,
Mount of Olives

Mount St. Auxentius, 246
mountains, high, along Don River, 83; 82
mountains of Anatolia, 89; 88
Murad, Ottoman sultan, 91; 90, 408, 409, 413;

Tale of Tsar, see Stefan Lazarevi6, "Life"
Muscovy, see Moscow and Muscovy
music, 37,45,107, 111; 421-22,424,431, see also

singers
Myrelaion, monastery, 280
Myrrhbearing Women, Sunday of, 79; 78
Mytilene, city, 414
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Narsou, ta, neighborhood, 355
narthex (wand), 428-32
nasad, see flatboat
Nea Church, at Great Palace, 37-39, 97; 247-50

(§ 12), 36, 38, 230
Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, 233
Negocovka River, 80
Neprjadva River, 398
Nestor Iskander, Russian writer, 61, 123, 203,

261, 262, 263, 364, 371
New Jerusalem Monastery, see Diomedes, St.,

church
New Year's Day, 35; 263
Nicander, metropolitan of Ganos, 99; 392, 406,

407
Nicephorus Callistus, historian, 262, 269, 280,

341, 380, 381
Nicetas Choniates, writer, 203, 205, 253, 254,

280, 292, 293, 437
Nicetas the Goth, St., 230; body, 41, 149, 163;

329, 327; iron pallet, see pallet of the martyrs
Nicholas, St., 137; 223; broken skull, 281;

chapel, see Sophia, St., church, chapel, St.
Nicholas; churches: - Basilike, 151; 354-55
(§ 54), 353, - Blachernae, 45; 337-38 (§ 47),
332, - de Embulo Venetorum, see Basilike, -
Venetian, see Basilike; convent, Petra, 163;
339 (§ 48), 162, 298; holiday, 81; 80; image,
151; 355; relics, 147, 280-81; tapestry, 223;
tower of, 338

Nicholas Mesarites, author, 303, 305
Nicholas the Younger, St., body, 281, 332
Nicholaus Thingeyrensis, writer, 225, 282, 384
Nicodemus, New Testament figure, 292
Nifont, bishop of Novgorod, 3, 4
nika riots, 251, 264; 361
Nilus, patriarch of Constantinople, 391, 393
Nine Ranks of Angels, see Nea Church
Noah, axe, 35, 145, 185; 262; ark, 131, 133, 183;

130, 132, 212, 215, see also Sophia, St., church,
doors, imperial; Passion relics, table of

nose, slitting of, 101; 100
Novgorod, city, 4, 5, 11, 17-19, 20, 21, 24, 25,

30, 54, 58, 121, 122, 157, 180

"0 Carigrade," see Alexander the Clerk
"0 Egipite grade velicei," 24
oak of Mamre, 33, 161, 183; 1, 25, 229
Oka River, 77; 391, 397
Oleg Ivanovic, grand prince of Ryazan, 77, 81;

76-78, 80
Olgerd, grand prince of Lithuania, 54, 388, 389,

390, 392
"On Constantinople," see Alexander the Clerk
Onesiphorus, St., body, 153; 346
oskrilci (choristers' headdresses), 105-07; 421
Ostraja Luka, site on Don River, 81; 80, 402
"Ot strannika Stefanova Novgorodca," see

Stephen of Novgorod
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Pachymeres, George, historian, 239, 245, 273,
298, 306, 332, 349, 381

pagans, see Arabs and Arabia; Iconoclasm and
Iconoclasts; Persians; Saracens

palace, patriarch's, 131; 202-03, 234, 237
palace, sultan's, 361, 375
palaces, imperial, Blachernae, 191; 190, 246,

334, 369, 415, 418, 423; Bucoleon, 245-47,
244, 252, see also palaces, imperial, Great; of
Emperor Constantine, see Great; Great,
37-39, 93, 97, 137, 143, 153, 165; 242-50 (§§
11-12), 12, 16, 34, 36, 106, 117, 136, 157, 211,
222,223,230,251,252,257,258,264,266,278,
280, 281, 293, 297, 304, 331, 336, 350, 363, 364,
368, 369, 384, 418, 423, 424,433; Great Palace
churches, 153; 154, see also Mother of God,
churches, Pharos; Nea Church; Stephen the
Protomartyr, St., church, palace; Mangana,
372; Pege, 326

Palestine, 41,45; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,15,18, 25, 56,
59-60, 115, 166, 167, 169, 170, 176, 180, 182,
194, 229, 342

Palevrii Monastery, see Mother of God, mon-
astery, Palevrii

pallet of the martyrs, 33, 93, 133, 161, 183; 230,
222, 228

Panachrantos Monastery, see Mother of God,
monastery, Panachrantos

Pantanasse Convent, see Mother of God,
monasteries, Pantanasse

Panteleimon, St., arm bone, 384; blood, 45;
383-84; bridge of, 337; chapel, Blachernae,
337; church, to Narsou, 384; convent with
head and blood of, 45; 383-84 (§ 68), 337, 342,
385, 387; head, 45; 383-84; relics, 162;
336-37, 342, 384; Xenon, 355

Panvinio, artist, 251, 252
Papylus, St., body, 153; 346
Parastaseis tes Konstantinoupoleos, 263, 275, 437
Passion relics of Christ, 29-31, 35-37, 45, 129,

133, 139, 141, 161, 183, 187-89, 191; 343-44,
368-70,378,2,16,140,206,216-17,262,263,
295, 342; table of, 93, 133; 216-18, 215, 221,
369

Patapius, St., body, 45, 151, 187; 336-37
patericon, 185, 189; 306, 324; of the Kiev Caves

Monastery, 215
Patras, city, 370
Patria Hesychii, 263
Patria tes Konstantinoupoleos, 231, 239, 240,

253, 262, 263, 266, 272, 275, 279, 281, 297,
305, 327, 328, 329, 357, 362, 370, 375, 381,
437

Patriarch, Monastery of the, 319
patriarch of Constantinople, 35, 101, 135, 137,

141,183;9,12,19,118,199,207,208,211,232,
235, 255, 263, 370-71, 396, 404, 405, 418-20,
428-33; see also individual patriarchs

Patricius, St., body, 149; 315
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Paul the Apostle, St., chain, 131; 210; church,
153; 154; footsteps, 183; 377; head, 153;
154

Paulinus, friend of St. Jerome, 1
Paulus Silentiarius, poet, 201, 215
Pavasilias' Convent, see Povasil jas Convent
Pcela (Melissa), 25, 59
Pege, suburb of Constantinople, 323; church, see

Mother of God, monasteries, Pege; gate
(Silivri), 317, 321, 322; palace, 326

Pelagiou, ta, neighborhood, 309
Pera, see Galata
Perama, neighborhood, 353, 354; gate, 267, 269,

353, 354, 355, 358, 359, 360
Perec Convent, see Mother of God, convent,

Perec
Perevick, city, 77; 76
Pereyaslav (Ryazanski), city, 77; 76, 391, 394,

395, 396, 397, 398, 399, 400, 402, 407; see alsor
Ryazan Principality

Pereyaslavl-Zaleski, 391
Peribleptos Monastery, see Mother of God,

monastery, Peribleptos
Perm, city, 60
Persians, 39; 239, 240, 254, 259, 271, 319
Pescarie Gate, 354
Peter, metropolitan of Russia, St., 11, 388
Peter, St., chains, 210, 216; chapel, see Sophia,

St., church, chapel, St. Peter; church, 302;
column at which he wept, 43,93-95,133,151,
163, 185; 300-301, 132, 134, 168, 215; fast of
89; 88; holiday, 91; 90; monastery, 210

Peter Damian, writer, 434, 435
Petra, neighborhood, 298, 320, 323, 339, 347,

351, 375
Petrion, neighborhood, 320, 347
Phakeolatos, protostrator, see protostrator
pharos, see lighthouses
phelonion, vestment, 109, 111; 421, 427-28
Philanthropos Church, see Christ, church,

Philanthropos
Philemon, St., body, 153; 346
Phillip's Fast (Advent), 181; 180, 166
Philopation, suburb of Constantinople, 270
Photius, patriarch of Constantinople, 248, 269
Pikridiou, suburb of Constantinople, 270
Pilgrim Book, see Anthony of Novgorod
pilgrim tales, Russian, 6-9, 19-20, 50-52,

119-21,166,168-69
pilgrim tokens, see Daniel the Prophet, seal
pilgrimage, Christian, 1-5; to Constantinople,

2-3 and passim; Russian, 3-5, 9-10
pilgrims, 1, 2, 115; Russian, 29, 33; 3-4, 5, 9, 17,

19-20 and passim
pillars, see columns
pilos, imperial headdress, see crown, Caesar's
Pimen, metropolitan of Russia, 77,79,87,91,95,

99; 48, 53, 54, 63, 70, 78, 86, 90, 94, 98, 156,
232, 285, 391-407; see also 388-90

pjadi (Old Russian unit of measurement), 97;
233, 96

Plato, St., Church, 308
"Play of the Three Holy Children," 101; 233-34,

49, 100
Podol Land (Podolia), 179; 178
Pohor River, see Hoper River
Pokasilias Convent, see Povasil jas Convent
Poland and Poles, 11, 178, 180
polata, 103, 105, 107; 423-24
Polyeuctus, St., body, 43, 95, 149, 161, 185;

302-03; church, 302
porphyry, 144, 261, 262, 275, 304, 305; see also

Sophia, St., church, columns and pillars
Povasilyas Convent, 189-91; 283 (§ 25), 168
Priscus and Nicholas, SS., church, see Nicholas,

St., church, Blachernae
processions, of divine liturgy, 109-11; 108, 110,

424, 427, 428, 430, 431-32; imperial, 261, 263,
300, 367, 375; religious, 351-52, 374, see also
Euphemia the Virgin, St., body; Mother of
God, monastery, Hodegetria; Theodosia of
Constantinople, St., body

Procopius of Caesarea, author, 239, 2,40, 251,
332, 437

Procopius, St., Chelone Church, 296
Prodromos, see John the Baptist, St.
Pronja River, 397, 398, 399
Pronsk, city, 399
protocanonarchos, church dignitary, 431
protopsaltes, church dignitary, 421-22, 431
protostrator, Byzantine official, 31; 30, 18-19,

217, 369
Psellos, Michael, writer, 359
Pskov, city, 21, 22, 28, 128
Pulad, see Bulat, Bek
purple, imperial, vestment, 109, 135; 424-25,

110, 115, 427-28, 429

Rabban Sauma, Nestorian traveler, 215, 235,
278, 292, 293, 301, 302, 305, 364, 374, 380

Radulfus, writer, 207
Rak, Priest Fedor Petrov, copiest, 172
Ranova River, 397
Red Sea, 145;
red stone mountains, 83; 82, 400, 402
refectories, 41; 288
referendarius, ecclesiastical official, 428
relics, general, 33, 47, 97, 147, 153, 161, 163, 165,

185, 187; 2-3, 5, 8, 9, 17, 49, 50, 154, 199, 217,
222, 249, 280, 301; St. Anastasia, 101, 289
(§ 27), 337; St. Anastasius the Patriarch, 41;
319; apostles, 161; 301; St. Athanasius, pa-
triarch of Constantinople, 97, 153; 273; St.
Barbara, 387; St. Christopher, 387; SS..
Cosmas and Damian, 210; St. Diomedes,
313-14; disciples, seventy, 2; Forty Martyrs,
133; 230-31, 162; Fourteen Thousand
Infants, see Holy Innocents; St. George, 147,
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214, 281; St. Gregory Nazianzen (the
Theologian), 133, 153; 213, 154, see also St.
Gregory the Wonderworker; St. Gregory the
Wonderworker (of Neocaesarea), 133;
213-14; Holy Innocents, 133, 147; 230-31,
146, 281; St. Irawap'ar, 387; Isaiah the
Prophet, 347; St. James the Persian, 387;
St. John the Baptist, 163; 341-42; St. John
Chrysostom, 95; 302-04; St. Lazarus of
Galesium, 183; 381; St. Mary Cleophas, 43,
153, 165, 189; 307-08, 381; St. Michael
Syncellus, 163; 162; St. Nicholas, 147;
280-281; St. Panteleimon, 162; 336-37, 342,
384; St. Stephen the Protomartyr, 97; 351-53;
St. Symeon the Just (the "Receiver of God"),
41, 165; 279, 366, 386; St. Tarasius the
Patriarch, 41; 318-19 (§ 39), 273, 314, 328;
Ten Martyrs, 165; 282; St. Themistades, 387;
one hundred, unidentified, 153; 154; see also
Sophia, St., church, columns and pillars

relics, specific, arm, St. Euphemia the Virgin,
259; armbone, St. Panteleimon, 384; axe,
Noah, 35, 145, 185; 262; beard, St. John the
Baptist, 147; 278; blood: - Christ, 97, 163;
216, 295, 342, 343, - from icon of Christ,
137-39, 189; 342, 343, - St. Epimachus, 265,
- Mother of God, 183; 379, - St. Panteleimon,
45; 383-84, - St. Sergius, 265; body: - St.
Abercius, 37, 97, 141, 161; 373, - SS. Ananias,
Azarias and Misael, holy children, 153; 329,
- St. Anastasia, 45, 151; 336-37, 289, - St.
Andrew of Crete, 141, 153; 384-85, 117,
314-15, 383, - St. Andrew in Crisi, 41, 149,
153; 314-15, 320, 328, 385, - St. Andrew
Salus, 149; 315, 383, - St. Andrew Stratelate,
149; 315, - St. Anne, 37, 141; 370, 373, - St.
Anne, the Virgin, 332, - St. Arsenius, pa-
triarch of Constantinople, 31, 93, 133, 161,
183; 221-22, 118, 218, 227, 228, 268, - St.
Athanasius of Alexandria, 153; 273, - St.
Barbara, 387, - St. Calia, 189-91; 283, - St.
Carpus, 153; 346, - St. Clement of Ancyra, 43,
187; 296-07, - St. Cyprian the Sorcerer, 45,
153, 183; 382, - Daniel the Prophet, 149, 163;
327-29, - St. Elizabeth of Constantinople, 41,
149, 189, 322-25, 328, - St. Elizabeth the
Martyr, 322, - St. Elizabeth, Mother of John
the Baptist, see St. Elizabeth of Con-
stantinople, - St. Eudocia, 35, 153; 362, -
St. Eudocimus, 149; 314, 315, - St. Euphemia
the Virgin, 41, 149; 319-20 (§ 40), 259-60,
314, 315, 317, 328, - St. Euphemius the
Patriarch, 287, - St. Euthymius the Patriarch,
191; 287, - St. George, 133; 214, - St.
Gregory Nazianzen (the Theologian), 41, 43,
95, 153; 303-04, 40, 213, 279, - St. Gregory
of Nicomedia, 97, 147, 187; 279, - Habakkuk
the Prophet, 329, - St. Irene, 153, 165; 310-11,
309, - St. John the Almoner (the Merciful), 43,

153, 165; 308, - St. John Calybites, 153; 154, -
St. John Damascene, 153, 187; 298, - St. John
the Warrior, 189; 308, - St. Joseph, Bishop of
Thessalonica, 286, 287, - St. Lazarus, 139,
165, 183; 380-81, - St. Martha, 139,. 165;
381, - St. Mary Magdalen, 139, 153; 380-81,
308, - St. Mary, sister of Martha, 165, 183;
381, - St. Meletius, 139; 381, - St. Michael
of Chalcedon, 143; 260, - St. Michael of
Jerusalem, 294, - St. Michael of Synada, 294,
- St. Michael of Zobe, 43, 153, 187; 294, - St.
Nicetas, 41, 149, 163; 329, 327, - St. Nicholas
the Younger, 281, 332, - St. Onesiphorus, 153;
346, - St. Papylus, 153; 346, - St. Patapius, 45,
151, 187; 336-37, - St. Patricius, 149; 315, -
St. Philemon, 153; 346, - St. Polyeuctus, 43,
95, 149, 161, 185; 302-03, - St. Romanus
Melodus (the Singer), 149, 163-65; 330, 329,
386, - St. Sabas the Cook, 39, 147; 286, 287, -
St. Salome and her three children, 153; 308,
381, - servant of St. Elizabeth, 149; 322, - St.
Solomonis, 39,147; 286, - St. Spiridon, 43, 95,
149, 161, 185; 301-03, - St. Stephen the
Younger, 153, 189; 310, 280, 295, - St.
Symeon the Just (the "Receiver of God"),
139; 366, - St. Theodore the Studite, 286, -
St. Theodosia of Caesarea, 45, 151. 163, 189;
347-51, 308, 309, 310, - St. Theodosia of
Constantinople, 43, 153, 165; 308-09, 242,
282, 320, 321, 323, - St. Theophano, empress,
43, 187; 297, 298, - St. Thomaida of Lesbos,
41, 189; 323-25, 40, - St. Trophimus, 153;
346, - male saint, unidentified, 153; 154; bone,
St. Ignatius the Godbearer, 346; bone from
skull, St. John the Baptist, 147; bread: - of Last
Supper, 189; 344, - miraculously multiplied,
35,145,185; 262; brick with portrait of Christ,
2; cap, Mother of God, 45; 336; chain, St.
Paul the Apostle, 131; 210; chains, St. Peter,
210, 216; chalice: - made of topaz, 97; 280, -
miraculously preserved, 135; 124, 125, 232,
235; chamber of Solomon, 122; cloaks, SS.
Sergius and Bacchus, 265; cross, true, 131;
222, 2, 263; crown of thorns, 216; fishes, holy,
149; 326; footsteps of St. Paul, 182; 377; girdle,
Mother of God, 39, 45, 93, 151, 163, 187; 336,
271; Gospel written in Gold by Emperor
Theodosius II, 97; 294-95; gridiron: - St.
Lawrence, 230, - martyrs, see pallet of the
martyrs; hair: - from beard of Christ, 161;
344, - Mother of God, 183, 189; 344-45, 379;
hand: - St. Gregory the Wonderworker (of
Neocaesarea), 279, - St. John the Baptist, 41,
45, 97, 147, 165, 187; 278, 341-42, - St. John
the Faster, 45, 95, 151, 153, 163; 341-42, - St.
Sergius, 265, - St. Stephen,the Protomartyr,
352, - St. Stephen the Younger, 187; 295,
279-80; handbone, St. Symeon the Just (the
"Receiver of God"), 386; head: - St. Andrew
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the Apostle, 141; 370, - St. Bacchus, 39, 95,
153, 165; 265, 293, - St. Barbara, 45; 387, - St.
Basil, 37, 139, 161, 183; 376-77, 386, - St.
Boniface, 163; 342, - St. Clement, pope of
Rome, 297, - St. Cosmas, 45, 151, 163; 333, -
St. Cyprian the Sorcerer, 382, - St. Damian,
45, 151, 163; 333, - St. Euphemia the Virgin,
143; 142, 259, 320, - St. Florus, 43, 153, 163,
187; 293, - St. Gregory, 45; 338, - St. Gregory
the Great, see St. Gregory Nazianzen, - St.
Gregory the Illuminator of Armenia, 338, -
St. Gregory Nazianzen (the Theologian), 41,
97, 165, 187; 278-79, 303, 338, - St. Ignatius
the Godbearer, 101, 153, 163; 346, 379, - St.
James the Apostle, 147; 281, - St. James the
Persian, 43, 95, 153, 163, 187; 293, - St. John
the Baptist, 278, 2, 140, 286, - St. John
Chrysostom, 37, 153, 183; 374-75, 302, - St.
Laurus, 43, 153, 163, 187; 293, - St. Lazarus,
381, - St. Leontius, 45; 338, - St. Marina, 153;
154, - St. Panteleimon, 45; 383-84, - St. Paul,
153; 154, - St. Sergius, 39, 95, 153, 165; 265,
293, - St. Stephen the Protomartyr, 45, 153;
385-87, 352-53, - St. Tatiana, 187; 281-82;
iron bed, martyrs, see pallet of the martyrs;
iron pallet: - St. George, 133; 230, - St.
Nicetas, see pallet of the martyrs; jawbone, St.
Stephen the Younger, 147; 279-80, 295;
kneeding trough on which Mother of God
appeared, 39-41; 287; lamp: -burned for sixty
years, 161; 364, - fell without breaking, 33,
131; 211-12, 227-28; lance with which Christ
was stabbed, see Passion relics; leg, St.
Ignatius the Godbearer, 139; 378-79, 346;
letter of Christ of King Abgar, 2; milk,
Mother of God, 189; 344-45; myrrh, St.
Demetrius, 165, 191; 287; nail of crucifixion,
144, 145; 261-63,216; oak of Mamre, 33, 161,
183; 1, 25, 229; omophorion, Mother of God,
336; pallet of the martyrs, 33, 93, 133, 161,
183; 230, 222, 228; Passion relics, 29-31,
35-37, 45, 129, 133, 139, 141, 161, 183,
187-89, 191; 343-44, 368-70, 378, 2, 16, 140,
206, 216-17, 262, 263, 295, 342; purple robe,
Christ, see Passion relics; reed of crucifixion,
see Passion relics; robe, Mother of God, 45,
93, 151, 163, 183, 187; 333-36, 8, 59, 60, 72,
269, 270, 271, 379; robes, Mother of God, 151;
333-36; sand, healing, 97, 141, 183; 373-74;
skull: St. Nicholas, 281, - St. Stephen the
Younger, 97; 279-80, 295; slab of Christ, 43,
95, 151, 153, 163,187; 292-93, 344; spear with
which Christ was stabbed, see Passion relics;
sponge of crucifxion, see Passion relics; staff: -
St. Andrew the Apostle, 315-16, - St. Andrew
Salus, 149; 315-16, 148, 383, - St. John
Chrysostom, 133-35, 183; 219-20; stole, St.
Basil, 386; stone: - of anointement, see slab of
Christ, - from which Moses brought forth

water, 185; 262, - from Well of Samaria, see
Sophia, St., church, Holy Well; - placed under
head of Christ, 189; 344; swaddling clothes,
Christ, 2; table: -Abraham, 33, 93, 133, 161,
183; 228-30, 205, 221, 227, - of Last Supper,
147-49; 313, - of the Passion relics, 93, 133;
216-18, 215, 221, 369; tears, Mother of God,
133, 213; 215-16, see also slab of Christ; tomb:
- Constantine (I) the Great, 43, 95, 149, 151,
161-63, 185; 304-06, 239, - Cyricus, 3-year
old child, 183; 227-28, - Daniel the Prophet,
41, 101, 149, 191; 327-29 (§ 43), - St.
Euphemia the Virgin, 259, 319, 320, - St.
Gregory Nazianzen, see body, - St. Helen,
empress, 149, 161-63, 185; 304-05, - St. John
Chrysostom, 43, 135, 149, 161; 302-04, 134, -
St. Romanus the Martyr, 41, 149, 163-65;
329, 327, 330; towel, Christ, 163; 342-43, 162;
waterpots of Cana, 43, 95, 151, 153, 163, 187;
293; Well of Jacob (of Samaria), see Sophia,
St., church, Holy Well; wood from Noah's
ark, 131, 133, 183; 130, 132, 212, 215, see also
Sophia, St., church, doors, imperial; Passion
relics, table of

reliquaries, 45, 93, 97, 133, 139, 141, 147, 151;
213,217,230,231,281,318,333,336,341,343,
349,368-69,374,384

Renedi, see Bishop of Venedin
Resurrection Church, 337
Rheba, city, 91; 90
Rhodes, island, 411, 412; Knights-Hospitalers

of, 103; 411, 412-13
"Rich by God" Monastery, see John the Baptist,

St., monastery, Petra
"Righteous Judges," statues in Constantinople,

145, 185; 274-75 (§ 23), 144, 168, 277
ripidia, see flabella
"Ritual of St. Sophia of Thessalonica," ed.

Darrouzes, 202, 203, 207, 208, 211
Rjasa River, 397
Rjuni, see George, St., monastery, Mangana
road, imperial, see Mese
Robert of Clari, crusader and writer, 207, 214,

218, 234, 239, 253, 301, 422
Romans, 107; 106; see also Rhodes, Knights-

Hospitalers of
Romanus, St., church, see Daniel the Prophet,

church; gate of, 287, 289, 317, 322, 323, 325,
327, 328, 330, 331, 337, 386; tomb, 41, 149,
163-65;329,327,330

Romanus (III ?), emperor, 201; 204
Romanus I Lecapenus, emperor, 241
Romanus Melodus (the Singer), St., body, 149,

163-65;330,329,386
Romanus of Tver, metropolitan of Lithuania,

388, 389
Rome, 33, 107, 131, 139; 214, 228, 261, 262, 301,

343, 352, 370, 379
routes between Russia and Constantinople,
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77-91,99,179-81;178-80,397-404,8,9,98;
see also frontispiece

Russia and Byzantium, commerce between, see
Russia and Byzantium, relations between

Russia and Byzantium, relations between, 99,
161, 179-81; 9-12, 17-19, 48-49, 98, 157,
166, 178-80, 194, 221, 269, 270-71, 335

Russia and Byzantium, travel between, see
Russia and Byzantium, relations between

"Russian Anonymous Description of Constan-
tinople," see "Anonymous Description of
Constantinople"

Russian Short List of Shrines and Relics in
Constantinople, see Short List of Shrines and
Relics in Constantinople

Russians living in Constantinople, 91, 93; 5, 25,
49, 90, 156, 278, 285-86

Russkij Vremennik, 64, 70, 71, 74, 76-113
passim; see also manuscripts, location un-
known, Russkij Vremennik

Ryazan Principality, 77; 48, 50, 54, 76, 78, 80,
391, 394, 396, 397, 399; see also Pereyaslav
(Ryazanski)

Sabas, bishop of Sarai, 79; 396, 78
Sabas, St., Typicon of, 41; 40
Sabas the cook, St., 39, 147; 286, 287
Sabas of Serbia, St., 316
saccos, imperial vestment, 424-25
Saharov, I. P., publisher, 24-26, 64-65, 66, 158,

159, 162, 170, 172-73, 286, 401
saints, see individual names
Sakarka River, 400
sakellarios, great, ecclesiastical official, 195; 194
sakellios, ecclesiastical offical, 195; 194
Salome and her three children, SS., bodies, 153;

308, 381
Samaritan Well, see Sophia, St., church, Holy

Well
Samaritan Woman, Sunday of, 83; 82
sand, healing, 97, 141, 183; 373-74
Sandys, English traveler, 207, 235
Sangarius River, 89; 88, 403
Saracens, 137; 239, 240, 294; see also Arabia and

Arabs; Persians
Sarai, Tatar capital, 82, 84, 391, 392
Sarkel, Khazar fortress, 400-01
Sary Hoza, Tatar beg, 83; 82-84
Saturdays, 364
Savior, see Christ

Savior's nail, see Christ, nail of crucifixion;
Constantine (I) the Great, emperor, column

sazhens (Old Russian unit of measurement), 97,
107,135,185;233,55,96,202,235,256,423

sceptre, emperor's, 430
Schedel, Hartmann, traveler, 238
Schiltberger, Johannes, traveler, 235, 240, 248,

252
scripture readings, 431

Scutari (Chrysopolis), city, 191; 190
Scylitzes, John, chronicler, 246
seal, imperial, 35; 336,344,369; patriarchal, 344,

369; of the Prophet Daniel, see Daniel the
Prophet, seal

secular church near the Righteous Judges, 145;
273-74 (§ 22), 275; unidentified, 153; 154

Sekbanbasi Mescidi, 307
Selim the Sot, sultan, 254
Selymbria, town, 409
Serbia and Serbians, 403, 404
Sergius, patriarch of Constantinople, 163; 335,

357
Sergius, St., blood 265; hand, 265
Sergius Azakov, abbot of the Moscow Savior

Monastery, 77, 91; 395, 394, 404
Sergius of Radonei, St., 177; 278, 285, 390
Sergius and Bacchus, church, 39, 153, 165;

264-65 (§ 16), 266, 267, 293; cloaks, 265;
heads, 39, 95, 153, 165; 265, 293

sermons to emperor, 111-13; 433-35
serpent column in hippodrome, 93, 145, 165,

185;254-56,253,257
servant of St. Elizabeth, body, 149; 322
sext, 369
shield, raising emperor on, 420, 424
ships and boats, 39, 79, 85, 87, 89, 91-93, 99,

151, 179, 181, 195; 78, 80, 88, 169, 170, 178,
180, 182, 266, 269, 270, 353, 356-57, 403, 406,
410, 411, 412, 413; see also ferries

Short List of Shrines and Relics in
Constantinople (MS Zabelin 416), 153-54,
21-22

shrines, see chapels and churches, Constan-
tinople

Shrines and Relics in Constantinople, List of
(MS Zabelin 416), see Short List of Shrines
and Relics in Constantinople

Silivri Gate, see Pege, Gate
Silivria, city, 320
Sinai, mount, 153; 295
singers, liturgical, 45, 105-07; 421-22; see also

music
Sinope, city, 87-89; 86-88, 403
Sisman, tsar of Bulgaria, 54
"Skazanie letom v kratce," see Ignatius of

Smolensk
"Skazanie o Mitjae Arhimandrite," 59
"Skazanie o svjatyh mesteh ... ," see "Anon-

ymous Description of Constantinople"
skeuophylax, great, ecclesiastical official, 195;

194
Smolensk, city, 53, 54
Solomon, king, 145; chamber of, 122; mosaic,

135; 235-36, 232; pool of, 37; 374; statue,

249

Solomonida, St., see Solomonis, St.
Solomonis, St., body, 39, 147; 286
Solomonos, ta, neighborhood, 382
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Sophia, St., church, 29-35, 93,101,103,129-35,
139, 143, 145, 161, 165, 183, 185; 199-236
(§§ 1-8), 8, 16, 17, 18-19, 115, 119, 125, 134,
138, 140,144,157,167,168, 237, 238, 239, 241,
243,258,260,264,268,280,281,282,293,295,
297,300,301,303,342,343,346,350,361,362,
363, 364, 365,369,370,371,372,373,375,376,
379, 384, 415, 416-63; altars, 33, 135; 205,
232, 235, see also sanctuary; ambo, 109, 135;
108, 232, 235, 421, 427, 428, 429, 430, 431;
apse, see sanctuary; atrium, 139; 201-2, 234;
baptistery, 135; 134, 138, 202, 234; box, im-
perial, 424; chamber, imperial, 107, 109, 111;
422, 424, 426, see also metatorion, imperial;
Chamber of Solomon, see Solomon, king,
chamber of, chancel, see sanctuary; chancel
barrier, 432, see also doors, holy; chapels: - St.
Nicholas, 137-39; 223, 224, 225, 227; - St.
Peter, 210, 216, 223; columns and pillars, 31,
33, 133, 135; 132, 208, 213, 214-15, 217-18,
221,222,226,228,229,230,232,234,235,261;
Column of St. Gregory the Theologian, see
columns and pillars & Column of St. Gregory
the Wonderworker; Column of St. Gregory
the Wonderworker, 133; 214, 215, 217, 218,
228; damage, 131; 201, 232; dedication, 129;
199, 200; dimensions, 135; 235, 124, 125, 134,
142, 232-33; dome, 33, 97, 135; 232-33, 17,
19, 30, 34, 49, 238; doors: 29, 33-35, 129, 135,
185; 234-35, 207, 208, 214, 219, 223, 224, 225,
227, 232, 238, - holy (of chancel barrier), 109;
108, 255, 432, - imperial, 107, 131, 133, 161;
207,106,208,209,210,211,212,213,214,217,
220, 232, 235-36, 255, 423, 424; drapes, 106;
420-21, 51; fountains: 33, 195; 234, 201, 202,
226, - in front of church, 139; 201-02, 138,
207, 234, - "Jordan River," see Holy Well, see
also baptistery & Holy Well; galleries, 105,
107;51,202,204,205,211,220,230,233,234,
420-21, 423, 424, 426, 433; gynaeceum, im-
perial, 426; Holy Well, 33, 131, 139, 161, 183;
224-26, 223, 227, 228, 234, 282, 304, 343;
iconostasis, see chancel barrier; images: 93;
205,207,208-09, - angels, 205, 229, - Christ-
- carved stone, see mosaic, north aisle, - -
Chalke, 29, 131; 210-12, 213, 217, 218, 227,
242, --Confessor, 161, 183; 209, 207, --inside
church, 93; 212; - -marble, see Confessor; - -
mosaic, narthex, 135; 235-36, 232; - -mosaic,
north aisle, 31, 133; 218-19, 217; - -"Mount
of Olives," 31; 30-32,209, 225; --stabbed by a
Jew, 137-39; 224-25, 304, 342, 343; - St.
Mary of Egypt, 208; - St. Michael the
Archangel, 95, 129-31; 202-06, 94, 115, 130,
229-30; - Mother of God, - -sent architects to
Kiev, 135; 215-16, 119, 217; - -spoke to St.
Mary of Egypt, 93, 161, 183; 207-09, 212; - -
wept, 133, 213; 215-16; - King Solomon, see
Christ, mosaic, narthex; - Trinity, 133; 229,

205; lamps, 33; 234, 219; metatorion, imperial,
228, 241, 432, 433, see also chamber, imperial;
mosaics, 205-06, see also images, Christ,
Chalke & mosaic, St. Michael the Archangel;
"Myrrhbearing Women," see narthex of the
deaconesses; narthex, 29, 93, 131, 161, 183;
206-09, 424, 426; narthex of the deaconesses,
228; passage (diabatika) of St. Nicholas, 31;
223, 30-32, 209, 221, 224, 225, 226; pedestals,
131, 133; 212, 230, 231, see also columns and
pillars; prothesis table, 432; repairs, 17, 18-19,
202, 203, 204, 205, 207, 219, 221, 222, 228, 230,
232; sanctuary, 31, 33, 109, 111, 131, 133,135,
138;110,213,215,217,218,221,222,223,224,
226,227,228,232,421,422,427,429,431,432;
secrets (council chambers), 202-03; skeuo-
phylakion( treasury), 219; solea, 429, 430, 431;
vestibule, 95, 129-31; 200-06, 230; wells, see
fountains & Holy Well; windows, 97; 96,
232-33

Sosna (Bystraja Sosna) River, 79; 80
Spain, 107
speed of travel, 401-03, 394, 397-98, 400
Sphrantzes, George, historian, 167, 312, 408,

416,418
Spiridon, St., body, 43,95,149,161,185; 301-03
spiritual songs, see stihi duhovnye
springs, see fountains
standard-bearers, see emperor, escorts of
Stanislav, boyar of Ryazan, 79; 78
statues, Constantinople, 143; 2, 120, 219;

237-40, 245-46, 247, 253, 254, 257, 262, 263,
274-75, 296, 306, 328-29; angel, in front of
Holy Apostles Church, 185-87; 306; angels,
see Daniel the Prophet, tomb; Apollo, see
Constantine (I) the Great, emperor, column;
Christ, in Nea Church, 37-39; 249;
Constantine the Great, see Constantine (I)
the Great, emperor, column, see also Michael
VIII Palaeologus, statue; Michael VIII
Palaeologus, emperor, 187; 306; Michael the
Archangel, 306; Righteous Judges, 145, 185;
274-75 (§ 23), 144, 168, 277; King Solomon,
249; Theodosius (I) the Great, 240; toad,
magical, 187; 296, 257; turtles, magical, 296;
see also columns, outdoor in Constantinople

staurata, see coins
Stefan Lazarevic, "Life of," 71, 64, 90
stemma, see crown, emperor's
stephanos, imperial headdress, 426
Stephen the Great, prince of Moldavia, 178
Stephen of Novgorod, "Wanderer," 15-47, 114,

115, 118, and passim
Stephen the Protomartyr, St., church at palace,

352; head, 45, 153; 385-87, 352-53; martyria:
- (monastery) Constantinianae, 97; 351-53
(§ 52), 310, 386;-Placidianae, 386,-Zeugma,
351-52, 386; monastery at Mangana, 45, 153;
385-87 (§70), 352-53; relics, 97; 351-53;
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right hand, 352
Stephen the Younger, St., body, 153, 189; 310,

280, 295; hand, 187; 295, 279-80; jawbone,
147; 279-80, 295; Life, 242, 280; skull, 97;
279-80,295

sticharion, liturgical vestment, 105; 421
stihi duhovnye, spiritual songs, 4
stolp" cik, 109; 425
stone, from which Moses brought forth water,

185; 262; of Samaritan Well, see Sophia, St.,
church, Holy Well; placed under head of
Christ, 189; 344

stone work in Constantinople, see baldachins;
columns, outdoor in Constantinople; statues

stone workers, see marble workers
storms, 87, 89, 99, 163, 181; 8, 86, 88, 150, 180,

182, 269, 271, 335
"Strannik Stefanova Novgorodca," see Stephen

of Novgorod
Sulu Manastir, see Mother of God, monastery,

Peribleptos
Sunday, of the Blind Man, 85; 84; of the Holy

Fathers, 233; of the Holy Fathers of Nicaea,
85; 84; of the Holy Forefathers, 234; of the
Myrrhbearing Women, 79; 78; of the Prodigal
Son, 105; 417, 431; of the Samaritan Woman,
83; 82; of St. Thomas, 79; 78

Sundays, 145; 273-74

"Sur le couronnement de Manuel II," ed.
Verpeaux, 416, 417, 420, 421, 422, 423, 426,
427, 428, 429, 430, 431, 432, 433, 435

Suroz (Sudak), city, 87; 86, 88, 403
Suzdal, city, 157
Svjatoslav, prince of Smolensk, 54
swaddling clothes of Christ, see Christ, swad-

dling clothes
Symebn the Just (the "Receiver of God"), St.,

body, 139; 366; handbone, 386; relics, 41, 165;
279, 366, 386

Symeon Lehats'i of L'vov, Armenian traveler,
262, 277

Symeon Magister, historian, 269, 303
Symeon Metaphrastes, hagiographer, 420, 421
Symeon the Proud, grand prince of Moscow, 19
Symeon of Thessalonica, writer, 203, 208, 209,

210-11,420,428,433,435
synaxaria, 208, 210, 213, 214, 231, 259, 269, 281,
282, 286, 293, 294, 302, 303, 310, 311, 315, 317,
320, 322, 327, 329, 330, 335, 338, 346, 347, 348,
349, 350, 351, 352, 357, 362, 367, 370, 381, 382,
384

table, of Abraham, 33, 93,133,161,183; 288-30,
205, 221, 227; of Last Supper, 147-49; 313; of
Passion relics, 93, 133; 216-18, 215, 221, 369

Tabola (Mokraja ?) River, 397, 398, 399, 400
Tafur, Pero, Spanish traveler, 204,216,217,222,

230,240,244,253,256,275,291,293,301,365
"Tale of the Babylonian City," 122
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"Tale of the Holy Mountain," see Isaiah, Elder
"Tale of the Holy Places ...... see "Anonymous

Description of Constantinople"
"Tale of the White Cowl," 17-18, 122
Tamerlane, Tatar ruler, 84
Tarasius, patriarch of Constantinople, St., mon-

astery, 319; relics, 41; 318-19 (§ 39), 273, 314,
328

Tatars, 83, 85, 179; 4, 5, 10, 15, 54, 76, 78, 82, 84,
178, 388, 391, 399

Tatiana, St., head, 187; 281-82
teeth, cure of ailing, 151; 356
ten martyrs, relics, 165; 282
Terkli, site on Don River, 83; 400-401(§ 75), 82,

402
tetrapyles, Constantinople, 230-31, 357
tetrastyles, Constantinople, 357, 358, 359
Thebes, city, 215, 261
Themistades, St., relics, 387
Theodora Palaeologus, empress, wife of Michael

VIII, 309-10, 311, 332
Theodore, abbot of the Moscow St. Simon

Monastery, see Theodore, archbishop of
Rostov

Theodore, St., apparition of, 287
Theodore, St., church, 35; 34, 261
Theodore, archbishop of Rostov, 79, 99; 392,

393, 396, 406, 407
Theodore of Edessa, St., Life, 115, 204
Theodore the merchant (of miracle story), 95,

153; 356-57, 358
Theodore Palaeologus, despot, 193; 192
Theodore the Studite, St., 41, 165; 284, 285, 287,

329; body, 286
Theodore Tyro, St., church, Heraclea Pontica,

89; 88; tomb, 89; 88
Theodosia of Caesarea, St., body, 45, 151, 163,

189; 347-51, 308, 309, 310; church, 45, 151;
346-51 (§ 51), 16, 17, 308, 309, 332, 345, 353,
382; Gate of, 348; see also Theodosia of
Constantinople, St.

Theodosia of Constantinople (martyr under
Iconoclasm), St., 29, 137; 349-51, 211, 242,
see also Christ, images, Chalke; body, 43, 153,
165; 308-09,242,282, 320, 321, 323, Life, 242;
see also Theodosia of Caesarea, St.

Theodosius, abbot of the Moscow Savior
Monastery, 395

Theodosius (I) the Great, emperor, 239, 256,
257; forum, see forum Tauri; obelisk, 145, 185;
256-57, 144, 253; statue, 240; tomb, 95; 305

Theodosius II (the Younger), emperor, 97; 294,
95; gospel written in gold by, 97; 294-95;
tomb, 95; 305

Theodosius of the Kiev Caves Monastery, St.,
177-79;3,178,215,285

Theodosius Melitenus, poet, 249, 269
Theognostus, bishop of Ryazan, 77; 396, 76, 78
Theognostus, bishop of Sarai, 4
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Theognostus, metropolitan of Russia, 30, 388
Theophanes, chronicler, 270
Theophanes, Graptus, St., 162
Theophanes Continuatus, chronicle, 246, 247,

248, 255, 297, 313
Theophanes the Greek, painter, 238
Theophano, empress, wife of Leo VI, St., body,

43,187;297,298
Theophilus, emperor, 253
Thessalonica, city, 193; 167, 169, 176, 192, 194,

287, 409, 414; see also Ignatius of Smolensk,
"Description of Thessalonica and the Holy
Mountain"

Thomaida of Alexandria, St., see Thomaida of
Lesbos, St.

Thomaida of Lesbos, St., body, 41, 189; 323-25,
40

Thomais, St., see Thomaida, St.
Thomas, St., Sunday of, 79; 78
Thomas Kacybej, Russian warrior, 398-99
Thomas Palaeologus, despot, 193; 192
Three Hierarchs, chapel, see Mother of God,

monastery, Panachrantos
three holy children, see Ananias, Azarias, and

Misael; "Play of the Three Holy Children"
thrones, imperial, 107, 109, 111; 422-23, 233,

430, 431, 432
Thursday before Palm Sunday, 364
Thutmose III, Egyptian pharaoh, 256
Tihaja Sosna River, 79; 80, 82
"To the Great Valley," Tatar road, 179; 178
toad, magical stone, 187; 296, 257
Tobolsk, Siberian city, 62
Tohtamysh, Tatar khan, 84
Tolubej, Tatar general, 54
tomb builders' sermon to emperor, 111-13;

433-35
tombs, imperial, 43, 95, 185; 292-93, 300, 301,

304-06, 309-12; Constantine (I) the Great,
43, 95, 149, 151, 161-63, 185; 304-06, 239;
Manuel I Comnenus, 292-93; Maurice, 147;
280; Theodosius (I) the Great, 95; 305;
Theodosius II (the Younger), 95; 305

tombs, saints', see relics, specific, tombs
topaz, see chalice, topaz
Topoi, neighborhood, 380
toupha, headdress, 239
Transfiguration, holiday, 373-74
transliteration system, ix
Trehostrovjansk, site on Don River, 400-01, 82
Trifon Korobejnikov, Russian traveler, 62, 170,

172
Trinity, icon, 133; 229, 205
Trinity-St. Sergius Monastery, Russia, 177; 55,

170, 176
Trisagion hymn, 428
Trophimus, St., body, 153; 346
Tsargrad, see Constantinople
Tsimlyansk, settlement on Don River, 401

Tuesdays, see Mother of God, monastery,
Hodegetria

Turks, 91, 101, 103, 105, 191; 3, 5, 12, 48, 54, 86,
90, 118, 120, 121, 156, 158, 166, 190, 192, 235,
239,240,245,248,255,371,393,396,403,404,
405,406,408,409, 411, 414, 415, 419

turtles, magic stone, 296
Tver, city, 10, 388, 389, 392
two thousand infants, see Holy Innocents
tyche of Constantinople, 261, 262
typica, 40, 310, 369; of St. Sabas, 41; 40; Studite,

284-85
Tzinkanisterion (manege) at Great Palace, 248

Ukraine, 11, 178, 390; see also Lithuania and
Lithuanians

uprising of 1390, Constantinople, 101-05;
408-15 (§§ 81-87), 8, 50, 69, 71, 156

Valentinian, emperor, 275
Vasilij Buslaev, bylina hero, 4
Vasilki, see Basilike
Velikaja Luka, part of Don River, 83; 82, 400,

402
Venedin, see Bishop of Venedin
Venice and Venetians, 107; 12, 49, 86, 167, 240,

265, 305, 308, 313, 318, 343, 353, 354, 355, 360,
364, 387, 408, 409, 410, 413, 417, 422, 435; see
also Franks

Venetian churches in Constantinople, 355-56
Verda River, 397
verst (Old Russian unit of measurement), 179,

181; 178
vespers, 331, 369
Vespucci, Americus, traveler, 62
vigil service, 105; 104, 365, 421, 424
Vigla, neighborhood, 355
Virgin Mary, see Mother of God
Vitovt, grand prince of Lithuania, 181, 189; 54,

55, 180, 311
Vladimir, Christianizer of Russia, St., 3
Vlanga, habor of Constantinople, 266, 267, 268,

269, 270, 271
Volga River, 392, 400, 401
Vologda, city, 60
Voronezh River, 81; 80, 82, 397, 402

Wallachia and Wallachians, 179-81; 178-80
waterpot of Cana, 43, 95, 151, 153, 163, 187;

293
Wednesday of Holy Week, 16
Wednesdays, 45, 141, 149, 151; 16, 321, 349, 373
Well of Samaria, see Sophia, St., church, Holy

. Well
West Russia, see Ukraine
White Russia, see Lithuania and Lithuanians;

Ukraine
white stone pillars, landmark on Don River, 81;

80
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William of Tyre, crusader, 247
women, place in church, 105; 420-21

xenodochia, 2
Xenon of St. Panteleimon, 355
"Xenos," 177; 176; see also Zosima the Deacon
Xerolophos, neighborhood, 272, 319
Xylokerkos, gate, 317, 325, 328

kapi, market place of Constan-
tinople, 354

463

Zeugma, neighborhood, 253
Zeuxippus, baths of, 253, 258
Zeyrek Kilisse Camii, see Christ, monastery,

Pantocrator
Zindan kapi, landmark of Constantinople, see

Basilike, gate
Zoe, empress, 359, 360
Zonaras, John chronicler, 246, 247, 261
Zosima the Deacon, "Xenos," 166-95, 118, 323

and passim



KEY TO MAP OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Numbers in parentheses on map signify locations which are not specific.

1. Church of St. Sophia
9. Column of Justinian

10. Chalke Gate of the Imperial Palace
11. Great Palace
12. Nea Church of the Palace
13. Hippodrome
14. Martyrion of St. Euphemia
15. Column of Constantine
16. Church of SS. Sergius and Bacchus
17. Contoscalion Harbor
18. Monastery of St. Demetrius
19. Jewish Gate on the Propontis
20. Column of Arcadius
21. Monastery of St. Athanasius the

Patriarch
22. Secular Church

23. Statues called the "Righteous
Judges"

24. Peribleptoes Monastery of the
Mother of God

25. Povasil;jas Convent
26. Studius Monastery of St. John the

Baptist
27. Relics of St. Anastasia
28. Pantocrator Monastery
29. Apolikaptii [?] Monastery
30. Convent of St. Constantine
31. Cecharitomene Convent
32. Church of the Holy Apostles
33. Convent of Kyra Martha
34. Convent of the Virgin of Lips
35. Church of St. Diomedes
36. Convent of St. Andrew in Crisi
37. Monastery of St. Andrew Salus and

Evergetis Metochion
38. Convent of St. Eudocimus
39. Relics of St. Tarasius
40. Body of St. Euphemia
41. Convent of the Virgin "id pmpd

`Pcoµaiou"
42. Monastery of the Virgin at Pege
43. Tomb of the Prophet Daniel

44. Church of the Virgin ",ca' Kupou"
45. Monastery of SS. Cosmas and

Damian
46. Shrine of the Virgin at Blachernae
47. Church of St. Nicholas at Blachernae
48. Convent of St. Nicholas in Petra
49. Monastery of St. John the Baptist in

Petra
50. Monastery of the Virgin

Pammacaristos
51. Church of St. Theodosia
52. Shrine of St. Stephen
53. Basilike Market

r

54. Church of St. Nicholas at Basilike
55. Frankish Church at Basilike
56. Guarantor Savior
57. Church of St. Eirene
58. Convent of the Virgin Iterapiotica
59. Monastery of the Virgin Hodegetria
60. Monastery of St. George at Mangana
61. Church of the Savior ibta,avOpGwnoq

at Mangana
62. Convent of the Virgin Perec
63. Monastery of the Virgin Tf1S

Huvaxpavtiou
64. Convent of the Virgin tif1S

Haviav6.G qS
65. Monastery of St. Lazarus
66. Monastery of St. Cyprian the

Sorcerer
67. Monastery of St. Andrew Salus in the

"First Region"
68. Convent with the Head of St.

Panteleimon
69. Convent of the Mighty Savior
70. Monastery of St. Stephen at

Mangana
71. Church of St. Barbara
79. Church of St. John the Baptist in

Galata
82. Adrianople Gate
83. Fortress of the Golden Gate





KEY

Body of St. Euphemia 40
Church, Frankish, at Basilike 55
Church, Nea, of the Palace 12
Church of St. Barbara 71
Church of St. Diomedes 35
Church of St. Eirene 57
Church of St. John the Baptist in Galata

79
Church of St. Nicholas at Basilike 54
Church of St. Nicholas at Blachernae 47
Church of St. Sophia 1
Church of St. Theodosia 51
Church of SS. Sergius and Bacchus 16
Church, Secular 22
Church of the Holy Apostles 32
Church of the Savior Otkavilpwirtoq at

Mangana 61
Church of the Virgin "ia Kupou" 44
Column of Arcadius 20
Column of Constantine 15
Column of Justinian 9
Convent, Cecharitomene 31
Convent of Kyra Martha 33
Convent of St. Andrew in Crisi 36
Convent of St. Constantine 30
Convent of St. Eudocimus 38
Convent of St. Nicholas in Petra 48
Convent of the Mighty Savior 69
Convent of the Virgin Iterapiotica 58
Convent of the Virgin of Lips 34
Convent of the Virgin Perec 62
Convent of the Virgin "id µtxpd

`P(gtaiou" 41
Convent of the Virgin Tf15 Eaviavaoarl S

64
Convent, Povasil jas 25
Convent with the Head of St.

Panteleimon 68
Fortress of the Golden Gate 83
Gate, Adrianople 82

Gate, Chalke, of the Imperial Palace 10
Gate, Jewish, on the Propontis 19
Harbor, Contoscalion 17
Hippodrome 13
Market, Basilike 53
Martyrion of St. Euphemia 14
Monastery, Apolikaptii [?] 29
Monastery of St. Andrew Salus and

Evergetis Metochion 37
Monastery of St. Andrew Salus in the

"First Region" 67
Monastery of St. Athanasius the

Patriarch 21
Monastery of St. Cyprian the Sorcerer 66
Monastery of St. Demetrius 18
Monastery of St. George at Mangana 60
Monastery of St. John the Baptist in

Petra 49
Monastery of St. Lazarus 65
Monastery of St. Stephen at Mangana 70
Monastery of SS. Cosmas and Damian 45
Monastery of the Virgin at Pege 42
Monastery of the Virgin Hodegetria 59
Monastery of the Virgin Pammacaristos

50
Monastery of the Virgin tiffs

IIavaxpaviou 63
Monastery, Pantocrator 28
Monastery, Peribleptos, of the Mother of

God 24
Monastery, Studius, of St. John the

Baptist 26
Palace, Great 11
Relics of St. Anastasia 27
Relics of St. Tarasius 39
Savior, Guarantor 56
Shrine of St. Stephen 52
Shrine of the Virgin at Blachernae 46
Statues called the "Righteous Judges" 23
Tomb of the Prophet Daniel 43
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